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Chapter 1: Introduction  
 
Executive Summary 
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) commissioned Commonwealth Architects to examine 
forty historic buildings located on both its Monroe Park and Medical College of Virginia campuses.  
The exterior envelope of each of those forty buildings was examined (roofs were excluded, as they 
were covered under a separate maintenance contract), and from those observations we assembled 
maintenance recommendations, presented standard repair procedures, developed a paint palate, set 
out proposed procedures for coordinating with the Virginia Department of Historic Resources, and 
compiled cost estimates.  All of these are presented in a unified format to aid in the repair and 
maintenance of these significant historic structures. 
 
Team Organization & Methodology 
The team for this project, undertaken under a term contract with VCU, included Bryan Clark Green, 
Lisa Bricker, and Jennifer Hugman. Investigation began in July 2016. Initial efforts focused upon the 
collection of the elements of the report that would be used in common for all forty buildings; these 
items included developing both a methodology for collecting and format for reporting information 
that could be used for all forty building buildings.  This included collecting existing architectural 
drawings from VCU collections, investigating collections at the Library of Virginia to locate existing 
historic drawings that VCU does not hold in its own collections, as well as the creation of a format 
for tabulating window repairs, paint color recommendations (organized by building element), and 
standard procedures for making repairs to these buildings in a manner that complies with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.   This portion of the work included developing a 
format for compiling cost estimates for all proposed work; this was undertaken by James Akers of 
Akers Construction Group.   
 
Following the collection and organization of these common materials, the team began investigating 
the forty buildings on the list.  The first building surveyed, Lafayette Hall, was identified by VCU as 
the highest priority building on the list, and so the project began with that building.  Lafayette Hall is 
examined here in this draft report as the first product of this effort.  After examining this report and 
the accompanying cost estimate, we made some necessary adjustments to the format and proceed 
with the remaining thirty-nine buildings in the survey.   
 
Report Content  
The reports for each of the forty buildings will follow the same format.  Each building evaluation 
will contain a locator map (adapted from VCU’s master navigation maps), site description, and 
building description to clearly identify the location of the building, the disposition of its site, and its 
major building elements.   
 
After the initial descriptive matter, each building entry proceeds with a description and analysis of 
existing conditions, with particular attention paid to any areas of damage, deterioration, or otherwise 
in need of attention.  Each description follows the same order: foundation, walls, windows, doors, 
porches, gutters/downspouts, cornices, and any unusual features specific to the individual building; 
each with an assessment of existing conditions and recommendations for repair.  Each entry will be 
illustrated with current photographs, showing both overall conditions and specific issues to which 
attention should be paid.  Most buildings in the survey have some sort of accompanying 
architectural drawings, sometimes original drawings or more recent repair drawings, and in a few 
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cases, both.  There are several instances where no drawings survive; in those instances, we will work 
from photographs and sketches to locate building elements and to derive quantities for repair 
estimates.  In the instance that drawings survive, they will be included in the report for reference.  
 

 
Figure 1: Table of VCU buildings in this study, indicating address, name, VCU inventory number, year of construction, 
name of historic district (if applicable) and the presence of architectural drawings in VCU’s Facilities Department, as well 
as drawings held by the Library of Virginia.  As a part of this study, any drawing at the Library of Virginia but not held 
by VCU has been scanned and is now a part of the VCU Facilities inventory.  Drawings marked with an asterisk (*) 
indicate the presence of an incomplete set of drawings. 
 
The window repair recommendations were an area of particular focus.  In order to develop a 
common system of identifying repairs, capturing quantities, and providing clear information for 
developing cost estimates, window information is summarized.  Window conditions are summarized 
into four categories, indicated as level I, II, III, and IV, ascending in the severity of the conditions 
they are addressing, and in the resulting complexity of the repairs.  It is assumed that the repairs in 
levels I and II can be made in situ; level III will require the removal of the sashes for repair; level IV 
will require the removal of the entire window unit for repair, and the resulting repair may require 
that the entire window unit be matched in kind (meaning matching the original in material, 
dimensions, molding and muntin profiles, and sill type and dimensions).   
 
Level I window repairs include routine maintenance and repairs to be conducted in-situ.  These 
repairs include the removal of loose exterior paint; exterior loose paint removal; sash repairs 
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including putty repairs, reglazing as necessary, frame repairs including sanding, patching, and 
priming, as well as finishing with two coats of a paint type to be approved by VCU, in a color to be 
selected from the enclosed paint chart.  Level II window repairs include the repairs in Level I and 
expand to include stabilization, conducted in-situ, including drying wet wood, waterproofing wet 
areas with 2-3 coats of boiled linseed oil, and filling cracks and holes with epoxy.  Level III window 
repairs include the repairs from levels I and II, and extend to include splicing and replacing parts in 
kind.  Level III repairs envision the removal of sash to conduct the repairs, which will include such 
repairs as milling and installing replacement parts in kind.  Level IV window repairs include repairs 
from levels I to III, but extend to include the potential replacement of the entire unit; repair at this 
level envisions the removal of the entire unit to address serious damage and/or deterioration.  Level 
IV repair is for windows too deteriorated to repair in place; this category calls for the removal of 
window in its entirety to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether unit should be replaced; if the 
window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed.  The window repair suggestions also include notes for recurring 
conditions, such as window A/C units, decorative metal grilles, brick sills, security grates, the 
presence of a deteriorated metal lintel, and the need to install an exterior storm window to address 
water infiltration issues.   
 
A section on paint colors was assembled to help VCU with the many questions that arise when users 
request that previously-painted surfaces be repainted.  This section includes organization by building 
element (body, cornices, doors, window trim, window sills, window sash, porches and other areas as 
needs arise) and includes historically-appropriate colors in a format that is easy to consult and use.  
The goal is to help VCU staff manage the color choices for historic buildings throughout the 
campus.  
 
There were some instances where we felt that the appropriate step was to recommend that a 
structural, mechanical, electrical, or plumbing engineer, or in some cases VCU maintenance staff, 
should examine a specific condition in more detail, to provide more specific guidance on how to 
proceed.  Each of those instances is called out in the individual building reports, but they are also 
summarized in the table below for ease of reference.  Not all buildings presented conditions for 
which a referral was necessary, so only those buildings for which referrals were requested are 
included in the table below.  
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Figure 2: Recommendations for follow-up inspection by structural, mechanical, electrical, or plumbing engineer, or VCU 
maintenance staff. 
 
Repair Procedures 
To accompany the prioritized repairs, the report includes a series of detailed descriptions of repair 
techniques for the various repairs recommended.  These repair techniques were designed in 
consultation with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and historic preservation 
best practices.  These recommendations will assist VCU by providing guidance for repairs of all 
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kinds – from minor to major – whether they are performed by VCU staff or by outside contractors, 
and will help insure consistency on approach and result.   
 
Opinion of Probable Cost  
A summary sheet will contain a combined cost for each building.  This will be linked to a detailed 
worksheet for each individual building. The worksheet will include all of the items discussed in the 
conditions assessment, and will be presented in a slightly-modified version of the standard DGS 
form for opinion of probable cost. Each estimate assumes, as noted, a 5% design contingency, a 5% 
construction contingency, and a 3% escalation. A bidding contingency was not included. 
 
The various repair recommendations were then studied by our cost estimator, James Akers of Akers 
Construction Group, and from them a series of cost estimates were developed.  The cost estimates 
reflect the repair recommendations as a series of individual repairs, designed to allow VCU to group 
these repairs into packages that reflect their severity, as well as institutional priorities and available 
funding.  This format offers VCU the greatest flexibility in designing a financial approach to the 
repairs.   
 
Conclusion  
Our hope is that this survey will support and inform VCU’s long-term commitment to the 
preservation and care of its historic buildings.  The preservation of historic structures is always a 
challenge, never more so when the undertaken within the context of managing a complex pair of 
campuses with an enormous variety of users, programs, and building needs.  We hope that our 
efforts will help to sustain and support VCU’s continuing efforts to preserve and protect its 
significant architectural resources. 
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Chapter 2: Overview 
Key Map 
   Current Resources 
   Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 
   Approval Chart 
   Color Chart 
 
Current Resources 
The table below (Figure 2.1) assembles all of the buildings to be surveyed into a single table, recording the VCU 
building number, address, year of construction, name of state and national historic building in which the 
building lies (if applicable), and indicates whether VCU holds any post-construction drawings for building 
repairs, and whether VCU holds copies of the original construction drawings.  This table identifies several 
historic architectural drawings that are held at the Library of Virginia, but copies are not held at VCU. We will 
obtain copies of those missing drawings and submit them to VCU.  

 

VCU # Building 
Name 

Address Year 
 

State and National 
Historic District 

VCU 
Repair 
Drawings 

Original 
Drawings 

0002 
Williams 
House 

800 West Franklin 
Street 1891 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0004 
Founder's 
Hall 

827 West Franklin 
Street 1888 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
Yes 

0007 Ginter House 
901 West Franklin 
Street 1888 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
Yes 

  
Ginter House 
carriage house 

901 West Franklin 
Street   

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 
Yes 

0008 
Anderson 
House 

913 West Franklin 
Street 1908 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
Yes 

0009 
Kearney 
House 

921 West Franklin 
Street 1894 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0010 Sherer Hall 
923 West Franklin 
Street 1910 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0012 
Anderson 
Gallery 

907 1/2 West Franklin 
Street 1890 None 

No 
Yes 

0014 
Ritter Hicock 
House 

821 West Franklin 
Street 1855 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 
No 

0017 
McAdams 
House 

914 West Franklin 
Street 1891 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0022 
Shafer Street 
Playhouse 221 Shafer Street 1890 None 

Yes Yes 
[ORDER 
FROM 
LVA] 

0023 Lafayette Hall 312 N. Shafer Street 1916 None Yes Yes 

0025 Starke House 
915 West Franklin 
Street 1885 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No  
Yes 

0027 
Crenshaw 
House 

919 West Franklin 
Street 1891 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0034 Bowe House 
917 West Franklin 
Street 1888 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 
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VCU # Building 
Name 

Address Year 
 

State and National 
Historic District 

VCU 
Repair 
Drawings 

Original 
Drawings 

0036 
Thurston 
House 

808 West Franklin 
Street 1894 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0038 
Meredith 
House 

1014 West Franklin 
Street c. 1890 Fan Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0039 

Meredith 
House 
Carriage 
House 

1014 West Franklin 
Street c. 1890 Fan Historic District 

No 

No 

0044 
Millhiser 
House 

916 West Franklin 
Street 1891 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 
No 

0045 

Millhiser 
House 
Carriage 
House 

916 West Franklin 
Street 1894 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 

No 

0046 
Sitterding 
House 901 Floyd Avenue  1900 None 

No 
No 

0058 Stokes House 
918 West Franklin 
Street 1895 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0059 

918 West 
Franklin St. 
Rear 

918 West Franklin 
Street 1889 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 

No 

0055 White House 
806 West Franklin 
Street 1883 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 
Yes 

0060 Stagg House 
912 West Franklin 
Street 1891 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0081 Buford House 
922 West Franklin 
Street 1889 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0096 
Franklin 
Terrace 

812-814 West Franklin 
Street 1925 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0102 
Hunton 
House 

810 West Franklin 
Street 1916 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No Yes 
[ORDER 
FROM 
LVA] 

0103 
Valentine 
House 

920 West Franklin 
Street 1894 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0113 

920 West 
Franklin St. - 
Rear 

920 West Franklin 
Street 1900 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 

No 

0116 Bird House 
820 West Franklin 
Street 1886 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes 
No 

0120 
Harrison 
House  

816 West Franklin 
Street 1887 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 
No 

0123 
Blanton 
House 

826-828  West 
Franklin Street 1892 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 
Yes 

  

Blanton 
House 
carriage house 

828 West Franklin 
Street   

West Franklin 
Historic District 

No 

No 

0124 
VCU Meeting 
Center 101 N. Harrison Street 1910 None 

Yes Yes 
[ORDER 
FROM 
LVA] 
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VCU # Building 
Name 

Address Year 
 

State and National 
Historic District 

VCU 
Repair 
Drawings 

Original 
Drawings 

0184 

Richard T. 
Robertson 
Alumni 
House 

924 West Franklin 
Street 1920 

West Franklin 
Historic District 

Yes Yes 
[ORDER 
FROM 
LVA] 

0201 
Moseley 
House 1001 Grove Avenue 1892 None 

Yes 
No 

0222 
Moseley 
House Garage 

1001 1/2 Grove 
Avenue 1892 None 

No 
No 

0294 Blair House 
408 West Franklin 
Street 1900 Commonwealth Club 

No 
No 

0563 Zeigler House 
1006 - 1008 West 
Marshall Street 1880 None 

No 
Yes 

0564 
Samuel 
Putney House 

1010 West Marshall 
Street 1861 None 

Yes 
No 

0565 
Stephen 
Putney House 

1012 West Marshall 
Street 1859 None 

Yes 
No 

Figure 2.1: Buildings included in project, arranged by VCU building number.  

 
The project encompassing the forty historic buildings on both the Monroe Park and the MCV 
campuses of VCU represent a significant range of architectural styles and scales of undertaking, and 
are an important part of the architectural and historical legacy of VCU.    

As state-owned historic resources, it is important that the repair, maintenance, and rehabilitation of 
these buildings follow the tenants of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. 
 
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Department of Interior Regulations, 36 CFR 
67) pertain to historic buildings of all materials, construction types, sizes, and occupancy and 
encompass the exterior and the interior, related landscape features and the building’s site and 
environment as well as attached, adjacent, or related new construction.  The Standards are to be 
applied to specific rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic 
and technical feasibility. 
 
The Standards are: 
1.  A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal 
change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment. 
2.  The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved.  The removal of historic 
materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 
3.  Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.  Changes that 
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural 
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken. 
4.  Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their 
own right shall be retained and preserved. 
5.  Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 
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characterize a property shall be preserved. 
6.  Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced.  Where the severity of 
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in 
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.  Replacement of 
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 
7.  Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials 
shall not be used.  The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the 
gentlest means possible. 
8.  Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved.  If such 
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. 
9.  New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic 
materials that characterize the property.  The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall 
be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity 
of the property and its environment. 
10.  New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner 
that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 
environment would be unimpaired. 
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Approval Chart 
The chart below is a draft for discussion.  The goal of this report, as reflected in this chart, is to 
create a set of standard operating procedures for making repairs to VCU’s historic buildings in such 
a manner that so that if the procedures outlined in this report are followed, VCU will not have to 
seek approval from DHR for repairs covered in this report.  All recommendations in this report 
were formulated with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation as the benchmark, the 
same standard used by DHR when evaluating proposed repairs.  Therefore, upon presenting this 
report to DHR, it is our hope that VCU can streamline their repair process by agreeing to follow 
these procedures and no longer have to seek approval for all manner and kind of maintenance and 
repairs.  This chart is a working draft to capture this process; we look forward to any comments and 
suggestions on how to best revise it to make it as useful as possible for VCU. 
 
Category VCU Approval Required DHR Approval Required 
Masonry Repair damaged area. 

Repaint with same color. 
Repaint with color from color 
chart.* 

Paint previously unpainted masonry. 

Wood siding Repair damaged pieces. 
Repair pieces with exact 
match. 
Paint with color from color 
chart. 

Cover or replace with different material. 

Architectural 
Metals 

Repair damaged pieces. 
Repair with exact match. 
Repaint with color from color 
chart.* 
Replace with exact match. 

Replace with substitute material. 

Gutters and 
downspouts 

Reattach, repair. 
Replace with exact match. 

Replace with substitute material. 

Porches, 
Doors, and 
Entrances 

Repair damaged pieces. 
Replace damaged pieces in 
kind. 
Replace limited portion with 
exact match. 

Replace with substitute material. 
Change design, material, or size. 
Close off or create new entrances. 

Windows Repair, reglaze. 
Replace missing parts in kind. 

Change design, material, or size.  
Close off or create new window 
openings. 

Storm doors 
and windows 

Repair, reglaze. 
Replace with exact match or 
install approved type. 

Add or replace with other styles. 

Cornices Repair. 
Replace with exact match. 

Add, change, or remove. 

Awnings, 
shutters, and 
ornamentation 

Repair. 
Replace with exact match. 

Install new. 

Paint colors Touch up existing colors. Paint previously-unpainted masonry. 
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Category VCU Approval Required DHR Approval Required 
Repaint with existing colors. 
Paint with colors on color 
chart.  

Signage Use approved VCU signage 
standards. 

 

   
  



Regarding the Historic Building Survey and Re air Recommendations for Virginia 
Commonwealth University in Richmond, Virgin a, Volume I: Building Survey and Repair 
Recommendations, Approval Chart on pages 2.5 2.6 from 7 April 2017. 

VCU and DHR have reviewed the above refere ced Approval Chart and agree to the terms as 
specified. (See attached) 

Virginia Commonwealth University 

Richarcl F. Sliwoski, PE 
Associate Vice President, Facilities Managemen 

Date:~ 
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VCU Exterior Paint Color Selection Chart 
 
The paint chart below is provided with the goal of streamlining paint discussions between users, 
architects / contractors, and VCU staff.  The colors are arranged by location on the building, with a 
full list (name, number, and example) provided at the end of this section.  
 
The following color selections generally correspond to the recommendations by the City of 
Richmond’s Commission of Architectural Review.  These colors are not intended to be exclusive, 
but are suggestions that may be used.  This is intended to be a guide, and as such, can be expanded 
or contracted as VCU staff feel makes it most useful. 
 
Exterior paint sheens should be semi-gloss. Sherwin Williams colors are referenced, but may be 
matched by other manufacturers.   
 
Colors are for previously painted surfaces only.  Existing unpainted brick and stone must remain 
unpainted per the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. 
 
Element Color Notes 
Body Color - 
Brick 

Reds Painted brick only.  Match original brick color. 

Body Color - 
Stone 

Browns Painted stone only.  Match original stone color. 

Wood Trim Whites, Neutrals Double trim around windows may include an accent 
color. 

Lintels Neutrals Painted stone only.  Match original stone color.  
Painted brick lintels are to be painted the brick color. 

Window Sashes Whites, Blacks, 
Neutrals 

May match trim color or may be contrasting. 

Sills Neutrals Painted stone only.  Match original stone color. 
Shutters Blacks, Greens  
Doors Blacks, Browns, 

Greens, Reds, 
Yellows, Neutrals 

Painted wood only.  Stained wood doors must remain 
stained and may not be painted. 

Porch Ceilings Blues  
Porch Floors Neutrals Use non-slip texture for foot traffic. 
Metal Elements Blacks, Greens May also be used for wood top hand rail. 
Metal Roofs Blacks, Greens, 

Reds 
May also match an existing gray, but not “silver” 
paint. 
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Body Color – Brick (previously painted) - Reds 

                 
SW 0006     SW 0008         SW 0072        SW 2903        SW 2839 
 
Body Color – Stone (previously painted) - Browns 

                         
SW 2807     SW 2808        SW 2838        SW 2856        SW 6006  SW 6069     SW 6146 
 
 
Wood Trim – Whites, Neutrals 

                       
SW 0046       SW 0050        SW 0053       SW 2829        SW 2833         SW 7008 
 

                                     
SW 0023         SW 0024         SW 0037        SW 0038        SW 0049         SW 0054        SW 0055       SW 0077         SW 2805         
 

                             
SW 2821         SW 2822       SW 2844        SW 2845       SW 2850         SW 6158        SW 6199        SW 7036 
 
 
Lintels (previously painted) - Neutrals 

                                     
SW 0023         SW 0024         SW 0037        SW 0038        SW 0049         SW 0054        SW 0055       SW 0077         SW 2805         
 

                             
SW 2821         SW 2822       SW 2844        SW 2845       SW 2850         SW 6158        SW 6199        SW 7036 
 
 
Window Sashes – Whites, Blacks, Neutrals 

                       
SW 0046       SW 0050        SW 0053       SW 2829        SW 2833         SW 7008 
 

             
SW 6258        SW 6990        SW 7020        SW 7069 
 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjG5vDAzOnOAhXFQyYKHWR2AHkQjRwIBw&url=https://www.sherwin-williams.com/homeowners/color/find-and-explore-colors/paint-colors-by-family/SW0006-toile-red/&bvm=bv.131286987,d.eWE&psig=AFQjCNF2fgUIW7DqK9EYECmrwvIqj_xiGQ&ust=1472662243380747
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SW 0078       SW 2834        SW 2865       SW 6128         SW 6394 
 
 
Porch Ceilings - Blues 

                 
SW 0052        SW 0059        SW 0068        SW 6477       SW 6478 
 
 
Porch Floors – Neutrals  

                                     
SW 0023         SW 0024         SW 0037        SW 0038        SW 0049         SW 0054        SW 0055       SW 0077         SW 2805         
 

                             
SW 2821         SW 2822       SW 2844        SW 2845       SW 2850         SW 6158        SW 6199        SW 7036 
 
 
Metal Elements – Blacks, Greens 

             
SW 6258        SW 6990        SW 7020        SW 7069 
 
 
Metal Roofs – Blacks, Greens, Reds 

             
SW 6258        SW 6990        SW 7020        SW 7069 
 

                     
SW 0014       SW 2809        SW 2816         SW 2846        SW 2847        SW 6207 
 

                 
SW 0006     SW 0008         SW 0072        SW 2903        SW 2839 
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Note: Paint swatches above are for example only.  Refer to original paint swatches for accurate 
colors. 
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List of All Colors: 
 
Whites 
White Hyacinth SW 0046 
Classic White Buff SW 0050 
Porcelain SW 0053 
Classical White SW 2829 
Roycroft Vellum SW 2833 
Alabaster SW 7008 
 
Blacks 
Tricorn Black SW 6258 
Caviar SW 6990 
Black Fox SW 7020 
Iron Ore SW 7069 
 
Browns 
Rookwood Med Brown SW 2807 
Rookwood Dark Brown SW 2808 
Polished Mahogany SW 2838 
Fairfax Brown SW 2856 
Black Bean SW 6006 
French Roast SW 6069 
Umber SW 6146 
 
Greens 
Sheraton Sage SW 0014 
Rookwood Shutter Grn SW 2809 
Rookwood Dark Green SW 2816 
Roycroft Bronze Green SW 2846 
Roycroft Bottle Green SW 2847 
Retreat SW 6207 
 
Reds 
Toile Red SW 0006 
Cajun Red SW 0008 
Deep Maroon SW 0072 
Rookwood Terra Cotta SW 2903 
Roycroft Copper Red SW 2839 
 
Yellows 
Sunbeam Yellow SW 0078 
Birdseye Maple SW 2834 
Classical Yellow SW 2865 
Blonde SW 6128 
Sequin SW 6394 
 
Blues 
Pearl Gray SW 0052 
Frostwork SW 0059 
Copen Blue SW 0068 
Tidewater SW 6477 
Watery SW 6478 
 

Neutrals 
Pewter Tankard SW 0023 
Curio Gray SW 0024 
Morris Room Grey SW 0037 
Library Pewter SW 0038 
Silver Gray SW 0049 
Twilight Gray SW 0054 
Light French Gray SW 0055 
Classic French Gray SW 0077 
Renwick Beige SW 2805 
Downing Stone SW 2821 
Downing Sand SW 2822 
Roycroft Mist Gray SW 2844 
Bunglehouse Gray SW 2845 
Chelsea Gray SW 2850 
Sawdust SW 6158 
Rare Fray SW 6199 
Accessible Beige SW 7036 
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Chapter 3.01: Existing Conditions 
0002 Williams House 
 

  
Figure 0002.1, Williams House, 0002, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.         
 

 
Figure 0002.2, Williams House, 0002, South Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects

Site Description 
Williams House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the 
corner of Laurel and West Franklin Streets, which respectively define the east and south perimeters 
of the site.  The site is urban and features minimal planting.  White House is adjacent to the building 
to the west.  A concrete sidewalk is located along West Franklin Street, and a brick sidewalk laid in a 
herringbone pattern is located along Laurel Street.  A low, rubble stone wall divides the house lot 
from the sidewalks, and the West Franklin Street side of the wall contains an iron gate with scroll 
motif at the east end.  Stone steps from the gate access a concrete walkway, which leads to the front 
entry.  The front (south) yard features a small area of grass, large shrubberies bordering the building, 
and two small trees.  A large tree is located near the southwest corner of the building.  A mulch 
planting bed with shrubberies borders the west elevation.  A concrete sidewalk divides this planting 
bed from White House.  A small, asphalt-paved parking lot is located between the alley and the rear 
of the building, and a patch of grass is located adjacent to the east end of the rear elevation.  
 
Summary Description of Williams House 
Williams House is a two-and-one-half-story building with a basement and two-story painted brick 
rear section, and currently contains offices for VCU’s Department of Psychology.  The building was 
designed circa 1891 as a residence in the Richardsonian Romanesque style.  It is a modified rectangle 
in plan with a two-bay-wide entry porch at the west end of the front elevation and a full-height, 
cylindrical tower at the southeast corner.  Williams House is constructed of rusticated ashlar 
masonry laid in regular courses and has a complex gable roof finished with terra cotta tiles.  Cross 
gables are located at each facade and the tower has a bell-shaped roof with a modillioned, painted 
metal cornice.  Rusticated masonry chimneys are located immediately behind the front gable, behind 
the tower, at the apex of the west cross gable/dormer, and the rear elevation of the masonry section.  
The rear two-story section has two interior end, painted brick chimneys: one at the north elevation 
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and one at the west elevation.  The front porch is also of rusticated masonry construction and 
features three sets of paired stone columns with cushion capitals, which support a masonry balcony 
with masonry balustrade.  The front cross gable features a grouping of three round-arched windows 
with a small decorative column (colonnette) underneath the spring of each arch.  The remaining 
windows at the front elevation are typically one-over-one, wood, hung windows, many of which 
feature leaded glass transoms.  The east elevation features a sunroom with full-height leaded-glass 
windows and transoms and French doors with leaded glass.  Most of the remaining windows are 
one-over-one wood windows with transoms, and many contain air conditioning units. 
   

  
Figure 0002.3, Williams House, West Elevation looking 
south.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.4, Williams House, West Elevation looking 
north.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects         
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Figure 0002.5, Williams House, East Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.6, Williams House, North Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 

Architects         
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of ashlar masonry at the front, two-and-one-half-story section and painted brick 
at the rear, two-story section.  The masonry foundation is overall in good condition except for areas 
of biological growth, soiling, and moisture staining, particularly at mortar joints.  At the east 
elevation, a rusted conduit is mounted along much of the foundation and may or may not still be in 
use.  The conduit passes over the steps leading to the east sunroom doors, presenting a tripping 
hazard.  The painted brick foundation typically exhibits heavy mortar and paint loss, likely related to 
splashback and moisture infiltration.  These conditions are particularly noticeable at the west 
elevation and the north elevation of the rear one-story projection.  The west elevation brick 
foundation exhibits moisture staining throughout, and an improperly-mounted conduit hangs over 
two of the basement windows.  Near the north end of the west elevation, scarring and paint loss 
remains from removed vines.  
 

  
Figure 0002.7, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of biological growth and soiling at foundation mortar 
joints.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.8, Williams House, North Elevation, detail 
of heavy mortar loss and paint deterioration at painted 
brick foundation, likely due to moisture infiltration.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects         
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Figure 0002.9, Williams House, West Elevation, detail 
of of heavy mortar loss and paint deterioration at 
painted brick foundation.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.10, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of rusted conduit attached to foundation.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects         

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the foundation 
that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is 
pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  
Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible 
mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 235 sf. 

• The stone foundation is overall in good condition.  When stone and/or mortar begins to fail, 
repair and repoint as required following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 425 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the 
foundation.  If conduit at east elevation foundation is still in use, it should be properly re-
mounted to ensure that it does not interfere with egress from the east sunroom.  Assume 
525 sf. 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt using the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 800 sf. 

• Assume 400 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• After the source of any water damage is identified and corrected, repaint brick foundation 
using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this 
report.  Assume 235 sf. 

 
Wall 
Existing Condition: 
The ashlar masonry walls at the front two-and-one-half-story section are typically in fair to good 
condition, with areas of light biological growth and/or soiling.  The projecting area of the stone wall 
underneath the east dormer exhibits eroding mortar, possibly from water shedding from the dormer 
onto the wall.  Areas below the second-story windows under the east dormer are inappropriately 
repointed with black caulk or roofing cement.  The mortar joints at the stone at the west and north 
elevations exhibit heavy biological growth and soiling.  A small area of the wall underneath the front 
porch roof has five round holes, likely from a removed sign.  The wall above the east sunroom roof 
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and the north corner of the east dormer appear to be improperly flashed and improperly repointed 
with caulk, likely in response to moisture infiltration.   
 
The painted brick at the rear two-story section is generally in better condition at the east half, which 
appears to have been more recently painted.  The west half exhibits rust staining, areas of mortar 
loss, and pockmarks at the brick.  The rust stains may be attributable to water running off the rusted 
metal roof; it is unclear if this is an old or ongoing condition.  Some of the rust at the wall may be 
attributable to rusted AC units.  The painted brick chimneys exhibit heavy paint loss, and there is a 
large patch of paint loss underneath the north porch where a sign was removed from the wall.  
Scarring and paint loss from removed vines is evident on the painted brick at the west elevation.  
There are also holes and scarring from an object removed from the wall in this location.  Several of 
the window sills in this location are inappropriately repointed with caulk where they meet the brick 
wall.  The segmental-arched heads of several of the windows exhibit mortar loss and/or are 
repointed with caulk.  A step crack is located underneath the westernmost, first-story window at the 
west elevation of the painted brick section.   
 

  
Figure 0002.11, Williams House, West Elevation, detail 
of scarring and paint loss from removed vines and 
holes at the brick.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects     

Figure 0002.12, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of holes at stone, likely from a removed sign.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects         
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Figure 0002.13, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
improper flashing and caulk smeared on joints at 
dormer.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.14, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of eroded mortar at wall underneath dormer.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 

Architects         
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 1,350 sf. 

• The stone walls are overall in good condition, except for the east dormer which should be 
repaired as soon as possible to address moisture infiltration.  When stone and/or mortar 
begins to fail, repair and repoint as required following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 
3,200 sf. 

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Clean all walls (including window sills and lintels) to remove biological sediments and dirt.  

Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 8,100 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 4,050 sf. 
• After the source of any water damage is identified and corrected, repaint the brick walls and 

chimneys using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview 
of this report.  Assume 1,800 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Six chimneys. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the west wall in location of 
step crack.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s 
recommendations.  

• Engage a roofing professional to examine potential moisture infiltration issues and flashing 
conditions at the east dormer and the east sunroom roof.  The roof at the rear, painted brick 
section should also be evaluated to determine if it is rusted and thus contributing to rust 
staining at the wall below.  If the roof is rusted, it will likely need to be replaced.  Pending 
these investigations, implement the roofing professional’s recommendations.  
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Windows 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair to poor condition, with the most common conditions being 
moderate to heavy paint loss.  The heaviest paint loss and deterioration is found at the secondary 
elevations.  Many windows exhibit rotted, cracked, or splintering wood and deteriorated glazing 
putty.  Many windows are covered with Plexiglas, which in some cases is beginning to turn yellow 
and may not be adequately protecting the windows.  All of the windows at the east elevation of the 
east sunroom are covered with yellowed Plexiglas.  The window at the north elevation of the 
sunroom is partially infilled with a plywood panel.  The panel is cracked and the panel, window, and 
transom are covered with Plexiglas.  The glazing is cracked at the easternmost round-arched window 
at the south gable end.  Stone window sills typically exhibit mild to moderate atmospheric soiling 
and moisture staining, particularly those at the painted brick section.  A first-story window at the 
east elevation is infilled with panels and covered with Plexiglas, through which a conduit runs from 
the exterior to the interior.  It is unclear if the glazing has been removed from the window.  Vinyl 
replacement basement windows are located in the east areaway.  The sill of one of the windows is 
cracked and stained.   
 
The second-story window at the north elevation of the stone section is missing glazing at the upper 
sash.  The 4/4 window at the rear (north) one-story projection has painted panes and is covered 
with painted metal bars.  The bars and the wood frame exhibit heavy paint loss, and the bars are 
rusted.  The west elevation basement windows are also covered with bars.  An AC unit at one of 
these basement windows is sitting on the ground and is partially covered with mulch and leaves.  
One of the other basement windows in this location has painted glazing, which is peeling off.  A 
second-story window at the brick section’s west elevation has a cracked pane.   
 
The windows that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in worse condition than those that do 
not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is 
sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to missing mortar and 
constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary 
action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition 
of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the 
installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as 
deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult 
a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is 
not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo repairs.  The majority of 
the windows are condition Level II or Level III.   The approximate total number of windows is 71.   
 
The south elevation features 15 windows (including transoms over two sets of double doors).  
Windows are typically 1/1, wood, hung sash and are smaller at the top story.  The first- and second-
story windows have leaded glass transoms, and the windows at the tower have curved profiles.  The 
cross gable features a grouping of three round-arched windows separated by colonnettes.  A plain, 
rectangular, one-light transom is located over the main entry, and the easternmost secondary entry 
has a two-light wood transom.  The remaining entry’s transom has been removed and an AC unit 
installed in its place.  Many of the windows are covered with Plexiglas.  The windows on this 
elevation range from approximately 8 sf to 28 sf.    
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The east elevation features approximately 29 windows (including 4 windows and 6 transoms at the 
sunroom).  Windows are typically 1/1, wood, hung sash and are smaller at the top story.  The 
windows at the tower have bowed profiles and several are covered with Plexiglas.  The first- and 
second-story tower windows have leaded glass transoms, as do the windows at the sunroom.  The 
remaining first- and second-story windows typically have one-light transoms.  All windows at the 
sunroom are leaded glass with multicolored panes, and most are covered with Plexiglas.  Two first-
story windows are leaded glass, multilight windows and another is infilled with panels and Plexiglas. 
Three basement windows are 9/3 vinyl replacement sash.  Two square, two-light windows are 
located at the painted brick section.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 7 sf 
to 34.5 sf.    
 
The north elevation features 3 windows, including two narrow, 1/1, hung wood windows with 
transoms at the stone section and one, 4/4 hung wood window at the painted brick one-story 
projection.  The 4/4 window is covered with metal bars and has painted panes.  An unglazed, square 
window opening is located below the 4/4 window.  The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 8 sf to 17.5 sf.    
 
The west elevation features approximately 24 wood windows.  The windows at the painted brick 
section are 4/4, double hung sash.  The windows at the stone section vary in type and include 1/1 
hung sash; large, leaded glass, multilight windows; a three-light leaded glass window; two, 1/1 
round-arched windows with ornamental muntins; and four round-arched, stained glass windows 
with a wreath design.  The stained glass windows are set at a diagonal.  Many windows are covered 
with Plexiglas.  Basement windows are typically two-light sash covered with metal bars.  The 
windows on this elevation range from approximately 4.5 sf to 16 sf.    
 
Unless Plexiglas is necessary to prevent vandalism, consider replacing Plexiglas with storm windows 
as a long-term solution.  If Plexiglas is desired, replace all yellowed or otherwise deteriorated 
Plexiglas in kind and ensure that all Plexiglas is properly vented. 

Replace missing glazing in-kind at second-story window at north elevation of stone section.  Assume 
8 sf. 

Consider removing the plywood panels, Plexiglas, and AC unit at the north elevation of the east 
sunroom.  Also consider removing panel and Plexiglas from first-story window at east elevation.  
Uncover any existing windows, or reinstate the windows. Assume 2 openings. 

Repair the cracked stone window sill under the vinyl basement window at the east areaway.  Follow 
stone repair guidelines.  Assume 2 sf. 
 
Remove paint from basement window glazing at west elevation.  Assume 4.5 sf. 
 
If bars at windows are no longer needed and/or must be removed to repair underlying window, 
remove bars and do not replace.  If bars are desired, minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust 
remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 27 sf. 
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If permanent removal of AC units is not feasible, replace all rusted AC units.   
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 
The Window Levels of Repair noted above are not applicable to vinyl replacement windows.  The 
vinyl windows (located at the basement level of the east elevation) are typically in good condition 
and should be retained.  When the windows deteriorate, replace them with historically appropriate 
wood or aluminum-wrapped wood windows.   
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Figure 0002.15, Williams House, North Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss at window at rear one-story 
projection.  Note that panes are painted and bars are 
rusted.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.16, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of typical one-over-one, hung window with leaded glass 
transom and curved profile.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

        

  
Figure 0002.17, Williams House, North Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss and rot at window.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.18, Williams House, West Elevation, detail 
of mulch and leaves piled against basement window AC 
unit.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects         
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Figure 0002.19, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of vinyl replacement window at basement level.  Note 
cracked sill.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects     

Figure 0002.20, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of yellowed Plexiglas covering first-story window.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects         

 
Architectural Recommendations: 
 
Doors 
Existing Condition: 
The paneled wood front double doors exhibit minor paint deterioration throughout, and are 
scratched and scuffed near the base.  The stile at the west door is cracked at the base, and the 
bottom rail of the east door is chipped.  The elaborate metal escutcheon at the east door is painted 
over.  The screen doors at the two sets of French doors at the south elevation exhibit heavy paint 
loss and the screens appear worn.  The door frames are soiled.  At the east sunroom, the French 
doors may no longer be in use.  A metal door with wire glass at the top half is located at the rear 
(north) porch.  The door exhibits fading paint and minor paint loss throughout, and the metal frame 
is rusted. 
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Figure 0002.21, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of paneled wood front double doors.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.22, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of two pairs of French doors with screen doors at 
front porch.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects         
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Figure 0002.23, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of French doors at sunroom.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.24, Williams House, North Elevation, 
detail of metal door at north (rear) porch.  Note paint 
loss.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects         

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume four sets of double doors and two sets of 
double screen doors.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is 
already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and 
painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-
finish the wood doors as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume six sets of hardware. 
• Maintain the existing metal non-historic door.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint door 

and trim.  If desired, consider replacing non-historic door with historically appropriate door. 
If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  Assume one door.  

• Clean stone and/or concrete door thresholds to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use 
the gentlest means possible. Assume 25 sf.   

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   
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Porches 
Existing Condition: 
The stone steps and terra cotta tile at the front (south) porch exhibit mild soiling.  There are a few 
cracked or damaged tiles and areas of mortar loss at the tile floor.  The masonry walls at the front 
porch exhibit mortar loss and atmospheric soiling at the mortar joints.  The ornamental iron grille at 
the front porch exhibits mild corrosion.  The beadboard ceiling and the wood framing members at 
the edges of the ceiling exhibit heavy paint loss throughout.  The framing members are cracking and 
beginning to rot.  The conditions at the ceiling and framing members are attributable to moisture 
infiltration through the porch roof.  A rusted sprinkler system is mounted at the porch ceiling and 
may no longer be in use.  At the north elevation of the east sunroom, glazing appears to have been 
removed to accommodate an AC unit.  The wood around the unit is cracked.  The rear (north) 
porch consists of a hipped-roof overhang supported by two metal poles, and a concrete stoop.  The 
stoop exhibits heavy biological growth, the poles are rusted, and the painted porch ceiling exhibits 
heavy paint loss. 
 

  
Figure 0002.25, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of front porch column capital and ceiling.  Note 
heavy paint loss due to moisture infiltration at wood 
framing member.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects     

Figure 0002.26, Williams House, South Elevation, view 
looking west underneath front porch roof.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects         
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Figure 0002.27, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss at front porch ceiling due to 
moisture infiltration from porch roof above.  Note 
sprinkler system at ceiling.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0002.28, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of sunroom.  Note yellowed Plexiglas at windows.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

  
Figure 0002.29, Williams House, West Elevation, detail 
of decorative iron grille at front porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.30, Williams House, North Elevation, 
detail of rear porch.  Note paint loss at ceiling and 
oxidation at metal fascia.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects         
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• Repair and repoint stone at front porch as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  

Assume 650 sf. 
• Repair the tile flooring at front porch as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any 

new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 290 sf. 
• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 

appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 290 sf.  

• Repair the ornamental metal grille at the front porch and the two metal poles at the rear 
porch.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of 
severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  
Assume 75 sf. 

• Repair the beadboard front porch ceiling and the rear porch ceiling.  Clean and repaint with 
primer and two coats of high-quality exterior grade paint.  Assume 315 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood framing members at edges of front porch ceiling.  
Replace rotted wood when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  
Assume 65 sf. 

• Clean all porches to remove biological sediments, rust, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible. Assume 1,600 sf.   

• Assume 800 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Engage a roofing professional to examine the moisture infiltration issue at front porch roof.  
Pending this investigation, implement the roofing professional’s recommendations.  

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
Existing Condition: 
All gutters are built into box cornices except for a metal hung gutter at the north elevation of the 
rear painted brick section.  All downspouts are round, copper downspouts.  Some downspouts 
connect to an underground stormwater management system, while others terminate at grade.  Those 
that terminate at grade typically lack extenders or splash blocks, allowing water to exit immediately 
adjacent to the building and contributing to biological growth and/or moisture damage.  Some of 
the downspouts appear to have new boots.  The downspouts are oxidizing and some of the 
fasteners connecting the downspouts to the wall are rusted.  The copper gutter at the east sunroom 
is oxidizing, and a downspout boot at the adjacent areaway exhibits heavy rust and paint loss.  Two 
downspouts pierce the front porch ceiling. 
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Figure 0002.31, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of typical round, copper downspout.  Note that 
downspout lacks an extender, allowing water to exit 
immediately adjacent to the building and into the 
areaway.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.32, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of rusted boot at downspout.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects         

 

  
Figure 0002.33, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of downspout piercing front porch ceiling.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.34, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of typical round copper downspouts adjacent to 
front porch.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects         
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 

water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.    
 

Cornice 
Existing Condition: 
The painted, molded metal cornices throughout the building typically exhibit moderate to heavy 
paint loss, some of which is painted over, and areas of rust.  Paint loss is heaviest at the west 
elevation, the upper gable at the north elevation, and the rear one-story projection, which has a 
molded wood cornice.  The projection’s cornice also exhibits rot and atmospheric soiling.  The 
modillioned metal cornice at the southeast tower exhibits areas of loss and moisture staining in 
addition to paint loss.  The small section of dentiled cornice at the south elevation is slightly 
separating from the wall and is missing a dentil.  A section of the cornice below the west dormer 
may be a replacement piece and is separating from the adjacent cornice and wall.  The metal coping 
at the rear, painted brick section is oxidizing and is severely bent at the west elevation. 
 

  
Figure 0002.35, Williams House, North Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss at metal gable cornice.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.36, Williams House, North Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss, rot, and atmospheric soiling 
at wood cornice of rear one-story projection.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects         
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Figure 0002.37, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of areas of loss, paint loss, and rust at metal 
modillioned cornice at tower.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.38, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of dentiled cornice adjacent to tower.  Note 
minor paint loss, slight separation from wall, and 
missing dentil.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects         

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• As needed, clean all cornices of dirt and mold.  Assume 210 sf. 
• Remove paint from all metal cornices and conduct rust remediation.  Patch metal in kind 

where there are areas of loss.  Prime with a rust inhibiting primer and repaint with a 
minimum of two coats of paint.  Assume 197 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood eaves and cornices.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 13 sf. 
 

Site 
Existing Condition: 
The rubble stone wall bordering the south and east elevations exhibits atmospheric soiling (which is 
typically concentrated at the mortar joints) and mortar loss and/or deterioration.  The west face of 
the wall behind the building exhibits heavy biological growth.  The stone steps at the gated entry at 
the south elevation exhibit atmospheric soiling, and the cast iron gate is rusted.  Hardware remnants 
at the entry to the west walkway indicate that a gate was likely removed from this location.  Hard 
pavement abuts the north elevation, and areaways are located at the east elevation and underneath 
the one-story projection at the north elevation.  The east areaway’s concrete floor and sidewalls are 
cracked, and both areaways exhibit biological growth and soiling.  An unused AC unit is sitting in 
the east areaway, and leaves are accumulating in the north areaway.  The brick wall at the north 
areaway exhibits damage at the brick and paint and mortar loss.  Large shrubs are located close to 
the building at the south and west elevations, and a large tree is located close to the southwest 
corner of the building.  The concrete walkway along the west elevation exhibits atmospheric soiling 
and biological growth, and is covered with leaves.  Leaves and mulch are building up against the 
west foundation, partially blocking the basement windows and AC unit.  The brick edging along the 
west margin of the rear parking lot has several broken and displaced bricks.  There is a large area of 
loss at one of the concrete parking blocks at the north parking lot. 
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Figure 0002.39, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of south end of rubble stone wall.  Note atmospheric 
soiling and mortar deterioration.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.40, Williams House, East Elevation, detail 
of north end of rubble stone wall.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects         

 

  
Figure 0002.41, Williams House, South Elevation, 
detail of rusted iron gate at front entry.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects     

Figure 0002.42, Williams House, North Elevation, 
detail of heavy biological growth and leaves 
accumulating in areaway.  Also note damage and paint 
loss at brick areaway wall.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects         
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• There are currently foundation plantings at the south and west margins of the building; this 

practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” 
away from building. 

• Trim back the large tree near the southwest corner of the building to ensure it is not 
touching the building.  Discontinue the practice of planting trees near the foundation. 

• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that vines are not 
growing on the building.   

• Repair and repoint stone site walls as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 1,850 sf. 

• Clean the stone site walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible. Assume 1,850 sf.   

• The same site walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 925 sf. 

• Repair and repoint brick areaway walls at north elevation as necessary, with particular 
attention to areas of the wall that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over 
time and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and 
match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, 
and texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  
Assume 140 sf. 

• Repair brick edging along west margin of rear parking lot, following brick repair guidelines 
noted above.  Assume 25 lf. 

• Repair concrete at areaways at north and east elevations.  Assume 350 sf. 
• Clean areaways at north and east elevations to remove biological sediments, dirt, leaves, and 

other debris.  Use the gentlest means possible.  Assume 500 sf. 
• Repaint brick walls at north areaway using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint 

guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 140 sf. 
• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 

desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 75 sf.    

• Re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive slope and drainage away from the building, 
particularly at the west elevation.  When re-grading, ensure that basement windows and AC 
units are clear of leaves, mulch, and other debris.  This debris should be removed on a 
regular basis.  Assume 800 sf. 

• Remove biological growth and soiling from the stone steps at the front gate and at the 
concrete walkways adjacent to the building.  Assume 475 sf.   

• Repair the iron gate at the south stone site wall. Minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 7 sf. 

• Repair or replace the concrete parking block at the north parking lot.  Assume 6 lf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1961 – Stairway Addition 
 

 
Figure 0002.43, Williams House, 0002, Stairway Addition 
1961, Walford & Wright Architects 
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Undated – Front Elevation 

 
Figure 0002.44, Williams House, 0002, Front Elevation 
Undated, no known author 
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Chapter 3.02: Existing Conditions 
0004 Founders Hall  
 

          
Figure 0004.1, Founders Hall, 0004, Key Plan Map- Building     Figure 0004.2, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation, 
is highlighted in red.                 Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Site Description 
Founders Hall is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the 
southeast corner of West Franklin and Shafer Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the north perimeter of the site, and the remaining elevations 
are defined by a pedestrian-only area.  Adjacent buildings include Ritter-Hickok House to the east 
and the Shafer Street Playhouse to the south.  A concrete sidewalk is located along West Franklin 
Street, and the pedestrian-only area is paved with brick and concrete.  A stone border divides the 
house lot from the walkways at the north and west elevations.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front 
(north) elevation, is planted with shrubberies and flowers, and features a decorative stone compass.  
A tile landing with black-and-white checkered pattern is located in front of the steps to the main 
entry.  A brick walkway laid in a herringbone pattern leads from the northeast corner of the lot along 
the east elevation, which is bordered with shrubberies and other small plantings.  East of the 
building is a grassy lawn with additional shrubberies and trees. A handicapped-accessible ramp leads 
from the east elevation of Founders Hall to the west elevation of the Ritter-Hickok House.  The 
west elevation is largely obscured by mature trees, and the foundation is bordered with shrubberies 
and small plantings.  Rear elevation is a continuous paved alleyway composed of herringbone 
pattern brick pavers surrounded by brick border along the edge of the building and center of 
alleyway.  The alley forms the south perimeter of the lot and runs parallel to West Franklin Street. 
 
 
Summary Description of Founders Hall 
Founders Hall is a three-story building with a basement and currently contains several units from the 
College of Humanities and Sciences.  Historically, it has served various purposes, including as a 
dormitory, dining hall, and infirmary.  The building was designed circa 1900 as a residence in the 
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Second Empire style.  The original building consisted only of the roughly square block with mansard 
roof fronting West Franklin Street, and later additions created an overall modified “L” shape to the 
building.  The original section of Founders Hall is constructed of red-washed bond pattern brick 
with sandstone accents, including a water table; a dentiled belt course at the front elevation; and 
windowsills and lintels.  The mansard roof is finished with slate laid in a decorative pattern, and 
there is a flat membrane roof above the mansard roof and covering the rear additions.  The original 
section has three patterned brick, exterior end chimneys, one at each side elevation and one at the 
rear elevation.  This section also features a heavy bracketed cornice at all elevations.  A one-bay-
wide, one-story entry porch is centered at the front elevation and features two fluted Corinthian 
columns and two matching pilasters, which support a plain entablature with a roof balustrade with 
lattice design.  The columns and pilasters are set on squared plinths and frame an arched entry with 
double doors and a transom.  The porch is accessed by a short flight of stone stairs with a stone 
balustrade.  Stacked bay windows to either side of the entry at the first and second stories are topped 
with dormers, which project from the mansard roof.  These dormers and a central dormer, flush 
with the center bay, each feature a unique decorative stone pediment.  Windows at all elevations of 
the original section are typically one-over-one, wood, hung windows.  At the front elevation, the 
windows are paired, except for the outermost sashes of the bay windows and the dormer windows.  
The westernmost dormer window is lancet-shaped.  The second-story windows feature decoratively-
carved drip molds.  The east elevation of the original section features four dormer windows, each 
with a decorative pediment, and the west elevation features a multistory bay window and a lancet 
window with tracery at the third story.  The rear addition is constructed of red-washed bond pattern 
brick and lacks the architectural embellishment of the original section.  Typical windows at the 
addition are two-over-two, wood, hung windows with stone sills and lintels.  Some of the openings 
are bricked up at the West Elevation. 
 
 

Figure 0004.3, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation,                   Figure 0004.4, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0004.5, Founders Hall, 0004, South Elevation,               Figure 0004.6, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation                                   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects             Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation of the original building, above grade to the first floor line, are composed of yellow 
sandstone with water table band that runs along the entire perimeter of the building. Many places 
along the foundation wall the sandstone has delaminated. There is heavy staining throughout the 
base of the building and water table band with a significant crack at the North Elevation bay 
window. Acid, most-likely deposited from acid rain, is contributing to the deterioration of the stone. 
There are cementitious parged coating at the entry steps that has been applied overtime, which is 
also deteriorating. 
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Figure 0004.7, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation,                    Figure 0004.8, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation                               
Note severe delamination of stone                                               Note major vertical crack                 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
The Foundation walls at the multiple additions consists of brick masonry laid in common bond.  
Typical conditions at the brick include mortar loss and inappropriate repointing with Portland 
cement and various generations of caulk and sealant. Large areas exhibit rising dampness and 
efflorescence particularly near down spout locations and along areaways below grade. Multiple holes 
are scattered at the base of the wall along the alleyway. 

 
Figure 0004.9, Founders Hall, 0004, South Elevation,                 Figure 0004.10, Founders Hall, 0004 
Detail at base of wall along the alley way                                     Detail of base of wall at the area way below grade 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 800 sf. 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 1,000 sf. 

• Assume 500 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Repair delaminating parged coat as required.  Use appropriate lime based materials.  Assume 
100 sf.  

• Repair the stone, either by plastic stone repairs, or through the use of dutchmen, depending 
on the severity of deterioration.  Further analysis should be undertaken to determine which 
type of repair is appropriate.  Assume 150 sf.   

 
Walls 
Existing Condition: 
The walls of the original building consist of red brick throughout with ornamental sandstone band 
that runs above the first floor window. Decorative stone headers and pediments crown the window 
openings throughout and two parallel belt courses run across the original façade, with decorative 
brackets between, above the second floor windows. Two large corbeled chimneys are located on the 
East and West side of the original building.    
 
The multiple additions walls are less ornate and composed of similar red brick with running bond 
pattern. Stone bands run below the second and third floor windows on the East Elevation. Most of 
the windows have stone headers and a decorative cornice band run along the top off each additions. 
 
Typical brick wall conditions at all building elevations include atmospheric soiling, mortar loss,  
efflorescence, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement. It appears a lot of the mortar loss 
occurs near downspout locations and under where window air conditioning units were once located.  
At the North Elevation decorative stone bands, window headers, and sills exhibit chips and 
delamination of the sandstone throughout.  At the two parallel belt courses with decorative brackets 
between, peeling paint are apparent especially at the West Elevation. Where addition walls connect, 
the seams are failing and need repair. 
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Figure 0004.11, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation,                 Figure 0004.12, Founders Hall, 0004 
Detail at belt courses and decorative brackets                              Detail of stone band and decortive moulding  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 0004.13, Founders Hall, 0004                                            Figure 0004.14, Founders Hall, 0004 
Detail of failed brick joint repair below window                           Detail of deterirated mortar joints  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                              Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0004.15, Founders Hall, 0004  Figure 0004.16, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation 
Detail of crack brick below window header                                  Detail at wall connection between builidngs 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                              Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               
 
 
 

Figure 0004.17, Founders Hall, 0004                                             Figure 0004.18, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation 
Detail at inappropriate repointing  Note multiple staining throughout brick wall 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               
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Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 2,000 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Two chimneys. 

• Clean walls (including stone windowsills and stone trim) to remove biological sediments and 
dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 6,000 sf.   

• Repair and repoint all stone trim, including windowsills and lintels, as necessary.  Follow 
stone repair guidelines.  Assume 800 sf. 

 
Windows 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair to good condition, with the exception of paint loss to 
window frames and sills. The stone headers are stained but overall in good condition. Typically, the 
windows located along the grade or below areaways are in worse state compared to the upper 
windows of the original building.  
 
The North Elevation features approximately 48 total windows. 26 at original building are typically 
1/1 hung wood sash including the dormer windows. Several at grade are casements and the 4 bay 
windows contain grided muttins. 22 are located at the later additions with 8 arched top hung wood 
windows protected by iron bars are at the one story addition next to the ramp. 14 hung 2/2 wood 
windows with stone sills and headers are located at the three story addition behind the one story 
addition.  15 – 20 sf. All windows appear to require Level 1 repair and approximately range between 
15sf – 20sf. 
 
The East Elevation features approximately 70 total windows. 26 are located at the original building, 
which are typically 1/1 sash wood windows including the dormer windows. Serveral casement 
windows are located along the grade of the building. 32 are at the muli-story later addition with an 
additonal 12 in the courtyard of the center building. All are 2/2 hung sash wood windows with stone 
sills and headers.  All windows appear to require Level 1 repair and range between approximately 
11sf – 24sf. 
 
The South Elevation features approximately 37 windows. 35 are located at the muli-story addition, 
which are 2/2 hung wood winow with stone sill and brick soldier course header. There are two steel 
windows located at the one story elevation facing the alley. 1 is hopper style with gridded muntins 
and 1 fixed with muntins.  All windows appear to require Level 1 repair and range between 
approximately 11sf – 24sf.   
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The West Elevation features approximatley 39 windows. 22 at original building are typcially 1/1 
hung wood sash including the dormer windows. 4 hung stained glass windows are covered, what 
appears to be clear acrylic panel that has discolored overtime. 17 are located at the later additions 
which are typically hung 2/2 wood windows with stone sills and headers. There are 6 window 
openings that has been bricked in. All windows appear to require Level 1 repair and approximately 
range between 11sf – 24sf. 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair windows per repair recommendations. 
• Repair cracks, spalled and delaminated stone sills and lintels as required.  Refer to standard 

masonry repair procedures.  
• Scrape and paint steel lintel at windows on the North elevation.  

 
The Window Levels of Repair: 
 
Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
Sand, patch, prime 

C. Repair Frame 
Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
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Figure 0004.18, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation                 Figure 0004.19, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevatiom 
Typical Hung Window                                              Note pealing paint at window frame and sill 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
                        
 
 

Figure 0004.20, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation                  Figure 0004.21, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation 
Note pealing paint at window sill                 Note pealing paint at winodw frame and sill  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                              Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
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Figure 0004.22, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation                   Figure 0004.23, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation 
Note pealing paint at sill and staining at header                             Note deterioated window sill needs repair 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               
 

Figure 0004.24, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation                    Figure 0004.25, Founders Hall, 0004, South Elevation 
Note pealing paint at window frame and sill  Note multiple cracks appearing aound window 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
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Doors 
Existing Condition: 
The primary entrance to the original building is centered on the north elevation facing Franklin 
Street.  The pair of ornately carved wooden doors feature decorative panel design with single light 
and a curved top etched glass transom.  A secondary entrance to the building is located on the east 
elevation facing Shafer Court.  There is a large canopy above the double door featuring raised panel 
and single light with large transom above. The surrounding entrance courtyard is enclosed by a 
privacy wall and iron gate. 
The remaining doors are a mix of wood or modern hollow metal doors in varying condition. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain historic doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint door and trim.  Verify 
weather-tightness and check door hardware for functionality and oil hinges. Assume 3 doors. 

• Maintain the existing doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint wood doors and trim.  
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  As necessary, paint metal doors.   If rust is 
present, remove rust and prime with a rust-inhibiting primer before painting.  Paint any steel 
lintels with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint.  Assume 9 doors. 

• Clean, scape, and paint existing canopy and pediment associated with the doors. 

 

Figure 0004.26, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation                 Figure 0004.27, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation 
Original buidling Main Entrance Door  Later Addition Main Entrance Door 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
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Figure 0004.27, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation                    Figure 0004.28, Founders Hall, 0004, South Elevation 
Note deteriorated pediment above door  Note missing glazing, wood panel, and pealing paint 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                

Figure 0004.29, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation                 Figure 0004.30, Founders Hall, 0004, South Elevation 
Later addition entrance door below grade                                     Note rusted lintel and caulking deterioration 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
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Porches 

Existing Condition: 
The primary entrance on the North Elevation is accessed by a set of stone steps.  Various repairs 
have been done to stabilize the steps, porch floor, and foundation walls from delamination by 
surface applied cementitious coating.  The decorative stone handrails and newel post at each side of 
the steps are stained with mortar loss between joints with signs of delamination throughout.  There 
is a vertical crack at the porch foundation wall and foundation vent is rusted throughout.  A pendant 
light is suspended from the underside of the porch roof.  The pendant and the ceiling exhibit 
extreme dirt accumulation, as well as cobwebs.  The paint is cracking throughout the porch structure 
on all sides. The cast iron columns and pickets show signs of rust at the base and surface cracks 
throughout the paint. 
 
A secondary entrance is located on the East Elevation.  This entrance is recessed into the main body 
of the building and features a large canopy at the entrance door.  Steps and flooring are composed 
of concrete with painted metal handrails at each end of the steps. There is a wheelchair lift located 
next to the steps, which serves as an accessible point of entry to the building. The steps and porch 
exhibit lots of wear and tear from years of use. The canopy show significant staining and peeling of 
paint throughout all aides and brackets. 
 
A fire escape is located on the West Elevation. It appear to be in fair condition with rust noted 
throughout the fire escape and landing. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair vertical crack in porch foundation wall and repair/repaint foundation vent. 
• Consider replacing sandstone porch stair treads with replacement in kind.  Assume 7 stone 

treads, each 7’-0” long, 12 inches deep, 7 inches high. 
• Repair, scrape and paint iron pickets and columns at the North Elevation porch. Minor paint 

failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe rust may 
require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 30 sf. 

• Repair and repoint stone handrails and post at North Elevation porch as required, following 
the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 10 sf. 

• Replace missing tile at the bottom landing of the North Elevation porch as required. Match 
existing historic tile in-kind. 

• Clean and repaint North Elevation porch ceiling and structure.   
• Clean and repaint East Elevation porch canopy and bracket with primer and two coats of 

high-quality exterior grade paint.  Assume 40 sf. 
• Repair existing metal components of the fire escape (paint protects the metal). Minor paint 

failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  
Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to 
recoating.  Assume 80 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the connections of the fire escape into the brick 
walls are structurally sound.  Repair brick and mortar as required. 
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Figure 0004.31, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation                 Figure 0004.32, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation 
Detail of rust at base of cast iron column                                      Detail of deterioration of steps and wall below 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
 
 

Figure 0004.33, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation                   Figure 0004.34, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation 
Detail of crack at porch foundation wall                                      Note pealing paint throughout the entry canopy 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                              Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
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Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
A majority of the gutters at the original building are built into the upper cornice with additional 
painted metal gutters at the roof dormer. Similarly, the later additions continue the same approach 
with built-in gutters at the upper cornices. At the one-story north addition, there are painted metal 
box receivers and downspouts along the exterior wall.  Painted round or box downspouts are used 
throughout with some downspouts appear to connect to an underground storm water management 
system, while others terminate at grade or in areaways.  Those that terminate at grade or areaways 
typically lack extenders or splash blocks, allowing water to exit immediately adjacent to the building 
and contributing to biological growth and/or moisture damage to the base of the exterior walls.  
Paint is peeling off a majority of the older downspouts and fasteners while other appears to have 
been replaced over time and are in fair shape. 
 
At each elevation, moisture problems are visible throughout at all the downspout locations.  It 
appears that either the gutters are not large enough to hold the loads of rainwater or there is an 
inadequate quantity of downspouts to carry the water away.  There is a possibility that both of these 
issues are contributing to the moisture problem. 
 
While technically beyond the scope of this project, it should be noted that there are some loose slate 
shingles on the North and West elevation of the mansard roof. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Repair downspout paint failure by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe 
deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  If the 
downspouts are too corroded, replace with 6” round metal downspouts.   Assume 200 lf. 
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Figure 0004.35, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation                 Figure 0004.36, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation                                       
Note seperation at the gutter at the roof dormer                           Note the tilted gutter at the upper roof.                    
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
 
 
 

Figure 0004.37, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation                   Figure 0004.38, Founders Hall, 0004, East Elevation 
Note staining of brick wall at the downspout location                  Note peeling paint at downspout                      
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                              Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
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Figure 0004.39, Founders Hall, 0004, Areaway                             Figure 0004.40, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation 
Note biological growth and mortar lose                                        Note biological growth and damp floor 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                
 
 
Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The cornice and brackets at the original building appear to be in good condition, with some areas 
requiring scraping and painting at the West Elevation.  The wood cornice at the later addition are in 
fair to poor conditions, and some areas include staining, failing paint layers, missing pieces, and rot. 
This is more apparent on the cornice with built-in gutter and downspout locations. 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 900 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 600 sf. 
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Figure 0004.41, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation                  Figure 0004.42, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation 
Note peeling paint at cornice                                                       Note peeling paint at cornice and trim                    
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                              Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

 
 
 

Figure 0004.43, Founders Hall, 0004, South Elevation                 Figure 0004.44, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation 
Note heavy paint loss and rot to cornince                                     Note staining and demage to cornice                  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The North Elevation consists of planting areas that are bordered by stone curbs and a pedestrian 
walkway along Franklin Street. Both are in good condition except for the missing tile at the black 
and white checkered pattern landing at the entrance stair.  Similar to the North Elevation, the East 
Elevation includes planting areas, stone curbs, and a pedestrian only walkway composed of 
herringbone pattern pavers.  The brick wall and iron gates along the East Elevation entrance are in 
poor condition with heavy staining, cracking, and missing bricks throughout. The South Elevation 
consists of similarly paved herringbone pattern pavers, which are in good condition with some 
minor plant growth along the base of the exterior wall.  The West Elevation features a grass lawn 
with trees. A concrete ramp connects Founders Hall to the Ritter-Hickok House.  The ramp is in 
good condition except for peeling paint at the metal railings. 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the north and east margin of the building. 
This practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building. 

• Replace tile at the North Elevation stair landing. Match existing in kind. 
• Repair cracks in brick wall and repoint as required. Replace missing brick, match in kind.  

Assume 80 sf. 
• Remove biological growth from the brick walk using gentlest means possible.  Assume 100 

sf. 
• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may 

be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 5 lf. 

• Repaint metal handrail and guardrail at concrete ramp. Minor paint failure may be addressed 
by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 30 lf. 
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Figure 0004.45, Founders Hall, 0004, North Elevation                 Figure 0004.46, Founders Hall, 0004, East  Elevation 
Note missing tile at stair landing                                                   Note heavy staining and damage to brick wall                  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                               Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0004.47, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation                  Figure 0004.48, Founders Hall, 0004, East  Elevation 
Note peeling paint at ramp metal railing                                       Note heavy staining and damage to brick wall                  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                              Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Drawing Catalog 
1926 – Plans, Elevations, and Sections 
 

 
Figure 0004.49, Founders Hall, 0004, Basement Plan 
1926, Charles M. Robinson Architects 
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Figure 0004.50, Founders Hall, 0004, First Floor Plan 
1926, Charles M. Robinson Architects 
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Figure 0004.51, Founders Hall, 0004, Second Floor Plan 
1926, Charles M. Robinson Architects 
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Figure 0004.52, Founders Hall, 0004, Third Floor Plan 
1926, Charles M. Robinson Architects 
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Figure 0004.53, Founders Hall, 0004, West Elevation and Section 
1926, Charles M. Robinson Architects 
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Figure 0004.54, Founders Hall, 0004, East and South Elevations 
1926, Charles M. Robinson Architects 
 
1984 - Elevations  
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Figure 0004.55, Founders Hall, 0004, Franklin Street and Shafer Court Elevations 
1984, Smith Armstrong Landow Architects, Inc. 
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Chapter 3.03: Existing Conditions 
0007 Ginter House and Ginter Carriage House  
 

       
Figure 0007.1, Ginter House Key Plan Map- Building           Figure 0007.2, Ginter House, North Elevation, 
is highlighted in red.            Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Site Description 
The Ginter House and carriage house is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia 
Commonwealth University at 901 West Franklin Street.  The site is urban and features formal 
plantings adjacent to the north and east of the building. Several medium size trees are located on the 
lawns surrounding the building. Shafer Street, which in this area is pedestrian only, defines the east 
perimeter of the site.  A large paved area directly adjacent to the south elevation divides Ginter 
House from Hibbs Hall and the Anderson Gallery to the south, which was originally the alley 
between Franklin Street and Park Avenue.  A large lawn, memorial statue, and the Scott House are 
located to the west.  Franklin Street borders the site to the north.  A low stone wall borders the 
property on the north and east side of the site, directly adjacent to the sidewalk. 
 
Summary Description of Ginter House and Carriage House 
Ginter House is a three-story building which has seen many additions and modifications to the 
original building over time.  The building was designed in the Romanesque Revival style.  
Construction began circa 1888 and was completed in 1892 as a residence for Major Lewis Ginter, a 
prominent Richmond resident.  The City of Richmond purchased the property in 1925 where it 
served as the city’s public library.  The Richmond Professional Institute (RPI) purchased the 
building in 1932.  The Ginter House was the second building owned by RPI.  The three-story, plus 
basement and attic, building currently houses the provost and vice president for academic affairs, 
vice provost for academic finance and administration, and vice provost for academic and faculty 
affairs, as well as the Office of Planning and Decisions Support and the Division of Community 
Engagement.  Much of the original West and South Elevations have been covered by various 
rectangular additions.  The original portion of the building is constructed primarily of brick, 
although the base above grade features coursed brownstone with a split-face dressing.  The first 
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floor consists of coursed brownstone with a very fine stipple finish.  Above the first floor, the walls 
are constructed of brick laid in common bond.  The gable ends of the walls feature brick laid in a 
basket weave pattern.  The building features a clay tile roof and predominantly copper gutters and 
downspouts.   The additions are constructed with brick and feature a denticulated brick cornice, clay 
tile roofs, copper gutters, and downspouts. 
 

  
Figure 0007.3, Ginter House , 1905 Sanborn   Figure 0007.4, Ginter House, 1919 - 1950 
Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Company   Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Company  
 
 

  
Figure 0007.3, Ginter House – Partial North (Primary)  Figure 0007.4, Ginter House, Partial West Elevation, 
Elevation,Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0007.5, Ginter House – Partial East Elevation,  Figure 0007.6, Ginter House, Partial South Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundations of the original portion of the building are constructed with brick and coated with a 
cementitious parge coating.  Above grade to the first floor line, the foundations are constructed with 
split-faced brownstone.  The foundations of the additions are brick masonry laid in common bond 
with 9th course headers.  The water table of the additions is constructed with split-face brownstone.  
Delamination of the brownstone is occurring.  Inappropriate repointing of joints, both with 
Portland based mortar, and various generations of caulk and sealant has occurred.  Environmental 
sediments and dirt have built up on the foundations.  Acid (most likely deposited from acid rain) is 
contributing to the deterioration of the stone.  The cementitious parge coating is delaminating and 
deteriorating. Splash back is occurring, particularly at the south elevation and on the east elevation at 
the accessible entrance.  Extreme biological growth is present on the foundations and in the window 
wells.  
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Figure 0007.7, Ginter House, 0007, West Elevation  Figure 0007.8, Ginter House, 0007, East Elevation 
Extreme bioloical growth on the foundation and window  Detail of splash back and biological growth. Note the 
well.       mortar loss in the lower 5-6 courses. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  If inappropriate, Portland cement repointing is not failing. Do not attempt 
to remove it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar where it is failing.  Assume 1,000 
sf. 

• Remove biological growth using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 2,000 sf.  
• Clean foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible.  Assume 2,000 sf. 
• Assume 1,000 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 

stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Repair delaminating parge coat as required.  Use appropriate lime-based materials.  Assume 
200 sf.  

• Repair the stone, either by plastic stone repairs or through the use of dutchmen, depending 
on the severity of deterioration.  Further analysis should be undertaken to determine which 
type of repair is appropriate.  Assume 1,000 sf.   

 
Walls 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls of the existing building consist of split-face brownstone from grade to the first floor line.  
From the first floor to the second floor line, the walls are constructed with a very fine stipple 
finished brownstone.  The brown stone is spalling and delaminating. Previous repairs of patching 
the brownstone with a plastic repair was noted.  The walls are constructed of brick from the second 
floor line to the third floor line.  The gable ends feature brick that is laid in a basket weave pattern. 
The building features molded and carved decorative brick.  Biological growth is located on all 
elevations.  Streaking is located beneath the windows, especially at windows containing window air-
conditioning units.  General mortar loss is found on all elevations. Dirt has accumulated on all of the 
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walls.  Inappropriate repointing with caulk was noted on nearly all elevations, particularly around 
window sills.  Multiple tubular brick chimneys are located throughout the original property.  Subtle 
to moderate leaning was noted on all of the chimneys. The large chimney on the West Elevation has 
an added tension rod, which displays some rust.  
 

  
Figure 0007.9, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation  Figure 0007.10, Ginter House, 0007, South Elevation 
Detail of spalling and delaminating brownstone.  Detail of streaking and innapropriate repointing. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if failing.  Assume 5,000 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 3,000 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible.  

Assume 22,000 sf.   
• Assume 8,000 sf of the same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, 

though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. 
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• Repair the spalling and delaminating brownstone. Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 
1,000 sf. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of all chimneys. At a minimum, 
six chimneys. (The building is so large that interior chimneys may not have been visible and 
aerial imagery is unclear). 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present. At a minimum, six chimneys. (The building is so 
large that interior chimneys may not have been visible and aerial imagery is unclear). 

 
 

  
Figure 0007.11, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation  Figure 0007.12, Ginter House, 0007,  East Elevation 
Detail of leaning chimney. Note tie-rod.   Infrared photo showing splash back and dampness at   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   the wall.  

Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition: 
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  The windows have stone or brick sills.  Minor rot 
is located on some windows, particularly basement windows near window wells where moisture is 
unable to evaporate.  The windows that contain a window air-conditioning units are in far worse 
condition than those that do not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted 
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at all A/C units.  Water is sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, 
contributing to the stone delamination, missing mortar, and constant wetting of the walls.  Water is 
most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary action and affecting the interior conditions 
of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the 
permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to 
prevent further decay of the windows, as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the 
windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new 
historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units 
while the windows undergo repairs.  Mortar is missing from most of the brick window sills.  
Biological growth is present at the majority of the basement windows, most likely due to the splash-
back occurring and water sitting in the window wells.  
 
The majority of the windows are condition Level II or Level III.   The North Elevation features 71 
windows.  The East Elevation features 54 windows.  The West Elevation features 45 windows.  The 
South Elevation features 67 windows.  The total numbers of windows is 237. The east and west end 
circular windows have been replaced with non-historic windows or a window air-conditioning unit. 
Additional information regarding the windows include: 
 

• The size of windows range from 8 sf to 56 sf.   
• 77 of the windows contain window air-conditioning units.   
• 13 of the windows are stained glass.  
• 5 feature curved glass.   
• 10 windows feature historic decorative wrought iron work.   
• The majority fo the basement windows possesss a metal security grate.   

 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
Sand, patch, prime 

C. Repair Frame 
Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
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B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced. 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

  
Figure 0007.13, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation  Figure 0007.14, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation 
Note wet wall from window A/C unit above.  Wicking  Note the crocodiling on the windows and debris. 
is visible where the water is soaking through the stone.  Also note the biological growth. 
Note the biological growth at the sill.    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     
 

  
Figure 0007.15, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation  Figure 0007.16, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation 
Infrared image of corresponding location above.  Infrared images showing where moisture is located. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0007.17, Ginter House, 0007, Window Survey-    
North Elevation Keys 
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Figure 0007.18, Ginter House, 0007, Window Survey-    
East Elevation Keys 
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Figure 0007.19, Ginter House, 0007, Window Survey-    
South Elevation Keys 
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Figure 0007.20, Ginter House, 0007, Window Survey-    
West Elevation Keys 
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The primary entrance to the building is centered on the North Elevation.  The pair of ornately 
carved wooden doors feature beveled glass.  At least one of the sheets of glass has been replaced 
during the lifetime of the building.  The doors have retrofitted closers, one of which is silver, and the 
other black.  A secondary entrance to the historic dwelling is located on the East Elevation.   This 
single leaf door features five panels, a single light with beveled glass, and wrought iron detailing.   
The secondary entrance features a bronze colored closer. All three doors retain their historic 
hardware. 
 
The remaining nine entrances are older, perhaps historic, wooden doors or modern hollow metal 
doors in varying condition.  Many of the wooden doors feature paint loss and the beginnings of 
rotting. Rust is present on many of the hollow metal doors.  
 
Basement access is only protected by a wire mesh gate.  
 

    
Figure 0007.21, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation  Figure 0007.22, Ginter House, 0007, East Elevation 
Main Entrance      Historic Shafer Street Entrance 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0007.23, Ginter House, 0007, South Elevation  Figure 0007.24, Ginter House, 0007, South Elevation 
Non-historic door in wooden frame with historic transom  Older wooden door.  Note security grate and peeling 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0007.25, Ginter House, 0007, East Elevation   
Metal gate to basement area.  Note rust on the fire escape.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume one single door, and two pairs of double 

doors.   
• Consider replacing the right, silver closer on the main entrance with one to match the left 

closer (black). 
• Maintain the existing doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the doors and trim.  

Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  
Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue 
before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  As necessary, paint 
metal doors.   If rust is present, remove rust and prime with a rust-inhibiting primer before 
painting.  Paint any steel lintels with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint.  Assume 
9 doors. 

• If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate doors.  
Assume 9 doors. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.  Assume 10 single doors and two pairs of double doors. 

• Install a more secure entrance where the wire mesh gate accesses the basement.  

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The primary entrance on the North Elevation is accessed by a set of brownstone steps.  The lowest 
step is settling, resulting in a cracked slab of brownstone and a gap between the first step and second 
step.  Various repairs have been undertaken by inserting concrete into the gap between the first step 
and second step.  Delamination of the brownstone is occurring.  Biological growth is located on the 
brownstone handrails, which flank either side of the stair.  The porch flooring material is tile, which 
is in poor condition.  The tile is worn down, the glaze has worn off much of the tile, and it is 
missing in many places.  In some areas, the tile has been repaired with concrete, which is an 
inappropriate treatment for the damaged tile.  A pendant light is suspended from the underside of 
the porch roof.  The pendant and the ceiling exhibit extreme dirt accumulation, as well as cobwebs.  
Evidence of water damage, such as rotting wood and streaking, was noted at the junction of the 
porch structure and primary façade.  Similar evidence is located inside the vestibule.  Water streaks 
were noted on the interior finish.  It is unclear whether or not this is active moisture infiltration.  
Missing rivets were noted on the copper portion of the porch’s gutters and the corner plates above 
the column capitals.  This porch has a copper roof.  
 
A secondary entrance is located on the east elevation.  This entrance is recessed into the main body 
of the building and features similar architectural details and materials to those found on the main 
entrance. A large crack was noted in the tile flooring. Delamination of the brownstone steps is 
occurring.   
 
A historic, originally open, side porch on the East Elevation, is now enclosed and conditioned. 
Biological growth was noted on the foundation of the porch.  Missing rivets were noted on the 
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copper portion of the porch’s gutters and on the corner plates above the column capitals. This 
porch has a copper roof. 
 
An accessible entrance is located on the north elevation.  The entrance features an elevated ramp 
and a stair down to the basement.  The ramp structure appears to be holding water against the 
surrounding elevations.  Splash back is also occurring at this location, resulting in mortar loss on the 
walls. It appears that the water that makes it underneath the ramp becomes trapped in the basement 
areaway.  The water has no way to escape due to the lack of a drainage system.  A window air 
conditioning unit is also located in this areaway, contributing to the water accumulation. 
 
Three fire escapes are located on the building: one on the east, the west, and on the south elevation. 
They appear to be in fair to good condition.  Some rust was noted on the east fire escape. 
 
A trellis is located on the East Elevation of the addition.  It is flanked by two small bracketed porch 
hoods that are clad in copper.  The porch hoods are in good condition.  Mositure is infiltrating the 
base of trellis.     

   
Figure 0007.26, Ginter House, 0007, East Elevation  Figure 0007.27, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation 
Note repointing of the brick and moisture at the columns. Dirt and cobweb accumulation on the porch light. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0007.28, Ginter House, 0007, East Elevation  Figure 0007.29, Ginter House, 0007, East Elevation 
Note biological growth on the railing and proximity  Damaged tile flooring. Note inappropriate concrete 
of bushes to the railing and building. repair. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair the damaged and settling stone steps.  The steps will need to be reset in order to 
properly correct the issue. Assume 110 sf. 

• Remove biological growth from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 400 sf. 
• Investigate the moisture infiltration issue at the junction of the main entrance porch and 

north façade.  Repair as required. 
• Fabricate missing architectural rivets to match the existing rivets. Assume 80 lf.  
• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 

match the existing historic tile.  Assume 400 sf. 
• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 

appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 400 sf.  

• Repair all existing copper porch roofs as required by following the material 
recommendations. Assume 500 sf. 

• Repair all existing porch downspouts.  Verify that water is directed an adequate distance 
from the building’s foundations.  Assume 50 lf.  

• The modification to the gutters and downspouts should alleviate the splash back issues 
occurring at the accessible entrance.  If these issues persist, consider designing a new 
solution for water removal in this area.  Assume 500 sf. 

• Repair existing metal components of the fire escapes (paint protects the metal). Minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  
Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to 
recoating.  Assume 1,200 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the connections of the fire escape into the brick 
walls are structurally sound and that the rusted portions of the escapes are sound.  Repair 
brick and mortar as required. Assume 1,200 sf. 
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• While rot is not present at this time, the trellis should be monitored, as base of the wooden 
columns is exhibiting moisture penetration.  The wood is in direct contact with the earth at 
several of the columns.  

  
Figure 0007.30, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation  Figure 0007.31, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation 
Evidence of moisture infiltration.  Note delaminating  Corrosponding interior evidence of moisture  
stone. infiltration. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0007.32, Ginter House, 0007,West Elevation  Figure 0007.33, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation 
Detail of missing rivets. Settling of the porch steps. Note prior repairs. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
Each elevation features external copper gutters.  All of the gutters exhibit brushing, a sign that the 
gutters are regularly overflowing.  In addition to the brushing and typical patina found on copper 
gutters, corrosion was noted at many of the gutters and downspouts.  Internal drains may be located 
in the additions, but due to the size of the building, they were not visible and aerial imagery is not 
clear enough to see the system.  It appears that either the gutters are not large enough to hold the 
loads of rainwater or there is an inadequate quantity of downspouts to carry the water away.  There 
is a possibility that both of these issues are contributing to the moisture problems within and outside 
of the building.   
 
Some downspouts, which were most likely historic 4” rectangular copper downspouts, have been 
replaced with what appears to be 2” round downspouts.  Many of the brackets which hold the 
downspouts tight to the building are missing.  The majority of the downspouts empty directly into 
areaways around the building.  These areaways may or may not possess drains.  Many of the drains 
are clogged and/or the areaway is not sloped steep enough in order to promote positive drainage 
toward the drains.  This is resulting in water sitting in the areaways and window wells, creating a 
“moat-like” effect around the building.  Some of the downspouts fit into boots, although it is 
unclear where this water is going.  A large percentage of the downspouts are damaged, particularly 
where they intersect boots.  In some cases, the downspouts are no longer connected to the ribbed 
extensions and water is freely flowing from the downspout to the ground below. 
 
The south elevation is of particular concern as this elevation features several layers of gutters and 
downspouts that are feeding into a lower set gutters and downspouts.  In some cases, multiple 
downspouts are feeding directly into another downspout.  It is clear this system is undersized as 
there is evidence that water is continually overflowing the system.  In an attempt to protect dormer 
walls from the overflowing water, flashing has been added to several courses of brick where the 
gutters bypass the dormers.  Below the water table, the brick has been chiseled out to provide a 
recess for the downspouts.  Water is not adequately directed away from the foundations.  At the 
south elevation, there is storm drain, but the sidewalk (concrete and brick) is not sloped adequately 
toward the drain.  This is resulting in water perpetually staying up against the building.   Also, on the 
south elevation a wooden gate has been added at the fire escape elevated area way.  It appears the 
area way is sloped toward the gate, where the water empties into a gutter and a short downspout.  
The bottom edge of the gate is beginning to rot.  It is unclear if any downspouts are dumping water 
into this elevated areaway. The gutter is bent and damaged, most likely from accessing the areaway 
and fire escape. Moisture is present on the brick wall around the areaway downspout. 
 
While technically beyond the scope of this project, it should be noted that missing clay tiles and 
broken clay tiles were noted on the roofs and dormers. 
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Figure 0007.34, Ginter House, 0007,South Elevation  Figure 0007.35, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation 
Detail of areaway with gate.  Note standing water,  Detail of “moat”  Note water and biologiacl growth. 
bent gutter, and water stains on the wall. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     
 

  
Figure 0007.36, Ginter House, 0007, South Elevation  Figure 0007.37, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation 
Detail of roof.  Note multiple downspouts feeding into Detail of downspout. Note standing water, staining of 
one gutter.      concrete, splashback, and how the brick was chiseled  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects recess the gutter. 
        Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0007.38, Ginter House, 0007, East Elevation  Figure 0007.39, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation 
Detail of downspout.  Note missing brackets Detail of non-historic downspout.  Note flashing. 
and bent downspout. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     
 

  
Figure 0007.40, Ginter House, 0007, West Elevation  Figure 0007.41, Ginter House, 0007, West Elevation 
Infrared of an areaway.  Note the dark purple (cooler) Infrared of west areaway. Note the dark purple (cooler) 
where water is exiting the downspout. where water is unable to exit the areaway. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Architectural Recommendations: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutter shall be 
copper in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The historic portion of the building features a copper cornice that appears to be in good condition. 
The additions feature a denticulated brick cornice which is in fair to poor condition, as the gutters 
are overflowing onto the brick cornice, resulting in missing mortar and sediment build up.   
 

 
Figure 0007.42, Ginter House, 0007, East Elevation   
Detail of copper cornice.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• As needed, clean copper cornice.  684 sf. 
• As needed, clean and repoint brick cornice.  Square footage included in the cleaning 

recommendation for the walls.  
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Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The site is bordered by a low brownstone wall to the north and east.  The brownstone is exhibiting 
extreme delamination and weathering.  A stamped concrete walk in a herringbone pattern connects 
the north of the site to the east and west.  The south of the building is bordered by a concrete and 
brick paved alley, which directly abuts the south elevation.  A broad lawn and memorial statue are 
located to the west of the building.  Overgrown shrubs and plantings are located on the north, east, 
and west of the building.  Medium-sized trees are touching the north, west, and east elevation.  The 
foundation plantings and trees are contributing to holding moisture against the building, which in 
turn is promoting biological growth.  A large presence of mosquitoes was noted around the site, 
particularly at the West Elevation.  This is largely in part to the standing water found around the 
building. 
 

  
Figure 0007.43, Ginter House, 0007, North Elevation  Figure 0007.44, Ginter House, 0007, West Elevation 
Detail of brownstone wall View of the west side of the original building. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
        
Architectural Recommendations: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the north, west, and east margin of the 
building; this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept 
at least 24” away from building. 

• Repair the brownstone wall as required following the stone repair procedures.   Assume 175 
lf, 12-18” tall. 

• Keep planting 24” away from the perimeter brownstone wall to prevent biological growth. 
• Trees should be pruned away from the building.   

 
Other: 

Existing Condition: 
Historically incompatible site lighting is mounted to the buildings.  These fixtures are not in keeping 
with the character of the building.  
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Figure 0007.45, Ginter House, 0007, South Elevation   
Detail of site lighting.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Architectural Recommendation: 
Consider replacing these fixtures with more historically compatible fixtures that provide sight 
lighting and security.  The lights should be focused downward to prevent light pollution. Assume 
two to four light fixtures. 
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Historic Images 
 

 
Figure 0007.46, Ginter House, ca. 1890s.  Source:  Ray Bonis and Selden Richardson, “Ginter House – An Architectural 
History,” 16 September 2015, The Shockoe Examiner: Blogging the History of Richmond, Virginia, 
http://theshockoeexaminer.blogspot.com/2015_09_01_archive.html (accessed 28 October 2016). 
 

 
Figure 0007.47, Ginter House, ca. 1890s.  Source:  Bonis and Richardson, “Ginter House – An Architectural History.” 
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Figure 0007.48, Ginter House, Interior, 1902.  Source:  Bonis and Richardson, “Ginter House – An Architectural 
History.” 
 

 
Figure 0007.49, Ginter House as Richmond Public Library, ca. 1925.  Source:  Bonis and Richardson, “Ginter House – 
An Architectural History.” 
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Figure 0007.50, Ginter House, view from Shafer Street, ca. 1940s.  Source:  Bonis and Richardson, “Ginter House – An 
Architectural History.” 
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Drawing Catalog 
2007 – Exterior Painting 
 

 
Figure 0007.51, Ginter House, 0007, Exterior Painting, Elevations 
2007, KOP Architects PC 
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Figure 0007.52, Ginter House, 0007, Exterior Painting, Elevations 
2007, KOP Architects PC 
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Figure 0007.53, Ginter House, 0007, Exterior Painting, Elevations 
2007, KOP Architects PC 
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Chapter 3.04: Existing Conditions 
0008 Anderson House  
 

       
Figure 0008.1, Anderson House, 0008, Key Plan Map-           Figure 0008.2, Anderson House, 0008, North Elevation, 
Building is highlighted in red.            Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Site Description 
Anderson House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University near 
the intersection of West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the north perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings include 
Starke House to the west, Scott House to the east, and the Pollak Building to the south.  At the 
North (front) Elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which consists of 
concrete to the west and brick laid in a herringbone pattern to the east.  A large planting bed in front 
of the building is covered with ivy and is planted with trees and shrubberies. Two steps set into the 
stone border lead from the sidewalk to a concrete walkway, which accesses the main entry.  At the 
West Elevation, an additional concrete walkway divides the building from Starke House and accesses 
the parking lot and alley behind the building.  Ivy is growing in the planting bed along the 
foundation.  At the East Elevation, several mature trees are located close to the building and a 
concrete-paved area contains several parking spaces.  Toward the rear of the building at this 
elevation is a patch of grass and a wood fence enclosing the space behind the building.   
 
Summary Description of Anderson House 
Anderson House is a three-story building with a rear two-story section and basement and currently 
serves as faculty offices for VCU’s Department of English.  The building was designed circa 1906 as 
a residence in the Italian Renaissance style.  It is a modified rectangle in plan.  Anderson House is 
constructed of brick with stone accents including the window sills, lintels, and quoins at the three-
story section.  The three-story section has a hipped Spanish tile roof that is flattened at the apex, 
with a dentiled and modillioned wood cornice.  The front and East Elevations each contain a 
dormer with a barrel roof.  The three-story section also features four interior end brick chimneys.  
The two-story section has a low-slope roof.  A one-story, one-bay-wide entry porch is located in the 
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eastern bay of the front elevation.  The porch features tripled, fluted wood Doric columns and single 
pilasters in the same style, which support a wood, Doric entablature and pediment, including a 
modillioned cornice and a frieze with triglyph pattern.  The porch floor is adorned with small, 
square, black and white ceramic tiles with an abstract floral design and Greek key pattern border.  
The porch frames an arched entry with a one-panel wood door with leaded glass sidelights and 
transom.  The porch is accessed by a short flight of concrete stairs with a metal rail.  The front 
elevation contains a set of three, one-over-one wood windows in the east bay of the first story, 
above which is a copper bay window with a central, fifteen-over-one, wood, hung window, flanked 
by two, six-over-one windows.  The remaining windows at the front elevation are twelve-over-one, 
wood, hung windows with stone sills and lintels.  The West Elevation features a two-story copper 
bay window in the northernmost bay.  The windows at the remainder of the building are typically 
six-over-one wood windows with stone sills; some windows are one-over-one.  Windows at the 
three-story section typically have stone lintels, while the remaining window openings typically have 
brick segmental-arched heads.  Several windows toward the rear of the building are accented with 
interlace tracery.  The northeast corner of the two-story section contains a recessed brick arcade 
with adjoining handicapped-accessible ramp. 
 

  
Figure 0008.3, Anderson House, Partial East Elevation,  Figure 0008.4, Anderson House, Partial East Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0008.5, Anderson House, South Elevation,  Figure 0008.6, Anderson House, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of brick that is flush with the wall surface.  The foundation exhibits areas of 
mortar loss, particularly at the east and west elevations.  This condition is especially noticeable at the 
west elevation of the three-story section.  Another typical condition is inappropriate or deteriorated 
repointing, including with Portland cement.  Vegetation is growing close to or on the foundation at 
each elevation.  Biological growth is a typical condition, particularly above the basement windows at 
the east elevation of the rear wing, near the downspout at the west elevation, and at the foundation 
of the north (front) porch.  The foundation adjacent to the PVC downspout at the east elevation of 
the rear section exhibits splash back, causing mortar loss and continual wetting of the wall.  Some 
areas of the foundation exhibit atmospheric soiling.  Below the boarded-up, south-facing former 
window opening adjacent to the east chain link fence, the mortar is heavily deteriorated.  
Efflorescence is evident below the bay window at the west elevation.  Openings at either end of the 
front porch foundation are covered by panels. 
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Figure 0008.7, Anderson House, West Elevation, detail  Figure 0008.8, Anderson House, West Elevation, detail  
of mortar loss at foundation.  Photograph 2016,  of deteriorated mortar. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects     Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0008.9, Anderson House, South Elevation, detail Figure 0008.10, Anderson House, East Elevation, detail  
of mortar deterioration at foundation.  Photograph  of splash back adjacent to downspout.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects    2016, Commonwealth Architects  
  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 275 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 385 sf.  
• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible.  Assume 675 sf. 
• Assume 340 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 

stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Consider removing the panels at the foundation and uncovering any basement windows, or 

reinstating the basement windows. Assume 1 or 2 openings. 
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Walls 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls are of brick, which is running bond at the three-story section and six-course American 
bond at the two-story section.  At the three-story section, all walls except the rear wall are pressed 
brick.  Heavy mortar loss is present in several locations, particularly the west elevation below the 
first-story three-part window.  The mortar joints at the pressed brick are thinner, cleaner, and are 
typically in better condition than the remainder of the mortar joints.  Typical conditions throughout 
the building include mortar loss and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement and caulk.  At 
the front elevation, a large area between the westernmost second- and third-story windows is 
repointed with caulk.  Adjacent to the southernmost window at the east elevation, an inappropriate 
gray-colored caulk has been smeared over several of the vertical mortar joints.  The east elevation of 
the three-story section exhibits moisture staining adjacent to the downspout and underneath the 
first-story triple window.  Atmospheric soiling is another common condition at this elevation.  
Biological growth is located in mortar joints at the east elevation, and is widespread at the second 
story of the west elevation, toward the rear of the building.  Small areas of efflorescence are typical 
below the window sills at the two-story section.  The basement stairwell also exhibits efflorescence.  
Large shear cracks are located to either side of the front door threshold, and a step crack is located 
at the head of the surround.   Significant shear cracks are located at the east end of the three-story 
section’s south elevation, and are most pronounced at the heads of the windows.  Several bricks 
exhibit minor cracking at the east elevation, under the first-story windows of the rear two-story 
section.  There are step cracks above and below the three-part window at the west elevation.  At the 
two-story section, some areas of brick exhibit holes and pockmarks, and others exhibit spalling.  At 
the west elevation, there is an external sprinkler system attached to the wall, in addition to many 
other wires and pipes.  The rear brick chimney at the three-story section is in poor condition and has 
been inappropriately repointed. 
 

  
Figure 0008.11, Anderson House, West Elevation, detail Figure 0008.12, Anderson House, West Elevation,  
of mortar loss below three-part window.  Photograph  detail of widespread biological growth at second story.  
2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0008.13, Anderson House, South Elevation, detail Figure 0008.14, Anderson House, North Elevation,  
of large shear cracks between windows at east end of   detail of repointing with caulk below third-  
three-story section.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth   story, westernmost window. Photograph 2016,  
Architects      Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the walls and chimneys 
that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is 
pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  
Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible 
mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 3,000 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 1,350 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. 

Assume 5,500 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 1,800 sf. 
• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 

Assume 1,425 sf. 
• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the exterior walls where shear 

and step cracks are located.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s 
recommendations.  

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present. Assume at a minimum, four chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair condition, with windows at the rear two-story section 
typically in slightly better condition than those at the three-story section.  Typical conditions at all 
windows are flaking paint at the sashes and frames and atmospheric soiling or biological growth at 
the stone lintels and sills.  Most of the windows have remnants of hardware from former shutters, 
and a few retain the shutters.  Some of the windows contain obscuring glass, and others are heavily 
soiled with dirt and cobwebs.  The copper bay windows at the north and west elevations exhibit 
dripping rust at the copper cornices and sills.  The mortar of the west bay window has washed out 
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and has been repaired with caulk.  The external sprinkler system at the west elevation is attached to 
the bay window.  The openings at the second story of the west bay window are infilled with metal 
panels.  At the east and west elevations, the basement window sills of the two-story section are 
covered by soil and vegetation, which is growing against the windows.  At the east elevation of the 
three-story section, one of the sixteen-light, first-story windows with interlace tracery is covered by a 
tarp at the exterior.  At the south elevation, debris has accumulated in the window well and on top 
of the air conditioning unit inside.  A first-story former window opening with stone sill and lintel is 
located at the south elevation, in the easternmost bay of the three-story section.  It retains its 
transom but is now infilled with wood panels and an AC unit. 
 
The windows that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in worse condition than those that do 
not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is 
sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to stone delamination, 
missing mortar, and constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls 
through capillary action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term 
care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning 
units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, 
as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is 
preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If 
permanent removal is not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo 
repairs.  The majority of the windows are condition Level I or Level II.   The total number of 
windows is 83.   
 
The North Elevation features 14 windows (including the sidelights and transom at the front door).   
This elevation has a mix of 1/1, 6/1, and 12/1 hung windows, with one 15/1 hung window.  The 
dormer window is a 6-light window.  Leaded glass sidelights and a leaded glass, elliptical transom 
surround the front door.  Three of the windows have an AC unit.  The windows on this elevation 
range from approximately 2 sf to 28 sf.    
 
The East Elevation features 29 windows.  The windows are 6/1 hung sash, except for nine 1/1 
windows, two large 16-light windows with interlace tracery and transoms, three 2-light basement 
windows, a 6-light dormer window.  Nine of the windows have an AC unit.  The windows on this 
elevation range from approximately 4.5 sf to 27 sf.    
 
The South Elevation features 12 windows.  The windows are mostly 6/1 hung sash.  The elevation 
also contains one 6/6 basement window, a pair of 1/1 hung sash, and a 15/1 hung window with 
interlace tracery.  The one-light basement window below the 15/1 window is also infilled with a 
wood panel.  Eight of the windows have AC units.  The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 4.5 sf to 18 sf.   Consider removing the wood panels and AC unit from the former 
window opening at the south elevation and installing a new window to match the existing windows. 
 
The West Elevation features 27 windows.  Ten of the windows are 6/1 hung sash, nine are 1/1, one 
is a small 1-light window, three are 2-light basement windows, one is a small 6-light window, and 
three are 12-light windows with tracery.  One window has an AC unit.  The windows on this 
elevation range from approximately 3 sf to 18 sf.  The sash at the second story of the west copper 
bay window have been infilled with metal panels.   
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The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced. 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
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Figure 0008.15, Anderson House, West Elevation, detail Figure 0008.16, Anderson House, West Elevation,  
of typical flaking paint at both window sash and frame.  detail of dripping rust at first story of copper bay   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   window.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0008.17, Anderson House, West Elevation, detail Figure 0008.18, Anderson House, East Elevation,  
of external sprinkler system attached to bay window.  detail of soil and vegetation at basement window sill. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The main historic door with leaded glass sidelights and transom is overall in good condition, with 
the exception of minor paint loss, scuffing, and soiling.  There are holes in the screen door covering 
the rear six-panel door accessing the arcade.  An additional six-panel door accesses the basement at 
the West Elevation.     
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Figure 0008.19, Anderson House, North Elevation, detail Figure 0008.20, Anderson House, South Elevation,  
of front door.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  detail of screen door; note holes.  Photograph 2016, 
Architects      Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• The doors should be maintained.  Assume three doors.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical 
residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, 
scrape and re-paint or re-finish the wood doors as necessary.   

• Restore hardware. Assume three sets of hardware. 
• Repair rear screen door.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the door. 
• If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate doors. If 

this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.   
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges.   

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
Porches include the front (north) entry porch and the brick arcade at the southwest corner of the 
building.  At the north porch, mortar loss is evident at the brick portions, including the sidewalls of 
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the concrete steps, the brick plinths below the Doric columns and dividing sections of the metal 
balustrade, and at the porch foundation.  The plinth adjacent to the front door to the west exhibits 
damage at brick, mortar, and stone where the metal balustrade adjoins these elements.  The porch 
foundation, stone trim, and stair sidewalls also exhibit biological growth.  The top stone rail of the 
balustrade has areas of loss.  There is biological growth at the steps, and both the metal balustrade 
and metal rail at the stair exhibit rust and paint loss.  The tile porch floor is heavily soiled and has 
several large cracks.  The entablature, column capitals, and ceiling exhibit heavy atmospheric soiling.  
The paint at the columns is crazing.  At the brick arcade, the piers exhibit heavy mortar loss and 
deterioration, which in some locations is up to three inches deep.  The concrete floor is heavily 
soiled and cracked and the brick steps were inappropriately repointed with Portland mortar.  The 
landing of the concrete handicapped-accessible ramp adjoining the arcade has a horizontal crack; an 
assessment by a structural engineer is advisable to ensure that it is structurally sound.  The paint is 
flaking at the ramp’s metal rail and the concrete exhibits atmospheric soiling.  The west face of the 
ramp’s foundation exhibits moisture damage and spalling.   
 

  
Figure 0008.21, Anderson House, North Elevation, detail Figure 0008.22, Anderson House, South Elevation,  
of mortar loss at dividing section of porch balustrade.   detail of three-inch-deep mortar loss at brick arcade  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects pier.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0008.23, Anderson House, North Elevation, detail Figure 0008.24, Anderson House, East Elevation,  
of cracked and soiled tile at porch floor.  Photograph 2016, detail of heavy atmospheric soiling at front porch  
Commonwealth Architects entablature and columns.  Photograph 2016, 

Commonwealth Architects 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas that have received 
inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and crumbling, 
and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not failing, do 
not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing 
joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 130 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 60 sf. 
• Repair the railing at the main entry.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, 

priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust 
remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 90 sf. 

• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 
match the existing historic tile.  Assume 178 sf. 

• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 178 sf.  

• Repaint the front porch columns and pilasters with at least two coats of paint.  Remove 
peeling and flaking paint and prime prior to painting.  Assume 200 sf. 

• Repair the cracks at the concrete floor of the rear brick arcade.  Assume 4 sf. 
• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the landing at the 

handicapped-accessible ramp. 
 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The building has external downspouts and built-in gutters.  It appears that the built-in front porch 
roof gutter is either clogged or improperly sloped, leading water to overflow as further evidenced by 
brushing on the gutter.  A small section of the brick wall behind the downspout leading to this 
gutter is flashed, apparently as a temporary measure to address moisture infiltration through the wall 
caused by the overflowing gutter.  At the East Elevation, the northernmost downspout is 
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disconnected near the foundation, allowing water to flow directly onto the ground.  The metal boot 
connected to the PVC downspout at the east elevation of the rear section exhibits heavy corrosion.  
The splash back at the brick wall behind this downspout indicates that the connections at the 
downspout are not watertight, leading to moisture running down the face of the wall.  At the west 
elevation’s downspout, the boot is rusted and is narrower than the extension piece, allowing water to 
leak from the extension piece over the boot.  This condition has led to extensive biological growth 
at the wall behind the downspout.  Some of the fasteners connecting the leaders to the wall are 
lifting.   
 

  
Figure 0008.25, Anderson House, North Elevation, detail Figure 0008.26, Anderson House, East Elevation,  
of flashed area at wall above porch, a temporary measure  detail of heavy corrosion at boot of downspout and  
to address moisture infiltration due to overflowing porch   splash back at adjacent wall.  Photograph 2016,  
gutter.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0008.27, Anderson House, East Elevation, detail  Figure 0008.28, Anderson House, East Elevation, detail 
of disconnected downspout.  Photograph 2016,   rust at downspout boot.  Note that boot is narrower  
Commonwealth Architects than extension piece, creating a leak and leading to 

biological growth at adjacent wall.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

        
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Repair existing downspouts.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and 
repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation 
prior to recoating.  

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   
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• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The wood cornice exhibits atmospheric soiling and paint deterioration throughout.  Toward the rear 
of the east elevation, the soffit is cracked in some areas.  Atmospheric soiling is especially evident 
toward the front of the west elevation.  Also at the west elevation, the dentiled cornice has a 
diagonal crack where it meets the plain cornice. 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 400 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Repair any cracks at cornice.  Replace rotted 

wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 
400 sf. 
 

  
Figure 0008.29, Anderson House, West Elevation, detail Figure 0008.30, Anderson House, East Elevation, detail 
of atmospheric soiling and crack at cornice.  Photograph of cracks and paint loss at cornice.  Photograph 2016, 
2016, Commonwealth Architects    Commonwealth Architects 
 
Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
Vegetation is growing too close to the foundation at each elevation, which is holding moisture 
against the foundation and promoting biological growth.  Moss and other biological growth cover 
large areas of the concrete channel drain along the walkway at the west elevation, which may 
negatively impact site drainage.  The adjacent walkway exhibits areas of loss and severe cracking.  
The parking lot behind the building has several potholes and is unevenly paved, allowing water to 
pond in a large area near the handicapped accessible ramp.  The concrete slab adjacent to the ramp 
is separating from the asphalt paving.  The wood fence along the east perimeter of the site is missing 
several boards.   
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Figure 0008.31, Anderson House, East Elevation, detail  Figure 0008.32, Anderson House, West Elevation,  
of vegetation growing too close to and on foundation.    detail of biological growth in concrete channel drain.    
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Also note cracks at walkway. Photograph 2016,  
       Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0008.33, Anderson House, West Elevation, detail Figure 0008.34, Anderson House, South Elevation,  
of cracks at walkway.   Photograph 2016,    detail of concrete slab separating from asphalt paving.    
Commonwealth Architects     Photograph 2016,  Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that vines are not 

growing on the building.   
• Remove biological growth from concrete channel drain.  Assume 7 sf. 
• Repair the concrete walkway along the West Elevation.  Assume 110 sf. 
• Replace missing boards at east wood fence.  Assume 2 boards. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1906 – Elevations 

 
Figure 0008.35, Anderson House, 0008, Front and Rear Elevations 
1906, Noland & Baskervill Architects 
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Figure 0008.36, Anderson House, 0008, West Elevation 
1906, Noland & Baskervill Architects 
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Drawing Catalog 
2010 – Exterior Renovation 
 

 
Figure 0008.37, Anderson House, 0008, Elevations 
2010, KOP Architects, PC 
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Chapter 3.05: Existing Conditions 
0009 Kearney House  
 

  
Figure 0009.1, Kearney House, 0009, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.  

 
Figure 0009.2, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

 
Site Description 
Kearney House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University near 
the southeast corner of West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the north perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings include 
Scherer Hall to the west and Crenshaw House to the east, which are separated from Kearney House 
by several feet.  At the north (front) elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from the 
sidewalk, which is of concrete.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front (north) elevation and is 
planted with boxwoods, and a medium tree is located in front of the building adjacent to Scherer 
Hall.  Two concrete steps with a metal rail are set into the stone border and access the steps to the 
main entry.  A concrete walkway and a wooden walkway occupies the space between Kearney and 
Crenshaw Houses and accesses a wooden stair and fire escape.  The space adjacent to Scherer Hall 
at the west elevation is covered with mulch at the northern half.  A concrete stair and ramp are 
located to the south.  The rear elevation features a parking area, access to the basement, and 
mulched areas with minimal planting. 
 
Summary Description of Kearney House 
Kearney House is a three-story building with a rear two-story rear addition and basement.  It 
currently houses faculty offices and seminar space for the L. Douglas Wilder School of Government 
and Public Affairs, in addition to the Center for Urban and Regional Development.  The building 
was designed circa 1900 as a residence in the Richardsonian Romanesque style.  It is a modified 
rectangle in plan with a full-height, cylindrical tower in the northwest corner.  Kearney House is 
constructed of brick with brownstone at the first story of the front facade.  The brownstone texture 
is varied, with large, alternating blocks of dressed and rusticated stone.  The brick at the upper 
stories of the front elevation is laid in alternating dressed and rusticated rows, and has a brownish 
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hue to match the brownstone.  The brick at the remaining elevations is red.  The building has a 
membrane roof at both the three-story and two-story sections.  The three-story section has a 
mansard roof at the east side of the front elevation and the tower has a conical roof.  The mansard 
and conical roof are finished with slate and have molded wood cornices.  The mansard has 
decorative saw tooth-patterned detailing below the upper cornice, and both the lower mansard 
cornice and tower cornice are denticulated.  The one-story front porch is of brownstone 
construction and spans the east bay of the building.  The porch features three symmetrical arches 
supported by four squared pillars, a brownstone balustrade with rusticated blocks as balusters, a 
matching roof balustrade, and decorative metal grilles mounted above the spring line of each arch.  
A carved rosette adorns each arch spandrel.  Windows at the three-story section are typically one-
over-one, hung, wood windows.  The first story of the tower contains several of this type of window 
with stained glass transoms above and diamond-patterned metal grilles covering the lower sash at 
the exterior.  The tower’s second-story windows have brownstone lintels, and its third-story 
windows are round-arched with brick, arched heads with brownstone keystones.  A door formerly 
accessed the porch roof, but the opening is now infilled at the lower half and has a window at the 
upper half.  This opening is topped by a brick arch with brownstone keystone and is flanked by two 
typical windows.  Two additional typical windows are located above the opening at the mansard and 
are capped by a molded wood cornice.  The two-story rear addition is a simple, rectilinear block of 
brick construction.  Windows at this section are typically four-over-four, hung, wood windows in 
segmental arched openings.  A handicapped-accessible ramp and a fire escape stair access the west 
elevation.  

  
Figure 0009.3, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation,  Figure 0009.4, Kearney House, 0009, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0009.5, Kearney House, 0009, South Elevation,  Figure 0009.6, Kearney House, 0009, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
Existing Condition: 
The foundations are constructed with brick.  Several areas of the foundations exhibit splash back 
and deteriorating and missing mortar. 

  
Figure 0009.7, Kearney House, 0009, South Elevation,  Figure 0009.8, Kearney House, 0009, West Elevation, 
Detail of foundatiion above basement access door.  Detail of splashback and mortar lost. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 300 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 200 sf.  
 
Walls 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls on all elevations with the exception of the north elevation are constructed of brick.  The 
north elevation feature brownstone of alternating blocks of dressed and rusticated stone at the first 
floor façade and bricks at the upper stories laid in alternating dressed and rusticated rows of 
common bond.  A large portion of the mortar is missing.  In some cases, the joints have received 
both white and red tinted caulk as an alternative to repointed joints.   The brick of the non-primary 
elevations is rough in texture, although a portion of the west elevation contains very smooth, 
machine-pressed brick.   Biological growth is present on much of the brick.  Several areas of graffiti 
were noted on the west elevation.  Step cracks were noted beneath several of the windows.  Various 
pieces of architectural fabric such as wood and metal are mounted to the walls; their purpose is 
unclear.  A total of at least six chimneys were noted. 
 
Architectural Recommendations:  

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 2150 sf. 

• Repair the spalling and delaminating brownstone. Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 
200 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 2150 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 2150 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible. Assume 10,560 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 3,000 sf. 
• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume at minimum, six chimneys. 
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Figure 0009.9, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation,  Figure 0009.10, Kearney House, 0009, West Elevation, 
Detail of missing and loose mortar.    Detail of graffiti.  Note pressed bricks. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
 

  
Figure 0009.11, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation, Figure 0009.12, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation 
Detail of caulk repointing.     Detail of biological growth on the the brownstone. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  The windows have stone or wood sills.  Rot is 
located on many of windows, particularly at the windows which possess wooden sills.  The windows 
that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in far worse condition than those that do not 
contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is sitting 
on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to the stone delamination, 
missing mortar, and constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls 
through capillary action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term 
care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning 
units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, 
as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is 
preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If 
permanent removal is not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo 
repairs.  The majority of the windows are condition Level II or Level III.  The non-primary 
elevations feature a sprinkler system that is mounted in the window frames or directly above the 
windows.   
 
The North Elevation features a total of 16 windows.  The majority of the windows are 1/1 double-
hung.  The windows at the tower (10 total) feature curved glass.  The first floor windows (4) feature 
a stained glass transom.  The main entry door also features a stained glass transom.  Four windows 
possess a window A/C.  One window possesses a metal security grate.  The windows on this 
elevation are range approximately from 17 sf to 28 sf.   The stained glass transoms of the windows 
are approximately 10 sf in area.  The stained glass transom at the entry is 15 sf. 
 
The East Elevation features two windows which have been infilled with plywood.  Consider 
removing the plywood if the windows remain in place.  If the windows are no longer present, 
consider installing new windows to match the existing windows in the opening. 
 
The South Elevation features a total of 10 windows.  The windows are double-hung and are a 
mixture of 1/1 and 4/4 pane configurations.  4 windows possess a window A/C.  One window has 
a metal security grate (at the fire escape). 
 
The West Elevation features a total of 28 windows.  The basement windows on the west elevation 
are infilled with either brick or plywood.  The elevation possesses a stained glass window.  With the 
exception of the stained glass window, and the infilled basement windows, the windows are 4/4 
double-hung.  10 windows have A/C units.  3 windows have metal security grates. 
 
Although HVAC is not within the scope of this project, it should be noted that a a large exhaust 
vent penetrates one of the infilled basement windows and extends above the parapet.  A large 
section of the vent at the elbow is completely rusted through. 
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The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 
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Figure 0009.13, Kearney House, 0009, East Elevation,  Figure 0009.14, Kearney House, 0009, South Elevation, 
Detail of infilled window.     Typical non-primary elevation window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

  
Figure 0009.15, Kearney House, 0009, West Elevation,  Figure 0009.16, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation 
Detail of stained glass window. Note sprinkler and fixture. Detail of curved window, and missing mortar. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The main entrance features an outer pair of six-paneled double doors that are painted wood.  The 
inner pair of doors contain single lights of glass and three lower panels.  A stained glass transom is 
located above this door.  This door is in fair to good condition.  The West Elevation features two 
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modern, hollow core metal doors.  A glass transom is located above the first floor door.  The glass 
transom on the second floor has been infilled with plywood.  The south elevation features a historic 
four-panel wood door on the first floor as well as a basement access door that is plywood.   

   
Figure 0009.16, Kearney House, 0009, South Elevation,  Figure 0009.17, Kearney House, 0009, West Elevation, 
Detail of historic wood door.    Detail of non-historic metal door in historic opening. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume one single door, and two pairs of double 
doors. Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, 
ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid 
any defacement of wood profiles.  Re-paint or re-finish the historic wood doors as required.  
Paint any steel lintels with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint. 

• Maintain the existing two hollow metal doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors 
and trim.  If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate 
doors. If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  Consider reopening the 
transom at the second floor hollow metal door on the west elevation.  Assume two doors. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The one-story front porch is of brownstone construction and spans the east bay of the building.  
The porch features three symmetrical arches supported by four squared pillars, a brownstone 
balustrade with rusticated blocks as balusters, a matching roof balustrade, and decorative metal 
grilles mounted above the spring line of each arch.  A carved rosette adorns each arch spandrel. 
Chipped and delaminating brownstone was noted on the porch.  Biological growth was noted on the 
exterior surfaces of the porch. A set of curved stone steps access the porch.  A modern metal 
handrail was retrofitted to the steps and is rusting where the rail contacts the stone. The floor of the 
porch is tile.  The ceiling of the porch is bead board and exhibits water damage near the southeast 
corner of the ceiling.  In general, the ceiling and light fixture are covered in sediments and dirt.  

A modern brick and concrete handicapped accessible ramp and stair is located at the south elevation 
and provides access into the western elevation of Kearney House, as well as Scherer Hall to the 
west.  The ramp is in good condition.  The metal pipe rails feature flaking paint and minor rust. 

A fire escape accesses the upper floors of Kearney at the west elevation.  The fire escape is metal 
which is unpainted.  Minor oxidation and corrosion is occurring at the fire escape.  A shear crack is 
radiating from one of the bolt connections at the intermediate landing.  

Two concrete steps access the south first floor entrance.  The utilitarian steps are in fair condition, 
with some spalling at the step edges occurring and exposing the rough concrete aggregate.   

A set of brick steps access the basement door at the south elevation.  A modern metal handrail and 
guard are mounted at the sides of the areaway.  This railing does not appear to be code compliant.   

  
Figure 0009.18, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation  Figure 0009.19, Kearney House, 0009, South Elevation, 
Detail of main entrance porch.    Detail of ramp.  Note fire escape in background. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
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Figure 0009.20, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation, Figure 0009.21, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation 
Detail of railing and steps.  Note biological growth.  Detail of porch ceiling.  Note dirt and sprinkler. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair brownstone.  SF included in the wall recommendation. 
• Remove biological growth from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 1,000 sf. 
• Repair the railing at the main entry.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, 

priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust 
remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 16 lf. 

• After the source of the water damage is identified and corrected, repair the bead board 
ceiling.  Clean and repaint with primer and two coats of high-quality exterior grade paint.  
Assume 40 sf. 

• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 
match the existing historic tile.  Assume 40 sf. 

• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 40 sf.  

• Repair existing metal components of the handicapped ramp.  Minor paint failure may be 
addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 100 lf. 

• Repair existing metal components of the fire escape.  Areas of severe deterioration may 
require rust remediation.  Assume 350 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the connections of the fire escape into the brick 
walls are structurally sound.  Repair brick and mortar as required. 

• Pending investigation, if the railings at the basement areaway are not code compliant, install 
new code-compliant guard rails, hand rails, and a security gate at the basement areaway.  
Assume 80 lf. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The gutters on the primary elevation and secondary elevations, with the exception of the two-story 
addition, are built into the cornice.  The two-story rear elevation features an external box gutter.  All 
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downspouts are round and metal, but vary in diameter.  The gutters and downspouts are painted red 
to match the red slate roof and brick.  The paint is flaking, allowing the gutters to corrode.   Some of 
the downspouts are corroded or broken, allowing water to run down the face of the building. Many 
of the downspouts connect to an underground storm water removal system, but it unclear where the 
system is and if it is functioning properly.  In some cases, the water exits the downspouts at grade.  
Many of the downspouts do not have extenders attached, therefore water is exiting the downspouts 
immediately adjacent to the building.  Biological growth, missing mortar, and moisture penetration 
issues are occurring at these locations.  One of the primary downspouts on the north elevation 
pierces the porch roof and wraps around the porch pilaster.  Water damage is present at the porch 
ceiling in this location. 
 

   
Figure 0009.22, Kearney House, 0009, South Elevation,  Figure 0009.23, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation 
Detail of downspouts extension.      Detail of downspout. Note flaking paint, biological 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   growth, and missing mortar.  
       Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
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Figure 0009.24, Kearney House, 0009, East Elevation,  Figure 0009.25, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation 
Detail of downspouts empyting adjacent to the porch.  Detail of downspout inersecting the roof and wrapping 
Note biological growth.     the porch column.  Note water damage at ceiling. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Consider re-routing any downspouts from inside of the building or those that pierce the 
porch roof structure to the exterior. 

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
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Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The north elevation features a wood cornice with built-in gutter and denticulated lower band.  The 
secondary elevations feature a wood cornice with built-in gutter and minimal detailing.  All cornices 
feature flaking paint and sign of decay.  A large section of the cornice is completely rotted through 
and missing at the west elevation.  On all of the elevations, the cornice appears to be separating 
from the walls.   
 

  
Figure 0009.26, Kearney House, 0009, West Elevation,  Figure 0009.27, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation 
Detail of damaged and missing cornice.   Detail of cornice at the tower. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  

  
Figure 0009.28, Kearney House, 0009, West Elevation,  Figure 0009.29, Kearney House, 0009, South Elevation, 
Detail of cornice separating from the wall.   Detail of missing portion of cornice above downspout. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and sediments.  Assume 330 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 330 lf. 
• Ensure that the cornice is snug against the walls to prevent moisture and pest infiltration. 

Assume 330 lf. 
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Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The site of Kearney House is urban in nature, with a large percentage of the site paved with 
impervious materials.  The north elevation features a planting area adjacent to the sidewalk that is 
filled with boxwoods and monkey grass.  A low brownstone retaining wall is located between the 
planting bed and the sidewalk.  A medium-sized deciduous tree is located adjacent to the northwest 
corner of the building.  The boxwoods and tree are retaining moisture near the north elevation.  A 
wooden plank walkway is located to the east of Kearney Hall.  A paved area is located adjacent to 
the southern portion of the West Elevation.  A parking area, bike rack, mulched beds containing 
minimal planting, and large HVAC equipment for adjacent Scherer Hall are located to the south of 
the building. 
 

   
Figure 0009.30, Kearney House, 0009, West Elevation,  Figure 0009.31, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation 
Detail of western site. Note pavement in rear.   Detail of proximity of plants to the building. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   
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Figure 0009.32, Kearney House, 0009, East Elevation,  Figure 0009.33, Kearney House, 0009, North Elevation 
Detail of wooden walkway. Note biological growth and  Detail of Scherer Hall mechanical equipment. 
constant moisture presence on the wood.    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the north margin of the building; this 
practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” 
away from building. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure that water is positively 
drained away from the buildings. Assume 400 sf.    

• Repair the wooden walkway at the east elevation.  Remove biological growth and replace any 
rotted wood in kind. Assume 175 sf. 

• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   

• Repair the brownstone wall as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 21 lf. 
• Trees should be pruned away from the building.   
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Drawing Catalog 
2009 – Exterior Renovation 
 

 
Figure 0009.34, Kearney House, 0009, Exterior Renovation, Elevations 
2009, KOP Architects 
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Chapter 3.06: Existing Conditions 
0010 Scherer Hall  
 

   
Figure 0010.1, Scherer Hall, 0010, Key Plan Map- 
Building is  highlighted in red. 

    

 
Figure 0010.2, Scherer Hall, 0010, North and West 
Elevations, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects  

 
Site Description 
Scherer Hall is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the 
southeast corner of West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the north perimeter of the site, and the west elevation is 
defined by Harrison Street.  Adjacent buildings include Kearney House to the east, which is 
separated from Scherer Hall by several feet, and the Pollak Building to the south.  Along West 
Franklin and Harrison Streets is a brick sidewalk laid in a herringbone pattern, which transitions to 
concrete at the street corner.  A concrete border with ornamental iron fence separates the space in 
front of the building from the walkways.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front (north) elevation and 
contains several plantings.  A small tree is located in front of the building adjacent to Kearney 
House.  Four concrete steps with a metal rail are set into the concrete border and access the stone 
steps to the main entry.  Concrete walkways are located immediately adjacent to the east and south 
elevations, and the brick sidewalk abuts the west elevation.  An asphalt-paved alley is located behind 
the building, and a row of mature trees and a small parking lot are located near the building’s 
southeast corner. 
 
Summary Description of Scherer Hall 
Scherer Hall is a five-story building with a basement and currently contains the academic units of the 
L. Douglas Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs and the VCU Center for Public Policy.  
The building was designed circa 1910 as an apartment building in the Italian Renaissance style.  It is 
rectangular in plan and is three bays wide and approximately fourteen bays deep.  A one-bay-by-one-
bay, full-height elevator shaft is located in the southeast corner.  The building is constructed of brick 
laid in seven-course American bond at the front elevation and west end of the rear elevation, 
running bond at the west elevation and elevator shaft, and five-course American bond at most of the 
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east elevation.  There are brick quoins at each corner of the building except the southeast corner.  
The front and west elevations have a brick water table and two brick belt courses.  At the first floor 
of these elevations, every fifth brick row is recessed, creating a textured appearance.  Scherer Hall 
has a flat or low-slope membrane roof and a heavy, molded wood cornice at the front and west 
elevations.  The cornice is adorned with modillions and dentils at the front elevation and the north 
end of the west elevation.  One brick, interior end chimney is located toward the center of the east 
elevation.  A one-story, one-bay-wide entry porch is centered at the front elevation and features 
paired wood Ionic columns and two pilasters at the wall behind the columns.  The columns support 
a molded wood entablature with dentiled cornice and wood roof balustrade with an ornamental 
interlocking circle pattern.  The porch frames a wood door with ten square panels and stained glass 
sidelights and transom.   
 
Each elevation of Scherer Hall features symmetrical fenestration, with a window or bricked-in 
window opening in nearly every level of every bay.  Windows are a mix of 12/1, 9/1, and 6/1 wood, 
hung sash, with some exceptions.  Windows typically have stone sills and many have stone jack-arch 
lintels with keystones.  Former window openings are infilled with brick at each story of the elevator 
shaft.  At the west elevation, the third bay from the north is slightly recessed and is edged with brick 
quoins from the second through fifth floors.  At the first floor of this bay is a door with an elaborate 
wood surround, featuring two engaged Tuscan columns, two decorative consoles, and a dentiled 
pediment.  Within the surround is an arched, molded wood frame with a fanlight with tracery, below 
which is a modern door.  The third, fourth, and fifth floors above this door each have glazed French 
doors opening onto shallow balconies with decorative iron railings. 
 

  
Figure 0010.3, Scherer Hall, Partial East Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  
Architects
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Figure 0010.4, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.5, Scherer Hall, South Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of brick at all elevations.  Typical conditions include mortar loss, atmospheric 
soiling, efflorescence, biological growth, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  Each 
of these conditions is significant at the front porch foundation and the entire west elevation.  The 
water table at the west elevation exhibits damaged and missing bricks, which are typically patched 
with new brick or Portland cement.  The basement window openings at the east and west elevations 
are infilled with brick.  Pipes penetrate the foundation and brick infill at the southernmost basement 
window at the east elevation; the openings are patched with Portland cement.  West of the 
construction joint at the south elevation, the foundation is patched with new brick and Portland 
cement, possibly in the location of removed mechanical equipment.  
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Figure 0010.6, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, detail of 
mortar loss, atmospheric soiling, Portland cement 
repointing, and splashback at porch foundation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.7, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
pipe penetrations patched with Portland cement and 
infilled basement window at foundation.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  

 

  
Figure 0010.8, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, detail of 
damaged brick, Portland cement patching and 
repointing, atmospheric soiling, and infilled basement 
window at foundation.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.9, Scherer Hall, South Elevation, detail of 
Portland cement repointing and patching with new 
brick.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint foundation as necessary, with particular attention to areas that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 1,260 sf. 

• Clean all foundations to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 1,680 sf. 

• Assume 840 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 
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Walls 
 
Existing Condition: 
All elevations are of brick construction.  Typical conditions include atmospheric soiling, mortar loss, 
efflorescence, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  At the front (north) and west 
elevations, moisture staining and efflorescence are concentrated underneath the window sills.  In the 
easternmost bay of the north elevation, there is a large area of Portland cement repointing between 
the first- and second-story windows.  A wash covers most of the top of the north elevation belt 
course between the first and second stories, but is missing near the northwest corner of the building.  
The brick adjacent to the belt course exhibits heavy moisture damage.  These conditions are likely 
due to rainwater or water from former AC units accumulating on the belt course.  The brick behind 
the front porch entablature is painted white.  At the north elevation, some of the joints between the 
window sills and the brick are repointed with caulk, which is beginning to deteriorate.  There is also 
scarring at the north elevation from removed shutters.  Many of the stone sills and lintels 
throughout the building exhibit moisture staining and/or atmospheric soiling, and some exhibit 
small areas of loss, cracks, or delamination.   
 
Large areas of the east elevation are patched with newer brick and repointed with Portland cement, 
particularly around windows.  Heavy soiling adjacent to a downspout at the east elevation (near the 
projection at the northeast corner) indicates a possible downspout leak.  Much of the brick at the 
east elevation exhibits small areas of loss or pockmarks.  There is a step crack between the 
southernmost fourth- and fifth-story windows at this elevation.  Multiple external sprinklers are 
mounted at the east elevation.  A full-height, vertical construction joint is located at the south 
elevation.  On the west side of the construction joint at the first story, there is a large area of 
damaged brick, possibly due to removed mechanical equipment.  The damaged areas are patched 
with Portland cement.  At the west elevation, there appears to be a small step crack underneath the 
northernmost first-story window.  Large pieces of mortar or caulk are coming loose below many of 
the west elevation window sills.  There is heavy atmospheric soiling and Portland cement repointing 
at the quoins on either side of the recessed bay with balconies.  The Portland repointing is 
concentrated near the balconies.  The first-story belt course adjacent to the building’s west entry is 
inappropriately repointed with a pink-tinted caulk.  The third-story window two bays south of the 
recessed bay has a small vertical crack under the sill.  A small shear crack is located adjacent to the 
front door threshold.   
 

  
Figure 0010.10, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
moisture damage and Portland cement repointing at 

belt course. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects  
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Figure 0010.11, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
missing wash at top of belt course. Photograph 2016, 

Commonwealth Architects  

  
Figure 0010.12, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, detail of 
tinted caulk repointing at belt course.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.13, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
large area of Portland cement repointing and 
unmatched new brick.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

Architectural Recommendations: 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 14,500 sf. 

• Remove wash at belt course adjacent to front porch entablature if this can easily be done, 
and repoint underlying brick following guidelines noted above.  If wash is strongly adhered, 
apply a new layer of wash along full length of belt course.  Assume 21 lf. 

• Repair all stone trim as necessary.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 700 sf. 
• Clean the walls (including stone window sills and stone trim) to remove biological sediments 

and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 19,500 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 9,750 sf. 
• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the walls where step and/or 

shear cracks are located.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s 
recommendations.  

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  One chimney. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair condition, with the exception of paint loss and/or crazing.  
Much of the paint loss has been painted over, leaving a rough texture.  The windows at the fifth 
story of the north elevation exhibit cracks at the paint along the outer edges of the frames due to 
movement of the frames.  Several windows throughout the building exhibit loss, rot, or splintering, 
particularly at the muntins.  At the east elevation, the windows covered with grates are typically 
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soiled with dirt and cobwebs, as the windows are not as easily accessible for cleaning.  One of the 
first-story windows at the west elevation is covered with a film that is beginning to deteriorate. 
 
The majority of the windows are condition Level I.   None of the windows had AC units at the time 
of the condition assessment.  The total number of windows is 129 (including transoms and 
sidelights), and all windows are wood.   

 
The North Elevation features 17 windows.  All of the windows are 12/1 hung sash with stone sills 
and lintels with keystones, except for the windows at the front door surround, which are stained 
glass with a diamond and oval pattern.  A former door opening accessing the porch roof has been 
converted into a 12/1 window with a wood panel at the base of the opening.  The lower sash of 
each of the two first-story windows is covered with a diamond-patterned metal grille.  The windows 
on this elevation are all approximately 34 sf.    
 
The East Elevation features 35 windows.  The windows are typically 9/1 hung sash, except for the 
windows in the third bay from the south, which are 12/1.  All windows have stone sills and are 
contained within segmental-arched openings.  Five upper-story window openings and six basement-
level window openings at this elevation are infilled with brick.  All of the first-story windows are 
covered with metal grilles.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 21 sf to 25 sf.    
 
The South Elevation features 10 windows.  All of the windows are 9/1 hung sash and have stone 
sills, and those at the southwest corner of the building have stone lintels with keystones.  The 
windows adjacent to Kearney House are contained within segmental-arched openings.  The lower 
sash of the first-story window at the southwest corner of the building is covered with a diamond-
patterned metal grille.  The windows on this elevation are all approximately 26 sf.    
 
The West Elevation features 67 windows.  The windows are a mix of 12/1, 9/1, and 6/1 hung sash, 
except for the 4-light transoms over the 3 sets of French doors; the fanlight over the first-story 
door; and two small, 4/1 hung sash.  All of the hung sash have stone sills and lintels with keystones, 
except for the 4/1 sash at the south end of the elevation. The 6/1 windows in the sixth and tenth 
bays from the north are smaller than the 12/1 and 9/1 windows.  Eight basement-level window 
openings at this elevation are infilled with brick.  The lower sashes of two of the first-story windows 
are covered with diamond-patterned metal grilles.  The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 8 sf to 34 sf.    
 
At fifth-story north elevation windows, apply caulk to seal cracked areas along outer edges of 
frames.  Assume 3 openings. 
 
If modern metal grilles at east elevation windows are no longer needed and/or must be removed to 
repair underlying windows, remove grilles and do not replace.  If grilles are desired, minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Assume 6 openings. 
 
Retain all historic diamond-patterned metal grilles at windows.  Minor paint failure may be addressed 
by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and 
rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 5 openings. 
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The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

  
Figure 0010.14, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
cracked paint due to movement of frame at fifth-story 
window. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.15, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, detail of 
paint deterioration and rot at upper sash of fourth-
story window.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects  
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Figure 0010.16, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
typical twelve-over-one, wood, hung window.  Note 
paint loss. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects  

Figure 0010.17, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
typical nine-over-one, wood, hung window.  Note grate 
covering sash, soiling at sill, and sprinkler at head.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front, paneled wood door is in good condition except for slight wear of the stained finish, and  
vertical cracks at several of the panels.  The surround exhibits paint loss that has been painted over, 
leaving a rough texture, but otherwise is in good condition.  The first-story door at the west 
elevation exhibits scuffing and soiling.  The surround exhibits paint deterioration and paint loss.  
The surround’s cornice exhibits moisture staining, the fanlight is heavily soiled, and the stone steps 
exhibit atmospheric soiling.  The three sets of French doors accessing the balconies exhibit paint 
loss, most of which is painted over, and soiling with dirt and cobwebs.  The two modern metal 
doors at the east elevation are overall in good condition. 
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Figure 0010.18, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
front door.  Note slight wear of stained finish. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.19, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, detail of 
door.  Note atmospheric soiling at steps. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0010.20, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
modern metal door accessing stoop. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.21, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, detail of 
third-story French doors and metal balcony.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume one single door and three sets of double 
doors.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, 
ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid 
any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the wood 
doors as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume four sets of hardware. 
• Maintain the existing non-historic doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors and 

trim.  If desired, consider replacing non-historic doors with historically appropriate doors.  If 
this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  Assume three doors.  

• Clean stone threshold at front door and stone steps at west, first-story door to remove 
biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 20 sf.   

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.    
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The wood elements of the front porch exhibit paint loss, much of which has been painted over, 
leaving a rough texture.  The cornice, porch roof railing, and roof are streaked with biological 
growth and moisture staining, and the porch entablature exhibits slight rot where it meets the brick 
wall.  These conditions are likely due to clogged and overflowing gutters at the porch.  The column 
capitals exhibit multiple layers of paint, which is obscuring the molding profiles.  The porch ceiling 
shows evidence of deterioration and UV damage.  The concrete and stone steps leading to the front 
porch, stone edging at the porch floor and stair sidewalls, and stone column plinths exhibit 
biological growth and atmospheric soiling.  The metal stair rail is rusted and exhibits slight paint loss, 
and the rust is staining the stairs.  The brick sidewalls at the stairs exhibit heavy mortar loss and 
inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  There is a large area of loss at the stair landing, and 
the adjacent concrete is cracked.  A handicapped-accessible ramp and a short flight of stairs access a 
stoop and the north door at the east elevation.  The ramp, stairs, and stoop are of concrete 
construction with a brick foundation and metal rail.  The concrete exhibits biological growth and 
atmospheric soiling, the brick exhibits minor mortar loss, and there is minor paint loss and rust at 
the metal rail.  The three metal balconies at the west elevation exhibit small areas of rust and paint 
loss. 
 

              
Figure 0010.22, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
front porch looking east.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0010.23, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
front porch entablature.  Note biological growth, paint 
deterioration, and slight rot at cornice.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0010.24, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
porch roof balustrade.  Note heavy biological growth, 
paint deterioration, and moisture staining, likely due to 
overflowing gutter.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
  

Figure 0010.25, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
front porch columns and entablature.  Note moisture 
staining at cornice.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects  
 

  
Figure 0010.26, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
handicapped-accessible ramp.  Note biological growth 
and soiling at concrete.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.27, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
stairs accessing stoop near northeast corner of building. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• Repair and repoint stone at front porch as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  

Assume 100 sf. 
• Repair and repoint brick sidewalls at front porch stairs and brick foundation at rear ramp 

and stoop as necessary, with particular attention to areas that have received inappropriate 
Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use 
appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine 
proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed 
and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 175 sf. 

• Repair concrete at front porch steps as required.  Assume 70 sf. 
• The front porch ceiling, clad with what appears to be stained wood, is a later repair, and not 

a typical historic finish on buildings such as this.  The existing finish is beginning to show 
signs of deterioration and UV damage.  It is important to maintain the existing finish to 
prevent deterioration of the wood.  If the ceiling was originally finished with a seal coat, the 
finish should be renewed with the same seal coat.  If the ceiling was finished with an oil stain 
(with no seal coat), there are two options: 1) reapply the existing oil stain to maintain the 
existing, non-historic finish, or 2) apply an opaque oil stain in a color chosen from the paint 
palette in the report to create a more historic appearance.  Alternatively, if the ceiling is in 
fact unfinished wood, it should be primed and painted with two coats of high-quality 
exterior grade paint (in a color chosen from the paint palette) to protect the wood from 
further deterioration.  Assume 80 sf. 

• Repair the tile flooring at the front porch as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  
Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 80 sf. 

• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 80 sf.  

• Repair metal stair railing at front porch; metal balconies at west elevation; and metal railings 
at east elevation ramp, stoop, and stairs.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, 
priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust 
remediation prior to recoating.  Front stair railing: assume 20 lf.  Balconies: assume 150 sf.  
East elevation railings: assume 150 lf. 

• Clean porches to remove biological sediments, rust, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible. Assume 1,050 sf.   

• Assume 525 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• After cleaning, scrape, prime, and paint wood elements at front porch.  Replace rotted or 
missing wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  
Assume 275 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the connections of the metal balconies into the 
brick wall are structurally sound.  Repair brick and mortar as required. 
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Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
Gutters are built into the cornice at all elevations except for the east elevation, which has hung K-
style gutters.  The building has a mix of rectangular, corrugated metal downspouts and smooth 
round metal downspouts.  The downspouts typically exhibit paint loss, which is heavy in some 
locations.  Most of the downspouts appear to tie into an underground stormwater management 
system.  The K-style gutters exhibit heavy paint loss and rust.  One downspout at the east elevation 
near the concrete stoop terminates at grade and lacks an extender, allowing water to exit immediately 
adjacent to the building.  There is also hard pavement abutting the building in this location, which 
does not allow for proper drainage. 
 

  
Figure 0010.28, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
paint loss at downspout at northwest corner of 
building.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.29, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
paint loss at downspout adjacent to front porch.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0010.30, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
paint loss at hung K-style gutter.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.31, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
paint loss at hung K-style gutter.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
All cornices are of wood construction and exhibit mild to moderate paint loss and/or deterioration.  
The dentiled and modillioned cornice at the north elevation and part of the west elevation exhibits 
moisture staining and biological growth along the top edge; this condition is more pronounced at 
the north elevation.  The north elevation cornice also exhibits paint loss, damaged and missing 
elements at the moldings, possible rot at the top edge, and rust at the metal coping.  There is a 
damaged modillion at the west elevation.  The wide, molded wood cornice at the remainder of the 
west elevation exhibits paint loss and atmospheric soiling, particularly at the top edge, possible rot in 
some areas, and minor cracks at the soffit.  At the southwest corner of the building, there are 
protruding, rusted nails and paint deterioration at the soffit. 
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Figure 0010.32, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
modillioned and dentiled wood cornice.  Note heavy 
paint loss and biological growth.  Also note damaged 
and missing elements at moldings.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.33, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, detail of 
modillioned and dentiled wood cornice.  Note damaged 
modillion (third from right in photo).  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  

 

  
Figure 0010.34, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, detail of 
atmospheric soiling at molded wood cornice.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.35, Scherer Hall, West Elevation, detail of 
protruding, rusted nails and paint deterioration at 
corner of soffit.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects  

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 620 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 620 sf. 
• Remove exposed bottom halves of nails where they are protruding through the soffit. 
• Inspect cornice regularly to ensure that remaining moldings are secure.  Consider replicating 

existing moldings and installing replicas in location of damaged or missing moldings. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The ornamental iron site fencing exhibits paint loss and corrosion, which is heavy in some areas, and 
the concrete border below exhibits atmospheric soiling throughout.  Large trees are located close to 
the north and east elevations.  Hard pavement directly abuts the east, south, and west elevations, 
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which does not allow for adequate drainage away from the building.  At the east elevation, a large 
piece of rotting plywood and two metal grates are located at the concrete walkway.   
 

 
Figure 0010.36, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, view of 
site from above.  Note tree close to building, site 
fencing, mulch planting bed, and site signage.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.37, Scherer Hall, North Elevation, detail of 
ornamental iron fencing.  Note heavy corrosion at base 
of fence.  Also note rust from metal rail at adjacent 
stair, which is staining concrete stair. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

 

  
Figure 0010.38, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
large piece of plywood and two grates at walkway.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0010.39, Scherer Hall, East Elevation, detail of 
large trees located close to building.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  
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Architectural Recommendations: 

• There are currently foundation plantings at the north margin of the building; this practice 
should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from 
building. 

• Trim back the trees near the north and east elevations to ensure they are not touching the 
building.  Discontinue the practice of planting trees near the foundation. 

• Repair existing metal components of the iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may be 
addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 55 lf. 

• If piece of plywood at walkway along east elevation is covering a void, remove and replace 
with permanent access hatch or other durable material as appropriate. 

• Clean concrete border underneath site fencing to remove biological sediments, rust, and dirt.  
Use the gentlest means possible.  Assume 55 lf.   

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 920 sf.     
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Drawing Catalog 
 
1910 – Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Details 
 

 
Figure 0010.40, Scherer Hall, 0010, First Floor and Basement Plans 
1910, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0010.41, Scherer Hall, 0010, Second and Third Floor Plans 
1910, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0010.42, Scherer Hall, 0010, Fifth Floor and Roof Plans 
1910, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0010.43, Scherer Hall, 0010, East Elevation 
1910, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0010.44, Scherer Hall, 0010, Front and Rear Elevations and Cross Section 
1910, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0010.45, Scherer Hall, 0010, Front Entrance Detail, Fireplace Detail, and Stair Hall Cross Section 
1910, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0010.46, Scherer Hall, 0010, West Elevation 
1910, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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2005 – Elevations 

 
Figure 0010.47, Scherer Hall, 0010, West and North Elevations 
2005, KOP Architects PC 
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s  
Figure 0010.48, Scherer Hall, 0010, South and East Elevations 
2005, KOP Architects PC 
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Chapter 3.07: Existing Conditions 
0012 Anderson Gallery  
 

   
Figure 0012.1, Anderson Gallery, 0012, Key Plan Map-   
Building is highlighted in red.             

 
Figure 0012.2, Anderson Gallery, 0012, Partial East 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

     
Site Description 
Anderson Gallery is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University 
west of the intersection of Shafer and West Franklin Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  Anderson Gallery is located within a pedestrian-only area, and adjacent buildings include 
Scott House to the northwest, Scott Carriage House to the west, Ginter House to the northeast, and 
Hibbs Hall to the southeast.  Large trees obscure much of the north (primary) elevation from view.  
A brick wall with stone coping forms a courtyard immediately in front of the building and adjoins 
Ginter House.  An elaborate cast iron gate forms the east entry, and a paneled wood door with strap 
hinges forms the west entry.  The area inside the courtyard is paved with brick and contains several 
mulch planting beds planted with trees and shrubberies.  A small, stone-bordered pond and two 
stone benches are located in the northwest corner of the courtyard.  North of the courtyard wall, the 
ground is covered with mulch and contains a brick walkway and a flagstone walkway.  The area east 
of the building is paved with brick and concrete, to the west is a grassy area with several large trees 
immediately adjacent to the building, and the area south of the building is paved with concrete.  A 
brick walkway along the west elevation leads to a wood fence that runs east-west between Anderson 
Gallery and Scott Carriage House.  Behind the fence is a small Belgian block and concrete-paved 
parking lot. 
 
Summary Description of Anderson Gallery 
Anderson Gallery most recently served as a gallery for contemporary art and VCU student art 
shows.  The building was originally a stable for Ginter House and was converted into an art gallery 
ca. 1932, with alterations designed by Charles M. Robinson.  It was converted into a library in 1939 
and a third story added.  A fourth story and a full-height addition at the front (north) elevation were 
constructed in 1947.  The building was converted back into an art gallery in 1970.  The Gallery 
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closed in 2015, when its collections were moved to the archives of VCU’s James Branch Cabell 
Library.  The building will continue to house various units of the School of the Arts. 
 
Anderson Gallery is a four-story, rectangular, brick building with a slightly lower rear section.  The 
existing building retains physical evidence of its numerous alterations and additions, including 
vertical, caulked seams, and variations in brick color and texture.  The Gallery is approximately 
twelve bays deep and seven bays wide and has a flat or low-slope roof with low parapets.  The 
roofline is covered with narrow metal coping.  An interior brick chimney is located at the south 
(rear) elevation above the lower roofline.  The front (north) elevation features three stone belt 
courses, and at the first story, every sixth brick row is recessed.  The belt courses are located 
between each row of windows and become narrower toward the top of the building.  The front 
double doors are located in the easternmost bay in a deep, round-arched opening.  The doors are of 
wood construction, feature fifteen lights each, and are topped by a large fanlight.  Window type 
varies by elevation.  The one-over-one hung windows are of wood construction.  The remaining 
windows are typically steel, including the awning and pivoted windows throughout the building and 
the fixed, multilight windows.  At the front elevation, the westernmost bay of the first story contains 
a large, one-light, wood replacement window.  Above the first-story windows are steel multilight 
windows in two-story openings, with stone spandrels covering the spaces between the two stories.   
 
East elevation windows are a mix of one-over-one windows and multilight, fixed or operable 
windows.  Four sets of three, one-over-one windows are located toward the center of the elevation.  
Each sash is topped by a transom, including pointed-arch transoms at the second story.  Of these 
windows, the two first-story, middle windows are topped by fanlights.  Most of the remaining 
windows at this elevation are twelve-light pivoted windows.  A single wood door with painted 
transom is located toward the south end of the elevation.  The south elevation features three 
concrete belt courses and a variety of windows including two-, three-, and six-light fixed sash; one-
over-one hung sash; and twelve-, sixteen-, and twenty-four-light awning or pivoted sash.  A set of 
metal double doors is located in the westernmost bay.  The west elevation is mostly plain but has 
several windows of varying types including one-over-one; six-light fixed; three openings infilled with 
brick; and a small upper-story opening infilled with a vent.  Windows throughout the building 
typically have stone sills, except for several with brick sills at the east and west elevations.   
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Figure 0012.3, Anderson Gallery, North (Primary) 
Elev.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.4, Anderson Gallery, South Elev.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

   
Figure 0012.5, Anderson Gallery, Partial West Elev.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.6, Anderson Gallery, West Elev.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Note:  Drawings reflecting the current configuration of Anderson Gallery were not available at the 
time of report production.  Square footage figures provided are rough estimates based on city parcel 
information.   
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of brick at all elevations.  Typical conditions include mortar loss, atmospheric 
soiling, biological growth, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  At the east elevation, 
the repointing at the foundation’s northeast corner is poorly executed.  A barrier of some type 
appears to have been removed from the foundation at the east elevation, as evidenced by small holes 
in the mortar at regular intervals.  Scarring of the brick in this location may indicate that the wall was 
formerly vulnerable to vehicular impact.  There is also stray paint and mortar at the east foundation.  
There is a large patch of efflorescence near the east end of the south foundation.  The majority of 
the west foundation exhibits heavy biological growth, efflorescence, and atmospheric soiling due to 
splashback.   
 

  
Figure 0012.7, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, detail 
of poorly-executed repointing where northeast corner 
of building adjoins brick courtyard wall.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.8, Anderson Gallery, South Elevation, 
detail of mortar loss and deterioration at foundation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0012.9, Anderson Gallery, West Elevation, detail 
of biological growth, efflorescence, and atmospheric 
soiling at foundation.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.10, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, 
detail of atmospheric soiling and heavy mortar loss at 
foundation.  Also note stray paint and mortar.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 425 sf. 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 565 sf. 

• Assume 280 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

 
Walls 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls are of brick, with stone belt courses at the north elevation and concrete belt courses at the 
south elevation.  Typical wall conditions include atmospheric soiling, mortar loss, pockmarks and 
small areas of loss at the brick, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  Atmospheric 
soiling is found at both the brick walls and stone and concrete trim.  Mortar loss is typically heavier 
just beneath the roofline.  At the north elevation, one of the spandrels between the upper-story 
windows has a diagonal crack.  At the east elevation, moisture staining is typically found underneath 
the window sills.  Biological growth and atmospheric soiling is heaviest underneath window sills, 
underneath various wall anchors, and behind downspouts, indicating possible leaks from the current 
or former downspouts.  One of the brownstone first-story window sills is cracked.   
 
At the south elevation, the top concrete belt course protrudes slightly from the wall and exhibits 
large areas of loss, especially adjacent to the westernmost window.  There are several large holes in 
the brick adjacent to the second-story, easternmost window.  There is scarring at the brick above the 
metal double doors, possibly indicating that a porch was removed from this location.  The south 
elevation exhibits oxide jacking at the brick around the metal window lintels, particularly those at the 
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upper stories.  Oxide jacking is also evident at the severely-cracked, first-story belt course, and is 
likely attributable to the rebar in the concrete. 
 
At the south end of the west elevation, the remnants of a low, coursed rubble stone wall are attached 
to the brick wall.  The stone exhibits mortar loss, including at the joints between the stone and 
underlying brick wall, and heavy biological growth.  Missing and/or broken stones at the corner of 
the wall may be attributable to vehicular impact.  At the west elevation, the stone sills of the bricked-
in openings are heavily delaminated and are covered with biological growth.  The stone sill of the 
northernmost first-story window is inappropriately repointed with caulk.  A large patch of 
efflorescence and Portland cement repointing around the north downspout indicates it may be 
leaking.  There is heavy Portland cement repointing around the six-light windows.  Numerous 
vertical scars in the brick are located adjacent to the northernmost, first-story window.  
Miscellaneous conduits, anchors, and exterior sprinkler systems are mounted to the east and south 
elevations and may or may not be used.   
 

  
Figure 0012.11, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, 
detail of heavy mortar loss, scarring, and other damage 
at brick, including brick window sill.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.12, Anderson Gallery, South Elevation, 
detail of unmatched repointing and scarring at brick 
above door, possibly from a former porch.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0012.13, Anderson Gallery, West Elevation, 
detail of remnants of low, coursed rubble stone wall 
attached to southwest corner of building.  Note broken 
and missing stones at outer corner.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.14, Anderson Gallery, South Elevation, 
detail of cracks at concrete belt course due to oxide 
jacking from steel window.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 10,500 sf. 

• Repair the stone belt courses and spandrels at the north elevation, and stone window sills at 
all elevations, as required.  Follow the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 225 sf. 

• Repair areas of loss at concrete belt courses at the south elevation.  Assume 130 lf. 
• Repair damage due to oxide jacking at brick wall and first-story concrete belt course.  Refer 

to Chapter 4 of this report, “Material Repair Procedures,” masonry repair section, for 
specific instructions. 

• Repair the rubble stone wall at the west elevation as required.  Follow the stone repair 
guidelines.  Assume 80 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 6,600 sf. 

• Clean the walls (including stone trim, stone and brick window sills, and stone wall at west 
elevation) to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 
13,800 sf.   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 6,900 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  One chimney. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair to poor condition.  Paint loss and deterioration is found at 
all windows and varies in severity, but is heavy at wood windows.  The steel windows typically 
exhibit rust and are more heavily soiled at the panes.  At the north elevation, the bottom rail of the 
large, one-light, wood window is splitting and deteriorated.  At the east elevation, there are metal 
bars at all of the first-story windows.  The bars exhibit rust and paint loss throughout.  At the fourth 
story, the second window from the north is partially infilled with a panel.  Many east elevation 
windows are covered with plywood or other materials at the interior, likely to block light for art 
exhibitions.  The center, one-over-one window with pointed-arch transom is cracked at both the 
upper and lower sash.  The bottom rail of the upper sash appears to be held in place by two metal 
straps from a hose clamp.  The transom has been cut and the glass removed to accommodate an AC 
unit.  The metal lintel below the AC unit is rusted.  At the fourth story, an exhaust duct pierces a 
pane at the third window from the north.  The northernmost, fourth-story window exhibits 
remnants of a film applied to the interior surface of the panes.  At the south elevation, the first-, 
second-, and third-story windows are covered with metal mesh.  At the fifth story, the fourth 
window from the west has a cracked pane.  The metal lintels at this elevation, particularly those at 
the upper stories, are causing oxide jacking of the brick immediately surrounding the lintels.  At the 
west elevation, the sealant at the northernmost, first-story window is deteriorated.  One of the first-
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story window openings appears to contain a louver that is covered with metal bars and a screen, 
which is soiled and punctured with several holes. 
 
The windows that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in worse condition than those that do 
not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is 
sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to missing mortar and 
constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary 
action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition 
of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the 
installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as 
deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult 
a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is 
not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo repairs.  The majority of 
the windows are Level I or II, with some Level III.   The approximate total number of windows is 
81. 
 
The north (primary) elevation features 16 windows (including the transom over the front door).  
The windows at the north elevation are typically multilight, steel windows (possibly awning or 
hopper at the central panes) with stone sills.  Four, two-story openings each contain two typical 
windows with a stone spandrel covering the space between the two stories.  The westernmost bay of 
the first story contains a large, one-light, wood replacement window.  The windows on this elevation 
range from approximately 17.5 sf to 35 sf.    
 
The east elevation features 34 windows.  The windows at the east elevation are typically either steel, 
twelve-light pivoted sash; steel, three- or five-light fixed sash; or one-over-one, hung wood sash.  Six 
of the one-over-one windows have transoms, including two with fanlight transoms and six with 
pointed-arch transoms.  Most of the windows have stone sills.  The first-story windows are covered 
with painted metal bars.  At the fourth story, the second window from the north is partially infilled 
with a panel.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 2.5 sf to 29 sf.    
 
The south elevation features 23 windows, all with stone sills.  The windows at the south elevation 
are a mix of two-, three-, and six-light fixed steel sash; one-over-one hung wood sash; and twelve-, 
sixteen-, and twenty-four-light awning or pivoted steel sash.  All of the windows have stone sills, and 
those at the first three stories are covered with metal mesh.  The windows on this elevation range 
from approximately 4 sf to 22.5 sf.    
 
The west elevation features 8 windows, which have either brick or stone sills.  The windows at the 
west elevation are a mix of one-over-one, hung wood sash and six-light fixed steel sash.  Three 
former window openings are infilled with brick and a small upper-story opening is infilled with a 
vent.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 3 sf to 17 sf.    
 
Consider removing the panel at the window at the fourth story of the east elevation.  Uncover any 
existing window, or reinstate the window.  Assume 1 opening. 

Remove the AC unit from the pointed-arch transom at the east elevation.  This is an original or 
historic window and exhibits an advanced state of deterioration, largely due to the AC unit.  For 
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repair of transom, follow Level III window repairs noted below.  For the one-over-one wood sash 
below this transom, Level III window repairs will likely be necessary to properly repair the bottom 
rail. 

If it is no longer used, remove the exhaust duct from the fourth-story window at the east elevation.   

If screen at louver at first story of west elevation is still necessary, remove and replace in kind.  If it 
is not necessary, remove and do not replace. 

If bars at windows are no longer needed and/or must be removed to repair underlying window, 
remove bars and do not replace.  If bars are desired, minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust 
remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 175 sf. 
 
Recommendations for Steel Windows: 

Refer to Chapter 4 of this report, “Material Repair Procedures,” steel windows section, for further 
instructions.  Assume approximately 56 steel windows.  The windows should be sandblasted to 
remove all rust and corrosion (after removing glazing and while appropriately shielding the building, 
or removing the windows to an off-site location for repair).  Members too deteriorated to salvage 
should be replaced in kind, as salvaged steel casement window pieces can be located.  The steel 
should then receive new locking and operational hardware, as required, primed with rust-inhibiting 
primer, and painted with two coats of appropriate rust-inhibiting paint.  Lintels should be replaced 
as required.  The windows should be reglazed with clear glass and the appropriate glazing 
compound.  
 
The Window Levels of Repair (for Wood Windows): 

Assume approximately 25 wood windows. 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 
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Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 
A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed.

 

  
Figure 0012.15, Anderson Gallery, North Elevation, 
detail of typical multilight, steel window (possibly 
awning or hopper at central panes) with stone sill.  
Note soiling at panes.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.16, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss at first-story window.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0012.17, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, 
detail of first-story, one-over-one, hung wood windows 
with transoms.  Note bars at windows.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.18, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, 
detail of heavy mortar loss at brick window sill.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0012.19, Anderson Gallery, West Elevation, 
detail of bricked-in window opening.  Note heavy 
delamination and biological growth at stone sill.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.20, Anderson Gallery, West Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss and painted upper pane at 
first-story window.  Note inappropriate caulk 
repointing at stone sill.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Doors 
Existing Condition: 
The front double doors and the east door exhibit paint loss that has been painted over, leaving a 
slightly rough texture.  The glazing at the front doors is wire glass.  The wood door at the east 
elevation has a painted transom and the door closer is slightly rusted.  There is a small area of loss at 
the base of the door’s north jamb, and scarring at the base of the door above the kickplate.  The 
metal double doors at the south elevation exhibit worn paint, scratches, and remnants of graffiti. 
 

  
Figure 0012.21, Anderson Gallery, North Elevation, 
detail of front double doors.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.22, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, 
detail of door with painted transom.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume one set of double doors and one single 
door.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, 
ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid 
any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the historic 
wood doors as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume 2 sets of hardware. 
• Maintain the existing metal non-historic doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors 

and trim.  If desired, consider replacing non-historic doors with historically appropriate 
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doors. If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  Assume one set of double 
doors.  

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
All downspouts are metal, and are corrugated at the top and transition to smooth metal at the first 
story.  The two downspouts at the east elevation and two at the west elevation connect to scupper 
drains.  Downspouts at the upper, set-back wall of the south elevation also connect to scuppers.  
The two remaining downspouts at the south elevation connect to a hung gutter.  There are no 
downspouts, gutters, or scuppers at the north elevation.  The heavy atmospheric soiling at the brick 
walls behind the downspouts indicates possible leaks from the current or former downspouts.  The 
downspouts typically exhibit paint loss and lack extenders, allowing water to exit immediately 
adjacent to the building.  A fastener is lifting at the west downspout of the south elevation. 
 

  
Figure 0012.23, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, 
detail of typical downspout.  Note that downspout 
lacks an extender, allowing water to exit immediately 
adjacent to building.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.24, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, 
detail of upper portion of typical downspout.  Note 
scupper.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0012.25, Anderson Gallery, South Elevation, 
detail of hung gutter.  Also note exterior sprinkler 
system mounted to wall below gutter and typical steel, 
pivoted windows.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0012.26, Anderson Gallery, South Elevation, 
detail of lifting fastener at corrugated metal downspout.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.    
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The roofline is finished with narrow metal coping at all elevations.  The coping is typically in good 
condition. 
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Figure 0012.27, Anderson Gallery, East Elevation, 
detail of metal coping.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.28, Anderson Gallery, West Elevation, 
detail of metal coping.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Maintain existing metal coping.  As needed, repair or replace any rusted or damaged 
coping.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 325 lf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The courtyard wall exhibits heavy atmospheric soiling, biological growth, mortar loss, and mortar 
deterioration throughout, including the stone coping.  A large area of the wall near the north 
doorway is repointed with Portland cement and exhibits efflorescence.  Much of the inner face of 
the north courtyard wall exhibits heavy efflorescence and soiling due to splashback.  This area also 
exhibits small areas of loss and scarring.  The coping above the doorway at the west courtyard wall is 
slightly displaced.  The outer face of the west wall exhibits patches of efflorescence throughout and 
biological growth and splashback along the base.  Where this wall joins the west elevation of the 
building, the seam is inappropriately repointed with caulk.  The paneled wood door at the west 
courtyard wall exhibits heavy paint loss and soiling, and half of the bottom panel is missing.  A stone 
panel is missing at the wall adjacent to the door’s strike plate.  The metal gate at the east courtyard 
wall is heavily corroded.  Shrubberies are planted too close to the north elevation foundation.  The 
brick walkway is soiled, cracked, and has areas of loss.  Hard pavement directly abuts the east and 
south elevations, and exhibits biological growth in some locations.  Large trees are located too close 
to the building’s west elevation.  Two telephone poles are located immediately adjacent to the 
building’s southeast corner, and one is leaning significantly. 
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Figure 0012.29, Anderson Gallery, North Elevation, 
detail of rusted metal gate at brick courtyard wall.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.30, Anderson Gallery, West Elevation, 
detail of seam between brick courtyard wall and 
building, which is inappropriately repointed with caulk.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0012.31, Anderson Gallery, North Elevation, 
detail of mortar loss and atmospheric soiling at brick 
and stone courtyard wall.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0012.32, Anderson Gallery, West Elevation, 
detail of entry through brick and stone courtyard wall.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• There are currently foundation plantings at the north margin of the building; this practice 

should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from 
building. 

• Trim back trees along the west elevation to ensure they are not touching the building.  
Discontinue the practice of planting trees near the foundation. 

• Repair and repoint brick at courtyard wall with particular attention to areas of the wall that 
have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is 
pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  
Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible 
mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 850 sf. 

• Repair stone coping at courtyard wall according to stone repair guidelines.  Assume 85 lf. 
• Clean the courtyard wall to remove biological sediments, dirt, and debris.  Use the gentlest 

means possible.  Assume 850 sf. 
• Assume 425 sf of the same courtyard wall will need additional cleaning using a slightly 

stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Repair existing metal gate at courtyard wall. Minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 17 sf. 

• Maintain historic wood door at west courtyard wall.  Replace missing and/or rotted wood in 
kind when necessary.  Where wood is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any 
chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  
Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the historic wood door as required.   

• Restore historic hardware at wood door at west courtyard wall. Assume 1 set of hardware. 
• Replace missing stone panel at west courtyard wall in-kind (adjacent to door strike plate).  

Assume 1 sf.     
• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 

desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 425 sf.    

• Remove biological growth and dirt from the brick walkways at the north and west elevations.  
Assume 700 sf.   

• Repair brick walkways at north and west elevations as required.  Assume 700 sf. 
• Report leaning telephone pole at southeast corner of building to utility company, as it is a 

safety hazard. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1930 – Alterations  
 

 
Figure 0012.33, Anderson Gallery, 0012, First and Second Floor Plans 
1930, Charles M. Robinson Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0012.34, Anderson Gallery, 0012, First and Second Floor Plans 
1930, Charles M. Robinson Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0012.35, Anderson Gallery, 0012, Elevations 
1930, Charles M. Robinson Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0012.36, Anderson Gallery, 0012, Section, Roof Plan, and Details 
1930, Charles M. Robinson Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0012.37, Anderson Gallery, 0012, Revised Heating Plant Layout 
1930, Charles M. Robinson Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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1947 – Additions & Alterations  
 

 
Figure 0012.38, Anderson Gallery, 0012, Plans and Elevations 
1947, J. Binford Walford, O. Pendleton Wright Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0012.39, Anderson Gallery, 0012, Cross Section and Details 
1947, J. Binford Walford, O. Pendleton Wright Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0012.40, Anderson Gallery, 0012, Cross Section and Details 
1947, J. Binford Walford, O. Pendleton Wright Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Chapter 3.08: Existing Conditions 
0014 Ritter-Hickok House

   
Figure 0014.1, Ritter-Hickok House, 0014, Key Plan 
Map- Building is highlighted in red.                                                               

 
Figure 0014.2, Ritter-Hickok House, 0014, North 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects

Site Description 
Ritter-Hickok House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University 
near the intersection of West Franklin and Shafer Streets.  West Franklin Street defines the north 
perimeter of the site, and behind the building is a pedestrian-only area.  Adjacent buildings include 
Founders Hall to the west, Franklin Street Gymnasium to the east, and Shafer Street Playhouse to 
the southwest.  The south elevation of Ritter-Hickok House adjoins a one-story, brick steam plant 
that is part of Founders Hall.  A concrete sidewalk is located along West Franklin Street, and the 
pedestrian-only area is paved with brick and concrete.  A stone border divides the house lot from 
the sidewalk.  A set of granite steps are set into the border, and access a concrete walk and the steps 
to the main entry. The site maintains the feel of some of its original residential setting, with a 
relatively large, grassy lawn to the north (front) and west, and several mature trees.  The building sits 
on a slight hill.  A brick walkway runs east-west in front of the building and also accesses the 
adjacent buildings.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front (north) and west elevations and is planted 
with a few shrubs.  A handicapped-accessible ramp leads from the brick walkway adjacent to 
Founders Hall to the west elevation of the Ritter-Hickok House.  The brick walkway continues 
along the east elevation of the building, where a set of concrete steps leads up to a small brick 
terrace and down toward the rear of the lot.  
 
Summary Description of Ritter-Hickok House 
Ritter-Hickok House is a two-and-one-half-story, three-bay-wide building with a large, two-and-one-
half-story addition at the west end of the rear elevation.  The original building was designed circa 
1855 as a residence in the Italian Villa style, with later Classical Revival modifications, and currently 
contains the Office of Admissions.  The front (original) section of Ritter-Hickok House is roughly 
square in plan, and the rear addition is roughly rectangular in plan.  Each section is constructed of 
yellow-painted brick, with small areas clad in yellow-painted horizontal wood siding, and each 
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section has a hipped slate roof.  Two interior brick chimneys are located at the original section, and 
two additional brick chimneys (one exterior and one interior) are located along the west elevation of 
the addition.  There is a molded, painted wood cornice at all elevations.  The front section has a 
dentiled cornice with wide wood fascia.  The front elevation has a shallow central projection topped 
with a pediment with dentiled cornice and round window.  The one-story, one-bay-wide entry porch 
features paired Ionic columns with matching, single Ionic pilasters behind the columns.  The 
columns support a heavy, plain entablature with a low roof balustrade with narrow turned balusters 
and square newels.  The porch is accessed by a splayed flight of marble stairs with a cast iron rail.  
The semi-elliptical wood front door surround is accented by leaded glass sidelights and a leaded glass 
transom.  A marble tile terrace with a balustrade featuring large, turned balusters borders the entirety 
of the front elevation.  Fenestration at the front elevation is symmetrical, with a two-over-two, 
wood, double hung window to either side of the central projection at each story.  These windows 
have flat arch lintels with keystones and wood sills.  Behind the porch roof balustrade is a window 
containing three leaded glass casement sash, each with a square leaded glass transom.  At the first 
story of the west elevation are several multilight windows set in arched openings featuring transoms 
with tracery.  There are gabled dormers at the original section and shed dormers at the addition.  At 
the east elevation of the addition are a one-story, one-bay-wide wood porch and a metal fire escape. 
 

  
Figure 0014.3, Ritter-Hickok House, Partial East and  Figure 0014.4, Ritter-Hickok House, Partial West 
South Elevations, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects      Architects 
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is typically yellow-painted brick that is flush with the wall surface.  There is a water 
table along parts of the east and south elevations.  Typical foundation conditions include 
atmospheric soiling, heavy paint deterioration and loss, and areas of biological growth.  In many 
locations, the brick is spalling and the damage has been painted over.  Each of these conditions, in 
addition to mortar loss, is most apparent at the water table at the north end of the east foundation, 
which is being damaged by the leaking downspout in this location (see “Gutters and Downspouts” 
below).  Water from the leaking downspout is running down the face of the foundation, 
contributing to mortar and paint loss and biological growth.  It also appears that the bricks at the 
water table were cut to accommodate the retrofitted downspout, allowing water to more easily 
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penetrate the brick.  It is possible that this water table was originally a bearing ledge for the terrace, 
which may have originally wrapped around the building in this location.  A concrete wash has been 
applied to the water table in an attempt to shed water away from the building, but a drip edge or 
coping would be more effective for this purpose. 
 
Metal flashing has been applied to the foundation at the east elevation at the top of the concrete 
stair, likely in response to a moisture infiltration issue.  The flashing is coming loose and exhibits 
rust and paint loss.  The small section of water table at the south elevation of the original section 
exhibits heavy soiling and biological growth along the top edge.  The foundation abutting the front 
terrace exhibits rising damp and heavy soiling, particularly adjacent to the double doors at the west 
end of the terrace.  These conditions appear to be attributable to water hitting the ground and 
splashing onto the foundation.  
 

  
Figure 0014.5, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  Figure 0014.6, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  
detail of heavy paint loss and deterioration, spalling brick  detail of flashing coming loose and exhibiting moisture  
beneath paint loss, and heavy mortar loss at painted brick staining, paint loss, and dents.  Photograph 2016,  
foundation.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Commonwealth Architects 
 

  
Figure 0014.7, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  Figure 0014.8, Ritter-Hickok House, South Elevation,  
detail of paint loss and deterioration, rising damp, and  detail of heavy soiling and biological growth at painted 
heavy soiling at painted brick foundation.  Photograph  brick foundation. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth   
2016, Commonwealth Architects    Architects 
 
 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 
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• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 700 sf. 

• Remove existing flashing at foundation of east elevation at top of concrete stair.  If feasible, 
renew or apply traffic sealant at joint between foundation and adjacent brick walkway.  If not 
feasible to use traffic sealant, replace flashing in-kind.  Traffic sealant: assume 15 lf.  
Flashing: assume 15 lf. 

• Investigate the moisture infiltration issue at foundation along terrace.  Repair as required.  
Assume 210 sf. 

• Install drip edge or coping at water table at north end of east elevation.  Assume 15 lf. 
• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible.  Assume 950 sf. 
• Assume 475 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 

stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Repaint the foundation using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in 
the overview of this report.  Assume 950 sf. 

 
Walls 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls are of yellow-painted brick, except for small areas of painted, horizontal wood siding at 
the east and west elevations.  Like the foundation, much of the brick is spalling and the damage has 
been painted over.  Other typical conditions throughout the building include paint deterioration and 
loss, areas of mortar loss, and moisture staining at the window keystones.  At the north elevation, 
there are step cracks at the heads of the first story, easternmost window; the second story window 
west of the porch; and the double doors in the westernmost bay.  There are additional step cracks 
below the second-story, easternmost window.  An additional step crack is located at the east 
elevation, at the head of the second-story, southernmost window of the original section.  The wood 
siding at the east and west elevations exhibits paint loss and buckling, including at the skirt boards.  
Typical conditions at the four brick chimneys include mortar loss and inappropriate repointing.  
While technically not within the scope of this project, what appears to be low-voltage cabling is 
clearly not installed correctly at the east elevation (adjacent to and at the roof of the one-story shed-
roofed projection).  The installation is not code-compliant and may include high-voltage or electrical 
power.   
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Figure 0014.9, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  Figure 0014.10, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  
detail of painted-over paint loss and deterioration,   detail of step crack at head of window.  Photograph 
spalling brick beneath paint loss, and mortar loss    2016, Commonwealth Architects   
at painted brick.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  
Architects 
 

  
Figure 0014.11, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  Figure 0014.12, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  
detail of paint loss and deterioration at wood siding and  detail of typical paint loss.  Photograph 2016,  
skirt board.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth   Commonwealth Architects 
Architects 
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 3,000 sf. 

• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. 
Assume 6,100 sf.   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 3,000 sf. 

• Repaint the walls using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the 
overview of this report.  Assume 6,100 sf. 

• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint wood siding.  Replace any rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Scrape, prime, and paint: Assume 300 sf.  Replace, prime and paint: 50 sf. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the exterior north and east 
walls where the step cracks are located.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural 
engineer’s recommendations.  

• Engage an electrician to investigate the inappropriately-installed and non-code-compliant 
cabling at the east elevation.  Pending this investigation, implement the electrician’s 
recommendations.  

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Four chimneys. 

 
Windows 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair to poor condition.  Typical conditions at all windows are 
general soiling; moisture staining at sills; and paint loss and deterioration, much of which has been 
painted over, creating a rough texture.  Heavy paint deterioration and soiling was noted at the first-
story window above the stairs at the east elevation and at each of the gabled dormers.  Many of the 
windows retain hardware from removed shutters.  Above the shed-roofed projection at the east 
elevation, a first-story window is covered with metal bars and exhibits advanced paint loss and 
deterioration, particularly at the sill and bottom rail.  The window at the shed-roofed section is 
covered with a metal grate.  At the south elevation above the shed-roofed section, one window is 
covered with bars, and the three leaded glass windows above are covered with Plexiglas.  There are 
cracked panes at the northernmost second-story window of the west elevation, and the west 
sidelight of the front door.  A number of window sills, particularly at the east elevation, are stained 
with rust.  The northernmost window of the east elevation has a hole and crack at the bottom rail.  
The second-story window above the stairs at the east elevation has a horizontal crack at the lintel.  
At the north elevation, the westernmost second-story window is uneven in the frame, and has a 
vertical crack at the bottom rail.  The transom at the front door is covered with Plexiglas.  The 
round window in the pediment exhibits slight deterioration at the muntins. 
 
The windows that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in worse condition than those that do 
not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is 
sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to missing mortar and 
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constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary 
action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition 
of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the 
installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as 
deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult 
a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is 
not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo repairs.  The majority of 
the windows are condition Level I or Level II.   The total number of windows is 61.   
 
The North Elevation features 12 windows.  This elevation has five, 2/2, wood, double-hung 
windows (two large and three small); a set of three leaded glass casements; and a round window in 
the pediment.  The front door features a leaded glass semi-elliptical transom and leaded glass 
sidelights.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 3 sf to 43 sf.    
 
The East Elevation features 15 windows.  The windows are a mix of 2/2, 6/6, and 6/1 wood hung 
sash.  The east-facing dormers feature round-arched 1/1 windows with interlace tracery, paired one-
light windows, or paired 1/1 windows.  Seven of the windows at the east elevation have an AC unit.  
The windows on this elevation range from approximately 7 sf to 43 sf.    
 
The South Elevation features 16 windows.  The windows are a mix of 6/1, 2/1, 6/6, and 1/1 wood 
hung sash, and several 1/1 wood hung sash with leaded glass.  The south-facing dormers feature 
either 2/2 or paired, 1/1 wood hung sash.   The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 7 sf to 21 sf.    
 
The West Elevation features 18 windows.  The windows are a mix of 2/2, 6/6, and 6/1 wood hung 
sash, in addition to multilight wood windows in arched openings with interlace tracery at the 
transoms.  The west-facing dormers feature round-arched 1/1 windows with interlace tracery or 
paired 1/1 windows.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 6 sf to 43 sf.    
 
All Plexiglas covering windows should be properly vented.  Unless Plexiglas is necessary to prevent 
vandalism, consider replacing Plexiglas with storm windows as a long-term solution.  For storm 
windows, assume 64 sf. 

The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
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Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
 

  
Figure 0014.13, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  Figure 0014.14, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  
detail of typical two-over-two, double hung wood window  detail of cracked pane at leaded glass sidelight at front  
at original section.  Note painted-over paint loss    door.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
throughout.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0014.15, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  Figure 0014.16, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  
detail of heavy atmospheric soiling, paint loss, and paint detail of severe paint deterioration and soiling at 
deterioration at first-story window sill.  Photograph  window sill and areas of loss at bottom rail.  
2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photogtaph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front door is of wood construction with a single panel, and has a semi-elliptical wood surround 
with leaded glass sidelights and transom.  It is in good condition overall except for paint loss, soiling, 
and dents.  The transom is covered by Plexiglas.  In the easternmost bay of the north elevation is a 
pair of multilight double doors with arched transom with tracery.  There is heavy soiling and paint 
deterioration at the sill, soiling at the muntins, and hardware from removed shutters.  One window 
pane is wavy (possibly older) glass.  Paint loss at both doors at the north elevation is typically painted 
over, leaving a rough texture.  Two modern, metal doors are located at the east elevation: one 
behind the screen door at the porch and another at the one-story shed-roofed section.  These doors 
are overall in good condition, except for minor paint loss, scuffing, and soiling.  The door at the 
one-story porch has a transom and a wood screen door with rusted metal screen and hardware.  
Above this door, a wood door accesses the fire escape.  The door is of wood construction with one 
wire glass panel over three horizontal panels, and exhibits heavy paint loss and soiling.  A small, 
square, metal door accesses the basement at the south elevation of the original section, and exhibits 
heavy paint loss.  At the west elevation is a modern metal basement door with a small square 
window.   
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Figure 0014.17, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  Figure 0014.18, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  
detail of font door with leaded glass sidelights and transom. detail of double doors at easternmost bay.  The sill 
Note Plexiglas cover at transom.  Photograph 2016,  exhibits heavy paint loss and soiling.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects     Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0014.19, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  Figure 0014.20, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  
detail of screen door at east porch.  Note rust at metal  detail of one-light, paneled wood door at fire escape. 
screen.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Note heavy paint loss.  Photograph 2016, 

Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume 4 doors.  Replace rotted wood in kind 
when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any 
chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  
Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the historic wood doors as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume 4 sets of hardware. 
• Maintain the existing metal non-historic doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors 

and trim.  If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate 
doors. If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  Assume 3 doors.  

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

• Replace metal screen at east elevation screen door in-kind. 
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front porch is a one-story, one-bay-wide entry porch with Ionic columns and pilasters.  A 
marble tile terrace with a balustrade with large, turned balusters borders the entirety of the north 
elevation.  The balustrade is constructed of Fypon.  The marble tile exhibits heavy biological growth 
at the grout, grout loss, and heavy soiling throughout, and several tiles are cracked.  The biological 
growth is less pronounced under the porch roof.  Leaves and other debris are accumulating in the 
gap between the floor and the balustrade.  The stone edging of the terrace exhibits atmospheric 
soiling, biological growth, and mortar loss.  The brick terrace foundation also exhibits mortar loss.  
The terrace balustrade has dents and areas of loss, including several large areas at the east top rail, 
and exhibits moisture staining and heavy soiling throughout.   
 
At the entry porch, the columns exhibit paint loss that has been painted over, a condition that is 
more pronounced at the column capitals.  Concrete supports have been retrofitted under the base of 
each column in order to prevent moisture infiltration into the wood.  The cornice at the porch 
ceiling is soiled.  The front steps exhibit atmospheric soiling, biological growth, and areas of loss, 
and there is paint loss at the metal handrail.   
 
A one-story, one-bay-wide porch is located toward the middle of the east elevation.  It is of wood 
construction with two square columns, two square pilasters, a plain entablature, and a painted brick 
foundation.  The porch exhibits heavy paint loss throughout, and significant atmospheric soiling at 
the entablature.  The metal coping at the porch cornice is rusted.  A fire escape is located at the east 
elevation of the addition, and accesses the south dormer, the door above the porch, and ground 
level.  It is rusted and exhibits paint loss.  
 

  
Figure 0014.21, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  Figure 0014.22, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  
front porch marble tile floor, detail of heavy biological   detail of front porch Ionic column capital, which   
growth at grout and heavy soiling throughout.   exhibits paint deterioration.  Photograph 2016,  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0014.23, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  Figure 0014.24, Ritter-Hickok House, North  
detail of balustrade at front porch.  Note moisture   Elevation, detail of concrete supports at front porch  
staining at handrail.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  column bases. 
Architects 
 

  
Figure 0014.25, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  Figure 0014.26, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  
detail of porch.  Note heavy atmospheric soiling at    detail of heavy paint loss at porch column, rail, and   
entablature.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects landing.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair marble tile at terrace as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile 
shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 450 sf. 

• Rake out loose grout at marble tile and re-grout as required.  Assume 450 sf. 
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• Repoint the stone edging at the front terrace.  Assume 92 lf. 
• Repair the areas of loss at the marble steps accessing the front porch. Follow stone repair 

guidelines.  Assume 35 sf. 
• As needed, repair or replace rusted coping at east porch cornice.  Refer to standard metal 

rehabilitation procedures. Assume 13 lf. 
• Repair the metal stair rail at the front porch.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by 

cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 10 lf. 

• Clean porches and front terrace to remove biological growth (including the grout at the 
marble tile) and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 750 sf.   

• Assume 375 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• After cleaning, scrape, prime, and paint wood elements as needed at both porches.  Replace 
rotted or missing wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation 
procedures.  Assume 250 sf. 

• Consider replacing in-kind the damaged sections of the Fypon balustrade at the front terrace 
(most notably the east top rail, which has many dents and areas of loss).  A long-term 
solution would be to remove the entire existing terrace balustrade and replace with a wood 
balustrade, or durable wood substitute.  Fypon replacement in-kind: assume 15 sf.  
Replacement of entire terrace balustrade: assume 200 sf. 

• Repair existing metal fire escape.  Areas of severe deterioration may require rust remediation.  
Assume 38 sf. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The majority of the building has internal gutters and round, painted metal downspouts that tie into a 
stormwater drainage system.  Many of these downspouts exhibit paint loss.  The northernmost 
downspout at the east elevation is leaking where it joins the boot.  The leak appears to be a long-
term problem, as mastic has been applied to the walls where the downspout pierces the water table.  
It appears that the downspout was a retrofit, requiring the brick at the water table to be cut to 
accommodate the downspout, and facilitating the infiltration of water through the cut bricks.  The 
leak is affecting the adjacent wall and foundation, contributing to mortar loss, biological growth, and 
paint loss.  This downspout, and several others, lacks a cleanout.  The soil stack at the two-story 
square tower behind the original section pierces the roof of the one-story shed-roofed section 
below.  The one-story shed-roofed section at the east elevation has a metal hung gutter and 
corrugated metal downspout.  This downspout lacks an extender or splash block, allowing water to 
empty onto the adjacent hard-paved area.  The gutter is bent and exhibits paint loss.  The front 
porch has external metal gutters and PVC downspouts.  The porch gutters are bent.  The gutters at 
the southeast corner of the addition appear to be overflowing, contributing to heavy paint loss and 
rot at the wood cornice.   
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Figure 0014.27, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  Figure 0014.28, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation, 
detail of hung gutter and corrugated metal downspout;   detail of leak at downspout, contributing to mortar and  
note that gutter is bent and downspout lacks an extender. paint loss and biological growth at the adjacent wall.   
Also note inappropriate installation of cabling.    Also note that downspout lacks a cleanout.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

  
Figure 0014.29, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  Figure 0014.30, Ritter-Hickok House, West Elevation,  
detail of bent metal gutter at front porch roof.    detail of paint loss at downspout.  Photograph 2016,    
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 

water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.    
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
There is a molded, painted wood cornice at all elevations.  The original section has a dentiled cornice 
with wide wood fascia, which exhibits atmospheric soiling and paint deterioration throughout.  The 
cornice at the addition exhibits heavier paint loss and atmospheric soiling than the dentiled cornice, 
and what appears to be rot at the southeast corner.  The cornice at the north elevation exhibits paint 
loss that has been painted over, and moisture staining at the pediment cornice.  A large area of paint 
loss is located at the fascia of the wood-siding-clad projection at the west elevation.  At the one-
story, painted brick projection below, the cornice is in poor condition.  It exhibits heavy 
atmospheric soiling, and the metal coping is rusted. 
 

  
Figure 0014.31, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  Figure 0014.32, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  
detail of heavy paint loss, atmospheric soiling, and rot   detail of atmospheric soiling and paint loss at wood   
at wood cornice of rear addition.  Photograph   cornice of original section.  Photograph 2016,    
2016, Commonwealth Architects Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0014.33, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  Figure 0014.34, Ritter-Hickok House, West Elevation,   
detail of painted-over paint loss at wood cornice.   detail of atmospheric soiling and paint loss at wood  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   cornice and rust at metal coping.  Photograph 2016, 
       Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 1,000 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 1,000 sf. 
• As needed, repair or replace rusted coping at one-story projection at west elevation.  Refer to 

standard metal rehabilitation procedures. Assume 95 sf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
At the north elevation, the stone border adjacent to the sidewalk is cracked in some areas.  The west 
side wall of the front granite steps is displaced, and the steps exhibit atmospheric soiling and 
biological growth.  Vegetation is growing too close to the foundation of the front terrace.  At the 
east elevation, moisture is accumulating on the hard-paved area adjacent to the generator.  The 
source of this moisture accumulation is unclear but should be investigated.  It may be attributable to 
water entering and draining through the generator; condensation from the generator; water 
overflowing from adjacent gutters; or another source.  Hard-paved areas directly abut the majority of 
the east and south elevations.  The concrete steps at the east elevation exhibit biological growth, 
atmospheric soiling, and damage at the outside edge of each tread.  There is paint loss and rust at the 
metal stair rail.  A large, diagonal crack in the concrete pavement is located adjacent to the one-story 
shed-roofed section at the east elevation.  The rail of the handicapped-accessible ramp at the west 
elevation exhibits paint loss.  
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Figure 0014.35, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation,  Figure 0014.36, Ritter-Hickok House, East Elevation, 
detail of moisture accumulation adjacent to generator.  detail of biological growth and atmospheric soiling at 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects concrete steps and paint loss and rust at rail.  

Photograph 2016,   Commonwealth Architects 
  

  
Figure 0014.37, Ritter-Hickok House, North Elevation,  Figure 0014.38, Ritter-Hickok House, detail of hard- 
detail of atmospheric soiling at granite steps.  Photograph  paved areas abutting east and south elevations.    
2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the terrace; this practice should be 
discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from the 
building. 
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• Repair the stone border and re-set the sidewalls of the granite steps abutting the sidewalk as 
required, following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 57 lf. 

• Clean north granite steps and east concrete steps to remove biological sediments and dirt.  
Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 53 sf.   

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 400 sf.    

• Repair the damage at the concrete steps at the east elevation.  Assume 35 sf. 
• Repair the metal rail at the east stair and at the handicapped-accessible ramp.  Minor paint 

failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration 
may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 35 lf. 

• Repair the concrete walkway along the east elevation.  Assume 80 sf. 
• Engage an MEP engineer to investigate the source of moisture accumulation adjacent to the 

generator at the east elevation.  Pending this investigation, implement the MEP engineer’s 
recommendations.  
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Historic Images 

 
Figure 0014.39, Ritter-Hickok House, pre-1903.  Source:  Commonwealth Architects,  
“Ritter-Hickok House Condition and Use Assessment,” for Virginia Commonwealth  
University, 19 May 2006.   
 

 
Figure 0014.40, Ritter-Hickok House, 1936.  Source:  Commonwealth Architects,  
“Ritter-Hickok House Condition and Use Assessment,” for Virginia Commonwealth  
University, 19 May 2006.   
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Figure 0014.41, Ritter-Hickok House, mid-twentieth century.  Source:  Commonwealth  
Architects, “Ritter-Hickok House Condition and Use Assessment,” for Virginia Commonwealth  
University, 19 May 2006.   
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Drawing Catalog 
2006 – Floor Plans 
 

 
Figure 0014.42, Ritter-Hickok House, 0014, First Floor Plan 
2006, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0014.43, Ritter-Hickok House, 0014, Second Floor Plan 
2006, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0014.44, Ritter-Hickok House, 0014, Third Floor Plan 
2006, Commonwealth Architects 
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Chapter 3.09: Existing Conditions 
0017 McAdams House 

  
Figure 0017.1, McAdams House, 0017, Key Plan Map-  
Building is highlighted in red.                                                                     

 
Figure 0017.2, McAdams House, 0017, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects

 
Site Description 
McAdams House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University, 
northwest of the intersection of West Franklin and Shafer Streets.  The site is urban and features 
minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  McAdams House 
shares a wall with Stagg House to the east, and Millhiser House is located several feet away to the 
west.  At the south (front) elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is 
of concrete.  A step is set into the stone border and accesses the steps to the main entry.  A mulch 
planting bed abuts the front (south) elevation and contains shrubs and other small plantings. A 
concrete walkway occupies the space between McAdams and Millhiser Houses and accesses the alley 
behind the building.  The alley is paved with Belgian block and runs parallel to West Franklin Street.  
The rear yard contains several mature trees and is enclosed by a brick wall, which is continuous with 
the wall enclosing the Stagg House rear yard.  A metal gate in a segmental-arched opening is set into 
the brick wall and leads from the rear yard to the alley.  Toward the rear of the west elevation is a 
small, elevated concrete patio with brick edging.  Several brick planters abut the west elevation and 
the patio and are planted with ivy; one planter contains a tree. 
 
Summary Description of McAdams House 
McAdams House is a three-and-one-half-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement and currently 
contains the Office of the Senior Vice President for Finance and Administration and the Office of 
Budget and Resource Analysis.  The building was constructed ca. 1900 as a residence in the 
Richardsonian Romanesque style for George and Sallie McAdams.  George McAdams was a clothier 
and partner in McAdams and Berry, which later operated as Berry-Burke & Company.  McAdams 
House is a modified rectangle in plan with a rear two-story, seven-bay-deep section, and is 
constructed of brick with a front façade of rusticated ashlar masonry laid in regular courses.  The 
third story and gable end are of painted brick.  The front section of the building has a flat membrane 
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roof with a slate mansard and molded wood cornice at the front elevation.  Some of the mansard’s 
slates are colored, forming a six-point-star pattern.  The mansard is punctuated by a small gable in 
the west bay and a shed dormer in the east bay.  Two brick interior end chimneys are located along 
the west elevation, one near the front and one near the rear of the building.  A brick interior 
chimney is located near the northeast corner of the front three-and-one-half-story section.  The first 
and second stories of the east bay project from the front elevation, and the projection is topped by a 
balcony with a low, painted brick wall and stone coping.  A recessed, one-story front porch is 
located in the west bay.  The porch is defined by a rusticated ashlar masonry pier, low masonry wall, 
and masonry balustrade at the porch roof, and is accessed by an angled set of stone stairs with an 
iron rail.  The front double doors are contained within a paneled wood vestibule accessed by an 
arched opening at the rear wall of the front porch.  Windows at the front elevation are typically one-
over-one, hung wood sash.  Most have transoms covered by iron grilles and continuous stone sills 
and lintels.  The windows vary in size, and some do not have transoms.  A set of three small, arched 
attic windows is located in the gable and a set of two, one-light, wood windows is located in the 
dormer.   
 
 

  
Figure 0017.3, McAdams House, West Elevation. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0017.4, McAdams House, North Elevation. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
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Note:  The east elevation was not accessible at the time of the condition assessment, so 
recommendations for that elevation are suggested based on typical conditions found at the 
remainder of the building. 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
At the south (front) elevation, the foundation is of rusticated ashlar masonry laid in regular courses. 
The foundation is of brick at the remaining elevations.  The ashlar masonry exhibits minor 
atmospheric soiling.  A rectangular indentation in the foundation adjacent to the front steps may be 
the former location of a date stone or relief panel.  Large shrubs planted close to the south 
foundation made a thorough condition assessment difficult.  The brick foundation, particularly at 
the west elevation, exhibits significant mortar loss, atmospheric soiling, holes, pockmarks, and 
spalling.  These brick conditions were likely caused by splashback or contact with acid rain, salts, or 
de-icers.  Inappropriate repairs of the mortar loss using Portland cement are located along much of 
the foundation.  The joints between the stone of the front elevation and the brick of the west 
elevation foundation are inappropriately repointed with caulk.  Biological growth is located at the 
intersection of the foundation with the raised concrete patio along the west elevation.  The north 
end of the west foundation is soiled with large flecks of white paint. 
 

  
Figure 0017.5, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of minor atmospheric soiling at foundation.  Also 
note rectangular indentation in stone, possibly from a 
former date stone or relief panel. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0017.6, McAdams House, West Elevation, detail 
of inappropriate repointing with Portland cement, 
mortar loss, deteriorating brick, and atmospheric 
soiling at foundation. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0017.7, McAdams House, West Elevation, detail 
of inappropriate repointing with Portland cement, 
mortar loss, deteriorating brick, and atmospheric 
soiling at foundation. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0017.8, McAdams House, West Elevation, detail 
of inappropriate caulk repointing where brick adjoins 
stone and at adjacent brick wall.  Also note area of 
damage and patching attempt at walkway.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
   

Architectural Recommendations: 
• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the foundation 

that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is 
pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  
Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible 
mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 650 sf. 

• Repair and repoint stone foundation as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 45 sf. 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 960 sf. 

• Assume 480 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
At the front elevation, the walls are of rusticated ashlar masonry at the first two stories and painted 
brick with stone trim at the third story and gable end.  The remaining elevations are unpainted brick, 
typically of seven-course American bond.  At the front elevation, the painted brick underneath the 
wood cornice in the east bay exhibits moisture staining and paint deterioration.  These conditions 
are also evident at the painted brick of the third-story balcony.  A pink residue, which appears to be 
brick dust, has accumulated at the southwest corner of the exterior balcony wall, likely due to 
moisture infiltration issues in this location.  The moisture damage at the balcony appears to be 
attributable to a drainage issue at the balcony floor, which is causing moisture to seep through the 
brick wall (see “Gutters and Downspouts” section below).  The stone coping in this location is 
inappropriately repointed with caulk.  The ashlar masonry exhibits minor atmospheric soiling 
throughout, and there is minor moisture staining and biological growth at the smooth stone trim, 
including belt courses and window sills and lintels.   
 
The remaining elevations exhibit atmospheric soiling and deteriorated brick and mortar.  Many of 
the bricks exhibit large pockmarks and holes.  Several areas are repointed with Portland cement; this 
is especially noticeable at the north elevation.  The west elevation appears to have been formerly 
painted the same light bluish-gray as the brick at the front elevation, but most of the paint has worn 
off.  Most of the paint remnants are concentrated toward the south end of the elevation.  The west 
elevation exhibits atmospheric soiling and what may be efflorescence throughout, but the condition 
is particularly noticeable at the intersection of the front section with the rear two-story section.  It is 
possible that water is leaking from the higher roof of the front section down the west wall in this 
location, contributing to the soiling and efflorescence.  The joints between the stone of the front 
elevation and the brick of the west elevation are either deteriorated or inappropriately repointed with 
caulk.  The north elevation of the rear two-story section exhibits minor biological growth near the 
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roofline.  Also in this location, large vines (now dead) have grown up a wall-mounted conduit and 
are likely damaging the underlying brick.  The flashing is deteriorated at the north elevation adjacent 
to the projection adjoining the garden wall.    
 

   
Figure 0017.9, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of moisture staining and paint deterioration, 
possibly due to a drainage issue at third-story balcony.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0017.10, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of moisture staining and inappropriate caulk 
repointing of stone coping at third-story balcony.  Note 
pink residue at right corner, which appears to be brick 
dust from moisture infiltration issues.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

 
Figure 0017.11, McAdams House, West Elevation, 
detail of paint and graffiti remnants, holes, 
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inappropriate or deteriorated repointing, and 
atmospheric soiling at brick wall.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0017.12, McAdams House, North Elevation, 
detail of Portland cement repointing, atmospheric 
soiling, and dead vines attached to brick wall.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 4,600 sf. 

• Repair and repoint stone as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 300 sf. 
• Using the gentlest means possible, remove the remnants of the paint at the secondary 

elevations. Assume 3,600 sf. 
• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 

Assume 1,000 sf. 
• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Remove existing flashing at foundation at north elevation adjacent to the projection 

adjoining the garden wall.  Replace flashing in-kind.  Assume 6 lf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. 

Assume 7,400 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 3,700 sf. 
• After the source of the water damage is identified and corrected, repaint south (front) brick 

wall using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this 
report.  Assume 330 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Two chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
Most windows throughout the building exhibit minor paint loss and deterioration.  At the south 
(front) elevation, the transoms of the three first-story windows in the east bay exhibit deteriorated 
glazing putty.  An attempt was made to repair the glazing putty of the westernmost transom, but the 
putty was applied unevenly and does not match the putty of the other windows.  The heads of the 
one-over-one, wood windows below these transoms exhibit significant paint damage, likely due to 
moisture infiltration through the stone lintels.  The three, one-over-one windows with transoms at 
the third story exhibit significant paint deterioration in addition to biological growth at the sills and 
lintels.  The three arched windows in the gable end are covered with obscuring Plexiglas and the 
underside of each arched stone lintel exhibits moisture staining.  The stained wood frames of the 
sidelight and transom adjacent to the front door are soiled, and some of the stained finish is wearing 
off.  The arched, stained glass window at the west elevation is covered with Plexiglas.  The paint and 
sealant at the wood sill are deteriorating.  At the rear two-story section, two basement windows are 
covered with wood panels: one at the north elevation and another at the east elevation. 
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There were no window A/C units at the time of the condition assessment; however, the units are 
used at McAdams House in the summer.  The windows are used for A/C units are in worse 
condition than the remaining windows.  When A/C units are used, water is likely sitting on the sills 
and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to missing mortar and constant wetting of 
the walls.  Water is likely being wicked into the walls through capillary action and affecting the 
interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, 
consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the installation of a new internal 
HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as deterioration of the walls and sills 
beneath the windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the 
design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the air-
conditioning units while the windows undergo repairs.  The majority of the windows are condition 
Level I or Level II.   The total number of windows is 63.   
 
The South Elevation features 24 windows (including 2 east-facing and 2 west-facing windows at the 
two-story projection in the east bay).  With the exception of the 5 windows at the attic level, all of 
the windows are 1/1, wood, hung sash of varying sizes.  Except for two second-story windows and 
two third-story windows, all of the 1/1 windows have transoms, which typically are covered with 
iron grilles. The attic windows include a set of three round-arched wood windows at the gable end 
and a set of two, one-light rectangular windows at the dormer.  The windows on this elevation range 
from approximately 3 sf to 30 sf.    
 
The West Elevation features one arched, wood, stained glass window covered with Plexiglas.  It is 
approximately 23 sf.    
 
The North Elevation features 11 windows.  The windows are a mix of 4/4 and 2/2 hung sash, some 
of which are vinyl replacement windows.  There is a two-light basement window at the north 
elevation of the three-and-one-half-story section.  The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 5 sf to 24 sf.    
 
The East Elevation features 27 windows, all of which are 4/4 hung sash, except for three, one-light 
basement windows.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 5 sf to 21 sf.    
 
All Plexiglas covering windows should be properly vented.  Unless Plexiglas is necessary to prevent 
vandalism, consider replacing Plexiglas with storm windows as a long-term solution.  For storm 
windows, assume 33 sf.   

Consider removing the panels at the north and east elevations and uncovering any existing basement 
windows, or reinstating the basement windows. Assume 2 openings. 

The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
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                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

   
Figure 0017.13, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of one-over-one wood windows with transoms at 
east bay of first story.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0017.14, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of first-story transom with iron grille.  Note 
unmatched glazing putty repair and paint deterioration 
at wood.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0017.15, McAdams House, West Elevation, 
detail of stained glass window covered by Plexiglas.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0017.16, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of sidelight at front door.  Note deterioration of 
stained finish and general soiling.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front double doors are of wood construction; each leaf features one pane of beveled glass over 
four panels, decorative metal grilles at the glass, and L hinges.  The door surround is of stained, 
paneled wood that matches the remainder of the vestibule, and features a sidelight and two 
transoms, each with decorative metal grilles.  The front doors are in good condition overall except 
for minor paint loss, small cracks at the bottom edges, and wear at the wood threshold.  The wood 
paneling and frame are soiled and exhibit some loss of the stained finish.  A door with transom, 
accessed by a short flight of wood stairs, is located at the east elevation, toward the center of the rear 
one-story section.  Another door is located at the east elevation of the one-story projection adjoining 
the west garden wall.  Neither of these doors were accessible at the time of the condition 
assessment.  A metal openwork gate set in a segmental arched opening at the north garden wall 
provides access from the garden to the alley. 
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Figure 0017.17, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of historic paneled wood front doors with 
paneled wood surround.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
 

Figure 0017.18, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of historic paneled wood front doors.  Note wear 
at wood threshold and frame and cracks at bottom 
edges of door.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
 
 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• The doors should be maintained.  Assume one set of double doors and two single doors.  
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure 
that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any 
defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the wood doors as 
required.   

• Restore hardware. Assume three sets of hardware. 
• If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate doors. If 

this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.   
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges.   

Porches 
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Existing Condition: 
The recessed, one-bay-wide, one-story front porch is located in the west bay of the south (front) 
elevation.  It is defined by a rusticated ashlar masonry pier, low masonry wall, and masonry 
balustrade at the porch roof, and is accessed by an angled set of stone stairs with an iron rail.  An 
arched opening in the ashlar masonry rear wall accesses a paneled, stained wood vestibule containing 
the front double doors.  The porch has a painted beadboard ceiling and a patterned ceramic tile 
floor.  The masonry elements exhibit minor atmospheric soiling and biological growth throughout.  
The beadboard ceiling exhibits paint loss, which is significant at the east end, and is cracked or 
separating in several areas.  Holes have been cut in the west end of the ceiling to accommodate a 
conduit and a downspout.  The stone lintel that spans the porch opening exhibits significant 
moisture damage at the soffit.  The balustrade at the porch roof also exhibits moisture damage and 
the mortar joints are deteriorated.  The conditions at the ceiling, lintel, and balustrade appear to be 
attributable to a drainage issue at the porch roof, which is causing moisture to seep through the 
wood and stone (see “Gutters and Downspouts” section below).  Remnants of an insect nest are 
located at the east end of the porch ceiling.  There are many small cracks at the ceramic tile floor.  
The stone front steps exhibit moisture staining and are stained with rust from the iron handrail.  The 
wood paneling and door surround in the vestibule are heavily soiled with a black residue and exhibit 
some loss of the stained finish.   
 
 

  
Figure 0017.19, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of paint loss and cracking at beadboard ceiling of 
front porch.  Also note moisture damage at stone lintel 

(at top of photo).  Both conditions appear to be from a 
drainage issue at the porch roof.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0017.20, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of wood paneling inside vestibule at front porch.  

Note soiling and areas of loss of stained finish.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0017.21, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of rusted iron rail and rust and moisture staining 
at front steps.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0017.22, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of cracks at ceramic tile front porch floor.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint stone as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 40 sf. 
• Remove remnants of insect nest at porch ceiling. 
• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 

match the existing historic tile.  Assume 47 sf. 
• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 

appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 47 sf.  

• Repair the metal stair rail at the front porch.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 4 lf. 

• After the source of the water damage is identified and corrected, repair the beadboard porch 
ceiling.  Clean and repaint with primer and two coats of high-quality exterior grade paint.  
Assume 47 sf. 

• Clean front porch to remove biological sediments, rust, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible. Assume 147 sf.   

• Assume 75 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The south (front) elevation has built-in gutters and painted metal downspouts, either round or 
squared.  The downspout along the east side of the gable end exhibits heavy paint deterioration.  
Another downspout pierces the west wall of the third-story balcony to drain water from the balcony 
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floor.  These two downspouts and a third downspout, which runs down the southwest corner of the 
building, terminate at the second-story balcony.  These downspouts appear to all drain to a single 
downspout that pierces the porch ceiling below and empties at the west elevation of the porch.  
Judging from moisture damage at the painted brick balcony wall, the beadboard porch ceiling, and 
the stone porch lintel, the downspouts are likely not adequately draining water from the balcony 
floor or the porch ceiling.  Water may be pooling in these locations and seeping through the 
adjacent brick, stone, and wood.  The downspout underneath the porch roof is bent in several 
locations and lacks an extender, allowing water to exit immediately adjacent to the building and 
contributing to biological growth and deterioration of the adjacent brownstone border.  A box 
gutter and a round downspout are located at the east elevation of the rear two-story section.  The 
roof of this section slopes down toward the box gutter. 
 

  
Figure 0017.23, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of paint deterioration at downspout.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

Figure 0017.24, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of downspout piercing third-story balcony wall.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0017.25, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of downspout piercing front porch ceiling.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0017.26, McAdams House, West Elevation, 
detail of downspout at front porch, which lacks an 
extender, allowing water to exit immediately adjacent to 
the building.  This condition is causing biological 
growth and deterioration of the adjacent brownstone 
border.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
 
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.    
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
There is a painted, molded wood cornice at the mansard and gable end of the front (south) 
elevation.  This cornice exhibits painted-over paint loss, creating a rough texture.  A narrow, painted, 
two-layered wood cornice is located along the entire west elevation and at the north elevation of the 
rear two-story section.  These cornices are typically in good condition and appear to have been 
recently painted.  Boxed wood cornices are located at the north elevation of the front section and 
the east elevation of the rear section.   
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Figure 0017.27, McAdams House, South Elevation, 
detail of wood cornice at gable end, which exhibits 
painted-over paint loss, leaving a rough texture.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

Figure 0017.28, McAdams House, North Elevation, 
detail of wood cornice and box gutter (at east 
elevation).  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 340 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 340 sf. 
 
Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
Site elements at the south (front) elevation are overall in good condition except for the slight 
displacement of the step in the stone border and plantings located too close to the foundation.  The 
brick garden wall behind the building is in poor condition and exhibits heavy mortar loss, 
inappropriate and/or deteriorated repointing, displaced and damaged bricks, atmospheric soiling, 
and biological growth.  These conditions are especially apparent at the northwest corner of the wall.  
The base of the wall exhibits rising damp.  The projection adjoining the west garden wall exhibits 
rust and paint loss at the metal coping and biological growth at the brick.  The seam between this 
projection and the garden wall is inappropriately repointed with caulk.   
 
An attached brick storage shed located outside the west garden wall exhibits atmospheric soiling and 
biological growth at the brick; graffiti remnants at the north wall; wood rot and missing pieces at the 
wood fascia; and debris accumulation at the roof.  At the west elevation adjacent to the downspout 
at the front porch, the brownstone border is delaminating and exhibits atmospheric soiling and 
biological growth, likely due to water exiting from the downspout onto the brownstone.  A concrete 
walkway and other hard-paved areas directly abut the entire west elevation.  Much of the walkway 
exhibits biological growth and a large area adjacent to the patio is cracked.  Another damaged area of 
the walkway is located near the southwest corner of the building.  An attempt was made to patch the 
damage with cement, but the patch is cracked and the color does not match the walkway.  The brick 
elements of the patio and the brick planters exhibit biological growth, mortar loss, and inappropriate 
repointing.    
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Figure 0017.29, McAdams House, West Elevation, 
detail of projection adjoining garden wall.  Note rust 
and paint loss at metal coping and biological growth at 
brick.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

Figure 0017.30, McAdams House, West Elevation, 
detail of concrete walkway and brick and concrete 
patio.  Note cracks at walkway and atmospheric soiling, 
biological growth, and inappropriate repointing at 
brick.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0017.31, McAdams House, North Elevation, 
detail of heavy mortar loss, inappropriate repointing, 
displaced bricks, atmospheric soiling, and biological 
growth at garden wall.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
 

Figure 0017.32, McAdams House, West Elevation, 
detail of storage shed outside of garden wall.  Note rot 
and missing pieces of wood fascia, debris accumulation 
at roof, and atmospheric soiling at brick.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• There are currently foundation plantings along the south elevation of the building; this 

practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” 
away from building. 

• Re-set the stone step abutting the sidewalk as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 3 sf. 

• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that vines are not 
growing on the building.   

• Repair and repoint brick garden wall, brick storage shed, and other brick site elements, with 
particular attention to areas that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over 
time and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and 
match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, 
and texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  
Assume 260 sf. 

• Clean the brick site elements to remove biological sediments, dirt, graffiti, and debris.  Use 
the gentlest means possible.  Assume 350 sf. 

• Assume 175 sf of the same brick site elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• As needed, scrape and paint the wood fascia at the storage shed.  Replace rotted wood in 
kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures. Assume 13 lf. 

• As needed, repair or replace rusted coping at projection adjoining west garden wall.  Refer to 
standard metal rehabilitation procedures. Assume 14 lf. 

• Repair the delaminating brownstone border near the southwest corner of the building.  
Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 2 sf. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 475 sf.    

• Repair the concrete walkway along the west elevation.  Assume 120 sf. 
• Remove biological growth from the concrete walkway at the west elevation.  Assume 475 sf.   
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Drawing Catalog 
1999 – Repairs 
 

 
Figure 0017.33, McAdams House, 0017, Elevations 
1999, Kelso & Easter 
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Chapter 3.10: Existing Conditions 
0022 Shafer Street Playhouse 

 
Figure 0022.1, Shafer Street Playhouse, 0022, Key Plan 
Map- Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

 
Figure 0022.2, Shafer Street Playhouse, 0022, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects

Site Description 
Shafer Street Playhouse is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth 
University near the southeast corner of West Franklin and Shafer Streets.  The site is urban and 
features minimal planting.  Shafer Street Playhouse is located within a pedestrian-only area, which is 
paved with brick and concrete.  Nearby buildings include Shafer Court Dining Center to the south 
and Founders Hall to the north.  Mulch planting beds containing small shrubs and several mature 
trees abut the front (west) and south elevations.  Several lampposts line the walkway at the south 
elevation, and chain link fences surround the mechanical equipment at the south and east elevations.   
A mulch planting bed containing two trees abuts the east elevation, and adjacent to the trees is a 
concrete walkway containing a bicycle rack and metal benches.  Several telephone poles and bollards 
are located along the north elevation.   
 
Summary Description of Shafer Street Playhouse 
Shafer Street Playhouse is a three-story, three-bay-wide building with a slightly lower three-story rear 
section.  Shafer Street Playhouse currently contains a design studio, three rehearsal and performance 
spaces used by the Department of Theatre, and a 150-seat theater.  The building was designed in the 
late nineteenth century.  It is of brick construction and is a modified rectangle in plan, with an 
approximately nine-bay front section and six-bay rear section.  The front section has a hipped roof 
with four large skylights and a wood box cornice.  The roof is split at the rear section, with the north 
half higher than the south; both halves slope down toward the exterior walls.  The cornice at this 
section consists of a narrow wood fascia.  An interior brick chimney is located near the southeast 
corner of the front section, and an interior end brick chimney is located at the northeast corner of 
the rear section.  The front (west) elevation features two brownstone belt courses and paneled wood 
double doors with a brownstone surround, which has a molded cornice supported by two shallow 
brackets.  Above the cornice is a brownstone-framed wood tablet with lettering identifying the 
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building.  The building’s original windows have been replaced with vinyl windows, most of which 
are awning windows of either two-, three-, or six-light configuration with fixed panes above and 
below the operable sash.  Fenestration is typically symmetrical at each elevation.  All windows at the 
front elevation have brownstone sills and lintels.  To either side of the front door is a large window 
opening containing four awning sash and six fixed panes.  The two windows above the front door 
each have a central two-light awning sash surrounded by fixed panes.  The remaining windows each 
feature two, three-light awning sash and four fixed panes.  A ticket window with suspended canopy 
is located adjacent to the front door.  The front section of the south elevation features six-over-six, 
vinyl replacement windows in segmental-arched openings with stone sills.  Several openings at the 
first story are bricked in, and the foundation is painted red.  Toward the east end of the front section 
are a set of metal double doors and a single metal door.  Windows at the remaining elevations are 
typical vinyl awning replacement windows of varying sizes and configurations, and have stone sills.  
The windows at the west end of the north elevation have stone lintels.  The front section of the 
north elevation contains several large openings infilled with brick and/or stucco, and a set of wood 
double doors, each leaf of which features six lights over one panel.  East of these doors at the rear 
section are a metal door and an overhead door.  Several star-shaped tie rods are located at the east 
elevation. 
 

  
Figure 0022.3, Shafer Street Playhouse, Partial South 
Elevation.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0022.4, Shafer Street Playhouse, Partial South 
Elevation.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Figure 0022.5, Shafer Street Playhouse, East Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.6, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of brick at all elevations; part of the south elevation foundation is painted red.  
Typical foundation conditions include biological growth, atmospheric soiling, and minor mortar 
deterioration or loss.  Minor efflorescence is present in some locations, including the west end of the 
north elevation and the south end of the west elevation.  Some areas have been inappropriately 
repointed with Portland cement or caulk.  Vegetation is growing too close to the foundation at the 
west and south elevations.  The east elevation appears to be the oldest and thus exhibits more 
advanced mortar deterioration and areas of inappropriate repointing at the foundation, including 
caulk repointing at the northeast corner.   An excess of biological growth at the foundation and 
adjacent walkway underneath a window A/C unit at the north elevation indicates that the A/C unit 
is likely dripping heavily in this location.  The foundation also exhibits minor efflorescence and 
mortar loss in this location.  The foundation at the west end of the north elevation exhibits 
significant mortar loss and pockmarks at the brick.  Also near this location is a large area of loss in 
one brick and scarring at the adjacent foundation, likely from vehicular impact.  A metal cage 
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protecting a gas meter is mounted to the foundation at the north end of the west elevation and 
exhibits heavy paint loss and rust. 
 

  
Figure 0022.7, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of biological growth, scarring, and 
areas of loss at brick.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.8, Shafer Street Playhouse, East Elevation, 
detail of inappropriate repointing and mortar loss.  
Also note paint loss at bollard and downspout lacking 
extender.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 

  
Figure 0022.9, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of biological growth, efflorescence, 
atmospheric soiling, and pockmarks at brick.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.10, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of biological growth, efflorescence, 
and mortar loss at foundation under AC unit.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

      
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 1,350 sf. 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 1,800 sf. 

• Assume 900 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Replace metal cage protecting gas meter at west elevation.  Assume 9 sf. 
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Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls are of brick at each elevation, which is Flemish cross bond at the front (west) elevation 
and the west end of the north elevation.  The brick pattern is six-course American bond at the south 
elevation and the east end of the north elevation.  The pattern at the east elevation transitions from 
seven- to six-course American bond.  Areas of inappropriate or deteriorated repointing and 
atmospheric soiling are typical throughout the building.  Miscellaneous unused anchors and conduits 
are mounted at the walls.  The Flemish cross bond pattern brick is smooth, pressed brick with thin 
mortar joints and exhibits some biological growth and efflorescence, especially at the north end of 
the west elevation.  Much of the repointing of the pressed brick appears concentrated near the 
roofline.  The brick at the northwest corner of the building exhibits significant chipping and 
horizontal scarring.  The scarring appears in several other locations at the first story of the north 
elevation, and is likely from vehicular impact.  The placement of bollards along this elevation 
indicates that the building has been vulnerable to such damage.  The same area exhibits 
inappropriate caulk repointing and mortar loss.   
 
The belt courses at the west and north elevations exhibit atmospheric soiling and biological growth.  
The brownstone belt courses at the west elevation are delaminating.  The American bond brick at 
the south elevation exhibits pockmarks and small areas of loss throughout.  A set of three metal 
cabinets is mounted to the wall at the south elevation adjacent to the east door and exhibits heavy 
paint loss.  At the first story of the south elevation, between the two westernmost windows, a 
channel cut in the brick formerly accommodated a downspout, but the downspout has been 
removed.  Fragile interior bricks in the channel are exposed.  At the east elevation, which appears to 
be the oldest, multiple repointing campaigns are evident and the first story is heavily soiled.  A large 
area around the south first-story window is repointed with Portland cement.  Vertical seams are 
located where this elevation adjoins the side elevations.  The east elevation retains its historic, star-
shaped tie rods.  At the north elevation, scarring and mortar loss at the brick above the wood double 
doors indicates that a porch was likely removed from this location.  Nails from the removed porch 
remain in the mortar joints and are oxidizing, resulting in stains at the mortar and brick.  A conduit 
for an old wall-mounted light remains above the doors.  East of the overhead door, a row of bricks 
at the first story is painted green.  A metal fire escape is located at the south elevation, and another is 
located at the east elevation.  Both exhibit minor paint deterioration and rust. 
 

  
Figure 0022.11, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of scarring and inappropriate 

repointing at brick.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Figure 0022.12, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of scarring and mortar loss at brick in 

location of possible former porch.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

  
Figure 0022.13, Shafer Street Playhouse, West 
Elevation, detail of scarring and inappropriate 
repointing at brick  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0022.14, Shafer Street Playhouse, East 
Elevation, detail of seam in brick where east elevation 
adjoins south elevation.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 12,000 sf. 

• Infill the channel at the south elevation (which formerly housed a downspout) with toothed-
in brick to match existing brick.  Assume 8 lf. 

• Remove the nails and repair the mortar in the location of the removed porch above the 
double doors at the north elevation.  Assume 7 lf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 8,000 sf. 

• Repair the delaminating brownstone belt courses at the west (front) elevation.  Follow stone 
repair guidelines.  Assume 60 sf. 

• Clean the walls (including all stone trim, window sills, and lintels) to remove biological 
sediments and dirt.  Also remove green paint from brick at the north elevation.  Use the 
gentlest means possible. Assume 16,050 sf.   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 8,025 sf. 

• Metal cabinets at south elevation: clean, scrape, prime with a rust-inhibiting primer, and 
repaint with two coats of paint.  Assume 36 sf. 

• Repair existing metal fire escapes.  Areas of severe deterioration may require rust 
remediation.  Assume 400 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Two chimneys. 
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Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The windows are all vinyl replacement windows and are typically in good condition.  Several of the 
historic brownstone sills and lintels at the front (west) elevation are delaminating.  One half of the 
sill above the front door has a horizontal crack and appears to be slightly displaced.  The ticket 
window adjacent to the front door is in good condition with the exception of minor soiling and tape 
remnants.  All stone sills throughout the building exhibit atmospheric soiling to varying degrees, 
with more significant soiling at the east and west elevations.  Nine former window openings are 
infilled with stucco and/or brick – four at the north elevation, four at the south, and one at the east 
above the basement door.  Most of the windows in segmental-arched openings at the south 
elevation and the four upper-story windows at the east elevation have exterior screens.  The stone 
sills and lintels at the north elevation typically exhibit minor biological growth or moisture staining.   
 
The windows that contain a window A/C unit are in worse condition than those that do not contain 
a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is sitting on the 
sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to missing mortar and constant wetting 
of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary action and affecting 
the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition of the windows and 
walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the installation of a new internal 
HVAC system to prevent decay of the windows, as well as deterioration of the walls and sills 
beneath the windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the 
design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the air-
conditioning units while the windows undergo repairs.  The total number of windows is 79.   
 
The West Elevation features 9 windows, all of which are vinyl replacement awning windows of 
varying sizes and configurations, with fixed panes above and below the operable sash.  The two first-
story windows each contain four awning sash and six fixed panes.  Four upper-story windows 
contain two awning sash and four fixed panes.  Two upper-story windows contain one awning sash 
surrounded by fixed panes.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 11.5 sf to 66 
sf.    
 
The North Elevation features 29 windows.  All are vinyl replacement windows, most of which are 
awning windows of varying sizes and configurations.  A small, fixed, three-light window is located 
above the metal door.  Eleven windows contain A/C units.  The windows on this elevation range 
from approximately 7 sf to 56 sf.    
 
The East Elevation features 6 vinyl replacement windows.  At the first story are a six-light window 
and a window containing a six-light awning sash with fixed panes above and below the operable 
sash.  The remaining windows are three-over-three, hung sash with screens.  The windows on this 
elevation range from approximately 9 sf to 10 sf.    
 
The South Elevation features 35 vinyl replacement windows.  At the rear section, the windows are 
awning windows of varying sizes and configurations.  At the front section, the windows are six-over-
six hung sash with screens.  Two of the windows at this section are small, fixed, one-light windows.  
All of the windows at the south elevation of the front section are contained in segmental-arched 
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openings.  Four windows contain A/C units.  The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 3 sf to 56 sf.    
 
The Window Levels of Repair, noted for the majority of buildings in this report, are not applicable 
to the vinyl replacement windows found at Shafer Street Playhouse.  The vinyl windows are typically 
in good condition and should be retained.  When the windows deteriorate, replace them with 
historically appropriate wood, aluminum-wrapped wood, or steel windows, corresponding to the 
building’s original window type.   
 
Repair the delaminating and cracked brownstone sills and lintels at the west (front) elevation.  
Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 57 sf. 
 

  
Figure 0022.15, Shafer Street Playhouse, West 
Elevation, detail of ticket window with suspended 
canopy. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.16, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of window opening infilled with 
stucco.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0022.17, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of typical vinyl replacement awning 
windows. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.18, Shafer Street Playhouse, West 
Elevation, detail of typical vinyl replacement awning 
windows.  Note delamination and atmospheric soiling 
at brownstone lintel and sill.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The wood front doors feature a brownstone surround and one light over two panels at each leaf.  
The doors exhibit minor cracks, dents, and paint loss.  The surround is delaminating, especially at 
the base, and the wood tablet above the door exhibits paint loss.  The brownstone frame around the 
tablet has a large crack at the lower right corner.  Another crack is located at the right side of the 
brownstone cornice below the tablet.  Both the surround and the tablet frame exhibit atmospheric 
soiling.  At the south elevation, the metal double doors exhibit minor paint loss and soiling.  The 
metal door east of the double doors has several dents toward the bottom and is heavily soiled.  
There are large areas of loss at the painted stone threshold and biological growth at the wood stairs 
accessing the door.  Another door is located above this door and accesses the fire escape.  A 
basement door with a vent at the top half is located at the east elevation of the building’s front 
section, adjacent to the fenced-in mechanical equipment at the south elevation.     
 
At the north elevation, a metal overhead door and a single metal door are located at the rear section, 
and a pair of wood double doors are located west of these doors.  The overhead door exhibits rust 
and moisture staining.  The adjacent metal door exhibits paint loss, the bottom edge and hinges are 
rusted, and the wood frame exhibits heavy paint loss.  Each leaf of the wood double doors has six 
wire-glass lights over one panel.  The doors exhibit rot and heavy paint loss, particularly at the base.  
There is a large gap between the doors, and there is a large vertical crack at the panel of the east 
door.  The stone threshold is soiled and stained. 
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Figure 0022.19, Shafer Street Playhouse, West 
Elevation, detail of front double doors. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.20, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of double doors.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0022.21, Shafer Street Playhouse, West 
Elevation, detail of delaminating brownstone surround 
at front double doors. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.22, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of paint and wood deterioration at 
double doors.  Also note soiling at stone threshold.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendations: 
• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume two sets of double doors.  Replace rotted 

wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are 
free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood 
profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the historic wood doors as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume two sets of hardware. 
• Maintain the existing metal and/or wood non-historic doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, 

and paint doors and trim.  If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with 
historically appropriate doors. If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  
Assume one set of double doors and four single doors.  

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

• Repair the cracked and delaminating brownstone surround at front (west) double doors.  
Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 75 sf. 

• Clean brownstone surround at front (west) double doors to remove biological sediments and 
dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 75 sf.   

• As needed, scrape and paint wood panel above front (west) double doors.  Refer to standard 
wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 25 sf. 

• Repair the damage at the stone threshold of the single metal door at the south elevation.  
Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 2 sf. 

• Clean the wood steps accessing the door at the south elevation and the stone threshold at 
the north double doors to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible. Assume 17 sf.   

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front section of the building has built-in gutters, and the rear section has hung K-style gutters.  
There are no gutters along the east elevation.  All downspouts are corrugated metal.  Channels have 
been cut into the brick at the first story of the building to accommodate the downspouts, apparently 
to shield the downspouts from damage.  The downspouts typically lack extenders, allowing water to 
exit immediately adjacent to the building and contributing to biological growth and deterioration of 
the adjacent walls.  Several of the downspouts are slightly bent or dented.  At the north elevation, 
the shoe of the westernmost downspout is deformed.  The downspout, along with the adjacent wall, 
may have been damaged from vehicular impact.  One of the downspouts at the south elevation 
wraps around to the east elevation, sloping diagonally across the wall and terminating at the 
northeast corner of the building.  The low slope of this downspout may be inadequate for proper 
drainage.  At the south elevation of the rear section, a fiberglass-insulated water pipe runs along the 
foundation.  While technically not within the scope of this project, the insulation is cracked and 
deteriorated and has a large hole.  An external sprinkler system is attached to the wall just below the 
cornice at the south elevation of the front section.   
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Figure 0022.23, Shafer Street Playhouse, East 
Elevation, detail of downspout wrapping around 
southeast corner of building. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.24, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of downspout; note that a channel has 
been cut in the wall to accommodate the downspout.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Engage an MEP engineer to determine if the fiberglass-insulated water pipe should be re-
routed to the interior of the building.  If the pipe is not re-routed, the insulation may need to 
be repaired.  Pending this investigation, implement the MEP engineer’s recommendations.  

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
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satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.    
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The wood box cornice at the front section of the building exhibits paint loss, which is heavy in 
several areas.  Moisture and rust staining of the cornice is located toward the west end of the north 
elevation.  The metal coping above this cornice is bent and exhibits paint loss throughout.  Sections 
of the box cornice at the north and south elevations are cracked, and at the south elevation, a 
section of the fascia below this cornice is separating and lifting.  The wood fascia at the rear section 
exhibits paint loss throughout.  Significant rot of the wood fascia is occurring at the east end of the 
north elevation, possibly due to a leaking gutter.  
 

  
Figure 0022.25, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of cracking and paint loss at wood 
cornice.  Also note that metal coping is bent and 
exhibits paint loss. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0022.26, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of heavy paint loss at cornice.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0022.27, Shafer Street Playhouse, West 
Elevation, detail of paint loss at wood cornice and 
metal coping.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0022.28, Shafer Street Playhouse, South 
Elevation, detail of cracking and separation at wood 
cornice and paint loss at metal coping.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendations: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 615 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted and/or cracked wood in kind 

when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 615 sf. 
• As needed, repair or replace metal coping.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures. 

Assume 265 lf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
Site elements at the west (front) elevation are overall in good condition except for plantings located 
too close to the foundation, and some cracked and displaced bricks and biological growth at the 
walkway leading to the front door.  At the south elevation, additional plantings are located along the 
foundation, including several mature trees.  The walkway exhibits biological growth.  Two bollards 
are located at the west end of the south elevation, one at the southeast and one at the northeast 
corner of the building, and three at the west end of the north elevation.  Two additional bollards at 
the walkway along the south elevation prohibit vehicular traffic in this location.   The bollard at the 
northeast corner of the building exhibits heavy paint loss.  The walkway along the north elevation 
exhibits biological growth and moisture staining, especially adjacent to the downspouts and 
underneath the first-story window A/C unit.  A piece of concrete debris is located near the 
southwest corner of the building.  Hard pavement directly abuts the entire north elevation.  
 

  
Figure 0022.29, Shafer Street Playhouse, West 
Elevation, detail of plantings too close to foundation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.30, Shafer Street Playhouse, West 
Elevation, detail of brick and concrete walkway leading 
to front door.  Note displaced and cracked bricks 
adjacent to north concrete border.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0022.31, Shafer Street Playhouse, East 
Elevation, detail of metal benches and chain link fence 
enclosing mechanical equipment.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0022.32, Shafer Street Playhouse, North 
Elevation, detail of bollards near northwest corner of 
building.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the west and south margins of the building; 
this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building. 

• Trim back trees along the south elevation to ensure they are not touching the building.  
Discontinue the practice of planting trees near the foundation. 

• Repair walkway approaching front door.  Assume 130 sf. 
• Remove biological growth from the walkways adjacent to the building.  Assume 1,100 sf.   
• Repaint bollard at northeast corner of building.  Assume 2 sf.   
• Remove piece of concrete debris near southwest corner of building. 
• Consider removing the paved area immediately adjacent to the north elevation.  If pavement 

is desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved area with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 475 sf.    
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Drawing Catalog 
2012 – Window Replacement 

 
Figure 0022.33, Shafer Street Playhouse, 0022, Existing Elevations, Window Replacement 
2012, KOP Architects PC 
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Figure 0022.34, Shafer Street Playhouse, 0022, Proposed Work, Window Replacement 
2012, KOP Architects PC 
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Chapter 3.11: Existing Conditions 
0023 Lafayette Hall  
 

       
Figure 0023.1, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Key Plan Map- Building       Figure 0023.2, Lafayette Hall, 0023, North Elevation, 
is highlighted in red.          Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Site Description 
Lafayette Hall is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the 
corner of West Grace Street and Shafer Street.  The site is urban and features minimal planting.  
Shafer Street defines the east perimeter of the site.  The concrete sidewalk adjacent to Shafer Street 
is poured directly up to the edge of the building.  The southern edge of the site is bordered by an 
adjacent two-story building, with approximately ten to twelve feet between the buildings.  A wooden 
gate at the southern edge of the east elevation accesses concrete steps which lead down to a 
basement access area.  The access area is bordered by a brick retaining wall to the west and south.  
The western portion of the site is bordered by a three-story tall brick building, with approximately 
three to four feet between the buildings.  A brick walk, laid in a herringbone pattern, is located 
between the buildings and accesses the alley located in the middle of the block.  A small planting bed 
is located adjacent to the west elevation and contains large shrubs.  The brick walks and planting bed 
are overgrown with biological growth and weeds.  The north edge of the site is defined by West 
Grace Street to the north.  A large planting area is located between the building and the concrete 
sidewalk.  Several deciduous trees and a cedar tree are located in the planting area which is defined 
by a low brick wall topped with a wrought iron fence. 
 
Summary Description of Lafayette Hall 
Lafayette Hall is a three-story with basement office building and currently contains offices for 
faculty and programs of the School of World Studies.  The building was designed circa 1915 as an 
apartment building in the Tudor Revival style.   It is a modified rectangle in plan with the recessed 
main entrance centered on the east elevation.  The east elevation consists of a recessed central entry 
bay.  This bay features a shed-roofed entrance, a metal fire escape, and a parapet wall.  The central 
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bay is flanked to either side by four bays.  The outer two bays feature steep-sloped end gabled roofs. 
The north elevation features three-bays, with the outer bays also featuring steep-sloped gable roofs.    
The gable ends feature a stucco finish, with wood trim applied to mimic the appearance of the 
traditional heavy timbering found in Tudor style buildings.  A fixed, eight-light window is centered 
in each gable end.  The cornice is composed of exposed rafters that feature decorative sawn ends.  
The south elevation, which faces the interior of the block, is utilitarian in natures and features 
basement access, a retaining wall, a chimney, and parapet walls or varying heights.  The west 
elevation, which also faces the interior of the block, features a gable end at the northern portion of 
the elevation.  The west elevation also features two recessed bays containing windows on the north, 
west, and south elevations of the recesses, a window well at the basement windows, chimney, and a 
parapet wall.  The windows are typically eight over one, wood double-hung windows, with the 
exception of the windows located at the entrance bay on the east elevation, the remaining basement 
windows, as well as the windows located in the gable ends of the roof.  The majority of the windows 
contain a window air-conditioning unit. 
 

  
Figure 0023.3, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  Figure 0023.4, Lafayette Hall, 0023, North Elevation 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0023.5, Lafayette Hall, 0023, South Elevation  Figure 0023.6, Lafayette Hall, 0023, West Elevation 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is brick masonry laid in common bond with 7th course headers. The water table 
consists of a lower course of rowlocks, capped with vertical aligning course of soldiers. Windows, 
which were previously located on the east elevation, have been removed and the openings infilled 
with toothed-in brick.  Inappropriate Portland cement mortar was used in constructing the infill.  
Mortar loss is occurring at the east foundation wall.  Splash back from the sidewalk is most likely the 
primary cause of the mortar loss.  At the north and west wall, biological growth is occurring on the 
lower one-half of the foundation walls.  The source is most likely splash back from the earth, as well 
as plantings located too close to the walls, which is trapping moisture against the building.  The west 
elevation is constantly damp, most likely due to its proximity to the neighboring building.  Sunlight 
does not penetrate the space, which is contributing to the delays in the ability of the moisture to 
evaporate.  Moisture and biological growth are also located at the window wells of the west 
elevation.  Two chimneys are present; one on the south elevation, and one on the west elevation. 
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Figure 0023.7, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  Figure 0023.8, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation 
Detail of window infill and inappropriate mortar.  Detail of mortar loss at lower four courses. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 275 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 200 sf.  
 
Walls 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls are composed of brick masonry laid in common bond with 7th course headers.  A string 
course located at the first floor level is comprised of a lower course of rowlocks, capped with 
vertical aligning course of soldiers, identical to the foundation (approximately 9,500 sf of surface 
area of brick). Biological growth is located on all elevations, but the majority is located on the west 
elevation.  Streaking is located beneath the window air-conditioning units, particularly where the 
units are bolted to the walls.  Remnants of vines are growing on the west elevation.  The majority of 
vines are dead, but the remnants of vegetation should be removed.  A live grape vine is growing on 
the west elevation and should be removed. A shear crack is located under window N103.  The gable 
ends of the walls are stucco (approximately 581 sf). Wood trim is applied to the gable ends to mimic 
the appearance of the traditional heavy timbering found in Tudor style buildings.   Several pieces of 
trim are missing, several have become dislodged from the wall, and all trim features flaking paint and 
crazing.  Some rot is present.  An exterior sprinkler is mounted to the south and west elevations.  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 950 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 600 sf. 
• Repair stucco as required. Prime and paint all stucco with two coats of paint. Assume 581 sf. 
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• As needed, scrape and paint gable end wood trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Scrape and paint: Assume 600 lf.  Replace, prime and paint: 150 lf. 

• If the exterior sprinkler is no longer functioning, it should be removed from the elevations.  
If it is functioning, it should be primed with a rust-inhibiting primer, and painted with two 
coats of paint. 

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Two chimneys. 

 

  
Figure 0023.9, Lafayette Hall, 0023,West Elevation  Figure 0023.10, Lafayette Hall, 0023,South Elevation 
Detail of remnants ofa  vine. Note the   Note the exterior sprinkler system. 
Uneven stucco line and missing trim of the gable.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

    
Figure 0023.11, Lafayette Hall, 0023, North Elevation  Figure 0023.12, Lafayette Hall, 0023, North Elevation 
Note the missing wood trim    Note the biological growth streaking beneath A/C unit. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition: 
The majority of the windows are in fair to poor condition.  The windows located on the north and 
east windows are wood with wood sills.  Excessive rot, particularly at wood window sills, is 
prevalent throughout the windows.  In some cases, the wood window sills are almost non-existent.  
The windows that contain a window air-conditioning units are in far worse condition than those that 
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do not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is 
sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to the rot issues.  For the 
long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-
conditioning units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of 
the windows and deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If permanent removal Is 
not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo repairs.  The windows on 
the south and west elevation possess brick sills with steel lintels.  Mortar is missing from most of the 
brick window sills.  Biological growth is present at the majority of the brick sills.  The majority of the 
steel lintels on the west and south elevations are missing the proper dry-packing.  Rust is becoming 
evident on the lintels.  Splash-back is occurring at the west basement windows.  Consider installing 
exterior storm windows at this location to protect the windows.  Hinges for shutters are present at 
all first floor, second floor, and third floor windows. 
 

  
Figure 0023.13, Lafayette Hall, 0023, North Elevation  Figure 0023.14, Lafayette Hall, 0023, North Elevation 
Note non-existent window sill.    Note non-existent window sill. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0023.15, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  Figure 0023.16, Lafayette Hall, 0023, West Elevation 
Note broken glazing, upper right glazing.   Note missing dry-pack and missing mortar at sill. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0023.17, Lafayette Hall, 0023, West Elevation  Figure 0023.18, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation 
Note splash back occuring at the window well.  Note rot at sill and at plywood infill around A/C unit. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

 
Figure 0023.19, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Window Survey- East Elevation Key.  
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 
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D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 
Window Schedule Notes: 
 Note 1. Window A/C Unit 
 Note 2. Decorative Metal Grille 
 Note 3. Brick Sill 
 Note 4. Security Grate 
 Note 5. Deteriorated Metal Lintel 
 Note 6. Install Exterior Storm Window 
  

Window Repair Schedule 
East Elevation 
Key 
Number 

Single or 
Double 

Style # of 
Lights 

Approx. SF Level of 
Repair 

Notes 

EB01  N/A Infilled   N/A  
EB02  N/A Infilled   N/A  
EB03  N/A Infilled   N/A  
EB04  N/A Infilled   N/A  
EB05  N/A Infilled   N/A  
EB06  N/A Infilled   N/A  
E101 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 2 
E102 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf III 1 
E103 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf III 1 
E104 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf III 1 
E105 Single Fixed 6 7 sf I  
E106 Single Fixed 6 7 sf I  
E107 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf III 1 
E108 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf III 1 
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E109 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf III 2 
E110 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf III 1 
E201 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf III 1 
E202 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf II  
E203 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf III 1 
E204 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf III 1 
E205 Double Double-Hung 1/1 45 sf II  
E206 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf III 1 
E207 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf III 1 
E208 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf II  
E209 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II  
E301 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II  
E302 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf III 1 
E303 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf III 1 
E304 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf III 1 
E305 Double Double-Hung 1/1 45 sf II  
E306 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf III 1 
E307 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf III 1 
E308 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf II  
E309 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf III 1 
EA01 Single Fixed 8 5 sf III  
EA02 Single Fixed 8 5 sf III  
EA03 Single Fixed 8 5 sf III  
EA04 Single Fixed 8 5 sf III  
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Figure 3.20, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Window Survey-  Figure 3.21, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Window Survey-  South  
North Elevation Key.     Elevation Key 
 
 

Window Repair Schedule 
North Elevation 
Key 
Number 

Single or 
Double 

Style # of Lights Approx. SF Level Notes 

N101 Double Double-Hung 8/1 33 sf II 2 
N102 Single Slider 2 12 sf IV 2 
N103 Double Double-Hung 8/1 33 sf III 1 
N201 Double Double-Hung 8/1 33 sf III 1 
N202 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf II  
N203 Double Double-Hung 8/1 33 sf II 1 
N301 Double Double-Hung 8/1 33 sf II  
N302 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf II 1 
N303 Double Double-Hung 8/1 33 sf III 1 
NA01 Single Fixed 8 5 sf III  
NA02 Single Fixed 8 5 sf III  
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 Window Repair Schedule 
 South Elevation 
Key 
Number 

Single or 
Double 

Style # of Lights Approx. 
SF 

Level Notes 

S101 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 3 
S102 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf II 1,3 
S103 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 1,3 
S201 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 3 
S202 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf II 3 
S203 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 3 
S301 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 1, 3, 5 
S302 Single Double-Hung 8/1 12 sf II 3, 5 
S303 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 1,3 
 

 
Figure 0023.22, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Window Survey- West Elevation Key.  
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Figure 0023.23, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Window Survey- West Elevation Key.  
  
 Window Repair Schedule 
 West Elevation 
Key 
Number 

Single or 
Double 

Style # of 
Lights 

Approx. SF Level Notes 

WB01 Double Casement 16 20 sf III 3, 6 
WB02 Single Casement 4 5 sf III 3, 6 
WB03 Single Casement 4 5 sf III 3, 6 
WB04 Double Casement 8 10 sf III 3, 6 
W101 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 1, 3, 5 
W102 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 4, 3, 5 
W103 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 4, 3, 5 
W104 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 4, 3, 5 
W105 Double Casement 8  5 sf II 3,  
W106 Double Casement 8 5 sf II 3,  
W107 Double Double-Hung 8/1 42 sf II 1, 4, 3, 5 
W108 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 1, 4, 5 
W109 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 4, 3, 5 
W110 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 1, 3, 5 
W201 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 1, 3, 5 
W202 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 1, 3, 5 
W203 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 1, 3, 5 
W204 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 1, 3, 5 
W205 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 3, 5 
W206 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 3, 5 
W207 Double Double-Hung 8/1 42 sf II 3, 5 
W208 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 3, 5 
W209 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 3, 5 
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W210 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 1, 3, 5 
W301 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 1, 3, 5 
W302 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 3, 5 
W303 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 3, 5 
W304 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 3, 5 
W305 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 3, 5 
W306 Single Double-Hung 8/1 16 sf II 3, 5 
W307 Double Double-Hung 8/1 42 sf II 1, 3, 5 
W308 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 3, 5 
W309 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 3, 5 
W310 Single Double-Hung 8/1 20 sf II 3, 5 
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The primary entrance to the building is centered on the east elevation.  The door is a hollow metal 
four-paneled door with three lights located at the upper portion of the door.  The door is flanked by 
three-paneled hollow core infill panels.  The door is non-historic and replaced a historic double-
door.  A historic twelve-light transom is located above the door.  The door possesses modern lever 
hardware with key card access. The door, panels, hardware, and transom are in good condition. 
 
The only other two entrances are painted doors of plywood located on the south elevation in the 
areaway.  These doors have steel lintels.  The hardware consists of padlocks.  These doors are also in 
good condition. 
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Figure 0023.24, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  Figure 0023.25, Lafayette Hall, 0023, South Elevation 
Main Entrance      Plywood basement door. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain the existing doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the plywood doors and 
trim.  Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical 
residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Paint the 
steel lintels with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint. 

• If desired, consider replacing all doors with historically appropriate doors.  Assume one 
double-door, and two single doors.  If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as 
well. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The primary entrance on the east elevation is accessed by a set of concrete steps.  A wrought iron 
handrail is located on the right-hand side of the steps.  Brick planters are located to either side of the 
steps. The corner brick on the left planter is broken.  A shed roof of slate protects the entrance from 
weather.  The shed roof features carved wooden brackets.   Some rust is located on the slate.  It is 
unclear whether or not the rust is occurring from galvanic action of the slate fasteners or is a 
product of rust washing down the roof from the fire escape above. 
 
A two-story fire escape is located above the shed roof of the entrance.  It is accessed by second and 
third story windows.  An access ladder connects the third story to the roof. A pull down-ladder 
connects the first floor to the second floor.  Although early drawings show a fire escape in this 
location it appears this fire escape is retrofitted as the connections pierce the brick walls.  There is 
damage to the brick and mortar at these locations. Minor rust is occurring on all portions of the fire 
escape. 
 

  
Figure 0023.26, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  Figure 0023.27, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation 
Shed roof at main entrance.  Note rust on slate.  Two-story fire escape. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0023.28, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  Figure 0023.29, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation 
Detail of Fire escape connection at wall. Note corrosion  Detail of fire escape connection at wall.  Notice that  
and rust.       this connection has a steel cover plate. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair the broken brick at the left-hand planter. Assume 1 sf. 
• Repair the existing slate roof as required following the slate repair recommendations in the 

material recommendations. Assume 125 sf. 
• Repair existing metal components of the fire escape (paint protects the metal). Minor paint 

failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  
Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to 
recoating.  Assume 1,276 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the connections of the fire escape into the brick 
walls are structurally sound.  Repair brick and mortar as required. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The east elevation features built-in gutters located between the gable peaks.  Both runs of gutter 
have an external metal downspout which turns into the building where it is concealed. It is unclear 
where this water drains. Some staining is located on the walls beneath the downspouts.  This could 
potentially mean that the downspouts are leaking.  The north elevation also features built-in gutters, 
but possesses external downspouts that connect to boots at grade.  The downspouts are damaged at 
the intersection of the downspout and the boot on the north elevation.  It is unclear as to the final 
destination of the rain water.  It possibly ties into the storm water system underground.  The west 
elevation features three scuppers with external downspouts.  The west downspouts are rusty. The 
downspouts empty out at grade, either onto surface drains or onto the brick path.  No overflow 
scuppers were noted.  One drain was clogged, resulting in a bath-tub effect with several inches of 
water trapped up against the building.   One external downspout was noted on the south elevation.  
It also tied into a boot at grade.  The area immediately around the boot was damp and gate the gate 
to the areaway was exhibiting localized rot, biological growth, and flaking paint.  This downspout is 
most likely leaking at this connection. 
 

  
Figure 0023.30, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  Figure 0023.31, Lafayette Hall, 0023, North Elevation 
Detail of gutters.       Note damage to downspout.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0023.32, Lafayette Hall, 0023, SouthElevation  Figure 0023.33, Lafayette Hall, 0023, West Elevation 
Detail of boot at south elevation.  Notice the damp,   Detail of clogged drain.  Note the dirt was removed  
rot, and biological growth.     for the picture. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
 

  
Figure 0023.34, Lafayette Hall, 0023, West Elevation  Figure 0023.35, Lafayette Hall, 0023, West Elevation 
Detail of plastic downspout empyting onto the walk   Detail of clogged drain and bathtub effect occuring. 
(which is  part of the adjacent property) Note the  Note the mop, most likely used to unclog the drain. 
biological growth and mising mortar at the wall.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   
 

  
Figure 0023.36, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  Figure 0023.37, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation 
Detail of downspout turning into the east elevation.  Detail of built-in gutter at east elevation.  
Note the streaking beneath the downspout.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    
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Figure 0023.38, Lafayette Hall, 0023, South Elevation  Figure 0023.39, Lafayette Hall, 0023, West Elevation 
Infrared image of south downspout.  Blue areas are   Infrared image showing bathtub effect.  The gradiant  
colder andindicate potential leaking of the downspout.  rising up the building shows capillary action of water 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   rising up the walls. 
       Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Consider re-routing the east downspouts from inside of the building to the exterior. 
• Replace damaged downspouts at north elevation with 6” round metal downspouts. Assume 

96 lf. 
• Repair existing west and south downspouts.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by 

cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  If the downspouts are too corroded, replace with 6” 
round metal downspouts.   Assume 100 lf. 
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Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The east and north elevations feature a broad overhang with sawn raking cornice and wood plank 
soffit. with intermediate bracing. The entire cornice features flaking paint, crazing, and exposed 
wood grain.  Some rot is present. 
 

   
Figure 0023.40, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  Figure 0023.41, Lafayette Hall, 0023, NorthElevation 
Detail of soffit andexposed nail ends in lower left  corner. Detail of flaking paint, crazing, and exposed wood.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 684 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 684 sf. 
• Remove exposed bottom halves of nails where they have protruded through the sheathing 

and are visible on the soffit. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
A wooden gate at the southern edge of the east elevation accesses concrete steps which lead down 
to a basement access area at the south elevation.  The access area is bordered by a brick retaining 
wall to the west and south.  A shear crack is located in both the south and west retaining walls, most 
likely from the lateral forces exerted on the wall from the earth. A brick walk, laid in a herringbone 
pattern, is located to the west. A small planting bed is located adjacent to the west elevation and 
contains large shrubs.  The brick walks and planting bed are overgrown with biological growth and 
weeds.  A large planting area is located at the north elevation.  that contains several deciduous trees 
and a cedar tree. 
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Figure 0023.42, Lafayette Hall, 0023, South Elevation  Figure 0023.43, Lafayette Hall, 0023, North Elevation 
Detail of shear crack in areaway wall.    Detail of  planting area. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  

  
Figure 0023.44, Lafayette Hall, 0023, South Elevation  Figure 0023.45, Lafayette Hall, 0023, West Elevation 
View west of areaway. Note downspout extensions View south of site. Note overgrown walk and 
leading to drain in lower-left corner. foundation plantings.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the north and west margin of the building; 
this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building 
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• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the retaining wall can sustain the lateral forces 
acting on it.  If required, reinforce retaining wall.  Repair and repoint brick walls as required.  
Assume 200 sf. 

• Remove biological growth from the brick walk using gentlest means possible.  Implement a 
maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that not vines are growing on 
the building.  Assume 1,300 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wooden site elements such as fencing.  Replace rotted wood in 
kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures. Assume 65 LF. 

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may 
be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 100 lf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1916 – Original Drawings  
 

 
Figure 0023.46, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Basement Plan  
1916, Louis Mallett Architect 
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Figure 0023.47, Lafayette Hall, 0023, First Floor Plan  
1916, Louis Mallett Architect 
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Figure 0023.47, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Seocnd and Third Floor Plan 
1916, Louis Mallett Architect 
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Figure 0023.48, Lafayette Hall, 0023, East Elevation  
1916, Louis Mallett Architect 
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1987 – Reroofing 

  
Figure 0023.49, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Demolition and Proposed Roof  
1987, Ballou and  Justice Architects & Consulting Engineers 
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1999 – Renovations to Lafayette Hall 

 
 
Figure 0023.50, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Title Sheet  
1999, KOP Architects PC 
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Figure 0023.51, Lafayette Hall, 0023, A1- Elevations 
1999, KOP Architects PC 
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Figure 0023.52, Lafayette Hall, 0023, A2 – Window Schedule 
1999, KOP Architects PC 
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Undated – Floor Plans 

 
Figure 0023.53, Lafayette Hall, 0023, First Floor Plan 
Undated, No known author 
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Figure 0023.54, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Second Floor Plan 
Undated, No known author 
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Figure 0023.54, Lafayette Hall, 0023, Third Floor Plan 
Undated, No known author 
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Chapter 3.12: Existing Conditions 
0025 Starke House 
 

 
Figure 0025.1, Starke House, 0025, Key Plan Map-  
Building is highlighted in red.                                                                          

      

 
Figure 0025.2, Starke House, 0025, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Starke House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University near the 
southeast corner of West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the north perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings include 
Bowe House to the west and Anderson House to the east, which are separated from Starke House 
by narrow areaways.  At the north (front) elevation, a brick and stone border divides the house lot 
from the sidewalk, which is of concrete.  Three concrete steps with a metal rail are set into the 
border and access the steps to the main entry.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front (north) 
elevation and contains shrubberies and other small plantings.  A brick walkway is located along the 
east elevation and a narrow concrete walkway along the west elevation.  Each walkway accesses the 
parking lot behind the building. 
 
Summary Description of Starke House 
Starke House is a two-and-one-half-story, two-bay-wide building with a rear two-story section and 
currently houses administrative and faculty offices for the Department of Philosophy.  The building 
was designed circa 1900 as a residence in the Richardsonian Romanesque style.  It is a modified 
rectangle in plan.  A one-story projection of frame construction is located along the east elevation of 
the rear section, is clad in aluminum siding, and has a second-story balcony with wood balustrade.  
Starke House has a membrane roof with a slate false mansard and has two interior end brick 
chimneys at the east elevation and one at the west elevation.  The building is constructed of brick, 
which is laid in running bond at the front elevation.  The east bay of the front elevation projects at 
the first and second stories, with squared side walls at the first story and angled side walls at the 
second story.  This elevation has a bracketed wood cornice and is ornamented with brownstone 
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trim, including the window sills, voussoirs and keystones at the heads of the windows, a belt course 
adorned with carved rosettes at the east bay, and a carved plaque with floral motif above the belt 
course.  A one-story, one-bay-wide porch is located in the west bay.  The porch has six multifaceted 
brick columns with brownstone bands and capitals, which support a hipped roof with a dentiled 
wood cornice.  The porch has a patterned ceramic tile floor, an iron rail with an elaborate scroll 
motif, and is accessed by a short flight of brownstone steps with metal rail.   The wood front door 
has a single large central pane of glass, a leaded glass transom, and a brownstone threshold, and is 
flanked by two rectangular, one-light windows with leaded glass transoms. The remaining windows 
at the front elevation are typically one-over-one, hung wood windows.  At the projecting east bay’s 
first story, the front-facing wall contains two typical windows and the side walls each contain a one-
over-one stained glass window with wood frame.  At the second story of this bay, a typical window 
is located in each of the angled side walls, and the projecting space below the east sill is adorned with 
a wood scroll ornament.  Two brick, gable dormers are located at the mansard, and each has two 
lancet-shaped, one-over-one hung windows.  The windows at the side elevations and the rear section 
are typically one-over-one, two-over-two, or four-over-four hung wood windows with brick 
segmental-arched heads.  The east elevation of the rear section contains two doors set in segmental-
arched openings with transoms covered by bars.  The south door is glazed with wire glass at the 
upper half and has two panels below.  The north door has nine wire glass lights over two panels.  A 
nine-light-over-two-panel door is located in the south wall of the one-story projection.  
 

  
Figure 0025.3, Starke House, Partial East and South  Figure 0025.4, Starke House, South Elevation, 
Elevations, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of brick that is flush with the wall surface.  At each elevation, the foundation 
exhibits atmospheric soiling and vegetation growing close to or on the foundation.  Other typical 
conditions include mortar loss, holes in the mortar, and inappropriate or deteriorated repointing, 
including Portland cement and caulk repointing.  The west corner of the south elevation exhibits 
splash back adjacent to the spigot, causing mortar loss, spalling brick, and continual wetting of the 
wall.  At the east elevation of the three-story section, vines are growing up the foundation, and 
several areas have been patched with Portland cement.  Moisture is accumulating at the paved area 
abutting the east elevation and has spread to the adjacent foundation.  The foundation of the frame 
section with balcony along the east elevation exhibits soiling and small areas of loss.  A window well, 
located at the east brick foundation where it adjoins the frame section, is covered with rusted metal 
flashing.   
 

  
Figure 0025.5, Starke House, East Elevation, detail of   Figure 0025.6, Starke House, South Elevation, detail of  
deteriorating and missing mortar, atmospheric soiling,   ivy growing too close and splash back at foundation 
vegetation growing too close, vines growing up foundation,  from spigot.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  
and Portland cement patches.  Photograph 2016,  Architects 
Commonwealth Architects    
 

   
Figure 0025.7, Starke House, East Elevation, detail of   Figure 0025.8, Starke House, East Elevation, detail of 
moisture accumulation affecting both paved area and  inappropriate repointing with caulk.  Photograph 2016, 
foundation.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Commonwealth Architects  
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Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 280 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 280 sf.  
• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible.  Assume 560 sf. 
• Assume 280 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 

stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Remove rusted metal flashing at window well and replace with a waterproof hatch.    

 
Walls 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls are of brick, which is running bond at the front elevation and five- or seven-course 
American bond at the remaining elevations.  Typical conditions throughout the building include 
inappropriate repointing with Portland cement, mortar loss, spalling brick, and small areas of 
biological growth.  These conditions are generally less pronounced at the front elevation.  Large 
areas above and below the second-story window at the south elevation are inappropriately repointed 
with caulk, and there are several large holes in the mortar at the east elevation.  Atmospheric soiling 
is found at each elevation, particularly at brownstone elements such as window sills and the belt 
course with rosettes at the front elevation.  Many miscellaneous wires, pipes, and conduits, some of 
which may no longer be in use, are attached to the east elevation.  Efflorescence was noted around 
the northernmost first-story window at the east elevation.  The wood scroll ornament beneath the 
easternmost second-story window at the front elevation exhibits heavy paint loss.  The matching 
scroll ornament beneath the adjacent window to the west is now missing.  This window has an AC 
unit that is causing a moisture issue in the former location of the scroll, evidenced by flaking paint, 
discolored brick, and flashed areas at the wall.  The flashing is in poor condition and is not properly 
attached, which could allow moisture to penetrate the wall behind the flashing.  
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Figure 0025.9, Starke House, North Elevation, detail of  Figure 0025.10, Starke House, North Elevation, detail 
paint loss at wood scroll ornament and atmospheric  of moisture issue underneath window AC unit.  Note  
soiling at brownstone belt course with rosettes.  flaking paint at sill, discolored brick, and flashed areas  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects at wall.  Also note that matching decorative wood scroll 

is missing from sill.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects  

 

   
Figure 0025.11, Starke House, East Elevation, detail of   Figure 0025.12, Starke House, South Elevation, view of  
holes in mortar, atmospheric soiling, and spalling brick.   inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 3,400 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 1,800 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible.  

Assume 7,180 sf. 
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 2,370 sf. 
• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 

Assume 1,800 sf. 
• See window recommendations below regarding moisture issues related to AC units.   
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• Following remediation of moisture issue below AC unit at north elevation, create replica of 
existing wood scroll ornament and install at second story of projecting bay at north 
elevation.      

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume three chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  Typical conditions at all windows are flaking 
paint, general soiling, small areas of loss at the frames, debris buildup at all sills, and atmospheric 
soiling at the brownstone sills.  Older paint loss is painted over at many of the windows, creating a 
rough texture.  The glazing is in good condition at the stained glass windows; however, some are 
deteriorated at the frames, including the stained glass window at the east elevation, which exhibits 
heavy paint loss.  At the north elevation, the glazing is broken at the upper sash of the easternmost 
window.  The northernmost one-over-one window at the east elevation exhibits biological growth at 
the brick sill, likely due to moisture conditions from the AC unit.  This window also exhibits flaking 
paint, small areas of loss at the bottom rail, and paint drips at the meeting rail.  At the east elevation, 
the window above the north door has a horizontal crack at the wood sill. 
 
The windows that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in worse condition than those that do 
not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is 
sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to stone delamination, 
missing mortar, and constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls 
through capillary action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term 
care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning 
units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, 
as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is 
preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If 
permanent removal is not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo 
repairs.  The styles of the windows vary, but are typically 1/1 hung wood windows at the front 
elevation and 1/1, narrow 2/2, or 4/4 hung wood windows at the remaining elevations.  There is a 
stained glass window at both the east- and west-facing walls of the first-story projecting bay at the 
north elevation.  The wood front door has a leaded glass transom, as do the two 1-light windows 
flanking the front door. 
 
The majority of the windows are condition Level I or Level II.   The north elevation features 15  
windows (including east- and west- facing stained glass windows).  The east elevation features 
between 10 and 15 windows.  The south elevation features 5 windows (including two at the second 
story of the south elevation underneath the east balcony).  

• The size of windows range from 7 sf to 27 sf.   
• Approximately 13 of the windows contain window air-conditioning units.   
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The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
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Figure 0025.13, Starke House, North Elevation, detail of  Figure 0025.14, Starke House, East Elevation, detail of  
typical one-over-one hung wood window with AC unit.  typical four-over-four hung wood window.  Note split 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   wood sill and flaking paint.  Photograph 2016,  
       Commonwealth Architects 
 

  
Figure 0025.15, Starke House, North Elevation,   Figure 0025.16, Starke House, East Elevation, detail of  
detail of taped broken glazing at upper sash.   paint loss at window frame and atmospheric soiling at  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects brownstone sill.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 

Architects  
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front door is overall in good condition except for minor areas of wear, scratches, and paint loss.  
The brownstone threshold is delaminating and exhibits atmospheric soiling.  At the east elevation, 
the one-light wood door is historic and exhibits significant paint loss and wear throughout.  The 
adjacent six-light door is modern and in fair condition; the frame and transom are older and exhibit 
flaking paint.  The six-light door at the south elevation of the one-story frame section is modern and 
in good condition.  A door at the east elevation of the rear two-story section accesses the east 
balcony.   
 

  
Figure 0025.17, Starke House, North Elevation, detail   Figure 0025.18, Starke House, East Elevation, detail of 
of delaminating brownstone threshold.   one-light-over-two-panel wood door at rear two-story 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects section.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The doors should be maintained.  Assume five doors.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical 
residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then 
scrape and re-paint or re-finish the wood doors as required.   

• Restore hardware. Assume five sets of hardware. 
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• If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate doors. If 
this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.   

• Repair the delaminating brownstone front door threshold.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 2 sf. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
Much of the brownstone trim at the front porch is delaminating; this condition is particularly 
advanced at the bands at each brick column and the areas beneath the iron rail.  Most of the 
brownstone also exhibits atmospheric soiling and biological growth.  The brownstone steps are 
heavily worn and delaminated, resulting in a large hole at the base of the top step.  Adjacent to this 
step, there is a large crack in the patterned ceramic tile porch floor.  The concrete steps leading to 
the sidewalk exhibit cracks, atmospheric soiling, and areas of loss, and there is paint loss at the metal 
handrail.  The dentiled wood porch cornice has atmospheric soiling and paint deterioration 
throughout, and a small area of rot at the front west corner.  The decorative iron rail and grille 
exhibit corrosion, and some of the components are bent.  There is efflorescence at the porch 
foundation.  The brickwork at the front porch is overall in fair to good condition other than 
atmospheric soiling and inappropriate repointing.  There is paint loss and a displaced baluster at the 
wood rail of the east balcony.   
 

  
Figure 0025.19, Starke House, North Elevation, detail of  Figure 0025.20, Starke House, North Elevation, detail  
delaminating brownstone at front porch column.  of delaminating brownstone under front porch rail. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0025.21, Starke House, West Elevation, detail    Figure 0025.22, Starke House, North Elevation, detail  
of corrosion at decorative iron rail at front porch.    of delamination, wear, and area of loss at front  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   brownstone steps.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  
       Architects 
Architectural Recommendations: 

• Repair and repoint brick at front porch as necessary, with particular attention to areas that 
have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is 
pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  
Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible 
mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 385 sf. 

• Repair all delaminating brownstone.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 210 sf. 
• Remove biological growth from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 120 sf. 
• Repair the iron rail, iron grille, and metal stair rail at the front porch.  Minor paint failure 

may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may 
require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 30 lf. 

• Clean brownstone, brick, and concrete to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the 
gentlest means possible. Assume 540 sf.   

• Assume 270 sf of the same brownstone, brick, and concrete elements will need additional 
cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until 
the first pass is complete. 

• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 
match the existing historic tile.  Assume 110 sf. 

• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 110 sf.  

• As needed, clean wood porch cornice of dirt and sediments.  Assume 31 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint porch eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 31 lf. 
• Repair the cracks and areas of loss in the front concrete steps adjacent to sidewalk.  Assume 

33 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint balcony railing.  Assume 25 lf.   
• Repair one displaced baluster at balcony railing.  
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Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The building has a mix of built-in and external gutters, and external metal downspouts.  In several 
cases, the water exits the downspouts at grade.  Some of the downspouts do not have extenders 
attached, therefore water is exiting the downspouts immediately adjacent to the building.  This 
condition is contributing to biological growth, mortar deterioration, and moisture penetration issues.  
These conditions are found at the wall adjacent to the downspout in the northeast corner of the 
building, which lacks an extender.  The water from this downspout may be exiting into the 
crawlspace through the adjacent vent.  Leaves and other debris are accumulating in the hung gutter 
at the one-story frame section.  The pipe adjacent to the six-light door at the east elevation of the 
rear two-story section is most likely a soil stack with venting (Figure 0025.24).  The horizontal pipe 
is assumed to be coming from a second-story toilet.  While technically not within the scope of the 
project, it should be noted that all lines on this pipe appear to be inaccurately sized.  The horizontal 
line appears to have no slope.  This would explain any apparent leakage residue.   
 
 

  
Figure 0025.23, Starke House, East Elevation, detail of   Figure 0025.24, Starke House, East Elevation, detail  
downspout lacking extender.  Photograph 2016, of soil stack with inaccurately sized lines.  Note that  
Commonwealth Architects horizontal line appears to have no slope.  Photograph 

2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 

water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  

• Engage an MEP engineer to investigate the conditions at the soil stack at the east elevation 
of the rear two-story section.  Pending this investigation, implement the MEP engineer’s 
recommendations.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The modillioned wood cornice at the north elevation exhibits minor atmospheric soiling and flaking 
paint.  The east end of this cornice is painted with red paint, which does not match the existing paint 
colors on the remainder of the cornice.  The cornice at the one-story frame section is heavily soiled, 
and the cornice at the balcony roof above exhibits paint loss. The cornice at the east elevation of the 
rear two-story section exhibits atmospheric soiling.  The metal coping at the rear two-story section 
exhibits paint loss.   
 

   
Figure 0025.25, Starke House, North Elevation, detail   Figure 0025.26, Starke House, East Elevation, detail of 
of modillioned wood cornice.  Note minor soiling,   atmospheric soiling at cornice.  Photograph 2016, 
paint deterioration, and unmatched red paint.   Commonwealth Architects 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 127 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 127 lf. 
 

Site 
Existing Condition: 
Vegetation is growing too close to or on the foundation at each elevation, which is holding moisture 
against the foundation and promoting biological growth.  At the north elevation, the stone border 
abutting the sidewalk is cracked and exhibits atmospheric soiling.  The concrete border abutting the 
front porch’s west foundation exhibits biological growth.  The brick walkway along the east 
elevation is in poor condition.  The bricks are displaced and exhibit biological growth, sections of 
the stone border are missing, and the steps are displaced and missing mortar.  Paved areas directly 
abut the one-story frame section and the east elevation of the rear two-story section.  Moisture is 
accumulating at the paved area near the east elevation of the rear two-story section and spreading to 
the adjacent foundation.  The source of this condition is unclear, but may be attributable to a lack of 
positive drainage away from the building; a possible blocked gutter leading water to overflow onto 
the ground; or dripping of AC units.  In the same location, a grate over a window well is displaced.   
 

  
Figure 0025.27, Starke House, North Elevation, detail of Figure 0025.28, Starke House, East Elevation, detail 
displaced bricks, missing sections of  border at walkway, of moisture accumulation at paved area abutting   
and missing mortar and displacement at steps.  Photograph building.  Also note displaced grate at window well.  
2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016,  Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• There are currently foundation plantings around the north and west margin of the building; 

this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building. 

• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that vines are not 
growing on the building.   

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the buildings.  Assume 335 sf.    

• Repair cracks at stone border abutting sidewalk at north elevation.  Assume 25 lf. 
• Remove biological growth from the concrete border against the west front porch foundation 

and from the brick walkway at the east elevation.  Assume 160 sf.   
• Repair walkway at east elevation, including re-setting brick, replacing missing brick, repairing 

stone border, and re-setting brownstone steps.  Assume 150 sf. 
• Re-set displaced grate at window well at east elevation.  
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Drawing Catalog 
1902 – Alterations and Additions 
 

 
Figure 0025.29, Starke House, 0025, Front Elevation and First Floor Plan 
1902, Noland & Baskervill Architects 
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Chapter 3.13: Existing Conditions 
0027 Crenshaw House 
 
 
 

 
Figure 0027.1, Crenshaw House, 0027, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0027.2, Crenshaw House, 0027, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Crenshaw House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University near 
the southeast corner of West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the north perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings include 
Kearney House to the west and Bowe House to the east, which are separated from Crenshaw House 
by narrow alleys.  At the north (front) elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from the 
sidewalk, which is of concrete.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front (north) elevation and is 
covered with ivy.  A state historical highway marker for the Equal Suffrage League of Virginia is 
located in the planting bed.  Three concrete steps with a metal rail are set into the stone border and 
access the steps to the main entry.  Concrete walkways occupy the alleys to either side of the 
building and access the parking lot behind the building.   
 
Summary Description of Crenshaw House 
Crenshaw House is a three-story building with a basement and currently contains the Department of 
Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies.  The building was designed circa 1900 as a residence in a 
hybrid design of Italianate and Colonial Revival styles.  It is a modified rectangle in plan with a 
three-story rear addition, behind which is a small, one-story porch which was infilled to provide 
finished square footage.  Other than the rear porch infill, Crenshaw House is constructed of brick, 
which is painted at the front elevation.  The building has a membrane roof and five chimneys.  A 
classical copper cornice, featuring a repeating pattern of triglyphs and paterae at the frieze and 
acroteria at the roof line, adorns the front elevation and the north end of the east elevation.  At the 
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front elevation, rusticated stone belt courses divide each story and are continuous with the stone 
window lintels.  The east bay of the front elevation contains a three-story bay window projection.  A 
one-story, one-bay-wide entry porch is located in the west bay and is accessed by a short flight of 
concrete stairs with metal rail.  The porch is of stone construction and has a pair of Doric columns 
on rectilinear plinths at each corner, with a single engaged column at the wall behind the west pair of 
columns.  The columns support a smooth stone entablature with copper cornice and frieze with the 
same triglyph-and-paterae motif as the main cornice.  The porch floor is finished with black and 
white tiles laid in a checkerboard pattern and has a stone balustrade with decorative iron balusters.  
The front door is of wood construction with a large glass panel, molded wood frame, and leaded 
glass transom.  Windows at the front elevation are one-over-one, hung wood windows with stone 
sills.  The three-story bay window contains three windows at each story.  In the west bay, there is a 
single window west of the front door, a pair of windows at the second story, and a single window at 
the third story.  The east elevation of the building has a projecting bay toward the center, which 
contains typical windows with smooth stone sills and rusticated stone lintels.  South of this bay at 
the first story is a large three-sash, wood-framed, leaded glass window containing a fixed center sash 
flanked by two, one-over-one sash with a stone sill and lintel.  North of this window the wall 
projects slightly and the south wall of the projection contains a narrow, ten-light wood door with 
transom and brick segmental-arched head.  A one-story, one-bay-wide brick projection toward the 
rear of the east elevation contains an additional three-sash, wood-framed, leaded glass window with 
a leaded glass transom above each sash.  Below this window is a wood basement door containing 
two lights over two panels, which is set within a segmental-arched opening and is accessed by a 
stairwell located south of the brick projection.   
 

   
Figure 0027.3, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elevation, Figure 0027.4, Crenshaw House, 0027, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0027.5, Crenshaw House, 0027, South Elevation, Figure 0027.6, Crenshaw House, 0027, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is brick, which is laid in common bond.  Much of the surrounding areas of the 
foundation is paved, which is resulting in splashback.  The splashback is contributing to mortar loss 
and the presence of biological growth.  A portion of the foundation is concrete.  The concrete area 
is located at the basement areaway. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 1,000 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 800 sf.  
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Walls 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls are constructed of brick laid in common bond.  The primary (north) elevation is painted a 
pale yellow and features rusticated stone belt courses which divide each story and are continuous 
with the stone window lintels.  Flaking paint was noted at the north elevation.  The secondary 
elevations show evidence of being painted in the past, although the majority of the paint has worn 
off, revealing the red brick beneath.  The east elevation shows evidence of a porch being mounted 
to the wall after the elevation was painted.  The outline of floor framing and a railing are visible in 
the remaining paint. The east wall is patched where the porch joists intersected the wall.  The 
historic rear porch is enclosed with what appears to be plywood.  The enclosed porch is painted the 
same yellow as the primary elevation.  An elevated concrete connector provides access from the 
second floor of Crenshaw House to Bowe House to the east.  It is unclear as to the condition of the 
connector, as it inaccessible from the exterior.  General mortar loss was noted on all elevations.  
Biological growth is present, particularly at the base of the walls.  A shear crack is located adjacent to 
the small door in the west recess.  Vines are growing up the base of the north and east elevations. 
 

  
Figure 0027.7, Crenshaw House, 0027,North Elevation,    Figure 0027.8, Crenshaw House, 0027, East Elevation, 
View of the painted brick walls. Note stone belt course.  Detail of brick walls. Note dirt and paint remnants. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0027.9, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elevation, Figure 0027.10, Crenshaw House, 0027, East Elevation, 
Detail of shear crack at brick wall.    Detail of brick walls. Note vines growing on brick. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 5,500 sf. 

• Repair the shear crack at the west recess.  Follow the masonry repair guidelines.  Assume 10 
sf. 

• Following the stone repair guidelines, repair the rusticated stone sill and lintels, paying 
particular attention to the vertical and horizontal joints.  Caulk or sealant is an inappropriate 
repair material.  Assume 100 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 3,000 sf. 

• Repair the elevated connecting corridor as required.  A structural engineer may need to be 
engaged in order to verify that the connections of the connector into the brick walls are 
structurally sound.  Assume 600 sf. 
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• Using the gentlest means possible, remove the remnants of the paint at the secondary 
elevations. Assume 8,000 sf. 

• Repaint the north elevation using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located 
in the overview of this report.  Assume 1,500 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 6,000 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible. Assume 11,000 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 3,000 sf. 
• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume at minimum, five chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  The windows have stone or wood sills.  Rot is 
located on many of windows, particularly at the windows which possess wooden sills.  The windows 
that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in far worse condition than those that do not 
contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is sitting 
on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to the stone delamination, 
missing mortar, and constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls 
through capillary action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term 
care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning 
units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, 
as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is 
preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If 
permanent removal is not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo 
repairs.  The majority of the windows are condition Level II or Level III.  In some cases, bottom 
sashes may need to be replaced.  
 
The north elevation features a total of 15 window openings.  The majority of the windows are 1/1 
double-hung and possess a rusticated stone lintel and sill.  The main entry features a single transom 
with a leaded geometric came design.  The glass in this transom is heavy beveled glass.  Three 
windows possess a window A/C.  The bottom sash of one of the first-floor windows was replaced 
with plywood painted to match the existing sashes.  The two basement windows are infilled with 
plywood.  It is unclear as to whether the plywood was applied over the windows, or if the windows 
at this location are no longer present. Consider removing the plywood if the windows remain in 
place.  If the windows are no longer present, consider installing new windows to match the existing 
windows in the opening.  The windows on this elevation range approximately from 7 sf to 27 sf.  
The area of the entry transom is 7 sf. 
 
The east elevation features a total of 18 window openings.  The majority of the windows are 1/1 
double-hung.  Two of the windows are fixed.  Three of the windows possess rusticated stone lintels 
and smooth stone sills.  The remaining 15 windows possess segmental arch brick lintels and wood 
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sills.  6 windows possess a window A/C.  The windows on this elevation range approximately from 
5 sf to 27 sf.   
 
The south elevation features a total of 11 window openings.  The majority of the windows are 1/1 
double-hung.  A casement window features a leaded geometric came design.  This window features a 
matching transom and is flanked to either side by fixed windows with transoms of the same design. 
The window sills and rails of this window are in poor condition.  The double-hung windows possess 
segmental arch brick lintels and wood sills.  2 windows possess a window A/C.  The windows on 
this elevation range approximately from 5 sf to 20 sf.   
 
The west elevation features a total of 20 windows.  The majority of the windows are wood, 1/1 
double-hung and feature a brick segmental arch.  A large fixed window is located on the west 
elevation and is flanked to either side by a fixed window.  This set of fixed windows features a 
geometric leaded came design and a smooth stone lintel and sill.  1 window possesses a window 
A/C.  1 window is infilled with brick.  3 feature security bars.  The windows on this elevation range 
approximately from 5 sf to 38 sf.   
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
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Figure 0027.11, Crenshaw House, 0027,North Elevation,            Figure 0027.12, Crenshaw House, 0027,South Elevation 
Detail of standard window with A/C and plywood infill. Diamond pane fixed and casement window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0027.13, Crenshaw House, 0027, South Elevation, Figure 0027.14, Crenshaw House 0027, North 
Detail of window frame damage.    Elevation, Diamond pane fixed and casement window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
 
 
 
 
Doors 
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Existing Condition: 
The main entrance features a single historic door with a stained finish.  The door features one large 
glass light of beveled glass and historic hardware.  The door is flanked with a heavy wood molding 
with carved fern leaves and simple plinth blocks.  The door features a rusticated lintel, lead came 
transom, and smooth stone sill.  The door is in good condition, with the exception that the finish is 
worn, particularly at the base of the door.  The entrance at the west recess is a narrow, painted 
wood, ten-light door with transom and historic hardware.  It appears the glass has received a coat of 
paint on the interior.  The basement access door is a single, two-light over two-panel door with 
retrofitted hardware (the historic hardware is missing.)  The infilled rear porch features a non-
historic single panel metal door with non-historic hardware. 
 

  
Figure 0027.15, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elevation, Figure 0027.16, Crenshaw House, 0027, East Elevation, 
Detail of main entrance door.  Note wear of finish at  Detail of door and transom.  Note paint at interior side 
bottom of the door.  Note leaded glass transom.  of the glass panes.  Note paint remnants at walls. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0027.17, Crenshaw House, 0027,South Elevation, Figure 0027.18, Crenshaw House, 0027, South  
Detail of basement entry door.  Note missing hardware. Elevation, Detail of infillled porch non-historic entry. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume three single doors. Replace rotted wood 
in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of 
any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  
Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the historic wood doors as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume two sets of hardware. 
• Consider re-installing historic hardware at the basement door. 
• Remove the paint from the glass of the single door at the west recess.  If desired, mount a 

window covering for privacy and/or light control. 
• Maintain the existing non-historic metal doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint door 

and trim.  If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate 
doors. If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  Assume two doors. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The primary entrance porch is located in the west bay of the north elevation and is accessed by a 
short flight of concrete stairs with metal rail.  The porch is of stone construction and has a pair of 
Doric columns on rectilinear plinths at each corner, with a single engaged column at the wall behind 
the west pair of columns.  The columns support a smooth stone entablature with copper cornice 
and frieze featuring a triglyph-and-paterae motif.  The copper cornice has water damage, most likely 
due to water overflowing the porch roof gutters.  The porch floor is finished with black and white 
tiles laid in a checkerboard pattern and has a stone balustrade with decorative iron balusters.   A 
large crack in the tile runs diagonally across the porch floor.  biological growth is present at the base 
of the porch, particularly at the stone sides of the steps.  Rust is present where the retrofitted railing 
intersects the concrete sidewalk and upper step.  The stone balustrade at the upper portion of the 
porch has received many coats of what appears to be a mastic coating over top of flashing at the 
base of the balustrade.  This repair appears to have been undertaken due to water overflowing the 
gutters onto the roof of the porch.  It also appears that caulk was applied to the joints of the rail of 
the stone balustrade.  

The infilled rear porch features a utilitarian wood stoop, stairs, and railing.  The railing does not 
appear to be to constructed to a modern building code.   

A basement areaway is located at the rear of the building.  It is accessed by a set of concrete stairs.  
The stairs and areaway lack guardrails and handrails. 

A wooden fire escape is located on the western side of the building and accesses the upper floors.  
The fire escape is in fair condition.   

  
Figure 0027.19, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elevation, Figure 0027.20, Crenshaw House, 0027, North  
Detail of main entry porch.     Elevation , Detail of tile porch flooring.  Note crack. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0027.21, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elevation, Figure 0027.22, Crenshaw House, 0027, South Elev. 
Detail of porch base and railing. Note biological growth. Detail of basement entry.  Note lack of guardrails. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Remove biological growth from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 1,000 sf. 
• Repair the stair railings and decorative metal porch railings at the main entry.  Minor paint 

failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration 
may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 16 lf. 

• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 
match the existing historic tile.  Assume 20 sf. 

• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 50 sf.  

• Install new code-compliant guardrails, handrails, and a security gate at the basement areaway.  
Assume 60 lf. 

• Consider installing a new, more permanent porch, stairs, guardrail and handrail at the rear 
porch entrance. Assume 80 sf. 

• Repair the existing wood fire escape.  Clean wood fire escape of dirt and sediments.    
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation 
procedures.  Assume 2,000 sf of surface area. 
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•  If desired, as a long-term goal, consider the replacement of the wood fire escape with a fire 
escape that is more permanent in nature.  Assume 2,000 sf of surface area. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
Existing Condition: 
The gutters and downspouts of this building vary in material, shape, and size.  With the exception of 
the main entry porch, the gutters and downspouts of the Crenshaw House are located on secondary 
elevations.  The gutters of the main entrance porch are copper and feed into one copper downspout 
on the west side of the building.  The gutters are not properly sloped toward the single downspout.  
This is resulting in water overflowing the gutters and contributing to the biological growth, copper 
cornice damage, and various other issues occurring at the porch below.  Because of the incorrect 
slope, water is also sitting in the gutters (see image on right below.)  The downspout for the porch 
roof is bent and corroding.  It intersects a boot just above the sidewalk; the boot is rusted and 
corroded, allowing water to escape the system.  The gutters at the rear of the building are primarily 
built-in to the wood cornice, although there are also scuppers and external gutters.  The downspouts 
are primarily round metal downspouts that are painted.  Damage was noted at the majority of the 
downspouts, particularly where the downspouts feed into the boots of an underground drainage 
system.  Where downspouts do not connect to the underground drainage system, a lack of 
extensions to carry the water away from the building foundations was noted.  In at least one case, 
the end of a downspout was crushed. 

  
Figure 0027.23, Crenshaw House, 0027, West Elevation, Figure 0027.24, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elev. 
Detail of downspout and boot.  Note damage and rust.  Detail of porch gutters.  Note standing water. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0027.25, Crenshaw House, 0027, South Elevation, Figure 0027.26, Crenshaw House, 0027, South Elev. 
Detail of downspout and boot.  Note biological growth  Detail of downspout.  Note crushed in and lack of an 
radiating from the connection.    extension. Note biological growth at adjacent building 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Consider re-routing any downspouts from inside of the building or those that pierce the 
porch roof structure to the exterior. 

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   
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• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
A classical copper cornice, featuring a repeating pattern of triglyphs and paterae at the frieze and 
acroteria at the roof line, adorns the front elevation and the north end of the east elevation.  The 
cornice continues in a less elaborate configuration along the east elevation of the original portion of 
the building.   A similar, less elaborate cornice is located on the main entry porch.  A wooden 
cornice with built-in gutter is located at the rear of the building.  A wooden cornice is also located 
on the rear infilled porch. 
  

  
Figure 0027.27, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elevation, Figure 0027.28, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elev. 
Detail of copper cornice at porch.  Note brushing.  Detail of copper cornice. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0027.29, Crenshaw House, 0027 East Elevation,    Figure 0027.30, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elev. 
Detail of copper cornice at secondary elevation.  Detail of wood cornice at secondary elevation. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornices and copper cornices of dirt and sediments.  Assume 360 lf. 
• As needed, repair the copper cornice.  Replicate missing elements from surviving materials.  

Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures. Assume 360 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint wood eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 360 lf. 
• Ensure that the cornice is snug against the walls to prevent moisture and pest infiltration.  

Seal where required.  Assume 360 lf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The site of Crenshaw House is urban in nature, with a large percentage of the site paved with 
impervious materials.  The north elevation features a planting area adjacent to the sidewalk that is 
filled with ivy and monkey grass. The ivy is beginning to climb the north and east walls of the 
building.  A low stone retaining wall is located between the planting bed and the sidewalk.  
Biological growth is located on the wall. A wooden plank walkway is located to the west of 
Crenshaw House and accesses a wooden fire escape.  A concrete walkway is located to the east of 
the building.  At the narrowest portion, adjacent to the east elevation, the concrete is broken and 
shifted.  A condensate line empties near the broken and shifted portion of the concrete. A paved 
parking area is located adjacent to the southern portion of the building.  Shrubbery is planted 
adjacent to the south elevation. 
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Figure 0027.31, Crenshaw House, 0027, East Elevation,    Figure 0027.32, Crenshaw House, 0027, East Elevation 
Detail of broken pavement and condensate line.  Detail of ivy bed adjacent to the building 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0027.33, Crenshaw House, 0027, North Elevation, Figure 0027.34, Crenshaw House, 0027, East Elevation 
Detail of ivy-filled planting bed    Detail of stone planter.  Note biological growth. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the north, south, and east margin of the 
building; this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept 
at least 24” away from the building. 
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• Remove biological growth from the concrete walk at the east elevation using gentlest means 
possible. Assume 100 sf. 

•  Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that no vines are 
growing on the building. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface area and ensure and water is 
positively drained away from the buildings. Assume 500 sf.    

• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   

• While technically not within the scope of this project, consider rerouting the condensate line 
at the east so that water is not ejected adjacent to the building’s foundation and walls.  
Coordinate with an MEP engineer. 
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Drawing Catalog 
2010 – Exterior Renovation 
 

 
Figure 0027.35, Crenshaw House, 0027, Exterior Renovation, Elevations 
2010, KOP Architects PC 
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Chapter 3.14: Existing Conditions 
0034 Bowe House 
 

  
Figure 0034.1, Bowe House, 0034, Key Plan Map-  Figure 0034.2 Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation 
Building is highlighted in red.    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
                                                      
Site Description 
Bowe House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University near the 
southeast corner of West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the north perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings include 
Crenshaw House to the west and Starke House to the east, which are separated from Bowe House 
by narrow alleys.  At the north (front) elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from the 
sidewalk, which is of concrete.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front (north) elevation and is 
planted with shrubberies.  Three stone steps are set into the stone border and access a concrete 
walkway and steps to the main entry.  Concrete walkways occupy the alleys to either side of the 
building.   
 
Summary Description of Bowe House 
Bowe House is a three-story, three-bay-wide building with a basement and currently contains faculty 
office space for the L. Douglas Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs.  The building was 
designed circa 1900 as a residence in the Italianate style.  It is a modified rectangle in plan with a 
three-story, two-bay-wide rear addition.  Bowe House is constructed of brick, which at the front 
elevation has a red wash and is laid in running bond, and at the rear addition is painted.  The original 
building has a hipped roof and two chimneys along the east elevation.  This section also has a wide 
wood cornice featuring decoratively carved modillions, dentils, scrolled brackets, and carved panels 
at the frieze.  The rear addition has a low-sloped roof with two chimneys along the west elevation.  
A one-bay-wide, one-story entry porch is located in the westernmost bay of the front elevation.  The 
porch has two metal Corinthian columns with paneled metal plinths, matching pilasters at the wall 
behind the columns, a metal balustrade, and a tile floor laid in a black-and-white checkerboard 
pattern.  The porch roof features a heavy molded wood entablature with modillions and is accessed 
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by a short flight of stone stairs with metal rail.  A deep, paneled wood recess framed by the entry 
porch contains wood double doors topped by a transom.  Each leaf of the double doors contains 
one light over a decorative panel.  Windows at the original section are typically 1/1 or 2/2, hung 
wood sash with stone sills and stone lintels with drop ends.  Fenestration at the front elevation is 
symmetrical, with a typical one-over-one window in each bay of each story.  At the west elevation of 
this section, a third-story window is infilled with brick and second- and third-story doors access a 
metal fire escape.  A narrow, three-story projection toward the rear of this section contains two 
typical, two-over-two windows and a first-story, six-panel wood door with transom and stone lintel 
with drop ends.  The rear addition contains mostly four-over-four, hung wood windows in 
segmental-arched openings, typically placed symmetrically on each façade.  Near the north end of 
the addition’s east elevation is a three-story frame projection adjoining the rear of the original 
section.  The projection contains multi-light, hung wood windows with transoms at each level and is 
accessed by two wood doors, each with four lights over three panels.  An additional fire escape is 
located at the east elevation of the addition. 
 

  
Figure 0034.3, Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation Figure 0034.4, Bowe House, 0034, West Elevation 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0034.5, Bowe House, 0034, South Elevation Figure 0034.6, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundations are constructed with brick laid in running bond.  The brick at the rear of the 
building is painted. Several areas of the foundations exhibit splash back and deteriorating and 
missing mortar.  Spalling and bulging is occurring at the basement foundation on the east elevation. 
 

            
Figure 0034.7, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation Figure 0034.8, Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation 
Detail of foundation.  Note biological growth.  Detail of foundation.  Note discoloration.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 300 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 200 sf.  
 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls of all elevations are constructed of brick laid in a running bond.  The addition at the rear 
of the property is painted a medium gray.  It appears that the paint used on the addition contains an 
additive such as sand that provides a rough texture to the paint.  Mortar loss is occurring on all 
elevations.  Areas with particularly large losses include the area directly beneath the windows on the 
main elevation.  In addition to mortar loss, most of these areas also contain step cracks beneath the 
windows.  Splashback is occurring at the base of the walls, which is most likely contributing to the 
mortar loss.  Biological growth, as well as efflorescence, and dirt accumulation are occurring on all 
elevations.  At the south elevation, is a wood frame addition containing multi-light windows.  The 
wood is in fair condition, with evidence of flaking paint occurring at painted surfaces.  An elevated 
concrete connector provides access from the second floor of Bowe House to Crenshaw House to 
the west.  It is unclear as to the condition of the connector, as it inaccessible from the exterior.   
 

   
Figure 0034.9, Bowe House, 0034, West Elevation Figure 0034.10, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation 
Detail of wall.  Note splashback and damp area at base. Detail of wall.  Note spalling brick and missing paint.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 3,000 sf. 

• Repair the elevated connecting corridor as required.  A structural engineer may need to be 
engaged in order to verify that the connections of the connector into the brick walls are 
structurally sound.  Note: This recommendation overlaps with Crenshaw House.  Assume 
600 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 4,000 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible. Assume 10,200 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 3,000 sf. 
• Repaint the south addition using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located 

in the overview of this report.  Assume 6,500 sf. 
• As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the projection at the rear of the building.  Consolidate 

and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where 
wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before 
priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles. Assume 800 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume at minimum, four chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  Rot is located on many of windows, particularly 
at the windows which possess wooden sills.  Some missing elements such as mullions were noted.  
The windows that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in far worse condition than those that 
do not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is 
sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to the stone 
delamination, missing mortar, and constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked 
into the walls through capillary action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the 
long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-
conditioning units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of 
the windows, as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system 
replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive 
system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows 
undergo repairs.  The total number of windows is 73.  The majority of the windows are condition 
Level II or Level III.  In some cases, bottom sashes may need to be replaced.  
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The north elevation features a total of 10 window openings.  The majority of the windows are 1/1 
double-hung and possess a smooth stone lintel and sill.  The main entry features a single transom 
with fixed glass.  Two windows possess a window A/C.  The windows on this elevation range 
approximately from 22 sf to 31 sf.  The area of the entry transom is 7 sf. 
 
The east elevation features a total of 28 windows.  The majority of the windows are wood, 4/4 
double-hung and feature a brick segmental arch.  7 windows possess a window A/C.  The three 
basement windows are infilled with plywood panels.  It is unclear as to whether the plywood was 
applied over the windows, or if the windows at this location are no longer present. Consider 
removing the plywood if the windows remain in place.  If the windows are no longer present, 
consider installing new windows to match the existing windows in the opening.  The windows on 
this elevation average around 20 sf each. 
 
The south elevation features a total of 20 window openings.  This elevation features the most 
eclectic grouping of windows including an addition containing multi-light, hung wood windows with 
transoms at each level.  Configurations include 1/1, 2/2, 4/4, and 6/6 hung windows.   2 windows 
are fixed.  3 windows possess a window A/C.  The windows on this elevation average around 20 sf 
each. 
 
The west elevation features a total of 15 window openings.  The majority of the windows are 4/4 
double-hung. the two basement windows are fixed.  The majority of the windows have wood sills.  
The remaining 15 windows possess segmental arch brick lintels and wood sills.  None of the 
windows possess a window A/C.  The average area of the windows on this elevation is 19 sf. 
 
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
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C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
 

  
Figure 0034.11, Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation Figure 0034.12, Bowe House, 0034, South Elevation 
Detail of typical window at primary elevation. Detail of typical secondary window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The main entrance at the north elevation consists of a pair of painted wood double doors with single 
lights of glass above a decorative panel.  This entrance features a fixed glass transom with “917” 
painted onto the glass.  The door and transom is set back within a deep paneled wood recess.  The 
paint on the door is peeling severely, particularly at the west half.  A secondary entrance features a 
six-panel wood door with historic hardware. The east elevation features five six-paneled wood doors 
with transoms above and a basement access door.   The doors are in various condition, ranging from 
poor to good. The south elevation features two wooden and glass doors.  Both doors are in poor 
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condition.  The door at the right features severely flaking paint to the point of exposing raw wood 
beneath.  The west elevation features two doors which access the fire escape.  It is unclear as to what 
type of doors there are, as they are not visible from grade.  These two west elevation doors possess 
wood screen doors.   
 

  
Figure 0034.13, Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation Figure 0034.14, Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation 
Detail of main entrance. Note paint loss at lower right. Detail of secondary entrance.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume 12 single doors, 2 screen doors, and a pair 
of double doors. Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already 
scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   
Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the 
historic wood doors, trim, wood paneled recesses, and sills as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume 14 sets of hardware. 
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges.   
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Figure 0034.15, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation Figure 0034.16, Bowe House, 0034 South Elevation 
Detail of secondary entrance. Detail of rear entrance.  Note extreme paint loss. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The north elevation features a one-bay-wide, one-story entry porch in the westernmost bay of the 
front elevation.  The porch has two metal Corinthian columns with paneled metal plinths, matching 
pilasters at the wall behind the columns, a metal balustrade, and a tile floor laid in a black-and-white 
checkerboard pattern.  The porch roof features a heavy molded wood entablature with modillions 
and is accessed by a short flight of stone stairs with metal rail.  The metal components of the porch 
are rusting to the point where portions of the detail are missing.  The most severe corrosion is 
occurring where the metal components come in contact with the porch such as column bases and 
balustrade.  Multiple layers of uneven paint are located on all details of the porch.  Hairline cracks 
are located in the layered paint of the architectural details.  The porch is accessed by stone steps with 
retrofitted wrought iron railings.  Rust is located where the railings contact the concrete path. Large 
amounts of biological growth are located on the porch steps.  Much of the bedding grout at the 
porch tile is missing.  The porch structure appears to be settling and rotating away from the building.  
A gap of approximately one inch was noted between the steps and porch structure.  
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A secondary entrance porch is located on the north elevation.  The porch is of simple wood 
construction and is in fair condition.  The porch floor boards are cupping and rotating away from 
the porch framing.  A large amount of biological growth is present on the flat surfaces of the porch. 
 
A small porch is located on the east elevation with plan rectangular columns, low-sloped hip roof, 
and wooden cornice. The porch railing is comprised of simple rectangular balusters and top and 
bottom rails.  The foundation consists of brick piers.  The porch floor acts as a covered area above 
the basement access area.  A metal railing acts as a guard at the basement access area.  The east 
elevation also features a metal fire escape which accesses the second and third floors before 
connecting to a wooden porch at the south wood framed projection. The west elevation also 
features a metal fire escape that accesses the second and third floors.   
 

  
Figure 0034.17, Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation Figure 0034.18, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation 
Detail of main entry porch.  Note rust stains at concrete. Detail of fire escape and east porches. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0034.19, Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation Figure 0034.20, Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation 
Detail of rusting column base at main entrance porch. Detail of secondary porch.  Note biological growth.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 

  
Figure 0034.21, Bowe House, 0034, West Elevation Figure 0034.22, Bowe House, 0034, West Elevation 
Detail of settling main entrance steps. Detail of settling main entrance steps. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 
 

• Remove biological growth from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 700 sf. 
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• Repair the stair railings and decorative metal porch railings at the main entry.  Minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration 
may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 12 lf. 

• Completely remove the layers of paint front the metal decorative components of the man 
entry porch including but not limited to the columns, pilasters and balustrade.  Patch and 
repair missing pieces of cast iron.  Prime with rust prohibitive primer and two coats of 
appropriate paint.  Apply sealant around junction of elements and the porch.  Refer to the 
paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 175 sf (includes 8 lf of 
railing). 

• Consult a structural engineer in designing a repair for the settling fort porch structure. 
Assume 120 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the structural stability, including connections, of 
the two fire escapes is sound.  Assume 1170 sf. 

• Repair existing metal components of the fire escape.  Areas of severe deterioration may 
require rust remediation.  Assume 350 sf. 

• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 
match the existing historic tile.  Removal of all tile, repairing the base layers of the tile, and 
relaying/grouting the tile may be required.  Assume 45 sf. 

• If replacement of damaged tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 45 sf.  

• Repair the wood porch at the north elevation.  Replace rotted wood in-kind where necessary.  
Consider resetting the porch to better drain away from the adjacent walls.  Verify 
connections and re-nail where needed.  Prime and paint with two coats of paint. Assume 60 
sf. 

• Install new code-compliant guardrails, handrails, and a security gate at the basement areaway.  
Assume 25 lf. 

• Repair wooden components of porch at east elevation.  Clean wood of dirt and sediments.    
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation 
procedures.  Assume 170 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the elevated structure of the east porch is sound.   
 

Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The gutters and downspouts of this building vary in material, shape, and size.  With the exception of 
the main entry porch, the gutters and downspouts of the Bowe House are located on secondary 
elevations.  The majority of the gutters are built-in gutters that are synonymous with the wood 
cornice at the secondary elevations.  Downspouts are primarily metal and round. Some of the 
downspouts are corroded or broken, allowing water to run down the face of the building. The 
majority of the water exits the downspouts at grade.  Many of the downspouts do not have 
extenders attached, therefore water is exiting the downspouts immediately adjacent to the building.  
Biological growth, missing mortar, and moisture penetration issues are occurring at these locations.   
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Figure 0034.23, Bowe House, 0034, South Elevation Figure 0034.24, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation 
Detail of downspout.  Note cement based adhesive. Detail of rusting downspout and peeling finish.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0034.25, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation Figure 0034.26, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation 
Detail of downspout.  Detail of gutter and downspout.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
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Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The cornice at the original portion of the building consists of a wide wood cornice featuring 
decoratively carved modillions, dentils, scrolled brackets, and carved panels at the frieze.  The 
cornice also features attic vents.  Missing and damaged portions of the decorative wood elements 
were noted.  A slightly less ornate version of the main cornice is found on the main entrance porch.  
This cornice’s primary detail is a heavy dentil mold. The secondary elevations feature a simple wood 
cornice with integrated gutter.  These cornices also feature vents, periodically located along the 
fascia, which feature a decorative scroll cover.  Secondary elevations where gutters are not located 
feature a simple drip edge.  Biological sediments and atmospheric soiling were noted on all cornices.  
 

  
Figure 0034.27, Bowe House, 0034, North Elevation Figure 0034.28, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation 
Detail of cornice.  Some rot is present. Detail of cornice.  Note intricate vent as well as dirt.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and sediments.  Assume 320 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 320 lf. 
• Where decorative elements of the cornice are missing, replicate using surviving elements. 

Assume 32 lf.   
• Ensure that the cornice is snug against the walls to prevent moisture and pest infiltration.  

Assume 330 lf. 
• At all attic and fascia vents, ensure that a fine mesh is installed at the interior surface of the 

vent in order to help prevent insects and pests from infiltrating the interior of the building.  
32 lf. 

 
Site 
Existing Condition: 
The site of Bowe House is urban in nature, with a large percentage of the site paved with impervious 
materials.  The north elevation features a planting area adjacent to the sidewalk that is filled with 
boxwoods, ivy, and monkey grass.  A low stone retaining wall is located between the planting bed 
and the sidewalk.  The stone wall is rotating outward toward the sidewalk.  At the south elevation, 
several deciduous trees are planted in close proximity to the building.  The boxwoods and trees are 
retaining moisture near the north and south elevation.    A small wrought iron fence is located 
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between Bowe House and Crenshaw House to the west.  At the narrowest portion of the paved area 
adjacent to the west elevation, the concrete is broken and shifted.  A condensate line empties near 
the broken and shifted portion of the concrete. Several of the pickets of the fence are bent.  A paved 
parking area and alley is located adjacent to the southern portion of the site.    The site is paved at 
the east and west elevations.   

  
Figure 0034.29, Bowe House, 0034, South Elevation Figure 0034.30, Bowe House, 0034, West Elevation 
Detail of site.  Note moisture presence at concrete. Detail of concrete path.  Note biological growth. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

  
Figure 0034.31, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation Figure 0034.32, Bowe House, 0034, East Elevation 
Detail of condensate pipe and paved area adjacent Detail of stone border wall.  Note rotation of the wall 
to the building.  Note bent wrought iron gate. outward toward the sidewalk.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• There are currently foundation plantings around the north and south margin of the building; 

this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building 

• Remove biological growth from the concrete walks at the east and west elevations using 
gentlest means possible. Assume 500 sf. 

•  Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that no vines are 
growing on the building. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface area and ensure and water is 
positively drained away from the buildings. Assume 700 sf.    

• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   

• While technically not within the scope of this project, consider rerouting the condensate line 
at the east so that water is not ejected adjacent to the building’s foundation and walls.  
Coordinate with an MEP engineer.  This recommendation overlaps with Crenshaw House. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the retaining wall can sustain the lateral forces 
acting on it.  If required, reinforce retaining wall.  Resetting of the stone may be required.  
Assume 35 lf. 

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing. Straightening of the 
pickets will be required. Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and 
repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation 
prior to recoating.  Assume 2 lf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
2010 -  Exterior Painting and Repairs 
 

 
Figure 0034.33, Bowe House, 0034, Exterior Painting and Repairs, Elevations 
2010, KOP Architects PC 
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Chapter 3.15: Existing Conditions 
0036 Thurston House 
 

 
Figure 0036.1, Thurston House, 0036, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0036.2, Thurston House, 0036, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Thurston House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University near 
the northwest corner of West Franklin and Laurel Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings include 
Hunton House to the west and White House to the east, which are separated from Thurston House 
by narrow alleys.  At the south (front) elevation, a brownstone border topped with a low, decorative 
iron fence divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of concrete.  A planting bed abuts the 
front (south) elevation and porch and is planted with shrubbery.  In the southwest corner of the lot 
are two small trees and a patch of grass, and the southeast corner is covered with ivy and contains a 
mature tree.  Two brownstone steps are set into the brownstone border and access the gate at the 
iron fence, a stone walkway, and the steps to the main entry.  The alley adjacent to the west elevation 
contains a concrete walkway, while the east alley is paved with Belgian block.  Behind the building is 
a grassy yard with several trees, and a Belgian block-paved alley runs behind the yard parallel to West 
Franklin Street. 
 
Summary Description of Thurston House 
Thurston House is a two-and-one-half-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement and a rear two-
story, two-bay-wide section.  Thurston House (along with Bird, Hunton, White, and Williams 
Houses) currently contains faculty, staff, and graduate student offices for the Department of 
Psychology; laboratory, classroom, and conference space; advising offices; and a reference library, 
among other facilities.  The building was designed circa 1900 as a residence in the Chateauesque 
style.  It is a modified rectangle in plan.  Thurston House is constructed of tan-colored pressed brick 
at the front section and red brick at the rear section.  The foundation at the front elevation is of 
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rusticated brownstone.  The tan brick section features a stone modillioned cornice and the front 
elevation has four stone belt courses: two between the first and second stories, and two beneath the 
cornice.  The two upper belt courses continue partially at the side elevations.  Between the two 
upper belt courses at the front elevation, the wall surface features drilled stone ornament with a 
vegetal motif.  This same ornament is found at two of the window surrounds and the door surround 
at the front elevation.  The tan brick section has a steeply-pitched, hipped, asphalt shingle roof that 
is flat on top, and a centered, shallow cross gable at both the east and west elevations.  The rear 
addition has a flat or low-slope roof.  Two tan brick chimneys are located at the east elevation and 
two at the west elevation.  A rusticated brownstone stoop with decorative iron rail accesses the main 
entry in the east bay of the front elevation.  The front doors are wood double doors with large panes 
of beveled glass.  The door surround consists of two engaged stone columns, two sidelights, and 
three transoms.  The sidelights and transoms are covered with ornamental iron grilles, and drilled 
stone ornament adorns the surround. Windows throughout the building are typically one-over-one, 
wood, hung windows.  There are also several dormers at each elevation of the tan brick section.  A 
concrete masonry unit (CMU) block stoop with concrete steps and metal rail accesses a door with 
infilled transom at the north elevation, and a small, unpainted wood porch accesses a door at the 
west elevation. 
 

  
Figure 0036.3, Thurston House, East Elevation looking 
north, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.4, Thurston House, East Elevation looking 
south, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0036.5, Thurston House, North Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.6, Thurston House, Partial West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of rusticated brownstone at the front elevation.  The secondary elevation 
foundations are pressed tan brick at the front section and red brick at the rear two-story section.  
The north elevation of the front section is red brick.  All foundations exhibit atmospheric soiling.  
Typical conditions at the brick include mortar loss, biological growth, and inappropriate repointing 
with Portland cement.  Large areas of the red brick foundation exhibit rising damp and 
efflorescence, particularly below the north bay window and at the adjacent west-facing wall.  Moss at 
the ground below the bay window is a further indicator of an ongoing moisture issue, likely caused 
by water exiting directly onto the ground from an adjacent downspout or from the gutters above.  
The seams below the bay window are inappropriately repointed with caulk.  At the east elevation 
foundation, the red brick is spalling and there is a large patch at the tan brick around a mechanical 
penetration.  There are small holes adjacent to the patch, possibly from a removed barrier or 
anchors.  The bricks around the east basement windows exhibit small areas of loss.  The tan brick at 
the east elevation is chipped where it meets the red brick.  Several mechanical penetrations at the 
north elevation are poorly patched with Portland cement.   
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Figure 0036.7, Thurston House, East Elevation, detail 
of caulked seam at foundation between tan brick 
(front) section and red brick (rear) section.  Note areas 
of loss at projecting tan bricks.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.8, Thurston House, North Elevation, detail 
of rising damp, efflorescence, and moss growth below 
bay window.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 

  
Figure 0036.9, Thurston House, East Elevation, detail 
of patched mechanical penetration at foundation. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.10, Thurston House, East Elevation, detail 
of spalling and inappropriately-repointed brick at 
foundation.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick foundation as necessary, with particular attention to areas that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 650 sf. 

• If patch around mechanical penetration at east foundation is leaking, repair.  If not, the 
patch should be monitored and any future leaks repaired.  Assume 1 sf. 

• The brownstone foundation is overall in good condition.  When stone and/or mortar begins 
to fail, repair and repoint as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 60 sf. 

• Investigate the moisture infiltration issues at red brick foundation walls.  Repair as required.  
Assume 320 sf. 

• Clean all foundations to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 915 sf. 
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• Assume 460 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front section of the building is constructed of pressed tan brick at the south, east, and west 
elevations, and red brick at the north elevation.  The rear two-story section is constructed of red 
brick.  There are caulked seams between the tan and red brick sections.  The tan brick walls feature 
drilled stone ornament.  The ornament, which has a vegetal motif, is mostly concentrated at the 
front elevation’s frieze and window and door surrounds, and exhibits minor areas of loss and 
chipping.  Typical brick conditions include atmospheric soiling, mortar loss, efflorescence, and 
inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  These conditions are more pronounced at the red 
brick sections.  The stone trim, including window sills, exhibits atmospheric soiling and biological 
growth.  At the front elevation, the brownstone is delaminating.  To either side of the caulked 
vertical seam at the east elevation, there are several masonry anchors, and holes remain from 
anchors that have been removed.   
 
The red brick at the rear two-story section is covered with a whitish-tan residue that may be paint 
remnants.  The west elevation of this section exhibits scarring indicative of a removed two-story 
gallery porch.  A former second-story door opening is now infilled with painted CMU blocks, and 
scarring and soiling at the brick outlines the former location of a stair and landing.  The north 
elevation of this section has large areas of Portland cement repointing between the first and second 
stories.  Scarring at the brick around the north door indicates that a porch was likely removed from 
this location.  Five additional openings at the west elevation of the tan brick section have also been 
infilled with painted CMU blocks.  The joints between several of the window sills and the adjacent 
brick are inappropriately repointed with caulk.  The north bay window sill is also repointed with 
caulk.  Old electrical wiring is located adjacent to the bay window, and there are large holes in the 
brick in the location of the anchors.  Several of the brick jack arches have displaced or missing 
bricks. 
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Figure 0036.11, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of heavy atmospheric soiling and delamination at 
brownstone column base. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.12, Thurston House, North Elevation, 
detail of scarring at brick above door, likely from a 
removed porch.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 

  
Figure 0036.13, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of heavy atmospheric soiling at brick and 
brownstone trim, and delamination at brownstone. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.14, Thurston House, North Elevation, 
detail of mortar loss.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
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and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 5,700 sf. 

• Repair all stone trim as necessary.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 475 sf (number is 
a rough estimate). 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls, 
including old electrical wiring at north elevation adjacent to bay window.  Repair brick in 
location of removed anchors following brick repair guidelines.  Assume 2,750 sf. 

• Clean the walls (including stone window sills and stone trim) to remove biological sediments 
and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 7,600 sf.   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 3,800 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Four chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair to good condition, with the exception of paint loss that has 
been painted over, leaving a rough texture.  This condition is typically more pronounced at the 
secondary elevations.  The dormers typically exhibit heavier paint loss and deterioration that has not 
been repainted.  Stray paint is located at the sill and reveals of the first-story, westernmost set of 
windows at the front elevation.  The basement windows are typically soiled.  One of the panels at a 
basement window opening at the west elevation is displaced and damaged.   
 
The windows that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in worse condition than those that do 
not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is 
sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to missing mortar and 
constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary 
action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition 
of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the 
installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as 
deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult 
a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is 
not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo repairs.  The majority of 
the windows are condition Level I.   The approximate total number of windows is 86, and all 
windows are wood.   
 
The south elevation features approximately 19 windows.  Most of the windows are typical 1/1 hung 
sash.  There are two copper dormers at the roof.  The west dormer has a pointed roof and a central 
1/1 window flanked by two one-light windows.  The east dormer has a hipped roof and a single 1/1 
window.  Above the dormers is a small square window with a plastic or glass awning and an A/C 
unit.  A small, narrow, 1/1 window is located at the second story.  The windows surrounding the 
front door are one-light windows covered with ornamental iron grilles.  All of the first-story 
windows at the south elevation have brownstone sills.  A basement window opening at the west bay 
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is infilled with plywood and fitted with a louver for a ventilation system.    The windows on this 
elevation range from approximately 2 sf to 31 sf.    
 
The east elevation features approximately 28 windows.  Most of the windows are typical 1/1 hung 
sash and have stone sills.  A two-story, arched, shallow recess at the center of the tan brick section 
contains two custom-shaped, one-light sash with obscuring glass.  Two small, narrow, 1/1 hung sash 
are located below these windows at the first story.  A shallow bow window containing three 1/1 
hung sash is located adjacent to the north chimney.  The gable end contains an arched 1/1 window, 
a round window, and a rectangular 1/1 window.  At the roof are a one-light, square window and a 
hipped dormer with a 1/1 window.  There are six basement window openings: three covered with 
plywood, and three covered with metal screens.  The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 5 sf to 29 sf.    
 
The north elevation features approximately 16 windows.  Most of the windows are typical 1/1 hung 
sash and have stone sills.  A bay window containing three, 1/1 windows is located in the west bay of 
the front section.  The window has a modillioned wood cornice and a stone sill.  There are three 
hipped dormers at the pitched roof: two with a single 1/1 sash and one with three 1/1 sash.  At the 
roof above the dormers are three small, square windows: a one-light window, a two-light window, 
and a 1/1 window with a plastic or glass awning and A/C unit.  The windows on this elevation 
range from approximately 8 sf to 30 sf.    
 
The west elevation features approximately 23 windows.  Most of the windows are typical 1/1 hung 
sash and have stone sills.  There are five basement window openings: three containing A/C units, 
and two covered with metal screens.  The southernmost basement window is covered by a metal 
awning.  Of the screen-covered openings, one contains a louver for a ventilation system and the 
other contains a 2/2 hung sash.  The first story contains a round-arched, 1/1 window and two, one-
light windows.  Six rectangular openings at the west elevation are infilled with painted CMU blocks.  
The gable end contains two round windows.  There are two eyebrow dormers at the pitched roof.  
The three first-story windows at the rear two-story section are covered with bars; the bars appear to 
be in good condition.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 1 sf to 35 sf.    
 
If bars at windows are no longer needed and/or must be removed to repair underlying windows, 
remove bars and do not replace.  If bars are desired, minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting.  Assume 3 openings. 
 
If the ventilation, boiler, and/or other mechanical systems at the basement are no longer in use, 
consider removing the panels and louvers at the basement windows.  Also consider removing metal 
screens and/or A/C units.  Uncover any existing basement windows, or reinstate the windows.  
Assume 10 openings. 
 
As needed, scrape, prime, and paint all wood at dormer windows.  Replace any rotted or missing 
wood in kind when necessary.  Assume 100 sf.   
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
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B. Repair Sash 
Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
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Figure 0036.15, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of paint deterioration at window and stray paint 
at sill and reveal. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0036.16, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of set of three one-over-one, wood, hung 
windows.  Note elaborate drilled stone ornament at 
window surround and cornice above.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0036.17, Thurston House, East Elevation, detail 
of displaced plywood panel covering basement window 
opening. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.18, Thurston House, North Elevation, 
detail of paint loss at dormer.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front double doors are in good condition except for minor paint deterioration at the wood and 
small scratches at the glass.  The wood door at the west porch at the rear two-story section exhibits 
fading paint and has stray tape from removed signs.  The base of the door exhibits rot.  The wood 
trim at the metal basement door at the west elevation exhibits minor chipping and paint loss.  The 
metal door at the north porch at the rear two-story section is in good condition; the transom is 
infilled with painted plywood. 
 

  
Figure 0036.19, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of front double doors and porch.  Note elaborate 
drilled stone surround and transom and sidelights with 
ornamental iron grilles. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.20, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of pull handles and glazing at front door.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0036.21, Thurston House, West Elevation, detail 
of door at west porch at rear two-story section. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.22, Thurston House, North Elevation, 
detail of door at north porch at rear two-story section.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume one set of double doors.  Replace rotted 
wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are 
free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood 
profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the wood doors as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume one set of hardware. 
• Maintain the existing non-historic doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors and 

trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  If desired, consider replacing non-
historic doors with historically appropriate doors.  If this course of action is taken, replace 
hardware as well.  Assume three doors.  

• Clean stone threshold at front door to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the 
gentlest means possible. Assume 3 sf.   

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.    
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Porches 
Existing Condition: 
Most of the brownstone at the front porch exhibits heavy atmospheric soiling and/or biological 
growth.  The tops of the drilled brownstone ornamental spheres exhibit mild to moderate 
delamination.  There are areas of mortar loss at the rusticated brownstone porch foundation.  The 
iron porch rail exhibits minor paint loss and rust.  The brownstone steps exhibit large areas of 
delamination, which are patched with plastic stone repairs, and circular holes at the treads, likely 
from removed handrails.  The terra cotta tile porch floor exhibits grout loss and cracking.  
Freeze/thaw cycles appear to have caused the protective glazing on the tiles to degrade, allowing 
moisture to infiltrate and resulting in large, reddish-brown spots of erosion.  The small wood porch 
at the west elevation of the rear two-story section is unpainted and exhibits biological growth and 
soiling.  The brick porch piers exhibit mortar loss and are repointed with Portland cement.  The 
concrete porch at the north elevation has a large area of loss and a horizontal crack at the 
foundation, which may be attributable to rust jacking from the metal rail and moisture infiltration.  
The porch and rail and/or foundation may be structurally unsound and should be investigated by a 
structural engineer.  There is also heavy biological growth and soiling at the foundation.  The metal 
handrail exhibits rust and paint loss, and the steps exhibit rust stains from the handrail, cracking, and 
paint loss. 
 

  
Figure 0036.23, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of biological growth at brownstone below front 
porch rail. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0036.24, Thurston House, West Elevation, detail 
of west porch at rear two-story section.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0036.25, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of delamination, plastic stone repairs, and 
biological growth at front porch steps. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.26, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of grout loss at terra cotta tile front porch floor.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0036.27, Thurston House, North Elevation, 
detail of north porch at rear two-story section.  The 
CMU foundation has a large area of loss and horizontal 
cracks.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.28, Thurston House, North Elevation, 
detail of painted concrete steps accessing north porch.  
Note heavy paint loss and rust.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair all delaminating and cracked stone at front porch and steps, and repoint as necessary.  
At steps, maintain existing plastic repairs; when existing repairs fail, implement Dutchman 
repairs.  The repairs at the bottom step should be closely monitored, as they are beginning to 
fail.  For all stone repairs, follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 200 sf. 

• Repair the metal rails at the front porch, west areaway, and north porch.  Minor paint failure 
may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may 
require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 85 lf. 

• Repair the tile flooring at the front porch as required.  Eroded spots may be repaired with a 
combination of plastic repairs and the reapplication of glazing as a short-term solution.  As a 
long-term solution, remove and replace all damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the 
existing historic tile.  Assume 310 sf. 

• If replacement of damaged tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 310 sf.  
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• At the west porch, consider painting or staining the wood and applying a preservative 
treatment to protect against rot.  Replace rotted or missing wood in kind when necessary.  
Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 100 sf. 

• Repair and repoint brick piers at west porch as necessary, with particular attention to areas 
that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is 
pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  
Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible 
mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 32 sf. 

• Clean all porches to remove biological sediments, rust, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible. Assume 825 sf.   

• Assume 415 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the north CMU porch and 
metal railing.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s 
recommendations.  

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
Where present, gutters are built into the cornice.  Downspouts are either corrugated rectangular or 
smooth round metal downspouts.  There are no downspouts at the front elevation.  Several of the 
downspouts lack extenders, allowing water to exit immediately adjacent to the building.  A 
downspout near the southwest corner of the building has an extender, but the extender is not 
diverted away from the building.  Biological growth is accumulating at the concrete walkway 
adjacent to the extender.  The copper gutters at the tan brick sections of the building exhibit 
brushing and oxidation. Of the two downspouts at the northwest corner of the front section, one 
appears to connect to an underground stormwater management system and the other terminates at 
grade and lacks an extender.  Water exiting from the latter downspout is likely contributing to 
adjacent moss growth at the ground and rising damp at the foundation.  Biological growth is 
accumulating at the wall behind the northwest downspout at the rear two-story section, indicating a 
possible downspout leak.  There is a black residue (possibly roofing tar dripping from the roof 
above) behind a downspout at the east elevation.   
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Figure 0036.29, Thurston House, North Elevation, 
detail of oxidation at copper built-in gutter. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.30, Thurston House, North Elevation, 
detail of downspouts at northwest corner of building.  
Note rising damp at adjacent foundation and moss 
growth at ground, indicating moisture accumulation, 
likely from downspout lacking extender.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
  

  
Figure 0036.31, Thurston House, West Elevation, detail 
of downspout with extender.  Note biological growth 
at adjacent wall, indicating a possible downspout leak.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.32, Thurston House, East Elevation, detail 
of typical corrugated metal downspout.  Note black 
residue (possibly roofing tar) at wall behind downspout.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 

water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The stone cornice at the tan brick section exhibits atmospheric soiling, moisture staining, and minor 
chipping and delamination.  Much of the stone cornice exhibits mortar loss, particularly at corners.  
Some of the joints have been repointed, possibly with caulk or Portland cement.  There is mortar 
loss between the modillioned section of the cornice and the egg-and-dart trim below.  The molded 
wood cornice at the west elevation of the rear two-story section exhibits small areas of loss, 
chipping, and paint loss, all of which has been painted over. 
 

  
Figure 0036.33, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of mortar loss at stone cornice. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.34, Thurston House, West Elevation, detail 
of molded wood cornice at rear two-story section.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0036.35, Thurston House, West Elevation, detail 
of mortar loss at stone cornice. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.36, Thurston House, East Elevation, detail 
of atmospheric soiling at stone cornice.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint stone cornice as necessary.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 150 
sf. 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 75 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint wood eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 75 sf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
Shrubberies are located close to the south elevation and may be holding moisture against the 
foundation in some locations.  The ornamental cast iron fence and gate exhibit paint deterioration 
and rust, and the brownstone border below the fence exhibits atmospheric soiling and mortar loss.  
The brownstone steps set into the border are soiled and exhibit small areas of loss.  At the east 
elevation, the Belgian block-paved alley exhibits biological growth and moisture accumulation.  
Many of the blocks are displaced, particularly those that border the building’s foundation.  The 
concrete walkways at the west and north elevations exhibit biological growth and soiling.  Large 
areas of loss at the west walkway have been patched with concrete, and other areas are cracked.  The 
areaway leading to the basement at the west elevation exhibits biological growth and atmospheric 
soiling at the brick and concrete, and mortar loss and inappropriate repointing at the brick.  The 
concrete floor is cracked and stained, indicating that it is holding water, despite the presence of a 
drain.  The drain may be clogged. 
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Figure 0036.37, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of iron fence and stone border.  Note 
atmospheric soiling at border.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.38, Thurston House, East Elevation, detail 
of displaced Belgian blocks at alley.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0036.39, Thurston House, West Elevation, detail 
of areaway accessing basement door.  Note biological 
growth at brick wall and moisture staining at concrete 
floor.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0036.40, Thurston House, South Elevation, 
detail of shrubberies growing close to foundation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings at the south elevation; this practice should be 
discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from building. 
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• Repair existing metal components of the iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may be 
addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 35 lf. 

• Repair and repoint south brownstone border and steps as required.  Follow stone repair 
guidelines.  Assume 40 sf. 

• At east alley, re-set, repair, and repoint the displaced Belgian blocks as necessary, following 
the stone repair guidelines.  Blocks immediately adjacent to the building should be set at an 
angle to permit positive drainage away from the building.  Apply traffic sealant between 
blocks and foundation of building to inhibit moisture infiltration.  If alley is city-owned, 
request that city conduct this work.  Assume 950 sf. 

• Repair concrete walkway at west elevation as necessary.  Assume 175 sf. 
• Remove biological growth and soiling from the concrete walkway, east Belgian block alley, 

south brownstone border, and brownstone steps adjacent to sidewalk.  Assume 1,325 sf.   
• Repair and repoint brick areaway walls at west elevation as necessary, with particular 

attention to areas of the wall that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over 
time and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and 
match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, 
and texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  
Assume 100 sf. 

• Repair concrete floor at west areaway.  Assume 13 sf. 
• If drain at west areaway floor is clogged, clear of debris. 
• Clean west areaway to remove biological sediments, dirt, leaves, and other debris.  Use the 

gentlest means possible.  Assume 160 sf. 
• Re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive slope and drainage away from the building, 

particularly in locations of rising damp, such as the area adjacent to the north bay window.  
Assume 285 sf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1999 – Elevations 
 

 
Figure 0036.41, Thurston House, 0036, Elevations 
1999, Kelso & Easter  
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Chapter 3.16: Existing Conditions 
0038 Meredith House  
 
 
 

 
Figure 0038.1, Meredith House, 0038, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0038.2, Meredith House, 0038, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Meredith House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University near 
the northwest corner of West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Meredith House is flanked by 
similar-sized row houses that are not owned by VCU.  The buildings are separated by narrow alleys.  
At the south (front) elevation, a concrete border divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of 
concrete.  At the south (front) end of the lot, a wide concrete walkway leads from the sidewalk to 
the main entry, and is flanked by small areas of grass planted with shrubberies.  Concrete walkways 
occupy the space between Meredith House and the adjacent buildings.  Meredith House Carriage 
House is located to the rear of the property just south of the alley.  
 
Summary Description of Meredith House 
Meredith House is a three-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement and rear two-story brick 
section and currently contains the Performance Management Group.  The building was designed 
circa 1900 as a residence in the Richardsonian Romanesque style.  It is a modified rectangle in plan 
and retains a rear, two-story, brick carriage house.  Meredith House is constructed of brick, which at 
the front elevation is painted red and laid in running bond pattern, with rusticated brownstone at the 
first story of the front façade.  The brownstone façade in the east bay is adorned with two 
decoratively-carved brownstone plaques between the first and second stories.  The building has a 
membrane roof with a false mansard at the front elevation, which is finished with terra cotta tiles.  
The east bay of the front elevation contains a three-story, three-faceted bay window projection, 
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which is topped by a partial conical roof finished with terra cotta tiles and a finial.  The mansard and 
conical roofs have molded wood cornices.  Two interior end, brick chimneys are located along the 
east elevation of the original section.  The rear addition has an interior brick chimney toward the 
center and an interior end brick chimney at the rear elevation.  The front porch, located in the west 
bay of the front elevation, features three rusticated brownstone columns supporting a polygonal 
roof with low brownstone balustrade.  The porch is accessed by a short flight of concrete steps.  
The front elevation is accented by rusticated brownstone belt courses between the second and third 
stories and below the cornice.  The belt courses are continuous with the window lintels.  Additional 
brownstone accents include window sills and voussoirs at round-arched window openings.  
Windows at the front elevation are one-over-one, hung wood windows.  Each of the first-story 
windows has a leaded glass transom.  The three-story bay window projection contains three 
windows at each story.  In the west bay, a single window is located west of the front door.  A door 
in an arched opening with a stained-glass fanlight transom accesses the porch roof and is flanked by 
a stained-glass window and an infilled window with air conditioning unit.  At the third story of the 
west bay is a shallow, corbelled, rectilinear projection topped with a gable.  The projection contains 
two, one-over-one windows with transoms.  The east window contains an air conditioning unit.  
Centered above these windows in the gable end is a small, round-arched, wood window.  
 

  
Figure 0038.3, Meredith House, 0038, North Elevation                Figure 0038.4, Meredith House, 0038, East Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0038.5, Meredith House, 0038, South Elevation                Figure 0038.6, Meredith House, 0038, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation at the primary (south) elevation is comprised of rusticated brownstone.  This 
portion of the foundation appears to be in good condition, although a little splash back and soiling is 
occurring near grade.  The secondary elevations feature a foundation of brick laid in a common 
bond.  The brick foundations are in worse condition than the brownstone because the majority of 
the site is paved adjacent to the foundations.  This is leading to splash back, biological growth, and 
mortar loss just above grade.   
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Figure 0038.7, Meredith House, 0038, West Elevation                 Figure 0038.8, Meredith House, 0038, South Elevation, 
Detail of foundation.  Note splash back and mortar loss.             Detail of stone foundation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 900 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume550 sf.  
 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
Meredith House is constructed of brick, which at the front elevation is painted red and laid in 
running bond pattern, with rusticated brownstone at the first story of the primary elevation.  The 
brownstone façade in the east bay is adorned with two decoratively-carved brownstone plaques 
between the first and second stories.  A brownstone band delineates the second floor from the third 
floor and the third floor from the attic at the primary elevation.  The brownstone portions of the 
elevation are in poor condition.  Shear cracks were noted in the brownstone.  Spalling and 
delamination is occurring at the face of the brownstone.  Various repair campaigns were noted.  It is 
unclear as to exactly what composition of repair material was used, but it appears to be a plastic 
repair.  In some areas, it appears that concrete was used as a patching compound.  General mortar 
loss and biological growth is found on all elevations. Dirt has accumulated on all of the walls.  
Inappropriate repointing with caulk was noted on nearly all elevations, particularly at the secondary 
elevations.  Access panels of steel, are located at the north elevation.  It is possible that these were 
once used for coal delivery to the basement. 
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Figure 0038.9, Meredith House, 0038, North Elevation                Figure 0038.10, Meredith House, 0038, West Elevation, 
Detail of foundation.  Note splash back and mortar loss.             Detail of stone foundation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 2,600 sf. 

• Following the stone repair guidelines, repair the rusticated stone sills and lintels, paying 
particular attention to the vertical and horizontal joints.  Caulk or sealant is an inappropriate 
repair material.  Assume 100 sf. 

• Repair the spalling and delaminating brownstone. Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 
900 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 2,000 sf. 

• Repaint the north elevation using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located 
in the overview of this report.  Assume 550 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 2,000 sf. 
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• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible. Assume 9,400 sf.   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 2,800 sf. 

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume at minimum, five chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  The windows have stone or wood sills.  Rot is 
located on many of windows, particularly at the windows which possess wooden sills.  In some 
cases, the window sill is almost entirely missing. The windows that contain a window air-
conditioning unit are in far worse condition than those that do not contain a window air-
conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is sitting on the sills and 
dripping down the face of the building, contributing to the stone delamination, missing mortar, and 
constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary 
action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition 
of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the 
installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as 
deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult 
a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is 
not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo repairs.  The majority of 
the windows are condition Level II or Level III, with two-four level IV windows. In some cases, 
bottom sashes may need to be replaced. All windows feature flaking and alligatoring paint.  There is 
evidence through partial hardware on the secondary elevations that many of the windows possessed 
shutters.  Consider installing wood shutters to match the surviving examples on the east elevation.  
Assume at a minimum 23 pairs of shutters. 
 
The north elevation features a total of 7 window openings.  The majority of the windows are either 
4/4 or 1/1 wood double-hung and possess a wood sill.  Two windows possess security grates.  One 
of the first-floor window’s sill is almost completely rotted away.  The windows average at 21 sf each.  
 
The east elevation features a total of 26 window openings.  The majority of the windows are 1/1 
wood double-hung.  A few of the wood windows are 4/4 double hung.  Seven of the windows are 
fixed.  The windows possess wood sills.  Thirteen windows feature security grates.  Eight windows 
possess a window A/C.  The basement windows (7 total) are 6 sf.  The remaining 19 windows 
average at 21 sf each.  The windows at the second-floor rear porch possess shutters.  A second-floor 
window at the east elevation has one shutter remaining.  Repair the shutters following the wood 
repair guidelines.  Prime and paint with two coats of paint.  Replicate a missing shutter for the 
window which only has one shutter. 
 
The south (primary) elevation features a total of 22 window openings.  The majority of the windows 
are 1/1 double-hung.  The first-floor features four leaded glass fixed transoms.  A semi-circular 
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stained glass fan light is centered above the center window on the second floor.  This window was 
once flanked by two matching stained glass windows, but only one remains now.  The left window 
was replaced with clear glass and a window A/C installed.  If a central A/C is installed, consider 
replicating the missing stained glass window.  A small fixed window is located at the attic.  Five 
windows possess a window A/C.    Six of the windows are approximately 6 sf each.  The remaining 
16 are approximately 21 sf each.  With the exception of the transoms at the main entry porch, all of 
the windows feature a rusticated brownstone lintel and smooth brownstone sill.  The windows at the 
main entry porch feature a rusted metal lintel.  A structural engineer should be engaged to verify the 
condition of these lintels and their connections into the surrounding brownstone. 
 
The west elevation features a total of 15 window openings.  The majority of the windows are 1/1 
wood double-hung, although 4 are fixed, and 2 are 4/4 double-hung.  The windows possess wood 
sills, with the exception of the round stained glass window which is surrounding by bricks.  Two 
windows are stained glass.  The rectangular stained glass features a Plexiglas protective cover with no 
vents.  A new protective measure with venting should be installed at this location after the stained 
glass is restored.  The two basement windows and the circular stained glass window are 6 sf.  The 
remaining 12 windows average at 21 sf each. 
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
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B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

  
Figure 0038.11, Meredith House, 0038, North Elevation Figure 0038.12, Meredith House, 0038, South Elev. 
Detail of rotted window sill.  Note caulk repointing.  Detail of rusted lintel at leaded cane transom. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
 

  
Figure 0038.13, Meredith House, 0038, West Elevation  Figure 0038.14, Meredith House, 0038, West Elevation 
Detail of stained glass window and plexi glass panel.  Detail of  stained glass window with security grate. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The main entrance door is a multi-paneled wood door with a fixed leaded glass transom.  The 
transom features “1014” painted in gold.   A mail slot and historic hardware are also located at the 
door.  The natural colored finish of the door is wearing away, particularly at the base of the door.   
The side porch at the west elevation features three historic wood screen doors, transoms, and wood 
paneled doors behind the screen doors.   The screen fabric is in poor condition, with several rips 
and tears.  A basement access door is located at the north elevation. 
 

  
Figure 0038.15, Meredith House, 0038, South Elevation Figure 0038.16, Meredith House, 0038, West Elevation 
Detail of main entrance door.  Note rusty transom.  Detail of  rear screen doors. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume five single doors and three screen doors. 
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure 
that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any 
defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the historic wood 
doors and screen doors as required.  Replace any damaged screen material at the screen 
doors. 

• Restore historic hardware. Assume eight sets of hardware. 
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• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   
 

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front porch, located in the west bay of the primary elevation, features three rusticated 
brownstone columns supporting a polygonal roof with low brownstone balustrade.  Spalling, 
delamination, and cracking is occurring at the face of the brownstone.  Various repair campaigns 
were noted.  It is unclear as to exactly what composition of repair material was used, but it appears 
to be a plastic repair.  In some areas, it appears that concrete was used as a patching compound.  
The patching compound is lighter in color than the surrounding brownstone.  Much of the patching 
compound is delaminating and pulling away from the brownstone.  The porch is accessed by a short 
flight of concrete steps.  The steps are flanked by low brownstone railings with carved decorations.  
Biological growth was noted on the porch.  The porch features a red clay tile, which is most likely 
replacement tile.  The tile is in poor condition, particularly where the tile intersects the concrete 
steps.  Where tile is missing, concrete was used as a patching material.   Dirt accumulation was 
noted, particularly at the ceiling and light fixture.  Separation (approximately one-inch gap) of the 
porch from the main body of the building was noted at the intersection of the porch and the wall. 
The area was patched with a plastic repair. It is unclear if the patching material contracted on if the 
porch is continuing to move away from the building. 
 
A two-story wood porch is located on the east elevation.  This porch is in very poor condition and 
features missing elements such as balusters, rot of primary structural members, and appears to be 
sagging and pulling away from the brick walls.  The paint is flaking and alligatoring.   
 

  
Figure 0038.17, Meredith House, 0038, South Elevation Figure 0038.18, Meredith House, 0038, East Elevation 
Main entrance porch, primarily constructed of brownstone. Detail of  deteriorating brownstone at porch.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0038.19, Meredith House, 0038, South Elevation Figure 0038.20, Meredith House, 0038 South Elevation 
Detail of damaged tile and concrete patch.   Detail of  replacement concrete steps. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0038.21, Meredith House, 0038, East Elevation  Figure 0038.22, Meredith House, 0038, East Elevation 
Two-story side porch.  Note damaged connections,  Two-story side porch.  Note how the structure is   
damaged beadboard, and missing railing.   dropping away from the building. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Remove biological growth from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 115 sf. 
• Consider replacing the non-historic porch tiles with a historically compatible tile at the main 

entrance porch.  Assume 85 sf. 
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• If replacement of the tile is not financially feasible at this time, replace broken and missing 
tile.  Consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further 
damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 85 sf.  

• Repair the brownstone porch elements as required following the stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 825 sf. 

• Replacement in kind of the low brownstone balustrade at the porch roof should be 
considered, as the balustrade is in very poor condition. Assume 18 lf. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify if the settling of the main porch is continuing to move 
away from the building.  If it is moving, design repairs for the porch.   

• Engage a structural engineer to investigate the structural issues at the rear two-story porch.  
Replacement of structural members may be required, pending the structural evaluation. 

• Repair the wood elements of the rear porch following the wood repair guidelines and the 
structural evaluation.  Depending on the severity of the damage, replacement in kind of 
certain elements may be required.  There should be enough surviving historic fabric to 
replicate missing components.  New code compliant railings may be required.  Strip all paint 
and prime with exterior grade primer and two coats of paint.  Assume 1,500 sf. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
Meredith House features both built-in and external gutters.  The majority of the downspouts are 
round metal downspouts of varying diameter and age, some of which have been painted a similar 
shade to the brownstone.  Some of the downspouts are very rusty.  Extreme damage to the gutter 
that is integral with the south elevation’s cornice was noted.  The cornice and downspout are 
separated from the brick wall, the flashing has been replaced and appears to be loose, and the 
decorative trim work is rotated on its axis.  A large gap was noted between the downspout and 
gutter.  The main entrance porch features smaller downspouts which pierce the porch roof structure 
where they wrap around the brownstone columns.  These downspouts are located near the front 
edge of the porch which is near the worst brownstone damage.  The downspouts and gutters at the 
main entrance porch could be backing up and overflowing, contributing to the extreme damage to 
the brownstone.  Many of the downspouts empty directly onto grade near foundations and lack 
downspout extensions. This is most likely contributing to mortar loss and biological growth at the 
lower courses of brick.  In some cases, the openings of the downspouts are partially buried in 
embedded in the ground. 
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Figure 0038.23, Meredith House, 0038, South Elevation Figure 0038.24, Meredith House, 0038 South Elevation 
Main entrance porch, detail of downspout  . Detail of  gutter and downspout.  Note damage to 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   cornice, gutter, and flashing. 
       Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0038.25, Meredith House, 0038, South Elevation Figure 0038.26, Meredith House, 0038, East Elevation 
Detail of burried downspout and lack of extension.  Detail of  gutter and downspout at side porch. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
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lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Consider re-routing any downspouts that pierce the porch roof structure to the exterior. 
• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 

and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
A deep molded wood cornice adorns the primary (south) elevation of the Meredith House.  The 
mansard roof is flanked by bullseye trim at the top and bottom of the cornice.  Extreme damage to 
integral gutter/cornice was noted at the western end of the cornice.  The cornice and downspout are 
separated from the brick wall, the flashing has been replaced and appears to be loose, and the 
decorative trim work is rotated on its axis.  A metal coping is located at the west elevation and the 
original portion of the east elevation.  In some areas the drop edge is bent upward.  This could allow 
water to penetrate the roof.  A simple exterior wood cornice with integral gutter is located along the 
east elevation at the rear addition.   
 

  
Figure 0038.27, Meredith House, 0038, South Elevation Figure 0038.28, Meredith House, 0038 South Elevation 
Detail of burried downspout and lack of extension.  Detail of  cornice. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0038.29, Meredith House, 0038, West Elevation  Figure 0038.30, Meredith House, 0038, East Elevation 
Detail of coping.  Note that the coping is bent upward.  Detail of  integral gutter and cornice. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice and metal coping of dirt and sediments.  Assume 350 lf. 
• As needed, repair or replace the coping.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures. 

Assume 150 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint wood eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 200 lf. 
• Ensure that the cornice is snug against the walls to prevent moisture and pest infiltration.  

Seal where required.  Assume 350 lf. 
 

Site 
Existing Condition: 
The site of Meredith House is urban in nature, with a large percentage of the site paved with 
impervious materials.  The south elevation features a planting area adjacent to the sidewalk that is 
filled with shrubbery and grass. A low concrete boarder is located between the planting bed and the 
sidewalk.  Concrete sidewalks are located to the east and west adjacent to the building.  Biological 
growth and staining is located on the concrete walks.  A small tree is located adjacent to the west 
elevation.  Meredith House Carriage House is located to the rear of the building.  A concrete pad is 
located between the main building and carriage house. Wrought iron gates are located at the south 
side of the buildings, and connect to the adjacent buildings.  A wood and brick fence is located at 
the rear of the building.  
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Figure 0038.31, Meredith House, 0038, West Elevation  Figure 0038.32, Meredith House, 0038 North Elevation 
Detail of site.  Note concrete and biological growth.  Detail of  site to the north. Note, Carriage House. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0038.39, Meredith House, 0038, South Elevation Figure 0038.40, Meredith House, 0038 North Elevation 
Detail of site.  Note water spigot.    Detail of  site to the north.  Carriage House. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the south and west margin of the building; 
this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building and the porch. 

•  Remove biological growth from the concrete walks using gentlest means possible.  
Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds.  Assume 1,200 sf. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface area and ensure water is 
positively drained away from the buildings. Assume 1,200 sf.    

• As needed, scrape and paint wooden site elements such as fencing.  Replace rotted wood in 
kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures. Assume 20 lf. 

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may 
be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 10 lf. 

• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   
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Drawing Catalog 
2001 – Repairs  
 

 
Figure 0038.41, Meredith House, 0038, Repairs, Elevations 
2001, KOP Architects PC 
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Chapter 3.17: Existing Conditions 
0039 Meredith House Carriage House 
 

 
Figure 0039.1, Meredith House Carriage House, 0039, 
Key Plan Map- Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0039.2, Meredith House Carriage House, 0039, 
North Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Meredith House Carriage House is located behind Meredith House, near the northwest corner of 
West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal planting.  The carriage 
house is surrounded by impervious paving materials.  Wood site fencing denotes the border between 
the carriage house and Meredith House.  The carriage house is one of several fronting a Belgian 
block-paved alley that parallels West Franklin Street. 
 
Summary Description of Meredith House Carriage House 
Meredith House Carriage House is a two-story, rectangular, irregular bay brick building with a 
standing-seam metal side-gable roof.  The building features many infilled openings and all carriage 
doors have been replaced with materials such as siding, as well as a single man door.  All openings 
feature segmental arches. The building was designed circa 1890 and currently contains classroom 
space.   
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Figure 0039.3, Meredith House Carriage House Figure 0039.4, Meredith House Carriage House 
0039,  North Elevation 0039, East Elevation 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

   
Figure 0039.5, Meredith House Carriage House Figure 0039.6, Meredith House Carriage House 
0039,  South Elevation 0039, West Elevation 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundations are brick, laid in a nine-course common bond.  Stone can be found adjacent to the 
historic carriage house door openings.  The foundations are generally in fair to poor condition.  The 
foundation walls are exhibiting extreme mortar loss and disentegrating mortar.  Graffiti and irregular 
layers of paint are located on the east wall and east foundation.  In some areas, caulk or a sealant has 
been used to repair mortar joints. 
 

  
Figure 0039.7, Meredith House Carriage House Figure 0039.8, Meredith House Carriage House 
0039,  North Elevation, Detail of foundation. 0039, East Elevation, Detail of Foundation.  Note 
Note mortar loss and stone adjacent to threshold. graffiti and paint remnants. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 220 sf 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the 
gentlest means possible. Assume 160 sf.   

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 100 sf.  
 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls are brick, laid in a nine-course common bond.  Stone can be found adjacent to the historic 
carriage house door openings.  The walls are generally in fair to poor condition.  The walls are 
exhibiting extreme mortar loss and disentegrating mortar.  Graffiti and irregular layers of paint are 
located on the east wall.  In some areas, caulk or a sealant has been used to repair mortar joints.  
Some areas, adjacent to metal elements, are stained by rust running down the face of the brick.  
Much of the brick is exhibiting signs of strees through spalling and fractured brick.  At the south 
elevation to the west of the historic carriage door opening, a cementitious parge coating was applied 
from grade up to the height of the adjacent brick site wall.   
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Figure 0039.9, Meredith House Carriage House Figure 0039.10, Meredith House Carriage House 
0039,  North Elevation, Wall Detail. 0039, East Elevation, Detail of Wall 
Note mortar loss. Photograph 2016,     Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Commonwealth 
Commonwealth Architects    
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 1,400 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 600 sf. 

•  Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 600 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible. Assume 2,200 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 670 sf. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume one chimney. 
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Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in poor condition.  The windows are wood with wood sills.  Rot 
and decay is located on all of the remaining windows.  In some cases, the window sill is almost 
entirely missing.  The majority of the windows are condition Level III or Level IV.  In some cases, 
bottom sashes may need to be replaced. All windows feature flaking and alligatoring paint.  The 
majoirty of the remiaining windows are missing a large portion of their glazing putty.  All window 
openings featurel a semental arch.  There is evidence through partial hardware that many of the 
windows possessed shutters.  Consider installing wood shutters to match the surviving examples on 
Meredith House.  Assume at a maximum, 8 pairs of shutters.   
 
The north elevation features a total of 5 window openings.  Three of the windows are 6/6 wood 
double-hung and possess a wood sill.  These three windows possess security grates. The fourth 
window of this size has been infilled with a painted wood product.  It is unclear if the window 
remains intact behind the infill, or if it has been removed.  Graffiti has been painted onto the infill.  
Consider removing the plywood if the window remains in place.  If the window is no longer present, 
consider installing a new window to match the existing windows in the opening. The fifth window is 
located in a second-floor door opening.  The opening was infilled with a wood paneling and a fixed 
four light was inserted into the infill.  The wood paneling and window is in poor condition.  
Consider replacing this infill with a door to match the surviving historic door on the south elevation.  
The windows are approximately 18 sf each, with the exception of the door infill.  That opening is 26 
sf and the window is 5 sf.  
 
The east elevation features a total of 4 previous window openings.  Three of the windows were 
infilled with a painted wood product.  Graffiti has been painted onto the infill.  It is unclear if the 
windows remain intact behind the infill, or if they have been removed.  Consider removing the 
plywood if the windows remain in place.  If the windows are no longer present, consider installing 
new windows to match the existing windows in the opening.   The fourth opening features a wood 
louver.  Repair the louver according to the wood rehabilitation procedures. 
 
The south elevation features a total of four window openings.  Two of the windows are 6/6 wood 
double-hung and possess a wood sill.  These two windows possess security grates.  The remaining 
windows have been infilled with a painted wood product.  It is unclear if the window remains intact 
behind the infill, or if it has been removed. Consider removing the plywood if the windows remain 
in place.  If the windows are no longer present, consider installing new windows to match the 
existing windows in the opening 
 
The west elevation features no window openings. 
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
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                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

   
Figure 0039.11, Meredith House Carriage House Figure 0039.12, Meredith House Carriage House 
0039,  North Elevation, Detail of window 0039, North Elevation,  Detail of previous door 
Note missing putty and lack of paint. opening and infill with fixed window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The Meredith Carriage House features two previous carriage door openings.  The historic carriage 
doors are no longer present and have been replaced with infill and hollow metal single man doors.  
It appears that the historic door framed of the carriage doors remain.  The historic frames are in 
poor condition with flaking paint and crazing.  Miscellaneous nails and screws are projecting from 
the frame.  One historic four-paneled door with historic hardware is located on the second floor of 
the south elevation.  This door is in poor condition with the paint crazing and flaking.  Its mirror 
image on the north elevation has been replaced with wood panel infill and a small window inserted.  
The first-floor single door openings, which most likely held historic four panel wood doors, have 
been infilled with a painted wood product.  It is unclear if the historic doors remain behind the infill.   
 

  
Figure 0039.13, Meredith House Carriage House Figure 0039.14, Meredith House Carriage House 
0039,  South  Elevation, Detail of historic door. 0039, North Elevation,  Detail of historic carriage  
Note flaking paint and crazing. door opening.  Note infill and historic frame. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects     Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume one single door.  Replace rotted wood in 
kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of 
any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  
Re-paint or re-finish the historic wood doors as required.   
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• Maintain the existing two hollow metal doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors 
and trim. Assume two doors.  

• If desired, consider replacing the infill and non-historic doors at the carriage door openings 
with historically appropriate doors. If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  
Assume two pairs of carriage doors.  A carriage house of an exact configuration is located at 
1018 West Franklin and might have surviving examples of missing architectural elements.   

• Consider reopening the two historic infilled openings at the first floor and the one historic 
infilled opening at the second floor.  If historic doors remain, restore the doors and augment 
the hardware.  If they do not remain, replace the doors to match the existing historic four-
paneled door. As there are no second floors, the doors should be fixed in place. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   
 

Porches 
Existing Condition: 
None present. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 
None. 
 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition:  
The gutters of the carriage house are integral with the building’s cornice and are located on the north 
and south sides of the building.  Each side features one downspout which ties into an underground 
drainage system.  Neither downspout has a cleanout at the boot.  It is unclear as to the extent of the 
underground drainage system.  The north downspout is a white metal rectangular downspout, which 
is bent and damaged.  The south elevation features a round metal downspout which is metal and 
rusty.  Where the downspout intersects the boot, it appears that there is a leak, as evidenced by the 
efflorescence and biological growth at this location.   
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Figure 0039.15, Meredith House Carriage House Figure 0039.16, Meredith House Carriage House 
0039,  South  Elevation, Detail of downspout and boot 0039, North Elevation,  Detail of gutter and  
Note rust and lack of cleanout. downspout.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Consider re-routing any downspouts from inside of the building or those that pierce the 
porch roof structure to the exterior. 

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
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satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  

 
Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The cornice at the north and south is a simple wood cornice with integral gutter that is in poor 
condition. The north elevation portion of the cornice is painted white, while the south side is 
painted brown.  In both instances, the paint is flaking and crazing.  Portions of the cornice are 
missing, particularly at the north side.  Sections of the cornice is disconnected with large gaps.  At 
some of the gaps, a wire mesh was applied to the cornice, which is rusting.  This is allowing rust to 
stain the walls beneath the cornice at the gaps.  At the east and west sides of the carriage house, a 
simple flat sawn board is serves as a raking cornice.  These boards are in poor condition, with little 
to no paint remaining, and several gapping areas, allowing moisture and pests to enter the carriage 
house.  
 

  
Figure 0039.17, Meredith House Carriage House Figure 0039.18, Meredith House Carriage House 
0039,  North Elevation, Detail of cornice.  Note 0039, South Elevation,  Detail cornice.  
missing section of cornice and flaking paint. Note different paint color and rust stains on the wall. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

             
Figure 0039.19, Meredith House Carriage House Figure 0039.20, Meredith House Carriage House 
0039,  West Elevation, Detail of raking cornice. Note 0039, East Elevation,  Detail of raking cornice.  
Note missing end piece at the gutter.  Note lack of paint.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Architectural Recommendation: 
•  As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and sediments.  Assume 130 lf. 
• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint wood eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind 

when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 130 lf. 
• Repair and replace in kind any missing areas of the cornice or areas where gaps are located.  

Using wire mesh as a patching material is unacceptable and the practice should be 
discontinued.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.   Assume 130 lf. 

• Ensure that the cornice is snug against the walls to prevent moisture and pest infiltration.  
Seal where required.  Assume 130 lf. 

 
Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The site is urban in nature, with impervious material surrounding the building.  Unfortunately, the 
paved areas to the east and west of the building are not owned by VCU but by private owners.  The 
alley to the north is also not property of VCU.  The south portion of the site is a concrete pad, 
which is located between the carriage house and Meredith House.  Weeds are growing in the cracks 
between the carriage house and the properties to the east and west.  A large number of recycling and 
trash cans are located adjacent to the north elevation. 
 

 
Figure 0039.21, Meredith House Carriage House  
0039,  South  Elevation, Detail of site.     
Note rust and lack of cleanout.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface area and ensure and water is 
positively drained away from the buildings.  This recommendation overlaps with Meredith 
House; refer to that portion for quantities. 

• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   

• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds.   
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Drawing Catalog 
2001 – Repairs  

 
Figure 0039.22, Meredith House Carriage House, 0039, Repairs, Elevations 
2001, KOP Architects PC 
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Chapter 3.18: Existing Conditions 
0044 Millhiser House 
 

 
Figure 0044.1, Millhiser House, 0044, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0044.2, Millhiser House, 0044, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Millhiser House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the 
north side of West Franklin Street between Harrison and Shafer Streets.  The site is urban and 
features minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  The 
building adjoins Stokes House to the west and is separated from McAdams House by a narrow alley 
to the east.  At the south (front) elevation, a brownstone border divides the house lot from the 
sidewalk, which is of concrete.  A small patch of grass and a planting bed abut the front (south) 
elevation.  The planting bed contains shrubs and ivy, and a small tree is located near the southeast 
corner of the lot.  A flight of brownstone stairs is set into the brownstone border and accesses the 
front porch.  A concrete walkway occupies the space between Millhiser and McAdams Houses and 
accesses the rear of the building, where a concrete patio separates Millhiser House from its carriage 
house.  Several low brick site walls and a brick planter are located near the northeast corner of the 
building.  A brick walkway borders the west elevation.  A Belgian block-paved alley behind the 
building parallels West Franklin Street and forms the north perimeter of the lot.   
 
Summary Description of Millhiser House 
Millhiser House is a three-story building with a basement, a two-story projection at the west 
elevation, and a three-story, brick rear section.  It currently contains the Grace E. Harris Leadership 
Institute and the offices of the Science, Technology and Society Program.  Millhiser House was 
designed in the late nineteenth century as a residence and is reflective of a mixture of Queen Anne, 
Richardsonian Romanesque, and exotic influences.  It is a modified rectangle in plan, with one 
polygonal and one curved projection at the east wall, and is constructed of brick with brownstone 
trim at the front elevation.  Some portions of the third story toward the rear of the building are clad 
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with slate shingles.  The front section has a front-gable slate roof with copper coping and a 
curvilinear, Flemish gable end.  The two-story west projection and rear three-story section have low-
sloped membrane roofs, and the projection has copper coping.  Two copper finials adorn the 
roofline at the front elevation.  A cylindrical turret with copper dome and finial is located at the 
building’s southwest corner, and the polygonal projection at the east elevation has a hipped copper 
roof.  An interior end brick chimney is located behind the turret, and additional brick chimneys are 
located at the west and rear elevations of the front section and the east elevation of the rear section.  
A recessed front porch, contained within a segmental-arched opening, is located in the westernmost 
bay of the south elevation and is accessed by a brownstone stoop.  Another recessed porch is 
located above the first-story porch and features a low brick balustrade topped by a column.  Two 
engaged brick columns flank the recessed porches.  The front storm door is located in the center bay 
and is topped by a brick ogee arch with ornament below and above the arch.  East of the door are 
two, 1/1, hung wood windows with a continuous brownstone lintel.  At the second story is an oriel 
window with brownstone lintel, and at the third story is a recessed balcony featuring a brownstone 
triple arcade and ogee-shaped surround.  The turret has a brownstone, columnar base with carved 
ornament.   
 

  
Figure 0044.3, Millhiser House, Partial East Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.4, Millhiser House, North and Partial West 
Elevations, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Note:  Drawings for Millhiser House were not available at the time of report production.  Square 
footage figures provided are rough estimates based on city parcel information.   
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of rusticated brownstone at the front elevation and brick at the remaining 
elevations.  All foundations exhibit atmospheric soiling.  Typical conditions at the brick include 
mortar loss, biological growth, efflorescence, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement or 
caulk.  The brownstone wraps around the southeast corner of the building.  Where the stone meets 
the brick at the east elevation, the joint is caulked and the stone exhibits delamination.  The stone at 
either corner of the front door threshold is deteriorating and at the east corner has a failing repair.  
Part of the foundation at the curved wall at the east elevation is covered with an old coating.  The 
east elevation also exhibits stray mortar, splashback, and a penetration covered with a large patch of 
Portland cement.  Two additional Portland cement patches are located at the north elevation.  The 
north elevation foundation has numerous masonry anchors and holes from removed anchors.  
Biological growth is heavy along the west elevation, likely due to a downspout that lacks an extender, 
allowing moisture to accumulate at the foundation and adjacent walkway.  Much of the west 
foundation is covered in efflorescence related to repointing in this area.  There are gaps between the 
west foundation and the adjacent walkway. 
 

   
Figure 0044.5, Millhiser House, West Elevation, detail 
of biological growth at foundation and adjacent 
walkway.  Note gaps between walkway and building.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.6, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of splash back and Portland cement patch at 
penetration.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Figure 0044.7, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of brownstone foundation; note delamination and 
atmospheric soiling at stone and caulked joint between 
stone and brick.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0044.8, Millhiser House, North Elevation, detail 
of various masonry anchors, atmospheric soiling, 
Portland cement patch, and mechanical equipment.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

        
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick foundation as necessary, with particular attention to areas that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 970 sf. 

• Remove Portland cement patches only if they are damaging the surrounding area and can be 
safely removed.  If the areas are stable, leave in place.  Assume 3 sf. 

• Repair the stone foundation as necessary, including foundation adjacent to front door, where 
existing repairs are failing.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 140 sf.   

• Apply traffic sealant at joint between west foundation and adjacent brick walkway to prevent 
water intrusion.  Assume 50 lf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the 
foundation.  Repair brick in location of removed anchors following brick repair guidelines.  
Assume 1,300 sf. 

• Clean all foundations to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 1,575 sf. 
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• Assume 790 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The building is constructed of brick at all elevations, with brownstone and terra cotta trim at the 
front elevation and stone window sills at secondary elevations.  Slate shingles clad portions of the 
third-story walls toward the rear of the building.  Typical brick conditions include atmospheric 
soiling, mortar loss, efflorescence, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement or caulk.  The 
terra cotta and stone trim, including window sills, exhibits atmospheric soiling, and the window sills 
exhibit biological growth.  The brownstone at the turret and the east elevation exhibits minor areas 
of delamination, mortar loss, and repointing with tinted mortar.  At the oriel window at the front 
(south) elevation, the brownstone lintel is cracked at the corner and the brownstone sill exhibits 
moisture staining.  At the east side of the Flemish gable end, there are remnants of what appears to 
be a bituminous roofing treatment, and a brick is missing.  At the third-story arcade, there are cracks 
at the heads of the arches.  West of the front storm door, there is a light fixture built into the wall, 
and scarring (likely from a former doorbell) is located east of the door.   
 
Atmospheric soiling is heavy at the secondary elevations.  Several of the brick, segmental-arched 
window heads at the east elevation are inappropriately repointed with caulk.  Miscellaneous conduits 
and/or anchors, many of which may no longer be in use, are located at the secondary elevations.  At 
the west elevation, the brick directly below the iron balcony railing is damaged or displaced in some 
areas.  There is also heavy Portland cement repointing below the balcony.  The south-facing wall 
adjacent to the second-story balcony has a large Portland cement patch.  Above the patch are 
remnants of what appears to be caulk or a roofing sealant, likely in the former location of an 
attached piece of equipment.  Much of the west elevation is covered with efflorescence and soiling, 
likely due to a blocked downspout and/or gutter causing washing of the wall.  Step cracks are 
located above the basement window adjacent to the gate at the east elevation, and at the north 
elevation above the easternmost first-story window.  At the north-facing gable end toward the center 
of the building, a large piece of plywood with vent at the center may be covering an attic window.  It 
is possible that moisture is penetrating around the plywood into the attic. 
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Figure 0044.9, Millhiser House, South Elevation, detail 
of cracks at arches and atmospheric soiling at terra 
cotta ornament at third-story arcade.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.10, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of possible bituminous roofing treatment at brick 
at Flemish gable end.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

    

  
Figure 0044.11, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of typical atmospheric soiling and Portland cement 
repointing at brick.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0044.12, Millhiser House, West Elevation, detail 
of widespread atmospheric soiling and efflorescence.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

        
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
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and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 7,650 sf. 

• At area of scarring adjacent to front storm door, seal opening with tinted mortar to match 
the strength and composition of surrounding mortar.  Assume 1 sf. 

• In location of missing brick at Flemish gable end, insert brick to match original to prevent 
water entry into opening. 

• Repair the existing slate wall cladding as required following the slate repair recommendations 
in the material recommendations. Assume 150 sf. 

• Repair all stone trim as necessary.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 275 sf. 
• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls.  

Repair brick in location of removed anchors following brick repair guidelines.  Assume 2,800 
sf. 

• Remove Portland cement patch at south-facing wall near west balcony only if it is damaging 
the surrounding area and can be safely removed.  If the area is stable, leave in place.  Assume 
1 sf. 

• If gray substance at Flemish gable end is a bituminous roofing treatment, is damaging the 
brick, and can be safely removed, it should be removed.  If the area is stable and it appears 
that more damage will be done to the brick in an attempt to remove the substance, do not 
remove.  Assume 10 sf. 

• At north-facing gable end near center of building, ensure that water is not penetrating 
around the plywood into the attic.  If so, seal up window more appropriately with new 
plywood.  If not, monitor plywood, and replace when it fails.  Assume 20 sf. 

• Clean the walls (including stone window sills and lintels, stone trim, and terra cotta trim) to 
remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 10,200 sf.   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 5,100 sf. 

• Remove debris and insect deposits within built-in light fixture at south elevation.  Assume 1 
sf. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the walls where step and/or 
shear cracks are located.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s 
recommendations.  

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Five chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are in fair condition, with the exception of moderate to heavy paint 
loss and fading paint.  These conditions are significant at the front (south) and west elevation 
windows.  Many windows are covered with yellowed Plexiglas, metal screens, or metal bars.  At the 
south elevation, the windows inside the first-story recessed porch are heavily soiled.  The first-story 
window east of the front storm door exhibits heavy paint loss at the wood sill and frame.  The 
adjacent bushes keep the area in constant shade, and the brownstone sill may not be adequately 
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angled to shed water, causing the wood sill to rot.  The wood frames of the leaded glass sidelights at 
the front door also exhibit rot and paint loss.  The metal bars on the basement windows exhibit rust 
and paint loss.  Basement windows are typically heavily soiled.  At the second-story, west window at 
the north elevation, the upper sash appears to have been removed to accommodate an A/C unit.  
Some of the glazing is missing at the uppermost window at the west elevation.  At the east elevation, 
there is a metal tray installed at one of the second-story windows to catch condensation from an 
A/C unit.  One of the second-story windows at the west elevation contains an A/C unit covered 
with a winterizing material or metal box. 
 
The windows that contain a window air-conditioning unit are in worse condition than those that do 
not contain a window air-conditioning unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is 
sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to missing mortar and 
constant wetting of the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary 
action and affecting the interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition 
of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the 
installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as 
deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult 
a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is 
not feasible, remove the air-conditioning units while the windows undergo repairs.  The majority of 
the windows are condition Level I or II.   The approximate total number of windows is 77, and all 
windows are wood.   
 
The south elevation features approximately 20 windows (including sidelights and transoms).  
Windows include two, 1/1 hung windows; two leaded glass sidelights and a transom at the front 
storm door; a small leaded glass window; an oriel window; a small, round window; and three large 
windows behind the third-story arcade.  The turret features six narrow, 1-light windows; the second-
story windows have transoms.  The first- and second-story recessed porches each feature a large, 
one-light window with transom.  There is an additional one-light window and a stained glass window 
at the first-story recessed porch.  The stained glass, leaded glass, and round windows are covered 
with Plexiglas, which is typically yellowed.  One of the third-story turret windows appears to have 
obscuring glass.  The two, 1/1 windows and the oriel window each have brownstone lintels.  The 
windows on this elevation range from approximately 2.5 sf to 52 sf.    
 
The east elevation features approximately 39 windows.  The windows at the front section of the 
building are typically 1/1 hung sash, while the windows at the rear section are typically 4/4 hung 
sash.  Windows at this elevation typically have brownstone sills and are contained in segmental-
arched openings.  Where present, basement windows typically contain two, 2-light casement sash.  
The basement windows or window openings are covered with bars or screens, infilled with plywood, 
or both.  There is one small, leaded glass window near the turret; it is covered with yellowed 
Plexiglas.  Some of the 4/4 windows are covered with metal screens.  The transoms at the 
northernmost door and at the basement door below are covered with metal bars.  The windows on 
this elevation range from approximately 10 sf to 31 sf.    
 
The north elevation features 10 windows.  The windows are a mix of 4/4 and 4/1 hung sash.  
Windows at this elevation have stone sills and are contained in segmental-arched openings.  The 
west basement window contains two, 2-light casement sash and is covered in yellowed Plexiglas.  
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The east basement window opening is covered with plywood and metal bars, and several conduits 
penetrate the plywood.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 10 sf to 21 sf.    
 
The west elevation features approximately 8 windows (including those at south- and north-facing 
walls adjacent to balconies).  There are two large windows, each containing two casement sash, at 
the first-story balcony.  Two 1/1 windows are located at the south-facing wall adjacent to the 
balconies.  One 4/4 window is located at the third story.  Three additional windows front the 
second-story balcony, including a tripartite stained glass window with transom, which is covered 
with Plexiglas.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 7 sf to 29 sf.    
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• If bars and/or screens at windows are no longer needed or must be removed to repair 
underlying windows, remove bars/screens and do not replace.  If bars/screens are desired, 
minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Bars: assume 5 
openings.  Screens: assume 9 openings. 

• Consider removing the plywood panels at the basement windows.  Uncover any existing 
basement windows, or reinstate the windows.  Assume 4 openings. 

• All Plexiglas covering windows should be properly vented.  Unless Plexiglas is necessary to 
prevent vandalism, consider replacing Plexiglas with storm windows as a long-term solution.  
For storm windows, assume 8 openings. 

• Remove metal tray underneath A/C unit at east elevation.  If A/C units are desired, redirect 
condensation. 

• At second-story, 1/1 window with winterized A/C unit at west elevation, ensure that A/C 
unit remains in service if A/C units are desired.  If A/C unit is out of service, the unit 
should be removed and the window sash repaired (if necessary) and raised to a closed 
position.  

 

The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 
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Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 
A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

  
Figure 0044.13, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss and rot at wood window sill 
and frame.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0044.14, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of typical one-over-one, wood, hung window with 
brownstone sill.  Note biological growth at sill and 
inappropriate caulk repointing at segmental-arched 
head.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0044.15, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of front door sidelight; note rot at frame and 
Plexiglas at glazing.  Also note area of loss at adjacent 
brownstone.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0044.16, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of plywood panel and metal bars covering basement 
window opening; note pipe penetrating plywood.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The main entry at the south (front) elevation consists of a glazed storm door of wood construction, 
which is framed by a one-light transom and two leaded glass sidelights.  The storm door accesses a 
vestibule containing the paneled wood front door, which was not accessible at the time of the 
condition assessment.  The paint is flaking and severely faded at the storm door, and there is a gap 
between the base of the door and the brownstone threshold.  A piece of wood was installed in an 
attempt to cover the gap.  The door frame also exhibits heavy paint deterioration, and a piece of 
wood at the base of the frame is displaced.  There are rusted fasteners throughout the door and 
rusted metal braces at the frame, and the brownstone threshold is heavily worn and delaminated.  
Three additional doors are located at the north end of the east elevation.  The south, first-story door 
is a modern door with a one-light transom.  It is in good condition except for paint loss at the trim.  
The north, first-story door is located behind the wood porch enclosure.  It is a six-panel wood door 
with a transom covered by bars, and exhibits faded paint throughout.  The stone threshold is soiled.  
A basement door is located underneath the east porch enclosure.  It is a modern wood door with a 
two-light transom with painted panes that are covered by metal bars.  There is a small area of loss at 
the base of the door and paint loss and soiling at the trim. 
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Figure 0044.17, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of front storm door and surround.  Note 
Plexiglas at leaded glass sidelights.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects    

Figure 0044.18, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of modern wood door accessing basement.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0044.19, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of front storm door threshold.  Note 
delamination of brownstone and gap between 
threshold and bottom rail of door.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.20, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of paint loss, rot, displaced piece of wood, and 
rusted fasteners at base of front storm door.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume two single doors and one storm door.  

Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure 
that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any 
defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the wood doors as 
required.   

• At front storm door, repair or replace in-kind the damaged and missing wood elements at 
the base of the frame so that the metal bracing is no longer necessary.  Patch cracked and 
missing areas at bottom rail of storm door to match original to prevent any further loss of 
materials in the area.  Assume 2 sf. 

• Restore historic hardware. Assume three sets of hardware. 
• Maintain the existing non-historic doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors and 

trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  If desired, consider replacing non-
historic doors with historically appropriate doors.  If this course of action is taken, replace 
hardware as well.  Assume two doors.  

• Repair brownstone threshold at front door.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 5 sf. 
• Clean stone thresholds at each door to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the 

gentlest means possible. Assume 15 sf.   
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges.   

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front porch includes a brownstone stoop with brownstone balustrade accessing the front door, 
and a first-story recessed porch.  The second-story recessed porch was not accessible at the time of 
the condition assessment.  The stair landings and first-story recessed porch floor are of concrete, 
which at the stair landings is tinted a reddish-brown color to match the brownstone.  The top coat is 
deteriorating at the concrete landings.  Multiple plastic and mortar stone repairs are evident at the 
brownstone porch features, including large areas of the balustrade and the brownstone trim adjacent 
to the front storm door; the repairs are failing.  The brownstone exhibits biological growth and 
soiling, and there are areas of loss at the steps, including a hole where a tread meets a riser.  The 
brownstone also exhibits mortar loss and heavy delamination, particularly at the balustrade and stair 
risers.  There is a large spot of rust at one of the risers.  The iron rails at the west end of the porch 
landing and at the stair exhibit rust and paint loss.   
 
A small wood porch enclosure is located toward the north end of the east elevation.  The enclosure 
is rectangular in plan, supported by wood piers, and finished with close-set wood slats.  It shelters 
the concrete and brick areaway leading to the basement door and is accessed by a set of wood steps.  
The porch exhibits fading and deteriorating paint throughout, including at the beadboard ceiling.  
The stair treads are not painted, and the balustrade is rotting; one of the balusters is loose.  A set of 
metal stairs south of the enclosure accesses a landing that leads to another door.  The landing and 
enclosure are sheltered by an overhang with a beadboard ceiling.  The stairs exhibit rust, and paint 
loss is evident throughout the stair, landing, and overhang.  At the west elevation, there are two 
recessed balconies: one at the first story and one at the second story.  The first-story iron balcony 
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railing exhibits minor paint loss and rust, and the second-story wood railing exhibits heavy paint 
loss. 
 

  
Figure 0044.21, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of front porch, including first- and second-story 
recessed porches.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0044.22, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of failing stone repairs at front porch brownstone 
balustrade.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 

  
Figure 0044.23, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of ornamental iron front porch railing.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.24, Millhiser House, West Elevation, detail 
of paint loss at upper balcony balustrade.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0044.25, Millhiser House, West Elevation, detail 
of balconies.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0044.26, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of wood porch enclosure and steps.  Note fading paint 
and paint loss.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair the stone elements of the front porch as necessary, including areas where existing 
plastic and mortar repairs are failing.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 790 sf.   

• Patch tinted concrete landings at front porch stairs with new concrete to match existing.  
Assume 210 sf.   

• Repair the metal rails at the front porch and west balcony and metal stair at east porch.  
Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe 
deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Front 
porch rails: assume 25 lf.  Balcony rail: assume 12 lf.  East stair: assume 45 sf. 

• Repair the beadboard ceilings at east porch enclosure and overhang.  Clean and repaint with 
primer and two coats of high-quality exterior grade paint.  Assume 120 sf. 

• Clean all porches to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. 
Assume 1,650 sf.   

• Assume 825 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 
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• After cleaning, scrape, prime, and paint wood elements as needed at east porch and west 
balcony.  Replace rotted or missing wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood 
rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 450 sf. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The building has hung K-style gutters and rectangular, corrugated metal downspouts.  There are no 
gutters or downspouts at the south or north elevations.  The downspouts are dented, rusted, and 
scratched in some locations.  At the east elevation, the northernmost downspout connects to a 
gutter box and is significantly dented below the box.  At the west elevation, the southernmost 
downspout lacks an extender, allowing water to exit immediately adjacent to the building.  The 
heavy biological growth at the adjacent foundation and brick walkway are likely related to this 
condition. 
 

  
Figure 0044.27, Millhiser House, North Elevation, 
detail of typical hung K-style gutter and corrugated 
metal downspout.  Note slate shingle cladding at upper 
walls.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.28, Millhiser House, West Elevation, detail 
of typical corrugated metal downspout; note rust.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0044.29, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of corrugated metal downspout and gutter box.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.30, Millhiser House, West Elevation, detail 
of typical hung K-style gutters and corrugated metal 
downspouts.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
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• Monitor conditions at the pipes underneath the east porch to ensure they are not damaged 
or failing.  If so, engage an MEP engineer to investigate conditions of pipes.  Pending this 
investigation, implement the MEP engineer’s recommendations.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The roofline at the front (south) elevation is finished with copper coping and two copper finials.  
The turret has a copper cornice.  The coping, finials, and cornice have a patina.  There are several 
small dents at the turret cornice.  There is a corbelled brick cornice at the front section’s east 
elevation.  The wood fascia at the rear section’s east elevation exhibits heavy paint loss.  Flashing at 
the north-facing gable end toward the center of the building is bent and lifting.  Most of the 
remainder of the building is finished with metal coping, which at the west elevation appears to be 
wrapped over wood.  At the south end of the west elevation, a piece of flashing above the second-
story balcony is bent and the finish is wearing off.  A small piece of wood fascia at this elevation 
exhibits heavy paint deterioration and rot. 
 

  
Figure 0044.31, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of copper cornice at turret.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.32, Millhiser House, North Elevation, 
detail of bent and lifting flashing at gable end.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0044.33, Millhiser House, West Elevation, detail 
of rot and paint loss at wood fascia.  Also note stray 
caulk or roofing sealant at adjacent wall.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.34, Millhiser House, South Elevation, 
detail of copper coping and finial at Flemish gable end.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• As needed, clean all cornices, fascias, and coping of dirt and mold.  Assume 270 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint wood fascias.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  

Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 150 lf. 
• As needed, repair or replace any damaged metal cornices or coping.  Refer to standard metal 

rehabilitation procedures. Assume 105 lf. 
• Engage a roofing professional to examine flashing conditions at north gable end (near center 

of building) and at west elevation.  Pending these investigations, implement the roofing 
professional’s recommendations.  
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
At the south and east elevations, shrubs are planted close to the building.  The brownstone border 
fronting West Franklin Street exhibits atmospheric soiling, slight delamination, and mortar loss.  The 
concrete walkway at the east elevation is cracked in several areas, with a large area of damage near 
the northeast corner of the building.  Both the walkway and the rear patio exhibit biological growth 
and soiling.  The concrete slab adjacent to the east porch exhibits heavy biological growth, and 
leaves are accumulating under the porch.  The brick site walls, brick planters, and brick border at the 
rear patio exhibit mortar loss, inappropriate repointing with Portland cement, efflorescence, and 
biological growth.  The joint between the north elevation of the building and the brick planter is 
repointed with caulk.  Hard pavement abuts each elevation except the south elevation.  Repairs at 
the rear concrete patio have resulted in a mix of several different generations of concrete.  Heavy 
biological growth at the west elevation brick walkway is likely attributable to a downspout in this 
location lacking an extender, causing moisture to accumulate. 
 

  
Figure 0044.35, Millhiser House, North Elevation, 
detail of rear patio.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0044.36, Millhiser House, North Elevation, 
detail of biological growth, efflorescence, and 
inappropriate repointing at brick planter.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0044.37, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of shrubberies growing close to foundation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0044.38, Millhiser House, East Elevation, detail 
of concrete walkway; note small area of damage and 
general soiling.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings at the south and east margins of the building; this 
practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” 
away from building. 

• Repair and repoint south brownstone border as required.  Follow stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 45 sf. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 550 sf.    

• Repair concrete walkway at east elevation and concrete patio behind building as necessary.  
Assume 850 sf. 

• Repair the metal gate at the east elevation. Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, 
priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust 
remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 15 sf. 

• Repair and repoint brick site walls at east and north elevations; brick border at north patio; 
and brick areaway walls at east elevation basement entry as necessary, with particular 
attention to areas of the wall that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over 
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time and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and 
match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, 
and texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  
Assume 275 sf. 

• Remove biological growth and soiling from the concrete and brick walkways; rear patio; 
front brownstone border; concrete slab adjacent to east porch; and brick site walls.  Use the 
gentlest means possible. Assume 1,250 sf.   

• If drain at east areaway floor is clogged, clear of debris. 
• Clean east areaway to remove biological sediments, dirt, leaves, and other debris.  Use the 

gentlest means possible.  Assume 60 sf. 
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Chapter 3.19: Existing Conditions 
0045 Millhiser House Carriage House 
 

 
Figure 0045.1, Millhiser House Carriage House, 0045, 
Key Plan Map- Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0045.2, Millhiser House Carriage House, 0045, 
North Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Millhiser House Carriage House is located behind Millhiser House, at the north side of West 
Franklin Street between Harrison and Shafer Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  The carriage house is one of several fronting a Belgian block-paved alley that parallels 
West Franklin Street and forms the north perimeter of the lot.  The carriage house for the Stokes 
House adjoins the west wall of the building, and a narrow, concrete-paved alley separates the 
building from the rear of the McAdams House lot, which is enclosed by a brick wall.   
 
Summary Description of Millhiser House Carriage House 
Millhiser House Carriage House is a two-story, rectangular, brick building with a standing-seam 
metal, hipped roof.  The building was designed in the late nineteenth century and currently contains 
classroom and studio space for the School of the Arts, in addition to storage space.  The carriage 
house has a molded wood cornice and a small, square cupola toward the center of the roof.  At the 
first story of the north elevation (facing the alley), the east bay formerly contained a carriage door 
opening with metal lintel that is now infilled with brick, with a wood lintel beneath the metal lintel.  
A modern metal door is located in the east end of the former opening, and three fixed, two-light, 
wood windows covered with metal grates are adjacent to the door to the west.  The west bay 
contains a wood garage door with molded wood panels.  A wood double door is centered at the 
second story and is blocked at the exterior by an iron rail with decorative scroll motif.  East of the 
door is a 2/2, hung wood window flanked by two smaller, one-light wood windows, and west of the 
door are three, 2/2, hung wood windows.  All of the second-story openings are segmental-arched.  
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Figure 0045.3, Millhiser House Carriage House, 0045              Figure 0045.4, Millhiser House Carriage House, 0045 
North Elevation                                                               South Elevation  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects            Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0045.5, Millhiser House Carriage House, 0045              Figure 0045.6, Millhiser House Carriage House, 0045 
East Elevation                                                                          East Elevation looking north 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                          Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundations are brick laid in common bond pattern.  Bent metal corner guards can be found at 
the garage door openings at the north elevation.  The foundations are generally in fair to poor 
condition thoughout.  The walls are exhibiting extreme mortar loss and disintegrating mortar.  
Heavy efflorescence on the brick surface runs along the entire east elevation. In some areas, repairs 
have been made with unmatched brick and mortar. 
 

Figure 0045.7, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045                Figure 0045.8, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045 
Detail at East Elevation Wall                                                 Detail at northeast corner 
Note efflorescence at base of wall                                             Note missing mortar joint and soiling   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects             Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 200 sf. 
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Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The brick walls are laid in common bond.  The walls are generally in fair to poor condition 
thoughout.  The walls are exhibiting extreme efflorescence, mortar loss and disintegrating mortar at 
all sides.  In some areas, caulk or a sealant has been used to repair mortar joints.  Much of the brick 
is exhibiting signs of stress through spalling and fracturing along the brick face, especially at the 
north elevation.  At the infilled brick opening, brick and mortar does not match the existing adjacent 
wall.  While technically beyond the scope of this project, it should be noted that what appear to be 
power lines at the north elevation (facing alley) are in contact with the face of the buidling and 
window openings.  This is a potential life-safety concern. 
 

Figure 0045.9, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045                Figure 0045.10, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045 
Detail at North Elevation Wall                                                  Detail at North Elevation Wall 
Note stress fractures, missing mortar, and staining                    Note stress fracture, missing brick, and staining   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects             Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0045.11, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045              Figure 0045.12, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045 
Detail at South Elevation Wall                                                  North Elevation 
Note mortar loss and staining                                                   Note power lines at face of buidling and window  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects             Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 900 sf. 

• Repair stress fractures as necessary.  Match existing brick and mortar in-kind. Assume 100 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible. Assume 500 sf.   
• Coordinate with the utility company to relocate the power lines away from the building. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume one chimney. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the existing windows are in fair to good condition except for the vinyl replacements.  
The windows are composed of wood with stone sills.  All the wood windows exhibit paint 
deterioration with one at the south elevation containing an A/C unit.  All window openings feature 
a segmental arch and some feature insect screens or metal security screens at first floor.  For the 
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long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of the air-
conditioning unit and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of 
the window, as well as deterioration of the wall and sill beneath the window.  If system replacement 
is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If 
permanent removal is not feasible, remove the air-conditioning unit while the window undergoes 
repairs.   
 
The north elevation features a total of 6 windows.  The second floor consists of two 2/2 hung wood 
windows, two vinyl 6/6 replacement windows, and two fixed single light wood windows. The first-
floor carriage door opening that has been infilled features three fixed windows that are covered with 
metal mesh security screens.  All appear to be in fair condition requiring a Level I or II condition of 
repair. The windows are approximately 8 sf – 15 sf.   
 
The east elevation features a total of five fixed, 4-light windows covered with a metal mesh-like 
security screen. All appear to be in good condition with a Level I condition of repair and are 
approximately 8 sf. 
 
The south elevation features a total of 6 windows at the second floor consisting of three 2/2 hung 
wood windows, two vinyl 6/6 replacement windows, and one fixed vinyl replacement window. The 
first floor features one 2/2 hung wood window with metal security screen.  All appear to be in fair 
to good condition requiring a Level I or II condition of repair. The windows are approximately 8 sf 
– 15 sf.   
 
There are no window openings at the west elevation. 
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
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C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 
 

Figure 0045.13, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045              Figure 0045.14, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045 
South Elevation window                                                           North Elevation window 
Note peeling paint and deteriorated frame                                 Note mortar missing at brick header  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects             Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0045.13, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045               Figure 0045.14, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045 
North Elevation window                                                           North Elevation window 
Note peeling paint at window frame                                          Vinyl replacement window  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects             Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The carriage house features two carriage door openings at the north elevation.  One historic carriage 
door is still in place and the other has been infilled with brick.  The infilled opening features a 
hollow metal door with three fixed windows adjacent to the door.  The existing historic carriage 
door is in good condition with areas of peeling paint and wrap boards within the door panels. The 
modern hollow metal door is also in good condition.  There is an area of loss at the base of the 
frame. At the second floor, there is single door with two lights with decorative railing spanning the 
door opening; the door is in fair condition.  The south elevation features three four-panel wood 
doors with single-light glass transoms. All are in fair to good condition with peeling paint 
throughout the doorframes. Above the door at the southeast corner is a decorative wood canopy 
with metal roof. 
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Figure 0045.15, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045                  Figure 0045.16, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045 
North Elevation carriage door                                                      North Elevation second floor door 
Note wrap boards in door panel                                                   Note severe paint peeling on door and frame  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
 

Figure 0045.17, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045                  Figure 0045.18, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045 
South Elevation door                                                       South Elevation door 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Maintain all existing doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors and trim.  Fill any 

missing or damaged areas in-kind.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces 
are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of 
wood profiles. Assume 5 doors. 

• Maintain existing carriage door.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint door and trim. Repair 
wrap boards as needed and replace any rotted wood in kind. Assume 1 carriage door. 

• Clean, scrape, and paint existing entry canopy at the south elevation door.  
• Clean, prime, and paint existing steel lintel at the north elevation. 
• If desired, consider replacing the infill and non-historic doors at the carriage door openings 

with historically appropriate doors. Assume 2 pairs of carriage doors.  Match existing 
adjacent carriage doors. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

 

Porches 

Existing Condition: 
There is a second-floor wood frame deck at the south elevation featuring two square posts and 
wood steps that connect to grade. Between the posts are two simple horizontal rails and the deck 
ceiling is composed painted bead board. The entire deck is in fair condition with peeling paint 
throughout. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint wood deck, steps, and structure.  Patch and repair 
missing or damaged areas in-kind. Assume 50 sf. 

• Repair and repaint bead board ceilings. Assume 50 sf. 
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Figure 0045.19, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045                 Figure 0045.20, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045 
South Elevation Deck                                                                  South Elevation Deck 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The gutters of the carriage house are integrated with the building’s cornice and are located on the 
north, south, and east sides of the building.  The south side features one round downspout, which 
ties into an underground drainage system, and is in fair condition.  The east side features two round 
downspouts. One appears to connect into an underground drainage system and is in poor condition. 
The other drains directly to grade and is in fair condition. It is unclear as to the extent of the 
underground drainage system.   
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Replace damaged downspouts at east elevation with 6” round metal downspouts. Assume 21 
lf. 

• Repair minor paint failure by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration 
may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  If the downspouts are 
too corroded, replace with 6” round metal downspouts.   Assume 42 lf. 
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Figure 0045.21, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045                  Figure 0045.22, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045 
East Elevation Downspouts                                                         South Elevation Downspout 
Note damaged downspout                                                            Note peeling paint at downspout boot connection 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The cornices at the north, east, and south elevation are composed of wood with integral gutters.  All 
sides are in poor condition with heavy paint flaking and missing pieces of trim due to moisture 
damage. Separation has occurred at the northeast corner where the two cornices meet. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 200 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted / missing wood pieces in 

kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 200 sf. 
 

Figure 0045.23, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045                  Figure 0045.24, Millhiser House Carriage House  0045                        
North Elevation Cornice. Note paint loss, separation.                  South Elevation Cornice. Note missing cornice. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The site is urban in nature and features minimal plantings. The north side faces an alleyway lined 
with Belgian block that parallels West Franklin Street.  At the east side, a seven-foot wide concrete 
sidewalk runs between buiding and adjacent brick wall. The south side is composed of a paved 
concrete area with low curved brick walls and brick planting beds. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 
 

• Repair damaged paved surface area and ensure and water is positively drained away from the 
buildings, assume 200 sf. 

• Repair brick wall and planters, assume 50 sf. 
• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds.   

 

Figure 0045.25, Millhiser House Carriage House 0045                          
South Elevation                                                     
Note damage to paved area                     
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Chapter 3.20: Existing Conditions 
0046 Sitterding House 
 

 
Figure 0046.1, Sitterding House, 0046, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0046.2, Sitterding House, 0046, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Sitterding House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at 
the southwest corner of Floyd Avenue and North Cherry Street.  The site is urban and features 
minimal planting.  Floyd Avenue defines the north perimeter of the site.  University Student 
Commons is located behind Sitterding House to the southwest and occupies most of the city block.  
There are no other buildings in the city block.  At the north (front) elevation, a stone border divides 
the house lot from the sidewalk, which is brick laid in a herringbone pattern.  The north (front) end 
of the lot is planted with grass, shrubs, and a crepe myrtle tree.  A concrete and brick areaway 
surrounds the basement at the north and east elevations and has a mulch planting bed and iron 
fence along its length.  A gate in the iron fence leads down a flight of stairs to the basement door at 
the northeast tower.  The east elevation abuts the herringbone brick sidewalk, which runs along 
North Cherry Street and extends behind the building.  Several small trees and shrubs are planted 
adjacent to the rear elevation, behind which is a paved parking area.  The west elevation is separated 
from the northeast corner of University Student Commons by a narrow alley.  A section of the plaza 
in front of University Student Commons adjoins Sitterding House’s west elevation.  It is paved with 
concrete and contains mulch planting beds planted with trees and shrubs. 
 
Summary Description of Sitterding House 
Sitterding House is a two-and-one-half-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement and two-story, 
rear, brick section that was formerly a service ell.  The building currently contains administrative 
offices of the Division of Student Affairs.  Sitterding House was constructed by contractor/architect 
Gilbert Hunt between 1889 and 1891 as his own residence, and is reflective of the Queen Anne and 
Romanesque Revival styles.  It is a modified rectangle in plan with a three-story, polygonal tower at 
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the northeast corner, and is of brick construction with pressed brick veneer at the front section only.  
The basement level is finished with painted, scored stucco resembling ashlar masonry.  The front 
section has a hipped, patterned slate roof with polychromatic bands and an octagonal, patterned 
slate tower roof with a six-point-star motif.  The rear ell has a flat or low-slope roof.  The front 
section has a molded wood cornice with brick corbelling below, two hipped dormers at the rear 
elevation, and one at each of the remaining elevations.  The east dormer at the south elevation has 
been converted into a door accessing the roof level of the east porch.  Each of the dormers is clad in 
slate shingles.  Two brick, interior end chimneys are located at the east elevation of the front section, 
one at the west elevation, and one at the rear elevation.   
 
The one-bay-wide, one-story, brick entry porch is located in the west bay of the front elevation.  
Each wall of the porch is pierced by an arch with large, rusticated granite voussoirs, which at the 
front elevation are supported by Romanesque-style, polished pink granite columns with granite, 
foliated capitals.  The porch roof is flat and bordered with granite coping and granite corner blocks 
topped with spheres.  A flight of concrete steps with brownstone sidewalls and a center iron railing 
approaches the porch.  The porch floor is finished with black and white marble tiles laid in a 
checkerboard pattern, and the front doors are paneled wood double doors.  Windows are typically 
one-over-one, hung, anodized aluminum replacement sash, which at the front section have stone 
sills and rusticated granite lintels, and diminish in size toward the upper stories.  A three-story, two-
bay-wide, shallow pavilion with hipped roof is located toward the center of the front section’s east 
elevation.  The east elevation of the rear ell has a multistory porch with square posts.  At the west 
elevation, a two-story, arched window was added in the 1984 alterations to provide light to the 
stairwell.  
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Figure 0046.3, Sitterding House, Partial East Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.4, Sitterding House, South Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
 

  
Figure 0046.5, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of multistory porch.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.6, Sitterding House, West Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
Note:  Drawings for Sitterding House were not available at the time of report production.  Square 
footage figures provided are rough estimates based on city parcel information.   
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Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of stucco scored to resemble ashlar masonry at the front section, and brick at the 
rear ell, which is painted white underneath the east porch.  Typical conditions at the stucco 
foundation include biological growth, atmospheric soiling, cracks, rising damp, and failing paint.  
These conditions are especially pronounced around the downspouts at the east elevation.  At the 
west elevation, the stucco around the louver at the porch foundation is cracked and deteriorating.  
Typical conditions at the brick foundation include biological growth, atmospheric soiling, 
efflorescence, mortar loss, areas of spalling brick, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement 
and caulk.  The south end of the west elevation exhibits splashback and heavy mortar loss and 
deterioration.  The segmental-arched basement window heads at the south elevation are repointed 
with Portland cement, and a jagged hole has been cut in the adjacent brick to accommodate 
electrical equipment.  The edges of a concrete area of the foundation at the west elevation are 
repointed with caulk.  A caulk seam has been applied to the joint between the foundation and the 
concrete walkway at the south end of the west elevation, likely to address a moisture infiltration 
issue in this location. 
 

  
Figure 0046.7, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of foundation, which is finished with stucco scored to 
resemble ashlar masonry.  Note paint failure, 
atmospheric soiling, and rising damp.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.8, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of paint failure, atmospheric soiling, and rising damp 
adjacent to downspout.  Note hole at downspout, 
which appears to be an emergency release.    
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0046.9, Sitterding House, West Elevation, detail 
of mortar loss, biological growth, atmospheric soiling, 
and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement and 
caulk.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.10, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of step crack at brick, which transitions to a shear crack 
just above the foundation.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick foundation as necessary, with particular attention to areas that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 375 sf. 

• Repair stucco foundation as required. Prime and paint all stucco with two coats of paint. 
Assume 775 sf. 

• Clean the brick and stucco foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use 
the gentlest means possible.  Assume 500 sf. 

• Assume 250 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• As needed, repaint the painted section of the east brick foundation using an appropriate 
color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 200 sf. 

• Engage an MEP engineer to determine if the penetration for the electrical conduit at the 
south elevation should be sealed.  Pending this investigation, implement the MEP engineer’s 
recommendations.  

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front section of the building is finished with pressed brick laid in running bond, and the rear ell 
is finished with brick laid in seven-course American bond.  The front section has stone trim, 
including window sills and lintels, and brick corbelling beneath the cornice.  Typical wall conditions 
include atmospheric soiling (heaviest at corners and underneath windows), efflorescence underneath 
windows, mortar loss, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement, particularly at the rear ell.  
The brick at the rear ell is spalling and is generally in poorer condition than the brick veneer.  The 
joints between the brick and one of the first-story window sills at the north elevation are repointed 
with caulk, which is beginning to deteriorate.  A similar condition is found at the joint between the 
brick and the stone trim of the north balcony.  There are several small holes in the brick at the 
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northeast tower.  Stray mortar is smeared at the brick adjacent to the window under the front porch.  
There is widespread biological growth at the mortar joints in several locations at the north elevation.  
Step cracks are located underneath the westernmost, first-story window at the tower; at the head of 
the second-story window above the west handicapped-accessible entry; and underneath the 
southernmost, first-story window at the front section of the east elevation.  The crack at the east 
elevation transitions to a shear crack at the foundation.  Additional cracks are located around the sill 
of the east-facing first-story window at the tower.  The chimneys exhibit atmospheric soiling, mortar 
loss, inapproporiate repointing with Portland cement, and spalling.  Brick window sills exhibit small 
areas of loss.  The wall under the overhang at the west elevation exhibits moisture staining, 
pockmarks at the brick and mortar, and general soiling.  The reworked brick at the south elevation 
may indicate that the window arrangement was altered in this location.  
 

  
Figure 0046.11, Sitterding House, West Elevation, 
detail of heavy atmospheric soiling at chimney.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.12, Sitterding House, West Elevation, 
detail of mortar loss.  Also note crack at foundation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0046.13, Sitterding House, North Elevation, 
detail of heavy atmospheric soiling and efflorescence, 
which is typical underneath windows.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.14, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of step cracks, atmospheric soiling, and efflorescence 
around window sill.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 3,150 sf (including 
chimneys). 

• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. 
Assume 5,350 sf (including chimneys, stone/brick window sills and lintels).   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 2,675 sf (including 
chimneys, stone/brick window sills and lintels). 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the walls where step and/or 
shear cracks are located.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s 
recommendations.  

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Four chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
All windows are replacement, anodized aluminum, 1/1, hung sash, except for two windows at the 
west elevation.  Toward the center of the west elevation is a two-story anodized aluminum window 
in an arched opening, which was added in 1984 and lights a stairwell.  A small, one-light, square, 
anodized aluminum window is located adjacent to the west entry.  Other than wear of the anodized 
finish throughout and atmospheric soiling at stone sills and lintels, the windows are overall in fair 
condition.  Windows at the rear ell typically have wood sills, which exhibit paint loss.  The slate at 
the dormers has caulk repairs, likely to address moisture infiltration issues.  Wood louvers covered 
with metal grates are located at the east and west elevations of the front porch foundation.  Debris is 
accumulating inside the grates and the wood louver frames are deteriorating.  None of the windows 
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had AC units at the time of the condition assessment.  The approximate total number of windows is 
54.   
 
The north elevation features approximately 17 windows (including the transom over the front door).  
North elevation windows are all typical, 1/1, anodized aluminum replacement sash, except for the 
rectangular transom over the front door.  The first-story windows have rectangular transoms.  All of 
the windows except the basement windows have stone sills and lintels.  The windows on this 
elevation range from approximately 8 sf to 20 sf.    
 
The east elevation features approximately 23 windows.  East elevation windows are all typical, 1/1, 
anodized aluminum replacement sash.  At the front section, all of the windows except the basement 
windows have stone sills and lintels.  At the rear ell, the windows are contained within segmental-
arched openings, the heads of which are painted at the first and second stories.  The windows on 
this elevation range from approximately 11 sf to 20 sf.    
 
The south elevation features 6 windows.  South elevation windows are all typical, 1/1, anodized 
aluminum replacement sash.  The basement windows are contained within segmental-arched 
openings.  The windows on this elevation are all approximately 13 sf.    
 
The west elevation features 8 windows.  West elevation windows are typically 1/1, anodized 
aluminum replacement sash, except for the two-story, arched window and a one-light, small, square 
window.  The windows typically have painted wood sills. The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 6.5 sf to 75 sf.    
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint all wood window sills.  Replace any rotted or missing 
wood in kind when necessary.  Assume 20 sf.   

• If the ventilation system underneath the porch is no longer in use, infill the existing louvered 
openings in this location to match the existing porch foundation.  If the ventilation system 
remains in use, remove grates from louvers, clean area of debris, repair wood louver and 
frame, and replace grates.  Debris cleanup from behind the grates will need to be part of 
ongoing maintenance.  Assume 2 openings. 

• Engage a roofing professional to examine potential moisture infiltration issues at the 
dormers.  While technically not in the scope of this project, the slate roof appears in overall 
poor condition, and should be fully evaluated by a roofing professional.  Pending this 
investigation, implement the roofing professional’s recommendations.  

 
The Window Levels of Repair, noted for the majority of buildings in this report, are not applicable 
to the anodized aluminum replacement windows found at Sitterding House.  The windows are 
typically in fair condition and should be retained; however, it is evident they are beginning to reach 
the end of their lifespan.  Some windows exhibit rusted fasteners, particularly those at the south 
elevation, and the anodized finish is beginning to wear off most windows.  The sealant on the 
windows should be monitored to ensure there are no leaks.  If leaks appear or when windows 
deteriorate further, replace them with historically appropriate wood or aluminum-wrapped wood 
windows.  This type of window will have a longer lifespan and will more closely approximate the 
appearance of the original windows.   
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Figure 0046.15, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of typical one-over-one, anodized aluminum 
replacement window with stone sill and lintel.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.16, Sitterding House, West Elevation, 
detail of two-story anodized aluminum window added 
in 1984 to provide light to stairwell.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0046.17, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of typical hipped dormer.  Also note patterned slate 
roof.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.18, Sitterding House, West Elevation, 
detail of louver with metal grate at porch foundation.  
Note deteriorated wood frame, debris accumulation 
inside grate, and cracks and deterioration at 
surrounding stucco.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The paneled wood front double doors are topped with a rectangular transom and have a stone 
threshold and stone lintel.  They are in good condition overall except for minor areas of paint loss.  
A paneled wood basement door is located underneath the east-facing first-story window at the 
northeast tower.  The door is in good condition except for a vertical crack at the lower right panel.  
The trim is rough-textured due to painted-over paint loss, and is scarred from removed hardware.  
The stone threshold exhibits atmospheric soiling.  Two doors are located at the basement level of 
the east multistory porch, two at the first story, and one at the second story.  The east dormer at the 
south elevation has been converted into a door accessing the roof level of the multistory porch.  At 
the west elevation is a handicapped-accessible metal door with a push button door opener.   
 

  
Figure 0046.19, Sitterding House, North Elevation, 
detail of paneled wood front double doors.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.20, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of paneled wood basement door.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The doors should be maintained.  Assume one set of double doors and eight single doors.  
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure 
that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any 
defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the wood doors as 
required.   
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• Restore hardware. Assume seven sets of hardware. 
• If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate doors. If 

this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.   
• Clean stone and/or concrete door thresholds to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use 

the gentlest means possible. Assume 27 sf.   
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges.   

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The brick at the front porch exhibits the same typical conditions as noted at the wall section above.  
The brick at the west-facing arch exhibits heavy efflorescence, and there is a step crack at the brick 
above the arch.  The stone voussoirs at each arch exhibit delamination and mortar loss, and the 
stone trim underneath the east and west porch balustrades is cracked.  The beadboard ceiling 
exhibits paint loss and soiling.  The steps accessing the front porch exhibit mortar deterioration and 
biological growth along the inner faces of the stone sidewalls, and the sidewalls are cracked.  The 
central iron railing at the steps is rusted and exhibits paint loss; the rust is staining the steps.  All 
stone elements of the porch exhibit atmospheric soiling.  Deteriorated areas of the lower stone bases 
of both pink granite columns have been patched with concrete.  A plastic repair was conducted at 
the top of the east brownstone sidewall.  The marble tile floor exhibits significant grout loss, and 
many of the tiles are loose or no longer attached to the floor.  The stone trim at the balcony above 
the front porch is inappropriately repointed with caulk.   
 
The multistory porch at the east elevation is constructed of synthetic materials, including vinyl, with 
wood framing.  It is supported by painted brick piers.  The porch appears to be in good condition 
overall.  There is biological growth and soiling at the first-story skirt board below the floor boards, 
and minor paint and mortar loss at some of the brick piers.  The three piers along the south 
elevation appear to have been recently repointed and painted.  The wood steps exhibit biological 
growth and soiling, and the synthetic materials are separating in some locations.  The porch stair 
should be evaluated for code compliance. 
 
A handicapped-accessible entry is located toward the south end of the west elevation.  The brick and 
concrete landing exhibits atsmospheric soiling, biological growth, and small areas of efflorescence.  
The metal rail exhibits rust and paint loss.  The beadboard ceiling at the overhang above the entry 
exhibits moisture staining, paint loss, and separation. 
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Figure 0046.21, Sitterding House, North Elevation, 
detail of delaminating stone voussoirs at inner face of 
arched porch entry.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0046.22, Sitterding House, North Elevation, 
detail of front steps and porch column.  Note plastic 
stone repair and crack at brownstone, and concrete 
repair at area under column base.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0046.23, Sitterding House, North Elevation, 
detail of front porch balustrade.  Note cracks at stone 
trim and efflorescence and atmospheric soiling at brick.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.24, Sitterding House, North Elevation, 
detail of deteriorated and missing grout at marble tile 
porch floor.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Figure 0046.25, Sitterding House, South Elevation, 
detail of wood steps and painted brick piers at east 
multistory porch.  Note biological growth at steps and 
debris accumulation at landing.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.26, Sitterding House, West Elevation, 
detail of handicapped-accessible entry.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick at front porch and east porch piers as necessary, with particular 
attention to areas that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and 
where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and 
texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  
Assume 210 sf. 

• Repair all delaminating and cracked stone at front porch and steps, and repoint as necessary.  
For lower stone bases beneath columns and brownstone stair sidewalls, maintain existing 
repairs; when existing repairs fail, implement Dutchman repairs.  For all stone repairs, follow 
stone repair guidelines.  Assume 100 sf. 

• Repair the metal rails at the front porch and west handicapped-accessible entry.  Minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration 
may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 11 lf. 

• Repair the marble tile flooring at front porch as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  
Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 70 sf. 
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• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 70 sf.  

• Repair the beadboard ceilings at front (north) porch and overhang at west elevation.  Clean 
and repaint with primer and two coats of high-quality exterior grade paint.  Assume 130 sf. 

• Clean all porches to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. 
Assume 675 sf.   

• Assume 350 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Maintain existing east multistory porch.  When existing synthetic materials begin to fail, 
consider replacing with wood or a durable substitute.  In addition, the stair should be 
evaluated for code compliance, as some stairs appear uneven and the handrails at the 
basement level are partially covered by the porch floor. 

• As needed, repaint the brick piers at the east porch using an appropriate color.  Refer to the 
paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 100 sf. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the west wall at front porch 
where step crack is located.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s 
recommendations.  

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
Gutters are built into the cornice at all elevations and are painted red.  Downspouts at the front 
section are round, galvanized metal, while those at the rear ell are corrugated metal.  A corrugated 
metal downspout connects to the front porch roof.  The downspouts at the front section connect to 
an underground stormwater management system, while those at the rear ell terminate at grade.  The 
downspout at the south elevation terminates approximately eight inches above grade and lacks an 
extender, allowing water to exit immediately adjacent to the building and splash back onto the porch 
pier.  This downspout also exhibits paint loss.  The built-in gutters typically exhibit rust, paint loss, 
and soiling; these conditions are heavy in some areas.  The downspouts at the front section have 
holes just above the boots, which appear to be for emergency release, and the boots are corroded.  
The lower portions of the downspouts are likely clogged with debris, leading water to leak out of the 
downspouts through the holes, corroding the downspout boots, and causing moisture accumulation 
at the wall and in the areaway.  The areaway appears to lack adequate drainage.  The areaway may 
not have drains, or existing drains may be clogged and/or the areaway may not be sloped steeply 
enough to promote positive drainage toward the drains.  The boot at the downspout adjacent to the 
front porch is covered with biological growth.  The corrosion and biological growth indicate that the 
downspouts are likely leaking.  
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Figure 0046.27, Sitterding House, North Elevation, 
detail of heavy biological growth at boot of downspout.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.28, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of typical round metal downspout.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0046.29, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of rust and paint loss at built-in gutter.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.30, Sitterding House, South Elevation, 
detail of corrugated metal downspout.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 
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• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.    
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The molded wood cornices throughout the building typically exhibit atmospheric soiling and paint 
loss, which is heavy in some areas.  Rusted fasteners are typical at the front (north) elevation.  Some 
areas are cracked or separating.  At the east elevation, the cornice adjacent to the north chimney 
exhibits rot, areas of wood loss, and displaced elements.  Other large areas of the east elevation 
cornice exhibit wood rot and/or loss, including the cornice adjacent to the south chimney.  The 
wood cornices at the hipped dormers exhibit extreme paint loss, peeling paint, and possible moisture 
damage.  A small piece of wood has been nailed to the soffit at the south elevation, possibly to 
conceal an area of damage.  The cornice at the west elevation has rusted fasteners in some areas, and 
the cornice adjacent to the west chimney exhibits heavy paint loss and splintering wood.  A large 
piece of the fascia at the west elevation appears to have been replaced. 
 

  
Figure 0046.31, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of rot, areas of wood loss, and paint loss at molded 
wood cornice.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0046.32, Sitterding House, West Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss, cracks, and separation at 
molded wood cornice.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0046.33, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of heavy paint loss at dormer.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.34, Sitterding House, South Elevation, 
detail of nailed-on piece of wood at soffit.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 250 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 250 sf. 
• Remove all rusted fasteners at cornice and replace with galvanized or stainless steel fasteners.   

 
Site 
Existing Condition: 
Along the west elevation and at the southeast corner of the building, mature trees are located too 
close to the building.  Shrubs are planted close to the foundation at the west elevation.  The areaway 
at the north and east elevations of the front section has a concrete floor and brick walls with 
concrete coping.  The floor exhibits moisture and debris accumulation and is cracked in several 
areas.  The brick wall exhibits biological growth, mortar loss and deterioration, and inappropriate 
repointing with Portland cement.  The coping is cracked and exhibits atmospheric soiling.  The iron 
rail bordering the areaway exhibits heavy rust and paint loss, and the rust is staining the stone edging 
below the rail.  Several of the rail’s balusters are bent.  The gate latch at the iron rail appears not to 
function, as the gate is currently held in place by a twist tie.  The concrete areaways at the basement 
windows at the south elevation are cracked throughout, and debris is accumulating inside the east 
areaway.  The west areaway is completely filled with mulch, which covers the window sill and the 
bottom rail of the window.  Dirt and other debris covers the concrete landing at the base of the east 
porch stair.  The wood fencing enclosing the mechanical equipment at the west elevation exhibits 
biological growth and moisture staining throughout.  The wheelchair lift at the handicapped-
accessible entry exhibits finish loss and heavy rust at the base.  Hard-paved areas are located close to 
portions of the west and south elevations.  The brick walkway leading to the front steps exhibits 
biological growth, mortar loss, and inappropriate or poorly-executed repointing. 
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Figure 0046.35, Sitterding House, North Elevation, 
detail of cracks, moisture accumulation, and biological 
growth at areaway.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0046.36, Sitterding House, West Elevation, 
detail of wheelchair lift.  Note finish loss and rust at 
base.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0046.37, Sitterding House, East Elevation, detail 
of heavy rust and paint loss at iron rail and gate along 
areaway.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0046.38, Sitterding House, South Elevation, 
detail of cracks and debris accumulation at basement 
window areaway.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• There are currently foundation plantings at the west margin of the building; this practice 

should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from 
building. 

• Trim back trees along the west elevation and at southeast corner of the building to ensure 
they are not touching the building.  Discontinue the practice of planting trees near the 
foundation. 

• Repair and repoint brick areaway wall at north and east elevations as necessary, with 
particular attention to areas of the wall that have received inappropriate Portland cement 
repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-
based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, 
strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with 
appropriate mortar.  Assume 185 sf. 

• Repair concrete at areaways at north and east elevations (floor and coping).  Also repair 
concrete areaways at south elevation basement windows.  Assume 275 sf. 

• Clean the areaway at north and east elevations to remove biological sediments and dirt.  
Clean two basement window areaways at south elevation to remove built-up dirt, mulch, and 
other debris. Use the gentlest means possible.  Assume 200 sf. 

• Assume 95 sf of the north/east areaway will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Repair the metal rail bordering the areaway at the north and east elevations. Minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration 
may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 65 lf. 

• Repair latch at gate in areaway railing. 
• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 

desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 350 sf.    

• Remove biological growth and soiling from the brick and concrete walkways adjacent to the 
building.  Assume 450 sf.   

• Repair brick walkways adjacent to the building as required.  Assume 150 sf. 
• Clean the wood site fencing at the west elevation to remove biological sediments and dirt.  

Use the gentlest means possible.  Assume 60 sf. 
• Consider repairing or replacing existing wheelchair lift. 
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Chapter 3.21: Existing Conditions 
0055 White House 
 

 
Figure 0055.1, White House, 0055, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0055.2, White House, 0055, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
White House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University near the 
northwest corner of West Franklin and Laurel Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings include 
Thurston House to the west and Williams House to the east.  A Belgian block-paved alley is located 
along the west elevation, and a concrete walkway and a handicapped-accessible ramp are located 
along the east elevation.  At the south (front) elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from 
the sidewalk, which is of concrete.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front (north) elevation and is 
planted with shrubbery, ivy, and other small plantings.  A small tree is located near the southeast 
corner of the lot, a mature deciduous tree at the southwest corner of the site, and a mature 
evergreen tree in the southwest corner of the building.  Two stone steps are set into the stone 
border and access a brick walkway and the steps to the main entry.  The remainder of the lot has 
little landscaping, as the building approaches the edge of the east, west, and north lot lines.  A 
concrete paver alley runs parallel to West Franklin Street behind White House and the adjacent 
buildings. 
 
Summary Description of White House 
White House is a two-and-one-half-story, five-bay-wide building with a basement and a two-story, 
brick, rear addition.  White House (along with Bird, Hunton, Thurston, and Williams Houses) 
currently contains faculty, staff, and graduate student offices for the Department of Psychology; 
laboratory, classroom, and conference space; advising offices; and a reference library, among other 
facilities.  The building was designed in the late nineteenth century as a residence in the Second 
Empire style.  The original building is roughly square in plan, is constructed of pressed brick, and 
has a patterned slate mansard roof with polychromatic banding and a floral motif.  Segmental 
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dormers with flared ends and 2/2 windows are located at each elevation of the mansard, and below 
the mansard is a wood cornice adorned with brackets, dentils, and modillions.  The center bay of the 
front elevation projects slightly.  Significant alterations were to the original building circa 1909 and 
1924, initially with a dining room and porch addition, later with two-story, brick additions behind 
the building adjoin a two-story, brick former carriage house that fronts the rear alley, forming a “U” 
shape and a one-story brick addition infills the “U.”  These rear sections each have a shallow, 
hipped, membrane roof.  At the original section, two brick, interior end chimneys are located at the 
east elevation, one at the west, and one at the rear.  The one-story front porch spans the three center 
bays of the front elevation and frames the centered, wood front double doors, which feature one 
light over one panel in each leaf and are topped by a transom.  The porch is of wood construction 
and features four squared posts with Corinthian capitals, two squared pilasters with plain capitals, 
and a flat roof with modillioned cornice and wood balustrade with turned balusters and squared, 
paneled posts.  An iron balustrade runs between the Corinthian posts, and a short flight of splayed, 
stone stairs with iron rail accesses the porch.  Windows at the original section are typically one-over-
one, hung wood sash with brownstone sills and lintels.  The lintels feature drop ends with brackets.  
A pair of typical windows with round-arched heads and lintels is centered at the second story of the 
front elevation.  The one-story original porch, located at the east elevation, has been enclosed to 
created interior space.  The section of the two-story addition immediately behind the original section 
features a modillioned cornice and multi-light, double-hung wood windows.  The former carriage 
house portion of the rear addition has one-over one windows with metal grates at the first story and 
two-over-two, hung wood windows in segmental-arched openings at the second story.  The former 
carriage entry at the west elevation is now infilled with brick, but retains a metal lintel.  A wood fire 
escape is located in front of the one-story addition along the east elevation.  
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
Foundations are constructed of the same pressed brick of the primary elevations and less refined 
brick of the north façade.  Several areas of less refined brick is exposed below elevations of presssed 
brick, likely due to changes made to the adjacent grade over time.  The foundation of the main 
elevations of the original house, at the west, south and east elevations, also feature a belt course of 
brown sandstone.  This is largely obscurred by the 4 foot or taller shrubs planted against the south 
elevation and the southeast portions of the east elevation.  Areas that could be observed exhibit 
areas of mortar loss overall.  Deterioration is excelerated in areas where there is widespread ivy 
growth over the foundation.  The southwest foundaiton also exhibits an area of several spalled brick 
resulting from old attachements to the wall. 
 
The northeast and north elevations exhibit active moisture retension at the foundation near grade 
level where deteriorated mortar joints, shaded conditions and previous repointing using 
incompatible Portland cement-based mortars are contributing to moisture retention.  The north 
elevation exhibits four approximately 16-inch by 10-inch crawl space vents.  The northwest corner 
of the north elevation exhibits a large metal plate located near grade.  The pupose of the large cover 
plate is unkown and it should be removed for further investigaiton into the conditions of the 
foundations due to the deteriorated conditions in that area.  If the cover is to a crawlspace access 
opening, a more secure access and weather tight door is recommended. 
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The east elevation ehhibits similar conditions of the northeast and north elevation, with deteriorated 
mortar joints seen primarily near grade, where missing mortar is allowing moisture to infiltrate into 
the brick. 
 

  
Figure 0055.3, White House, 0055, East Elevatio, 
Detail. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.4, White House, 0055, West Elevation, 
Foundaiton Detail. Note rust & holes at exhaust vent. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0055.5, White House, 0055, North Elevation, 
Foundation Detail. Note metal plate at northeast 
corner. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.6, White House, 0055, West Elevation, 
Foundation Detail. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Remove unused anchors, conduit, wiring, adhesives and other attachments.  Repoint.  

Assume 200 sf. 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 1,300 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 900 sf.  
• Remove ivy completely from the planting beds. 
• Remove foundation plantings closer than 24 inches of the foundations.  Reduce the size and 

density of plantings to allow greater air circulation at the foundation. 
• Consider installation of an appropriate and secure framed crawlspace access door.  Install a 

min. 2’-6” x 2’-6” framed, lockable crawlspace access door. 
 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The primary south elevation is comprised of pressed brick laid in a running bond pattern, without 
header courses, with fine mortar joints typical of pressed brick construction.  The western, central 
and eastern bays of the south elevation exhibit the stair-step cracking and displacement of brick due 
to settlement. This is most significantly seen at the eastern-most bay of the elevation, as well as 
evidenced in the shifting of the brick walls at the stone trim of the windows and entry door.  
Previous repairs at mortar joints, a cracked window lintel and around the entry door surround have 
opened up since the repairs indicating continued movement in the wall.  A Structural Engineer 
should be engaged to review the foundation and wall and further investigate surrounding conditions 
that may be affecting the area.  Overall cracks and areas of missing mortar should be repointed with 
appropriate mortars to protect the wall from further water infiltration. 
 
The east elevation is made up of the original building to the south, a porch and as early two-story L-
shaped addition at the rear of the original building, attaching to the two-story carriage house, with a 
later one-story addition infilling the courtyard between the earlier addition and the carriage house.  
The east elevation of the original two-story building at the south is in good condition with only a 
few exceptions: one spalled brick near the southeast corner of the building should be repaired, 
review previously repointed and infilled areas at piping and a later window installation for 
inappropriate mortars.  The original porch addition had been infilled with wood siding and two 
small windows added at each elevation between the original square wood columns.  The east 
elevation of the earlier addition and the carriage house feature pressed brick laid in a running bond 
without header courses, similar to the original building.  The one-story infill is constructed of a less 
refined common brick laid in common bond with header courses every 7th course.  The north-facing 
and east facing second story walls of the L-shaped addition also feature less refined brick laid in 
similar common bond.  The south-facing second-story elevation of the carriage house is pressed 
brick laid in a running bond similar to that of the main building.  Overall these elevations exhibit 
individual areas of mortar loss, multiple attachments and anchors, and many window and door 
openings that have been infilled with common brick or non-historic doors.  These areas should be 
reviewed closer to determine if compatible mortars have been used, inappropriate mortars removed 
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and areas repointed as necessary.  Much of the lower ease elevation is obscured by a wood ramp and 
a wood stair structure.  These structures are shading the elevation resulting in biological growth on 
the brick behind and around the structures. 
 
The north elevations include a second story portion of the early building additions and the facade of 
the carriage house facing the adjacent public alley.  These elevations are constructed of common 
brick laid in common bond with varying header courses.  Closer investigation should be made of the 
second story of the early additions as these areas were inaccessible at the time of the study, though 
these areas are assumed to be in similar condition as the other common brick walls.  The north 
elevation of the carriage house exhibits areas of mortar loss overall and many areas of modifications 
to openings and previous repointing.  Areas repointed with Portland-based cement require special 
attention, requiring removal and repointing. 
 
The west elevation includes the original carriage house to the north, the original two-and-one-half 
story building to the south, the early L-shaped addition and a small two-story of infill addition 
between the buildings.  The original elevations and early addition are constructed of pressed brick 
laid in a running bond with the infill addition constructed of common brick laid in a common bond 
with headers every seven courses.  A dressed sandstone belt course is located at the southern half of 
the elevation, where it meets the belt course at the south elevation.  The original carriage house 
features a large exposed steel lintel that spanned over a wide opening which is not infilled with 
common brick.  The west elevation exhibits many openings (doors and windows) that have been 
filled in, as well as new door and window openings and openings that have been moved during 
various building alterations.  This elevation also exhibits many conduits, piping and wiring of various 
service connections.  Many attachments and anchors are no longer used and should be removed and 
the masonry repaired or repointed to minimize water infiltration into the masonry.  An 
approximately 12” diameter exhaust vent stack is also attached to the west wall.  The bottom portion 
of the vent stack is corroded and it should be inspected and repaired. 
 
Each elevation exhibits window mounted air-conditioning units.  Significant mortar loss is noted in 
most wall areas beneath these units and special attending should be paid to these areas. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Consult an Architect and Structural Engineer to further investigate settlement of the south 
wall. 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 9,250 sf. 

• Remove unused anchors, conduit, wiring, adhesives and other attachments.  Repoint.  
Assume 700 sf. 

• Scrape and paint required anchors, conduits and attachments where remaining.  Assume 350 
lf 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 1,200 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint wood siding and trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Scrape and paint:  Assume 500 lf. 
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• As necessary, scrape and paint the exposed steel lintel from former carriage door opening.  
Assume 26 sf.  

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Eight chimneys.   

 

 
Figure 0055.7, White House, 0055, South Elevation. Note cracked stone lintel, opening mortar joints and dislodged  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0055.8, White House, 0055, South Elevation. Note cracked mortar joints and dislodged brick over windows. 
Note deterioration and damage of wood trim, and failing paint coatings. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

  
Figure 0055.09, White House, 0055, West Elevation. 
Note infilled original openings and window added later. 
Note displacement of sandstone surround and step at 
door, from right to left. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.10, White House, 0055, West Elevation. 
Note infilled original openings and window added later. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects
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Figure 0055.11, White House, 0055, North Elevation. 
Note several campaigns of repointing, original windows 
with segmental arches, later windows with flat steel 
lintels. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.12, White House, 0055, West Elevation. 
Note infilled original openings and window added later. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects
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Figure 0055.13, White House, 0055, West Elevation, 
looking south. Note multiple attachments and pathway 
through ivy bed at the end of the alley to W. Franklin 
St. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.14, White House, 0055, West Elevation, 
looking north. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The majority of the windows are wood sash, with brown sandstone, wood or brick sills and wood 
frames, and are in fair to poor condition.  The original wood 1/1 sash windows seen on the primary 
south elevation feature a decorative ogee-shaped horn extension of the stiles of the upper sashes.  
This feature should be maintained during repairs or retained as a feature of any replacements to 
retain the historic character of the building.  Rotted wood is located on many of windows at the 
bottom rails of the lower window sashes and at the wood windowsills along with severely 
deteriorated paint coatings.  Crevices and cracks resulting from rotted wood grain of the wood sills 
create areas where water can sit and cause further deterioration.  Several windows have deteriorated 
glazing requiring replacement.  Most windows feature sashes and trim that exhibit many layers of 
paint that are completely delaminating from the wood and should be stripped to sound substrate, 
primed and repainted.  Sandstone window sills exhibit minimal delamination at this time.  Patching 
repairs or consolidation is not recommended for the sills at this time, however deterioration caused 
by window mounted A/C units should be eliminated and the sill conditions reviewed regularly. 
 
The windows and wall areas beneath windows that contain a window A/C units are in worse 
condition than those that do not.  Water is sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the 
building, contributing to the stone delamination, missing mortar, and constant wetting of the walls.  
Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary action and affecting the interior 
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conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, 
consider the permanent removal of air-conditioning units and the installation of a new internal 
HVAC system to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as deterioration of the sills and walls 
beneath the windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the 
design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the A/C 
units while the windows undergo repairs.  There are thirty-one window mounted A/C units installed 
at this building. 
 
Several windows are covered with expanded metal security grilles, particularly around double-hung 
windows with window-mounted air-conditioning units.  These grilles must be removed for repairs to 
be made to the windows, lintels, trim and wood, stone or brick masonry sills. 
 
Stained glass and leaded glass windows are located at the east and west elevations.  The lead caning 
and glazing appear to be in increasingly poor condition.  These windows are protected by Plexiglas 
storm panels, which have clouded and yellowed over time.  The existing storm panels do include 
vents for venting heat and moisture, which is important for the care and maintenance of the stained 
and leaded glass window assemblies.  It is recommended that new storm panels, with more discrete 
venting at the frames, be installed at these windows when repairs are made. 
 
South elevations feature a total of 17 windows.  The south elevation of the original main building 
features 13 windows.  The mansard roof features three dormers, each with a 2/2 wood double-hung 
windows with segmental-arched top sashes, two of which have window mounted A/C units 
installed.  The first and second floors each feature 4 1/1 wood double-hung windows with 
segmental-arched top sashes.  The second floor features a pair of 1/1 wood double-hung windows 
with semicircular-arched top sashes.  Two of the first-floor windows have window mounted air-
conditioning units installed at them, where the original bottom single-light sash has been replaced 
with a two-light sash, from another window or another building, and used to infill the space below 
the A/C unit.  The south elevation of the infilled porch addition features one 4/4 wood double-
hung window.  The south elevation at the second floor of the original carriage house features three 
2/3 wood double-hung windows with segmental-arched top sashes. 
 
The east elevations feature a total of 17 windows.  The east elevation of the original main building 
features 7 windows; including two dormers at the mansard roof, each with a 2/2 wood double-hung 
windows with segmental-arched top sashes, four 1/1 wood double-hung windows with segmental-
arched top sashes, and one small non-historic 1/1 window added at a later period.  Both windows of 
the mansard dormers, plus one window at the second floor and one at the first floor have window 
mounted air-conditioning units installed.  The east elevation of the infilled porch addition features 
one 4/4 wood double-hung window and includes a window mounted A/C unit.  The east elevation 
of the early (Dining Room) addition features two 10/10 wood double-hung windows at the second 
floor and two twenty-five-light single-hung windows with fixed upper sashes with leaded glass.  All 
of these windows have window mounted A/C units installed in them.  The second story east 
elevation of the L-shaped addition features two 1/1 wood double-hung windows with segmental-
arched top sashes, both of which have window mounted air-conditioning units.  The one-story infill 
addition dating to the 1920s features two 6/1 wood double-hung windows, one of which has a 
window mounted A/C unit.  The east elevation of the carriage house features two 2/2 windows at 
the second floor with, both of which include window mounted A/C units.  Two original window 
openings at the first-floor level have been filled in or modified.  Drawings from a 1924 building 
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campaign show two basement level windows located at the east elevation in the Dining Room 
addition, though their location is now obscured by the wood-framed accessible ramp and their 
condition could not be confirmed.  The east elevation of the original carriage house features two 2/2 
windows with segmental-arched top sashes. 
 
The north elevations feature 16 total windows.  The north elevation of original main building 
features two 2/2 windows with segmental-arched top sashes at the mansard roof dormers.  One of 
the three dormers had the window removed and replaced with a door to a fire escape.  The north 
elevation of the second story addition features three 10/10 wood double-hung windows and two 3-
part fixed windows with leaded glass.  The north elevation of the carriage house features five 2/2 
windows with segmental-arched top sashes at the second-floor level, and four 1/1 windows that 
have been added with modern steel lintels, at the first-floor level.  Four windows at the second-floor 
level, and three windows at the first-floor level have a window mounted A/C unit installed.   
 
The west elevation features fifteen windows of varying configuration.  The west elevation of the 
original main building feature a set of two large monumental windows in the location of the 
monumental stairs interior to the building.  Both windows feature a large 1/1 wood double-hung 
window with leaded and stained glass sidelights and transoms.  Below these monumental windows is 
a group of five small casement windows within a segmental arched opening.  Two of these five 
casement windows retain the original leaded glass, two of the five casement windows have had the 
leaded glass replaced with single panes of glass, and one of the five windows casement window 
sashes has been removed and fitted with a plywood panel to fill the opening for installation of a 
window mounted A/C unit.  Two 2/2 wood double-hung windows are located in dormers at the 
mansard roof.  The original main building also features two smaller windows at the west elevation; a 
1/1 wood double-hung window at the second-floor level, and a small 1/1 wood double-hung 
window with patterned “obscure” glass.  Two small basement level windows are located below the 
brown sandstone string course of the west elevation, both which are obscured by security grilles, and 
one of which includes a window mounted A/C unit. 
 
Further north along the west elevation of two story L-shaped features six windows with segmental 
arched brown sandstone lintels.  Five of these windows retain the original 2/2 wood double-hung 
windows, one of which has a window mounted A/C unit.  One window, which had been shortened 
during the circa 1924 alterations to the building, had a 1/1 double-hung window though it is unclear 
if the wood sashes remain as the window now has a window mounted A/C unit installed at the 
lower half of the window while a painted panel covers the upper half of the window. 
 
The west elevation of the carriage house includes one original 2/2 wood double-hung windows with 
segmental-arched top sash, and two 1/1 wood window with flat steel lintels.  Two of these windows 
include window mounted A/C units. 
 
The majority of windows are condition Level II and Level III.  
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Figure 0055.15, White House, 0055, South Elevation, 
Window Detail. Note non-matching lower sash at 
south elevation window, panel and support installed at 
A/C unit. Note failing paint coatings and ivy growing 
on wall. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.16, White House, 0055, East Elevation. 
Note non-matching mortar at window added and 
security grille. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 

 
Figure 0055.17, White House, 0055, West Elevation, Window Detail. Note center window sash removed for A/C unit, 
and two sashes missing original leaded glass. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0055.18, White House, 0055, East Elevation, 
Window Detail. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0055.19, White House, 0055, East Elevation. 
Note clouded plastic glazing panel installed over 
stained and leaded glass panel. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.

Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair cracked, spalled and delaminated stone sills and lintels.  Refer to standard masonry 

repair procedures.  
• Scrape and paint steel lintels where found.  Assume 50 lf. 
• Scrape and paint wood window trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to 

standard wood rehabilitation procedures. 
• Repair stained and leaded glass windows.  Replace storm panels with clear laminated glass or 

other UV stable glazing and vented frames.  Seven windows include stained and leaded 
glazing; assume 110 sf of repair. 

• Consider removing window A/C units and installing more efficient, less obtrusive air-
conditioning systems. 

• Consider installing storm windows at windows once window A/C units are removed.  
Consider laminated storm panels or secure storm windows to provide both energy efficiency 
and security if required. 

• Historic window hardware, including the existing shutter hinges should be maintained. 
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 
 
Level I: Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 
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Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
Sand, patch, prime 

C. Repair Frame 
Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The primary south elevation features the original main entry to White House, with a pair of painted 
wood stile and rail doors, each with a single light above a raised panel.  The doors are in good 
condition and appear to replacement of original doors.  It is unknown if these doors truly represent 
the historic doors in style.  Modern hardware is installed on the door.  A textured panel is located in 
an arched transom above the entry doors.  It is unknown if the panel is original or if the arched 
opening contained a transom window.  The door and arched transom panel are set in a recessed 
wood paneled opening and is framed by dressed brown sandstone masonry.  If desired, further 
research should be made into the original design and conditions of the building and the transom and 
doors replaced to more accurately reflect the historic configuration. 
 
The east elevation features two doors.  One door is located at the wood sided, enclosed porch at a 
wood-framed landing accessed by a set of wood framed stairs and ramp.  The door is of wood 
construction and features twelve lights over a small flat panel with modern hardware and appears to 
be in fair condition.  An expanded metal security grille is seen through the glazing, mounted to the 
interior side of the door.  This door does not date to a historically significant period of the building 
and, if desired, could be replaced with a more appropriately secure door in a style that is still 
sympathetic to the design of the building.  The other door at the east elevation is located at the 
original carriage house is a non-historic flush metal door without exterior operable hardware.  Due 
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to the lack of hardware, it is assumed this is an exit door added to the building.  Below this door is a 
failing patch of parging and a concrete landing that is beginning to be undermined from water 
drainage. 
 
The north elevation features one door located at the central dormer of the mansard roof, which had 
been converted from a window into an exit door.  Its condition could not be observed. 
 
The west elevation features two doors.  The northern-most door is a painted flush wood door set in 
a painted wood frame that has been modified from a previous door opening.  The transom window 
above has been removed and infilled with a plywood panel.  An electrical or other services conduit 
penetrates the panel.  This door, transom panel and most of the door frame are in poor condition.  
The southern-most door of the west elevation features a painted flush wood door and wood frame 
set within a painted plywood panel infilling a door opening dating to the 1920s alterations.  The 
door and infill panel are in poor condition.  Both doors feature modern hardware, including exterior 
mounted closers, which are rusting and in poor condition. 
 

   
Figure 0055.20, White House, 0055, East Elevation. 
Door at accessible entrance. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.21, White House, 0055, East Elevation. 
Exit door. Note poorly repointed masonry, failing 
parging and undermined concrete landing. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0055.22, White House, 0055, West Elevation, 
Door Detail. Note panel installed in original transom 
and penetration conduit. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.23, White House, 0055, West Elevation, 
Door Detail. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain the existing doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the doors and trim.  
Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  
Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Paint the steel lintels with a rust inhibiting primer 
and two coats of paint. 

• Scrape and paint steel lintels.  Assume 30 lf. 
• Replace two flush wood doors at the west elevation and replace door hardware. 
• If desired, consider replacing doors with historically appropriate doors.  Assume one double-

door, and four single doors.  If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well. 
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges. 

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The south elevation features the only remaining porch of the historic building; the east porch added 
during the 1907 alterations was enclosed at a later period.  The one-story porch at the south 
elevation spans three of the five bays of the elevation, with wood columns, entablature, bracketed 
cornice and a low-slope roof with balustrade.  The roof material and condition is unknown, and it is 
recommended that a roofing consultant be contacted for regular inspections. 
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The foundation is constructed with a pressed brick foundation wall matching the adjacent 
foundations of the building, with openings for ventilation, but the porch foundation is largely 
hidden behind shrubbery and ivy that is growing up the foundations walls.  The condition of the 
foundation wall could not be completely observed, however the portion of foundation wall that 
could be observed indicated that these are issues with structural settlement similar to issues seen 
immediately adjacent at the south wall of the building.  Further investigation is needed to completely 
understand the cause of settlement and displacement seen and the causes addressed along with 
repairs, repointing and cleaning. 
 
The porch foundation is capped with a carved brown sandstone coping that forms an edge border 
to the pavers that make up the porch flooring.  The shaped coping matches the stone treads and 
risers of the stairs that access the porch.  The floor pavers of the porch are also showing the 
displacement along with the settling of the structure.  The pavers should be taken up to review 
issues of the substrate and make structural and other repairs as needed.  It does not appear the 
pavers are original to the building.  Further research should be made into original materials and 
pavers replaced with historically appropriate materials. 
 
The porch features four square columns and two square pilasters.  The columns are constructed of 
wood boards and trim and do not appear to be structural.  The column structure supporting the 
porch roof will require further investigation.  The wood columns’ shafts and bases are in fair to poor 
condition with the wood trim pieces cracked and splitting in areas.  The bases show some areas of 
rot.  The shafts and bases require repair and repainting.  The northeast pilaster may require near 
complete disassembly to repair and to address porch settlement issues. The northwest pilaster 
encloses a downspout that exits the pilaster at its west face, where a large gap exists at the base of 
the column.  This gap should be closed up to eliminate pests.  The column capitals are highly 
detailed, but are coated with many layers of paint which obscure the details.  Several areas of details 
have broken off and should be carefully reproduced and replaced in kind.  The capitals appear to be 
made of plaster or another composite material and closer investigation of the material and 
conditions are required prior to making repairs.   
 
The entablature, cornice and balustrade exhibit areas of rot, insect or animal damage, particularly at 
the cornice and the balustrade, and requires repair, scraping and painting. 
 
The ceiling of the porch is stucco finish featuring a single pendant light fixture centered in the 
ceiling.  The ceiling is in good condition, needing only periodic cleaning and painting as needed. 
 
The porch features wrought iron railings at all sides and wrought iron handrails at the stairs from the 
porch to the front walkway.  The iron railings at the porch are original and in poor condition, with 
areas of missing paint, rust and missing and deteriorated parts, requiring repair and replacement.  
The handrails at the steps are newer additions that are showing small areas of rust requiring paint 
touch-up. 
 
The main entry stairs to the porch are constructed of carved brown sandstone blocks the width of 
the stairs, forming the treads and risers with the solid blocks.  The top tread stone exhibits damage 
due to rust jacking from the iron railings and the repair made previously is now failing.  The 
installation of the new railings is made with a cement-based grout may be causing additional damage.  
The railing should be reset in a grout compatible with the sandstone treads.  The top tread requires 
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repair at the railing post installation.  The second from top tread should also be repaired with 
appropriate stone patching material.  The large area of the missing nosing at the top tread is a safety 
issue. 
 
The cheek walls to the main entry stairs are shaped brown sandstone and are in good condition, but 
they exhibit biological growth which should be removed.  Shrubbery and ivy in close proximity of 
the stone may be cause moisture to be retained on the surfaces and contributing to the biological 
growth. 
 

   
Figure 0055.24, White House, 0055, South Elevation, 
Porch. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.25, White House, 0055, Porch Detail. Note 
rust and oxide jacking damage of iron railing. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.

   
Figure 0055.26, White House, 0055, Column Capital 
Detail. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.27, White House, 0055, Column Base 
Detail. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0055.28, White House, 0055, South Elevation, 
Entry Stairs. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0055.29, White House, 0055, South Elevation. 
Note oxide jacking and failing repair. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

 

   
Figure 0055.30, White House, 0055, Porch Pilaster. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0055.31, White House, 0055, Porch Pavers. 
Note dislocation of pavers. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Consult further with an Architect and a Structural Engineer to verify the cause of settling at 
the foundation and front building walls, and displacement of the porch coping stone and 
columns.  Repair as required. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 250 sf.  
• Remove ivy completely from the planting beds.  Trim or remove shrubbery within 24 inches 

of building. 
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• Repair porch floor pavers.  Take up pavers and repair substrate.  Consider replacing pavers 
with historically appropriate materials.  Assume 325 sf. 

• Repair wood columns and pilasters.  Eliminate gap at downspout existing northwest pilaster 
to eliminate insect or animal pests. 

• As needed, scrape and paint deteriorated paint coatings.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 850 sf. 

• Repair and paint existing metal components of the iron railings (paint protects the metal). 
Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  
Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to 
recoating.  Assume 300 sf. 

• Reset iron handrails at brown sandstone treads with grout or epoxy setting materials 
compatible with sandstone. 

• Following the stone repair guidelines, repair the brown sandstone treads and riser.  Portland 
cement based mortar is an inappropriate repair material.  Assume 5 sf. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
All gutters of the building are concealed gutters built into the cornices at the roof level, with the 
exception of the shed roof over the accessible entrance landing which features a half-round copper 
gutter and round downspout.  While there are no obvious exterior signs of leaking gutters and 
downspouts, the downspouts exiting the cornice at the south elevation of the mansard roof are 
exhibiting areas of rust.  Roof inspections should also review conditions of the roofing as well as the 
concealed gutter.  Several loose and missing slates were observed at the mansard roof. 
 
Several downspouts are connected to a storm water management system while other downspouts 
have been disconnected from the system.  Where possible, connect downspouts to the storm water 
management system.  Verify all other connections of downspouts to downspout extensions and 
repair connections as needed.  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect roofing and concealed gutters. 
• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 

water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Repair existing southeast and southwest downspouts.  Minor paint failure may be addressed 
by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  If the downspouts are too corroded, replace with 
round metal downspouts to match existing.  Assume 100 lf. 
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Figure 0055.32, White House, 0055, Porch Pilaster 
Downspout. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0055.33, White House, 0055, East Elevation, 
Downspout. Note downspout is not connected to 
storm water management system. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.

 
Cornice and Trim 
 
Existing Condition: 
The wood cornice and brackets appear to be in good to fair condition, with areas requiring scraping 
and painting.  Window and door trim requires scraping and painting as noted in Window and Door 
repair sections. 
 
The mansard roof dormers feature decorative wood trim at the south elevation and more plainly 
shaped wood trim at the east, north and west elevations.  The wood trim is in poor condition with 
failing paint layers, missing pieces, rot and insect or animal damage.  Damaged wood should be 
repaired or replaced where needed, with attention paid to replicating the decorative trim where it 
exists. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 1,500 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind where 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 1,500 sf. 
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Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The site of White House is urban in nature, but with a turf lawn and planting beds at the south 
portion of the site and a moderate percentage of the site paved with impervious materials.  The 
south elevation features a planting area adjacent to the building that is filled with ivy, monkey grass, 
small flowering plants, and medium to large shrubs immediately adjacent to the building.  Two large 
trees are located at the southwest corner of the site, one of which is an evergreen close to the 
southwest corner.  The ivy is beginning to climb the south, southeast and southwest walls of the 
building.  Biological growth is located on these walls. 
 
A low stone retaining wall is located between the site and the public sidewalk.  A wide painted 
concrete walkway to the porch is accessed by two stone steps and leads to the stone stairs at the 
porch at the main entry.  Low painted curbs formed of concrete separate the walkway from the lawn 
and plating beds on each side. 
 
A sloped concrete sidewalk accesses the far east side of the site leading to a wood ramp and stair 
structure at the accessible entrance at the east elevation.  The walkway is bordered by a low stone 
retaining wall to the east and a low concrete retaining wall to the west, until the walkway reaches the 
main level of the surrounding grade.  The concrete walkway extends north to the rear of the site 
where it widens into what appears to be an accessible parking space at the public alley.  If this 
parking space is a legitimate accessible parking space, it should receive signage as required by code.  
Between the concrete walkway and White House is a portion of remaining Belgian block paving and 
heavily mulched beds. 
 
The site at the east elevation also features a wood framed emergency egress stair.  This wood stair, as 
well as the wood accessible ramp and stairs are covered heavy biological growth overall.  The heavy 
biological growth is also assumed to cover the egress stair from the third floor to the roof level 
where the egress path continues to the ground level stair.  This growth needs to be removed to 
preserve the structures and keep slip-free footing. 
 
The north elevation of carriage house portion of White House is adjacent to the public alley with 
only a 12” strip of a concrete apron on the site.  The concrete apron is fairly new and in good 
condition. 
 
The west portion of the site, from the public alley to the southwest corner of the main building, is a 
small alley laid in Belgian block pavers.  From the southwest corner of the building south to the 
public sidewalk at West Franklin Street is the planting bed planted with ivy and the two site trees as 
previously noted.  A sign located in this planting bed indicates with an arrow access to a Behavioral 
Research Lab and a walking path has been worn through the planting bed to the small alley.  The 
path is accessed by stepping up over the low site wall, where there are no stairs, and walking over the 
dirt or partially mulched pathway.  If access to the west alley is required, a set of stairs and walkway 
of a stable material should be provided. 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• There are currently foundation plantings around the north and west margin of the building; 

this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from the building. 

• Remove biological growth from the walkways, site walls and stairs using gentlest means 
possible.  Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that no 
vines are growing on the building.  Assume 800 sf. 

• Provide preservative treatment or stain at pressure treated wood stairs, ramp and covered 
entrance landing.  Assume 1,000 sf. 

• Install new walkway to west ally access.  Assume 200 sf. 
• Consider planting low-growing, non-vining, non-invasive ground covers to replace ivy 

plantings.  Assume 500 sf. 
• Provide signage at accessible parking space where required. 
 

   
Figure 0055.33, White House, 0055, Site Walkway 
Looking North. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0055.34, White House, 0055, Site Walkway at 
Alley, Looking South. Note apparent accessible parking 
space marking on pavement. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0055.35, White House, 0055, Accessible Entrance Ramp and Stair. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Drawing Catalog 
 

 
Figure 0055.36, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Figure 0055.37, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Figure 0055.38, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Figure 0055.39, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Figure 0055.40, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Figure 0055.41, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Figure 0055.42, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Figure 0055.43, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Figure 0055.44, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Figure 0055.45, White House, 0055, 1909 Alterations. John Kevan Peebles, Architect. 
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Chapter 3.22: Existing Conditions 
0058 Stokes House 
 

 
Figure 0058.1, Stokes House, 0058, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0058.2, Stokes House, 0058, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Stokes House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the 
north side of West Franklin Street between Harrison and Shafer Streets.  The site is urban and 
features minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  The 
building adjoins Millhiser House to the east and Valentine House to the west.  At the south (front) 
elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of brick laid in a 
herringbone pattern.  Small patches of grass and two shrubs abut the front (south) elevation.  Two 
steps with a metal rail are set into the stone border and access a concrete walkway leading to the 
stairs to the main entry.  A brick-paved patio and carriage house are located behind the building.  
The carriage house is one of several fronting a Belgian block-paved alley that parallels West Franklin 
Street and forms the north perimeter of the lot.   
 
Summary Description of Stokes House 
Stokes House is a three-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement and a two-story, brick rear 
addition and currently contains VCU’s Audit and Compliance Services unit.  The building was 
designed by German architect Carl Ruehrmund circa 1900 as the home of William G. Stokes, a local 
businessman in the wholesale grocery and commission merchant industry.  Stokes House is 
reflective of a blend of Queen Anne and Richardsonian Romanesque styles and is a modified 
rectangle in plan.  It is constructed of pressed brick with terra cotta and granite trim.  Both the 
original section and addition have low-sloped membrane roofs.  A brick, interior end chimney is 
located at the east elevation.  At the front elevation, the east bay contains a two-story bay window 
crowned with a cast iron railing.  A low parapet tops the façade and is finished with wood cornice 
and ornamental terra cotta inlays with a floral motif.  Matching terra cotta tiles adorn panels between 
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the first and second stories and second and third stories.  A water table below the bow window, all 
of the front-elevation window lintels, and a belt course below the parapet are of rusticated granite.  
Wood, double front doors are located in the west bay in a paneled, recessed surround with a 
transom.  Each leaf of the door contains one light over one panel.  The door has a rusticated granite 
lintel and is accessed by a short flight of stone steps with metal rail.  Windows at the front elevation 
are 1/1, hung wood windows, which at the upper stories of the west bay are paired, and at all three 
stories of the east bay are in groups of three.  All of the windows have stone sills.  Typical windows 
at the two-story, brick rear addition are 6/6, hung wood sash in segmental-arched openings.  An 
interior end, brick chimney is centered at the rear elevation, and the lower sash of the first-story 
window at this elevation is infilled.   
 

  
Figure 0058.3, Stokes House, South Elevation   Figure 0058.4, Stokes House, East Elevation  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0058.5, Stokes House, North Elevation   Figure 0058.6, Stokes House, West Elevation  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
Stokes House feature a foundation of brick laid in a common bond.  The brick foundations are in 
fair condition as the majority of the site is paved adjacent to the foundations.  This is leading to 
splash back, biological growth, and mortar loss just above grade.  Various campaigns of repointing 
were noted at the secondary elevations.  The front elevation features historic metal foundation vents 
which are in fair condition; the metal is rusting.  
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Figure 0058.7, Stokes House, South  Elevation  Figure 0058.8, Stokes House, East Elevation  
Detail of foundation vent. Note rust.    Detail of foundation.  Note effloresence . 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 550 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 550 sf.  
• Repair the metal foundation vents.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, 

priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust 
remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 5 sf. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The majority of the walls of Stokes House are brick laid in the a nine-course common bond.  The 
primary (south) elevation features a pressed brick with very fine joints with rusticated stone accents 
and inlaid terra cotta panels with floral motif.  The stone and terra cotta panels appear to be in fairly 
good condition.  Some discoloration was noted on the stone, which is most likely due to the 
presence of window A/C units which are no longer present.  The secondary elevations exhibit 
evidence of multiple repointing campaigns.  The use of inappropriate Portland based mortar was 
prevalent at the secondary elevations, as well as the use of a saw in mortar removal.  The brick joints 
vary in color, from white to grey, and varying shades of beige.  The brick joints at the secondary 
elevation are of varying width, most likely because portions were removed during a few of the 
repointing campaigns.  General mortar loss and biological growth is found on all elevations. Dirt has 
accumulated on all of the walls.   
 
 A portion of the north elevation features wood plank siding.  The siding appears to be in good 
condition and recently painted.  Exposed brick near the siding was painted the same taupe color.  
Some dirt accumulation was noted at this area.  
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Figure 0058.9, Stokes House, North Elevation   Figure 0058.10, Stokes House, South Elevation  
Detail of north wall.  Note various repointing campaigns. Detail of patched crack.  Note dirt accumulation. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 4,600 sf. 

• Following the stone repair guidelines, repair the rusticated stone sills and lintels, paying 
particular attention to the vertical and horizontal joints.  Caulk or sealant is an inappropriate 
repair material.  Assume 150 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 550 sf. 

•  Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 2,800 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible. Assume 5,450 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 1,090 sf. 
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• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint wood siding.  Replace any rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Scrape, prime, and paint: Assume 300 sf.   

• Repaint the brick at the north elevation using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint 
guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 200 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume at minimum, four chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  The windows have stone or wood sills.  Flaking 
paint, alligatoring, and rot is located on many of windows, particularly at the windows which possess 
wooden sills.  This building has a central A/C system as well as at least one mini-split unit, 
eliminating all but one window from having a window A/C unit.  Evidence from the window A/C 
units includes staining of the sills and heavier areas of rot concentrated at window sills where the 
A/C units were once located.  The majority of the windows are condition Level II or Level III, with 
two-four level IV windows. In some cases, bottom sashes may need to be replaced for Level II or 
III windows.  
 
The primary (south) elevation features fifteen window openings.  All windows are 1/1 double-hung 
wood windows with smooth stone sills and rusticated stone lintels.  Four of the windows feature 
curved glass at the bay window.  The curved windows features a metal reinforcing bar, which is in 
poor condition and features rust and flaking paint.  A stained glass transom is located above the 
main entrance door.  The average area of the windows is 36 sf, with the exception of the stained 
glass transom which is 12 sf. 
 
The east elevation features twelve window openings.  Ten of the windos are 6/1 double-hung wood 
windows.  The basement windows are infilled, one with brick and one with a plywood panel.  It is 
unclear as to whether the plywood was applied over the window, or if the window at this location is 
no longer present. Consider removing the plywood if the windows remain in place.  If the window is 
no longer present, consider installing a new window in the opening.  One A/C unit is located on this 
elevation.  As this building features both mini-splits and a central A/C system, consider installing a 
mini-split for this area, or connecting to the central A/C system.  The windows average at 31 sf 
each, with the exception of the basement window opening, which is 7 sf. 
 
The north elevation features eight windows openings.  Four are 2/2 double-hung wood, two are 6/6 
double-hung wood, one is 6/wood infill panel, and one basement window that is infilled with brick.  
The windows average at 30 sf each. The wood infill panel should be maintained.  When repairing the 
window, repair the infill panel following the wood rehabilitation guidelines. 
 
The west elevation features six 6/6 double-hung wood windows.  The windows average area is 30 sf 
each. 
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The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

  
Figure 0058.11, Stokes House, South  Elevation  Figure 0058.12, Stokes House, East Elevation  
Detail of sill.      Detail of infill panel at basement window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0058.13, Stokes House, South  Elevation  Figure 0058.14, Stokes House, North Elevation  
Detail of window mullion.  Note rust.   Detail of infill panel at rear window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The main entrance features a pair of double wood doors with single lights of textured glass and one 
wood panel below.  The doors are set back from the primary elevation within a paneled recess.  A 
stained-glass window is located above the doors.  The door features a kick plate on the right half and 
two push plates, one above and below the cylinder lock. The door appears to be in fairly good 
condition.  
 
A basement entry vestibule is located on the north elevation.  The vestibule was added on to a 
basement hatch opening around 1999.  The vestibule features a smooth, wood door.  Paint flaking 
and rot are located at the base of the door.   
 
The west elevation features two four-paneled wood doors.  The doors feature transom openings 
above, both infilled with plywood.  The doors are in fairly good condition.   
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Figure 0058.15, Stokes House, South Elevation  Figure 0058.16, Stokes House, North Elevation  
Detail of main entrance.  Note hardware.   Detail of basement vertibule entry.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume 2 single doors and a pair of double doors. 
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure 
that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any 
defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the historic wood 
doors, trim, wood paneled recesses, and sills as required.   

• Maintain the existing non-historic door at the basement vestibule.  Replace rotted wood in 
kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of 
any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  
Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the historic wood doors, trim, wood paneled 
recesses, and sills as required.   

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The main entrance is accessed by a set of stone steps with a low stone border and black wrought 
iron railings.  Where the railings contact the stone, rust is staining the adjacent area.  Some biological 
sediments and dirt are located on the steps. 
 
A portion of a rear wood screened porch at the second floor remains on the north elevation.  A 
simple wood square column with applied molding remains, as well as a sawn wood railing.  Screen 
material and framing also remains.   
 
A pair of simple painted wood stairs with wood railings access the west entrances at the addition.  
The steps are in fair condition, with some warping and cupping, as well as missing and worn off 
paint.   
 

  
Figure 0058.17, Stokes House, South Elevation  Figure 0058.18, Stokes House, South Elevation  
Detail of main entrance porch.      Detail of railing at main porch.  Note rust   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0058.19, Stokes House, North Elevation  Figure 0058.20, Stokes House, East Elevation  
Detail of second floor screened porch.   Detail of east elevation wood porches. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
  
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Remove biological growth and sediments from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 
380 sf. 

• Repair the stone steps and stoop at main entrance following the stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 100 sf. 

• Repair the stair railings at the main entry.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, 
priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust 
remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 12 lf. 

• Repair the wood porch at the north elevation and the two porches at the west elevation.  
Replace rotted wood in-kind where necessary.  Verify connections and re-nail where needed.  
Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures. Prime and paint with two coats of paint. 
Assume 280 sf  

Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
The gutters and downspouts are located on secondary elevations, particularly the north and west 
elevation.  The gutters are external, but integral with the cornice.  The two visible downspouts are 
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round and metal painted red.  Flaking paint was noted on the downspouts.  The downspouts tie into 
an underground storm water management system, but do not possess boots or cleanouts.  No 
downspouts were visible for the original portion of the building.  One or more might exist, but were 
not visible in photographs and downspouts were no included on the existing drawings from 1999. 
 

  
Figure 005821, Stokes House, East Elevation   Figure 0058.22, Stokes House, North Elevation  
Detail of downspout.  Note lack of boot and peeling paint. Detail of gutter and downspout. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  

 
Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The cornice of the primary elevation is a brick parapet with recessed terra cotta panels and a 
molding wood trim along the top of the cornice, and a molded wood trim at the roof level.  This 
cornice is in good condition, with minimal damage.  Some dirt accumulation is present, and 
alligatoring and flaking of the paint at the wood.   The bay window features a molded wood cornice 
and a wrought iron decorative rail that is painted white.  The wood cornice is painted white, and 
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features alligatoring and dirt accumulation.  A gap is located between the cornice and the brick of 
the bay window.  The flashing above the cornice is in poor condition, with the edges turning up and 
an irregular surface. The west elevation, as well as the north elevation of the original portion of the 
building feature a simple wood cornice with integral gutter.   The north and east elevation of the rear 
addition feature a simple wood board cornice, with a metal coping applied over the wood.   
 

  
Figure 0058.23, Stokes House, South Elevation  Figure 0058.24, Stokes House, South Elevation  
Detail of brick cornice with terracotta inlay and wood trim.   Detail of cornice at bay window. Note irregular surface. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0058.25, Stokes House, North Elevation  Figure 0058.26, Stokes House, North Elevation  
Detail of wood cornice at secondary elevations.   Detail of metal coping over wood cornice. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and sediments.  Assume 250 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 250 lf. 
• As needed, repair or replace the coping.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures. 

Assume 75 lf. 
• Ensure that the cornice is snug against the walls to prevent moisture and pest infiltration. 

Assume 250 lf. 
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Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The site of Stokes House is urban in nature and features minimal planting, particularily at the rear of 
the building.  A low stone wall acts as the permieter of the south side of the site, adjacent to the 
sidewalk.  Two stone steps with a wrought iron railing access the site at the primary elevation.  Two 
planting beds containing grasses and boxwoods are located adjacent to either side of the main 
entrance.  The boxwoods are in close proximity of the foundation and the main entrance porch.  
The rear portion of the side is defined by the Stoke House Carriage House to the north.  Both the 
east and north area immediately adjacent to the house is paved with brick laid in a herringbone 
design.  A small grassy area is located to the west, adjacent to a paved walk for Valentine House.  A 
metal patio table and chairs is located on the patio to the north.  Several A/C units are located to the 
east of the addition.  Biological growth is pronounced in this area due to the condensate of the units 
exiting direcly onto the brick pavers.  Weeds and grass are growing through the cracks in the pavers.  
 

  
Figure 0058.27, Stokes House, South Elevation  Figure 0058.28, Stokes House, North Elevation 
Detail of south site and plantings.    Detail of biological growth at brick walk and patio. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• There are currently foundation plantings around the margin of the building; this practice 
should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from 
building and the porch. 
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• Remove biological growth from the brick walks using gentlest means possible.  Implement a 
maintenance program to regularly remove weeds.  Assume 1,300 sf. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface area and ensure water is 
positively drained away from the buildings.  Assume 1,300 sf.    

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron railing at the steps. Minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration 
may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 8 lf. 

• Repair the stone perimeter wall to the south following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 
32 lf. 

• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   
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Drawing Catalog 
1999 – Repairs  

 
Figure 0058.29, Stokes House, 0058, Repairs, Elevations 
1999, Kelso & Easter 
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Chapter 3.23: Existing Conditions 
0059 918 West Franklin St. Rear 
 

  
Figure 0059.1, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  Figure 0059.2, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  
Key Plan Map- Building is highlighted in red.   North Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
       Architects  

Site Description 
This building is located behind Stokes House and is one of several carriage houses fronting a Belgian 
block-paved alley that parallels West Franklin Street.  The building is located in the Monroe Park 
Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the north side of West Franklin Street between 
Harrison and Shafer Streets.  It adjoins the Millhiser House Carriage House to the east, and its north 
perimeter is defined by the alley.  The site is urban and features minimal planting.  A brick-paved 
patio is located between the building and Stokes House and extends along the west elevation.   
 
Summary Description of 918 West Franklin St. Rear 
The carriage house is a two-story, brick building that is rectangular in plan and has a low-sloped 
membrane roof with a metal hung gutter at the north elevation.  A small, brick, interior end chimney 
is located at the west elevation.  An overhead garage door occupies the first story of the north 
elevation.  Second-story windows are vinyl replacement, 6/6 hung sash in segmental-arched 
openings.  The north elevation features brick lintels in a soldier configuration supported by steel 
lintels. The historic frames of the windows remain in place.  
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Figure 0059.3, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  Figure 0059.4, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  
North Elevation, Photograph 2016 Commonwealth  South Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects      Architects  
 

 
Figure 0059.5, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,    
West Elevation, Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects   
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation is of brick laid in a 7th course common bond.  Mortar loss, splash back, portland 
cement repointing, and biological growth were noted at the foundations.  
 

  
Figure 0059.6, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  Figure 0059.7, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  
West Elevation, Detail of foundation. Note portland  South Elevation, detail of foundation. Note splashback. 
cement repointing at foundation.    Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.    
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 150 sf 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the 
gentlest means possible. Assume 150 sf.   

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 90 sf.  
 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
The walls of the carriage house are of brick laid in a seven-course common bond.  Mortar loss, 
splash back, portland cement repointing, and biological growth were noted at all walls.  In some 
areas, mortar loss was severe.  Extreme staining and mortar loss was noted at the wall located 
immediately behind the downspout on the north elevation,  most likely due to a leaky downspout 
and/or gutter.  A concrete parge coat was applied to the westen jamb of the garage door opening on 
the north elevation.  An applied waterproofing was noted on the west parapet wall at the roof level.  
The address of the building was spray painted on the north and south elevations adjacent to the 
doors. 
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While the following issue is technically beyond the scope of this project, it should be noted that a 
potential life-safety concern is the presence of what appears to be power lines at the south elevation 
which are trapped between the downspout and wall.  The lines are in contact with the downspout, as 
well as the wall.  The lines are also in close proximity to the windows.  
 

            
Figure 0059.8, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  Figure 0059.9, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  
North Elevation, Detail of wall. Note power lines.  South Elevation, detail of wall.  Note portland cement  
Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects.   repointing and spray painted sign. 

Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
  

  
Figure 0059.10, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  Figure 0059.11, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  
North Elevation, Detail of wall. Note concrete parging.  North Elevation, detail of wall.  Note staining. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects.  
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Coordination should take place between VCU and the utility company to relocate the power 

lines away from the building. 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 800 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 500 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 500 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible. Assume 1,600 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 700 sf. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume one chimney. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
The carriage house has a total of seven windows.  The majority of the windows, all at the second 
floor, are vinyl replacement windows that are located within the historic frames and also possess 
historic wood sills.  Removal of these window units might be necessary to repair the historic frames 
and sills which are in very poor condition. The first floor features two historic windows, both of 
which are 6/6 wood, double-hung windows with security grates.  The two historic windows are level 
IV. The window at the south elevation possesses a window A/C unit.  For the long-term care and 
condition of the windows and walls, consider the permanent removal of the A/C unit and the 
installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent further decay of the window, as well as 
deterioration of the wall and sill beneath the window.  If system replacement is preferred, consult a 
mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is 
not feasible, remove the air-conditioning unit while the window undergoes repairs.   
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
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             Sand, patch, prime 
D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

  
Figure 0059.12, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  Figure 0059.13, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  
South Elevation, Detail of historic window.  Note paint. West Elevation, detail of vinyl replacement window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects.  
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
A man door is located adjacent to the Millhiser Carriage House to the east.  A steel lintel is located 
above the door.  It is unclear how far the lintel is embedded into the wall of the Millhiser Carriage 
House.  The door is a wood door with single view panel of glass and a clear glass transom.  Peeling 
paint and moisture wicking with some rot is located at the base of the door.  While the door itself is 
not historic, the frame and transom do appear to be.  The door features a wood sill, which is lacking 
paint. 
 
A modern garage door is located at the south elevation.  It appears to be painted metal.  The door is 
very dirty.  A steel lintel is located above the door and is rusted.   
 

  
Figure 0059.14, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  Figure 0059.15, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  
South Elevation, Detail of door and transom.   North Elevation, Detail of non-historic garage door. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects.  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain the existing man door.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the door and trim.  
Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  
Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue 
before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Paint the steel lintel 
with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint. 
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• Repair the garage door as required.  Clean, prime and paint the garage door. Rust 
remediation may need to take place at the lintel of the garage door.  after remediation, paint 
the steel lintel with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint. 

• If desired, consider replacing all doors with historically appropriate doors.  Assume one   
single doors.  If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the connections of the lintel into the brick walls 
at the man door are structurally sound.  Repair brick and mortar as required. 

 
Porches 
 

Existing Condition: 

None 
 
 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
A single metal gutter is located at the north elevation, and runs the length of the elevation.  It is in 
poor condition, with minimal remaining paint or finish, brushing, and excessive rusting.  A 
downspout services the gutter and begins at the east side of the elevation, crosses the elevation, 
wraps around the northwest corner of the building, and then proceeds to empty out at grade 
immediately adjacent to the foundation.  This could be contributing to any moisture presence issues.  
Staining and mortar loss is prevalent at the wall behind the first vertical run of the downspout.  This 
is a replacement downspout, as a previous downspout connected to a boot located directly at the 
northeast corner.  It is unclear as to why this connection was abandoned.  It appears that flashing 
and a liquid waterproofing has been applied to the west parapet wall.  As mentioned in the wall 
existing conditions, what appear to be power lines are located between the downspout and the north 
elevation wall. 
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Figure 0059.16, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  Figure 0059.17, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  
North Elevation, Note power lines behind downspout.   North Elevation, Note downspout wrapping elevation. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects.  
 

 
Figure 0059.18, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,   
North Elevation, Detail of storm water management  
connection.  Note brick and rust.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
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lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building. 

• In the case of this building, the gutter should be replaced in kind and the downspout re-
routed in a more efficient configuration.  Gutter, assume 16 lf.  Downspout, assume 30 lf. 

 
 
Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
The cornice of the carriage house is a simple projecting brick at the top course of the parapet walls 
at the south and west elevation.   
 

  
Figure 0059.19, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  Figure 0059.20, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,  
West Elevation, Detail of brick cornice.   West Elevation, detail of brick cornice.  Note 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   waterproofing over edge of brick parapet. 
       Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects.  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the cornice that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
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should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Square footage included in wall 
recommendations.   

• Clean the cornice to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible. Square footage included in wall recommendations.   
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
The site of the carriage house is urban in nature and features minimal plantings.  The carriage house 
adjoins the Millhiser Carriage House to the east.  The area adjacent the building to the south and 
west is paved with brick laid in a herringbone design.  Weeds and biological growth are located on 
the pavement.  Two concrete and brick steps are located at the paved area to the west.  The north 
perimeter of the building is defined by the edge of the building abbuting a Belgian block-paved alley 
that parallels West Franklin Street.   
 

 
Figure 0059.21, 918 West Franklin St. Rear, 0059,   
West Elevation, General View of site to northeast. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• With the exception of the alley, consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to 
the buildings.  If pavement is desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing 
the paved areas with permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface area and 
ensure and water is positively drained away from the buildings.  This recommendation 
overlaps with Stokes House; in addition to the quantities included in the Stoke House 
recommendations, assume 150 sf. 

• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   

• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds.   
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Chapter 3.24: Existing Conditions 
0060 Stagg House
 

 
Figure 0060.1, Stagg House, 0060, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0060.2, Stagg House, 0060, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Stagg House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University, 
northwest of the intersection of West Franklin and Shafer Streets.  The site is urban and features 
minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Stagg House shares 
a wall with McAdams House to the west, and the Office of the President is adjacent to the building 
to the east.  At the south (front) elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from the sidewalk, 
which is of concrete.  Two stone steps with a metal rail are set into the stone border and access the 
steps to the main entry.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front (south) elevation and is planted with 
shrubs and other small plantings.  A concrete walkway bordered by a low wood fence runs along the 
east elevation and accesses the rear garden, which is enclosed by brick walls and contains mulch 
planting beds, several trees, and two wood benches.  A Belgian block-paved alley runs parallel to 
West Franklin Street behind Stagg House and the neighboring buildings.  A wood gate leads from 
the garden to the alley.  A brick storage shed adjoins the garden wall near the northeast corner of the 
lot and is accessed by a four-panel wood door at the garden side and a six-panel wood door at the 
alley side. 
 
Summary Description of Stagg House 
Stagg House is a three-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement and currently contains the 
University Controller’s Office.  The building was constructed circa 1900 as a residence in the 
Richardsonian Romanesque style.  Stagg House is a modified rectangle in plan with a rear two-story, 
painted brick section and small, one-story rear projection.  The front section is constructed of 
painted brick with a front façade of rusticated ashlar masonry laid in regular courses.  The center of 
the front façade projects forward slightly and is topped with a steep gable, which is also finished 
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with rusticated ashlar masonry and has a metal cornice with crockets and a finial.  The building has a 
flat or low-slope membrane roof with a slate mansard at the front elevation.  Some of the mansard’s 
slates are colored, forming a six-point-star pattern.  The mansard is punctuated by two small gable 
dormers to either side of the large central gable.  The dormers each contain a one-light window and 
feature carved wood ornament in the pediment.  Two painted brick, interior end chimneys are 
located toward the front of the east elevation.  The front double doors are located in the west bay of 
the centered projection within an arched opening supported by polished granite engaged columns.  
Each leaf of the wood doors contains a large pane of beveled glass, and the doors are topped by a 
four-light fanlight.  The entry is accessed by a curved set of stone stairs and a stoop, which are 
enclosed by a rusticated ashlar masonry balustrade.  The floor of the stoop is finished with 
multicolored ceramic tiles laid in a geometric pattern.   
 
Windows at the front elevation are typically 1/1, hung wood windows with transoms.  The first 
story of the central projection features a pair of typical windows with a decorative colonnette at the 
dividing mullion.  This motif is repeated at the stone mullions between the two pairs of windows at 
the second story.  The gable end contains four smaller, typical windows with transoms set in round-
arched openings.  The first-story transoms are stained glass.  At the remaining elevations, windows 
are typically 4/4, hung wood sash in segmental-arched openings.  A metal fire escape is located 
along the east elevation.  A small wood porch accesses a four-panel wood door toward the rear of 
the east elevation.  A hood supported by ornamental wood brackets covers the door.  The west 
elevation is plain brick with no windows, doors, or other features. 
 

   
Figure 0060.3, Stagg House, East Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.4, Stagg House, North Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                      
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
At the south (front) elevation, the foundation is of rusticated ashlar masonry laid in regular courses. 
The foundation is of painted brick at the east and north elevations, and unpainted brick at the west 
elevation.  The ashlar masonry exhibits light soiling and moisture staining, but is overall in good 
condition.  The painted brick foundation exhibits atmospheric soiling, biological growth, paint and 
mortar loss, and areas of inappropriate or poorly-executed repointing.  The paint is holding moisture 
against the wall and contributing to mortar deterioration.  These conditions are significant at the rear 
one-story projection, which also exhibits splashback.  There is a large area of paint loss and 
atmospheric soiling at the projection’s east elevation.  Biological growth is heavy along the front 
portion of the building’s east elevation, and is likely related to moisture accumulation at the adjacent 
walkway.   
 

  
Figure 0060.5, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
heavy biological growth at foundation.  Also note 
related moisture accumulation at adjacent walkway.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.6, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
atmospheric soiling, biological growth, and paint and 
mortar loss at foundation of rear one-story projection.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                       

 

  
Figure 0060.7, Stagg House, North Elevation, detail of 
biological growth, paint loss, and mortar deterioration 
at foundation of rear one-story projection.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.8, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
ashlar masonry foundation.  Also note mulch and other 
debris piled against basement window.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                       
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 860 sf. 

• Repair and repoint stone foundation as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 60 sf. 

• Clean the foundation to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 980 sf. 

• Assume 490 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• After the source of any water damage is identified and corrected, repaint east and north brick 
foundations using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview 
of this report.  Assume 550 sf. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
At the front elevation, the walls are of rusticated ashlar masonry laid in regular courses.  The east 
and north elevations are painted brick laid in seven-course American bond, and the west elevation is 
unpainted brick.  At the front elevation, the masonry exhibits light soiling, moisture staining, and 
mortar loss, but is overall in good condition.  The lower left corner of the gable is inappropriately 
repointed with caulk, and there are several unused anchors above the arched windows.  The mortar 
is washed out at the stone trim below the cornice adjacent to the southeast downspout, possibly 
from a downspout or gutter leak.  At the front door surround, there are several holes at the plinth 
below the east column, possibly from a removed sign.  The adjacent stone window sill also has 
several holes and a vertical crack from the insertion and removal of masonry anchors.  Some of the 
holes are patched with caulk and/or other materials.  There is moisture staining at the underside of 
the keystone above the front door and at the lintel of the south elevation’s easternmost, second-
story window.  The painted brick section exhibits mortar loss, minor paint loss and atmospheric 
soiling, and areas of inappropriate or poorly-executed repointing.  The paint is holding moisture 
against the wall and contributing to mortar deterioration, particularly at the rear one-story section.  
Step cracks are located in several areas at the east elevation, including underneath the southernmost 
first-story window; above the second-story French doors; and at the head of one of the second-story 
windows at the rear two-story section.  The brick at the east elevation exhibits small holes or 
pockmarks in several locations.   
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Figure 0060.9, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
step crack above second-story French doors.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.10, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
stone trim and carved gorgon detail below cornice.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                       

 

  
Figure 0060.11, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
inappropriate caulk repointing at gable.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.12, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
holes and vertical crack at stone window sill from 
insertion and removal of masonry anchors.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                       

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 5,620 sf. 

• Repair and repoint stone (including window sills and lintels) as required, following the stone 
repair guidelines.  At first-story window sill at south elevation, remove any existing masonry 
anchors and old patching materials before repairing stone.  Assume 580 sf. 

• Clean the walls (including window sills and lintels) to remove biological sediments and dirt.  
Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 8,650 sf.   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 4,325 sf. 

• After the source of any water damage is identified and corrected, repaint east and north brick 
walls using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this 
report.  Assume 5,300 sf. 
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• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Two chimneys. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the east wall in locations of 
step cracks.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s 
recommendations.  
 

Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
Windows throughout the building typically exhibit moderate to heavy paint loss and/or 
deterioration.  The windows at the south (front) elevation exhibit some of the heaviest paint 
deterioration, particularly the two dormers.  The east dormer is located in a shaded area, which does 
not allow the wood to adequately dry when it becomes wet, contributing to paint loss and possibly 
rot.  It appears that the four shingles directly below the dormer fell off (possibly due to moisture 
problems), were nailed back on, and the nails covered with tar or roofing material in a waterproofing 
attempt.  Paint deterioration at the secondary elevation windows is typically concentrated at the 
meeting rails, bottom rails, and wood sills.  Several of the sills at the secondary elevations are split 
horizontally.  At the south elevation, the bottom rails of the first-story pair of windows exhibit areas 
of loss at the wood, and the dividing mullion exhibits large areas of flaking paint.  Some of the 
muntins at the east elevation windows are splintering or have areas of loss.  One of the second-story, 
4/4 windows is missing a horizontal muntin.  None of the windows had A/C units at the time of 
the condition assessment.  The majority of the windows are condition Level I or Level II.   The total 
number of windows is 65.   
 
The south elevation features 24 windows (including three side-facing windows at the front 
projection and the fanlight at the front door).  The windows are typically 1/1, wood, hung sash with 
transoms, and diminish in size at the upper stories.  The first-story transoms are stained glass, and 
the windows at the gable end are contained in round-arched openings.  The two dormers and the 
small window in the gable end are one-light wood windows, and the latter is contained in a 
quatrefoil-shaped opening.  A four-light fanlight is located over the front door.  The transoms at the 
round-arched windows, the first-story transoms, and the small window at the gable end are covered 
with Plexiglas.  There are thee small, square, one-light basement windows; the easternmost opening 
is covered by a screen.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 2 sf to 35 sf.    
 
The east elevation features 30 windows.  The windows are typically 4/4, wood, hung sash, except for 
four 2/2 windows; a square 2/2 window at the rear one-story projection; a small 1/1 window; and a 
1/1 window with a stained-glass transom.  There are four basement windows, which are typically 
covered with plywood and metal bars.  Most of the windows are contained within segmental-arched 
openings and have painted wood sills.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 7 sf 
to 31 sf.    
  
The north elevation features 11 windows.  The windows are typically 4/4, wood, hung sash, except 
for two 2/2 windows and a basement window covered with plywood and metal bars.  The first-story 
window at the rear two-story section is covered with metal bars.  All windows are contained in 
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segmental-arched openings and have painted wood sills.  The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 7 sf to 31 sf.    
 
There are no windows at the west elevation. 
 
Architectural recommendation: 

• All Plexiglas covering windows should be properly vented.  Unless Plexiglas is necessary to 
prevent vandalism, consider replacing Plexiglas with storm windows as a long-term solution.  
For storm windows, assume 36 sf.  

• If bars at basement windows are no longer needed and/or must be removed to repair 
underlying window, remove bars and do not replace.  If bars are desired, minor paint failure 
may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may 
require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 5 openings. 

• Consider removing the panels at the basement windows at the east elevation and uncovering 
any existing windows, or reinstating the windows. Assume 5 openings. 

• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint wood window sills and carved wood at dormer 
pediments.  Replace any rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Assume 50 sf.  

• Engage a roofing professional to examine the potential moisture infiltration issue at the east 
dormer at the south elevation and the adjacent shingles.  Pending this investigation, 
implement the roofing professional’s recommendations.  

 
The Window Levels of Repair: 
 
Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 
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Level IV: Potential Replacement 
A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

   

  
Figure 0060.13, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
second-story, one-over-one windows with transoms.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.14, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
typical four-over-four window; note missing muntins.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                       

 

  
Figure 0060.15, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
typical paint loss at window and sill at rear two-story 
section.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.16, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
basement window covered with plywood and bars.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                       
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
The front double doors are of wood construction, and each door features a large pane of beveled 
glass.  The doors are topped by a fanlight and have a stone threshold.  The stained finish on the 
doors is beginning to wear away, and the kickplates are slightly oxidized, but otherwise the doors are 
in good condition.  The screen doors at the east elevation’s second-story French doors exhibit paint 
deterioration and soiling.  A single metal door is located at each story of the fire escape at the east 
elevation.  The east elevation’s six-panel wood door with decorative hood is in good condition 
except for faded paint (see porch conditions below for hood conditions).  The transom is infilled 
with a panel (possibly plywood).  The six-panel wood door at the north elevation of the rear one-
story projection exhibits paint deterioration and soiling at the frame and faded paint at the door.  
The bottom rail of the door is separating from the east stile, and there is an area of loss or rot at the 
rail and adjacent panel. 
 

  
Figure 0060.17, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
front double doors.  Note faded stained finish.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.18, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
second-story French doors with screen doors and iron 
balcony.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                       
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Figure 0060.19, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
four-panel wood door with hood and infilled transom.  
Note faded paint and rust staining from metal roofing 
at hood.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.20, Stagg House, North Elevation, detail of 
six-panel wood door at rear one-story projection.  Note 
area of loss at bottom rail.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects                                                       

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume two sets of double doors, one set of 
double screen doors, and two single doors.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  
Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue 
before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape 
and re-paint or re-finish the wood doors as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume five sets of hardware. 
• Maintain the existing metal non-historic doors accessing the fire escape.  As necessary, clean, 

scrape, and paint doors and trim.  If desired, consider replacing non-historic doors with 
historically appropriate doors.  If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  
Assume three doors.  

• Clean stone threshold at front door to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the 
gentlest means possible. Assume 6 sf.   

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.    
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
The ashlar masonry at the front porch exhibits areas of mortar loss and minor atmospheric soiling, 
particularly at mortar joints.  A mortar joint at the stair balustrade is inappropriately repointed with 
caulk, and the balustrade is stained with rust where the metal rail meets the stone.  The mortar at the 
stair balustrade coping appears to be older, is separating from the adjacent stone, and is cracked in 
some areas.  The ceramic tile porch floor has a number of cracked tiles and exhibits grout loss.  A 
tile is missing adjacent to the top stair.  There are small areas of paint loss and rust at the metal 
handrail.  The second-story iron balcony at the east elevation exhibits rust, paint loss, and biological 
growth.  The small wood porch at the east elevation exhibits light biological growth and soiling at 
the unpainted balustrade, and minor paint deterioration and soiling at the steps and landing.  A gate 
for the wheelchair lift is located at the south end of the porch landing.  The hood above the adjacent 
door exhibits paint deterioration throughout, including at the beadboard ceiling, and rust staining at 
the cornice from the metal roof.  The metal fire escape at the east elevation appears to be in good 
condition overall except for minor paint deterioration and rust. 
 

  
Figure 0060.21, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
steps accessing front porch.  Note rust staining 
underneath metal handrail.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.22, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
ceramic tile floor at front porch.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects                                                       

 

  
Figure 0060.23, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
mortar loss and soiling at stone balustrade at front 
porch.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.24, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
porch and wheelchair lift at side entry.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                       
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair and repoint stone at front porch as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  

Assume 270 sf. 
• Repair the tile flooring at the front porch as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  

Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 80 sf. 
• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 

appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 80 sf.  

• Repair metal stair rail at front porch, iron balcony at east elevation, and fire escape at east 
elevation.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas 
of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  
Stair rail: assume 8 lf.  Balcony: assume 20 sf.  Fire escape: assume 750 sf. 

• Clean porches (including hood above east door) to remove biological sediments, rust, and 
dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 425 sf.   

• Assume 215 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• After cleaning, scrape, prime, and paint wood at east porch and hood above adjacent door.  
At porch, consider painting or staining unpainted areas and applying a preservative treatment 
to protect against rot.  Replace rotted or missing wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to 
standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 70 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the connections of the iron balcony into the brick 
wall are structurally sound.  Repair brick and mortar as required. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south (front) elevation has built-in gutters and a single round, painted metal downspout near 
the east end of the elevation.  Additional round, painted metal downspouts are located at the east 
elevation, and attach to gutters built into box cornices.  The visible portions of the gutters at the 
south elevation exhibit paint loss, rust, and rusted fasteners.  Some of the brackets holding the 
downspouts to the walls are rusted.  The downspout at the northeast corner of the building lacks an 
extender, allowing water to exit immediately adjacent to the building.  This condition is likely 
contributing to moisture accumulation at the walkway and biological growth at the foundation.  A 
large flue is located at the east elevation at the intersection of the front section with the rear two-
story section. 
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Figure 0060.25, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
round downspout and built-in gutter.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.26, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
rusted fasteners at built-in gutter.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects    

                                                    

  
Figure 0060.27, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
round downspout at northeast corner of building.  
Note that downspout lacks an extender, allowing water 
to exit immediately adjacent to the building.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.28, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
round downspout and built-in gutter at northeast 
corner of building.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects                                                       

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
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lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  

• If flue at east elevation is still in use, clean, scrape, and paint and conduct rust remediation as 
necessary.  Ensure that connections to wall are structurally sound. 
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Cornices are of wood construction, except for the mansard roof and gable cornices at the south 
elevation, which are metal.  All cornices exhibit mild to moderate paint loss and/or deterioration.  
The metal gable cornice exhibits rust and is separating from the stone.  The metal mansard cornice 
exhibits moisture damage at the top west corner and is slightly rusted.  The flat, narrow wood 
cornice along the built-in gutter exhibits mild paint deterioration and rust staining.  The section of 
cornice adjacent to the downspout at the south elevation appears to have a rough, wavy texture, 
indicating possible moisture damage from a leak at the gutter.  The box cornices exhibit moisture 
damage at the soffit, and some areas are cracked.  A flat, narrow wood cornice is located at portions 
of the east and west elevations and is overall in good condition. 
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Figure 0060.29, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
paint deterioration, rust, and area of moisture 
infiltration (at top of photo) at metal mansard cornice.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.30, Stagg House, South Elevation, detail of 
metal cornice at gable.  Note rust and slight separation 
of cornice from wall.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
                                                       

  
Figure 0060.31, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
wood box cornice with metal coping at rear two-story 
section.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.32, Stagg House, East Elevation, detail of 
cracks and moisture staining at soffit of box cornice.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects                                                       

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean all cornices of dirt and mold.  Assume 310 sf. 
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• Remove the paint from all metal cornices and conduct rust remediation.  Patch metal in kind 
at any areas of loss.  Prime with a rust inhibiting primer and repaint with a minimum of two 
coats of paint.  Assume 50 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 260 sf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Site elements at the south (front) elevation are overall in good condition, except for rust staining 
from the metal handrail and delamination at the stone steps abutting the sidewalk.  A shrubbery is 
located close to the south elevation foundation, and the branches from an adjacent tree are nearly 
touching the east end of the elevation.  This tree and several other large trees are located on the 
adjacent property but are close to the building’s east elevation.  The wood fence along the east 
elevation is rotting and exhibits biological growth throughout.  The concrete walkway at the east 
elevation is cracked at the south end of the lot and exhibits areas of biological growth and soiling 
throughout.  Moisture (possibly from the adjacent downspout) is accumulating at the walkway and 
likely contributing to biological growth at the foundation.  At the time of the condition assessment, 
dead leaves had accumulated along much of the walkway and were building up against the 
foundation.  Mulch, leaves, and plantings are also partially obscuring the basement window and 
exterior sprinkler connection at the southeast corner of the building.  Hard pavement directly abuts 
the east and north elevations.  A wheelchair lift accesses the porch at the east elevation.   
 
The north and west brick garden walls and brick storage shed are in poor condition.  The east brick 
garden wall is newer and overall in good condition.  The older garden walls and storage shed exhibit 
heavy mortar loss, inappropriate repointing with Portland cement, biological growth, and 
atmospheric soiling.  The shed wall is soiled with dirt and the remnants of an old coating, and the 
south end of the west garden wall is patched with old Portland cement.  The wood gate at the north 
wall exhibits biological growth at the base, and the metal lintels above the gate on both sides of the 
wall are beginning to rust.  There are minor chips and dents at the four-panel wood door accessing 
the storage shed, and the west stile of the door frame exhibits rot at the base.  The east garden wall 
has a large area of missing and damaged brick and mortar adjacent to the top hinge of the gate. 
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Figure 0060.33, Stagg House, view of rear garden 
looking north.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0060.34, Stagg House, detail of old Portland 
cement patching at west garden wall.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects                                   
                     

  
Figure 0060.35, Stagg House, detail of missing and 
damaged brick and mortar at east garden wall.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0060.36, Stagg House, East Elevation, view of 
large trees close to building.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

                                                       
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings along the south elevation of the building; this 
practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” 
away from building. 
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• Trim back the large trees near the east elevation of the building to ensure they are not 
touching the building.  Discontinue the practice of planting trees near the foundation. 

• Repair the stone step abutting the sidewalk as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 6 sf. 

• Repair the metal rail at the steps abutting the sidewalk.  Minor paint failure may be addressed 
by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 1 lf. 

• As most of wood fence along east elevation exhibits rot, replace entire fence in kind.  
Assume 100 lf. 

• Maintain existing wheelchair lift according to manufacturer’s instructions. 
• Repair and repoint brick garden walls and brick storage shed, with particular attention to 

areas that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the 
mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing 
joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. 
Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Remove any 
old coatings and old Portland cement patches.  Assume 1,240 sf. 

• Clean the brick garden walls to remove biological sediments, dirt, and debris.  Use the 
gentlest means possible.  Assume 1,240 sf. 

• Assume 620 sf of the same brick garden walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Maintain the wood doors at the storage shed and the wood gate at north garden wall.  
Replace missing and/or rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood is already 
scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   
Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the 
doors and gate as required.  Assume two single doors and one gate. 

• Maintain the existing metal gate at the east garden wall.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and 
paint gate.   

• Restore hardware at gates and doors at storage shed and garden walls as necessary. Assume 
four sets of hardware. 

• Metal lintels above gate at garden wall: clean, scrape, prime with a rust-inhibiting primer, and 
repaint with two coats of paint.  Assume 10 lf. 

• Repair the concrete walkway along the east elevation.  Assume 30 sf. 
• Remove biological growth, soiling, and other debris from the concrete walkway at the east 

elevation and behind the building.  Assume 540 sf.   
• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 

desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 540 sf.    

• Re-grade soils at the south elevation as appropriate to achieve positive slope and drainage 
away from the building.  When re-grading, ensure that basement windows and exterior 
sprinkler connection are clear of leaves, mulch, and other debris.  This debris should be 
removed on a regular basis.  Assume 85 sf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1999 – Repairs  
 

 
Figure 0060.37, Stagg House, 0060, Repairs, Elevations 
1999, Kelso & Easter 
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Chapter 3.25: Existing Conditions 
0081 Buford House
 

  
Figure 0081.1, Buford House, 0081, Key Plan Map-  Figure 0081.2, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation, 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Site Description 
Buford House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University east of 
the intersection of West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site, and the building adjoins 
Richard T. Robertson Alumni House to the west and Valentine House to the east.  At the south 
(front) elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is brick laid in a 
herringbone pattern.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front elevation and contains various small 
plantings and shrubbery.  A mature tree is located in the southeast corner of the lot.  A stone step is 
set into the stone border and accesses the steps to the main entry.  The wide tread of this step is 
adorned with small, multicolored ceramic tiles laid in a geometric pattern.  An asphalt-paved parking 
lot is located behind the building.  A Belgian block-paved alley is located north of the parking lot 
and parallels West Franklin Street.  
 
Summary Description of Buford House 
Buford House is a three-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement and two-story, brick rear 
addition and currently contains the administrative offices of the Department of Art History.  The 
building was designed circa 1900 as a residence in the Italianate style.  It is a modified rectangle in 
plan and is constructed of brick, which is painted at the front elevation.  Both the original section 
and addition have low-sloped membrane roofs.  The front elevation has a two-story bay window in 
the east bay, which is crowned with a dentiled wood cornice and iron balustrade.  This elevation is 
also adorned with a wide, bracketed and dentiled wood cornice and recessed, rectangular panels.  
The first two stories of the southwest corner at this elevation are recessed, and a window is located 
at each story.  A decorative metal bracket spans a corner of the recess at the second story.  The 
wood front porch is located in the west bay and features two Doric columns at each corner and a 
flat roof with a wide, plain frieze, dentiled and modillioned cornice, and wood balustrade with 
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turned balusters.  The porch is accessed by a short flight of stone steps with metal rail, and the 
porch floor is finished with ceramic tiles laid in a geometric pattern.  The wood, front double doors 
are glazed at the upper half, paneled at the lower half, and are topped by a transom.  Windows at the 
front elevation are 1/1, wood, hung sash, which at the first and second story are contained within 
basket arches.  Two glazed, multilight double doors with three-light transoms access the roof of the 
bay window, and a one-leaf, glazed, multilight door with two-light transom accesses the porch roof.  
At the first story of the bay window are multilight double doors with a transom containing an air 
conditioning unit.  Windows at the rear elevation of the original section are either 4/4 or 2/2, hung 
wood sash within segmental-arched openings.  In the far east bay of this elevation is a paneled wood 
door topped by a two-light transom.  A wood fire escape with corrugated metal roof leads from the 
roof of the addition to the ground adjacent to the addition’s east elevation.  Typical windows at the 
rear addition are 4/4 or smaller, 2/2, hung wood sash.  Some of the windows contain A/C units. 
 

  
Figure 0081.3, Buford House, 0081,South Elevation  Figure 0081.4, Buford House, 0081, East Elevation  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0081.5, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation  Figure 0081.6, Buford House, 0081, West Elevation (L)  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation of the building is brick, with several areas exhibiting splash back and deteriorating 
and missing mortar.  Biological growth is present, particularly in corners and near downspouts and 
boots.  A large window well, constructed of concrete, is located at the west elevation.  
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Figure 0081.7, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation  Figure 0081.8, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation   
Detail of foundation.  Note splashback.   Detail of foundation.  Note biological growth. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 500 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 500 sf.  
 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south (primary) elevation consists of painted brick laid in common bond.  Recessed relief panels 
are located under many of the windows.  Much of the condition of the brick at this elevation is 
difficult to decipher due to the paint.  Steps cracks are visible radiating from beneath the window 
wills.  Streaking is located beneath windows with A/C units.  Some deteriorating mortar and brick 
dust is also visible.  It appears that stone lintels of both simple and intricate configurations are 
located above the windows.  The stone lintels and sills are painted the same color as the remainder 
of the elevation.  Although visibility of the lintels at the upper stories is poor, at least one shear crack 
is visible in the stone lintels.  The secondary elevations are constructed of brick laid in a nine-course 
common bond.  Several generations of repointing were noted on these elevations, all made with 
various compositions of mortar, including Portland based mortar.  Caulk is also present as an 
inappropriate solution to repointing.  General mortar loss and biological growth is found on all 
elevations. Dirt has accumulated on all of the walls.  Corbled walls step out at from the rest of the 
east elevation at the addition.  It is unclear as to the purpose, perhaps there were once chimneys at 
these locations.  There is evidence that a porch was once located at the second floor of the south 
elevation of the addition.  The wall is patched where structure once punctured it, as well as the 
outline of balustrades.  The chimney at the original portion at the rear of the building at the east is 
leaning to the west.  This chimney also has Portland based cement smeared over it. 
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Figure 0081.9, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.10, Buford House, 0081, East Elevation  
Detail of painted brick and stone.  Note crack in stone.  Detail of brick.  Note portland cement mortar & caulk. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 3,200 sf. 

• Following the stone repair guidelines, repair the stone sills and lintels, paying particular 
attention to the vertical and horizontal joints.  Caulk or sealant is an inappropriate repair 
material.  Assume 300 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 5,000 sf. 

• Repaint the south elevation using appropriate colors.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in 
the overview of this report.  Assume 1,200 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 4,000 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible. Assume 7,800 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 3,000 sf. 
• The northeast chimney at the original portion of the building is leaning. This should be 

repaired, which may require dismantling the chimney down to the roof level brick by brick, 
labeling each brick, removing Portland cement from the bricks, and relaying the chimney in 
its correct order. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume at minimum, three chimneys. 
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Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  The windows at the primary elevation have stone 
sills, while those at secondary elevations have wood sills.  Rot is located on many of windows, 
particularly at the windows that possess wooden sills.  The windows that contain a window air-
conditioning unit are in far worse condition than those that do not contain a window A/C unit.  
Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is sitting on the sills and dripping down the face 
of the building, contributing to the stone delamination, missing mortar, and constant wetting of the 
walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary action and affecting the 
interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, 
consider the permanent removal of A/C units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system 
to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the 
windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new 
historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the A/C units while the 
windows undergo repairs.  The majority of the windows are condition Level II or Level III, with 
several Level IV windows.  In some cases, bottom sashes or wood sills may need to be replaced.  
 
The south elevation features a total of 11 window openings.  The majority of the windows are 1/1 
double-hung and possess a painted sill.  The first- and second-floor windows feature window heads 
and lintels with rounded corners.   Three pairs and one single French door features two or three 
light transoms.  Two of the transoms were removed and window A/C units were installed.   
Consider reinstating the two transoms to match the existing.  The main entry features a single clear 
glass transom with “-922-” painted onto the glass.  All windows on this elevation feature flaking 
paint, alligatoring, some rot, and missing glazing putty.   
 
Two windows and two transoms possess a window A/C.  Seven windows are approximately 18 sf 
each, and the remaining four approximately 26 sf each.  The transoms at the French doors (4) are 
approximately 6 sf each, and the transom at the main entry is approximately 15 sf. 
 
The east elevation features a total of 19 window openings.  With the exception of the basement 
windows the windows are 4/4 wood double-hung with segmental brick lintels and wood sills.  Two 
of the basement windows are infilled with wood panels.  It is unclear if the windows remain or have 
been removed.  Consider reinstating windows to match the existing two basements windows in the 
infilled basement windows.  The two surviving two-light windows at the basement have security 
grates, which are in poor condition and are rusty.  Three windows possess a window A/C.  Thirteen  
windows on this elevation are approximately 25 sf each.  Two windows are approximately 10 sf 
each.  The four basements openings are approximately 6 sf.  All windows on this elevation feature 
flaking paint, alligatoring, some rot, and missing glazing putty.   
 
The north elevation features a total of 12 window openings.  With the exception of the two-light 
wood basement window, the windows of the addition are wood, 4/4 double-hung and feature either 
a brick segmental arch or a steel lintel.  The steel lintels are rusty.  The basement window features a 
rusty security grate.  When the A/C unit was installed in one of the third-floor windows, the top 
sash was removed and replaced with painted plywood.  The three windows at the original portion of 
the building are wood, 1/1 double-hung and feature a brick segmental arch.  Seven windows possess 
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a window A/C.  The eleven windows on this elevation are approximately are 25 sf each. The 
basement window is approximately 6 sf. All windows on this elevation feature flaking paint, 
alligatoring, some rot, and missing glazing putty.  At least one features broken and missing glazing. 
 
The west elevation features four windows.  Each window is slightly different.  One is wood 9/9 
double-hung with a rusting steel lintel and is 24 sf.  The second is wood 1/1 double-hung with a 
segmental brick arch and is 20 sf.  The third is wood 2/2 double-hung with a segmental brick arch 
and is 20 sf.  The fourth is a fixed two-light wood window with a segmental brick arch with rusting 
security grate and is approximately 6 sf.  All windows on this elevation feature flaking paint, 
alligatoring, some rot, and missing glazing putty.   
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 
Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
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Figure 0081.11, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.12, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation  
Detail of window.  Note painted stone sill and lintel.  Detail of window.  Note broken and missing glazing. 
Note step crack beneath window.    Note outline of previous baslustrade to left of window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0081.13, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.14, Buford House, 0081, East Elevation  
General view of windows.       Detail of window sill.  Note flaking paint and rot. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation features four pairs of doors and a single door.  The main entrance consists of a 
pair of wood paneled doors with single lights of heavy beveled glass.  The finish on the doors is in 
poor condition with crazing, flaking paint, and alligatoring.  The door features modern hardware.  
The south elevation also features three pairs of French doors and one single French door.  All of the 
French doors are wood and painted.  The finish on the French doors is in poor condition with 
crazing, flaking paint, and alligatoring.  Hardware is not present for the pair of French doors at the 
first floor and is not visible from grade for the French doors at the second and third floors. 
The east elevation features a four-paneled, painted, wood door at the basement level.    The finish 
on the door is in poor condition with crazing, flaking paint, and alligatoring.  The door features 
modern hardware. 
 
The north elevation features two doors, one at the first floor, and one at the third floor that accesses 
the fire escape.  The first-floor door is a four-paneled, painted wood door with two-light transom. 
The finish on the door is in poor condition with crazing, flaking paint, and alligatoring.  The door 
features modern hardware.  The door at the third floor is not visible from grade.  Its condition is 
unknown.   
 

   
Figure 0081.15, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.16, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  
Detail of main entrance doors.    Detail of historic french doors.  Note A/C. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0081.17, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation    
Rear Door.  Note light fixture at transom.      
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    
 
 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume three single doors, a pair of double doors, 
a single French Door, and three pairs of French doors.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical 
residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Prime and 
re-paint the historic wood doors as required.   

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

• If any surviving examples survive of the historic French door hardware, consider replicating 
the hardware.  Potentially three pairs of hardware for double French doors and hardware for 
one single French door. 

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main entrance front porch is located in the west bay and features two Doric columns at each 
corner and a flat roof with a wide, plain frieze, dentiled and modillioned cornice, and wood 
balustrade with turned balusters.  The wood elements of the porch, columns, frieze, cornice, and 
balustrade feature alligatoring and flaking paint.  The porch is accessed by a short flight of stone 
steps with metal handrails, and the porch floor is finished with small ceramic tiles laid in a geometric 
pattern.  The porch floor is missing a few tiles and features cracks.  The porch floor runs the 
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majority of the width of the primary elevation.  The eastern portion of the porch appears to be 
settling, contributing to the cracking of the porch mosaic tile.  The tile at this section, which is 
exposed to the elements, is in worse condition than the tile at the covered portion of the porch.  The 
bottom piece of stone, integral with the low stone border at the south perimeter of the site, has 
settled at one end, raising the other up, which in turn, created a trip hazard.  Dirt has accumulated at 
all surfaces of the porch.   The wrought iron railings feature peeling paint, but minimal rust.   
A small balcony porch is located at the third floor on top of the bay window.  The balcony floor 
material is unknown, but it most likely a roofing material.  A wrought iron railing is located at this 
porch and feature moderate rust.  While not technically a porch, a recess in located at the west 
portion of the primary elevation and features a painted pressed tin ceiling.  The ceiling features 
peeling paint and is rusty.  A painted wrought iron bracket is located at the recess and is in good 
condition. 
 
The west elevation features a basement access with wooden steps and a metal handrail.  Biological 
growth and some rot is present on the steps.  Minor rust is on the guardrail.   
The north elevation features two steps which accesses the rear door.  Biological growth is located on 
the steps.  The north elevation also features a wood fire escape which connects the third floor of 
Buford House to the loading dock at Valentine House to the east. The fire escape is in fair 
condition.  This fire escape is constructed with wood and is covered with a corrugated metal roof, 
which is exhibiting rust.  Some biological growth is present on the wood fire escape.  The column 
closest to grade has been notched out to accommodate the metal railing of the loading dock. 
 

  
Figure 0081.18, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.19, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  
Detail of main entrance porch.    Detail of main entrance porch floor.  Note trip hazard  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Note trip hazzard at bottom step adjacent sidewalk. 
       Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0081.20, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.21, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  
Detail of ceiling at recess.  Note rust and flaking paint.  Detail of main porch column.  Note alligatoring. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0081.22, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation  Figure 0081.23, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation  
Detail of basement areaway and steps.  Note staining and Detail of fire escape from the third floor.  Note: Stokes 
rot on the steps.       House is featured in the left of the photograph. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• Remove biological growth from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 2,000 sf. 
• Repair the stair railings and balcony railing at the main entrance porch and third floor 

balcony.  Also repair the guardrail at the basement access.  Minor paint failure may be 
addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 30 lf. 

• Repair the wood components of the main entrance porch.  Replace rotted wood in kind 
when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any 
chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  
Prime and re-paint with a minimum of two coats exterior grade paint.  Assume XX sf. 

• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 
match the existing historic tile.  Assume 100 sf. 

• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 100 sf.  
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• Repair the pressed metal ceiling at the primary elevation recess.  Minor paint failure may be 
addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 30 sf. 

• Engage structural to develop repairs for the settling front porch.  Implement repairs.   
Assume 100 sf. 

• Reset the stone border at the main entrance porch steps. Assume 10 lf. 
• Repair the existing wood fire escape.  Clean wood fire escape of dirt and sediments.    

Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation 
procedures.  Replace or repair the metal roof as required.  Assume 1,500 sf of surface area. 

• As a long-term solution, consider replacing the fire escape with a better-designed solution, 
perhaps separating the uses so that the fire escape for Buford House is independent from 
the loading dock, ramps, and fire escape at the Valentine House. 
 

Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Buford House features a variety of gutters and downspouts.  Integrated gutters are found at the 
primary elevation for both the balcony and the primary porch roofs.  External gutters are located at 
the north and west elevations at the rear of the building.  Downspouts include various 
configurations including round metal downspouts where are rusting, round plastic downspouts 
which look to be a fairly recent replacement, metal rectangular downspouts which have flaking paint 
and rust. Some of the downspouts tie into the storm water management system while other exit at 
grade.  Some downspouts and/or boots contain cleanouts, while others do not.  In at least one case, 
the downspout is a larger diameter than the boot.  This could potentially create clogs and back-ups 
in the system.  In some cases, the downspouts are almost level with the grade; this could also 
potentially cause standing water, leaks, clogs, and back-ups in the system.  In some cases, multiple 
downspouts tie into a singular boot.  This could be potentially overload the system, and could also 
result in blogs and back-ups in the system. 
 

  
Figure 0081.24, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.25, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation  
Detail of downspout at the bay window.   Detail of gutter and downspout.  Note rust and flaking 
Note water damage.     paint at the downspout.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0081.26, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation  Figure 0081.27, Buford House, 0081, North Elevation  
Detail of downspout wrapping the addition cornice  Detail of modern plastic downspout and clean-out. 
from above.  Note rust at elbow.    Note smaller diameter boot than downspout.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Consider re-routing any downspouts from inside of the building or those that pierce the 
porch roof structure to the exterior. 

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
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satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  

 
Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The primary elevation features a wide, bracketed and denticulated wood cornice with recessed, 
rectangular panels in the Italianate style.  The main entrance porch also features a bracketed and 
denticulated wood cornice, although it is simpler in detail and style.  The simplest cornice on the 
primary elevation is a wood molding with small dentils and is located at the top of the two-story bay 
window.  A simple wood cornice is located at the north elevation of the original portion of the 
building and at the east elevation of the addition.  The remainder of the addition features a metal 
coping.  The wood cornice at the north elevation of the original building features some water 
damage and rot.  It is unclear if the water damage is old or is ongoing. The wood cornices feature 
alligatoring, dirt accumulation, and flaking paint.   
 

  
Figure 0081.28, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.29, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  
Detail of porch cornice and balustrade.   Detail of primary elevation’s cornice.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0081.30, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.31, Buford House, 0081, West Elevation  
Detail of bay window cornice and balustrade.   Detail of simpler secondary elevation cornice.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 
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• As needed, clean wood cornices and metal coping of dirt and sediments.  Assume 310 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint wood eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 250 lf. 
• As needed, repair the metal coping. Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures. 

Assume 60 lf. 
• Ensure that the cornice is snug against the walls to prevent moisture and pest infiltration.  

Seal where required.  Assume 310 lf. 
 
Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The site of Buford House is urban in nature and features minimal planting, particularily at the rear of 
the building.  A low stone border acts as the permieter of the south side of the site, adjacent to the 
sidewalk.  A stone step accesses the site at the primary elevation.  Two planting beds containing 
grasses, a boxwood, shrubs, and a large tree are located adjacent to either side of the main entrance.  
The boxwood and shrubs are in close proximity of the foundation and the main entrance porch.  
The rear portion of the site is defined by an asphalt parking area to the north.  The east area 
immediately adjacent to the house is paved with impervious materials.  A ramp, which accesses the  
Richard T. Robertson Alumni House is immeditately adjacent to the west elevation 
 
 

  
Figure 0081.32, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  Figure 0081.33, Buford House, 0081, South Elevation  
View of site to northeast.     View of site to northeast. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• There are currently foundation plantings around the margin of the building; this practice 
should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from 
building and the porch. 

• Remove biological growth from the paved areas using gentlest means possible.  Implement a 
maintenance program to regularly remove weeds.  Assume 1,500 sf. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface area and ensure water is 
positively drained away from the buildings.  Assume 500 sf.    
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• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   
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Drawing Catalog 
2006 – Exterior Renovations 
 

 
Figure 0081.34, Buford House, 0081, Exterior Renovations, Elevations 
2006, KOP Architects PC 
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Chapter 3.26: Existing Conditions 
0096 Franklin Terrace
 

 
Figure 0096.1, Franklin Terrace, 0096, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0096.2, Franklin Terrace, 0096, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Franklin Terrace is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at 
the north side of West Franklin Street between Shafer and Laurel Streets.  The site is urban and 
features minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Adjacent 
buildings include Harrison House to the west and Hunton House to the east, which are separated 
from Franklin Terrace by narrow alleys.  An elevated brick patio with hexagonal clay pavers and two 
mulched planting beds abuts the south (front) elevation.  Two wide, semicircular, brick steps lead 
from the patio down to the sidewalk, which is of concrete.  Each of the planting beds contains a 
tree, shrubbery, and other small plantings.  A concrete walkway is located along the west elevation, 
and along the east elevation is a concrete ramp bordered by low brick walls with a single metal 
handrail.  A concrete walkway continues along the east elevation, adjacent to which is a section of an 
asphalt-paved parking lot.  A Belgian block-paved alley forms the north perimeter of the lot and 
parallels West Franklin Street. 
 
Summary Description of Franklin Terrace 
Franklin Terrace is a four-story, seven-bay-wide, and approximately twelve-bay-deep building with a 
basement and currently houses Art Foundation Program classes, the Department of Kinetic 
Imaging’s computer labs, the Department of Art Education, and the Department of Communication 
Arts, among other facilities.  The building was designed circa 1925 as an apartment building in the 
Spanish Eclectic Style.  It is a modified rectangle in plan with shallow, two-bay wide projections at 
the rear corners and toward the front of the side elevations.  Franklin Terrace is constructed of 
brick, which is stuccoed at the front elevation and at the front (southernmost) three bays of the side 
elevations.  The front, central portion of the building has hipped roof that was formerly covered 
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with Spanish tiles but has since been replaced with orange composition shingles.  The remainder of 
the building is covered with a flat membrane roof.  The front elevation is the most visible elevation 
and correspondingly exhibits the greatest level of ornament, while the remaining elevations are 
relatively plain.  The roofline is adorned with terracotta tile along its length and a curved battlement 
at either corner.  The second bays in from each corner project slightly and are capped with gables.  
At the fourth story below these gables are recessed balconies with three-part arcades, and below the 
arcades are metal balconies shaded by pent roofs finished with terracotta Spanish tiles.  Spanish tile 
shed roofs are located in the outer bays of the first story.  The elevator shaft at the center of the 
front elevation was added sometime in the late twentieth century.  It is accessed by arched entries at 
the side elevations and has a flat roof.  Windows at the front elevation are typically 6/6, hung, vinyl 
replacement windows with a few original wood windows remaining.  The windows are paired at the 
first two levels of the outermost bays, in groups of three at the first story of each of the gabled 
projections, and single sashes at all three stories to either side of the elevator shaft.  The outermost 
bays of the fourth story each contain an 8/8, double-hung, wood window in a round-arched 
opening.  The balconies are accessed by sets of three glazed, multi-light doors.  At the stucco 
portions of the side elevations, windows are typically 6/6, double-hung, vinyl replacement windows 
and original wood windows of varying sizes.  Windows at all of the stucco sections have stone sills.  
The rear, non-stuccoed brick portion constitutes the majority of the building and has 1/1, hung, 
aluminum or aluminum-clad replacement windows throughout.  The windows are either single or 
paired.  A brick, exterior end chimney is located toward the rear of the west elevation.   
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation is constructed of brick, and where exposed, is laid in a common bond with seven-
course header courses.  The stuccoed elevations are completely stuccoed to grade.  At all elevations, 
the foundation runs continously from grade to the structure walls, and is indistinguishable from the 
walls.  The masonry foundation and lower structure with exposed brick exhibit mortar loss and 
dampness due to splash back, up to 12 to 15 inches above the side and rear alley paving.  Stuccoed 
elevations exhibit some amount of cracks in the stucco at grade, but is in overall condition.  
Biological growth is eveident at all elevations.  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is missing 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 500 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 500 sf.  
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Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The primary south elevation walls, and adjacent portions of the east and west elevations, are painted 
stucco over masonry.  Areas of cracking and stucco delamination are seen at a few locations around 
window or and other openings and at grade.  At least one location of stucco delamination at a 
window opening may be attributed to oxide jacking of the lintel of the masonry opening.  The upper 
two stories of the elevator addition exhibit cracking along with the mortar joints of the concrete 
masonry unit substrate.  The cause of this should be investigated further.  It is likely the roof 
flashing at or behind the elevator tower is not effective.  Other smaller areas of stucco exhibit 
damage from removal or addition of wall penetrations or attachments. 
 
The remainder of the east, west and north elevation walls are constructed of brick laid in common 
bond with header courses every 7 courses.  Windows located in the masonry walls feature steel 
lintels.  Several locations at steel lintels exhibit masonry displacement, cracking and deterioration due 
to oxide jacking of rusting lintels.  Cracking, minor displacement and repointing with Portland 
cement mortar is seen around several window and other modified openings.  Damaged brick is seen 
at the north and east elevations where the alley allows vehicular traffic immediately next to the 
building.  The damage is in the form of horizontal grooves scored into the brick, and while most 
examples observe do not require immediate brock replacement, these areas should be periodically 
inspected for further damage. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 850 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 500 sf. 
• Remove unused piping, attachments and repoint unused penetrations through stucco and 

masonry walls.  Assume 150 sf. 
• Repair stucco as required. Prime and paint all stucco with two coats of paint. Assume 150 sf. 
• If the exterior sprinkler if it is functioning, it should be primed with a rust-inhibiting primer, 

and painted with two coats of paint. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  One chimney. 
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Figure 0096.3, Franklin Terrace, 0096, Southwest  
Elevation. Detail at elevator tower. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0096.4, Franklin Terrace, 0096, South Elevation. 
Detail stucco at grade, deteriorated and altered surfaces. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0096.5, Franklin Terrace, 0096, Southeast 
Elevation. Detail at elevator tower. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0096.6, Franklin Terrace, 0096, Detail stucco 
cracking at elevator tower. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The primary stuccoed facades feature windows of a variety of sizes and configurations.  Most 
windows are double-hung sash configuration, with several casement windows at the ground level, 
which are covered with security screens.  Several of the windows on these facades have been 
replaced while several original wood windows remain.  The majority of replacement windows 
include sashes that feature grilles-between-glass, which do not maintain the historic aesthetic of the 
building.  The remaining 16 original wood windows are in fair condition and should be maintained.  
Future replacement of the now existing non-historic replacement windows should match the 
originals as much as possible with true-divided-lights or simulated-divided-lights.  Stone sills exhibit 
dirt build-up and biological growth.  All replacement windows should be reviewed to verify the 
jambs are seal at the walls. 
 
The remainder of the non-primary east, north and west elevations feature commercial-style 1/1 
replacement windows with formed aluminum panning at the jambs and sill covers.  Aluminum 
panning is not sealed to the masonry opening, resulting in a non-weather-tight trim condition.  The 
windows are in good condition, however the aluminum panning is not sealed at the masonry 
openings.  Steel lintels at masonry openings are rusting and require repainting. 
 
Numerous louvers are located on the non-primary facades.  Steel lintels at these locations require 
scraping and repainting. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain existing 16 original wood windows – Level 2 and Level 3 Repairs. 
• Scrape and paint steel lintels at masonry openings.  Assume 180 lf. 
• Seal with caulk the aluminum panning at the masonry openings.  Assume 88 openings. 

 
The Window Levels of Repair: 
 
Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
Sand, patch, prime 

C. Repair Frame 
Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
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D. Level I repairs above 
 

Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 
A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

  
Figure 0096.7, Franklin Terrace, 0096, Southwest 
Elevation. Detail of arched window. Note downspout 
at small gutter empties out high above grade. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0096.8, Franklin Terrace, 0096, South Elevation. 
Detail of original wood and replacement windows. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0096.9, Franklin Terrace, 0096, East Elevation. 
Detail. Note sealnt missing at window panning at side 
jambs, deteriorated and missing mortar. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0096.10, Franklin Terrace, 0096, East Elevation. 
Note oxide jacking of masonry at upper window lintel, 
displaced masonry at window openings, deteriorated 
and missing mortar. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south façade features two sets of three doors (six doors total) at the two balconies, and two sets 
of thee French doors (six doors total) at the two loggia featured at the south elevation.  These 12 
doors are original wood doors with wood jambs and trim.  All wood elements exhibit heavy 
biological growth and require scraping and repainting.  Hinges from original storm or screen doors 
are evident on the jambs.  New single-light storm doors could be installed at these openings to 
provide additional protection to the doors from the elements and additional insulation value. 
 
The east, north and west elevation feature five painted flush metal doors.  One door is recessed in a 
covered alcove opening at the north elevation alley.  The metal doors are generally in good 
condition, but should be repainted. 
 
Entry doors at the covered entry at the elevator towers were not reviewed. 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Maintain the existing doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the plywood doors and 

trim.  Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Paint the steel lintels with a rust 
inhibiting primer and two coats of paint. 

• Maintain the flush metal doors and hollow metal frame.  As necessary, clean scrape and sand 
to prepare the substrate.  Repaint. 

• Consider installing 12 single-light storm doors at existing wood balcony and loggia door 
locations. 

• Consider repainting or replacing the mismatched finishes of hardware of the 12 wood doors 
at the primary elevation. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges. 

 

  
Figure 0096.11, Franklin Terrace, 0096, South 
Elevation. Detail of balcony doors. Note heavy 
biological growth on wood doors and trim. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0096.12, Franklin Terrace, 0096, North 
Elevation. Detail painted flush metal door. Note 
missing mortar, patching with Portland cement 
mortars. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Porches (Loggias), Balconies and Exterior Stairs 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation features two loggias at the fourth-floor level, featuring a three-arched opening 
with Corinthian capitals.  The capitals are in good condition, however the wood columns and bases 
exhibit peeling paint and require repainting.  The floor and interior walls of the loggia were not 
reviewed and requires further investigation.  The openings of the loggia feature wrought iron 
railings. 
 
The south elevation also features three balconies, supported by decorative brackets, composed of 
painted wrought iron.  Two of the balconies are wide balconies accessed by the two sets of the triple 
doors.  One balcony is located at a blind opening at the fourth-floor level of the elevator tower.  All 
balconies exhibit some rusting and deterioration of the painted surfaces. 
 
The east and west elevations feature a four-story covered metal exterior stair at each elevation.  The 
exterior stairs exhibit some deterioration to the painted finishes and are beginning to rust. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair existing metal components of the exterior stairs (paint protects the metal).  Minor 
paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Areas of severe 
deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 
1200 sf. 

• Repair existing metal components of the balconies and loggia railings (paint protects the 
metal).  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Areas of 
severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  
Assume 800 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint deteriorated paint coatings.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 250 sf. 

• Implement a maintenance program for periodic repainting of painted wood surfaces. 
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Figure 0096.13, Franklin Terrace, 0096, South 
Elevation. Detail of loggia. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0096.14, Franklin Terrace, 0096, South 
Elevation. Detail of balcony with brackets. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
All gutters are K-style prefinished aluminum gutters and are located ts small roof areas at the south 
elevation and the roof edges of the east, north and west elevations.  The gutters appear to be in 
good condition, but should be inspected on a regular basis.  A few of the south elevation 
downspouts discharge into an underground storm water management system.  Two downspouts at 
the south elevation empty from gutters serving the small roofs of the fourth-floor gables.  Due to 
their height above grade, even these small areas should receive downspouts that empty at grade to 
minimize splashback onto the building and passersby.  South elevation downspouts are prefinished 
aluminum fluted rectangular downspouts. 
 
The K-style gutters and round painted metal downspouts at the east and west elevations are in good 
to fair condition with several exhibiting peeling paint.  These downspouts are connected to large 
PVC downspout extension pipes to direct water to the alley.  One pipe has become disconnected in 
the small alley at the west elevation and should be reconnected.  Consider installing cleanouts at the 
downspout extension pipes for future maintenance. 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 

water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Repair existing east, north and west elevation downspouts.  Minor paint failure may be 
addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  If the downspouts are too corroded, 
replace with 6” round metal downspouts.   Assume 100 sf. 

• Consider installing cleanouts at the PVC downspout extensions pipes. Assume 6 locations. 
 

  
Figure 0096.15, Franklin Terrace, 0096, East Elevation. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

Figure 0096.16, Franklin Terrace, 0096, West Alley 
looking south. Note dislocated white PVC pipe from 
brown metal downspout extension pipe on right. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Cornices at the south elevation is simple and comprise of simple flat wood fascia trim and parapet 
coping.  The primary south elevation appears to be in good condition and should be inspected 
regularly by a roofing inspector.  The painted wood fascia trim at the east, north and west elevations 
behind the K-style gutters are in generally good condition though they exhibit heavy asphalt roofing 
tar that has dripped over the edge of the roof with the latest reroofing.  While it may not pose a 
concern for the deterioration of materials, it is unsightly.  Consider coating over with white coating 
to match fascia trim.  The northeast corner of the fascia trim exhibits large area of missing material 
the corner and is likely the result of animals attempting to access a nesting space. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood cornice and fascia board.  Replace damaged and rotted 
wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 
250 sf. 

 

  
Figure 0096.17, Franklin Terrace, 0096, East Elevation 
looking south. Exterior stair. Note damaged 
cornice/fascia trim at stair roof. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0096.18, Franklin Terrace, 0096, North 
Elevation. Detail fascia board at gutters. Note roofing 
asphalt drips onto other surfaces, hole in northeast 
fascia board. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
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Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The site features a decorative paved and planted yard at the primary south portion of the site. The 
site features semicircular steps up to the paved terrace.  Site drains in the form of a trench drain is 
located at the west arched entry to the covered building entry at the elevator tower. 
Both alleyways exhibit broken, cracked and areas of missing concrete.   
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the east margin of the building; this practice 
should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from 
building.  Replace plantings against the building with low-growing, non-vining groundcover. 
Tree branches should be trimmed and maintained 24” away from the building. 

• Regularly inspect and clear site drains and site drainage elements. 
• Remove biological growth from the brick paving and brock site walls using gentlest means 

possible.  Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that not 
vines are growing on the building.  Assume 1,000 sf. 

• As needed, replace missing and broken brick of site walls and repoint missing and 
deteriorated masonry.  Assume 150 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wooden site elements such as metal railings. Assume 65 lf. 
• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may 

be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 100 lf. 

• Consider taking up and relaying the hexagonal brick pavers where they have settled and may 
cause a tripping hazard. 

• Consider installing a decorative railing or fencing at the south boarder of the site at the 
public sidewalk to eliminate trip hazard at the 20” drop from the terrace level.  Assume 30 lf. 

• Consider installing railings at the front steps up to the terrace.  Assume 2 painted metal 
railings. 
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Drawing Catalog 
2009 – Building Renovation 
 

 
Figure 0096.x, Franklin Terrace, 0096, Building Renovation, North and East Elevations 
2009, Little Diversified Architectural Consulting 
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Figure 0096.x, Franklin Terrace, 0096, Building Renovation, South and West Elevations 
2009, Little Diversified Architectural Consulting 
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Chapter 3.27: Existing Conditions 
0102 Hunton House
 

 
Figure 0102.1, Hunton House, 0102, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

       
Figure 0102.2, Hunton House, 0102, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Hunton House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the 
north side of West Franklin Street between Shafer and Laurel Streets.  The site is urban and features 
minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings 
include Franklin Terrace to the west and Thurston House to the east, which are separated from 
Hunton House by narrow alleys.  At the south (front) elevation, a low stone retaining wall divides 
the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of concrete.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front 
elevation and is planted with shrubs and other small plantings.  Three trees are located in the 
southwest corner of the lot.  Four stone steps with a metal rail are set between stone check walls and 
access the steps to the main entry.  Along the west elevation is a concrete handicapped-accessible 
ramp adjacent to the by low brick retailing wall with a metal handrail, which provides access to the 
rear of the site in the alley between Hunton House and Franklin Terrace.  A wood ramp accesses the 
west elevation of the front porch.  A concrete walkway continues along the west elevation, adjacent 
to which is a section of an asphalt-paved parking lot that continues behind the building.  A concrete 
walkway abuts the east elevation.  A Belgian block-paved alley forms the north perimeter of the lot 
and parallels West Franklin Street. 
 
Summary Description of Hunton House 
Hunton House is a three-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement and a rear two-story section.  
Hunton House (along with Bird, Thurston, White, and Williams Houses) currently contains faculty, 
staff, and graduate student offices for the Department of Psychology; laboratory, classroom, and 
conference space; advising offices; and a reference library, among other facilities.  Hunton House 
also contains the VCU Clark-Hill Institute for Positive Youth Development.  The building was 
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designed circa 1914 as a residence in the Beaux Arts style.  It consists of a rectangular front section, 
a middle section with curved side walls, and a rectangular, rear two-story section.  Hunton House is 
constructed of yellow pressed brick with the front elevation finished with finely detailed dressed and 
carved stone.  The building has a low-slope membrane roof, two interior end chimneys along the 
east elevation, one at the rear elevation of the two-story section, and one interior brick chimney at 
the center section.  The east bay of the front elevation bows out and is capped by a carved 
limestone, dentiled and modillioned cornice and a roof balustrade, which extend to cover the front 
part of the side elevations.  The frieze underneath this cornice features small, rectangular openings 
with grilles that serves as ventilation to the attic space.  The two-bay-wide, one-story, limestone 
front porch follows the curve of the wall and features limestone Corinthian columns and posts, a 
dentiled cornice, and a low-slope roof with stone balustrade.  The porch is accessed by a short flight 
of stone steps with centered metal rail.  The east bay of the front elevation contains three, one-over-
one, wood bow windows at the third story; two casement windows on each side of a centered glazed 
French door, all with transoms at the second story, and three one-over-one wood bow windows at 
the first story.  The west bay contains a 1/1 wood window at the third story and a pair of casement 
windows with a transom and a pedimented crown at the second story.  Drilled stone ornament 
frames all of these windows and doors except for the pedimented window.  Typical windows at the 
middle and rear sections of the building are 1/1, double-hung wood sash with stone sills and lintels.  
A metal fire escape is located along the east elevation of the middle and rear sections.  A four-story 
projection on the west elevation features an elevator and stair to a rooftop penthouse that dates to 
the ca 1914 building. 
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation is primarily constructed of the same yellow pressed brick as the walls of the 
building.  A small portion of the foundation at the east and west elevations feature a dressed 
limstone belt course as an extention of the coping surrounding the porch.  A larger area of 
foundation is exposed at the center of the east side where an areas is accessed by stairs to a 
basement level entry.  The areaway and its retaining wall is also constructed of the same yellow 
pressed brick, though the retaining wall is heavily coated with dirt and biological growth.  The 
areaway retianing wall extends furhter to the north where it becomes a foundation wall capped with 
a concrete slab where one of the metal fire escapes is located., where a porch was once located.  The 
foundaiton wall at this locaiton is in very poor condition and required significant repair.  The wall 
then extends to the alley as a low site wall separating the Hunton House site form the neighboring 
property.  This length of the wall is in fair condition requiring genreal repointing and cleaning.  The 
foundation masonry at the east, north and west elevations is generally in fair condition, with small 
areas requiring repointing, primarily within the first foot from the adjacent grade.  The adjacent 
grade is paved with concrete and asphalt where water is splashing back onto the brick at these 
lowere levels. 
 
The foundation wall at the south elevation is constructed of limestone and is largely obscurred by 
plantings. Its condition could not be observed, but it is assumed the stone foundation will require 
repointing to, at minimum, the same extent as seen in the limestone walls above. 
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The foundation walls feature 10 windows, five cold air registers, and three coal storage access doors.  
The foundation wall around several of the windows will require more significant repointing and 
cleaning where the adjacent grade has been raised and paved with concrete nearly up to the level of 
the window sills.  Steel security grilles at these windows have rusted and cuased oxide jacking 
spalling and displacing surrounding masonry.  Two of the basement level stone window sills are 
severly deteriorated and require significant repair.  Replacement may be difficult due to the concrete 
alley paving burying most of the sill depth. 
  

 
Figure 0102.3, Hunton House, 0102, East  
Elevation, Photograph of foundation and winodw. 
Note heavy staining, motor lose, and rust due to 
moisture issue. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.4, Hunton House, 0102, West 
Elevation, Photograph of foundation and winodw. 
Note heavy motor lose, deteriorated sill, and rust due 
to moisture issue. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.5, Hunton House, 0102, East  
Elevation, Note heaving staining and mortar lose 
behind downspout boot. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture.  Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 700 sf. 

• Rebuild foundation wall supporting concrete slab at first floor level.  Assume 100 sf. 
• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 1200 sf. 
• Repair stone window sills at alley level.  Assume two sills at 48”x12”x12”. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south (primary) elevation is features limestone laid in a coursed ashlar pattern with carved 
limestone, which extends around the southeast and southwest corners onto the east and west 
elevation for approximately three feet.  A belt course is located at the third-floor level.  Decorative 
carved stone is seen at window and doors surrounds and pediments, and the entablatures and 
balustrades seen at porch roof and building roof level.  The south elevation exhibits overall areas of 
dirt accumulation and biological growth, particularly at areas of moisture beneath window mounted 
air-conditioning units.  Other areas of moisture are evident below where the roof level drains are 
located and should be investigated further.  The limestone masonry exhibits deteriorated and 
missing mortar over the entire elevation and requires repointing.  Utmost care must be taken with 
testing required to match the properties of the existing mortar, as well as careful removal of 
deteriorated mortar and repointing at limestone masonry 
 
The east, north and west elevations feature yellow pressed brick laid in a common bond pattern with 
a header course every seven courses.  The three chimneys located at the east and south elevations, as 
well as the interior chimney and rooftop extension of the elevator penthouse at the east elevation are 
all feature the same pressed yellow brick.  Dirt build-up, staining and biological growth are evident at 
areas where water is retained or where it can run down the face of the building, particularly beneath 
windows with window mounted air-conditioning units.  Metal oxide stains, primarily rust, are seen 
beneath and around metal brackets and attachments to the walls, particularly at several old conduits, 
at the fire escape supports.  Masonry surrounding basement level windows where security bars are 
located require special attention where oxide jacking has caused spalling and mortar displacement at 
several locations. 
 
The northwest corner of the elevator and stair tower, and the southwest corner of the rear (north-
most) portion of the building exhibit a line of fine cracks, through both brick and mortar joints, up 
and down the wall approximately 12 inches in the corners.  The location and the length of the cracks 
indicate they are expansion cracks due to the lack of expansion joints near theses corners.  Gaps 
wider that 1/8 inch should be repointed.  Further investigation should be made into the movement 
of the walls to determine if further mitigation, such as installation of expansion joints, is required. 
 
Many conduits and vent pipes attached to the east, north and west elevations are heavily rusted.  If 
the conduit, vents and other attachments cannot be replaced, should have the rust removed and the 
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metal prepared and repainted.  The west and east elevations also feature several vents of various 
materials, which should be cleaned and repainted.  One pipe vent is covered by a wood boxed out 
cover, where the paint coatings are failing, and the wood and the assembly are deteriorating, with 
evidence of animal nesting in the wood cover.  It should be determined if the cover is still required 
or it should be replaced  
 
Areas of the east elevation beneath the fire escape supports are corbelled out at least three courses 
where the fire escape supports and platforms are located.  The areas of masonry around the fire 
escape connection to the building appear to be in fair condition, though they exhibit dirt build-up 
and staining from the rusted metal of the fire escape, which should be cleaned off the masonry.  
These areas should be regularly inspected. 
 
The chimney at the north elevation and the interior chimney both exhibit more severe deterioration 
of the masonry, heavy dirt build-up, and failing cast stone coping. 
 
  

 
Figure 0102.6, Hunton House, 0102, East  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of wall under firescape 
Note heavy staining where firescape attaches to 
masonry wall 

 
Figure 0102.7, Hunton House, 0102, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  Note 
servere deterioration of mortar 
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Figure 0102.8, Hunton House, 0102, North Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
Photograph of chimney  
Note servere deterioration of masonry and coping 
 

 

 
Figure 0102.9, Hunton House, 0102, East Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
Photograph of corbel under fire escape stair 
Note heavy staining

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 2,150 sf stone masonry 
repointing.  Assume 2,000 sf brick masonry repointing. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 2,150 sf at stone 
masonry.  Assume 2,000 sf at brick masonry. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc., mounted to the walls.  
Remove stains as required.  Assume 350 sf. 

• Prep and paint metal conduit and attachments.  Assume 450 lf. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Four chimneys, each with multiple flues. 

• Repair or replace cast stone chimney cap at north.  Assume 20 sf. 
• Replace north elevation wood vent pipe cover. Assume 6” x 6” x 20 feet. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The windows are wood sash and frames, stone lintels and sills, with wood sills, and are in fair to 
poor condition.  The original wood 1/1 double –hung sash windows feature a decorative ogee-
shaped horn extension of the stiles of the upper sashes.  This feature should be maintained during 
repairs or retained as a feature of any replacements to retain the historic character of the building.  
The south elevation also features wood out-swinging casement windows at the second-floor level.  
The east elevation at basement level at the areaway features three casement windows, two with 
remaining casements sashes and one that is boarded up and missing its original sashes.  Rotted wood 
is located on many of windows at the bottom rails of the lower window sashes and at the wood 
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windowsills along with severely deteriorated paint coatings.  Crevices and cracks resulting from 
rotted wood grain of the wood sills create areas where water can sit and cause further deterioration.  
Special attention should be paid to windows with A/C units where condensation dripping from the 
units is contributing to rot, staining and deterioration of the windows.  Several windows have 
deteriorated glazing requiring replacement.  Most stone sills exhibit dirt build-up and biological 
growth, with some exhibiting rust from window air-conditioning units.  Stone sills should be cleaned 
of dirt and biological growth.  Rust removal may require an appropriate stone poultice.  Most 
windows feature sashes and trim that exhibit many layers of paint that are completely delaminating 
from the wood and should be stripped to sound substrate, primed and repainted.  The majority of 
windows are condition Level II and Level III. 
 
The basement level windows in the foundation walls, including those at the east elevation areaway, 
but particularly those at the west elevation, are close to or at grade level where dirt and rotting 
vegetation has built-up and deteriorated the stone sill and the bottom rail of the sashes.  Ten 
basement level windows feature steel security grilles.  According to the 1914 drawings for original 
construction, the security grilles are original to the building and should be maintained as historic 
material.  The grilles will need to be removed to perform maintenance of the windows.  A system 
for easier removal for periodic maintenance that still maintains secure may be possible and should 
be investigated. 
 
The south (primary) elevation features eleven windows, include one with a transom window.  Two 
double-hung windows have window mounted A/C units.  The three windows at the first floor, 
which are protected from the elements by the porch roof, are in better condition, requiring Level II 
stabilization.  The two casement windows at the east bay are in poor condition, with areas of rot, 
which require immediate attention. 
 
The east elevation features 23 windows, including two windows that form sidelights to an exterior 
door, three windows at the basement level areaway, and three small basement windows.  Seven of 
these windows have window mounted A/C units installed.  Two of the basement-level windows 
have been boarded up, one of which has an A/C unit installed at the boarded-over sash. The other, 
located in the areaway, is missing its casement window sashes and has been secured from the inside.  
This is not a weather-tight condition and the casement sashes should be replaced or a more weather-
tight panel provided.  Windows located adjacent to the fire escape have expanded metal security 
grilles seen mounted on the interior of the window at some window and on the exterior of other 
windows.  These are not historic security grilles and alternative security measure are recommended.  
The grilled will need to be removed for periodic maintenance of the windows. 
 
The north elevation features six wood double-hung windows, including one at the small north-
facing elevation of the south wing, and a window at the north elevation of the third floor that.  Five 
of these windows include window mounted A/C units. 
 
The west elevation features 19 windows, including four basement-level windows near grade.  Two of 
these windows have window mounted A/C units and one window exhibits a wood support across 
the center of the window, which should be removed. 
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Figure 0102.10, Hunton House, 0102, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Note heavy paint peeling thoughout 
windows 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.11, Hunton House, 0102, South 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Detail photograph of window at entry 
porch. Note flaking and peeling of paint 
 

 
Figure 0102.12, Hunton House, 0102, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  Note 
heavy paint peeling thoughout windows and rusted 
security bar. 
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Figure 0102.13, Hunton House, 0102, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  Detail 
photograph of window frame 
Note servere deterioration of paint and staining of sill 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.14, Hunton House, 0102, North Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   
Note heavy deterioation of enitre window  
 
 

Architectural Recommendation: 
• Remove biological growth and stains at stone window sills and lintels, using the gentlest 

means effective.  Refer to standard stone repair procedures.  Assume 225 sf. 
• Scrape and paint wood window trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to 

standard wood rehabilitation procedures. 
• Replace one missing pair of wood casement sashes at the basement level areaway. 
• Remove, repair, prep and paint, and reinstall historic security grilles.  Assume 10 4’x3’ iron 

bar security grilles. 
• Consider removing window A/C units and installing more efficient, less obtrusive air-

conditioning systems. 
• Consider installing storm windows at windows once window A/C units are removed.  

Consider laminated storm panels or secure storm windows to provide both energy efficiency 
and security if required. 

• Remove old metal channel once used for exterior window screens. 
• Historic window hardware, including the existing shutter hinges should be maintained. 

 
The Window Levels of Repair: 
 
Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
Sand, patch, prime 

C. Repair Frame 
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Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main entrance features a stained wood door with a single, large glazed light and decorative 
wrought iron grille.  The door sits within a decoratively carved stained wood frame inside the carved 
stone opening of the limestone façade.  Above the door is a transom with a decorative wrought iron 
grille which features the building address at the center.  The door is equipped with an automatic 
door operator, which can be seen through the transom and attachment hardware is seen bolted 
through the exterior face of the door.  The finish of the door and door frame exhibits heavy dirt 
build-up at the upper portion of the door, while finish is worn the lower portion of the door, nearly 
to the bare wood around the entry hardware and the leading surfaces of the door.  A brass kick plate 
is located at the lower rail of the door which is slightly corroded, but could be refinished.  The 
bottom rail, as seen below the kick plate, appears to be damage at the bottom edge which requires 
further investigation.  The door and frame should be refinished to maintain the wood.  The entrance 
hardware does not appear to be original, but its style is in keeping with the historic door.  The bolt 
attaching the door opener could be painted to match the door. 
 
The south elevation also features a pair of out-swinging French doors at the second story level roof 
patio, centered between the casement windows at the east bay.  The lower half of the doors could 
not be observed and require closer investigation.  The doors are in poor condition and may require 
immediate repair. 
 
The east elevation features four stile-and-rail painted wood doors, each with two flat panels and one 
large single light at the upper half of the door and a transom above.  The first-floor level door is 
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accessed from a concrete platform of the fire escape that previously had been a porch prior to 
alternations to the building during the late 1940s.  The door is centered between a double hung 1/1 
window above a single flat panel and a fixed single-light sash which sits over an ice delivery door.  
This door features a decorative grille original to the building.  The grille is rusting and requires 
repainting.  Two doors are located at the second-floor level at a concrete platform that had one been 
a second-floor porch which is now incorporated into the fire escape.  All doors at the east elevation 
are in fair to poor condition.  A basement level door could not be closely observed, but is assumed 
to be in similar or more deteriorated condition due to its damp location. 
 
The south elevation features two pairs of French doors, one at the second-floor level and one at the 
third-floor level, each of which accesses the fire escape at that level.  The door at the second-floor 
level features a transom that has an air-conditioning unit mounted in it and sheet metal closing off 
the window.  It is unknown what materials exist behind the sheet metal.  The sheet metal is coming 
detached from the assembly and the entire transom panel require repair.  The doors are in fair 
condition requiring repainting and re-glazing.   
 
 

 
Figure 0102.15, Hunton House, 0102, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of main entry door. 
Note fading paint at door handle 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.16, Hunton House, 0102, East 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of side entry door 
Note heaving peeling of paint and rusted security bar 
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Figure 0102.17, Hunton House, 0102, North Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
Photograph coal storage access door. 
Note rusting of frame and peeling of paint 
 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.18, Hunton House, 0102, East  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph doors at the fire escape stair 
Note heavy peeling of paint at door frames and stained 
masonry headers. 
 
 

Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair and refinish the main entrance door and frame, re-stain during refinishing as required. 
• Maintain the existing wood doors.  As clean, scrape, and paint the wood doors and trim.  

Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  
Avoid any defacement of wood profiles. 

• Remove heavy coatings of paint and rust at painted door grilles and repaint.  Assume 12 sf. 
• Maintain the rear entrance ice delivery door as a historic feature.   
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges.   
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The primary (south) elevation features a prominent one-story limestone porch, featuring square 
primary columns and round secondary columns with simple Corinthian capitals, a limestone 
entablature surmounted by a carved limestone balustrade.  The roof of the porch created a roof 
patio or open porch at the second-floor level.  The porch roof did not show any obvious signs of 
roof leaks, a roofing consultant should be contacted to make regular inspections of the roof and 
roof drainage system.  The exterior faces of the porch exhibit areas of heavy dirt build-up and 
requires cleaning.  Once properly repointed and properly working roof drainage verified, the 
evidence of water running down the face of the stone at mortar joints.  Care must be taken in 
cleanings and repointing of the finely carved limestone of the porch.  
 
The majority of the carved limestone elements of the porch are in good condition, with the 
exception of three specific, but not limited to these items of the broken corner of the pilaster 
between the entry door and bow window, a column face adjacent to the porch roof downspout 
where a plaque or sign was removed, leaving holes and adhesive, and the column base at the 
southeast corner where a corner of the base is broken.  All these areas should be repaired.  A large 
piece of stone is seen on the floor under one end of the bench.  It could not be determined if that 
piece of stone is a part of the damaged bench or if the piece is from the broken base of the nearby 
southeast column.  This should be reviewed and if the piece is part of the original historic material, it 
should be held in a secure location within the building. 
 
The porch features a carved granite edging at the perimeter of the porch, which is largely obscured 
by plantings, and floor pattern borders within the floor.  The majority of the porch floor is 
rectangular marble slabs inlaid between the granite borders.  The marble appears to be in good 
condition, but should receive a light cleaning.  One area was noted to have a ring of a rust stain on 
the marble, at the east end of the porch near the bench, which should be removed.  A portion of the 
marble flooring was covered with a large walk-off mat and the condition beneath the mat was not 
observed. 
 
The porch features a plaster ceiling with two brass ceiling-mounted light fixtures.  The ceiling 
appears to be in good condition, only requiring periodic cleaning and painting when needed.  The 
porch light fixtures are not original to the building and, if desired, could be replaced with lighting 
more appropriate to the period and style of the building.  Regular cleaning under the porch cleaning 
should be implemented to limit the building of insect nests.  Spray insecticides or other deterrent 
chemicals should be avoided as they may permanently stain the stone. 
 
The porch also features some decorative porch furniture: a pair of carved limestone benches and a 
faux bois concrete planter.  The bench at the east end of the porch is damaged, with a large crack 
with a previous repair that is failing. 
 
The east elevation features two concrete platforms with painted steel columns and railings that had 
been porches at the first and second floor levels.  Alteration were made to these structures in the 
mid-twentieth century with the addition of a steel bar platform at the third-floor level and metal 
stairs to create a fire escape.  The fire escape is heavily rusted in many areas, especially at its 
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connections to the concrete landings, and the second floor northeast landing exhibits heavy 
biological growth. 
 
A former sleeping porch is located at the north elevation of the third floor, on the roof over the 
rear, north two story wing.  The south elevation of the porch once had out-swinging casement 
windows, but has been infilled with what appears to be asbestos shingle siding typical of the mid-
twentieth century.  The east and west elevations of the former sleeping porch could not be 
observed.  The painted trim and corner columns could not be closely observed. 
 
  

 
Figure 0102.19, Hunton House, 0102, South 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of limestone porch 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.20, Hunton House, 0102, South 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of porch interior  
Note heavy dirt build-up throughout 
 

 
Figure 0102.21, Hunton House, 0102, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. Photograph of porch interior 
Note porch interior downspout 
 

 
Figure 0102.22, Hunton House, 0102, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. Detail photograph of base of porch column. 
Note heaving staining and damaged corner
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 1,250 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 2,000 sf. 
• Repair the broken carved limestone bench, broken limestone at a pilaster, column base, and 

remove adhesive and repair holes at column face.  Refer to the stone maintenance guidelines 
in this report.  Assume 4 sf. 

• If desired, replace two porch ceiling light fixtures with period appropriate fixtures. 
• Repair existing metal components of the fire escape (paint protects the metal).  Minor paint 

failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  
Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to 
recoating.  Assume 1,500 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the connections of the fire escape into the brick 
walls are structurally sound and to verify the concrete platform landings are in sound 
structural condition.  Repair brick and mortar as required. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation features concealed gutters at the upper roof and porch roofs.  Moisture seen at 
the southeast and southwest corners of the stone masonry indicates there may be an issue and the 
roof drainage in these areas should be inspected.  A downspout draining the porch roof appears to 
be fairly recently repaired or replaced with exposed steel piping and exposed metal strap fasteners.  
The steel piping is beginning to rust and should be painted before rust stains are washed onto the 
marble floor.  When painting is performed, care must be taken not to get paint on the adjacent 
stone.  The south portion of the upper roof is drained through downspouts at the southeast and 
southwest corners of the building, as the downspout exits out of the structural wall form the 
concealed gutters of the upper roof.  The downspouts appear to be original copper, which connect 
to cast iron downspout boots that connect to a storm water drainage system. 
 
The north portions of the roofs at the third and second story levels are drained through concealed 
gutters within formed metal cornices.  The downspouts exit through the bottom of the cornices 
located on the east, west and north elevations.  These downspouts are made up of carious materials 
which may be causing corrosion of the metals due to dissimilar metals.  Corrosion is especially seen 
at the south cornice at the northeast downspout.  Dissimilar materials should be reviewed and 
eliminated where possible.  Many of these aluminum, galvanized, and plastic downspout materials do 
not match the building or each other.  Materials should be painted to match the original materials of 
the building.  
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Figure 0102.23, Hunton House, 0102, North 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of gutter and downspout 
Note heavy paitn failure and rust 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.24, Hunton House, 0102, South 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of downspout and boot  

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Replace damaged downspouts at north elevation with 6” round metal downspouts. Assume 
96 lf. 

• Repair existing west, north and east downspouts.  Replace dissimilar materials with 6” round 
metal downspouts.  Paint to match original downspouts near the south elevation.  Assume 
200 lf. 

• Prepare and paint the existing cast iron downspout boots.  Minor paint failure may be 
addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.   Assume 25 sf. 
 

 
Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation features large carved limestone cornices.  The stone exhibits heavy dirt build-up 
and should be cleaned and repointed along with the cleaning and repointing of the limestone façade. 
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The north elevations feature formed metal cornices of pained galvanized steel.  The paint is failing 
across most of the cornice surfaces and very little paint remains existing at the northwest corner of 
the north elevation near where the electrical power lines connect to the building.  All cornices 
require repainting, especially at the exposed metal area near the power line, which is beginning to 
corrode. 
 
The east and west elevations of the roofs behind the limestone cornice are caped with terra cotta 
coping tile atop the brick masonry parapet walls.  The coping tile appears to be in good condition, 
but should be inspected when the roofing is inspected to ascertain the condition of the tile, and 
mortar setting. 
 
  

 
Figure 0102.25, Hunton House, 0102, South 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph Southwest corner 
Note heavy dirt build-up 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.26, Hunton House, 0102, South 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph Southeast corner 
Note heavy dirt build-up 
 
 
 

Architectural Recommendation: 
• As needed, clean limestone cornice of dirt and repoint as with wall materials.  Assume 800 

sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint metal eaves and cornice.  Replace patch material in kind when 

necessary.  Assume 600 sf. 
 

 
Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The site is an urban site, fronted on the south by a city sidewalk, a front walk, and granite stairs to  
the porch.  To the east and west are narrow alleys and a paved parking area lies to the north (rear).  
In addition, along the west elevation is a wood-framed accessible ramp. 
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Figure 0102.27, Hunton House, 0102, South 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of granite stairs 
Note heavy staining and deterioated joints 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.28, Hunton House, 0102, East 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph East alleyway looking south  
 

 
Figure 0102.29, Hunton House, 0102, West  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. Photograph of West alley way looking 
North, Note porch interior downspout 
 
 

 
Figure 0102.30, Hunton House, 0102, West  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. Photograph accessible ramp. 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the north and west margin of the building; 
this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the retaining wall can sustain the lateral forces 
acting on it.  If required, reinforce retaining wall.  Repair and repoint brick walls as required.  
Assume 200 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify the fire escape and structural attachments are sound. 
Repair and repoint brick walls as required.  Assume 300 sf. 
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• Repair existing metal components of the fire escape (paint protects the metal). Minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Assume 80 sf. 

• Remove biological growth from the brick walk using gentlest means possible.  Implement a 
maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that not vines are growing on 
the building.  Assume 1,300 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wooden site elements such as fencing.  Replace rotted wood in 
kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures. Assume 65 LF. 

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may 
be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 100 lf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1914 – Plans and Elevations 
 

 
Figure 0102.31, Hunton House, 0102, Basement Plan 
1914, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.32, Hunton House, 0102, First Floor Plan 
1914, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.33, Hunton House, 0102, Second Floor Plan 
1914, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.34, Hunton House, 0102, Floor Plan 
1914, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.35, Hunton House, 0102; Roof Plan 
1914, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.36, Hunton House, 0102, Front and Rear Elevations 
1914, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.37, Hunton House, 0102, East Elevation 
1914, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.38, Hunton House, 0102, West Elevation 
1914, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.39, Hunton House, 0102, Longitudinal Section 
1914, Noland & Baskervill Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Drawing Catalog 
1945 – Alterations 
 

 
Figure 0102.40, Hunton House, 0102, Basement Plan 
1945, Marcellus Wright & Son Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.41, Hunton House, 0102, First Floor Plan 
1945, Marcellus Wright & Son Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.42, Hunton House, 0102, Second Floor Plan 
1945, Marcellus Wright & Son Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0102.43, Hunton House, 0102, Plot Plan 1945, Marcellus Wright & Son Architects, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Chapter 3.28: Existing Conditions 
0103 Valentine House
 

 
Figure 0103.1, Valentine House, 0103, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0103.2, Valentine House, 0103, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects

Site Description 
Valentine House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University, east 
of the corner of West Franklin and Harrison Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  The building adjoins Buford 
House to the west and Stokes House to the east.  At the south (front) elevation, a stone border 
divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of brick laid in a herringbone pattern.  A mulch 
planting bed abuts the front (north) elevation and is planted with liriope. Two concrete steps with a 
metal rail are set into the stone border and access the steps to the main entry.  Behind the building 
are a brick-paved patio and a one-story, concrete and concrete masonry unit, low slope roofed 
storage building.  The storage building abuts a Belgian block-paved alley, which forms the north 
perimeter of the lot and parallels West Franklin Street. 
 
Summary Description of Valentine House 
Valentine House is a three-story, three-bay-wide building with a basement and two-story, brick rear 
addition.  It currently houses the University Mail Services office for the Monroe Park Campus and 
offices for the French Film Festival and Media, Art, and Text Ph.D. program.  The building was 
designed circa 1900 as a residence in the Richardsonian Romanesque style.  It is a modified rectangle 
in plan and is constructed of brick, which at the front façade is pressed and beige in color.  The 
front elevation is further elaborated by brownstone quoins.  The secondary elevations are 
constructed of red brick.  Valentine House has a low-sloped membrane roof with a copper tile 
mansard at the primary elevation.  A false gambrel with dentiled wood cornice also adorns the front 
elevation.  Two brick, interior end chimneys are located along the east elevation, and the rear two-
story addition has an interior brick chimney.  The one-story, full-width front porch features paired 
brownstone columns with cushion capitals with drilled ornament.  The columns are set on brick 
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plinths and support a low-sloped roof with brownstone entablature.  An ornamental iron rail runs 
between each of the brick plinths, and a short flight of brownstone steps with metal rail accesses the 
westernmost bay of the porch.  The wood front door is also located in the westernmost bay and 
features a glazed top panel, leaded glass sidelights, and a leaded glass fanlight transom.  East of the 
front door is a pair of glazed, multi-light double doors with screen doors, and east of these doors is a 
large, 2/1 wood window.  Each of the first-story openings is arched.  At the second story are three, 
1/1, hung wood windows with transoms in round-arched openings.  Each window has a 
brownstone keystone.  At the third story is a centered Palladian window with three 9/9, hung wood 
sash and stone surround with shell motif at the center arch.  Two oval panels with a sunburst motif 
are located to either side of the Palladian window, and one plain oval panel is located at the apex of 
the false gambrel.  Each of the panels has brownstone voussoirs.  Typical windows at the rear 
addition are 4/4, hung wood sash in segmental arched openings.  A metal fire escape leads from a 
second-story door at the west elevation of the addition to a first-story concrete loading dock with a 
wood ramp leading down to grade level.  An areaway along the rear elevation contains steps leading 
down to a basement door in a segmental-arched opening.   
 

  
Figure 0103.3 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.4 Valentine House, 0103 East Elev. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0103.5 Valentine House, 0103 North Elev.  Figure 0103.6 Valentine House, 0103 West Elev. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation is brick, which is laid in common bond.  Much of the surrounding areas of the 
foundation is paved, which is resulting in splashback.  The splashback is contributing to mortar loss 
and the presence of biological growth.  A loading dock located at the rear (north) side of the 
building is constructed of concrete masonry units.  Portions of the CMU are missing, producing a 
cantilever effect at the portion of the loading dock underneath the fire escape from Buford House to 
the west.  A section of the CMU foundation is also missing from the loading dock next to the ramp.  
The missing sections of the foundation are a life safety issue and should be addressed immediately.  
Recommendations for the loading dock can be found within the porch section of this chapter. 
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Figure 0103.7 Valentine House, 0103 North Elev.  Figure 0103.8 Valentine House, 0103 West Elev. 
Detail of foundation.     Detail of fire escape foundation.  Note broken CMU. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

 
Figure 0103.9 Valentine House, 0103 West Elev. 
Detail of foundation at loading dock.  Note missing CMU.      
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 500 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 300 sf.  
 

Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The primary (south elevation) is constructed with beige Norman bricks laid in a common bond.  
Brownstone quoins are located at the east and west edges of the elevation.  Decorations of 
brownstone are located on the elevation, including shell and ribbon motifs.  The brownstone is 
delaminating, with portions of the carved details missing.  Streaking is located beneath the horizontal 
gutter of the gambrel trim, most likely due to water overflowing the trim and gutter.  Streaking is 
also located at the walls beneath window A/C units.  A step crack was noted beneath the palladian 
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window at the third floor.  The secondary elevations are constructed with red brick laid in common 
bond with nine-course headers.  Several generations of repointing were noted on these elevations, all 
made with various compositions of mortar, including Portland based mortar.  At the north 
elevation, streaking is located beneath what appears to be a vent stack.  It is unclear if the pipe is 
actively leaking, or this is a previously resolved issue.  General mortar loss was noted on all 
elevations.  Biological growth is present, particularly at the base of the walls.  Remnants of paint 
were noted on the west elevation.  It appears that a portion of the north elevation of the original 
portion is glad with siding.  The material of the siding and its condition is indiscernible from the 
grade.  
 

  
Figure 0103.10 Valentine House, 0103 West Elev.  Figure 0103.11 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev. 
Detail of wall.  Note pain remnants.    Detail of wall. Note delaminating brownstone. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Also note streaking beneath the horizontal trim. 
       Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 1,800 sf. 
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• Repair the spalling and delaminating brownstone. Follow stone repair guidelines.  Assume 
150 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 1,800 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 1,300 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments, graffiti, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 

possible. Assume 5,800 sf.   
• Using the gentlest means possible, remove the remnants of the paint at the west elevations. 

Assume 1,700 sf. 
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 2,400 sf. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Assume at minimum, three chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  The windows at the primary elevation have stone 
sills, while those at secondary elevations have wood sills.  Rot is located on many of windows, 
particularly at the windows which possess wooden sills.  The windows that contain a window A/C 
unit are in far worse condition than those that do not contain a window A/C unit.  Active dripping 
was noted at all A/C units.  Water is sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, 
contributing to the stone delamination, missing mortar, and constant wetting of the walls.  Water is 
most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary action and affecting the interior conditions 
of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the 
permanent removal of A/C units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent 
further decay of the windows, as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If 
system replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically 
sensitive system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the A/C units while the windows 
undergo repairs.  The majority of the windows are condition Level II or Level III, with several Level 
IV windows.  In some cases, bottom sashes may need to be replaced.  
 
The south elevation features a total of 10 window openings.  The majority of the windows are 1/1 
double-hung and possess a brownstone sill.  In some cases, the sills are delaminating.  The Palladian 
window at the third floor features three wood 9/9 double-hung windows.  The second-floor 
windows feature arched transoms, with only one of which has glass remaining.  The others transoms 
are filled with plywood and one of the two has a window A/C unit.  Consider reinstating glass in the 
two transoms to match the existing.  The main entry features a single clear glass transom with “920” 
painted onto the glass.  The French doors also feature an arched transom of clear glass.  All 
windows on this elevation feature flaking paint, alligatoring, some rot, and missing glazing putty.  
The main entrance doors feature an arched transom and sidelight with leaded cane design.  
Five windows possess a window A/C.  Four windows are approximately 45 sf each, and the 
remaining seven approximately 20 sf each.  The three first-floor transoms are approximately 8 sf 
each, and the sidelights are approximately 18 sf each. 
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The east elevation features nine window openings.  The windows are 4/4 wood double-hung with 
segmental brick lintels and wood sills.  The former basement windows are infilled with brick.  The 
five first floor windows have security grates.  Six windows possess a window A/C.  The windows on 
this elevation are approximately 30 sf each.   
 
The south elevation features a total of eight window openings.  Six of the windows are wood, 2/2 
double-hung and feature a brick segmental arch.  Two windows are wood, 4/4 double-hung and 
feature a brick segmental arch.  One window features a security grate.  Three windows possess a 
window A/C.  The windows on this elevation are approximately 25 sf each. 
 
The west elevation features a total of three windows.  All windows are wood, 4/4 double-hung and 
feature a brick segmental arch. Two windows feature a security grate. One window possesses a 
window A/C.  The windows on this elevation are approximately from 25 sf.   
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
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Figure 0103.12 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.13 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev. 
Detail of triple window at third floor.   Detail of windows with arch top.  A painted white 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   wall appears to be installed behind the windows. 
       Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0103.14 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.15 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev. 
Detail of window.  Note missing muntin and securtiy grate. Detail of window.  Note flaking paint. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation features a recessed main entrance.  The recess contains a historic wood door 
with a single light of beveled glass above one wood panel.  The door has metal reinforcing plates 
“L” in shape attached at the hinge side of the door, as well as a modern kick plate and modern lever 
hardware with security card access.  Leaded cane sidelights and an arched leaded cane transom flank 
the door.  There is evidence that a pair of historic doors were located at the brick of the main 
elevation.  Historic hinges remain at the opening.  The south elevation also features a pair of historic 
wood French doors and a pair of historic wood screen doors.  The opening features an arched 
transom of clear glass.   
 
The north elevation features a pair of French doors matching those on the south elevation.   A 
security grate is applied over the doors, rendering the doors inoperable.  The doors feature historic 
hardware.  It appears that there might have been a second pair of French doors within the existing 
historic frame, although the opening is infilled with mechanical equipment, louvers, and painted 
plywood.  The south elevation also features a historic door opening containing a modern hollow 
metal door with modern hardware.  A two-light, fixed transom is located above the door.   
The west elevation features a historic door opening containing a modern hollow metal door with 
modern hardware.  A single-light, fixed transom is located above the door.   
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Figure 0103.16 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.17 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev. 
Detail of main entry.  Note leaded glass.   Detail of french doors and screen doors.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0103.18 Valentine House, 0103 West Elev.  Figure 0103.19 Valentine House, 0103 North Elev. 
Detail of non-historic door in historic opening.  Detail of french doors.  Note security grate and A/C. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume one single door, two pairs of French 
doors, and one pair of screen doors. Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where 
wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before 
priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Prime and re-paint the 
historic wood doors as required.   

• Maintain the existing two hollow metal doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors 
and trim.  If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate 
doors. If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.   Assume two doors. 

• If the building is converted to a central A/C system, consider reinstating the missing pair of 
French doors at the north elevation.  The new doors should match the existing historic 
French doors.   

• If any historic documentation exists as to the configuration and style of the missing front 
entry doors, consider reinstating doors at this location for historic accuracy, and also as a 
way to project the vestibule area of the porch. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation features a one-story, full-width front porch.  The porch structure consists of 
paired brownstone columns with cushion capitals with drilled ornament.  The columns are set on 
brick plinths and support a low-sloped roof with brownstone entablature and a simple denticulated 
wood cornice.  An ornamental iron rail runs between each of the brick plinths, and a short flight of 
brownstone steps with metal rail accesses the westernmost bay of the porch.  Extreme delamination 
of the brownstone is occurring, particularly at the column bases.  Some of the detail is worn away, 
most likely from exposure to the elements.  The porch consists of a stone tile laid in a checkerboard 
pattern.  Several cracks are located on the porch floor, particularly at the perimeter.  Biological 
growth is present, particularly at areas of the porch adjacent to shrubbery.  Dirt accumulation and 
sediments were noted, particularly at vertical surfaces such as the risers on the brownstone steps.  
Two concrete planters containing flowers are located on the projecting brick and brownstone 
borders of the steps.  The planters could be contributing to the moisture presence and extreme 
delamination of the brownstone caps.  
 
The north elevation features a slate porch with brick steps covered in biological growth.  Water is 
most likely ponding at this porch.   
 
A concrete and CMU loading dock with wood ramp, metal fire escape connecting to the Valentine 
House, and a wood fire escape, which connects to the Buford House to the west, is located at the 
northeast portion of the building.  The concrete loading dock has portions of its foundation missing.  
This creates a cantilever effect at portions of the loading dock.  Some of the CMU blocks, 
particularily those which are adjacent to the west elevation, are disentegrating.  In addition, rust is 
located at areas with metal edging.  A concrete sloped toping slab is located on top of the dock in 
order to traverse from the ramp and up to the finished first floor level.  A metal railing is located at 
the western edge of the dock.  The wood ramp is in fair condition, although it is not in conformance 
with the current building code.  The metal fire escape connects the second floor of the Valentine 
House to the loading dock.  The metal fire escape is in fair condition, with mild areas of rust 
forming uniformly at connections. The wood fire escape is also in fair condition.  This fire escape is 
constructed with wood and is covered with a corrugated metal roof, which is exhibiting rust.  Some 
biological growth is present on the wood fire escape.  The column closest to grade has been notched 
out to accommodate the metal railing of the loading dock. 
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Figure 0103.20 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.21 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev. 
Detail of main entrrance porch.    Detail of delaminating brownstone column and plinth. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0103.22 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.23 Valentine House, 0103 North Elev. 
Detail of main porch tile.  Note broken and cracked tile. Detail of brick porch.  Note biological growth. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0103.24 Valentine House, 0103 North Elev.  Figure 0103.25 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev. 
Rear metal and wood fire escapes, wood ramp, and  Detail of wood fire escape, which accesses Buford  
concrete loading dock.      House to the west.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Remove biological growth from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 1,800 sf. 
• Repair the stair railings and decorative metal porch railings at the main entry.  Minor paint 

failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration 
may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 22 lf. 

• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 
match the existing historic tile.  Assume 145 sf. 

• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 145 sf.  

• Remove the planters from the brick and brownstone boarders adjacent the steps.   
• Repair the brownstone portion of the porch, either by plastic stone repairs, or through the 

use of dutchmen, depending on the severity of deterioration.  Undertake further analysis to 
determine which type of repair is appropriate.  Assume 600 sf. 

• Repair the rear porch so that water sheds away from the adjacent walls.  This may require 
resetting the slate so that water sheds properly, or the installation of a drain to connect to the 
storm water management system.  Assume 50 sf. 
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• Repair existing metal components of the fire escape (paint protects the metal). Minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  
Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to 
recoating.  Assume 225 sf.  

• Repair the existing wood fire escape.  Clean wood fire escape of dirt and sediments.    
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation 
procedures.  Replace or repair the metal roof as required.  Assume 1,500 sf of surface area. 

• Repair the existing ramp as required.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to 
standard wood rehabilitation procedures. Assume 160 sf. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify that the foundation of the loading dock is structurally 
sound.  Repair and/or replace based on structural engineer’s recommendations.   

• As a long-term solution, consider replacing the existing loading dock, ramp, and fire escapes 
with a better-designed solution, perhaps separating the uses so that the fire escapes are 
independent of the loading dock.  Install a ramp, to be compliant with the current building 
code. 
 

Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The primary elevation features two copper downspouts, one at the east and one at the west, which 
are integral to the copper cornice.  Some brushing was noted where the downspouts exit the cornice, 
perhaps due to backed-up or overflowing downspouts. The downspouts pierce the wood cornice at 
the faux gambrel and ties into the gutter and downspouts of the main entrance porch where they 
then exit onto grade immediately adjacent to the building’s foundations.  Doubling up on the water 
at this junction could potentially be overloading the porch gutters and downspouts and causing them 
to back up and/or overflow.   The main entrance porch features an external gutter, which 
supposedly slopes backward to the primary façade.  Some brushing is located at the gutters of the 
porch.  The downspouts are round and plastic and exit onto grade, immediately adjacent to the 
building’s foundations.  The main roof of the building slopes down toward the north where an 
external gutter slopes toward a single downspout located near the middle of the gutter.  This 
downspout wraps around the gutter of the rear addition where it then intersects one of the 
downspouts of the addition.  The addition features an external gutter, which is integral with the 
cornice.  Two round, painted metal downspouts tie into the underground storm water management 
system.  Neither downspout features a boot or a cleanout.  
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Figure 0103.26 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.27 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev. 
Detail of copper downspout     Detail of porch downspout.  Note flaking paint. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0103.28 Valentine House, 0103 North Elev.  Figure 0103.29 Valentine House, 0103 North Elev. 
Detail of downspout and gutter at rear.   Detail of downspout.  Note lack of cleanout or boot. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Consider re-routing any downspouts from inside of the building or those that pierce the 
porch roof structure to the exterior. 

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
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downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  

 
Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main portion of the south elevation features a copper cornice with integral gutter and 
downspouts.  The cornice is in fair condition, with some brushing from water noted.  The cornice of 
the faux gambrel consists of a broad, wood, denticulated cornice, painted in two-toned beige.  This 
cornice is in fair condition, with some damage from the downspouts piercing the cornice on their 
way to the grade.  Either a Portland based patching compound, or caulk, is smeared on the adjacent 
brick, most likely as a waterproofing solution.  The main entry porch features a similar wood 
denticulated cornice, although this is adhered to the brownstone entablature of the porch structure.   
The cornice at the north elevation of the original portion of the building features a simple wood 
cornice with integral gutter.  A similar cornice and gutter combination is found on the east side of 
the addition.  The remaining portions of the addition feature a simple metal coping, which is bent 
away from the building in a few locations.  
 

  
Figure 0103.30 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.31 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev. 
Detail of wood and copper cornices.  Note brushing  Detail of wood cornices.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0103.32 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.33 Valentine House, 0103 North Elev. 
Detail of main porch cornice.  Note damage.   Detail of coping at addition. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornices and metal cornices of dirt and sediments.  Assume 405 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint wood eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 175 lf. 
• As needed, repair the copper cornice.  Replicated missing elements from surviving materials.  

Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures. Assume 45 lf. 
•  As needed, repair or replace the coping.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures. 

Assume 185 lf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The site of Valentine House is urban in nature and features minimal planting, particularily at the rear 
of the building.  A low stone border acts as the permieter of the south side of the site, adjacent to 
the sidewalk.  Two stone steps with a wrought iron railing access the site at the primary elevation.  
Two planting beds containing grasses and a boxwood are located adjacent to either side of the main 
entrance.  The boxwood is in close proximity of the foundation and the main entrance porch.  The 
rear portion of the site is defined by 920 Rear to the north.  Both the east, and north area 
immediately adjacent to the house is paved with impervious materials.  A small sandy area with a 
slate walkway leading the stone and brick steps and porch is located to the west.  Also located to the 
west, immediately adjacent to the building, is a low concrete and brick wall.  A slate walkway and 
raised brick patio laid in a herringbone pattern is located to the north of the building.  A small hedge 
is located to the east of the patio, adjacent to the rear patio of the Stokes House.  Biological growth 
and weeds were sporadically located around the paved areas of the site. 
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Figure 0103.34 Valentine House, 0103 South Elev.  Figure 0103.35 Valentine House, 0103 North Elev. 
General View to Northeast.     General view to the northeast.  920 Rear at left. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation:  

• There are currently foundation plantings around the margin of the building; this practice 
should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from 
building and the porch. 

• Remove biological growth from the brick patio and paved areas using gentlest means 
possible.  Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds.  Assume 1,300 sf. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface area and ensure water is 
positively drained away from the buildings.  Assume 1,300 sf.    

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron railing at the steps. Minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration 
may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 6 lf. 

• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   
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Drawing Catalog 
1999 – Repairs  
 

 
Figure 0103.36, Valentine House, 0103, Repairs, Elevations 
1999, Kelso & Easter 
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Chapter 3.29: Existing Conditions 
0113 920 West Franklin St. Rear

  
Figure 0113.1, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113,  Figure 0113.2, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113, 
Key Plan Map- Building is highlighted in red.   North Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
       Architects  
Site Description
This building is located behind the Valentine House and is one of several secondary buildings, 
including garages and carriage houses, fronting a Belgian block-paved alley that parallels West 
Franklin Street.  The building is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth 
University at the north side of West Franklin Street between Harrison and Shafer Streets.  918 West 
Franklin Rear is to the east, and the alley defines its north perimeter.  An asphalt paved parking area 
defines the west perimeter of the building.  A brick-paved patio is located between the building and 
the Valentine House and extends along the west elevation.  The site is urban and features no 
planting. 
 
Summary Description of 920 West Franklin St. Rear 
920 West Franklin Rear is a one-story concrete masonry unit building that is rectangular in plan and 
has a very low-sloped roof.  The building has a parge coat on the north and west elevations.  A pair 
of metal doors are located on the north elevation and the only window, with a brick sill, is located 
on the south.    The building features a metal coping, no gutters, and no downspouts.  The program 
of the building is unknown. 
 
Note:  No drawings exist of this building. Estimations of quantities are based on the city of 
Richmond Parcel Mapper plan dimensions, as well as building standard dimensions for various 
materials. 
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Figure 0113.3, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113,  Figure 0113.4, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113, 
North Elevation, Photograph 2016 Commonwealth  West Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects      Architects 

 
Figure 0113.5, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113,   
South Elevation, Photograph 2016 Commonwealth   
Architects       
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation is constructed of CMU and is in fair condition.  The north and west elevations have 
a parge coat.  The parge coat is damaged at the intersection of the wall and grade.  The majority of 
the building was recently painted, although the east elevation and portion of the north elevation 
were not completed.  Splashback, mortar loss, and biological growth were noted at the foundations. 
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Figure 0113.6, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113,  Figure 0113.7, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113, 
West Elevation,  Detail of foundation. Note splashback. North Elevation, Detail of foundation. 
Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Square footage included in wall 
recommendations. 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible. Square footage included in wall recommendations. 

• Repair the parge coat as required. Square footage included in wall recommendations. 
• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Square footage included in 

wall recommendations. 
• After cleaning, prime and repaint foundation with a minimum of two coats of paint using an 

appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  
Square footage included in wall recommendations. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The walls are constructed of CMU and are in fair condition.  The north and west elevations have a 
parge coat.  The parge coat is damaged at the intersection of the wall and grade.  Cracks are locate 
dthroughout the parge coat and damage at the alley side is indicative of being hit by a vehicle.  The 
majority of the building was recently painted, although the east elevation and portion of the north 
elevation were not completed.  Peeling paint is predominant at the south elevation.  The south 
elevation features a recess in the CMU wall at the east end.  Portions of the CMU in this area is 
chiseled away and also posseses a coating of unknown nature.  A unused rusted pipe or conduit is 
located in this area.  It is surrounded by caulk and appears to be stuffed with caulk.  A large caulk 
joint is located at the intersection of the south and west elevation.  Splashback, mortar loss, and 
biological growth were noted at the foundations.   
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Figure 0113.8, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113,  Figure 0113.9, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113, 
South Elevation,  Detail of pipe and chisled CMU.  South Elevation, Detail of CMU and caulk joint. 
Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.  Assume 300 sf. 

• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. 
Assume 1100 sf. 

• Repair the parge coat as required. Assume 300 sf. 
• Properly cap the unused pipe or conduit at the south elevation. 
• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 200 sf. 
• After cleaning, prime and repaint foundation with a minimum of two coats of paint using an 

appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  
Square footage included in wall recommendations. Assume 1100 sf. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The only window is located on the south elevation.  The window is a two-light fixed window.  Its 
material is not discernible. The window features a brick sill laid in a header configuration.  A 
moderate percentage of mortar at the brick sill is missing.  It is in fair condition and is a Level II.  
The window features a metal security grate.  Some rust is present at the grate.  Repair the sill and 
mortar as required. Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. 
 

The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
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A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

 
Figure 0113.10, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113,   
South Elevation, Detail of window.  Note mortar loss. 
Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects       
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The only doors are located on the north elevation and access the alley.  The pair are modern hollow-
core metal doors with modern hardware and a padlock.  The doors feature flaking paint and the 
beginning of discoloration from rust.  A small concrete ramp transverses from the cobblestone of 
the alley to the finished floor of the building. 
 

 
Figure 0113.11, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113,   
North Elevation, Detail of doors.  Note flaking paint. 
Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain the existing non-historic metal doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint door 
and trim.  Assume one pair of doors. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
None. 
 
 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The building does not possess gutters or downspouts.  Although not technically within the scope of 
this project, it should be noted that the roof appears to be completely flat and if there is any slope, it 
is imperceptible.  Also, note that remains of pallets are located on the roof.  For the integrity of the 
building, a new roof and structure with code compliant slope should be installed. The roof area is 
approximately 550 sf. 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Design a solution including gutters downspouts and storm water management system to 

effectively remove water away from the building.  An architect and civil engineer should be 
consulted in the design of this system.  This should be undertaken at the same time as 
replacement of the roof and the cornice. 

• After the system is installed, implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm 
and sanitary lines for blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
A variety of cornices are cobbled together.  The majority of the cornices are metal coping of varying 
widths, although some areas also include sawn wood 1x lumber.  The building lacks any sort of a 
drip edge.  None of the cornices appear to be historic in nature.  All cornices are in poor condition.  
Rust is occurring at the metal sections, as well as dirt accumulation; most likely, both are occurring 
from water pouring over the edge of the roof.   
 

  
Figure 0113.12, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113,  Figure 0113.13, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113, 
South Elevation,  Detail of wood and metal cornice.  North Elevation, Detail of coping.  Note dirt. 
Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The cornices are in very poor condition and should be replaced in entirety. Installation of a 
new cornice should be undertaken in coordination with the installation of a new roof and 
structure and the implementation of the storm water management system.  Assume 100 lf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The site of 920 West Franklin rear is urban and features minimal planting.  918 West Franklin Rear 
is to the east, and the alley defines its north perimeter.  An asphalt paved parking area defines the 
west perimeter of the building.  A brick-paved patio laid in a herringbone pattern is located between 
the building and the Valentine House and extends along the west elevation.  Weeds are located 
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between the patio and the south edge of the building.  A small hedge is located to the east of the 
patio, adjacent to the patio of the Stokes House. 
 

  
Figure 0113.14, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113,  Figure 0113.15, 920 West Franklin St. Rear, 0113, 
South Elevation,  View northeast of site.   West Elevation, View southeast of site. 
Photograph 2016 Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• With the exception of the alley, consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to 
the buildings.  If pavement is desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing 
the paved areas with permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface area and 
ensure and water is positively drained away from the buildings.  This recommendation 
overlaps with the Valentine House; in addition to the quantities included in the Valentine 
House recommendations, assume 150 sf. 

• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building, should negative drainage be 
detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve positive drainage away from the building.   

• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds.   
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Chapter 3.30: Existing Conditions 
0116 Bird House
 

 
Figure 0116.1, Bird House, 0116, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0116.2, Bird House, 0116, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Bird House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University on the 
north side of West Franklin Street between Shafer and Laurel Streets.  The site is urban and features 
minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings 
include Harvest Renewal Church to the west and a non-VCU-affiliated rowhouse to the east.  A 
narrow alley separates Bird House from the rowhouse.  At the south (front) elevation, a cast iron 
rinceau fence set into a stone border divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of concrete.  
The fence has a central gate that opens to a set of granite stairs.  Another gate at the east end of the 
fence accesses a brick walkway, which leads through the east alley toward the rear of the building.  A 
mulch planting bed abuts the front (north) elevation and is planted with shrubs, small trees, and 
other small plantings.  Shrubs and other plantings are located toward the front of the west elevation, 
and a mature tree and an asphalt-paved parking lot are located adjacent to the rear section’s west 
elevation. A concrete walkway is located along the east elevation of the attached carriage house.  A 
Belgian block-paved alley forms the north perimeter of the lot and parallels West Franklin Street. 
 
Summary Description of Bird House 
Bird House is a three-story, three-bay-wide building with a basement; a two-story rear addition; and 
an attached carriage house.  Bird House (along with Thurston, Hunton, White, and Williams 
Houses) currently contains faculty, staff, and graduate student offices for the Department of 
Psychology; laboratory, classroom, and conference space; advising offices; and a reference library, 
among other facilities.  The building was designed ca. 1895 as a residence in the Second Empire 
style.  It is a modified rectangle in plan and is of brick construction.  The three-story front section 
has a patterned slate mansard roof with floral motif; an elaborate bracketed, dentiled, and 
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modillioned wood cornice; and two brick, interior end chimneys along the east elevation.  A brick 
interior end chimney is located at the west elevation of the rear two-story section.  The one-bay-
wide, one-story front porch is located in the westernmost bay of the front elevation and is accessed 
by a short flight of granite steps with a metal rail.  The wood porch has two Corinthian columns and 
two Corinthian pilasters, each of which are set on a squared, paneled plinth.  Wood balustrades with 
turned balusters run between the columns and pilasters, and the porch roof is flat and has a dentiled 
and modillioned cornice.  The porch frames a pair of paneled wood double doors with a transom.  
Windows at the first two stories of the front mansard-roof section are 1/1, wood hung sash with 
painted wood sills and stone lintels with drop ends.  The front and rear elevations of the mansard 
roof each have three dormer windows, and the west elevation has one.  The dormers have 
segmental-arched hood moldings and each contains a 2/2, hung wood window.  A first-story bay 
window is located in the southernmost bay of the west elevation.  Windows at the rear two-story 
section are typically hung wood sash of varying configurations including 1/1, 2/2, 4/4, and 6/6.  A 
wood fire escape is located along the east elevation of the rear two-story section.   
 
An attached two-story, brick carriage house fronts the alley behind Bird House.  It is two bays wide 
and three bays deep and has a low-pitched roof with parapets at the east and west elevations.  Two 
brick, interior end chimneys are located at the east elevation, and one at the west.  A former garage 
door opening at the north elevation is infilled with brick, glass block, and three windows, all of 
which are spanned by a metal lintel.  Most of the windows at the carriage house are 6/6, hung wood 
sash with painted wood sills, and are contained in segmental-arched openings.  A one-story, shed-
roofed, CMU block addition is located at the west elevation.  
 

  
Figure 0116.3, Bird House, Partial East Elevation, 
including carriage house.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.4, Bird House, Partial West Elevation, 
including carriage house.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0116.5, Bird House, Partial North Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.6, Bird House, Partial West Elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Note:  Unless otherwise indicated, typical conditions described below are applicable to both Bird 
House and the attached carriage house. 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation is of brick at all elevations.  Typical foundation conditions include biological growth, 
atmospheric soiling, mortar loss, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  At the south 
elevation, shrubberies directly abut the foundation, which is likely trapping moisture against the wall 
and contributing to the deterioration of the wood window sills, brick, and mortar.  Several large 
chips in the brick are located at the southeast corner of the foundation.  Numerous conduits are 
mounted along the foundation of the east elevation.  The east elevation of the rear two-story section 
exhibits pockmarks and significant efflorescence.  Extreme biological growth is located at the 
foundation adjacent to the wood fire escape and has spread to adjacent areas.  This area also exhibits 
significant mortar loss and areas of loss at the brick.  Ivy and vines are growing up large areas of the 
west elevation, which also exhibits biological growth.  These conditions are significant toward the 
rear of the two-story section and at the bay window of the front section.  A vent is located at the 
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foundation of the bay window, which also exhibits significant atmospheric soiling and is 
inappropriately repointed with Portland cement and/or caulk.   
 
At the carriage house, ivy is growing up the south foundation.  A CMU block, shed-roofed addition 
at the west elevation of the carriage house exhibits heavy paint loss, rising damp, and moisture 
damage along its south foundation.  There are holes in the mortar at the north foundation, which is 
also soiled throughout with flecks of what appears to be white paint.   
 

  
Figure 0116.7, Bird House, South Elevation, detail of 
bushes growing too close to foundation.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.8, Bird House, East Elevation, detail of 
heavy biological growth and efflorescence at 
foundation.  Biological growth is also heavy at the 
adjacent wall and wood fire escape.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0116.9, Bird House, West Elevation, detail of 
heavy biological growth and vines growing up 
foundation.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0116.10, Bird House, West Elevation, detail of 
vent, inappropriate repointing, and vines growing up 
foundation.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 400 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the 
foundation. Assume 460 sf. 
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• If CMU block addition at carriage house is part of Bird House property, it should be 
demolished due to advanced state of deterioration.  Assume 350 sf. 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 1,210 sf. 

• Assume 600 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The walls are of brick, which is running bond at the south and west elevations of the front, three-
story section, and a mix of six-, seven-, and eight-course American bond at the remaining elevations.  
The running bond sections are of pressed brick, the mortar joints of which are thinner, cleaner, and 
typically in better condition than the remainder of the mortar joints.  Typical wall conditions include 
biological growth, atmospheric soiling, mortar loss, efflorescence, and inappropriate repointing with 
Portland cement.  The American bond brick sections exhibit pockmarks and spalling.  At the south 
elevation, atmospheric soiling is concentrated below the cornice.  There are several large chips in the 
brick at the southeast corner of the building, an area that also has a concentration of Portland 
cement repointing.  A hole containing wood remnants is located adjacent to the east jamb of the 
easternmost, first story window of the south elevation, and is surrounded by a circular scar.   
 
The east elevation of the front section is covered with an elastomeric coating.  This area is soiled 
throughout and moisture is infiltrating and staining the coating.  Extreme biological growth is 
located at the wall adjacent to the wood fire escape, throughout the fire escape, and along the full 
length of the downspout at the northeast corner of the wall.  The downspout and/or adjacent gutter 
are likely leaking, causing the biological growth.  The top of the parapet wall adjacent to this 
downspout is waterproofed with a Portland-based material, indicating a possible moisture infiltration 
issue to the interior in this location.  The east elevation also exhibits pockmarks at the brick and 
areas of mortar loss.  A shed-roofed, one-story, brick addition connects the main building to the 
carriage house.  New brick was toothed in at the joint between the addition and the carriage house.  
At the west elevation of the rear two-story section, the mortar is in particularly poor condition; 
much of it is old Portland cement and is heavily soiled.  This area also exhibits significant 
efflorescence.  A large concentration of Portland cement and/or caulk repointing is located at the 
bay window.   
 
At the carriage house, much of the brick is spalling and exhibits pockmarks.  Damage at the 
northeast corner of the building may be from vehicular impact.  An A/C unit is set into the south 
wall above the door.  It is likely that water is dripping from the unit down the brick wall and onto 
the porch below, contributing to moisture damage at the brick, mortar, and wood.  The 
concentration of biological growth and atmospheric soiling along the length of the southwest 
downspout indicates a possible leak from the downspout and/or adjacent gutter.  The metal lintel 
above the north elevation windows exhibits atmospheric soiling and paint loss.  The shed-roofed 
addition at the west wall exhibits minor paint loss throughout and areas of loss at the corners.   
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Figure 0116.11, Bird House, South Elevation, detail of 
hole containing wood remnants at brick adjacent to 
east jamb of easternmost, first-story window.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.12, Bird House, East Elevation, detail of 
moisture infiltration, staining, and soiling at elastomeric 
coating at brick.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
 
 

  
Figure 0116.13, Bird House, West Elevation, Carriage 
House, detail of biological growth and atmospheric 
soiling.  Note concentration of these conditions near 
downspout, indicating a possible leak from the gutter 
and/or downspout.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0116.14, Bird House, West Elevation, detail of 
one-story addition adjoining main building with 
carriage house.  Note toothed-in brick where sections 
adjoin.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 6,500 sf. 

• When repointing south (front) elevation, replace single damaged brick adjacent to 
easternmost first story window, which has a hole with wood remnants.  If replacement is not 
feasible, patch the hole with tinted mortar.   

• Metal lintel at north elevation of carriage house: clean, scrape, prime with a rust-inhibiting 
primer, and repaint with two coats of paint.  Assume 20 sf. 

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• If/when other AC units are removed from windows at remainder of building, remove AC 

unit set into south wall of carriage house.  Infill the opening with toothed-in brick to match 
existing brick.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Assume 5 sf. 

• Clean the walls (including stone lintels at windows) to remove biological sediments and dirt.  
Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 8,600 sf.   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 4,300 sf. 

• Install bollards at northwest and northeast corners of carriage house (adjacent to alley) to 
protect the building from vehicular impact.  Assume two bollards. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Six chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The majority of the windows are in fair condition with the exception of paint loss and deterioration 
at the sashes, frames, and sills.  The severity of this condition varies, but is significant at many 
windows.  Some of the sills exhibit rot, including several at the east elevation of the carriage house 
and the west elevation of the rear two-story section.   At the east elevation, leaves and other debris 
are accumulating at the basement window sills.  Of the five basement windows at the east elevation 
of the rear two-story section, two are covered with wood panels, two with metal mesh, and one with 
metal bars.  The first-story windows in this location are also covered with metal mesh.  The dormers 
at the front section exhibit paint loss throughout.  A first-story window at the rear two-story porch 
has full-height, paneled wood shutters, which exhibit paint loss.  The adjacent window to the west is 
covered with metal mesh.  The stone lintels at the west elevation exhibit atmospheric soiling, but are 
in better condition at the south (front) elevation.  Vines are growing up the wall and onto several of 
the windows at the west elevation.  The glazing is missing from a north-facing basement window at 
the rear two-story section, and the opening is temporarily covered with a taped-on tarp.   At the east 
elevation of the carriage house, a former window opening at the center bay is infilled with a painted 
plywood panel. 
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The windows that contain a window A/C units are in worse condition than those that do not 
contain a window A/C unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is sitting on the sills 
and dripping down the face of the building, contributing to missing mortar and constant wetting of 
the walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary action and affecting the 
interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, 
consider the permanent removal of A/C units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system 
to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the 
windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new 
historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the A/C units while the 
windows undergo repairs.  The majority of the windows are condition Level I or Level II.   The total 
number of windows is 57.   
 
The south elevation features 11 windows (including the transom over the front door).  With the 
exception of the three dormer windows and the transom, all of the windows are 1/1, wood, hung 
sash.  The dormers have segmental arched hood moldings and contain 2/2, wood, hung sash.  Each 
of the 1/1 windows has a stone lintel with drop ends and a painted wood sill.  The front door has a 
one-light, rectangular transom.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 11 sf to 29 
sf.    
 
The east elevation features 16 windows (including the transom over the second-story door; not 
including those infilled with wood panels).  All of the first- and second-story windows are 6/6, hung 
wood windows, except for two, 1/1 windows at the second story.  All of the windows are contained 
in segmental-arched openings and have painted wood sills.  Two basement windows are infilled with 
plywood, and two with metal mesh, and one with metal bars.  One first-story window at the carriage 
house is covered with metal bars, and another first-story opening is infilled with plywood.  The 
windows on this elevation range from approximately 4 sf to 22 sf.    
 
The north elevation features 11 windows.  The windows at the main building are a mix of 6/6, 4/4, 
and 1/1 hung wood windows and typically have painted wood sills.  Three dormers matching those 
at the south elevation are located at the mansard roof.  A small, four-light wood window is located at 
the north elevation of the shed-roofed addition between the main building and the carriage house.  
The north elevation of the carriage house features a central, four-light wood window flanked by two 
pairs of two-light wood windows, each of which is covered with metal mesh.  The windows are set 
into a glass block section of the wall.  The glass block and windows are spanned by a painted metal 
lintel.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 5 sf to 29 sf.    
 
The west elevation features 20 windows.  The windows are all 1/1, hung wood windows, except for 
a single dormer at the mansard matching those at the south and north elevations; two, 4/4 second-
story windows; one, 2/2 second-story window; and a one-light, casement window at basement level.  
All windows have painted wood sills.  Five of the windows toward the front of the rear two-story 
section have flat stone lintels, and the remainder of the windows at the pressed-brick section have 
stone lintels with drop ends.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 9 sf to 25 sf.    
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Architectural recommendation: 
• Consider removing the panels at the basement windows at the east elevation and uncovering 

any existing basement windows, or reinstating the basement windows. Assume two 
openings. 

• Consider removing the plywood panel from the former window opening at the east 
elevation of the carriage house and installing a new window to match the existing windows.  
Assume 1 opening. 

• Replace the missing basement window at the north elevation in-kind.  Assume 1 opening. 
• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint wood window sills.  Replace any rotted wood in kind 

when necessary.  Assume 115 sf.   
• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint wood shutters at north elevation and all wood at dormer 

windows.  Replace any rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Assume 100 sf.   
• The window A/C units adjacent to the fire escape at the west elevation may be infringing on 

the required width of the means of egress.  If the fire escape is currently used as a means of 
egress, then the window A/C units should be removed. 

  

The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
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B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

  
Figure 0116.15, Bird House, South Elevation, detail of 
typical one-over-one, hung wood window.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.16, Bird House, North Elevation, detail of 
missing basement window, temporarily covered with 
taped-on tarp.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 

  
Figure 0116.17, Bird House, North Elevation, detail of 
typical two-over-two dormer window at mansard roof.  
Note heavy paint loss.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.18, Bird House, North Elevation, Carriage 
House, detail of glass block windows and metal lintel.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0116.19, Bird House, West Elevation, first story, 
detail of wood rot, heavy paint loss, and biological 
growth at wood sill of second window from north at 
rear two-story section.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.20, Bird House, West Elevation, first story, 
detail of heavy paint loss and deterioration at sill of 
fifth window from north at rear two-story section.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The front double doors are of wood construction; each leaf features one tall panel over two short 
panels, and the panels have an ornamental floral motif.  The doors have a paneled wood surround 
and a large, rectangular, one-light transom.  The doors exhibit soiling and heavy wear of the stained 
finish.  The surround exhibits atmospheric soiling.  The wood basement door at the east elevation 
features six lights over two panels.  It is soiled with dirt and stray paint, the windows are covered 
with metal mesh, and the wood frame exhibits paint loss.  A door with a transom accesses the fire 
escape from the second story of the rear two-story section.   
 
At the carriage house, there is a paneled wood door with wood screen door at the north elevation.  
The screen door exhibits atmospheric soiling and paint loss.  A metal door at the east elevation is in 
good condition; the wood trim exhibits paint loss.  The paneled wood door accessing CMU block, 
shed-roofed addition exhibits paint loss throughout and heavy wood rot and soiling at the base.  
Large sections of the trim are missing or exhibit paint loss.  
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Figure 0116.21, Bird House, South Elevation, detail of 
paneled wood front double doors.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.22, Bird House, East Elevation, detail of 
paneled wood door accessing rear two-story section.  
Note heavy soiling, paint loss at frame, and mesh 
covering at windows.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0116.23, Bird House, South Elevation, detail of 
paneled wood front double doors.  Note heavy wear of 
stained finish and soiling.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.24, Bird House, South Elevation, Carriage 
House, detail of heavy rot and soiling at paneled wood 
door accessing CMU block shed-roofed addition.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume one set of double doors, three single 

doors, and one screen door.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood 
trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming 
and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or 
re-finish the historic wood doors as required.   

• Restore historic hardware. Assume five sets of hardware. 
• Maintain the existing metal and/or wood non-historic doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, 

and paint doors and trim.  If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with 
historically appropriate doors. If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  
Assume two single doors.  

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The front porch exhibits paint loss throughout.  There is heavy atmospheric soiling at the beadboard 
ceiling, cornice, and granite steps.  The front, west plinth has a large crack at the base, and all of the 
plinths exhibit separation where the wood pieces join. The bases of the columns are cracked and 
beginning to rot.  Many of the fasteners throughout the porch are rusted.  The metal rail exhibits 
paint loss throughout and heavy corrosion at where it meets the top step, which is stained with rust 
from the rail.   
 
The rear two-story porch at the front section also exhibits paint loss throughout.  The floorboards 
and one of the brick piers supporting the porch exhibit biological growth and atmospheric soiling.  
Two balusters are missing from the first-story balustrade, and the porch roof appears to slope 
slightly to the east for drainage.  At the first story of the porch, either a part of the railing or a set of 
steps are missing, presenting a safety hazard, as the porch floor is several feet above grade.  HVAC 
equipment is located at the first story of the porch.  The fire escape at the east elevation of the rear 
two-story section exhibits extreme biological growth throughout.  Protruding window AC units at 
the west elevation may be infringing upon the required width of the means of egress at the fire 
escape.  The fire escape accesses a wood walkway in the space between the one-story addition and 
the carriage house; the walkway leads to the door at the carriage house’s south elevation.  At the 
west elevation, the painted sections of the walkway exhibit heavy paint loss, as does the wood fascia 
at the wall below the walkway. 
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Figure 0116.25, Bird House, South Elevation, front 
porch, detail of paint loss, cracks, and separation at 
plinth.  Also note paint loss at metal handrail.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.26, Bird House, South Elevation, front 
porch, detail of heavy atmospheric soiling and paint 
deterioration at porch ceiling and cornice.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0116.27, Bird House, North Elevation, detail of 
heavy paint deterioration, moisture staining, and 
biological growth at two-story porch.  Also note two 
missing balusters.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0116.28, Bird House, East Elevation, detail of 
heavy biological growth at wood fire escape.  Biological 
growth is widespread at adjacent wall and foundation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair the metal stair rail at the front porch.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by 

cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 18 lf. 

• Remove all rusted fasteners at front porch and replace with galvanized or stainless steel 
fasteners.  Assume 140 sf of wood elements containing rusted fasteners. 

• Replace missing wood balusters in-kind at north two-story porch.  Assume two balusters. 
• Replace missing railing or steps at first story of north two-story porch.  New railing and/or 

steps should be designed and constructed in compliance with current building code.  Railing: 
assume 7.5 lf.  Stairs: assume 23 sf. 

• Clean porches to remove biological growth and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. 
Assume 650 sf.   

• Assume 325 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• After cleaning, scrape, prime, and paint wood elements as needed at all porches.  Replace 
rotted, damaged, or missing wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood 
rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 575 sf. 

• Repair the existing wood fire escape.  Clean wood fire escape of dirt and biological growth.    
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation 
procedures.  Assume 400 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the connections of the fire escape are structurally 
sound and that all elements are properly sized.  Repair brick and mortar as required.  
Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s recommendations.  

• If desired, as a long-term goal, consider the replacement of the wood fire escape with a fire 
escape that is more permanent in nature.  Assume 400 sf. 

• Confirm that north porch roof is sloped toward east end of building for purposes of 
drainage only.  If there appears to be a structural problem, consult with a structural engineer 
and implement engineer’s recommendations.  

• Engage an MEP engineer to determine if the HVAC equipment located at the first story of 
the north porch should be relocated to the interior of the building.  Pending this 
investigation, implement the MEP engineer’s recommendations.  

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Both the main building and the carriage house have built-in gutters.  There are two corrugated metal 
downspouts at the front porch and one adjacent to the bay window at the east elevation of the front 
section.  These downspouts terminate above ground and lack extenders to divert water away from 
the building.  The remainder of the downspouts are painted, round, metal downspouts that typically 
tie into an underground stormwater management system.  Many of the downspouts exhibit paint 
loss.  The wall behind each of the downspouts typically exhibits heavy biological growth and/or 
atmospheric soiling, indicating that the downspouts and/or adjacent gutter are leaking.  A vent stack 
is located at the west elevation of the rear two-story section, along the northwest corner.  While 
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technically not within the scope of the project, it should be noted that the vent stack may be leaking 
and that the lines are not properly sloped.   
 

  
Figure 0116.29, Bird House, North Elevation, Carriage 
House, detail of round metal downspout.  Note paint 
loss and that downspout lacks an extender.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.30, Bird House, West Elevation, detail of 
vent stack (at center in photo), which has improperly 
sloped lines and may be leaking.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
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satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.    

• Engage an MEP engineer to investigate the conditions at the vent stack at the west elevation 
of the rear two-story section.  Pending this investigation, implement the MEP engineer’s 
recommendations.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Cornices throughout the building typically exhibit atmospheric soiling and paint loss, which are 
heavy in some areas.  The metal coping also typically exhibits paint loss.  At the elaborate bracketed, 
dentiled, and modillioned wood cornice at the front section, some areas of the soffit are cracked and 
separating.  The wood box cornice at the rear two-story section exhibits moisture staining at the 
soffit.  At the north two-story porch, the wood cornice is splintering.  The fascia of the CMU block, 
shed-roofed addition at the carriage house exhibits wood rot and heavy paint loss throughout. 
 

  
Figure 0116.31, Bird House, South Elevation, detail of 
dentiled and modillioned wood cornice.  Note heavy 
paint loss.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0116.32, Bird House, South Elevation, Carriage 
House, detail of paint loss at wood box cornice.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0116.33, Bird House, North Elevation, two-
story porch, detail of paint loss at wood cornice and 
metal coping.  Also note slight downward slope of roof 
toward east, likely for roof drainage.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.34, Bird House, West Elevation, detail of 
dentiled and modillioned wood cornice at bay window.  
Note atmospheric soiling and paint deterioration.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 700 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves, cornice, and fascia.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 700 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint metal coping.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures. 

Assume 350 lf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
At the south (front) and west elevations, large shrubs directly abut the building and are likely 
trapping moisture against the wall.  Ivy is also growing up the foundation in several areas.  The 
granite steps leading from the sidewalk to the front entry exhibit atmospheric soiling and the first 
two steps are cracked at the risers.  The cast iron rinceau fence bordering the sidewalk is heavily 
soiled and exhibits biological growth and rust in some areas.  Several of the newels at the fence are 
cracked, and the stone border below the fence exhibits atmospheric soiling.  There is biological 
growth at the brick walkway and stone border along the west elevation, and the adjacent chain link 
fence is rusted.  Many of the bricks at the walkway are cracked, displaced, or missing, including a 
large area of damage adjacent to the north, two-story porch.  Hard-paved areas directly abut the 
majority of the rear of the building and carriage house.  The areaway at the east elevation around the 
basement door exhibits heavy biological growth, in addition to brick and mortar loss at the border 
around the areaway.  The concrete walkway along the east elevation of the carriage house is cracked 
in several areas.  At the west elevation, a large tree is located close to the foundation of the rear two-
story section, and sticks and other debris have accumulated around the tree.   
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Figure 0116.35, Bird House, South Elevation, detail of 
cracked newel at cast iron rinceau fence.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.36, Bird House, West Elevation, detail of 
large tree close to foundation.  Also note accumulation 
of sticks and other debris.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0116.37, Bird House, North Elevation, detail of 
displaced and missing bricks at walkway near two-story 
porch.  Also note biological growth.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0116.38, Bird House, West Elevation, detail of 
large shrubberies growing close to building.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• There are currently foundation plantings around the north and west margin of the building; 

this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building. 

• Trim back tree at west elevation to ensure it is not touching the building.  Discontinue the 
practice of planting trees near the foundation. 

• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and other debris and ensure 
that vines are not growing on the building.   

• Repair existing metal components of the iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may be 
addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 60 sf. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 575 sf.    

• Repair the concrete walkway along the east elevation.  Assume 285 sf. 
• Remove biological growth from the brick walkway, stone border, and areaway at the east 

elevation.  Assume 120 sf.   
• Repair brick walkway at east elevation, including re-setting brick and replacing missing brick.  

Assume 100 sf. 
• Repair the granite steps abutting the sidewalk as required, following the stone repair 

guidelines.  Assume 11 sf. 
• Clean granite steps and stone border below iron site fencing to remove biological sediments 

and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 70 sf.   
• Repair and repoint brick areaway at east elevation, with particular attention to areas of the 

wall that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the 
mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing 
joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. 
Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 20 
sf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
2000 – Repairs  
 

 
Figure 0116.39, Bird House, 0116, Repairs, Elevations 
2000, Rawlings Wilson & Associates 
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Chapter 3.31: Existing Conditions 
0120 Harrison House
 

 
Figure 0120.1, Harrison House, 0120, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       
 
 
 

 
Figure 0120.2, Harrison House, 0120, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Harrison House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University on 
the north side of West Franklin Street between Shafer and Laurel Streets.  The site is urban and 
features minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Adjacent 
buildings include Franklin Terrace to the east and a non-VCU-affiliated rowhouse to the west, which 
adjoins Harrison House’s west wall.  At the south (front) elevation, a stone border divides the house 
lot from the sidewalk, which is of concrete.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front elevation and is 
planted with shrubberies.  The southeast corner of the lot contains a concrete walkway and an 
additional mulch planting bed planted with ivy and shrubbery.  Large shrubs divide the southwest 
corner of the lot from the adjacent lot.  Stone steps are set into the stone border and access the steps 
to the main entry.  A concrete walkway is located along the east elevation.  The areas along the east 
elevation and the rear of the lot are paved with concrete, and a brick wall divides the rear of the lot 
from the lot to the west.  A Belgian block-paved alley forms the north perimeter of the lot and 
parallels West Franklin Street. 
 
Summary Description of Harrison House 
Harrison House is a two-and-one-half-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement; a two-story, 
brick, rear section; and a one-story brick addition along the east elevation.  Harrison House currently 
contains offices for the Department of African American Studies.  The building was designed in the 
late nineteenth century as a residence in the Queen Anne style, and the one-story addition was 
constructed in 1946.  The building is a modified rectangle in plan and is constructed of brick, which 
is painted at the front elevation and at the front (south) end of the east elevation.  The two-and-one-
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half-story section has a partial sloped, slate shingle roof, which is crowned by a low balustrade and 
transitions to a flat membrane roof toward the rear of the section.  The rear section also has a flat 
membrane roof.  A shallow cross gable is located in the east bay of the front elevation.  Two brick 
interior end chimneys are located along the east elevation of the front section, and one brick exterior 
end chimney is located along the east elevation of the rear section.  The one-story, one-bay-wide 
front porch is located in the west bay and is accessed by a set of brownstone steps with a metal rail.  
The porch is of wood construction and features two pairs of columns and two engaged columns, all 
with Corinthian capitals, and a flat roof with dentiled cornice.  The porch frames the front double 
doors, which feature large panes of beveled glass and have a ten-light transom.  The porch floor is 
finished with terra cotta tiles and extends to form a full-width terrace along the front elevation. 
 
The wall underneath the cross gable projects forward slightly and features a Tudor-arched window 
at the first story, which contains two, one-over-one, hung wood sash.  A dentiled wood cornice 
crowns the wall above the window, and above the cornice is a rectangular, painted terra cotta relief 
panel with diamond pattern.  Additional painted terra cotta relief panels are located at the head of 
the Tudor arched window and below the gable end.  At the second story of the front façade are two 
pairs of one-over-one, hung wood windows, each of which is capped by a continuous, painted stone 
lintel.  The gable end features decorative half-timbering and is supported by four brackets.  Two, 
one-over-one, hung wood windows are located in the gable end.  Two hipped dormers are located at 
the front slope of the roof.  Typical windows at the rear two-story section are 1/1or 4/4 hung wood 
sash in segmental-arched openings.  The east one-story addition has 9/9 hung wood windows.  
Facing the alley at the rear two-story section is a one-story, two-bay-wide porch supported by two 
brick piers, one of which is stuccoed.  The east bay is open, has a wood post and balustrade, and is 
accessed by wood stairs.  The west bay is enclosed and finished with horizontal Masonite siding.  
Two paneled wood doors open onto the porch.   
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Figure 0120.3, Harrison House, Partial East Elev.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.4, Harrison House, Partial East Elev.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

   
Figure 0120.5, Harrison House, Partial North Elev.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.6, Harrison House, Partial North Elev.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
Note:  Drawings for Harrison House were not available at the time of report production.  Square 
footage figures provided are rough estimates based on city parcel information.   
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation is of brick at all elevations, and is painted at the south elevation and the south end 
of the east elevation.  Typical foundation conditions include biological growth, atmospheric soiling, 
mortar loss, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  Some areas also exhibit 
efflorescence, particularly the northeast corner of the east elevation.  The paint at the south 
elevation is peeling in some locations, including the southeast corner.  The foundation at the east 
elevation adjacent to the brick stair exhibits significant mortar loss and atmospheric soiling.  The 
bricks surrounding the plywood-infilled basement window at the east elevation are cracked, 
displaced, and exhibit heavy mortar loss.  The foundation underneath the north porch overhang 
exhibits heavy Portland cement repointing and patching and is soiled throughout.   
 

  
Figure 0120.7, Harrison House, South Elevation, detail 
of paint loss and biological growth at foundation.  Also 
note paint deterioration and rust at boot of downspout.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.8, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of heavy mortar loss, repointing with Portland cement, 
and atmospheric soiling at foundation.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0120.9, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of possible bituminous roofing treatment applied as 
waterproofing in areaway foundation.  Also note 
biological growth and rust from leaking downspout.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.10, Harrison House, North Elevation, 
detail of Portland cement repointing and patching, 
atmospheric soiling, and broken and missing bricks at 
foundation under rear porch.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 450 sf. 

• Clean the foundation walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 600 sf. 

• Assume 300 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• After the source of any water damage is identified and corrected, repaint south (front) brick 
foundation using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview 
of this report.  Assume 55 sf. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The walls are of brick, which is painted at the front (south) elevation and the south end of the east 
elevation.  The front elevation has a decorative sawtooth brick course near the cornice, several 
painted terra cotta relief panels at the east bay, and half timbering with four wood brackets at the 
gable end.  The addition at the east elevation has brick corbeling near the cornice.  Typical wall 
conditions include biological growth, atmospheric soiling, mortar loss, and inappropriate repointing 
with Portland cement, which is often found at the heads of windows.  The south elevation exhibits 
minor paint loss and small chips in the brick, particularly near the cornice.  The painted stone trim 
below the second-story windows at the east bay has a large area of loss around a mortar joint.  An 
anchor of some type appears to have been removed from the wall above the front porch, leaving an 
area of damage.   
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Numerous conduits are mounted at the east elevation, and may or may not be used.  This elevation 
also typically exhibits small areas of loss and/or spalling at the brick.  A step crack is located 
between a first- and second-story window near the north end of the east elevation.  A gray coating, 
possibly a bituminous roofing treatment, has been applied to the wall along the full length of a 
downspout at the east elevation.  The coating appears to be a waterproofing attempt in response to a 
leak from a previous downspout.  In several locations, the joints between window sills and the 
adjacent brick are inappropriately repointed with caulk.  The brick at the one-story east addition is in 
better condition overall than the remainder of the building, but exhibits significant atmospheric 
soiling throughout and areas of loss at the brick window sills.  A large concentration of biological 
growth is located at the west wall of the rear two-story section.  This wall and the north wall of the 
rear section are heavily soiled, except near the roofline; this area was once covered with a metal 
fascia, which is now mostly gone.  
 

  
Figure 0120.11, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
detail of area of loss at painted stone trim in east bay.  
Also note diamond-patterned, painted terra cotta relief 
panel.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.12, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of extensive Portland cement repointing.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0120.13, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of step crack between first- and second-story windows.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.14, Harrison House, West Elevation, detail 
of heavy biological growth.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 3,400 sf. 

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. 
Assume 3,300 sf. 

• Repair the painted stone trim at the south elevation as required, following the stone repair 
guidelines.  Assume 12 lf. 

• If gray coating behind downspout at east elevation is a bituminous roofing treatment, is 
damaging the brick, and can be safely removed, it should be removed.  If the area is stable 
and it appears that more damage will be done to the brick in an attempt to remove the 
substance, do not remove.   

• Clean the walls (including stone and brick window sills and lintels) to remove biological 
sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 4,525 sf.   

• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 
product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.  Assume 2,260 sf. 
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• As needed, scrape and paint south gable end wood trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Assume 100 sf.   

• Repaint south (front) brick wall and painted areas of east wall using an appropriate color.  
Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 1,280 sf. 

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the east wall where step crack 
is located.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s recommendations.  

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Three chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The majority of the windows are in fair to poor condition, with windows at the front of the building 
typically in better condition.  Paint loss is found at all windows, but is painted over at the primary 
elevation windows, leaving a rough texture.  The remaining windows exhibit heavier paint loss that 
has not been repainted.  Paint loss is also heavy at the wood window sills at the east and north 
elevations; the paint is almost entirely gone at some sills.  Many of the windows retain hardware 
from removed shutters and exhibit deteriorated glazing putty.  At the south elevation, the west 
dormer is missing a piece of wood at the east jamb.  The east dormer exhibits moisture staining.  
The Tudor arched window sash exhibit crazing paint and chips in the wood, which have been 
painted over.  At the east elevation, the beadboard paneling below the pair of four-over-four 
windows at the rear two-story section exhibits heavy paint loss.  There is significant atmospheric 
soiling at the stone sill below these windows.  A basement window adjacent to the southernmost 
areaway at the east elevation is infilled with a plywood panel.  Some of the basement windows are 
covered with metal mesh.  The 6/6, hung wood window at the rear porch is covered with metal 
bars, which are beginning to rust, and the wood sill is splintering.   
 
The windows that contain a window A/C unit are in worse condition than those that do not contain 
a window A/C unit.  Active dripping was noted at all A/C units.  Water is sitting on the sills and 
dripping down the face of the building, contributing to missing mortar and constant wetting of the 
walls.  Water is most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary action and affecting the 
interior conditions of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, 
consider the permanent removal of A/C units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system 
to prevent further decay of the windows, as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the 
windows.  If system replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new 
historically sensitive system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the A/C units while the 
windows undergo repairs.  The majority of the windows at the primary elevations are Level I or II, 
while the majority of the windows at the secondary elevations are Level III.   The approximate total 
number of windows is 51, and all windows are wood.   
 
The south elevation features approximately 17 windows (including the transom over the front door 
and windows at the south elevation of the one-story addition).  The windows at the primary 
elevation are typically 1/1 hung sash, most of which feature painted stone lintels and/or sills.  The 
two dormers contain two-light, fixed windows.  The addition features two 9/9, hung windows and 
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two eight-light basement windows.  A basement window opening at the set-back wall of the primary 
elevation is infilled with plywood.  The front door has a ten-light, rectangular transom.  The 
windows on this elevation range from approximately 6.5 sf to 20 sf.    
 
The east elevation features approximately 25 windows.  The hung windows are typically 1/1 south 
of the one-story addition, 9/9 at the addition, and 4/4 north of the addition.  The windows at the 
two-story section typically feature painted wood sills and are contained in segmental-arched 
openings.  Basement windows are typically covered with metal mesh.  A basement window fronting 
the south areaway is infilled with plywood.  The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 2.5 sf to 12 sf.    
 
The north elevation features approximately nine windows.  The hung windows are 2/2 at the north 
elevation of the front section, 9/9 at the addition, and 4/4 at the north elevation of the rear section.  
One 6/6 hung window covered with bars is located at the rear porch.  The windows typically feature 
painted wood sills and are contained in segmental-arched openings.  The basement window opening 
at the north elevation of the east addition is infilled with metal mesh and an air conditioning unit.  
The windows on this elevation range from approximately 9 sf to 24 sf.    
 
Architectural recommendation: 

• Consider removing the panel at the basement window at the east elevation.  Also consider 
removing the metal mesh and A/C unit from the basement window at the north elevation of 
the east addition.  Uncover any existing basement windows, or reinstate the basement 
windows. Assume 2 openings. 

• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint all wood at dormer windows and wood beadboard 
paneling below windows at east elevation.  Replace any rotted or missing wood in kind when 
necessary.  Assume 25 sf.   

• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint all wood window sills.  Replace any rotted or missing 
wood in kind when necessary.  Assume 20 sf.   

The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 
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Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

  
Figure 0120.15, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
detail of typical 1/1, wood, hung windows with painted 
stone lintel.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0120.16, Harrison House, South Elevation of 
east one-story addition, detail of heavy paint loss and 
deteriorated glazing putty at window.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0120.17, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of heavy paint loss at window and beadboard panel.   
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.18, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
detail of missing piece of wood at dormer.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The front double doors are of wood construction, and each leaf features a large pane of beveled 
glass.  The doors have a ten-light transom, a molded wood surround, and a brownstone threshold.  
The doors are in good condition overall except for minor paint loss throughout and minor oxidation 
at the metal kickplates.  At the east elevation, a set of brick steps accesses a wood door featuring two 
tall lights over two panels and a two-light transom.  The door exhibits heavy paint loss and small 
areas of wood loss and splintering throughout.  The glazing is soiled.  A paneled wood basement 
door set in a segmental arched opening is located in the north areaway at the east elevation.  A 
wood, vertical board, basement door with stone threshold is located in the southernmost areaway at 
the north elevation of the front section.  The trim exhibits heavy paint loss, and there is a slight gap 
between the door and the trim.  A six-light-over-two panel, wood basement door is located at the 
north wall of the east one-story addition.  The glazing is covered with metal mesh.  Two paneled 
wood doors are located at the rear porch.  The east-facing door exhibits heavy paint loss.  Door 
thresholds throughout the building typically exhibit atmospheric soiling and/or biological growth.   
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Figure 0120.19, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
detail of front double doors.   Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.20, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of two-light-over-two panel wood door with transom.  
Note heavy paint loss throughout.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The doors should be maintained.  Assume one set of double doors and six single doors.  
Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure 
that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any 
defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then scrape and re-paint or re-finish the wood doors as 
required.   

• Restore hardware. Assume seven sets of hardware. 
• If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate doors. If 

this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.   
• Clean stone and/or concrete door thresholds to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use 

the gentlest means possible. Assume 6.5 sf.   
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges.   
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
At the front porch, the brownstone steps, adjacent sidewalls, and border around the porch floor 
exhibit atmospheric soiling and areas of biological growth.  There is mortar loss at the steps and rust 
and paint loss at the handrail.  The terra cotta tile floor at the porch and adjacent terrace is soiled 
throughout and cracked in several locations.  Several tiles are missing adjacent to the top 
brownstone step, and the holes have been infilled with concrete.  A large crack in both the tile and 
infill material runs parallel to the top brownstone step.  The brownstone border around the porch 
and terrace floor exhibits mortar loss and chipping of the stone along the mortar joints.  The wood 
porch entablature exhibits paint loss that has been painted over, leaving a rough texture.  Layers of 
paint at the column capitals are obscuring some of the carved details.  The bases of the columns 
have vertical cracks, and the inner column at the southwest corner of the porch has a small area of 
loss near the base.  The painted metal coping at the porch cornice, which extends to the cornice at 
the adjacent wall, is bent in several locations and has rusted fasteners. 
 
The brick steps accessing the door at the east elevation exhibit heavy mortar loss, atmospheric 
soiling, and spalling of the brick.  There is paint loss at the metal handrails.  The rear (north) porch 
exhibits paint loss throughout.  The wood steps accessing the porch are unpainted and exhibit heavy 
biological growth.  The fasteners at the wood post base are rusted.  Both porch piers are of brick; 
the east pier is stuccoed and the stucco is deteriorating toward the base of the pier.  The west pier 
exhibits heavy mortar loss and appears to be leaning or buckling slightly, possibly presenting a 
structural concern.  The floorboards are uneven at the east end of the porch, and a piece of wood 
below the north rail is displaced.  The Masonite horizontal siding at the porch enclosure is 
deteriorating. 
 

  
Figure 0120.21, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
detail of mortar loss and atmospheric soiling at 
brownstone steps to front porch.   Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.22, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
front porch, detail of area of loss and cracks at wood 
column.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0120.23, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
detail of cracked and missing tiles at terra cotta tile 
porch floor and cracks at infill material.   Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.24, Harrison House, North Elevation, 
detail of heavy paint loss at porch.  Also note 
horizontal crack at top riser and rusted fasteners at post 
base.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick steps at east elevation and rear porch piers as necessary, with 
particular attention to areas that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over 
time and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and 
match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, 
and texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  
Assume 70 sf. 

• Repair all chips and mortar loss at brownstone border and steps at front porch.  Follow 
stone repair guidelines.  Assume 30 sf. 

• Repair the metal stair rail at the front porch.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 9 lf. 

• Repair the tile flooring at the front porch and terrace as required.  Remove and replace 
damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 150 sf. 

• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 
appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 150 sf.  
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• Repair stucco at north (rear) porch pier as required. Prime and paint all stucco with two 
coats of paint. Assume 15 sf. 

• Remove all rusted fasteners at coping at front porch cornice and rear porch post.  Replace 
with galvanized or stainless steel fasteners.  Assume 30 lf of wood elements containing 
rusted fasteners. 

• Remove existing Masonite siding at rear (north) porch enclosure and replace with smooth, 
beaded cementitious board (i.e. HardiePlank).  Assume 150 sf. 

• Clean all porches to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. 
Assume 575 sf.   

• Assume 290 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• After cleaning, scrape, prime, and paint wood elements as needed at all porches.  Replace 
rotted, damaged, or missing wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood 
rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 180 sf.   

• Consult a structural engineer to verify that the rear (north) porch is structurally sound.  
Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s recommendations.  

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Gutters are typically built into the cornice throughout the building.  Downspouts at the painted 
brick areas of the building are of corrugated metal, while the remaining downspouts are round, 
galvanized metal.  The corrugated metal downspouts pierce the brick wall just under the roofline, 
where they connect to the gutters.  The downspouts tie into an underground stormwater 
management system, except for two at the northeast corner of the building that terminate above 
ground; one of these downspouts lacks an extender and the boot is deformed.  The wall behind this 
downspout exhibits biological growth, indicating a possible leak.  The metal gutter at the south 
elevation exhibits heavy rust and brushing, indicating that it is likely overflowing.  There appears to 
be water damage at the brick where the corrugated metal downspouts pierce the walls.  The boots of 
most of the downspouts exhibit rust, which is heavy in some areas, and paint deterioration where 
applicable.  These conditions indicate that the downspouts are likely leaking.  A vent stack at the 
north end of the east elevation exhibits heavy paint loss.   
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Figure 0120.25, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
detail of rust and brushing at metal gutter, indicating 
that it is likely overflowing.  Also note decorative 
sawtooth brick course and downspout piercing wall.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.26, Harrison House, North Elevation, 
detail of rust at two downspouts adjacent to rear porch.  
Also note biological growth at wall, likely indicating a 
leak, and that boot of downspout at right is deformed.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0120.27, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of rust at corrugated metal downspout near southeast 
corner of building.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Figure 0120.28, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of gray coating, possibly a bituminous roofing 
treatment, applied to wall as an apparent waterproofing 
attempt.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 

water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.    
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Cornices throughout the building typically exhibit paint loss, which is heavy at the east and north 
elevations.  The dentiled wood cornice at the first story of the south elevation exhibits paint loss that 
has been painted over, leaving a rough texture, and there are rusted metal fasteners at the metal 
coping.  The wood cornice at the east end of this elevation, adjacent to the chimneys, has a small 
hole at the soffit.  The decorative wood coping above this cornice exhibits minor paint loss, and the 
attached flashing is bent.  In addition to heavy paint loss, the molded wood box cornice at the east 
and part of the north elevations exhibits moisture damage and separation at the fascia.  The box 
cornices have vents adorned with decorative metal covers that also exhibit paint loss.  The north and 
west elevations of the rear two-story section were formerly covered with a metal fascia from just 
above the heads of the second-story windows to the roofline.  Most of the fascia is now missing, but 
remnants are still attached to the wall.  A large piece of rusted fascia remains at the west elevation 
and the metal coping at the roofline is bent and damaged.    
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Figure 0120.29, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
detail of dentiled wood cornice.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.30, Harrison House, South Elevation, 
detail of small hole at soffit (below) and bent flashing.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

  
Figure 0120.31, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of heavy paint loss at wood cornice.  Also note 
decorative vent at fascia.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.32, Harrison House, North and West 
Elevations, detail of heavily rusted fascia and damaged 
coping at rear two-story section.  Note that much of 
the fascia is missing or damaged at the north elevation.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 128 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice, including vents.  Replace rotted wood in kind 

when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 128 sf. 
• As needed, repair metal coping throughout building.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation 

procedures. Assume 175 lf. 
• Remove all rusted fasteners at coping at south elevation, first-story dentiled cornice.  Replace 

with galvanized or stainless steel fasteners.  Assume 14 lf. 
• At all fascia vents, ensure that a fine mesh is installed at the interior surface of the vent in 

order to help prevent insects and pests from infiltrating the interior of the building.  Assume 
10 lf. 

• At north and west elevations of rear two-story section, remove existing metal fascia, 
remnants of old metal fascia, and existing metal coping.  Replace metal coping in kind.  
Remove fascia and coping: assume 30 lf.  Replace coping: assume 30 lf. 
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Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
At the south (front) elevation and the south end of the east elevation, shrubs directly abut the 
building and are likely trapping moisture against the wall.  The stone border and steps along the 
sidewalk exhibit atmospheric soiling.  Hard pavement directly abuts much of the east elevation and, 
along with the concrete walkway at the east elevation, is soiled, uneven, cracked, and exhibits 
biological growth in some areas.  The two areaways at the east elevation exhibit biological growth 
and soiling at the concrete stairs.  The south areaway’s metal rail exhibits heavy rusting and paint 
loss; the paint loss is less pronounced at the north areaway.  Leaves are accumulating at the bottom 
of the south areaway.  The brick wall behind the building, which divides the lot from the 
neighboring lot to the west, is in poor condition.  Part of the inner face of the wall is stuccoed, and 
the stucco is cracked and peeling in some areas.  The outer face of the wall is covered with graffiti, 
biological growth, and efflorescence, and exhibits heavy mortar loss.  Many of the bricks are missing 
or damaged, and the wall is inappropriately repointed with Portland cement.  The flashing along the 
top of the wall is bent and damaged.  A painted concrete extension of the wall parallels the alley and 
is heavily damaged, possibly from vehicular impact. 
 

  
Figure 0120.33, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of plantings too close to building and atmospheric 
soiling at concrete walkway.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.34, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of leaves and biological growth in areaway.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0120.35, Harrison House, East Elevation, detail 
of biological growth and cracks at concrete walkway.  
Also note that hard-paved area directly abuts building.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0120.36, Harrison House, West Elevation, detail 
of graffiti and heavy biological growth at brick dividing 
wall behind building.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings at the south and west margins of the building; this 
practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” 
away from building. 

• Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds, leaves, and other debris and 
ensure that vines are not growing on the building.   

• Repair metal rails at areaways.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming 
and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation 
prior to recoating.  Assume 35 lf. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 930 sf.   

• Repair the concrete wall behind the building (or remove if not needed).  Assume 30 sf. 
• Repair and repoint brick wall behind building, with particular attention to areas of the wall 

that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is 
pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  
Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible 
mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 230 sf. 

• Repair stucco at brick wall behind building as required. Prime and paint all stucco with two 
coats of paint. Assume 60 sf. 

• Remove existing flashing at top of rear brick wall and replace in-kind.  Assume 6 lf. 
• Clean south stone steps abutting sidewalk, concrete-paved areas along east elevation, and 

concrete portions of areaways to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest 
means possible. Assume 960 sf.   

• Clean the brick and concrete walls behind the building to remove biological sediments, dirt, 
graffiti, and debris.  Use the gentlest means possible.  Assume 260 sf. 

• Assume 130 sf of the same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, 
though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. 
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• Install bollards along the rear brick and concrete walls (adjacent to alley) to protect the walls 
from vehicular impact.  Assume two bollards. 
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Chapter 3.32: Existing Conditions 
0123 Blanton House and Carriage House
 

 
Figure 0123.1, Blanton House, Key Plan Map- Building 
is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0123.2, Blanton House North Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Site Description 
The Blanton House and carriage house are located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia 
Commonwealth University at 826-828 West Franklin Street.  The site is urban and features formal 
plantings adjacent to the south and west elevations. Shafer Street, which in this area allows vehicular 
traffic, defines the west perimeter of the site.  West Franklin Street defines the perimeter of the site 
to the south.    The Blanton House was originally one half of two attached row houses, but the 
adjacent row house was demolished.  A free standing religious building (not property of VCU) is 
now located to the east of the building.   A mid-block alley borders the site to the north.  A low 
stone wall borders the property on the south and west side of the site, directly adjacent to the 
sidewalk. 
 
Summary Description of Blanton House and Carriage House 
The Blanton house is a three-story building designed in the Romanesque Revival style.  Construction 
was completed in the late 19th century.  A one and a half story, cross-gabled, carriage house with 
small turret is located to the north of the main dwelling.  A Federal Revival addition was constructed 
to the north of the building in circa 1928. An exterior stair connected the addition to the carriage 
house.  Remnants of this stair are still present, although it has been heavily modified to include an 
interior connector between the addition and the carriage house.  The Blanton House currently 
contains the dean’s office for the College of Humanities and Sciences.   
 
Note: Drawings were not available for the original dwelling, which makes the quantities for this 
portion of the building difficult to estimate. 
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Figure 0123.3, Blanton House, 1905 Sanborn   Figure 0123.4, Blanton House, 1924 - 1950 
Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Company.  Note attached  Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Company.  Note  
rowhouse.       the rowhouse is demolished, and the ca. 1928 
       addition is present.  
 

  
Figure 0123.5, Blanton House – South Elevation  Figure 0123.6, Blanton House, Partial West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0123.7, Blanton House – Partial West   Figure 0123.8, Blanton House, East Elevation, 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0123.9, Blanton House Carriage House – View  Figure 0123.10 Blanton House Carriage House - View 
Southeast, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Northwest, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 

Architects 
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundations of the early portion of the building are a beige brick laid in a nine-course Flemish 
header bond with Norman bricks.  The west and south elevations feature coursed brownstone with 
a split face from the grade to the underside of the window sills.  Some mortar loss is present.  The 
brownstone has been coated with a latex based coating.  The coating is peeling off, which is 
compromising the integrity of the brownstone.  The outer face of the brownstone is peeling off with 
the latex coating.  Several openings into the basement have been either replaced or covered over by 
plywood panels.   The foundations of the ca. 1928 addition are common brick laid in English bond.  
Splash back is occurring where hard surfaces directly abut the elevations, causing mortar loss and 
continual wetting from moisture presence.    
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The foundation of the carriage house is a combination of brick and concrete.  The bond is difficult 
to discern but appears to be a common bond.  The carriage house brick has been painted, which is 
peeling.  The west foundation features crawl space vents.  The vents are comprised of plywood that 
has holes drilled out.  The plywood was painted, but the paint has almost completely peeled off and 
the plywood is rotten.  A large horizontal crack, or separation, is occurring at the northwest corner 
of the carriage house where the building meets the ground.  This area is harboring moisture, and is 
most likely allowing moisture to infiltrate the building’s envelope. 
 

  
Figure 0123.11, Blanton House – Detail of crack at  Figure 0123.12, Blanton House, Carriage House, West  
carriage house, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  Elevation, detail of vent and peeling paint. Photograph 
Architects       2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

  
Figure 0123.13, Blanton House – West Elevation  Figure 0123.14, Blanton House, Addition, West  
Detail of plywood panel at original house, Photograph  Elevation, detail of splash back.  Photographs 2016,  
2016, Commonwealth Architects    Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not failing, do not attempt to 
remove it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test mortar 
to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should 
be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar where it is failing.  Assume 200 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 200 sf. 
• Consider removing the plywood panels and uncovering any basement windows, or 

reinstating the basement windows. Assume 1 or 2 openings. 
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• Carefully remove the latex coating that has been applied to the brownstone using the 
gentlest means possible.  After removal of the coating, assess the condition of the 
brownstone.  Depending on the severity of the damage, repair the brownstone with either 
Jahn repairs or Dutchmen.  Assume 500 sf 

• Repaint the carriage house foundation walls with at least two coats of paint.  Remove peeling 
and flaking paint and prime prior to painting. Square footage included in the wall 
recommendations. 

• Replace the plywood vents of the carriage house with new vents.  The new vents should 
have an appropriate ratio of openings and should be made of a more durable material than 
plywood.  Assume replacement of two vents. 

• Consider installing new vents as required in the carriage house to allow proper ventilation of 
the crawl space.  Assume two to six new vents. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The walls of the early portion of the building are a beige brick laid in a nine-course Flemish header 
bond with Norman bricks.  The mortar joins are very thin.  The areas of the original portion of the 
building that were concealed from public view (north and east), are standard brick laid in a nine-
course Flemish header bond.  The west and south elevations feature coursed brownstone with a split 
face from the grade to the underside of the window sills.  Some mortar loss is present.  The 
brownstone has been coated with a latex based coating.  The coating is peeling off, which is 
compromising the integrity of the brownstone.  This is allowing moisture to penetrate into the 
brownstone and further deteriorate the stone.  In addition, the outer face of the brownstone is 
peeling off with the latex coating.  The east elevation historically would have been the party wall 
between Blanton House and the attached eastern half of the duplex.  This wall has been coated with 
a cementitious parge coat.  It is unclear what material is located beneath the parge coat.  Hairline 
cracks are located throughout the parge coat.  A severe vertical shear crack is located at the far 
southern edge of the west elevation, approximately one and half courses in from the south elevation.  
The crack is a structural stability concern and is potentially a life safety matter.  The walls of the ca. 
1928 addition are common brick laid in English bond.  The building features terra cotta detailing at 
the tower, and gable peaks.  Biological growth is located on all elevations.  Streaking is located 
beneath the windows, especially at windows containing window air-conditioning units.  General 
mortar loss is found on all elevations. Dirt has accumulated on all of the walls.  Inappropriate 
repointing with caulk was noted on nearly all elevations, particularly around window sills.  Evidence 
of vines growing on the elevations was evident, particularly at the south elevation. 
 
The walls of the carriage house are brick, and in some areas concrete. The brick bond is difficult to 
discern but appears to be a common bond.  The brick has been painted and is severely peeling in 
many areas.  This is contributing to the moisture issues present in the carriage house.  Water is able 
to infiltrate the brick and is then unable to escape.  A hole in the concrete was noted on the east 
elevation, at the intersection of the cornice (northern side).  The west gable end of the carriage 
house is clad in pressed tin. The tin is beginning to rust, particularly at the bottom edges. 
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Figure 0123.15, Blanton House – East Elevation  Figure 0123.16, Blanton House, Addition, East 
Detail of cracking, Photograph 2016,    Elevation, detail of staining of brick.  Photograph 2016,  
Commonwealth Architects     Commonwealth Architects 
 

  
Figure 0123.17, Blanton House –South Elevation  Figure 0123.18, Blanton House, Addition, West  
Detail of cracking. Photograph 2016,    Elevation, detail of damaged brick.  Photograph 2016,  
Commonwealth Architects     Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where the mortar is pocked and 
crumbling, and where mortar is missing.  If inappropriate Portland cement repointing is not 
failing, do not attempt to remove or repair it.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match 
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existing joint work.  The joint should be tooled to match the historic joints.  Test mortar to 
determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar if it is failing.   Assume 870 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 600 sf. 
• Clean the walls to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible.  

Assume 9,120 sf.   
• The same walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, 

product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete. Assume 1,000 sf. 
• Repair stucco as required. Prime and paint all stucco with two coats of paint. Assume 1500 

sf. 
• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the exterior south and east 

walls where the shear crack is located.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural 
engineer’s recommendations.  

• Remove the paint from the tin cladding on the carriage house.  Rust remediation might be 
necessary.  Prime with a rust inhibiting primer and repaint with a minimum of two coats of 
paint.  Refer to the paint guidelines located within this report.   Assume 75 sf. 

• Repaint the carriage house walls with at least two coats of paint.  Remove peeling and flaking 
paint and prime prior to painting. Refer to the paint guidelines located within this report.  
Assume 2400 sf. 

• Repair the hole in the concrete on the east elevation of the carriage house. Assume 2 sf. 
• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present. Assume at a minimum, five chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The majority of the windows on the original building and the ca. 1928 addition are in poor to fair 
condition.  The windows have stone or wood sills.  Rot is located on many of windows, particularly 
at the windows which possess wooden sills.  Many of the remaining brownstone sills are extremely 
delaminated.   Some of the windows with stone sills have replacement sills (not brownstone), most 
likely due to the aforementioned delamination.  The windows that contain a window A/C unit are in 
far worse condition than those that do not contain a window A/C unit.  Active dripping was noted 
at all A/C units.  Water is sitting on the sills and dripping down the face of the building, 
contributing to the stone delamination, missing mortar, and constant wetting of the walls.  Water is 
most likely being wicked into the walls through capillary action and affecting the interior conditions 
of the buildings.  For the long-term care and condition of the windows and walls, consider the 
permanent removal of A/C units and the installation of a new internal HVAC system to prevent 
further decay of the windows, as well as deterioration of the walls and sills beneath the windows.  If 
system replacement is preferred, consult a mechanical engineer in the design of a new historically 
sensitive system.  If permanent removal is not feasible, remove the A/C units while the windows 
undergo repairs.  The basement windows located on the original portion of the building on the east 
elevation possess small window wells and security bars. The window wells are completely filled with 
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debris.  It is unclear if these wells have a drainage system, as the bottom of the wells were not 
visible.  The three attic windows on the tower are either missing or are painted very dark to make 
them almost invisible.  The styles of the windows vary, although the majority of the windows on the 
original portion of the building and the carriage house are 1/1 double-hung windows.  Some have a 
fixed transom.  The majority of the windows on the ca. 1928 addition are 8/8 double-hung 
windows.  
 
Original building and ca. 1928 addition: 
The majority of the windows are condition Level II or Level III, with two Level IV.   The North 
elevation features 12  windows.  The east elevation features 10 windows.  The west elevation 
features 24 windows.  The south elevation features 18 windows.  The total numbers of windows is 
64.  Note:  The three tower windows should be replaced if they are in fact missing.  

• The size of windows range from 2 sf to 30 sf.   
• 22 of the windows contain window air-conditioning units.   
• 9 feature curved glass.   
• Two of the basement windows possesss a metal security grate.   

 
Carriage House: 
The majority of the windows are condition Level II or Level III.  The north elevation features six 
windows.  The east elevation features six windows.  The west elevaton features five windows.  The 
south elevation features four windows.  The total numbers of windows is 21 windows.  

• The size of windows range from 5 sf to 30 sf.   
• 10 of the windows contain window air-conditioning units.   

 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
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C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
 

  
Figure 0123.19, Blanton House –Addition, North Elevation Figure 0123.20, Blanton House, East Elevation 
Detail of window sill rot. Photograph 2016,   Detail of delaminting sill.  Photograph 2016,  
Commonwealth Architects     Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0123.21, Blanton House –North Elevation  Figure 0123.22, Blanton House, Addition, West  
Detail infilled window well. Photograph 2016,   Elevation, detail of damaged brick.  Photograph 2016,  
Commonwealth Architects     Commonwealth Architects 
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main doors are a pair of historic two-panel wooden doors with a single light of glass and the 
original hardware.  The door features a transom with decorative iron work.  The door is in fair 
condition, with the stained finish beginning to wear off.  The iron work at the transom is rusting.  
The brownstone threshold is delaminating and showing signs of wear from repetitive use.   
 
The 1928 addition features a nine-light wooden door with Palladian transom, and a five-light glass 
screen door. These doors are painted and are in good condition. The paint features minor wear and 
tear.  
 
The house and carriage house features four non-historic doors.  Three of the four are painted, 
hollow core metal doors.  The fourth door is a painted wooden door with a single light.  The paint is 
peeling.  A fifth, former door opening is located to the east of the wooden door.  The opening has 
been infilled with a painted wooden paneling. 
 
A wooden basement door is located on the basement level of the original building.  
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Figure 0123.23, Blanton House – South Elevation  Figure 0123.24, Blanton House, Addition, West  
Main entrance. Photograph 2016,    Elevation, detail of entrance.  Photograph 2016,  
Commonwealth Architects     Commonwealth Architects 
 

 
Figure 0123.25, Blanton House – East Elevation   
Non-historic door at connector between the main house 
and carriage house. Photograph 2016,Commonwealth Architects  
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• The historic doors should be maintained.  Assume two single doors, and a pair of double 

doors. Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, 
ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid 
any defacement of wood profiles.  Paint any steel lintels with a rust inhibiting primer and 
two coats of paint. 

• Refinish the main doors to match the existing finish (the finish has worn off in some areas.)  
Assume one pair of double doors. 

• Restore the ironwork at the transom of the main entrance.  Assume 9 sf.  
• Maintain the existing three hollow metal doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors 

and trim.  If desired, consider replacing all non-historic doors with historically appropriate 
doors. If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.  Assume three doors. 

• Consider replacement the third-floor non-historic paneled door with a historically 
appropriate door if desired, or with a hollow-metal door to match the existing hollow metal 
doors on the property.  Assume one door. 

• Consider re-opening the infilled door on the north elevation and reinstating a historically 
appropriate door.  Assume one door.  

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.  Assume six single doors and a pair of double doors. 
 

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main entrance features a two-story porch that is brick with brownstone and terra cotta trim.  
The porch is contained in the body of the building, but does feature a projecting bay on the first 
floor.  The brownstone top course of the projecting bay is separated, allowing water to infiltrate the 
brownstone.  As a result, a vertical shear crack has occurred.  The porch floor is finished in mosaic 
tile.  A large crack was noted, as well as missing tile.  The ceilings are pressed tin, which is rusted.  
Brushing was noted around the perimeter of the first-floor porch.  This is possibly due to rainwater 
entering the second-floor porch and traveling between the joints down to the first floor. This issue 
could be contributing to the rusted porch ceilings.  A wrought iron railing is located on the west side 
of the porch stairs and has been painted to match the brownstone.  The paint is peeling, and the 
railing rusting.  
 
The 1928 porch consists of a brick foundation with concrete steps.  The porch is in good condition 
with the exception of biological growth present on the steps.  
 
A set of concrete steps connects the basement to grade at the east elevation. The steps are bordered 
by a brick retaining wall. The retaining wall lacks a guardrail, and the stair lacks a handrail. 
 
A wooden fire escape wraps around the east elevation to the north elevation, where it continues 
across the dwelling-carriage house connector and continues to grade along the south elevation of the 
carriage house.  The fire escape is in poor condition. The earliest portions of the fire escape are 
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painted black, although the paint is severely flaking.  The latter portions are constructed with 
pressure treated lumber.  Rot is located on all generations of the fire escape, rendering the structure 
unsafe. The rotted portions of the columns of the fire escape have been sawn off, and concrete or 
brick placed beneath the columns where the rotted portions were removed.  Several members have 
become disengaged from the structure.   

  
Figure 0123.26, Blanton House,  South Elevation  Figure 0123.27, Blanton House, Addition, South  
Main entrance. Note shifting brick beneath the sill.  Elevation, detail of porch ceiling.  Photograph 2016,  
Photgraph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Commonwealth Architects 
 

  
Figure 0123.28, Blanton House – South Elevation  Figure 0123.29, Blanton House, Addition, West 
Front Porch. Note brushing at beam. .  Elevation, detail of porch.  Photograph 2016,  
Photgraph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Commonwealth Architects 

  
Figure 0123.30, Blanton House, East Elevation  Figure 0123.31, Blanton House,  CarriageHouse,  Fire 
Fire Escape.      Escape, note painted wood vs pressure treated.  
Photgraph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Repair brownstone, terra cotta, and brick.  SF included in the wall recommendation. 
• Repair the existing slate roof as required following the slate repair recommendations in the 

material recommendations. Assume 125 sf. 
• Repair the rusted ceiling tile as required. Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, 

priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust 
remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 800 sf. 

• Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall 
match the existing historic tile.  Assume 400 sf. 

• Repair the wrought iron railing.  Follow the metal repair recommendations.  Assume 15 lf. 
• If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an 

appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer 
should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 400 sf.  

• Install a guardrail and a handrail at the basement steps. 
• Remove biological growth from all porches and porch foundations.  Assume 500 sf. 
• Consult an architect and structural engineer to provide a new design for a code compliant 

fire escape. Consider separate fire escapes for the carriage house and the main house to 
alleviate constructing a new fire escape over the roof of the connector.  Implement the new 
design.  

• Consult an architect and roofing consultant to design a solution to remove water that is 
trapped on the second floor of the porch.   
 

Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
All of the buildings feature external downspouts.  The buildings include a mixture of both built-in 
and external gutters.  Damaged and leaking downspouts were noted.  The two downspouts at the 
southwest corner of the carriage house are in particularly poor shape.  Where the left one intersects 
grade, the downspout was completely rusted out.  An external downspout, which is located on the 
main entry porch, bisects the porch and turns into the west elevation of the porch.  Extensive 
patching was noted around the intersection of the downspout and the wall.  Biological growth and 
water stains were noted around the majority of the downspouts. The 1928 addition features parapet 
walls with scuppers that feed into gutters with an integrated wooden denticulated cornice.  
 
Although not within the scope of this project, a leaking vent stack was noted in the northeast corner 
of the original portion of the building.  It appears that effluent is running down the exterior of the 
pipe.  
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Figure 0123.32, Blanton House, Carriage House West  Figure 0123.33, Blanton House, Carriage House 
Downspouts. Note rust and biological growth..  Detail of gutter, roof, and fire escape.   
Photgraph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

  
Figure 0123.34, Blanton House, East Elevation  Figure 0123.35, Blanton House, Addition. Detail of  
Note stained brick around the slanting gutter.    scupper, gutter, and downspout.  Photograph 2016,  
Photgraph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0123.36, Blanton House, East Elevation.  Figure 0123.37, Blanton House, South Elevation.  
Note biological growth and stained brick.   Detail of downspout intersecting the west porch wall.  
Photgraph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Consider re-routing any downspouts from inside of the building to the exterior. 
• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 

and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system.   

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
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satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
copper in keeping with the historic character of the building.  

• Repair the leaking vent stack and all associated piping.  Repair or replace any materials that 
were affected or damaged by the leak.  The extent of the damage is unknown, as the interior 
of the buildings are not within this project scope. 
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main elevation features a small denticulated brick cornice beneath the copper gutter.  This 
cornice is in good condition. The other elevations of the original portion of the building feature a 
wooden cornice that is approximately twenty inches tall.  The wooden cornice has flaking paint, 
which is exposing the wood beneath to the elements.  The worst areas of flaking paint are occurring 
at the north elevation.  Some rot on the cornice was noted.  In some cases, the cornice is integrated 
with the gutter system.  In some areas, the wooden cornice has become detached and is pulling away 
from the facades. The peaked gables on the tower and the cross gables of the original portion of the 
feature a terracotta molded cornice.  The terra cotta is in good condition.  
 
The 1928 addition features a heavily denticulated cornice with a copper coping that is integrated 
with the rainwater removal system.  The paint is peeling, exposing the wood to the elements.  Some 
rot was noted. The parapet of the ca. 1928 addition features a metal coping that appears to be in 
good condition.  
 
The carriage house features both metal cornices and wooden cornices that are in fairly good 
condition.  Some oxidation of the metal is occurring, particularly are joints where water is sitting on 
the surfaces. 
 

  
Figure 0123.38, Blanton House, North Elevation.  Figure 0123.39, Blanton House, East Elevation. Detail  
Detail of 1928 cornice and original cornice.    of the original cornice.  Note how the middle cornice is  
Photgraph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   pulling away from the elevation.    
       Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0123.40, Blanton House, Carriage House.    
Detail of oxidation at metal cornice.     
Photgraph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and sediments.  Assume 300 lf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 300 lf. 
• As needed, repair the metal cornice are required.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation 

procedures.   Assume 77 lf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
A low brownstone wall borders the site to the south and west.  Expansive shrubs and plantings are 
located along the south, west, east, and north sides of the building. A brick garden wall is located 
adjacent to the north elevation and parallel to the west elevation of the carriage house.  A secondary 
brick garden wall with curved top is located adjacent to the 1928 addition’s entrance.  Biological 
growth is located on both walls.  A chain link fence is located at the west elevation of the original 
portion of the building.  With the exception of the south and west portions of the site, the majority 
of the site is hard paved.  This is most likely contributing to the moisture issues occurring at the 
buildings.   
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the south and west margin of the building; 
this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building. 

• Remove biological growth from the brick walls using gentlest means possible.  Implement a 
maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that no vines are growing on 
the building.  Assume 350 sf. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the buildings.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  Assume 1905 sf.   If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and 
water is positively drained away from the buildings. 
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• While there does not appear to be ponding against the building at the south and west 
elevation, should negative drainage be detected, re-grade soils as appropriate to achieve 
positive drainage away from the building.   

• Repair the brownstone wall as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 130 
lf. 

• Trees should be pruned away from the building.   
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Drawing Catalog 
1928– Alterations and Additions 
 

 
Figure 0123.41, Blanton House, 0123, Alterations and Additions, Elevations, House and Garage 
1928, W. Duncan Lee, Architect 
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Figure 0123.42, Blanton House, 0123, Alterations and Additions, Elevations 
1928, W. Duncan Lee, Architect 
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Drawing Catalog 
1928 – Alterations and Additions (permit set) 
 

 
Figure 0123.43, Blanton House, 0123, Alterations and Additions, Elevations 
1928, W. Duncan Lee, Architect 
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Figure 0123.43, Blanton House, 0123, Alterations and Additions, Elevations 
1928, W. Duncan Lee, Architect 
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Figure 0123.44, Blanton House, 0123, Alterations and Additions, Elevations 
1928, W. Duncan Lee, Architect 
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Figure 0123.45, Blanton House, 0123, Alterations and Additions, Elevations 
1928, W. Duncan Lee, Architect 
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Chapter 3.33: Existing Conditions 
0124 LSEE Elementary Education Center
 

 
Figure 0124.1, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, Key Plan Map- Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0124.2, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, South Elevation.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Site Description 
The LSEE Elementary Education Center (formerly the VCU Meeting Center) is located in the 
Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at 101 North Harrison Street, the 
northeast corner of Harrison Street and Floyd Avenue.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  Other buildings within the same block include Academic Learning Commons, James W. 
Black Music Center, and Moseley House.  At the south and west (street-facing) elevations of the 
LSEE Elementary Education Center, a metal fence divides the lot from the sidewalk, which is of 
brick laid in a herringbone pattern.  Mulch planting beds abut each elevation and are planted with 
shrubs, small trees, and other small plantings.  The planting bed at the northeast corner is bordered 
by a low brick wall.  A concrete handicapped-accessible ramp with brick wide walls and metal rail is 
located at the northwest corner of the building.  The main entry is located at the southwest corner, 
facing Harrison Street, and is accessed via a gate in the metal fence.  A wide concrete walkway is 
located east of the building, and a narrower concrete walkway is located north of the building.  
These walkways lead to a landscaped common area around which all of the buildings on the block 
are oriented. 
 
Summary Description of LSEE Elementary Education Center 
The LSEE Elementary Education Center is a one-story building with a basement and is 
approximately three bays wide and nine bays deep.  It currently contains classroom space and faculty 
and administrative offices of the Liberal Studies for Early and Elementary Education program.  The 
building was designed circa 1910 as the First Unitarian Church of Richmond.  In 1972, the church 
moved from this location to 1000 Blanton Avenue; after the church constructed its new facility, the 
building was acquired by VCU in.  The building is a “T” in plan, is of brick construction laid in 
Flemish bond, and has a slate shingle gable roof with a crossing gable at the north end.  The west 
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end of the crossing gable has a hipped gable end and its north elevation contains a side entry, which 
is accessed by a short flight of stairs and a handicapped-accessible ramp.  A hipped roof with 
attached gable porch roof covers the main entry, which faces North Harrison Street at the southwest 
corner of the building.  The south gable end has a modillioned wood cornice.  A brick exterior 
chimney is located along the west wall where the main gable-roofed section intersects with the 
crossing gable, a second internal brick chimney extends from the roof at the east end of the crossing 
gable, and a third internal chimney extents above the roof at the inside corner of the intersection of 
the crossing gable and the east wall.  A brick water table is located at each elevation, and each corner 
is accentuated by brick quoins.  The one-bay-wide entry porch with gable roof at the southwest 
corner features two Tuscan columns and two Tuscan pilasters supporting a wood entablature with 
dentiled cornice.  The cornice extends to the vestibule walls to either side, and the pediment in the 
gable is also dentiled.  The east and west elevations each feature a row of round-arched, wood, 
multiple-light windows with molded wood surrounds.  An areaway runs along each of these 
elevations and contains basement windows.  The three entry vestibules have 6/6, hung wood 
windows.  The north gable end contains a typical round-arched window and an 8/8 window, and the 
south gable end contains a centered Palladian window and a round vent above, each with molded 
wood trim.  A small, brick, pedimented bell tower crowns the apex of the north gable end.  Roofing 
inspection is outside of the scope of this report, but several roof related items were noted during the 
building review and an independent roof inspection should be obtained.  A loose slate shingle was 
noticed during the review.  Snow guards are present at some roof locations, but the two largest roof 
areas lack snow guards, where a damaged gutter was observed. 
 

  
Figure 0124.3, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, South and West Elevations, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0124.4, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, North and East Elevations, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.

 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation is brick which is laid in Flemish bond with a water table laid with a single course of 
headers, and some small areas of common bond with varying header courses.  The east and west 
elevations include below grade areaways adjacent to the basement level where the basement 
foundation walls are parged up to approximately grade level.  The parging at both areaways exhibit 
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areas of biological growth, efflorescence and deterioration.  The north foundation wall includes an 
exposed foundation wall at a stairwell to the basement level.  The stairwell exhibits some retained 
moisture.  The west areaway has standing water and the east areaway exhibits retained moisture.  
The east areaway has standing water and retained moisture.  Plastic tube is seen running out through 
the sash frame of a window in the west area and is draining water from an unknown source.  Mortar 
and parging deterioration and biological growth is present due to the standing water and retained 
moisture.  Particular areas of mortar deterioration are noted around the connections of downspouts 
to downspout boots at a subgrade drainage system and at the horizontal surface of the water table.  
Both areaways exhibit damage concrete slabs at the base of the areaways.  Water infiltration through 
cracks may be contributing to basement moisture issues.  All areaways drains should be cleared and 
inspected to verify the system is functioning properly. 
 

   
Figure 0124.5, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation, Foundation and Areaway. Note 
standing water, damaged conrete slab, and. Biological 
growth. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0124.6, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, East Elevation, East Areaway and Foundation. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect and clear drains at areaways. 
• Remove sources of additional water and moisture including leaks from downspouts or 

overflowing gutters. 
• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 

received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
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mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 600 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 600 sf. 
• Repair parging within the areaways.  Assume 15 sf. 
• Consider replacing damaged concrete  

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The walls are constructed of brick laid in Flemish bond with a string course of projecting headers 
approximately one foot above the first floor level.  General hairline cracking of mortar joints and 
mortar loss, some significant, was noted on all elevations.  Many mortar joints have been 
inappropriately sealed with caulking, which is particularly seen on the south elevation.  Missing 
flashing and mortar is noted at the cornice returns at the south elevation.  Several areas of the west 
elevation are inappropriately repointed with Portland cement mortar.  The east end of the north 
elevation shows evidence of an entrance porch that has been removed for a new door configuration 
at the top of the accessible ramp and stairs.  The infill brick and mortar joints do not closely match 
the original masonry and new mortar joints are Portland cement mortar.  The Portland cement 
mortar covers the face of some of the infill brick as well as adjacent original brick.  This application 
of mortar can compromise the new infill as well as original masonry.  Several spalled and soft brick 
are evident in a number of areas, particularly around the accessible door and other areas adjacent to 
landings and other horizontal surfaces where the brick is exposed to splashback.  A portion of the 
east elevation is parged and painted with some fine cracking across its face and some small fissures 
opening along the edges of the parging at its attachment to the masonry wall.  Cracks and mortar 
loss was noted at all three chimneys and the bell tower.  Flashing at chimneys and bell tower is 
heavily covered with caulking at the mortar joints. 
 

  
Figure 0124.7, LSEE Elementary Education Center,  
0124, North Elevation. Note areas of missing mortar 
and, biological growth. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0124.8, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation. Note areas of mortar joints filled 
with caulk. Photograph 2016 Commonwealth 
Architects.
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Figure 0124.9, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation. Note areas of missing mortar 
and, biological growth. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 
 

Figure 0124.10, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, South Elevation. Chimney and Parged Wall. Note 
areas of missing mortar, cracking and separation of 
parging. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time, where mortar joints have been 
caulked, and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar 
and match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, 
color, and texture.  Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate 
mortar.  Assume 2,600 sf. 

• Replace individual spalled brick where moisture can infiltrate further into the masonry or 
into the building around window trim, door trim and near horizontal 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 260 sf. 
• Remove unused conduit, piping, equipment connections, anchors, metal nails and wires 

mounted to the walls.  Assume 20 sf. 
• Regularly inspect parged at east elevation for widening cracks or delamination of parging 

from the masonry back-up.  Repair parging as required. Prime and paint all parging with two 
coats of paint.  Assume 260 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint gable end wood trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Scrape and paint: Assume 300 sf.  Replace, prime and paint: 20 lf. 
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• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Three chimneys. 

• Remove excess caulking at chimney and bell tower flashing.  Inspect the reglet in the mortar 
joints to verify condition of reglet joint in mortar and flashing springlock.  Repoint as 
necessary.  Neatly reseal joint. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The majority of the windows are in fair condition.  The windows have wood sills and frames.  Rot is 
located on many of windows at the bottom rails of the lower window sashes and the window sills.  
Crevices and cracks resulting from rotted wood grain of the wood sills create areas where water can 
sit and cause further deterioration.  Several windows have deteriorated glazing requiring 
replacement.  Windows at the basement level within the areaways appear to be unlocked.  Window 
hardware should be reviewed for operation and security.  All windows feature wide detailed trim that 
is heavily coated with many layers of paint and should be stripped to sound substrate, primed and 
repainted.  All windows feature metal drip caps across the top horizontal and arched surfaces that 
protect the wood trim from moisture and deterioration.  These drop caps should be kept intact.  
The majority of windows are condition Level II and Level III. 
 
The north elevation features a total of four windows.  Two if these windows are 9/9 double-hung, 
one is 8/8 double-hung, and one window is a 16-light arched-top sash over 12 light sash double-
hung.  The north elevation of the south entry wing features one 9/9 double-hung window. 
 
The east elevation features a total of six windows at the first-floor level with 16-light arched-top sash 
over 12-light sash double-hung and six windows at the basement level are 8/8 double-hung.  The 
basement windows are covered by metal security grilles. 
 
The south elevation features a Palladian window with a center 18/12 arched-top sash and side 
windows with fixed 4-light sashes.  These side windows feature an arch-shaped top light within the 
rectangular sash, and the uppermost muntin bar is sized to mimic the width of the meeting rail of 
the adjacent center window.  The Palladian window is framed by prominent and highly crafted wood 
trim.  The window exhibits some previous repair that in not an exact match to the remaining trim 
and has removed some of the detailed mouldings.  The south elevation of the entry wing features a 
single 9/9 double-hung window.  The south elevation of the east and west crossing wings feature a 
total of four 9/9 double-hung windows. The south elevation features one round wood ventilation 
louver with painted wood trim matching the window trim of the building.  The louver is in good 
condition. 
 
The west elevation features five 16/12 arched double-hung windows at the first-floor level and five 
8/8 double-hung windows at the basement level.  One window within the east areaway has a plastic 
tube running out through a hole made in the sash frame and is draining water from an unknown 
source.  Consider removing the tubing from the window, repairing the sash and providing a more 
permanent drainage system for the source for a more weather-tight condition. 
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The Window Levels of Repair: 
 
Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 

  
Figure 0124.11, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, South Elevation. Detail of rotted sash rail, mis-
matched trim, missing moulding and cualked mortar 
joints. Photograph 2016,Commonwealth Architects. 
 

Figure 0124.12, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, East Elevation, Detail of areaway window with 
drain tubing, deterioration of mortar, paint finishes and 
iron security bars. Note biological growth. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects.
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Figure 0124.13, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, East Elevation, Typical 9/9 window with heavy, 
paint build-up and damaged trim. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0124.14, LSEE Elementary Education Center, -
124, West Elevation, Typical 16/12 window with heavy 
paint build-up and damaged wood trim. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main entrance features a pair of non-historic single-light aluminum storefront doors within the 
historic door jamb, with a historic fan light above.  The main entry door sits one step above the 
entry porch level on a large granite sill that also serves as a step.  The storefront door is in fair 
condition, exhibiting faded dark bronze finish and door hardware in mismatched finishes.  The fan 
light features wood muntins and is in good condition.  An accessible entrance is located on the 
north elevation of the west crossing wing, at the top landing of a ramp and stair.  The aluminum 
storefront door features a single light in.  The door sits within a heavy modified opening with a large 
steel lintel and several layers of wood trim to fill a larger opening left from a previous modification 
to the historic door opening.  The door is in good condition with a slightly faded dark bronze finish 
and hardware in mismatched finishes.  The entrance at the north elevation of the east crossing wing 
is a non-historic flush metal door that does not the other entry doors in either door color or 
hardware finish.  Above the door is a transom that has been filled with a flat painted panel.  The 
door is in good condition.  The entrance to the basement level is located within an open stairwell at 
the north elevation.  The door is a painted flush metal door in fair condition.  All doors feature wide 
detailed trim that is heavily coated with many layers of paint and should be stripped to sound 
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substrate, primed and repainted.  The horizontal trim above the eastern door of the north elevation 
features a metal drip cap that is not completely intact.  Drip caps should be maintained to protect 
trim from moisture and deterioration. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain the existing doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the wood door trim.  
Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  
Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical residue 
before priming and painting.  Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Paint the steel lintels 
with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint.  Assume 16 sf. 

• If desired, consider replacing all doors with historically appropriate doors.  Assume one 
double-door, and two single doors.  If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as 
well. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges. 

• Replace missing or damaged metal drip caps above wood door trim.  Assume 6 sf. 
 

   
Figure 0124.15, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation, Aluminum storefront entry door 
with original fan light. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0124.16, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, North Elevation. Accessibble entry door at ramp 
and landing. Note areas of extensive brick replacement 
and repairs with Portland cement mortar. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Porch 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main entrance is accessed through a porch located on the west elevation of the south wing.  The 
porch features simplified and stylized classical Tuscan order trim of painted wood, with a parged and 
painted pediment tympanum.  The outer corners of the pediment’s raking cornice consist of painted 
formed metal that make up the end caps of the gutters serving the roof of the porch. The porch 
features painted iron railings with pickets that fill the space between the column and pilaster.  The 
railings are in poor condition, with the south railing’s top rail separating along a seam likely due to 
oxide jacking.  A granite block is used as both the top step and sill at the entry door.  The granite is 
in good condition.  The porch floor and steps are laid with brick which is worn and damaged 
primarily where the heaviest traffic.  Deicing slats may be accelerating damage to the bricks and 
products used for deicing should be reviewed or not used. There is no handrail at the steps from the 
sidewalk to the landing at the door. 
 

  
Figure 0124.17, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation, Porch cornice. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 
 

Figure 0124.18, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation, Porch . Note wide gaps between 
wood trim and brick filled with cualking. Note 
deteriorate brick ar front entry. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Scrape and paint entire porch.  Repair small cracks and holes with epoxy.  Assume 4 sf. 
• Remove large areas of caulk or caulking of joints wider that ¼ inch.  Wide joints should be 

repaired with wood patching epoxy and smaller joints neatly sealed.  Assume 45 lf. 
• Repair iron railings.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and 

repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation 
prior to recoating.  Assume 10 lf. 

• Consider installing handrails at the porch steps for safety.  Assume 2 painted steel handrails. 
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Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The gutters on the all elevations are built into the cornice.  The gutters are copper with an aged 
brown patina and downspouts, which are painted to match the building trim, appear to be 
aluminum.  The gutters are generally in good condition with the exception of the main gutter on the 
west elevation which is sagging in the middle.  This is likely the result of snow or ice sliding off the 
roof and hitting the gutter.  Snow guards are present at some roof locations, but the two largest roof 
areas lack snow guards.  Many of the downspouts connect to an underground storm water removal 
system, but it unclear where the system is and if it is functioning properly.  The downspouts that are 
connected to the underground system have been permanently sealed to the downspout boots 
without cleanouts to access and clear clogs in the system.  The downspouts are generally in good 
condition with a few exceptions.  The downspout located adjacent to the western door of the north 
elevation discharges directly onto the concrete landing and has been damaged at the bottom spout.  
To keep the bottom spout from damage due to foot traffic and to mitigate any hazards due to 
freezing water on the landing, this downspout could be relocated towards the eastern end of the 
building and discharged into the adjacent planting bed.  The downspout located adjacent to the 
accessible stairs and ramp at the northwest corner of the building discharges directly onto the water 
table of the foundation and a portion has been cut away at its bottom spout in an attempt to direct 
water away from the building.  The downspout bottom spout should be reconfigured to discharge 
and direct water away from the building.  Biological growth, missing mortar, and moisture 
penetration issues are occurring at most downspout locations. 
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Figure 0124.19, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, East Elevation, Detail of downspout at 
connection to underground stormwater system. Nore 
dampness and biological growth around downspout. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0124.20, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation. Detail of downspout at west 
areaway and connection to underground stormwater 
syste. Note standing water and biological growth . 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 

 
Figure 0124.21, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation, Damaged gutter to left of center 
downspout. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0124.22, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, South Elevation, Detail of Gutter at Entry Porch. 
Note repairs made with cualking. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
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lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris. 

• Install snow guards at all roof areas feeding into a gutter. 
• Install cleanouts at downspout boot connections.  Seven downspout boots. 
• Consider relocating the northeast downspout towards the east end of the building. 
• Replace damaged downspouts or downspout components metal downspouts in kind.  

Assume 12 lf. 
 
Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation gable end and entry porch features a prominent cornice of classical design.  The 
east and north gable ends features smaller and more simplified raking cornices.  The cornices are 
generally in good condition, but exhibit specific issues that should be addressed.  Overall the paint is 
in fair condition, however many thick layers of paint are present.  Previous painting has overpainted 
older, cracked and alligatored paint surfaces without proper preparation prior to the repainting.  
Several large gaps have opened up at the mitered joints between the wood trim components.  Large 
gaps have opened up between the wood porch pilasters and the masonry walls where the gaps have 
been thickly caulked.  Horizontal projecting surfaces of cornice returns appear to be missing the 
metal flashing. 
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Figure 0124.23, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, South Elevation, Detail of Bell Tower and Upper 
Cornice. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
 

Figure 0124.24, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation. Detail of Upper and Lower 
Cornices. Note broken trim and wide gaps of miter at 
upper cornice. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 684 sf. 

• Consider stripping paint down to bare wood to prepare for repainting.  Assume 684 sf. 
• Reinstall missing flashing at horizontal projecting surfaces of cornice returns.  Assume 4 sf. 
• As needed, patch open joints larger than ¼ inch between wood trim with wood patching 

material.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 2 sf. 
• Consider removing the excessive caulking and patch the wide gaps between the wood 

pilasters and brick masonry.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Neatly caulk 
open joint smaller than ¼ inch. 

 
Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The site of The LSEE Elementary Education Center is urban in nature, with the site separated from 
the public sidewalks to the south and to the west by a short wrought iron picket fence and abutting a 
landscaped and hardscaped academic campus plaza to the north and east.  The iron fence is in fair 
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condition.  Surrounding the foundation includes a planted bed with low growing groundcover and 
low shrubbery at the south elevation and a mulched bed mostly without plantings at the west 
elevation.  A small tree in poor condition stands near the front entry sidewalk.  The north portion of 
the site is largely paved with concrete sidewalks, stairs and an accessible ramp and painted metal 
handrails and guardrails which are in good condition.  The north site also features several low cast 
stone capped brick retaining walls that form long planters at various heights with both deciduous 
and evergreen shrubbery.  The plantings at this location screen an above ground transformer.  A low 
wrought iron picket fence surrounds the north and east sides of the basement stair well adjacent to 
the planters.  The mulching and soil of site has built up to the point of burying the bottom of the 
iron pickets. This will hold moisture against the metal and will contribute to   The retaining wall 
planters are of more recent construction and are in good condition.  The low cast stone capped 
brick retaining wall and planter separate the east side of the site from the campus plaza.  West 
areaway retaining wall is cracked and the center section is bowing inward by 10 inches.  The 
concrete and masonry site elements exhibit moderate areas of biological growth particularly at the 
north portion of the site and within the areaways and basement stairwell. 
 

   
Figure 0124.25, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation, Detail of Failing Areaway 
Retaining Wall. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0124.26, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 
0124, West Elevation. Detail of Iron Fencing. Note 
downspout beyond emptying onto foundation 
watertable. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• There are currently foundation plantings around the south and east margin of the building; 

this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building. 

• Remove small tree at west entry. 
• Remove excess mulch and soil around base of iron fencing. 
• Consult a structural engineer for repair of the failed west areaway retaining wall and to verify 

that the east areaway retaining wall can sustain the lateral forces acting on it.  If required, 
reinforce retaining wall.  Repair and repoint brick walls as required.  Assume 200 sf. 

• Remove biological growth from the brick walk using gentlest means possible.  Implement a 
maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure that not vines are growing on 
the building.  Assume 1,000 sf. 

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may 
be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 100 lf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1924 – Floor Plans 
 

 
Figure 0124.27, LSEE Elementary Education Center (Formerly First Unitarian Church), 0124, Basement Plan 
1924, Edwin J. Lewis, Jr., Architect, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0124.28, LSEE Elementary Education Center (Formerly First Unitarian Church), 0124, Ground Floor Plan 
1924, Edwin J. Lewis, Jr., Architect, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0124.29, LSEE Elementary Education Center (Formerly First Unitarian Church), 0124, Boiler Room Plan 
1924, Edwin J. Lewis, Jr., Architect, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0124.30, LSEE Elementary Education Center (Formerly First Unitarian Church), 0124, Elevation on Floyd Ave. 
1924, Edwin J. Lewis, Jr., Architect, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0124.31, LSEE Elementary Education Center (Formerly First Unitarian Church), 0124, Rear and Side Elevations 
1924, Edwin J. Lewis, Jr., Architect, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0124.32, LSEE Elementary Education Center (Formerly First Unitarian Church), 0124, Elevation on North 
Harrison Street, 1924, Edwin J. Lewis, Jr., Architect, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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Figure 0124.33, LSEE Elementary Education Center (Formerly First Unitarian Church), 0124, Sections 
1924, Edwin J. Lewis, Jr., Architect, Courtesy Library of Virginia 
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1981 – New Entrance Porch 
 

 
Figure 0124.34, LSEE Elementary Education Center, 0124, New Entrance Porch, Elevations 
1981, Interplan 
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Chapter 3.34: Existing Conditions 
0184 Richard T. Robertson Alumni House
 

 
Figure 0184.1, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House, 
0184, Key Plan Map- Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

      

 
Figure 0184.2, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House, 
0184, South Elevation, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

Site Description 
Richard T. Robertson Alumni House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia 
Commonwealth University at the north side of West Franklin Street between Harrison and Shafer 
Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south 
perimeter of the site.  The building adjoins Buford House to the east and a non-VCU-affiliated row 
house to the west.  At the south (front) elevation, a stone border divides the house lot from the 
sidewalk, which is of brick laid in a herringbone pattern.  A mulch planting bed abuts the front 
(south) elevation and is planted with shrubbery, a small tree, and other small plantings.  A concrete 
step is set into the stone border and a stamped concrete walkway accesses the steps to the main 
entry.  A section of the lot immediately behind the building is bordered by a whitewashed wood 
fence with brick piers, which encloses a brick patio.  North of the fenced area is an asphalt-paved 
parking lot with two parking spots.  A Belgian block-paved alley forms the north perimeter of the lot 
and parallels West Franklin Street. 
 
Summary Description of Richard T. Robertson Alumni House 
Richard T. Robertson Alumni House is a two-and-one-half-story, two-bay-wide building with a 
basement and two-story, rear, brick section and currently contains staff offices and meeting space 
for the VCU Alumni Association.  The building was designed circa 1900 as a private residence in the 
Richardsonian Romanesque style, and over the years has served as a doctor’s office, apartments, and 
home to Richmond Professional Institute and VCU students.  It is a modified rectangle in plan and 
is constructed of brick, with brownstone trim at the front elevation.  A slate mansard roof is located 
at the front elevation, and the remainder of the building is covered with a low-sloped membrane 
roof.  Brick interior chimneys are located at either corner of the mansard, and an additional brick 
interior chimney is located behind each of these chimneys.  Rusticated ashlar brownstone clads the 
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first story of the front elevation, and the east bay contains a two-story, three-sided bay window 
capped with a three-sided dormer with partial conical roof.  The second story of the bay window has 
a pent roof.  Both the conical and pent roof are clad in slate shingles.  The one-story, one-bay-wide 
front porch is located in the west bay and features four rusticated brownstone columns with cushion 
capitals with drilled ornament.  The porch has a hipped, standing-seam metal roof and a dentiled, 
painted metal cornice.  All of the windows at the front elevation are 1/1, wood, hung windows, and 
the second-story bay and dormer windows have brownstone lintels.  A pair of typical windows 
above the porch is crowned by an arched stained glass transom and is contained within a basket-
arched opening with arched hood molding.  Above this window is a gable with metal cornice and 
brick corbeling underneath the cornice.  A small, round-arched, 1/1 wood window with arched 
hood molding is located in the gable end.  Windows at the rear two-story addition are typically 6/6 
or 1/1 wood windows.  A metal fire escape at the east elevation of the rear section leads from a 
second-story door to ground level.  A porch deck accessed by a short flight of metal stairs and a 
ramp is located at the south end of the east elevation.  Additional metal stairs at the south end of the 
porch deck lead to an areaway, which accesses the basement. 
 

  
Figure 0184.3, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House, 
0184, East Elevation.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  

Figure 0184.4, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House, 
0184, North Elevation, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation is of rusticated brownstone at the front elevation and brick at the remaining 
elevations.  All foundations exhibit atmospheric soiling.  Typical conditions at the brick include 
mortar loss, biological growth, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  The brownstone 
exhibits mild atmospheric soiling, but is overall in good condition.  The majority of the foundation 
at the east elevation of the rear two-story section exhibits heavy biological growth and splashback.  
The splashback is attributable to hard pavement directly abutting the foundation in this location.  
Portions of this elevation exhibit efflorescence.  A rusted steel angle is located at the ramp at the rear 
elevation and may be a structural concern.  An areaway containing the stairs to the basement entry is 
located adjacent to the north elevation of the front section of the building.  The areaway walls 
exhibit heavy efflorescence, biological growth, mortar deterioration, and poorly-executed patching 
throughout.  The downspout at the north areaway wall appears to be leaking, as the downspout 
penetration at the brick is surrounded by biological growth.  At the north elevation of the rear two-
story section, a large area of the foundation exhibits Portland cement repointing of poor 
workmanship.  A former basement window opening below this area is infilled with brick.  
 

  
Figure 0184.5, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.6, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,  
0184, East Elevation.  Detail of foundation.   0184, East Elevation.  Detail of foundation.   
Note biological growth and splash back.    Note rusty steel angle at intersection of wall and grade. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick foundation as necessary, with particular attention to areas that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 580 sf. 

• The brownstone foundation is overall in good condition.  When stone and/or mortar begins 
to fail, repair and repoint as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 100 sf. 

• Clean all foundations to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Assume 875 sf. 
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• Assume 440 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The front elevation of the building is constructed of pressed brick with rusticated brownstone at the 
first story and brownstone trim at the upper stories.  The remaining elevations are constructed of 
plain brick.  At the north elevation of the building’s front section, the third story is covered with 
horizontal wood siding.  The brick at the front elevation is overall in better condition than the brick 
at the secondary elevations, with the exception of mortar loss and areas of inappropriate Portland 
cement repointing.  One of the brownstone voussoirs at the second-story arched window is severely 
delaminated, possibly due to moisture running down the hood mold above.  The area is patched 
with a poorly-executed plastic stone repair, which is deteriorating.  Other areas of brownstone trim 
exhibit mortar loss.  The brownstone sills at the dormer and second story of the bay window exhibit 
heavy biological growth, moisture staining, and inappropriate caulk repointing.  Many areas of the 
brownstone wall have been repointed with a reddish-tinted mortar.  There is moisture staining and 
mortar loss at the wall adjacent to the southeast downspout, indicating a possible downspout leak.  
Remnants of an insect nest are located at the brownstone lintel above the front door.   
 
Typical brick conditions at the secondary elevations include atmospheric soiling, mortar loss, 
efflorescence, and inappropriate repointing with Portland cement.  These conditions are significant 
at the east elevation, particularly adjacent to the first-story set of metal stairs; on either side of a 
construction joint; and at the brick surrounding the door openings.  The east elevation brick and 
mortar exhibits pockmarks throughout.  At the north elevation, Portland cement repointing is most 
evident at the heads of the first-story door and adjacent window; this repointing is beginning to fail.  
A rusted anchor is located adjacent to the door, and external sprinklers are located at the head of the 
door and adjacent window.  At the rear elevation of the building’s front section, the wood siding is 
cracked and the wood trim below is detaching from the wall.  Also in this location, the brick 
immediately below the roofline exhibits washed-out mortar, indicating moisture infiltration, likely 
due to a roof drainage issue.  Above the two-story section’s roof, the adjacent brick wall is covered 
with improperly-applied mastic, which may be permitting moisture infiltration. 
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Figure 0184.7, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.8, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, East Elevation.  Detail of brick walls.   0184, South Elevation.  Detail of brownstone and brick 
Note construction joint and Portland repointing.  walls.  Note tinted repointing at brownstone. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint brick as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 3,125 sf. 

• The brownstone wall is overall in good condition.  When stone and/or mortar begins to fail, 
repair and repoint as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  Assume 425 sf. 

• Repair and repoint all stone trim, including window sills and lintels, as necessary.  Follow 
stone repair guidelines.  Assume 40 sf. 

• Create replica of intact ornamental brownstone voussoir at second-story arched window at 
south elevation, and install in place of damaged voussoir.      

• Remove all anchors, unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls.  
Assume 975 sf. 

• Clean the walls (including stone window sills and stone trim) to remove biological sediments 
and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible. Assume 4,800 sf.   

•  
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• . 
• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint wood siding.  Replace any rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Assume 225 sf. 
• Repair wood trim below wood siding at north elevation.  As needed, scrape and paint trim.  

Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation 
procedures.  Assume 10 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Four chimneys. 

• Engage a roofing professional to examine potential moisture infiltration issues and flashing 
conditions at the top of the brick walls at the north elevation (including area adjacent to 
wood siding and area above two-story section roof).  Pending these investigations, 
implement the roofing professional’s recommendations.  

• Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the rear ramp.  Pending this 
investigation, implement the structural engineer’s recommendations.  

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The majority of the windows are in fair condition with the exception of paint loss and/or fading 
paint; this condition varies in severity and is also found at wood sills.  The second-story, east-facing 
window at the south bay window is cracked at the top pane.  The windows at the south dormer 
exhibit heavy paint loss, and the brick at the reveals is covered with paint from previous window 
painting campaigns.  The first-story, south-facing window at the south bay window exhibits severe 
paint loss and rot at the wood sill.  The adjacent bushes keep the area in constant shade, and the 
brownstone sill is not adequately angled to shed water, causing the wood sill to rot.  The wood sills 
of the stained glass window at the east elevation and the easternmost, second-story, 6/6 window at 
the north elevation also exhibit rot. 
 
None of the windows had A/C units at the time of the condition assessment.  The approximate 
total number of windows is 29.   
 
The south elevation features 14 windows.  The windows are all typical, 1/1, wood, hung sash.  The 
pair of windows above the front porch has an arched, stained glass transom, and the window at the 
gable end is round-arched.  A basement window and a louvered opening are located at the bay 
window.  All windows have stone sills, and the windows at the first story, bay window, and dormer 
have brownstone lintels.  The windows on this elevation range from approximately 4 sf to 29 sf.    
 
The east elevation features four windows.  These include one 6/6 and two 1/1, wood, hung sash 
and one stained glass lunette.  The windows have painted wood sills.  Several window openings at 
this elevation have been infilled with brick.  The windows on this elevation range from 
approximately 6 sf to 21 sf.    
 
The north elevation features 11 windows.  These include three 6/6 and five 1/1 wood, hung sash, 
and three 1/1 vinyl replacement windows at the third story of the building’s front section.  The 
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windows at the first two stories are contained in segmental-arched openings and have painted wood 
sills.  Several basement window openings at this elevation have been infilled with brick.  The 
windows on this elevation range from approximately 18 sf to 20 sf.    
 
Architectural recommendation: 

• As needed, scrape, prime, and paint all wood window sills.  Replace any rotted or missing 
wood in kind when necessary.  Assume 15 sf.   

 
The Window Levels of Repair, noted for the majority of buildings in this report, are not applicable 
to the vinyl replacement windows found at Richard T. Robertson Alumni House.  The vinyl 
windows are typically in good condition and should be retained.  When the windows deteriorate, 
replace them with historically appropriate wood or aluminum-wrapped wood windows. 
 

  
Figure 0184.9, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.10, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, South Elevation.  Detail of window.     0184, North Elevation.  Detail of window.  Note 
Note brownstone lintel and fading and flaking paint.  flaking paint, rot, and missing glazing compound. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0184.11, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House   Figure 0184.12, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, East Elevation.  Detail of stained glass window.  0184, North Elevation.  Detail of vinyl window.   
Note sprinkler above the window.    Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    
 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The front door is of wood construction with a stained finish and features one glazed panel over six 
square panels.  The door features a leaded glass transom and wood trim with a decorative molding 
between the door and transom.  The stained finish is scratched and faded throughout, and the trim 
exhibits minor paint loss.  The door at the north elevation is of wood construction and features 15 
lights at the door, a one-light transom, wood trim, and a metal kickplate.  The door and trim exhibit 
minor paint loss, but otherwise are in good condition.  At the east elevation, all of the doors are 
contained in segmental-arched openings.  There are two first-story doors, each of which features 
one glazed panel over six square panels, a one-light transom, and wood trim.  The north door 
exhibits minor paint loss and soiling, but otherwise is in good condition.  The south door exhibits 
more significant paint loss, particularly near the door handle.  The basement door is located in the 
areaway, and another door leads from the second story to the fire escape. 
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Figure 0184.13, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.14, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, South Elevation.  Detail of main entrance.  0184, East Elevation.  Detail of historic rear door. 
Note worn finish at door and flaking paint at trim.  Note flaking paint and retrofitted kickplate. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The doors should be maintained.  Assume six doors.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical 
residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Clean, then 
scrape and re-paint or re-finish wood doors as required.   

• Maintain any existing metal non-historic doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint doors 
and trim. 

• Restore hardware. Assume six sets of hardware. 
• If desired, consider replacing any non-historic doors with historically appropriate doors. If 

this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well.   
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges.   
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The brownstone at the front porch exhibits biological growth and mortar loss, which are significant 
at the stone stair balustrade.  The beadboard ceiling exhibits minor cracks and separation, but is 
overall in good condition.  There are insect nests inside the drilled ornament at the column capitals.  
The stamped concrete porch floor has several small patches of rust underneath the metal bench but 
otherwise is in good condition.  The paint is faded at the dentiled metal porch cornice, and the 
brownstone steps have small areas of loss at the risers.  A quarter-turn metal fire escape wraps 
around the northeast corner of the building and exhibits paint loss and soiling throughout.  The 
metal posts at the fire escape are streaked with oxidation.  A porch deck at the east elevation is 
accessed by a short flight of metal stairs and a ramp.  An additional set of metal stairs with metal 
balustrade leads down to the basement areaway.  The deck, stairs, and ramp have metal balustrades, 
handrails, and framing members.  The metal components exhibit paint loss, soiling, and rust.  The 
wood lattice underneath the porch exhibits biological growth and soiling.  A heavily rusted steel 
angle at the ramp, in addition to rust at the framing members of the ramp, may be structural 
concerns. 
 

  
Figure 0184.15, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.16, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, South Elevation.  Detail of main entrance porch.  0184, North Elevation.  Detail of stamped concrete  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects finish at front porch floor.  Photograph 2016, 

Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0184.17, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.18, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, South Elevation.  Detail of modern porch,  0184, North Elevation.  Detail of rear fire escape. 
stairs, and ramp at rear of the building.   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects    
 

  
Figure 0184.19, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.20, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, South Elevation.  Detail of rear ramp.  Note   0184, South Elevation.  Detail of front porch railings.   
damaged stamped concrete floor.  Photograph 2016,  Note mortar loss and biological growth. 
Commonwealth Architects     Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint stone at front porch as required, following the stone repair guidelines.  
Assume 150 sf. 
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• Repair metal railings, stairs, and other metal components at front porch, rear ramp and 
porch, and rear fire escape.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and 
repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation 
prior to recoating.  Railings: assume 140 lf.  Stairs: assume 260 sf. 

• Repair stamped concrete flooring at front porch, rear porch deck, and rear ramp as 
necessary.  Patch with concrete to match as necessary.  Consider replacing the finish with a 
simpler, more durable concrete finish.  Assume 450 sf. 

• Repair the beadboard front porch ceiling as necessary.  Clean and repaint with primer and 
two coats of high-quality exterior grade paint.  Assume 65 sf. 

• Clean all porches to remove biological sediments, rust, and dirt.  Use the gentlest means 
possible.  Ensure that all insect nests at front porch column capitals are removed.  Assume 
1,600 sf.   

• Assume 800 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly 
stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is 
complete. 

• Remove the paint from metal front porch cornice and conduct rust remediation.  Patch 
metal in kind at any areas of loss.  Prime with a rust inhibiting primer and repaint with a 
minimum of two coats of paint.  Assume 35 sf. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The building has built-in gutters and round, smooth metal downspouts.  At the south elevation, the 
gutters and/or downspouts flanking the gable may be undersized or clogged and overflowing, 
judging from significant mortar loss at the adjacent brick.  The downspout at the north elevation of 
the front section exhibits paint loss and appears to tie into an underground stormwater management 
system.  Biological growth and efflorescence at the foundation adjacent to the downspout boot 
indicate a possible leak.  The knuckle at this downspout appears to be newer and may have 
addressed any leaks, but should be monitored to ensure the issue has been resolved.  The gutters at 
the secondary elevations are built into wood box cornices.   
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Figure 0184.21, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.22, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, South Elevation.  Detail of gutter and downspout. 0184, North Elevation.  Detail of downspout and boot 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   in areaway.  Note biological growth and efflorescence  

at adjacent walls.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system.  
Consult a civil engineer in the design of a new storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Given the historic importance and condition of the building, the existing gutters, flashing, 
and downspout system should be evaluated by an architect to ensure that the system is 
adequately sized and that water is properly tying into the storm water management system. 

• Pending the evaluation by the architect and civil engineer, design and implement new 
gutters, downspouts, and a storm water management system.  While some gutters and 
downspouts may be repaired, new gutters and downspouts may be required in order to 
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satisfy the volume of water that has to be shed.  Any new downspouts and gutters shall be 
metal in keeping with the historic character of the building.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The cornices are painted metal at the south (front) elevation and painted wood at the remaining 
elevations.  The cornices typically exhibit faded paint and/or paint loss throughout and some areas 
of moisture staining.  The metal cornice at the second story of the south bay window exhibits 
separation and paint loss at the corners.  At the east elevation, the wood fascia at the box cornice 
exhibits large horizontal cracks.  The narrow wood fascia at the rear two-story section exhibits paint 
loss. 
 

  
Figure 0184.23, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.24, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, South Elevation.  Detail of metal cornices.  0184, North Elevation.  Detail of metal cornice and  
Note flaking paint.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  brick detailing at bay window.  Photograph 2016, 
Architects      Commonwealth Architects 
 

  
Figure 0184.25, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.26, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, South Elevation.  Detail of dentiled metal  0184, East Elevation.  Detail of wood cornice and  
cornice at the main entrance porch.    integral box gutter at rear section of the building. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean all cornices of dirt and mold.  Assume 210 sf. 
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• Remove the paint from all metal cornices and conduct rust remediation.  Patch metal in kind 
at any areas of loss.  Prime with a rust inhibiting primer and repaint with a minimum of two 
coats of paint.  Assume 70 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 140 sf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Shrubs are located close to the south elevation and in some locations are holding moisture against 
the foundation and windows.  The walkway leading to the front steps is cracked adjacent to the 
bottom step.  The brick patio adjacent to the north and east elevations exhibits biological growth 
and soiling, which are heavier in the shaded areas underneath the fire escape and adjacent to the east 
elevation.  At the rear fence, the whitewash is deteriorating or was applied unevenly. A large, 
rectangular area is not whitewashed and appears to have been the former location of a parking sign.  
The brick piers at the fence exhibit atmospheric soiling and inappropriate repointing with Portland 
cement.  The metal framing members of the fence are rusted and exhibit paint loss. 
 

  
Figure 0184.27, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.28, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, North Elevation.  Detail of fencing and parking  0184, South Elevation.  Detail of site fencing; note  
lot behind building.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  unevenly-applied whitewash at wood and atmospheric 
Architects      soiling at pier.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  
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Figure 0184.29, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   Figure 0184.30, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House,   
0184, South Elevation.  Detail of stamped concrete  0184, North Elevation.  Detail of brick patio, located  
walkway, brownstone border, and proximity of  within the site fencing.  Note biological growth. 
site plantings. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings at the south margin of the building; this practice 
should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from 
building. 

• Consider removing the paved areas immediately adjacent to the building.  If pavement is 
desired due to programmatic requirements, consider replacing the paved areas with 
permeable pavers.  If not, repair the existing paved surface and ensure and water is positively 
drained away from the building.  Assume 260 sf.    

• Repair crack at stamped concrete walkway leading to front porch.  Consider replacing the 
finish with a simpler, more durable concrete finish.  Assume 30 sf. 

• Remove biological growth and soiling from walkway leading to front porch and from brick 
patio.  Assume 1,320 sf.   

• Repair and repoint brick piers at fencing as necessary, with particular attention to areas of 
the wall that have received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the 
mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing 
joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. 
Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 265 
sf. 

• Repair existing metal components of fencing. Minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 230 lf. 

• Clean fencing to remove biological sediments and dirt.  Use the gentlest means possible.  
Assume 1,560 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood fencing.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  
Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures. Assume 1,100 sf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1999 – Repairs 
 

 
Figure 0184.31, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House, 0184, Repairs, Elevations 
1999, RGA/SSA Architects 
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Figure 0184.32, Richard T. Robertson Alumni House, 0184, Repairs, Elevations 
1999, RGA/SSA Architects 
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Chapter 3.35: Existing Conditions 
0201 Moseley House
 

 
Figure 0201.1, Moseley House, 0201, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

 
Figure 0201.2, Moseley House, 0201, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Moseley House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the 
corner of Grove Avenue and North Linden Street.  The site is urban and features minimal planting.  
Other buildings within the same block include Academic Learning Commons, James W. Black 
Music Center, and the LSEE Elementary Education Center.  At the north and east (street-facing) 
elevations, a low granite curb wall divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of brick laid in a 
herringbone pattern.  Mulch planting beds abut the front (north) elevation and part of the east 
elevation and are planted with shrubbery and other small plantings.  A magnolia tree is located in the 
northwest corner of the lot.  A stamped concrete-paved walkway in a Belgian block pattern accesses 
the main entry at the north elevation and leads to a wood, handicapped-accessible ramp along the 
west elevation.  Several mature trees are located adjacent to the building to the northwest and south.  
Behind the building, the lot is bordered by a wood fence at the east perimeter and a brick wall at the 
west perimeter.  A Belgian block-paved alley forms the south perimeter of the lot and parallels 
Grove Avenue. 
 
Summary Description of Moseley House 
Moseley House is a two-and-one-half-story, three-bay-wide building with a basement and numerous 
rear, two-story additions and currently contains the Equity and Access Services unit.  The building 
was designed circa 1900 in the Queen Anne style.  The building was obtained by Virginia 
Commonwealth University by 1999.  It is a modified rectangle in plan with the additions extending 
to the south and southwest of the main building.  Moseley House is of brick construction and has a 
slate mansard roof at the front elevation; the remainder of the building has a flat membrane roof. 
Nearly half of the west wall of the building is attached to a neighboring building on the adjacent 
privately held property at 1003 Grove Avenue.  The west elevation features a metal fire escape stair 
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that was added ca. 2000.  A door was installed at a modified third floor window to access the fire 
escape and the fire escape stair then extends down to a door installed at a modified window at the 
second floor where occupants can reenter the building.  Two brick, exterior end chimneys are 
located along the east elevation and one along the west elevation.  Two internal brick chimneys are 
located on the west elevation and one on the south elevation.  The full-width, one-story front porch 
is of wood construction and has six turned posts, a low balustrade with turned balusters, a 
modillioned cornice with spindlework below, and a hipped slate roof.  A short flight of granite steps 
accesses the porch and front door, which is located in the westernmost bay.  The front elevation is 
further elaborated by a dentiled brick and metal cornice underneath the mansard roof.  Windows are 
typically 1/1, hung wood windows set in segmental-arched openings.  Most windows, except those 
at the front elevation, have rusticated stone sills. The basement windows at the east elevation are 
boarded up.  The front elevation contains a typical window in each bay of the first and second 
stories, except for a pair of narrower, 1/1 windows located above the front door.  At the east bay of 
the mansard roof is a wide, gabled dormer with a 1/1, hung wood window flanked by two smaller, 
one-light windows.  A shed-roofed dormer containing a 1/1, hung wood window is located in the 
west bay. The rear two-story, brick, rectangular addition has a projection at the southeast corner that 
is brick at the first story and frame at the second story.  The frame section is five-sided and has 
multiple 6/6, hung wood windows.  An angled wall adjacent to the north wall of the projection 
contains a paneled wood door that is glazed at the top half and has a transom.  Above the door is a 
hood supported by decorative wood brackets with pendants.  The door is accessed by a short flight 
of brick stairs with a metal rail.  The rear elevation of the addition has a 1/1, hung wood window 
with stained glass lower sash in the easternmost bay, and at the second story are three, 4/4 windows.  
A wood door with transom is located in the westernmost bay and is accessed by a short flight of 
metal stairs.  A former door opening two bays east of this door is infilled and now contains a 1/1 
window.  A brick, three-bay garage is located in the southeast corner of the lot. 
 

 
Figure 0201.3, Moseley House, 0201, West Elevation, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.
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Figure 0201.4, Moseley House, 0201, East Elevation. 
Note ivy growth on masonry wall. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0201.5, Moseley House, 0201, South Elevation. 
Note biological growth and rotting wood fencing. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0201.6, Moseley House, 0201, West Elevation. 
Northwest corner of 3-story building. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0201.7, Moseley House, 0201, West Elevation. 
Southwest corner of 2-story addition at connection to 
adjacent building. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundations are constructed of brick, which is laid in a common bond with varying header 
courses, though the foundations at the north and east elevations is largely hidden by the porch and 
wood rampstructure.  The porch foundation consists of at least three 12 inch by 12 inch brick piers.  
It is unknown if additional piers exist behind front steps due to the west foundation being obscured 
by the guardrail of the ramp.  Portions of the east elveation sits several inches above and away from 
the adjacent brick sidewalk where a low granite curb creats a low planted bed at the foundaiton.  
Portions of the foundation along the east elevation are exposed directly to the adjacent sidewalk, 
these areas exhibit overall mortar loss and dampness due to splash back, up to 12 to 15 inches above 
the sidewalk.  Foundations adjacent to planted areas also exhibit missing and deteriorated mortar, 
dampness and biological growth.  Several penetration through the foundation wall are seen at the 
east elevation including original iron brick vents and iron coal door, other vents, grilles, fire sprinkler 
alarm bell and hose bib.  Several of these penetrations require attention to the weatherproofing of 
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the through wall openings which may be addressed with repoint or with installation of new 
escutcheons or flanges specific to the equipment requirements. 
 

  
Figure 0201.8, Moseley House, 0201, East Elevation. 
Detail of foundation. Note deteriorated and missing 
mortar, gaps at penetrations, Portland cement mortar, 
spalled brick., and dirt and biological growth below 
window sill (not seen) above boarded up basement 
window. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0201.9, Moseley House, 0201, West Elevation. 
Detail of foundation. Note deteriorated and missing 
mortar and moisture retension at foundation 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture.  Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 325 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 800 sf. 
• Replace and seal as missing escutcheons, collars, flanges at through wall penetrations. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The walls are primarily constructed of brick laid in common bond with header courses varying 
between six and seven courses.  Windows located in the masonry walls feature brick segmental 
arches, with the exception of the grouped triple window seen on the east elevation, which features a 
rusticated stone lintel.  Cracking, minor displacement and repointing of previous cracks are seen 
above and around many of the arched window openings.  Specific attention should be paid to these 
areas and may require consulting a structural engineer. 
 
The primary (north) elevation is entirely painted.  The condition of the painted surfaces vary 
depending on location.  The painted masonry exposed to weather above and around the porch is in 
fair to poor condition and is beginning to exhibit deterioration and peeling, especially at the top 
painted pattern bond forming part of the cornice, while the painted masonry protected from the 
weather under the porch roof is in very good condition.  Cracks are seen in the mortar joints above 
the paired windows of the west bay.  A small portion of a north-facing two-story elevation is seen 
setback 37 feet from the primary elevation.  This elevation is dominated by a metal fire escape at the 
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second-floor level and exist door at the first-floor level.  Due to its northern exposure and several 
adjacent deciduous and evergreen trees that shade this elevation, the masonry exhibits retained 
moisture and heavy biological growth, especially below the fire escape.  Areas of Portland mortar are 
seen around the modified openings of the fire escape and exit doors.  The northwest corner of the 
two-story west elevation exhibits an area of more significant mortar loss and moisture retention, 
with biological growth.  This is the result of a missing fascia board and deteriorated roof edge 
condition. 
 

  
Figure 0201.10, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, upper wall, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.  
 

Figure 0201.11, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, lower wall and porch, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0201.12, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, west location, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.  

Figure 0201.13, Moseley House, 0201, Northwest 
Elevation at two-story addition. Note missing fascia 
board and roof edge Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.

 
The east elevation exhibits hairline cracking and mortar loss at individual mortar joints across the 
entire elevation, as well as some specific areas of more concentrated cracking and mortar 
deterioration, primarily above and below windows.  Areas of recent repointing is showing hairline 
cracks and the repointed parapet exhibits retained moisture in the areas of repointing and below.  
Inspections should be made to the parapet to determine if the condition of the roofing, flashing or 
parapet coping or parging is causing the moisture issue, and repair as needed.  These areas should be 
more closely reviewed and addressed again.  The same areas of deteriorated mortar below windows 
and below the parapet also show dirt build-up and biological growth.  Areas of previous repointing 
include areas of brick replacement, and while much of the replacement brick is a fair match to the 
building, several individual bricks are not a good match to the surrounding masonry and should be 
considered for replacement.  Several vents have been installed through the masonry wall of the east 
elevation, two of which have been heavily caulked around their perimeters.  Excessive caulking 
should be removed and replaced.  The east elevation also exhibits areas of biological growth near the 
foundations and around downspouts, including ivy used as groundcover, which has started to grow 
up the walls, several feet in one area.  A large and obtrusive site light is located adjacent to the angled 
door at the southeast project of the building.  The northeast and northwest corners of the building 
feature two decorative iron anchor plates, typically used with masonry tie rods, on each elevation 
and are rusting.  The location of the anchor plates corresponds with the second- and third-floor 
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levels.  Moisture at upper wall and parapet requires further investigation by a roofing consultant to 
inspect roof flashing or parapet coping for repairs. 
 

  
Figure 0201.14, Moseley House, 0201, East Elevation, 
Detail of moisture and biological growth. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects.  

Figure 0201.15, Moseley House, 0201, East Elevation, 
Detail at northeast corner. Note decorative anchor 
plate. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0201.16, Moseley House, 0201, East Elevation, 
Detail of moisture and biological growth. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects.  

Figure 0201.17, Moseley House, 0201, East Elevation, 
Southeast two-story Addition. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

 
The south elevation of the three-story portion of the main building is in similar condition seen on 
the east elevation.  The south elevation of the two-story addition is in fair condition exhibiting small 
areas of missing and deteriorated mortar and cracking of mortar joints similar to the conditions of 
the east elevation.  Several unused connectors are located near the southeast corner.  A recently 
installed electrical panel and conduit is located on the southeast corner where temporary shrouding 
of the electrical service line remains.  Exceptions to the brick construction are the second floor of 
the southeast addition and a portion of the south wall of the 3rd floor, which is clad in slate shingles.  
The slate shingle siding at the southwest corner is in fair condition though there are several loose 
and missing shingles.  Vertical joints are heavily caulked or tarred at the joint between the slate 
shingle siding and the brick masonry of the third-floor south elevation, as well as the upper slate 
exhibit dark caulking of tarring over the shingle nails. 
 
The second-floor addition at the southeast corner of the building which is frame construction sided 
with painted flat wood board trim, vertical wood tongue and groove siding above the windows and 
sheet metal below the windows.  Painted shaped wood trim forms diminutive brackets at the 
cornice.  The wood siding and trim are in fair condition, though the paint is deteriorated and the 
entire wood addition required repainting. 
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The west elevation includes the three-story section closest to the primary elevation and a two-story 
section of the addition to the rear of the building, leading to the area where the building is attached 
to the building on the neighboring property.  A small area of the west elevation immediately adjacent 
to the painted primary elevation is also painted and it exhibits similar condition issues as the exposed 
painted masonry of the north elevation.  A wide external chimney is located approximately two feet 
to the south of the primary elevation and a small north-facing portion of the chimney is painted and 
again exhibits similar issues as the painted primary elevation.  Two internal chimneys are located at 
the two-story west elevation.  Generally, the west elevation exhibits the same condition issues of 
mortar loss and hairline cracking as the east elevation, however there is more widespread areas of 
heavy biological growth on the west elevation due to the more shaded location. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture.  Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 1200 sf. 

• Consider replacing individual brick that do no match closely to adjacent brick. 
• Remove biological growth and built-up dirt, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 

1600 sf. 
• Consider painting the large electrical service conduit.  Remove temporary shrouding of 

electrical service lines. 
• Repair and replace slate shingle siding as required.  Assume 12 sf. 
• Consider covering joint between slate shingle siding and adjacent masonry with flashing and 

vertical wood trim.  Consider installing metal flashing below the cornice to cover the nails of 
the slate siding.  Assume 18 lf wood trim.  Assume 36 lf metal flashing. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood siding and trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Scrape and paint:  Assume 80 sf siding.  Replace, prime and paint. Assume 60 lf 
trim. 

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. Remove all anchors, 
unused fragments, miscellaneous conduit, etc. mounted to the walls. Assume 150 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps at are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Five chimneys. 

• Consult with a roof inspector to review the roofing for condition and repairs. 
• As needed, scrape and paint the metal tie rod plates. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The majority of the windows are wood sash, with wood stone or wood sills and wood frames, and 
are in fair to poor condition.  The original wood 1/1 sash windows feature a decorative ogee-shaped 
horn extension of the stiles of the upper sashes.  This feature should be maintained during repairs or 
retained as a feature of any replacements to retain the historic character of the building.  Rotted 
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wood is located on many of windows at the bottom rails of the lower window sashes and at the 
wood windowsills along with severely deteriorated paint coatings.  Crevices and cracks resulting 
from rotted wood grain of the wood sills create areas where water can sit and cause further 
deterioration.  Several windows have deteriorated glazing requiring replacement.  Most stone sills 
exhibit dirt build-up and biological growth, with some exhibiting rust from previously installed 
window A/C units.  Stone sills should be cleaned of dirt and biological growth.  Rust removal may 
require an appropriate stone poultice.  Most windows feature sashes and trim that exhibit many 
layers of paint that are completely delaminating from the wood and should be stripped to sound 
substrate, primed and repainted.  The majority of windows are condition Level II and Level III. 
 
The north elevation features a total of 10 windows.  A bay window dormer at the mansard roof 
features a 1/1 double-hung window flanked by single square fixed-sash windows on each side and 
an adjacent shed dormer features a single 1/1 double-hung window.  The two single 1/1 double-
hung windows and the paired 1/1 windows of the second floor are in poor condition.  The two 1/1 
double-hung windows at the first floor located under cover of the porch roof, are in good condition 
overall, but require re-glazing with new putty. 
 
The east elevation features a total of fifteen 1/1 double-hung windows, including the one north 
facing 1/1 window of the 1-story masonry extension at the southeast of the building, and a triple 
window made of 1/1 double-hung windows.  The east elevation also features twelve 6/6 double 
hung windows of the prominent framed half-octagon at the second floor of the southeast extension.  
These windows have varying sill materials and may have received painted metal flashing or sills to 
replace rotted wood sills. Consider removing the metal and restoring the sills to all wood or a single 
consistent material.  The southernmost of the 6/6 type windows of the half-octagon addition has 
had repairs made removing the 6/6 muntin pattern matching the other adjacent windows.  This 
window should be restored to its original configuration.  Two basement level windows have been 
boarded up, one of which features a small louvered vent.  Consider removing the plywood if the 
windows remain in place.  If the windows are no longer present, consider installing new windows to 
match the existing windows in the opening.  
 
The south elevation features 10 total windows: four 1/1 double-hung sash on the south elevation of 
the three-story portion of the building and six windows at the two-story wing of the building (the 
southernmost 6/6 type window of the half-octagon addition is south-facing, but is described with 
the east elevation windows).  Of the 6 windows at the two-story wing, the second floor features 
three 4/4 double-hung windows and the first floor features three 1/1 double-hung windows.  One 
of the second-floor windows appears to be a recent replacement window and while it appears to 
match closely in style to the adjacent 4/4 windows, it is not painted to match the other windows in 
the building.  This window should be repainted to match all other windows.  One of the first floor 
1/1 windows is located in a plywood infill panel at what had been a door opening in the masonry 
wall.  This 1/1 window does not match the other 1/1 windows of the building in size or style.  The 
both the wood frame and the plywood infill surrounding this window is in poor condition, exhibits 
paint loss and the plywood is delaminating.  Replace the infill panel with sound material and repaint.  
Consider replacing the window with one that more appropriately matches the other windows of the 
building.  The easternmost window at the 1st floor features a bottom sash with stained glass, which 
appears to be in good condition.  All windows on the south elevation include wood sills that exhibit 
peeling paint and require rehabilitation. 
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The west elevation features three 1/1 double-hung windows, one at each floor level, and two fixed 
stained glass windows located in masonry openings within the wide base of the external chimney. 
The leaded glazing appears to be in good to fair condition, the wood jamb and sill are in poor 
condition, exhibiting peeling paint coatings and biological growth. 
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 
 
Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
Sand, patch, prime 

C. Repair Frame 
Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
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Figure 0201.18, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, Third Floor Window Dormers. Note peeling 
paint at dormers and window trim, broken and missing 
slate shingles, biological growth on slates and cornice, 
and peeling paint on cornice. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.  

Figure 0201.19, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, Second Floor windows. Note peeling paint 
of window trim, masonry wall, and cornice. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

 

  
Figure 0201.20, Moseley House, 0201, East Elevation. 
Detail of rotted sash, peeling paint, staining and 
biological growth on stone sill and masonry. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  

Figure 0201.21, Moseley House, 0201, South Elevation, 
Detail of infill and window at old door opening. Note 
peeling paint of window sash and infill panels. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main entrance features an entryway recessed behind an arched brick opening in the masonry 
wall.  A single historic wood door with a stained finished.  The door features one large glass light 
and four horizontal panels.  The door is flanked with painted, reeded wood molding and a large 
sidelight, also featuring a large glass light above two raised panels.  The door and sidelight both 
feature a transom above and smooth stone sill.  The door and sidelight each contains a letter slot 
otherwise, the door does not have historic hardware and the current hardware has mismatched 
finishes.  Due to the protected location of the door, it is in good condition, with the exception that 
the finish is worn, particularly at the base of the door condition.  
 
An accessible entrance is provided at the north elevation that is set back form the primary façade.  
The door at this entrance is a painted flush metal door within a painted hollow metal frame.  The 
door exhibits mismatched hardware finishes, including a kick plate at the bottom of the door that is 
exhibiting some deterioration of its finish. 
 
A door located at inside corner of the L-shaped two-story addition sits in an angled in the corner 
and faces to the northeast.  The historic wood door features a glass light above four square raised 
panels and a transom.  The door hardware is not historic but is in matching finishes with the 
exception of the metal threshold.  The threshold sits on a sloped dressed stone sill.  The door 
features a single glass transom light above, with a dressed stone lintel.  A sprinkler head is located at 
the face of the stone lintel that has been drilled through to fit a sprinkler head.  An open gap appears 
around the escutcheon of the sprinkler pipe that does not appear to be weather-tight and should be 
sealed.  The door is in fair condition with some wood grain tear-out at the stile near the door handle 
and lock.  The tear-out should be consolidated with epoxy and could be protected further by the 
installation of a larger security cover plate at the locking hardware.  The door should be refinished to 
match the main entrance door.  The doorjamb exhibits some rot at the bottom near the threshold. 
 
The south elevation features two doors.  The door to the first-floor level is a four-panel wood door 
with raised panels with transom.  This door appears to be in poor condition and exhibits 
mismatched hardware.  A door is located at the basement level and is accessed by a short flight if 
exterior steps.  Due to limited access to the rear of the property, the condition of this door could 
not be reviewed. 
 
Two painted flush metal doors are located at the top and bottom of the fire escape doors at the 
third-floor and second-floor levels.  Due to the location of these doors, close review could not be 
made. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain the existing wood doors and trim.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and refinish the 
wood doors and paint the trim.  Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace 
rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that 
surfaces are free of any chemical residue before staining and finishing with a hard-wearing 
clear finish.  Avoid any defacement of wood profiles. 
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• Maintain the flush metal doors and hollow metal frame.  As necessary, clean scrape and sand 
to prepare the substrate.  Repaint. 

• If desired, consider replacing all doors with historically appropriate doors.  Assume four 
single doors.  If this course of action is taken, replace hardware as well. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges. 

• Install new kick plates at exterior base of wood doors. 
• Seal gaps at sprinkler head penetration through stone lintel. 

 

  
Figure 0201.22, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, Original wood door and sidelight. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  

Figure 0201.23, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, Accessible Entrance. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0201.24, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, Southeast Two-story Addition Door. Note 
deteriorated finish of wood door, dirt build-up on 
masonry and obtrusive site lighting. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0201.25, Moseley House, 0201, South Elevation, 
Rear Entrance at First Floor. Note dirt build-up at 
masonry surrounding door, peeling paint at jamb and 
transom, and mismatching repair of door. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The primary entrance porch is located at the north elevation and is accessed by a short flight of 
stone stairs with stone cheek walls.  The porch is of wood construction supported by brick piers, is 
three bays wide by one bay deep with turned wood columns with squared bases and a engaged 
columns against the masonry wall at each end.  The columns support a bracketed cornice and frieze 
featuring an open spindle screen design.  The porch floor and the floor ceiling feature painted 
tongue and groove wood boards.  Generally, the porch is in good condition and should receive 
periodic maintenance with a few items that require more immediate attention.  The wood porch 
floor is beginning to show signs of wear and water damage and should be repainted.  The bases of 
the columns are exhibiting some spots of rust where it is likely un-galvanized nails were used and 
rust is showing through the paint.  Repainting these areas will provide temporary protection, but 
future maintenance should replace these fasteners with galvanized or stainless steel fasteners.  The 
porch roof features slate shingles and small roof tiles at the hips, which are showing deterioration 
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and heavy biological growth.  The roof edge flashing seen above the porch roof cornice is damaged 
and should be repaired or replaced in conjunction with gutter repairs. 
 
A hood with decorative brackets located above the northeast facing door at the two-story addition is 
constructed of wood with a roof in a truncated mansard style of slate shingles on the sloped portion 
of the roof.  The low-slope upper roof is an unknown material with only metal flashing seen at the 
transition to the sloped slate roof. The hood is in fair condition though broken slates at the west 
corner of the hood roof may be allowing water into the hood structure.  The beaded tongue and 
groove wood ceiling of the hood is showing delamination of paint resulting from moisture 
infiltration.  It is unknown exactly how this small roof is drained and the roof should be inspected 
by a roofing consultant.  Just below the western bracket is a large obtrusive commercial light fixture.  
The original location of a light fixture at the hood should be rehabilitated to house a new more 
appropriate fixture.  If additional site lighting is required, a smaller, less obtrusive fixture or fixtures 
should be relocated to an adjacent wall. 
 
A metal fire escape is located on the western side of the building.  The fire escape is in fair 
condition, though some areas are beginning to exhibit rust. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair the existing slate roofs as required following the slate repair recommendations in the 
material recommendations. Assume 125 sf. 

• Repair existing metal components of the fire escape (paint protects the metal). Minor paint 
failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Assume 25 sf. 

• Consult a structural engineer for periodic inspection of the fire escape structure. 
• Consider rewiring original ceiling light location at door hood and installing a new light 

appropriate to the building style. 
• Consider relocating and replacing inappropriate light fixtures with smaller, more efficient 

LED fixtures. 
• As needed, scrape and paint deteriorated paint coatings.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 250 sf. 
• Implement a maintenance program for periodic repainting of painted wood surfaces. 
 

  
Figure 0201.26, Moseley House, 0201, North Elevation 
Porch. Detail deteriorated porch floor finish. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

Figure 0201.27, Moseley House, 0201, East Elevation 
Hood. Detail. Note peeling paint finish, disused 
original light location. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0201.28, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, Porch. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  

Figure 0201.29, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, Porch. Detail wood column base, trim and 
floor edging. Note rusting nails showing through paint. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The building features internal gutter built into the cornice at where the roof slopes to drain.  The 
built-in gutters are located at the north elevation of the three-story building and porch, the south 
elevation at the three-story and two-story portions of the building and at all roof edges of the 
southeast addition.  The built-in gutters are not visible from grade.  Previous repairs of the cornice 
likely due to gutter drainage issues are noted.  Damaged flashing is seen at the north porch cornice 
and is related to the built-in gutter.  The trim does not currently exhibit water damage; however the 
gutter flashing should be replaced.  The roof drainage of the east elevation door hood should be 
inspected and repairs made as needed. 
 
All downspouts are round and metal, but vary in diameter.  Several of the downspouts are patinated 
copper.  At least one the downspouts connect to an underground storm water removal system, but it 
unclear where the system is and if it is functioning properly.  The north elevation downspouts exits 
behind the porch and ramp and it is unknown what the condition is of the downspout connection 
or at grade discharge.  One downspout at the south elevation could not be observed due to its 
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location.  One downspout at the east elevation, water is exiting the downspout immediately adjacent 
to the building at grade where the downspout extender has become disconnected.  Additionally, the 
corrugated extender pipe is a perforated pipe typically used for foundation drainage or French 
drains, which is inappropriate for, use as a downspout extender and should be replaced and 
reconnected.  Biological growth, missing mortar, and moisture penetration issues are occurring at 
these locations.  One downspout at the east elevation of the two-story addition exits onto the public 
sidewalk at the west side of North Linden Street.  This downspout should be periodically inspected 
for damage that may occur due to its location. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris. 

 

  
Figure 0201.30, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation, Detail Downspout and Built-in Gutter at 
Cornice. Note biological growth and peeling paint. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0201.31, Moseley House, 0201, North Elevation 
of Southeast 2-Story Addition, Detail built-in Gutters 
and Downspouts at Cornice. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0201.32, Moseley House, 0201, East Elevation, 
Detail of Gutter and Downspout. Note the failing paint 
and rotted trim to the left of the downspout location. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  

Figure 0201.33, Moseley House, 0201, Est Elevation, 
Detail of Downspout at Grade. Note the downspout 
disconnected to extension pipe. Note holes of 
extension pipe. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

 
Cornice and Trim 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The north elevation cornice at the upper roof is constructed of painted formed metal and painted 
patterned brick, and includes two large formed metal brackets at the northeast and northwest 
corners of the upper roof cornice.  The north elevation features painted formed metal trim at the 
raking cornice and mansard roof trim and painted wood trim at the dormers.  All metal and wood 
trim at the upper cornice and roof is deteriorated and peeling.  The northwest cornice bracket is 
dislocated from the corner and edge of the masonry wall and metal rake trim, opening a gap 
between the sections of cornice trim, which may be allowing water infiltration or animals access to 
roof cavities.  The north porch roof and trim are recently repaired and are in good condition with 
the one exception.  The closure of the porch cornice trim as it returns to the masonry wall at the 
east and west sides has areas of missing material.  It appears squirrels or other animals have chewed 
through the wood trim to access the space above the porch ceiling.  The trim should be repaired by 
skilled use of epoxy repair or by patching in new wood, as needed, over new solid blocking.  The 
porch cornice should be sealed to eliminate gaps and repaint. 
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The cornices with built-in gutters at the east and south elevation are a combination of metal and 
wood construction.  All surfaces exhibit peeling paint and require repainting.  Two cornice areas 
immediately surrounding the downspout connections on the east elevation exhibit active water 
damage and rot, and previous repairs that were poorly executed.  All locations where downspouts 
exit from the cornice should be reviewed and gaps between the downspout and wood or metal soffit 
material repaired to eliminate entrance of insects or animals into the cornice cavities. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood eaves, cornice and trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind 
when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 175 lf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint metal eaves, cornice and trim.  Replace formed metal in kind 
when necessary.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures.  Assume90 sf. 

•  
• Repair painted formed metal bracket.  Assume 1 location. 

 

  
Figure 0201.34, Moseley House, 0201, West Elevation, 
Detail of Porch Cornice. Note the damaged trim at the 
masonry wall. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  

Figure 0201.35, Moseley House, 0201, North Elevation 
at Southeast 2-Story Addition. Note peeling paint and 
rotted wood at cornice. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 
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Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The north elevation features a mulched planting area with a large evergreen southern magnolia and 
three medium-sized evergreen shrubs directly adjacent to the porch.  A small planted strip is located 
between the walkway leading to the stone steps at the porch and the walkway leading to the 
accessible ramp, and an additional small planting area exists between the public sidewalk and the 
walkway to the ramp.  Other than the tree and shrubs, no established plantings are currently located 
in these areas.  The porch is accessed by a set of stone steps bordered by stone cheek walls, which 
are in fair condition.  The stone treads have settled some amount and exhibit biological growth on 
the risers and the cheek walls.  Settling of the stone treads should be reviewed to determine if the 
variation in riser heights creates a trip hazard requiring resting of the treads.  Joints are opening up 
between treads risers and cheek walls and these joints should be repaired, at least temporarily, with 
joints sealant, to eliminate further water infiltration and biological growth.  The wood ramp leading 
to the accessible entrance at the northwest corner of the building is exhibiting heavy biological 
growth, which should be removed.  Painted metal handrails are located at the accessible ramp are in 
good condition. 
 
The east elevation features a small strip of mulched panting area is seen at the north end of the east 
elevation and is an extension of the north elevation planting area.  A larger planting area is located at 
the east elevation of the two-story addition and is filled primarily with ivy and monkey grass.  One 
HVAC condenser unit and a small stone marker are located in the same planting bed.  The ivy is 
beginning to climb the walls of the building at this elevation, is growing into the condenser unit and 
is invading the other plantings.  A low stone curb is located between the planting bed and the 
sidewalk.  Brick steps access the door to the two-story addition.  The steps exhibit areas of mortar 
deterioration and loss.  The painted metal guardrails and handrails are in good condition. 
 
The site to the south of Moseley House features an enclosed yard that includes planted and mulched 
planting beds and brick walkways.  The yard is enclosed by a masonry wall to the west, a garage 
structure to the south, and tall wood fencing to the east.  The wood fencing exhibits biological 
growth and rotted wood at the lower portion of the fence.  The fence is in fair to poor condition.  A 
painted metal stair accesses the western most door at the south elevation.  The stair exhibits rust.  A 
stair leading to the basement level could not be accessed for review of existing conditions.  Large 
shrubs are located in the yard against the masonry wall and garage structure. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from building.  Low-growing 
and non-climbing groundcovers are also appropriate. 

• Wood fencing – remove biological growth and apply stain or preservative. Assume 250 sf. 
• Wood ramp – remove biological growth and apply preservative. Assume 500 sf. 
• Stone steps and cheek walls – remove biological growth.  Assume 30 sf.  Rake out old joint 

materials and seal joints. Assume 45 lf. 
• Consider installing handrails at stone steps. 
• Clean, prime and repaint metal stairs. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint 

removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 25 sf. 
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Figure 0201.36, Moseley House, 0201, West 
Elevation, Detail of Porch Cornice. Note the 
damaged trim at the masonry wall. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects.  

Figure 0201.37, Moseley House, 0201, North 
Elevation at Southeast 2-Story Addition. Note 
peeling paint and rotted wood at cornice. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Drawing Catalog 
2000 – Repairs  
 

 
Figure 0201.38, Moseley House, 0201, Repairs, Elevations and Details 
2000, Teng & Associates, Inc. 
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Figure 0201.39, Moseley House, 0201, Repairs, Elevations and Details 
2000, Teng & Associates, Inc. 
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Chapter 3.36: Existing Conditions 
0222 Moseley House Garage
 

 
Figure 0222.1, Moseley House Garage, 0222, Key Plan 
Map- Building is highlighted in red. 

      

 
Figure 0222.2, Moseley House Garage, 0222, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Site Description 
The Moseley House Garage is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth 
University near the corner of Grove Avenue and North Linden Street, behind Moseley House.  The 
site is urban and features minimal planting.  Other buildings within the same block include 
Academic Learning Commons, James W. Black Music Center, and the LSEE Elementary Education 
Center.  The garage faces east toward North Linden Street, and a short concrete drive leads from the 
garage to the street.  A Belgian block-paved alley abuts the south elevation and parallels Grove 
Avenue.  The west wall adjoins the brick wall that forms the west perimeter of the Moseley House 
lot.  A mature tree is located west of the garage behind the brick wall.  Several shrubberies are 
planted adjacent to the east elevation.  The wood fence that forms the east perimeter of the Moseley 
House lot adjoins the northeast corner of the garage.   
 
Summary Description of Moseley House Garage 
Moseley House Garage is a brick, one-story, three-bay-wide, two-bay-deep building.  The building 
was constructed circa 1892 as a carriage house for Moseley House, though it has been heavily 
modified over time, and now functions as a garage.  Most of the extant building fabric dates to the 
mid- and late-20th century.  If there was a second floor on the original carriage house, it was 
removed long ago.  It is L-shaped in plan and has a flat membrane roof.  The east elevation extends 
slightly above the roofline, forming a parapet.  Three sets of wood tongue-and-groove board, double 
garage doors, each with four metal handles and locking hardware, are located at the east elevation.  
A metal overhead door is located in the westernmost bay of the south elevation and opens to the 
alley.  A wood door is located in the westernmost bay of the north elevation in a segmental-arched 
opening.   
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Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation is constructed of brick, which is laid in a common bond with varying header 
courses.  A conrete slabs is seen at the garage doors and forms an apron extending to the street to 
the east and to the alley to the south.  The foundation runs continously from grade to the structure 
walls, and is indistinguishable from the walls.  The masonry foundation and lower structure walls 
exhibit overall mortar loss and dampness due to splash back, up to 12 to 15 inches above the 
sidewalk and alley paving  Several broken brick are located adjacent to the door openings.  Areas of 
Portland cement repairs are seen at the east, south and west elevations.  The north elevation could 
not be accessed for review.  One small area of the concrete apron, in front of the doors at the east 
elevation, is cracked and spalling.  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture.  Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 75 sf. 

• If desired, repair flash patching at concrete aprons.  Assume 5 sf. 
 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The east elevation features a one-wythe thick face of modern brick, dating from the mid-to-late 20th 
century.  This wall are constructed of brick, which is laid in a running bond, and does not match 
other masonry of the building.  The east elevation features thre door openings with two large wall-
mounted site lighting fixtures above two of the door bays.  The northeast corner exhibits small 
plants growing from several of the mortar joints.  Overall, the masonry wall is in good condition 
with only small areas of individual mortar joints with deteriorated or missing mortar. 
 
The south elevation features brick masonry laid in a common bond with varying header courses and 
includes one garage door opening.  The masonry exhibits areas of deteriorated and missing mortar, 
many alterations, repairs and repointing over the years.  Areas of inappropriate Portland cement 
repairs are eveident and is beginning to cuase damage to individual brick.  The south elevation also 
features a single large single wall-mounted site lighting fixture adjacent to the garage door opening, 
an electric meter with assocaited conduit, and signage. 
 
The west elevation exibits similar issues with repairs and repointng as the south elevation.  A 
planting bed on the adjacent property abuts the west elevation where ivy is growing.  It appears from 
the presence of dead vines on the wall, the ivy periodically grows up the wall, which will damamge 
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brick, mortar and other finishes.  This should be reviewed peiordically and kept in control.  The west 
elevation also features a small wall-mounted, site lighting fixture. 
 
The north elevation could not be fully observed due to being obscurred by site fencing and large 
shrubbery.  The masonry appears to exhibit similar issues as the other building elevations, with areas 
of deteriorated and missing mortar and missing brick at the parapet and upper half of the wall.  Two 
masonry openings are located on the north elevation; one for a man-door and one for a man-door 
or window, which cannot be determined due to location behind shrubbery. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture.  Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 225 sf. 

• Replace in kind damaged and missing brick.  Assume 16 sf. 
• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 15 sf. 
• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation.  Assume 50 sf.  
• Consider replacing large obtrusive site lighting fixtures with smaller LED fixtures. Assume 3 

total. 
 

  
Figure 0222.3, Moseley House Garage, 0222, Northeast 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0222.4, Moseley House Garage, 0222, East 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 
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Figure 0222.5, Moseley House Garage, 0222, South 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0222.6, Moseley House Garage, 0222, West 
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The door to the northeast-most garage bay is a painted panel door or plywood and is in poor 
condition.  The paint is peeling and the wood is delaminating.  It is unknown if the door hardware is 
functional.  The door (or window) accessing the western-most garage bay from the Moseley House 
yard is boarded up with unpainted plywood.  The wood is delaminating and is in poor condition. 
 
The east elevation features three pairs of painted wood tongue and groove board doors, with 
painted wood jambs.  The doors and jambs are in good condition, but require repainting.  The 
southernmost pair of doors is missing the locking throw-bolt at the bottom of the door and requires 
replacement hardware. 
 
The south elevation feature one painted metal roll-up door.  The roll-up door coil box is located at 
the head of the door opening and is trimmed out with painted plywood.  The plywood is beginning 
to deteriorate and a more suitable exterior trim material should be installed for long-term 
maintenance.  The metal door is beginning to exhibit chalking of the painted finish and may require 
repainting. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain the existing wood doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the wood doors, 
plywood doors, tongue and groove doors, and jambs.  Consolidate and fill missing or 
damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Avoid any defacement of 
wood profiles.  Assume 215 sf. 

• Maintain the existing metal door.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint.  Assume 70 sf. 
• Paint the steel lintels with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint.  Assume 15 sf. 
• Consider replacement of painted and unpainted plywood boards and trim with exterior rated 

materials, such as MDO.  Assume 25 sf. 
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges.  Replace missing hardware. 
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Figure 0222.7, Moseley House Garage, 0222, South 
Elevation. Detail of metal overhead door. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
                                                                                                                                                
       

Figure 0222.8, Moseley House Garage, 0222, South 
Elevation. Detail of masonry wall. Note spalled brick at 
area of Portland cement repointing, lightest colored 
brick at center of wall. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
Gutters and downspouts are located on the south elevation where the single-slope roof slopes 
towards the alley.  The gutters are pre-finished aluminum K-style gutters.  The downspouts are pre-
finished aluminum fluted rectangular downspouts.  An upper gutter empties into a lower gutter via a 
short section of downspout.  The entire roof drains through one downspout, which discharges at 
grade adjacent to a utility pole located in the alleyway.  Moisture is noted in the masonry and wood 
fascia behind the gutter at the location where the upper gutter discharges into the lower gutter.  
Water may be backing up at this location and should be inspected further for blockages or a new 
configuration of gutter discharge considered. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris. 

 
Parapet Coping and Trim 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The building roof features a masonry parapet with metal coping at the north, east and west 
elevations.  The coping is in fair condition, though it exhibits deterioration of its paint finish, 
particularly at the west elevation where removal of ivy vines has damaged the finish.  The coping at 
the northeast corner of the building may require more secure attachment to its substrate.  Masonry 
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repairs and replacement of missing brick at the north elevation may require removal of the coping to 
access the areas of in need of repair. 
 
The south elevation features painted wood fascia trim behind the gutters and above the plywood 
cover to the overhead door coil.  The trim is in fair condition, but exhibits deterioration of the paint 
and exhibits a small area of rotted wood. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, scrape and paint metal coping.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures.  
Assume 30 sf 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Refer 
to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 15 sf. 
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Chapter 3.37: Existing Conditions 
0294 Blair House
 

 
Figure 0294.1, Blair House, 0294, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       

       
Figure 0294.2, Blair House, 0294, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Blair House is located in the Monroe Park Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University on the 
north side of West Franklin Street between Henry and Monroe Streets.  The site is urban and 
features minimal planting.  West Franklin Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Blair House 
is a nearly identical pair of row houses at 408 and 410 West Franklin Street.  Blair House is separated 
from the adjacent buildings to the east and west by narrow alleys.  At the south (front) elevation, a 
low brick wall divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of concrete.  The wall is topped by a 
metal fence and accented by brick piers capped with pineapple-shaped stone finials.  A mulch 
planting bed abuts the front elevation and contains several small plantings, and a small tree is located 
in the southeast corner of the lot.  A brick step accesses a brick walkway that leads to the main entry 
at the west bay of the building.  The walkway also leads to an areaway near the southwest corner of 
the building, which contains steps to the basement of the west row house.  A concrete-paved 
walkway leads through the east alley to the rear of the building, where there is an asphalt-paved 
parking lot.  An asphalt-paved alley forms the north perimeter of the lot and parallels West Franklin 
Street. 
 
Summary Description of Blair House 
Blair House is a pair of three-story, two-bay-wide building with a basement and currently contains 
the administrative offices of the Graduate School at VCU; International Admissions; Graduate 
Admissions; the office of the vice provost for strategic enrollment management; and mail, 
publication, and document processing services for all Admissions.  The building was designed circa 
1903 as residences in the Richardsonian Romanesque style.  It is a modified rectangle in plan and is 
of brick construction, primarily with pressed brick at the front elevation and painted brick at the rear 
elevation.  Blair House has slate mansard roofs at the front elevation, and the remainder of the 
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building is covered with a flat membrane roof.  The mansard has a molded painted metal cornice 
and decorative painted pressed metal blocks.  A slate, partial conical roof caps each of the three-
story, three-sided bay window occupying the east bays of the front elevation.  A hip-roofed, brick-
faced dormer containing a one-over-one window with transom and brownstone lintel is located in 
the west bay of the mansard.  Two brick, interior-end chimneys are located along the east elevation 
and one interior chimney is located at the north elevation.  The one-story, one-bay-wide front porch 
at the east row house features low brick side walls, each of which supports a front pair of columns 
and a single rear column.  The thin, wood, Corinthian columns support a flat porch roof with plain 
wood entablature.  The main entry is at the east porch, which is accessed by a set of stone steps with 
a metal rail, and frames the wood front double doors, each leaf of which contains one light over one 
panel.  The doors are topped by a transom featuring the building address.  The west row house once 
featured a similar porch currently features only the original lower walls and raised porch floor and 
steps which cannot be accessed from the sidewalk.  Windows at the front elevation are 1/1 hung 
wood sash, with 1/1 aluminum storm windows.  Each story of the three-story projecting bays 
contains three typical windows with brownstone sills and lintels.  Above the east porch is a round-
arched, 1/1 
, hung wood window with a round-arched hood molding and brownstone sill. 
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundations are constructed of brick.  The primary elevation features foundation and lower 
walls laid in a running bond, without header courses, in rusticated shaped brick up to the first floor 
window sill level.  The areas of rusticated brick are in fair condition with overall deterioration and 
areas of missing mortar. 
 
To the west of the maint entry porch, a basement level areaway includes a basement level entry door 
at the west row house.  This areaway and entry are modern additons to the building and features 
foundation walls of modern brick laid in a running bond, with paving of brick laid in a basketweave 
pattern.  The areaway exhibits some moisture retained at the lowest level.  A drain is located in the 
paving of the areaway, which should be inspected and cleared regularly for function.  The areaway 
exhibits few areas of deteriorated or missing mortar. 
 
The east elevation features a foundation laid in a common bond patter, with varying header courses, 
that is indistinguishable from the walls above.  The foundation abuts a concrete paved alley between 
building and the adjacent building where moisture is trapped and splashback is causing heavy 
bological growth in many areas of the foundation wall.  The east elevation exhibits large areas of dirt 
build-up on the masonry, deteriorated and missing mortar, and several individual spalled brick. 
 
The north elevation foundation is partially obscurred by a wood accessible ramp and a wood stair.  
The masonry at this elevation is painted.  Heavy biological growth is eveident at the areas that were 
observed.  The paint is holding moisture within the wall and causing widespread deterioration of the 
mortar and masonry.  An gated areaway is located beneath the wooden stair, with concrete steps 
leading down to a basement level entry.  The area way walls are constructed of concrete masonry 
units with a brick cao, and isin good condition, though it exhibits some biological growth due to 
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retained moisture.  The brick paved landing at the bottom fo the areaway exhibits standing water 
where the areaway drain is clogged. 
 
The west elevation of the building is the side elevation is at a very narrow alleyway, less than 3 feet 
wide, and closed at the south end.  The alleyway is paved with concrete and features a drain, where 
at least one downspout empties into the alley.  All of these conditions are factors in the heavy 
biological growth in the alleyway on the paving and foundation walls. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 800 sf. 

• Replace cracked or spalled brick with replacement brick in kind to match original brick.  
Custom made replacement brick may be required to replace specialty shaped and pressed 
brick.  Assume 45 sf 

• Remove dirt and biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 1,200 sf. 
• Remove paint using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 1,200 sf. 

 

  
Figure 0294.3, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Foundation. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0294.4, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Foundation and Stairwell. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The primary south elevation above the foundation level of rusticated shaped brick features a dressed 
brown sandstone belt course with pressed brick above.  The pressed brick of this elevation is laid in 
a running bond without header courses.  Two belt courses of dressed brown sandstone form the 
window sills of the first and second floors and two belt courses of rusticated brown sandstone form 
the lintels of the windows of the projecting bay of the south elevation.  Specially shaped bricks are 
featured above the lintels of the first-floor windows.  Generally, the south elevation exhibits 
widespread areas of mortar loss and dislocation if brick, which will require careful and expert repair 
due to the nature of the very fine mortar joints associated with pressed brick masonry.  Several 
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bricks at the west row house bay windows were noted to be cracked, which will require patching or 
replacement in kind. 
 
The east elevation features brick laid in a common bond patter with header courses every eight 
courses.  The elevation exhibits varying conditions across its face.  The southern portion is uncoated 
common brick, as opposed to the pressed brick of the primary south elevation, and is in fair 
condition, with few areas of deteriorated or missing mortar.  A larger portion of the east elevation 
exhibits brick masonry that had been previously coated with some coating, either paint or a wash, 
but the area now exhibits dirt build-up where the coating has deteriorated.  The east elevation also 
features a shallow three-story, three-bay projection with windows at each story.  The east elevation 
exhibits several through-wall tension tie-rods with anchor plates, as well as number of unused 
attachments, wiring, and conduit. 
 
An area at the east elevation third floor level has been added or altered with the installation of new 
brick and an area that has been infilled with vinyl siding and a small window.  The area of newer 
brick appears to be separating out of plane from the wall below and a tension tie rod and plate are 
installed at this location.  The plate appears to be loose from the wall plane and may not be 
providing any support.  A nearby area of masonry between two windows has moved out of plane 
and the area exhibits structural settling.  
 
The north elevation features brick construction in the common bond with a coating of paint.  The 
paint is holding moisture into the brick masonry, resulting in the paint delaminating from the façade, 
accelerated mortar deterioration and spalling of brick caused by moisture retention.  Additional 
causes for moisture infiltration should be reviewed, including proper flashing of the roofing, parging 
or coping of the brick roof parapet. 
 
The west elevation features nearly identical features as the east elevation.  The walls are painted or 
coated with a wash up to the first-floor window sill level.  Up to this level the wall appears to be in 
good condition aside from general biological growth.  The wall above this window sill level is in 
poor condition, exhibiting biological growth and areas of severely deteriorated and missing mortar.  
A portion of the west elevation projects west and is attached to the neighboring building at 412 
West Franklin Street, closing off the narrow west alleyway. Several through-wall tension tie-rods 
with anchor plates are located on the west elevation. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 6,000 sf. 

• Replace broken and spalled brick with replacement in kind.  Assume 60 sf. 
• Repair cracked and spalled brown sandstone sills and belt courses. Assume 40 sf. 
• Consider replacing severely deteriorated brown sandstone sill and belt course stone with 

replacement-in-kind to match existing.  Assume 120 sf. 
• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 2,200 sf. 
• Remove deteriorated paint from brick, using the gentlest means possible.  Assume 1,200 sf. 
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• As needed, scrape and metal tension rods and plates with a rust-inhibiting primer, and 
painted with two coats of paint.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 
20 sf.   

• Remove unused downspouts, attachments, wiring, cable, conduit and wall penetrations.  
Repoint where items are removed.  Assume 40 sf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Six chimneys. 

• Consult a structural engineer to review wall locations where brick is cracking, separated, and 
moved out of plane from the surrounding walls.  Repair brick and mortar as required. 

• Consult with a roof inspector to review the roofing for condition and repairs. 
 

  
Figure 0294.5, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Upper Walls. Note deteriorated brown sandstone sills, 
damaged gutter below window, rusted downspouts, 
and deteriorated slate roofing. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0294.6, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Upper Walls. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 
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Figure 0294.7, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Upper Walls. Note deteriorated brown sandstone sills, 
damaged gutter below window, rusted downspouts, 
and deteriorated slate roofing. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0294.8, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Upper Walls. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 
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Figure 0294.9, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Lower Walls. Note cracked and spalled brown 
sandstone sills. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0294.10, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Lower Walls. Note attachments (masonry anchors) to 
be removed left of window. Note cracked brick above 
window (right). Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

 

  
Figure 0294.11, Blair House, 0294, North Elevation, 
Upper Wall. Note paint coatings holding in mortar, 
mortar loss and spalled brick. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0294.12, Blair House, 0294, North Elevation, 
Lower Wall. Note disused attachments to be removed 
left of window, deteriorated paint coatings and spalled 
brick. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0294.13, Blair House, 0294, West Elevation. 
Note biological growth. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0294.14, Blair House, 0294, West Elevation, 
Detail. Note severe loss of mortar. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Windows 
Existing Condition:  
The south elevation features 25 1/1 wood double-hung windows with decorative ogee-shaped horn 
extensions of the upper sash stiles.  The first-floor windows all feature transoms and the window of 
the shed dormer feature a transom above the window.  Three narrow 1/1 windows are located on 
the south-facing portion of the western connection to the adjacent building.  All windows are 
protected by 1/1 pre-finished aluminum storm windows attached to the face of the painted wood 
window jambs and the transom windows are protected by fixed storm panels.  The wood window 
jambs are in good condition though they exhibit many layers of paint, obscuring the original details 
of beaded, dentil, and egg and dart moldings.  Many of the dressed stone window sills and rusticated 
stone lintels exhibit cracking, spalling and delamination of the stone.  Replacement of the stone sill 
may be necessary where deterioration is too extensive to repair using consolidation and patching 
methods.  All joints between the stone sills and belt courses require repointing.  The stone should be 
repaired, though stone elements may require complete replacement in future should they continue to 
deteriorate or are found to be severely deteriorated.  The wood windows and jambs are at a Level 1 
condition. 
 
The east elevation features 17 2/2 wood double-hung windows with decorative ogee-shaped horn 
extensions of the upper sash stiles. Three single light, apparently fixed sash, windows are located at 
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the basement level. Many of the windows have 1/1 pre-finished aluminum storm windows installed 
over the historic wood sash windows, however several windows do not have storm windows 
installed. The windows of the east elevations are in fair to poor condition, with the windows not 
protected by storm windows in poor condition. Seventeen windows are at a Level 2 condition and 3 
windows are at a Level 3 condition. 
 
The north elevation features nine total windows: two 2/2 wood double-hung windows at the first 
floor level, three 6/6 wood double-hung windows of varying size at the second- and third -levels, a 
single small 4/4 wood double-hung window at the second floor level, and three narrow 1/1 
windows located on the north facing wall of the west connector the adjacent building at 412 West 
Franklin Street.  All windows, with the exception of the two 2/2 windows, are protected by 1/1 
prefinished aluminum storm windows.  Eight of the nine windows are set in arched lintel openings, 
with one window set into an infilled original opening with a steel lintel.  The steel lintel is in fair to 
poor condition.  The window sills are constructed of painted wood at the first-floor level and brick 
rowlock at the upper levels.  One wood sill appears to have been recently replaced by adhering two 
wood 2x4s together.  The north elevation windows and jambs are at a Level 2 condition. 
 
The west elevation features 17 2/2 wood double-hung windows with decorative ogee-shaped horn 
extensions of the upper sash stiles.  Many of the windows have 1/1 pre-finished aluminum storm 
windows installed over the historic wood sash windows, however two windows do not have storm 
windows installed.  The windows of the east elevations are in fair to poor condition, with the 
windows not protected by storm windows in poor condition.  15 windows are at a Level 2 condition 
and two windows are at a Level 3 condition. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair cracked, spalled and delaminated stone sills and lintels.  Refer to standard masonry 
repair procedures.  

• Scrape and paint steel lintel found at one window of the north elevation.  
• Install storm windows at two windows of the north elevation that currently do not have 

storm windows. 
• Consider painting the storm window sashes to match the wood window sashes.  Maintain 

the storm window operability. 
• Consider repairing the decorative wood trim detail at the windows with transom bars during 

the next schedule maintenance and repainting. 
• As needed, scrape and paint wood window trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures. 
• Remove any remaining wood supports where window A/C units have been removed. 
• Historic window hardware, including the existing shutter hinges should be maintained. 

 
The Window Levels of Repair: 
 
Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
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Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above. 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 
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Figure 0294.15, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation. 
Window and transom with storm window and storm 
panel. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0294.16, Blair House, 0294, North Elevation. 
Replacement window. Note failing arched brick lintel. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0294.17, Blair House, 0294, East Elevation. 
Windows. Note failing arched lintel and deteriorated 
wood window sill above. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0294.18, Blair House, 0294, North Elevation. 
Windows. Note deteriorated window sill, blocking and 
bent tension tie plate. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation features the main entry door at the east covered porch, which is comprised of a 
pair of painted wood doors featuring a single raise panel and single beveled glass light in each door 
leaf, with a single light, beveled glass transom above the paired doors.  The transom is protected by a 
single fixed glazed storm panel which also protects the detailed painted wood transom trim.  The 
wood doors exhibit some deterioration at the bottom rail and crack in the raised panel of one door.  
The door is located several inches above the porch landing at a dressed brown sandstone step.  The 
entry door hardware is a modern style and finish, and does not match the historic nature of the 
building. 
 
The stone lintel above the east entry door transom has a large crack running from top to bottom 
and may run through the entire depth of the lintel.  A Structural Engineer should be engaged to 
review the integrity of the lintel and stability of the masonry above. 
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The west porch features a pair of painted wood doors, each with a single light and a transom above. 
These doors appear not to be used as an entry. 
 
The north elevation features four doors, one at each floor level, accessed by an exterior areaway stair 
at the basement level and an exterior wooden ramp and stair structure at the ground and upper 
levels.  The door to the basement level is a painted flush metal door with modern hardware.  The 
doors to the first-, second-, and third-floor levels are pre-finished pressed metal doors with a six-
panel configuration.  The door hardware is modern.  All doors feature painted wood jambs which 
exhibit some damage where door latches and lock throw-bolts hit the jambs where not strikes are 
located. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain the existing doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the plywood doors and 
trim.  Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Avoid any defacement of wood profiles. 

• Repair cracked panel at main entry door.  Repair may require removing door to disassemble 
door, re-glue the panel and reassemble. 

• Scrape and paint the steel lintels with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint. 
• Install latch strikes or strike extensions where latches and locking hardware hits the wood 

jambs. 
• Remove and replace caulking where wood jambs meet masonry openings. 
• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 

hinges. 
• Engage a Structural Engineer to inspect the cracked stone lintel above the main entry door 

(south elevation). 
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Figure 0294.19, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation. 
Main Entry Door. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0294.20, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation. 
Basement Level Door. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 
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Figure 0294.21, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation. 
Main Entry Door. Note dislodged brick at jamb left of 
door hardware. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0294.22, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation. 
Basement Level Door. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation features a covered porch at the main entry of the east half of the property, 
accessed by a short flight of dressed brown sandstone stairs with metal railings.  This porch is 
surrounded with low brick walls of the same rusticated brick base as the building and extends to the 
same height as the foundation and base.  At the level corresponding to the dressed brown sandstone 
belt course of the adjacent walls, the porch walls are topped with a rowlock course of the rusticated 
brick.  The porch roof is supported at the front by two pairs of painted wood columns in a 
simplified Ionic order and two full columns at each side of the entry door.  The columns support a 
flat roof, which features a simplified Ionic entablature constructed of painted wood.  The columns 
and their bases are in fair to poor condition.  The cornice and entablature has been patched and 
repaired over time and is in poor condition, exhibiting missing trim, open gaps between trim 
members and rotted areas.  The porch flooring is brick pavers set in mortar in a basket weave 
pattern and is in good condition.  The low brick wall surrounding the porch is in fair to poor 
condition with areas of deteriorated and missing mortar.  Two large cracks are located between the 
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brick walls on each side of the porch where these walls meet the front wall of the building, seen on 
both sides of the wall.  The cracks should be clean out and repointed. 
 
The brown sandstone stairs to the porch are in poor condition, exhibiting many large cracks, areas 
of spalling and chipped tread nosings.  Various repairs are present, some of which may be causing 
additional damage due to incompatible materials.  The wrought iron railings at the stairs are set into 
cored holes into the sandstone where areas of rust have developed and oxide jacking is causing the 
sandstone to break apart.  A repair at the top tread at the east railing is causing additional damage.  
The stairs should be patched and repaired by carefully removing incompatible materials and 
patching with appropriate materials.  If replacement is considered, the brown sandstone should be 
replaced in kind.  The iron railings require repair where the posts set into the stone treads have 
rusted. 
 
The covered porch features a ceiling of painted bead board.  The ceiling is in good condition.  An 
electrical outlet and covered junction box are located in the ceiling at the northeast corner, which 
exhibit small openings at their edges which should be sealed.  A single pendant light is located at the 
center of the ceiling and is in good condition. 
 
The porch landing of the west half of the property is uncovered.  The porch brick paver flooring, 
low surrounding brick walls and brick stair walls are in similar condition as the east porch and 
require repointing overall.  The west porch steps are separated from the public sidewalk by a 
planting bed and are not accessible from the street.  While these steps do not appear to be used for 
the purpose of accessing the building, they are in fair to poor condition and should be repaired. 
 
The north elevation features a three-story pressure treated wood exterior stair serving as an exit stair 
with an asphalt-shingled shed roof.  A wood ramp is connected to the stair structure and serves as 
the accessible access to the first floor of the building.  The wood structure is weathered and the 
lower portions of the structure exhibits biological growth.  The wood structure and stairs should be 
cleaned of biological growth and coated with a preservative treatment.  The shed roof appears to 
have a roof mounted rain diverter, which may be diverting more water over the sides of the roof 
onto the structure than into the gutter.  Handrails should be installed for safety.  The large wood 
posts are supported by a one-wythe wide, two-brick high masonry which does not appear to provide 
proper structural support. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repoint brick porch walls.  Assume 120 sf. 
• Repair crack between brick porch walls and building. Repoint.  Assume 40 lf. 
• Repair sandstone steps.  Assume 12 sf. 
• Consider replacing brown sandstone porch stair treads with replacement in kind.  Assume 10 

stone treads, each 7’-0” long, 12 inches deep, 7 inches high. 
• Repair, scrape and paint iron railings. 
• Seal around ceiling junction receptacle junction boxes against moisture and pest infiltration. 
• Remove dirt and biological growth from wood stairs, using the gentlest means effective, and 

apply a preservative treatment.  Assume 500 sf. 
• Remove rain diverter from wood stair structure.  Patch and repair asphalt shingle roofing. 
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• Install metal handrails.  Assume 96 lf. 
• Consult a structural engineer for periodic inspection of the exterior wood stair structure. 

 

  
Figure 0294.23, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Porch. Note unsightly downspout routed in front of 
porch cornice. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0294.24, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Porch. Detail. Note severe loss of mortar. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

 

  
Figure 0294.25, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation, 
Porch Stairs. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0294.26, Blair House, 0294, West Elevation, 
Porch Stair Detail. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 
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Figure 0294.27, Blair House, 0294, North Elevation. 
Note unused downspout section at lower left. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0294.28, Blair House, 0294, North Elevation, 
Detail. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation features painted, formed metal gutters draining the conical slate roofs at the 
projecting bay towers and the slate mansard roofs.  Downspouts from the upper conical roofs drain 
into the gutters of the mansard roof.  The roof in this area exhibits evidence of water overflowing 
the gutters and discoloring the slate shingles.  The downspout sizing at these upper gutters should be 
reviewed and the downspouts regularly checked for blockages.  Two condensate drain lines empty 
onto the upper slate mansard roofs and over time will cause staining and deterioration of the 
roofing.  The condensate lines should be discharged from the building in a different manner.  Where 
this is not possible, the lines should be extended to discharge more directly into the gutters below.  
A portion of the metal gutters below the shed dormers at the mansard roof areas are damaged, likely 
form ice or snow sliding off the roof areas above.  These gutter sections should be replaced and the 
snow guards installed at the roof areas above to prevent future damage. 
 
The covered porch roof features two small downspouts draining the roof.  The eastern downspout 
connects into an underground drainage system.  The western downspout is unpainted, rusting, and is 
routed across the front porch cornice and down to grade adjacent to the east downspout.  This 
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downspout is unsightly and should be painted, and if possible, moved to discharge at another 
location. 
 
The east and west elevations feature continuous K-style pre-finished aluminum gutters along the 
length of the elevations and two rectangular pre-finished aluminum downspouts at each elevation. 
One downspout at each elevation is connected to an underground drainage system while the other 
downspout discharges at grade.  Each alley should be periodically inspected to verify downspout 
connections, drains and surface drainage is not blocked. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• Install downspout cleanouts at each downspout connection to the storm water management 
system. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect gutters, downspouts, storm and 
sanitary lines for blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris. 

• Replace damaged gutter at south elevation with painted formed metal downspouts.  Assume 
20 lf. 

• Reroute one existing porch downspout. Repair downspout finishes. Minor paint failure may 
be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  If the downspouts are too corroded, 
replace with round metal downspouts to match existing.  Assume 40 lf. 
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Figure 0294.29, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation. 
West Gutter at Porch. Note damaged wood cornice. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. 

Figure 0294.30, Blair House, 0294, East Elevation (at 
right). Downspouts empty onto grade and into storm 
water management system. Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. 

 
Cornice and Trim 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The primary south elevation features painted formed metal cornice and roof trim, with the 
incorporation of individual cast iron and terracotta elements.  Several areas of the metal and cast 
iron cornice and trim exhibit small areas of rust.  Small areas of terracotta elements have been 
broken off or have spalled.  Consider replacing the metal cornice at the east half of the primary 
south elevation during the next scheduled maintenance to match the original formed metal cornice 
see at the west half of the building.  A small portion of the original form is also seen at the east side 
of the conical slate roof. 
 
The covered entry porch cornice and trim is painted wood, which is fair to poor condition, with 
deteriorated wood or missing trim.  Inappropriate softwood boards have been installed during a 
previous repair and should be replaced with wood species and grade appropriate to wood trim.  The 
porch columns feature carved painted wood capitals, turned wood columns and turned wood bases.  
The capitals are in fair condition, but are heavily painted and would benefit from removal of heavy 
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paint coatings.  The columns should be scraped and painted. The column bases require significant 
repair and may require replacement-in-kind. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, scrape and paint formed metal cornice and trim.  Repair or replace rusted, 
damaged or missing formed metal cornice and trim.  Refer to standard metal rehabilitation 
procedures.  Assume 180 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint wood cornice, columns and trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind 
when necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 75 lf. 

• Consider removing paint from carved column capitals and repaint.  As needed, replace metal 
capital cover flashing. Assume 16 sf. 

• Consider replacing mismatched metal cornice to match original.  Assume 10 lf. 
• Paint the roof coping metal and trim to match the metal cornice.  Assume 60 lf. 
• Paint the roof flashing seen behind the gutter at the conical roof edge to match the brick 

wall. Assume 48 lf. 
 
Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south elevation site is separated from the public sidewalk and the east walkway by a low brick 
retaining wall, which includes five brick posts, three of which are capped with pineapple form finials.  
Low iron fencing in located at two locations between the posts.  The south elevation features 
mulched planting beds planted with small shrubs and a small crepe myrtle tree at the eastern 
planting bed.  The east planting bed also features a stone bench.  A brick paved sidewalk leads from 
the public sidewalk to the steps of the main entry porch and brick steps with brick retaining walls 
that lead to the basement level.  The west porch is not connected to the public sidewalk or the site 
walkways, and is separated from the public sidewalk by a planting bed.  The plantings are currently 
small and generally planted at least 24 inches from the building foundation, with the exception of 
one small shrub at the east planting bed.  Plants should be maintained to keep growth 24 inches 
away from the building foundation.  The low brick retaining walls, steps and retaining walls to the 
basement level exhibit small areas of biological growth and mortar loss and deterioration overall, 
which should be cleaners and areas of missing mortar repointed. 
 
At the east elevation, a narrow concrete walkway leads from the public sidewalk to a narrow alley 
between the Blair House and the neighboring property.  An iron gate closes the walkway between 
the two buildings.  A low iron railing separates the Blair House walkway from a stairwell and 
areaway to the adjacent property.  The concrete paved east walkway continues to the asphalt paved 
parking area and alley to the north of the building.  The concrete paved walkway exhibits areas of 
biological growth, several large cracks and a gap between the walkway and the building.  Theses 
cracks and gaps, depending on their severity, to water infiltration or dampness at the basement level.  
The walkway includes a drain, which should be periodically inspected and cleared of debris. 
 
The site at the west elevation features a paved walkway with a site drain.  The walkway exhibits 
heavy biological growth and a few small cracks of the concrete.  The drain should be periodically 
inspected and cleared of debris.  Cracks in the concrete should be sealed. 
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The site at the north elevation is the asphalt paved parking area.  The parking area is in fair 
condition, requiring patching or repaving only when further deterioration occurs. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently few foundation plantings along the south elevation of the building.  If 
plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” away from building. 

• Remove biological growth from the brick walk and concrete walkway paving using gentlest 
means possible.  Implement a maintenance program to regularly remove weeds and ensure 
that no vines are growing on the building.  Assume 1,600 sf. 

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing.  Minor paint failure may 
be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting.  Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 100 lf. 

• Repair and repoint low brick walls as necessary.  Use appropriate matching mortar and 
match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, 
and texture.  Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  
Assume 100 sf. 

• Fill cracks in concrete walkways adjacent to building using joint sealants suitable for the 
conditions present.  Assume 40 lf. 

  
Figure 0294.31, Blair House, 0294, South Elevation. 
Planting Bed. Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. 

Figure 0294.32, Blair House, 0294, West Elevation. 
Walkway. Note heavy biological growth. Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
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Chapter 3.38: Existing Conditions 
0563 Zeigler House
 

 
Figure 0563.1, Zeigler House, 0563, Key Plan Map- 
Building is highlighted in red.                                                       
       
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 0563.2, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
Zeigler House is located in the MCV Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at the north 
side of East Marshall Street between 10th and 11th Streets.  The site is urban and features minimal 
planting.  East Marshall Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  Adjacent buildings include 
Samuel Putney House to the east and Virginia Mechanics Institute Building to the west, which are 
separated from Zeigler House by narrow alleys.  At the south (front) elevation, a decorative cast iron 
fence divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of brick laid in a herringbone pattern.  A 
mulch planting bed abuts the front elevation and is planted with shrubs.  Brick steps with a centered 
metal rail and curved brick sidewalls access the front porch.  A brick walkway occupies the space 
between Zeigler and Samuel Putney Houses and accesses the asphalt-paved parking lot behind the 
building.   
 
Summary Description of Zeigler House 
Zeigler House is a three-story, six-bay-wide building with a basement and currently contains office 
space for University Public Affairs and VCU Health’s Department of Strategy and Marketing.  The 
building was designed circa 1880 as a residence in the Italianate style.  It is an approximate square in 
plan with a rear, centered, two-bay-wide, three story projection.  Zeigler house is constructed of 
brick and has a flat, standing-seam metal roof.  The full-width, one-story front porch has a hipped, 
standing-seam metal roof.  The remainder of the porch is of wood construction and features seven 
Ionic columns, two matching pilasters at either end, a dentiled cornice, and a balustrade with turned 
balusters.  The porch sits on a brick foundation and is accessed by a centered, two-bay-wide set of 
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brick steps with metal rail.  The three center porch columns frame two adjacent, matching front 
doors.  The paneled wood doors each have a storm door featuring two panels topped by a glazed 
panel, and are set in recessed, paneled wood openings with transoms.  The front elevation is further 
elaborated by a dentiled and modillioned wood cornice with decorative vents at the frieze.  The 
fenestration at the front elevation is symmetrical, with one window in each bay of each story.  The 
windows are one-over-one, hung wood sash with stone sills and stone lintels with drop ends.  The 
first-story windows are floor-to-ceiling windows and have painted sills and lintels.   
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
The foundation of the building is a continuous brick foundation, with the front porch supported on 
brick piers.  The most significant foundation issue (which overlaps with site issues) is a break in the 
concrete slab between Zeigler and the building to the north.  Water is being directed into this area 
from the rear of the building, and it is allowing water to enter the basement of the building. 
  

 
Figure 0563.3, Zeigler House, 0563, West  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of north edge of site along 
foundation. Note break in paving at foundation 
allowing water to enter basement. 

 

 
Figure 0563.4, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. Note break in paving at foundation allowing 
water to enter basement of this building and adjacent 
building.  At rear of building, water is bring directed 
into this break 
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Once the repairs are made to the broken concrete slab, repoint adjacent areas of wall as 

described below, and insure that appropriate traffic sealant is applied to junction between 
wall and slab. 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 200 sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  Assume 130 sf.  
 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The walls of the building are constructed of brick; on the south (primary) elevation, the brick is 
pressed with narrow lime-mortar joints, while on the north (rear) and east and west (side) elevations, 
the brick is a common brick with wider, less-precise lime mortar joints.  The masonry on the rear 
elevation is painted.  Also on the rear elevation is a modern, brick-clad elevator / stair tower, which 
is not painted. 
 
Biological growth is located on all elevations.  Streaking is located beneath the windows, especially at 
windows containing window air-conditioning units.  Light mortar loss is found on all elevations.  
There is mortar loss on the south elevation near the porch decking, suggesting the use of de-icing 
salts, which should be curtailed.  Dirt has accumulated on all of the walls.   
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Figure 0563.5, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph of south elevation (porch). 
Note mortar loss near porch decking. 
 

 
Figure 0563.6, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. Note light mortar loss on elevation and 
streaking on window sills and beneath, suggestion prior 
reliance on window-unit air-conditioners. 
 

 
Figure 0563.7, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Note the modern elevator / stair 
tower,clad in brick but not painted. 
 

 
Figure 0563.8, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. Note that brick at rear has been painted.  
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Figure 0563.9, Zeigler House, 0563, West  Elevation,  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth  Architects. Note  
mortar loss along the base of the east elevation, in  
the alley.  
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 1,000 sf. 

• The west elevation, in the alley, has portions of the wall which have suffered extensive 
mortar loss.  These limited areas will require deep repointing, in several lifts, of appropriate 
lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Assume 150 sf. 

• Remove limited biological growth on South (primary) elevation, using the gentlest means 
effective.  Assume 200 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint gable end wood trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Scrape and paint: Assume 300 lf.  Replace, prime and paint: 100 lf. 

• Remove all dead and live vegetation that is growing on each elevation. 
• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 

unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Two chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The windows on the south (primary) elevation are wood, double-hung, single light windows with 
aluminum storm windows applied to the exterior.  There are twelve windows on the second and 
third floors, and four taller windows on the first floor.  The windows on the north (rear) elevation 
are wood, double-hung, 2/2 windows with aluminum storm windows applied to the exterior.  There 
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are eight windows on the second and third floors, and four taller windows on the first floor.  The 
windows on the body of the building have been protected by the exterior storm windows, and 
appear to be in good condition.  The windows in the modern elevator/stair tower are six small 2/2 
double-hung wood sash, and they appear to be in good condition.  
  
 

 
Figure 0563.10, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, second floor window.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.   

 
Figure 0563.11, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. suggestion prior reliance on window-unit 
air-conditioners. 
 
 

 
Figure 0563.12, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, first floor window.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.   
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Figure 0563.13, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, first floor window.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.  

 
Figure 0563.14, Zeigler House, 0563, North 
Elevation, elevator / staor tower addition window. 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 
The majority of the windows are in good condition.  The windows have stone (front) or brick (rear) 
sills.  Minor rot is located on some windows, particularly basement windows near window wells 
where moisture is unable to evaporate.  Biological growth is present below most of the windows on 
the front elevation, suggesting the previous use of window A/C units; the rear has been recently 
been painted, and was presumably cleaned before paint was applied.  
 
The majority of the windows are condition Level I.   The south elevation features 16 windows.  The 
north elevation features 12 windows.  The elevator/stair tower addition on the rear has six windows. 
The size of windows range from 14 sf to 32 sf.  Five of the windows contain window A/C units (all 
on the north/rear elevation)   
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
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Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
  Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
On the south (primary) elevation, the building is entered through two, raised six-panel wood doors.  
Each door is protected by a storm door, consisting of two lower raised panels and a single pane of 
glass above.  The doors are in good to very good condition.  
 
On the north (rear) elevation, the building is entered through two, modern, steel doors set into the 
modern elevator/stair tower addition. The doors are in good to very good condition. 
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Figure 0563.15, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, West Door, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.   
 

 
Figure 0563.16, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, Elevator / Stair Tower addition, West Door, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

 
Figure 0563.17, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, East Door, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.   
 

 
Figure 0563.18, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, Elevator / Stair Tower addition, West Door, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Architectural Recommendation: 
• Maintain the existing historic wood doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the wood 

doors and trim.  Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind 
when necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any 
chemical residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  
Paint the wood with a high-quality exterior primer and two coats of paint selected from the 
paint palette. 

• As necessary, repaint the two rear steel doors with a rust-inhibiting primer and appropriate 
exterior paint. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

Porches 

Existing Condition: 
 
There are two porches on this building: on the south (primary) elevation is the historic, wood-
framed six-bay, single-story covered porch, and on the north (rear) elevation is a modern concrete 
porch with steel railings. 
 
The wood-framed historic porch is suffering from extensive paint delamination on virtually all wood 
members, including cornice, capitals, railings, and porch decking, as well as, in more localized areas, 
rusting of nails and buckling of wood porch decking materials.  
 
The rear porch, consisting of a poured concrete base, steel railings, and no covering, is in very good 
condition. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 0563.19, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Porch, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects  
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Figure 0563.20, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Porch, Photograph 2016, Note some paint 
delamination on vertical surfaces, compared with more 
extensive delamination on horizontal surfaces. 
 
 

 
Figure 0563.21, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Porch, Photograph 2016,  Note extensive 
paint delamination on top of handrail. 
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Figure 0563.22, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Porch, Photograph 2016,  Note extensive 
paint delamination on columns. 
 

 
Figure 0563.23, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Porch, Photograph 2016,  Note extensive 
paint delamination on columns and rusting nails. 
 

 
Figure 0563.3, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Porch, Photograph 2016,  Note buckling of 
wood porch decking and rusting nails. 
 

 
Figure 0563.24, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Porch, Photograph 2016,  Note extensive 
paint delamination on porch deck, along with some rot 
and rusting nails. 
 

 
Figure 0563.25, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. Note modern concrete porch with steel 
handrails.  
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Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair / replace in kind rotted and/or buckling wood porch decking materials.  If areas of 
damage and/or loss are extensive, consider replacing porch decking material with a wood 
substitute material that will give a longer life. Prime and paint with two coats of appropriate 
high-quality, exterior-grade paint all wood replacement elements.  Use colors from the paint 
palate included in this report. Assume 100 sf. 

• Remove and replace rusting nails (and damaged wood in vicinity in kind) with appropriate 
galvanized nails for outdoor use.  Assume 25 sf. 

• Following guidelines in this report, scrape and sand all areas of delaminated paint to sound 
material, making appropriate in-kind or epoxy repairs as necessary, and prime and paint with 
two coats of high-quality, exterior-grade paint.  Use colors from the paint palate included in 
this report. Assume 160 sf. 

• The porch roof does not appear to be leaking, but while undertaking the porch repairs, it 
should be inspected and any necessary repairs made. Assume 300 sf.  

• The rear porch is in very good condition, and does not appear to require any repairs. . 
 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The south (primary) elevation contains gutters and downspouts that drain water off of and away 
from the historic wood-framed, single-story porch.  Water from the main roof is directed to the rear 
of the building, where it is collected in gutters that run the length of the north elevation (including 
the elevator/stair tower addition), which drain into three downspouts, two on the historic building 
(at the east and west ends of the elevation), and one on the east end of the elevator/stair tower 
addition.  On the south elevation, the gutters are concealed in the porch structure, and the 
downspouts are round, metal downspouts. On the north elevation, the gutters are modern, molded 
aluminum-profile gutters, and the downspouts are modern, residential-type rectangular aluminum 
downspouts.  
 

 
Figure 0563.26, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects. Note light mortar loss on elevation and 
streaking on window sills and beneath, suggestion prior 
reliance on window-unit air-conditioners. 
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Figure 0563.27, Zeigler House, 0563, North  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Note the modern elevator / stair 
tower,clad in brick but not painted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Repair existing south elevation porch downspouts.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  If the downspouts are too corroded, replace with 6” 
round metal downspouts.   Assume 100 lf. 

• The rear gutters and downspouts are in very good condition, and do not appear to require 
repair at present.  
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Cornice 
Existing Condition: 
The front elevation ornamented by a dentiled and modillioned wood cornice with decorative vents 
at the frieze.  The cornice is in good  condition, through paint is beginning to delaminate, 
particularly on the east portion of the cornice, and there is the beginning of biological growth 
suggesting that water is remaining on the surface of the cornice.  
 
 

 
Figure 0563.28, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Cornice Detail, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.  Note moderate paint 
delamination on main cornice. 
 

 
Figure 0563.29, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Cornice Detail, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects.  Note moderate paint 
delamination on main cornice. 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  Assume 300 sf. 
• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 

necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  Assume 100 sf. 
• Prime and paint with two coats of high-quality, exterior-grade paint selected from the paint 

palate in this report. 
 
Site 
Existing Condition: 
The site consists of, on the south, a city sidewalk and foundation plantings planted against the 
porch, a narrow alley to the east and west, and to the north, a concrete porch with the rest of the site 
covered with asphalt and striped for parking. 
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Figure 0563.30, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph cast iron fence at southwest 
margin of site. Note both rust and diusplacement of 
cast iron members. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 0563.31, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph cast iron fence at southwest 
margin of site. Note both rust and diusplacement of 
cast iron members. 
 

Figure 0563.32, Zeigler House, 0563, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  Photograph cast iron fence at southwest 
margin of site. Note both rust and diusplacement of 
cast iron members. 
 
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the south margin of the building; this 
practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” 
away from building 

• Construct wood or metal fence to block access to alley along west side of building, as alley 
appears to be regularly occupied. Assume 65 LF. 

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may 
be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Dislocation of elements may simply 
be a result of impact and the elements can be realigned and reattached.  Assume 45 lf. 
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Drawing Catalog 
1949 – Alterations for Nurses’ Dormitories 
 

 
Figure 0563.33, Zeigler House, 0563, Alterations for Nurses’ Dormitories, Front and Rear Elevations 
1949, J.R. Pope 
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Figure 0563.34, Zeigler House, 0563, Alterations for Nurses’ Dormitories, Right Side Elevation 
1949, J.R. Pope 
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Chapter 3.39: Existing Conditions 
0564 Samuel Putney House
 

 
Figure 0564.1, Samuel Putney House, 0564, Key Plan 
Map- Building is highlighted in red.                                                       
       

 
Figure 0564.2, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 
 

Site Description 
The Samuel Putney House is located in the MCV Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at 
the north side of East Marshall Street between 10th and 11th Streets.  The site is urban and features 
minimal planting.  East Marshall Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  A narrow alley 
separates the building from the Stephen Putney House to the east; however, the rear ells of the 
Stephen and Samuel Putney Houses are connected.  At the south (front) elevation and the south end 
of the east elevation, a decorative cast iron fence divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of 
brick laid in a herringbone pattern.  An opening in the fence accesses the steps to the main entry.  A 
brick walkway leads from the front steps along the east elevation to the rear of the lot.  A mulch 
planting bed abuts the front elevation and is planted with small shrubs.   An asphalt-paved parking 
lot is located behind the rear elevation of the ell. 
 
Summary Description of Samuel Putney House 
The Samuel Putney House is a three-story, three-bay-wide building with a basement and three-story, 
brick, rear ell.  Along with the Stephen Putney House, the building contains various VCU Health 
Sciences administrative offices and corporate offices of the VCU Health System.  The Putney 
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Houses were constructed in 1859 by Samuel Ayres.  These two Italianate buildings were owned and 
occupied by father and son Samuel and Stephen Putney from 1862 to 1894.  The Putneys were 
involved in the shoe manufacturing business.  The cast iron ornament at both residences was 
produced by local manufactory Phoenix Iron Works.  Samuel Putney House is a modified rectangle 
in plan and is constructed of brick clad in stucco.  The building has a standing-seam metal roof at 
the front (south) block of the building and a flat membrane roof at the rear ell.   The metal roof is 
mostly flat, but slopes down slightly from a center ridge toward the front and rear elevations.  Low 
parapets border the east and west sides of the metal roof, and two stucco-clad brick, interior end 
chimneys rise from each parapet.  The paneled wood front double doors are contained within an 
arched opening with lunette transom.  The elaborately carved wood surround features pilasters at 
the jambs, dentils at the head, and brackets supporting a flat-roofed hood.  The doors are accessed 
by a short flight of stone steps with a cast iron rail.  A brick tile landing is located at the base of the 
steps.  The fenestration at the front elevation is symmetrical, with one window in each bay of each 
story.  The windows are one-over-one, hung wood sash with cast iron sills and lintels.  The first-
story windows are slightly taller and the basement windows are slightly shorter than the windows at 
the top two stories.  The front elevation is capped by a bracketed, dentiled wood cornice.  The main 
feature of the south elevation is a two-story, elaborately-ornamented cast iron porch, which occupies 
the four center bays of the front (south) block of the building.  The porch consists of five slender 
columns, a balustrade, and a frieze, all of which are constructed of cast iron with a decorative 
openwork design.  A similar balustrade is located on the roof of the porch.  Two 9/9, hung wood 
windows with brownstone sills and lintels are located at each story behind the porch.  A two-story 
single-bay window projection is located north of the porch at the intersection of the main block with 
the rear ell.  The ell has a modillioned wood cornice and 6/6, hung wood windows with wood sills 
and lintels.  Fenestration at the east elevation of the ell is symmetrical, with one window in each bay 
of each story.  There is a typical window at each story of the rear wall.  The west wall of the ell 
adjoins Stephen Putney House’s ell.   
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The foundation of the building is a continuous brick foundation, with the front porch supported on 
brick piers.  In area beneath rear porch, a steam line is venting into the space, causing large amounts 
of steam to be released into the space on a regular basis.  This steam is leading to extensive 
biological growth in area, delamination of painted masonry surfaces, and mortar loss.  If this 
condition persists over a long period of time, it could lead to substantial damage in the area.  In 
addition, the steam released in the area results in the stairs and walks in the adjacent areas to also be 
damp, and in cold weather, leads to a film of ice, creating potentially hazardous conditions even in 
areas not directly beneath the rear porch.  
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Figure 0564.3, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steam being 
discharged into the space. 
 

 
Figure 0564.4, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steam being 
discharged into the space. 
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Figure 0564.5, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steam being 
discharged into the space. 

 
Figure 0564.6, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steam being 
discharged into the space. 
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Figure 0564.7, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Because of steam 
being discharged into the space, thre is extensive paint 
delamination, biological growth, and mortar loss. 

 
Figure 0564.8, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Because of steam 
being discharged into the space, thre is extensive paint 
delamination, biological growth, and mortar loss. 
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Redirect the steam vents under rear porch so that they vent into clear of the enclosed space.  
Allow space to dry completely before beginning repairs to access any issues. 

• In area beneath rear porch, remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  
Assume 120 sf.  

• In area beneath rear porch (including brick floor), repair and repoint as necessary, with 
particular attention to areas of the wall that have received inappropriate Portland cement 
repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-
based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, 
strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with 
appropriate mortar.  Assume 280 sf. 

• In area beneath rear porch, remove loose paint on previously-painted masonry in area, and 
repaint to match. Assume 180 sf 
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Figure 0564.9, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, wall detail.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects   
 

 
Figure 0564.11, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, single bay addition between the two Putney 
houses.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  
Note steap being discharged into the space. 

 
Figure 0564.10, Samuel Putney House, 0564, West  
Elevation, detail of ell addition.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects   
 

 
Figure 0564.12, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, area to the east of the Samuel Putney House, 
between the two Putney Houses.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  Note the two condensors 
in the space, and the lack of positive drainage to direct 
water away from the buildings.. 
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Figure 0564.13 Samuel Putney House, 0564, East  
Elevation, in the area between the two Putney Houses.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note the 
bulding in the stucco, suggesging the migration of 
water up the wall, causing delamination and and 
localized failure of stucco. 

 
Figure 0564.14, Samuel Putney House, 0564, Samuel 
Putney House, 0564, East Elevation, in the area 
between the two Putney Houses.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  Note the bulding in the 
stucco, suggesging the migration of water up the wall, 
causing delamination and and localized failure of 
stucco. 
 

Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The exterior walls of the building are generally in overall good to very good condition, with some 
localized issues to be addressed.  The walls of the areaway beneath the north (rear) porch are 
addressed in the foundation section of this report, and some potential (but not visible) conditions 
with the west elevation of the rear ell (caused by the construction of a planter box) are described in 
the site section of this report. The building was renovated in 2004.  There are some moisture-related 
stucco issues in the recessed area in front of the two-story, single-bay addition to the east of the 
building, which directly abuts the Stephen Putney House to the east.  In this space, some of the 
stucco (which appears to have been renewed in 2004) is bulging and cracking, suggesting the 
presence of water between the stucco and the masonry.  The cause appears to be water being 
directed into this space, largely from downspouts on the building to the east, as well as moist air 
being discharged into the space from a condenser unit in the space.  Additional water may be 
directed down the face of the walls of this space, all of which results in water entering the space with 
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no positive drainage or underground drain lines to remove it, and moist air being blown against the 
stucco. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Create positive drainage or install below-grade drainage in the site area in the small area 
between the Samuel Putney House and the Stephen Putney House to the east.  

• If possible, but only after addressing the drainage issues in the areaway between the two 
Putney Houses, try to direct exhaust from the condenser units upward, or, when the time 
comes to replace the units, look to relocate them on top of the building. 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  This is largely necessary beneath 
the rear porch, and likely in the area behind the planter built against the rear ell.  Assume 300 
sf. 

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  This is largely in the area 
beneath and adjacent to the rear porch.  Assume 200 sf. 

• Repair stucco as required. Prime and paint all stucco with two coats of paint. Assume 200 sf. 
• Monitor gable end wood trim at back addition and porch.  As needed should an issue 

develop over time, scrape and paint wood trim on the rear ell.  Replace rotted wood in kind 
when necessary.  Scrape and paint: Assume 190 lf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Two chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The windows on the building are wood, double-hung, multi-light windows and were all addressed in 
the 2004 renovations; they are in good to very good condition.  The windows on the south (primary) 
elevation are compass-headed, with a three-lobed, curved, light detail in the uppermost panes.  
There are twelve windows on the second and third floors, and four taller windows on the first floor.  
The windows on the north (rear) elevation are wood, double-hung, 2/2 windows with aluminum 
storm windows applied to the exterior.  There are eight windows on the second and third floors, and 
four taller windows on the first floor.  The only two windows in potential need of repair now (and it 
is difficult to ascertain because they are covered with metal grillwork) are in the basement areaway 
beneath the rear porch, where the space is being inundated with steam.  One potential issue is visible 
in the windows on the south elevation (primary) on the first floor.  The windows in that location 
have heavy condensation on the inside, suggesting an imbalance with the HVAC system, or the 
lowering of temperature to try to reduce humidity, in lieu of a dehumidification system.  The long-
term issue is that with condensation this severe, the moisture will work into the window frame and 
cause delamination of paint, loss of glazing, and, in time, rot of the wood members. 
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Figure 0564.15, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, detail of first floor window.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects   
 

 
Figure 0564.17, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, detail of first floor window.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note condensation 
on interior face of glass, suggesting the use of lower 
temperatiures to remove humidity, resulting in 
condensation against the single-pane glass. 
 

 
Figure 0564.16, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, detail of second story window.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects   
 

 
Figure 0564.18, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, detail of third floor windows.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0564.19, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, singl-bay addition to east, detail of first and 
second floor windows.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects   
 

 
Figure 0564.20, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, detail of rear of main building.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects   
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Figure 0564.21, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, rear of main building, detail of first floor 
window.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects   
 

 
Figure 0564.22, Samuel Putney House, 0564, Samuel 
Putney House, 0564, North Elevation, rear of main 
building, detail of first floor window.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects   
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Figure 0564.23, Samuel Putney House, 0564, West  
Elevation, ell, detail of first floor window.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  

 
Figure 0564.24, Samuel Putney House, 0564, West  
Elevation, ell, detail of first floor window.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 
The size of windows range from 11 sf to 30 sf.  The majority of the windows are in good to very 
good condition.  The two windows (assumed to be Level II or Level III) that should be addressed 
are in the basement areaway underneath the rear porch (north).  Because of the heavy grillwork over 
these will require additional inspection, after steam discharge is addressed, to determine what, if any, 
repairs are required.  The condensation issue described above should be addressed by adjusting the 
HVAC settings for the building, and, if necessary, the addition of dehumidification equipment into 
the building so that users to not try to address humidity by lowering temperature. The remainder of 
the windows require no work. 
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
Sand, patch, prime 

C. Repair Frame 
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Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
  Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The only surviving historic doors are a pair of substantial raised-panel doors on the south (primary) 
elevation of the building.  The remaining doors in the building are modern, sympathetic replacement 
doors.  The doors are all in very good condition.  The only caveat concerns the door in the 
basement areaway beneath the rear (north) porch.  Because of the amount of steam bring discharged 
into this space, if the steam is not redirected, there could be a future issue with paint delamination 
and eventual rusting of the modern raised-panel metal door and its surround, and rusting of any 
metal hinges, hardware, or other door elements.  Some rotting of wood surround has already begin 
at bottom of door. 
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Figure 0564.25, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, main doors into building.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects   

 
Figure 0564.26, Samuel Putney House, 0564, West  
Elevation, first floor rear porch.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  
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Figure 0564.27, Samuel Putney House, 0564, West  
Elevation, door into rear ell.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects   

 
Figure 0564.28, Samuel Putney House, 0564, East  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Not rog at bottom 
left side of door, at lower end of door trim. 
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   

• The door in the basement areaway beneath the rear (north) porch is being damaged by the 
steam being discharged into this space.  If the steam is not redirected, there could be a future 
issue with paint delamination and eventual rusting of the modern raised-panel metal door 
and its surround, and rusting of any metal hinges, hardware, or other door elements; the 
wood door surround is already rotting at the bottom.  The steam should be redirected, the 
rotted wood trim replaced in kind, and the door and surround inspected for any additional 
damage when the steam issue is corrected. 
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Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The Samuel Putney House features two porches, both historic.  The south (primary) porch is a 
single-story, cast-iron framed, covered, full-width porch, decked with wood, and reached by a flight 
of granite steps. The front porch is in very good condition.  The only issues are excessive bird 
droppings on the cast iron rail, suggesting extensive nesting in or around the building, and paint 
delamination in the areaway beneath the front porch, suggesting poor ventilation and trapped 
moisture. The rear porch is a two-story, wood-framed, covered, full-width porch, partially cut off by 
the rear ell addition.  The issue facing the rear porch is the steam discharge (previously described in 
the foundation section) in the lower areaway of the rear porch.  In addition to the damage to that 
areaway) previously described) there is the potential that the steam is condensing within the 
wheelchair lift located at the rear porch, and causing rust and deterioration to the machinery within 
the mechanical enclosure. 
 
 
  

 
Figure 0564.29, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, front.  Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects   
 

 
Figure 0564.31, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, front porch.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects   
 

 
Figure 0564.30, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, front porch.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects   
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Figure 0564.32, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, front porch, detail of cast-iron rail.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note 
bird droppings on otherwise sound rail. 
 

 
Figure 0564.34, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, front porch.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects   
 

 
Figure 0564.33, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, areaway beneath front porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note delamination 
of paint of masonry in this area. 
 

 
Figure 0564.35, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, rear porch.  Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects   
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Figure 0564.36, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, rear porch, detail of wheelchair lift.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  Because 
of steam being discharged into the space, thre is is the 
potential of damage to the wheelchair lift. 
 

 
Figure 0564.37, Samuel Putney House, 0564, South  
Elevation, rear porch, detail of wheelchair lift.  
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects  Because 
of steam being discharged into the space, thre is is the 
potential of damage to the wheelchair lift. 
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As previously mentioned, address the steam discharge in the area beneath the rear porch. 
• Make sure that birds are not nesting in and around the front porch. 
• Remove loose paint on masonry in areaway beneath front porch.  Since the area is not 

visible, the masonry would perform better if it were left unpainted.  If desired, prime and 
repaint with two coats of high-quality, exterior-grade paint.  Assume 230 sf. 

• Inspect the rear wheelchair lift to ensure that no rust or deterioration is being caused by 
adjacent steam discharge. 
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Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main building drains from front to rear (south to north) and the ell addition drains from east to 
west.  The gutters and downspouts appear to date to the 2004 renovation, and are in good to very 
good condition. 
 
 

 
Figure 0564.38, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steap being 
discharged into the space. 
 

 
Figure 0564.40, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steap being 
discharged into the space. 
 

 
Figure 0564.39, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Because of steam 
being discharged into the space, thre is extensive paint 
delamination, biological growth, and mortar loss. 
 
 
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 
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• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The decorative wood cornice on the south (primary) elevation is in good to very good condition, 
and appears to have been addressed in the 2004 renovations.  There is some slight alligatoring 
visible, but the paint does not appear to be flaking or delaminating.   
 
 
  
 
 

 
Figure 0564.41, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steap being 
discharged into the space. 
 
 

 
Figure 0564.42, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steap being 
discharged into the space. 
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  For this building, this will largely consist 
of monitoring, should the issue develop over time.  Assume 175 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  For this building, this will 
largely consist of monitoring until it is time to repaint.  Assume 175 sf. 
 

Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
As previously described when addressing the walls at the south (primary) elevation in the vicinity of 
the east addition, there is a site drainage problem that should be addressed by creating positive 
drainage, if possible, and if not possible, by installing below-grade drainage.    In addition, two 
mechanical units located in this tight space are blowing humid air against the building, creating an 
issue with the stucco.  In addition, a downspout on the adjacent Stephen Putney House is buried in 
mulch, and a series of masonry cores have been deposited on top of it, making it likely that water is 
not draining freely across the surface of the area and away from the building. 
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On the west side of the rear (north) wall, a masonry planter box has been created.  While attempts 
were made to provide waterproofing against the masonry wall, it appears that the waterproofing is 
failing, the drains at the base of the planter are largely ineffective, and water is being transmitted into 
the exterior wall adjacent.  The waterproofing membrane appears to have broken down, and odd 
and ineffective flashing details – such as wrapping the membrane around the downspouts which 
continue apparently to the base of the planter (covered by dirt), are accelerating the problem.  This 
appears to be the source of the moisture issues un the rooms along the west exterior wall of the ell 
addition. 
 
 
  

 
Figure 0564.43, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steap being 
discharged into the space. 
 

 
Figure 0564.45, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Note steap being 
discharged into the space. 
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Figure 0564.46, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects  Because of steam 
being discharged into the space, thre is extensive paint 
delamination, biological growth, and mortar loss. 
 

Figure 0564.44, Samuel Putney House, 0564, North  
Elevation, areaway beneath rear porch.  Photograph 2016,  
Commonwealth Architects  Because of steam being  
discharged into the space, thre is extensive paint delamination,  
biological growth, and mortar loss. 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As previously described, create positive drainage in the area between the two Putney Houses 
along the south elevation.  If possible, deflect the discharge of moist air from the two 
condenser units from against the building, or consider relocating the units to the roof. 

• Clear the downspout on the adjacent Stephen Putney House. 
• Remove or appropriately waterproof the masonry planter box against the west wall of the 

rear ell addition.  The most effective solution would be to simply remove the plater box and 
install simple parking stops or bollards so that cars do not impact the ell.  If there is a strong 
desire to retain the planter boxes, consider the installation of free-standing planter boxes that 
are not in contact with the exterior wall of the ell addition, so that the existing downspouts 
can adequately discharge water, and moisture is not being trapped against the building and 
causing damage to both the wall and, in time, to the interior wall. 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the south margin of the building; this 
practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 24” 
away from building. 
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Drawing Catalog 
2004 – Exterior Renovations 
 

 
Figure 0564.x, Samuel Putney House, 0564, Exterior Renovations, Floor Plan and Key 
2004, KOP Architects 
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Figure 0564.x, Samuel Putney House, 0564, Window and Door Restoration Schedule and Details 
2004, KOP Architects 
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Figure 0564.x, Samuel Putney House, 0564, Exterior Renovations, Elevations 
2004, KOP Architects 
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Chapter 3.40: Existing Conditions 
0565 Stephen Putney House
 

 
Figure 0565.1, Stephen Putney House, 0565, Key Plan 
Map- Building is highlighted in red.                                                       
       

 
Figure 0565.2, Stephen Putney House, 0565, South  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

Site Description 
The Stephen Putney House is located in the MCV Campus of Virginia Commonwealth University at 
the north side of East Marshall Street between 10th and 11th Streets.  The site is urban and features 
minimal planting.  East Marshall Street defines the south perimeter of the site.  A narrow alley 
separates the building from the Samuel Putney House to the west; however, the rear ells of the 
Stephen and Samuel Putney Houses are connected.  At the south (front) elevation and the south end 
of the east elevation, a decorative cast iron fence divides the house lot from the sidewalk, which is of 
brick laid in a herringbone pattern.  An opening in the fence accesses the steps to the main entry.  A 
brick walkway leads from the front steps along the east elevation to the rear of the lot.  A mulch 
planting bed abuts the front elevation and is planted with two small trees and other small plantings.  
The southeast corner of the lot contains a large mulch planting bed planted with shrubs and a large 
magnolia tree.  The rear of the lot is bordered by a brick wall and contains a grassy lawn, a mature 
tree toward the center of the building’s east elevation, and numerous small trees.  An asphalt-paved 
parking lot is located behind the rear elevation of the ell. 
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Summary Description of Stephen Putney House 
Stephen Putney House is a three-story, three-bay-wide building with a basement and three-story, 
brick, rear ell.  Along with Samuel Putney House, the building contains various VCU Health 
Sciences administrative offices and corporate offices of the VCU Health System.  The Putney 
Houses were constructed in 1859 by Samuel Ayres.  These two Italianate buildings were owned and 
occupied by father and son Samuel and Stephen Putney from 1862 to 1894.  The Putneys were 
involved in the shoe manufacturing business.  The cast iron ornament at both residences was 
produced by local manufactory Phoenix Iron Works.   
 
The Stephen Putney House is a modified rectangle in plan and is constructed of brick which has 
been painted.  The building has a standing-seam metal roof at the front (south) block of the building 
and a flat membrane roof at the rear ell.   The metal roof is mostly flat, but slopes down slightly 
from a center ridge toward the front and rear elevations.  Low parapets border the east and west 
sides of the metal roof, and two stucco-clad brick, interior end chimneys rise from each parapet.  
The paneled wood front double doors are contained within an arched opening with lunette transom.  
The elaborately carved wood surround features pilasters at the jambs, dentils at the head, and 
brackets supporting a flat-roofed hood.  The doors are accessed by a short flight of stone steps with 
a cast iron rail.  A brick tile landing is located at the base of the steps.  The fenestration at the front 
elevation is symmetrical, with one window in each bay of each story.  The windows are one-over-
one, hung wood sash with brownstone sills and lintels.  The first-story windows are slightly taller 
and the basement windows are slightly shorter than the windows at the top two stories.  The front 
elevation is capped by a bracketed, dentiled wood cornice.  The main feature of the east elevation is 
a two-story, elaborately-ornamented cast iron porch, which occupies the four center bays of the 
front (south) block of the building.  Each story contains five pillars, a balustrade, and a frieze, all of 
which are constructed of cast iron with a decorative openwork design.  A similar balustrade is 
located on the roof of the porch.  Two 9/9, hung wood windows with brownstone sills and lintels 
are located at each story behind the porch.  A two-story bay window projection is located north of 
the porch at the intersection of the main block with the rear ell.  The ell has a modillioned wood 
cornice and 6/6, hung wood windows with brownstone sills and lintels.  Fenestration at the east 
elevation of the ell is symmetrical, with one window in each bay of each story.  There is a typical 
window at each story of the rear wall.  The west wall of the ell adjoins Samuel Putney House’s ell.   
 
Existing Conditions and Condition Assessment by Element 
 
Foundation 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The Stephen Putney House features a continupus brick foundation along all elevations.  In the 
vicinity of the rear ell addition, there are several areas where alterations to existing grade have have 
raised the grade against the building, which was compensated for by various retaining walls and 
window wells, which appear to be creating entry points for water. 
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Figure 0565.3, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, window well along ell addition, Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

 

 
Figure 0565.4, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, foundation along ell addition, Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 0565.5, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, window well along ell addition, Photograph 2016,  
Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Repair and repoint as necessary, with particular attention to areas of the wall that have 
received inappropriate Portland cement repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked 
and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test 
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mortar to determine proper composition, strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar 
should be removed and replaced with appropriate mortar.  Assume 150 sf. 

• Localized masonry repairs and modifications may be necessary in areas along foundation 
where window wells and areaways collect water and direct it into the foundation.  Assume 
100 sf.  

• Remove biological growth, using the gentlest means effective.  The only areas are localized 
areas along the east elevation adjacent to the ground.  Assume 50 sf.  

 
Wall 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The walls of the Stephen Putney House are all constructed of brick, and all have been painted.  The 
paint appears to date to the 2004 renovations, and both masonry and paint appear to be in good to 
very good condition.  
 

 
Figure 0565.6, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, foundation along ell addition, Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

 
Figure 0565.7, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, foundation along ell addition, Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0565.8, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, foundation along ell addition, Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

 
Figure 0565.9, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, foundation along ell addition, Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• The walls were repaired in the 2004 renovation, and appear to be in good to very good 
condition.  The recommendation is to monitor, and if any issues are detected (in addition the 
recommendations for repairs adjacent to the ground plane, described in the foundation 
section above), the recommendation would be to repair and repoint as necessary, with 
particular attention to areas of the wall that have received inappropriate Portland cement 
repairs over time and where the mortar is pocked and crumbling.  Use appropriate lime-
based mortar and match existing joint work.  Test mortar to determine proper composition, 
strength, color, and texture. Incompatible mortar should be removed and replaced with 
appropriate mortar.   

• The walls were repaired in the 2004 renovation, and appear to be in good to very good 
condition.  The recommendation is to monitor, and if any issues are detected (in addition the 
recommendations for repairs adjacent to the ground plane, described in the foundation 
section above), the recommendation would be to remove biological growth, using the 
gentlest means effective.   

• The walls were repaired in the 2004 renovation, and appear to be in good to very good 
condition.  The recommendation is to monitor, and if any issues are detected (in addition the 
recommendations for repairs adjacent to the ground plane, described in the foundation 
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section above), the recommendation would be to repair stucco as required. Prime and paint 
all stucco with two coats of paint.  

• The wood trim was repaired in the 2004 renovation, and appear to be in good to very good 
condition.  The recommendation is to monitor, and if any issues are detected (in addition the 
recommendations for repairs adjacent to the ground plane, described in the foundation 
section above), the recommendation would be to as needed, scrape and paint gable end 
wood trim.  Replace rotted wood in kind when necessary.  Scrape and paint: Assume 600 lf.  
Replace, prime and paint: 150 lf. 

• Verify that unused chimneys are capped and that caps are performing properly to prevent 
unwanted moisture from entering chimneystacks.  Repair as necessary.  Use low-profile 
vented caps where caps are not present.  Four chimneys. 

 
Windows 
 
Existing Condition:  
 
The fenestration at the south (primary) elevation is symmetrical, with one window in each bay of 
each story.  The windows are 1/1, hung wood sash with brownstone sills and lintels.  The first-story 
windows are slightly taller and the basement windows are slightly shorter than the windows at the 
top two stories.   
 
On the east (side) elevation, two 9/9, hung wood windows with brownstone sills and lintels are 
located at each story behind the porch.  A two-story bay window projection is located north of the 
porch at the intersection of the main block with the rear ell.  The ell has 6/6, hung wood windows 
with brownstone sills and lintels.  Fenestration at the east elevation of the ell is symmetrical, with 
one window in each bay of each story.  There is a typical window at each story of the rear wall.   
 
The windows were all repaired in the 2004 renovation, and are all in good to very good condition. 
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Figure 0565.10, Stephen Putney House, 0565, South  
Elevation, first floor, window detail,, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 

 
Figure 0565.11, Stephen Putney House, 0565, South  
Elevation, second floor, window detail,, Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Figure 0565.12, Stephen Putney House, 0565, South  
Elevation, third floor, window detail,, Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0565.13, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, foundation along ell addition, Photograph 
2016, Commonwealth Architects. 
 

 
Figure 0565.15, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects 

 
Figure 0565.14, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation ell addition, first floor, window detail, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Figure 0565.16, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation ell addition, second floor, window detail, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
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Figure 0565.17, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation ell addition, second floor, window detail, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

 

 
Figure 0565.18, Stephen Putney House, 0565, Northt  
Elevation ell addition, second floor, window detail, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 0565.19, Stephen Putney House,  
0565, East Elevation ell addition, third  
floor, window detail, Photograph 2016,  
Commonwealth Architects 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 
 

• The majority of the windows are in good to very good condition. The remainder of the 
windows require no immediate work, only monitoring and routine maintenance. 
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• Some of the woodwork on the bay window on the east elevation of the ell is exhibiting signs 
of demalination and potential rot.  These areas should be carefully investigated, and any 
rareas of rot repaired according to the repair proceedures in thie report, either using epoxy 
or replacement in kind.  After repairs are made, carefully sand, prime, and paint with two 
coats of high-quality exterior-grade paint to match surrounding area.  Assume 80 sf.  

 
The Window Levels of Repair: 

Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 
A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 
Sand, patch, prime 

C. Repair Frame 
Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 

  Sand, patch, prime 
D. Two Coats of Paint 
 

Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 
Doors 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The paneled wood front double doors are contained within an arched opening with lunette transom.  
The elaborately carved wood surround features pilasters at the jambs, dentils at the head, and 
brackets supporting a flat-roofed hood.  The doors are accessed by a short flight of stone steps with 
a cast iron rail. 
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Figure 0565.20, Stephen Putney House, 0565, South  
Elevation, first floor, main door into building, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 

 
Figure 0565.21, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, first floor, side door into building, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Maintain the existing doors.  As necessary, clean, scrape, and paint the plywood doors and 
trim.  Consolidate and fill missing or damaged areas.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Where wood trim is already scraped, ensure that surfaces are free of any chemical 
residue before priming and painting.   Avoid any defacement of wood profiles.  Paint the 
steel lintels with a rust inhibiting primer and two coats of paint. 

• Verify weather-tightness at exterior doors and check door hardware for functionality and oil 
hinges.   
 

Porches 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main feature of the east elevation is a two-story, elaborately-ornamented cast iron porch, which 
occupies the four center bays of the front (south) block of the building.  Each story contains five 
pillars, a balustrade, and a frieze, all of which are constructed of cast iron with a decorative 
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openwork design.  A similar balustrade is located on the roof of the porch. The porches were 
repaired during the 2004 renovation, and remain in good to very good condition. One unusual 
condition is the presence of a 4”x4” piece of pressure-treated wood, propped up on a piece of wood 
resting on mulch, and rising to the underside of the porch frame, into some new pressure-treated 
wood framing.  It is not clear what this repair is supposed to address, or exactly what it is doing.  We 
recommend that a structural engineer examine this repair detail and to then investigate a long-term 
solution. 
 

 
Figure 0565.2 Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of side porch, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
 

 
Figure 0565.24, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of side porch, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
 

 
Figure 0565.23, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
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Elevation, detail of side porch, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
 

 

Figure 0565.25, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of side porch, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
 

 
Figure 0565.26, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of side porch, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• A structural engineer should examine the porch repair detail under the east (side) porch to  
determine if there is an ongoing issue, whether the repair is sufficient, and if not, to design a 
more appropriate repair 

• Maintain paint finishes on cast iron porch.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by 
cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal 
and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Monitor. 

 
Gutters and Downspouts 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The main building drains from front to rear (south to north) and the ell addition drains from east to 
west.  The gutters and downspouts appear to date to the 2004 renovation, and are in good to very 
good condition. 
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Figure 0565.27, Stephen Putney House, 0565, North  
Elevation, detail of side porch, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects  Note that roof of main 
building and ell drains to north (rear) of building. 
 

 
Figure 0565.28, Stephen Putney House, 0565, West  
Elevation, detail areaway between the two Putney 
houses, to the west of the Stephen Putney House, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

 
Figure 0565.29, Stephen Putney House, 0565, West  
Elevation, detail areaway between the two Putney 
houses, to the west of the Stephen Putney House, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects Note 
that bottom of downspout is buried in mulch, and a 
series of brick and concrete cores have been piled on 
top of it, interrupting the flow of rainwater. 
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Figure 0565.30, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of downspouot on ell addition, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects. Note 
that bottom of downspout has been crushed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• Inspect all downspout outflow points around the perimeter of the building to verify at that 
water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Inspect the drainage 
lines that lead away from the building, verifying operative condition and free flow of runoff 
water.  Unclog the drains and system where needed. 

• After inspecting the lines, more intense repairs of the drainage system may need to be 
undertaken, such as tying the downspouts into the storm water management system. 

• Implement a maintenance program to service/inspect the storm and sanitary lines for 
blockages with focus on the effect of seasonal debris.   

• Clear debris from downspout on west elevation in areaway on north side of site (between 
the two Putney houses), insure that downspout is daylighted. 

• Repair or replace bottom section of downspout on east side of building (on rear ell) that has 
been crushed.  
 

Cornice 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
The front elevation is capped by a bracketed, dentiled wood cornice.  The ell has a modillioned 
wood cornice. 
 
The decorative wood cornice on the south (primary) elevation is in good to very good condition, 
and appears to have been addressed in the 2004 renovations.  There is some slight alligatoring 
visible, but the paint does not appear to be flaking or delaminating.   
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Figure 0565.31, Stephen Putney House, 0565, South  
Elevation, detail of cornice, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
 

 

 

 
Figure 0565.33, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of cornice, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
 

Figure 0565.32, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of cornice, Photograph 2016,  
Commonwealth Architects 
 
 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As needed, clean wood cornice of dirt and mold.  For this building, this will largely consist 
of monitoring, should the issue develop over time.  Assume 250 sf. 

• As needed, scrape and paint eaves and cornice.  Replace rotted wood in kind when 
necessary.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures.  For this building, this will 
largely consist of monitoring until it is time to repaint.  Assume 250 sf. 

 
Site 
 
Existing Condition: 
 
As previously described when addressing the walls at the south (primary) elevation in the vicinity of 
the east addition, there is a site drainage problem that should be addressed by creating positive 
drainage, if possible, and if not possible, by installing below-grade drainage.    In addition, two 
mechanical units located in this tight space are blowing humid air against the building, creating an 
issue with the stucco on the adjacent Stephen Putney House.  In addition, a downspout on the 
Stephen Putney House is buried in mulch, and a series of masonry cores have been deposited on top 
of it, making it likely that water is not draining freely across the surface of the area and away from 
the building. 
 
Along the east elevation, there is an awkward junction between a site wall and the east elevation of 
the building.  The junction is largely filled with mastic and caulk, creating a failing junction which 
appears to be admitting water behind it.  There is work in progress on the site to the east of this 
house which has removed all vegetation, creating washout conditions in rain.  Finally, the coast iron 
fence along the eastern boundary of the property requires routine maintenance.  
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Figure 0565.34, Stephen Putney House, 0565, West  
Elevation, detail areaway between the two Putney 
Houses, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects 
 

 
Figure 0565.36, Stephen Putney House, 0565, West  
Elevation, detail areaway between the two Putney 
Houses, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
Note that the bottom of the downspout is buried in 
mulch, and a series of concrete cores has been piled on 
top of the downspout, interfering with the flow of 
rainwater out of the downspout. 
 

 
Figure 0565.35, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of cornice, Photograph 2016, 
Commonwealth Architects. Work in progress has 
created washout issues along the east elevation. 

 
Figure 0565.37, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, intersection of site wall and building, 
Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
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Figure 0565.38, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of intersection of site wall and 
building, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth Architects.  
 

 
Figure 0565.39, Stephen Putney House, 0565, East  
Elevation, detail of cast iron fence along property 
boundary, Photograph 2016, Commonwealth 
Architects.  
 

 
Architectural Recommendation: 

• As previously described, create positive drainage in the area between the two Putney Houses 
along the south elevation.  If possible, deflect the discharge of moist air from the two 
condenser units from against the building, or consider relocating the units to the roof. 

• Clear the downspout on the currently buried into the mulch, and blocked by a pile of 
concrete cores. 

• There are currently foundation plantings around the south and east margin of the building; 
this practice should be discontinued.  If plantings are desired, they should be kept at least 
24” away from building. 

• Address the area of the east site which has had its vegetation removed, apparently for some 
ongoing work. Plant ground cover, or create a patio area to prevent further washout in the 
area. 

• Repair existing metal components of the wrought iron site fencing. Minor paint failure may 
be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require 
paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 120 lf.   
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Drawing Catalog 
2004 – Exterior Renovations 
 

 
Figure 0565.x, Stephen Putney House, 0565, Exterior Renovations, Floor Plan and Key 
2004, KOP Architects 
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Figure 0565.x, Stephen Putney House, 0565, Window and Door Restoration Schedule and Details 
2004, KOP Architects 
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Figure 0565.x, Stephen Putney House, 0565, Exterior Renovations, Elevations 
2004, KOP Architects 
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Figure 0565.x, Stephen Putney House, 0565, Exterior Renovations, Details 
2004, KOP Architects 
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Chapter 4: Material Repair Procedures 
 
General masonry repairs 
Masonry that exists in a deteriorated condition can introduce moisture, insects, and vegetation to the 
wall system and to the interior of the building.  In order to correct these deficiencies, general 
masonry repair and repointing is required where deterioration occurs.  Any new brick should match 
the historic brick in color, texture, and proportion.  New mortar should match the historic mortar in 
color and texture, and should be should be lime-based and appropriate to the structural needs of the 
building.   
 
Areas of Portland cement repair or parging should be carefully removed by hand.  Due to the 
delicate nature of the historic brickwork, the use of power tools should generally be avoided.   Areas 
where Portland cement has been applied to the surface of the brick should be removed by hand 
only; no power tools should be used in these locations, due to the likelihood of damaging the brick.  
Grinding wheels should never be used to grind out the mortar: they damage the corners of the brick, 
and when used to grind out vertical joints, the inevitable result is cutting into the bricks above and 
below.  A grinder with a thin, diamond-edged blade may be used to make a relieving cut through the 
horizontal joints, and the remainder of the mortar chiseled out by hand.  This may not be done on 
vertical joints, because of the likelihood of cutting into the bricks above and below.  Alternatively, a 
pneumatic air chisel may be used to carefully remove inappropriate or deteriorated mortar.   
 
Historic mortar that is sound, exhibits no cracks, and remains appropriately adhered to the brick – 
that is historic mortar that has not failed and is still functioning properly, should be left in place.   
 
Areas of deteriorated mortar joints can be addressed through the careful removal of inappropriate 
mortar, as noted above.  Mortar should be removed to a depth two-and-a-half times the width of the 
mortar joint, so that the joint may be sufficiently anchored.  The finished joint should match in 
character the strike of the joint around it.   
 
Open Mortar Joints: These areas are identifiable as deeply recessed mortar joints between masonry 
units (bricks, stones, etc.), as well as by significantly cracked, broken, or missing masonry and 
noticeable biological growth. The condition is usually caused by water infiltration, which accelerates 
the deterioration of the joint and the materials surrounding it. Raised mortar joints are more 
susceptible to failure than flush joints due to their projecting profiles. Buildings naturally lose mortar 
as they age. Unlike the masonry units it surrounds, mortar itself is designed to be both sacrificial and 
repairable. Inappropriate repairs, however, can cause more problems than they solve. Historic lime-
based mortars are breathable, flexible and adapt to changing loads and weather conditions. Use of 
extremely hard Portland cements and cement-based mortars for repointing and other repairs, 
however, creates a new joint that is stronger but less flexible and adaptable than the original joints. 
The new mortar joints cannot respond to the natural shifts and settlements of masonry walls as the 
old mortar did, resulting in damage to the masonry units themselves. Portland cement joints are also 
impervious, causing moisture to enter and damage the masonry units rather than transferring the 
moisture easily through the joints.  
  
Recommendations: Rake out existing deteriorated mortar by hand to a depth of two and one-half times 
the width of the existing joint or until sound mortar is reached. Replacement mortar should be 
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consistent with the materials removed in type, color, texture and profile. Do not attempt to remove 
inappropriate materials until they have weathered or cracked naturally, as removal of sound 
Portland-based cements often necessitates uses of power tools and can result in damage to the 
surrounding masonry units.  
 
Spalls: Identifiable as the loss of flakes or chunks of masonry. Spalling is the result of stresses 
placed upon the masonry, whether through natural causes such as repeated freeze/thaw and 
corrosion of ferrous metal supports, or through mechanical stresses caused by inappropriate 
repointing or excessive loading. Spalling resulting from inappropriate repointing is usually confined 
to the edges of the masonry units, while spalling resulting from other forces may affect the entire 
unit.  
 
Recommendations: In general, efforts to address spalled brick should be confined to addressing failures 
in the surrounding mortars. Spalling on the horizontal surfaces of belt courses, copings and water 
tables, however, should be addressed to prevent water infiltration. Spalled brick should be replaced 
rather than repaired. Spalls in stone masonry may be fixed using a “dutchman” repair. This 
technique may consist of applying a cement patch to the damaged area, which works best on small 
areas and should be performed by a skilled mason.  Large areas respond better to use of a new stone 
patch or replacement. All repairs and replacements should match the type, color, size, shape, and 
other characteristics of the existing masonry. 
 
Flaking, Scaling, Crumbling: Flaking and scaling are identified as the loss of small, thin pieces of 
the outer surface of masonry units. These conditions are usually caused by water infiltration and 
freeze/thaw stresses. Crumbling is defined as the disintegration or dissolution of masonry material, 
and may indicate a generalized weakness in the masonry itself. Application of chemicals or salts can 
exacerbate these conditions.  
 
Recommendations: Dutchman repair or replacement of the damaged masonry unit when necessary. 
Otherwise alter site conditions to drain or channel water away from the masonry, repoint open or 
damaged joints, and avoid the use of de-icing salts and other chemicals.  
 
Cracking: Masonry cracking results from stress, whether mechanical, environmental, or otherwise. 
Stressors include uneven loading or foundation settling, inappropriate mortars, oxide jacking, 
thermally-induced expansion and contraction, and freeze/thaw cycles resulting from water 
infiltration. 
  
Recommendations: Treatment depends on the size of the crack and whether it is determined to be 
active or passive (active cracks expand, contract, deepen and move; passive cracks do not change). 
Small passive cracks may be left alone. Large passive cracks should be filled with mortar or grout 
that matches the existing mortar in color and is weaker than the existing mortar to allow for 
expansion. Severe cracks may be addressed with epoxy and stainless steel pins (epoxied joints should 
be skim-coated with mortar to camouflage and protect the epoxy repair). All damaged joints should 
be hand-raked prior to repair.   
 
Soiling: Masonry may be stained or soiled by several elements. Rainwater runoff can lead to 
staining, as can gutter leaks. Water infiltration can cause staining and efflorescence. Oxidization of 
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ferrous metal objects can cause orange staining, and copper oxidization can lead to greenish streaks. 
Biological growth such as mosses, lichens and mildews can stain masonry as well as trap water and 
dirt. Pollution, backsplashed soil, bird droppings, and other environmental elements can also result 
in dirty masonry.  
 
Recommendations: Start with the gentlest methods, patch-testing specific materials and preparations in 
an inconspicuous area before using them. Begin with a low-pressure water wash and mild detergent, 
reserving more aggressive methods for spot-cleaning stubborn stains. Do not proceed with cleaning 
if temperatures may fall below 40 degrees Fahrenheit, and complete all planned repointing and 
masonry repairs prior to embarking on any cleaning program. Avoid abrasives. 
 
Wood 
 
Wood deterioration, unpainted surface: Deterioration begins within two months of exposure to 
sunlight. It begins with a change in wood color due to decomposition of lignin (the material that 
holds individual wood cells together). Absorption and the release of moisture result in swelling and 
shrinking. This in turn leads to formation of cracks, checking, cupping and warping. The end grain is 
more susceptible to water damage than the other surfaces. All surfaces are vulnerable to mildew and 
fungal growth when damp.  
 
Recommendations: Address water sources (repair gutters, aim downspouts away from the building, 
eliminate splashback, etc). Slightly deteriorated wood may be consolidated and/or patched with 
epoxies. Small areas of advanced deterioration may be repaired with a dutchman. Severe 
deterioration may be addressed by replacement with wood in-kind.  Rotted elements should be 
removed or shaved back to sound wood, and replacements should match the original wood as 
closely as possible.  
 
Repair by Wood Component Replacement:   
Custom fabricate new wood components to replace missing members or members deteriorated 
beyond repair.  Either replace the entire wood component or splice a new wood member into an 
existing member. 
 
Cut out deteriorated or damaged sections of wood components and replace them by splicing 
replacement wood components into existing remaining wood members.  New wood species should 
match original.  Anchor new wood components by nailing and with adhesive. 
 
Install new replacement wood members with concealed stainless steel fasteners.  Fill nail holes and 
touch up the finish to match surrounding wood finish. Replacement wood components should be 
adjusted to prevailing conditions at installation areas before installing. 
 
Repair by Removing Individual Units:   
Where entire units (columns, windows, cornices, etc.) require restoration, completely remove the 
unit(s) and restore off-site.  Repair the entire unit by patching or repairing members as specified for 
wood member patching. 
 
Repair by Pretreatment and Patching Compound: 
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Clean wood surfaces prior to consolidation treatment and patching.  If rotted or soft wood remains, 
remove down to sound wood according to patching manufacturer's written instructions. 
 
Apply wood pretreatment to soft wood fibers to remain, complying with manufacturer's written 
instructions.  Coat surfaces with consolidation treatment by brushing, applying multiple coats until 
the wood is saturated.  Allow treatment to harden before filling voids with patching compound. 
 
Mix only as much patching compound as can be applied at one time according to manufacturer's 
written instructions. 
 
Apply patching compound to fill depressions, nicks, cracks, and other voids created by removed or 
missing wood.  Apply the compound in layers as recommended in writing by the manufacturer until 
the void is completely filled.  Sand the patching compound smooth and flush, matching the contour 
of the existing wood member.  Clean spilled compound from adjacent materials immediately. 
 
Patch wood members that have been damaged and exhibit depressions, holes, or similar voids, and 
that have limited rotted or decayed wood.  Remove rotted or decayed wood down to sound wood. 
Treat wood members with wood pretreatment prior to application of patching compound, 
according to repair and patching material manufacturer's written instructions.  Caulk any open 
seams, especially where horizontal and vertical wood members meet.   
 
Wood Patching Materials 
Wood Pretreatment:  There are ready-to-use products designed for hardening and sealing soft 
fibers of wood materials that have deteriorated due to weathering and exposure and that are 
designed specifically to enhance the bond of wood patching compound to existing wood.  These 
products include Liquidwood, by Abatron, Inc.; Primatrate, by Advanced Repair Technology; and 
Liquid TIMBR, by Wood Care Systems. 
 
Wood Patching Compound:  A 2-part epoxy-resin wood compound with a 10- to 15-minute cure 
at 70 degrees Fahrenheit, in knife grade formulation and recommended by manufacturer for type of 
wood repair indicated.  The compound shall be designed for filling damaged wood materials that 
have deteriorated due to weathering and exposure.  The compound shall be capable of filling deep 
holes and capable of spreading to feather edge.  These products include Liquidwood, by Abatron, 
Inc.; Primatrate with Flex-Tec HV, by Advanced Repair Technology; West System, by Gougeon 
Brothers, Inc.;  
and Quickwood, by Polymeric Systems Inc. 
 
Wood deterioration, painted surfaces: Paint is designed as a sacrificial layer that protects 
woodwork from natural weathering and associated deterioration. When properly applied, paint has a 
lifespan of up to eight years. When inappropriately applied, or when it has reached the end of its 
functional life, paint will peel, crack, flake and alligator. These fissures allow moisture to penetrate 
and support biological growth, and contribute to the deterioration of the surface beneath. 
 
Recommendations: In general, remove paint until a sound layer is reached. Clean and sand the surface 
of the sound coat before applying a fresh coat.  For paint layers that are deeply cracked or in 
situations where bare wood is exposed, old paint should be stripped using the gentlest method 
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possible. The resulting surface should be carefully cleaned and primed before repainting. Paint 
should be appropriate to the structure in both type and color, and should allow the structure to 
breathe. If complete paint removal is necessary, it is recommended that a small section of original 
paint be allowed to remain in an inconspicuous site to provide a record of the original paint type and 
color (also known as a “witness”).  
 
General preparation of surfaces for painting 
Recommendations: Protect adjacent materials from damage.  Clean existing wood columns, entablature, 
soffits, and eaves of mildew, algae, moss, plant material, loose paint, grease, dirt, and other debris.  
Use a bristle brush and mildewcide to kill mildew.  After cleaning, rinse thoroughly with fresh water.  
Allow the area to dry before patching, repairing, or painting. 
 
Deteriorated Paint 
Severely deteriorated paint, including extensive cracked and loose paint film, is characterized by 
considerable cracking, checking, blistering, erosion, loss of adhesion, and severe chalking or mildew.  
 
Removal of Deteriorated Paint 
Recommendations: Remove the old paint film down to bare wood (or plaster) substrate by using hand-
tool removal, scraping and sanding, chemical removal, or a combination of all three methods. 
 
The selection of the surface-preparation tools and methods should be determined by the particular 
site conditions. Do not use power tools, including sanders, grinders, and power brushing tools.  A 
heat plate (flameless) may be used.  
 
Surface Preparation 
General:  Use the gentlest appropriate method necessary to clean the surface in question. Wash 
surfaces by hand using clean rags, sponges, water, and detergent. 
 
Hand-Tool Cleaning:  Use wet sanding and wet scraping methods only.  Lightly mist the substrate 
before sanding or scraping.  Acceptable hand-tools include scrapers, wire brushes, sandpaper, steel 
wool, nonmetallic pads, and dusters.  
  
Solvent Cleaning:  Solvent cleaning may be used to remove oil, grease, smoke, tar, and asphalt from 
painted or unpainted surfaces before preparation work begins.  In addition, if necessary, spot-
solvent cleaning may be employed just prior to the commencement of paint application, provided 
enough time is allowed for complete evaporation.  Clean solvent and clean rags shall be used for the 
final wash to ensure that all foreign materials have been removed. Dispose of used rags and solvent 
carefully and in accordance with local disposal laws. 
 
Paint Removal Methods 
Removal Methods, General:  Where cleaning methods have been attempted and further removal of the 
paint is required because of incompatible or unsatisfactory surfaces for repainting, use the paint 
removal methods specified below.  Completely remove paint film from those items indicated or 
specified to have existing paint completely removed. 
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Chemical Removal:  Chemical removal systems may be employed to remove parts or complete coatings 
of paint.  Spread the removers over the surface from which coatings are to be removed.  Remove 
the softened paint with a scraper (broad knife) or similar tool that the painting restoration specialist 
may select.  Repeat the procedure until all paint and residue are removed as directed by 
manufacturer's written instructions.  Rinse and neutralize as required by remover manufacturer.  
Allow enough time to elapse to permit the surface to dry before proceeding with refinishing. 
 
Mechanical Removal:  Use and selection of mechanical removal equipment shall be the responsibility of 
the painting restoration specialist.  Use of power paint removal tools is prohibited.  Acceptable tools 
for manual paint removal include scrapers, wire brushes, sandpaper, and steel wool.  Dental tools 
may be used to remove paint from intricate detail work. 
 
Painting: 
General:   Apply paints to produce surface films without cloudiness, spotting, holidays, laps, brush 
marks, runs, sags, ropiness, or other surface imperfections.  Cut-in sharp lines and color breaks.  Use 
natural bristle brushes for the primer coat, intermediate coat, and top coat applications.  Use of 
mechanical paint application apparatus (sprayer) is not recommended.   
 
The use of an oil-based primer is recommended, together with an oil-based intermediate coat and 
top coat for best adhesion to the historic wood surfaces.  For exterior trim or exterior woodwork, 
the top coat is to be gloss or semi-gloss.  Follow manufacturer’s recommendations addressing 
proper application temperatures, exterior humidity levels, and length of duration of proper 
temperature for recommended drying times.  Do not prime or paint if rain is forecast within 72 
hours.  If rain is forecast, take precautions to protect exposed wood surfaces, in order to prevent 
water saturation.   
 
Protect adjacent surfaces and materials against damage from paint application.  Correct damage to 
adjacent materials and surfaces by cleaning, repairing, replacing, and refinishing, as approved by the 
architect, and leave in an undamaged condition. 
At the completion of the project, touch up and restore any damaged or defaced painted surfaces. 
 
 
Windows 
 
The Window Levels of Repair: 
Level I:  Routine maintenance – Repairs in-situ 

A. Exterior loose paint removal 
B. Repair Sash 

Repair Putty 
Re-glaze as necessary 

                        Sand, patch, prime 
C. Repair Frame 

Reinstall sash, parting bead, and stop 
             Sand, patch, prime 

D. Two Coats of Paint 
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Level II: Stabilization - Repairs in-situ 
A. At wet areas: dry the wood 
B. At wet areas: waterproof with 2-3 coats boiled linseed oil 
C. Fill cracks and holes with epoxy 
D. Level I repairs above 

 
Level III: Splices and Parts Replacement – Remove for repairs 

A. Remove Sash and/or affected parts of frame 
B. Mill and install replacement parts 
C. Level I repairs above 
D. Level II repairs above 

 
Level IV: Potential Replacement 

A.  Removal of window in entirety is required to make repairs, evaluate to verify whether 
unit should be replaced 
B.  If window and frame cannot be salvaged, a new unit to match the existing in material and 
configuration shall be installed. 

 
 
 
Window deterioration:  The double-hung windows typical of historic structures are prone to 
broken glass, loose or missing glazing putty, broken sash cords, and inoperable sashes. Sills and 
lower sashes are susceptible to damage from pooling water, which can cause swelling, rot, and 
loosened joints.  
 
Recommendations: Replace deteriorated glazing by removing all failed putty with a scraper or gentle 
stripper (use of heat guns, etc. may result in broken glass). Prime bare wood with an oil-based 
primer and use back bedding putty on all vertical surfaces. Insert the glass and secure it with glazing 
pins, then apply a beveled bead of glazing putty. Allow the putty to dry for several days before 
priming and painting it. Broken sash cords may be replaced by removing the affected sash, installing 
a new sash cord and attaching the sash weight. Removal of excess paint may also assist in restoring 
sash movement. Rotten wood should be addressed as recommended in the previous discussions of 
deteriorated plain and painted wood surfaces. Loosened joints may be addressed by dismantling the 
joint, cleaning the members, and reassembling with a wood dowel and waterproof glue.  
 
Steel Windows 
Window deterioration:  Steel windows in historic structures are prone to rust, broken glass, loose or 
missing glazing putty, peeling paint and poorly operating hardware.  Corrosion and unadhered paint 
are not necessarily indications that the windows are beyond repair.  Do not replace unless the 
window is Heavily corroded beyond patch repair.   
 
Recommendations:  The degree of corrosion needs to be established in order to determine the 
course of action.  Light corrosion appears just on the surface.  Medium corrosion includes a 
bubbling texture on the metal, but has not impacted the structural stability of the member.  Deep 
rust and corrosion into the structure indicates Heavy corrosion and replacement of the specific 
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metal section would be needed.  The use of a probe, such as an ice pick, should not be able to 
penetrate the surface of the metal where there is Light or Medium corrosion.   
 
Before repairing, sources of moisture must be eliminated in order to prevent recurring rust 
problems.  This includes through the wall, from the roof, around the perimeter caulk joints and 
condensation.  Minor repairs should be able to be carried out while the windows are in place.  
Surfaces adjacent to metal, including walls and glass panes, should be protected during work. 
 
Remove surface dirt and grease with a brush and wipe clean with a cloth and mineral spirits or 
denatured alcohol.  Manually remove any rust, flaking paint and loose particles.  Under no 
circumstances should sandblasting or heat removal methods be used.  The first approach should be 
with a wire brush.  Chemical removers may be used, but care should be taken to remove any residue 
and ensure thorough drying.  Well-bonded paint does not need to be removed and may remain and 
be sanded.  Wipe the surfaces again with mineral spirits or denatured alcohol and dry.  Immediately 
prime the clean and stable surfaces with rust-inhibiting primer.  Replace broken glass and glazing 
compound.  Replace or repair fasteners and hardware.  Paint all surfaces with two coats of finish 
paint compatible with the rust-inhibiting primer.  
 
Read the full National Park Service Preservation Brief #13: The Repair and Thermal Upgrading of 
Historic Steel Windows, from which the above was taken, prior to commencing work. 
 
Sealants 
 
Sealant deterioration: Sealants (caulking) may be useful in some historic applications, such as 
around windows as a buffer between incompatible materials. Most modern sealants, however, 
consist of slow- or semi-drying synthetic mastics that have an effective lifespan of seven to ten years. 
Failing sealants develop crazing, or a fine network of cracks, across their surfaces, allowing water 
infiltration and causing the sealant to further deteriorate. Inappropriate installation can exacerbate 
this condition.  
 
Recommendations: Where appropriate, old sealant should be removed and replaced with newer, high-
movement sealants. This requires proper joint preparation and design, keeping in mind the range of 
potential masonry movement (based on its coefficient of thermal expansion as well as the range of 
temperatures expected). Movement should not exceed twenty-five percent in compression or 
extension. Joint sealants change in shape, not volume, with compression and extension, requiring a 
careful selection of width-to-depth ratios of the installed sealant to ensure that the existing joint is 
matched with the appropriate sealant.  
 
Metals 
 
Iron deterioration: Iron oxidization results in rust, a porous film that attracts and retains moisture. 
The process of oxidization continues until the metal is completely destroyed. Of the ferrous 
materials found in most buildings, wrought iron tends to rust most quickly but is more resistant to 
severe corrosion than cast iron. Galvanized iron (iron with a zinc coating) is highly resistant to 
corrosion, even when the zinc coating is compromised.  
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Recommendations: Maintain any painted surfaces (paint protects the iron). Minor paint failure may be 
addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Severe deterioration may require paint removal and 
rust remediation prior to recoating.  
 
Site 
 
Site issues: Proper landscaping, appropriate drainage, and the use of traffic sealants should be 
addressed in any maintenance plan.  
 
Drainage: Grade surrounding soils to encourage water to drain away from foundations. This will 
assist in controlling water infiltration and rising damp. 
 
Traffic sealant: Typically installed at the interface of building foundations and adjacent sidewalks, 
the sealant closes this joint and prevents water infiltration.  
 
Landscaping 
Landscaping: Ensure that trees and ornamental plantings are kept eighteen to twenty-four inches 
away from building foundations. This will assist in keeping the area near the building dry, rendering 
it less likely that insects and biological growths will take hold. Maintain landscape plants by pruning 
dead branches, removing branches that overhang roofs, and preventing overgrowth. Remove ivies 
and other climbing plants from the structure by shearing at the base and allowing the plant to die 
rather than pulling the live plant from the building.  
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	The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation

	Chapter 3.01_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0002_Williams House_rev7April2017-at
	 Repair the tile flooring at front porch as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 290 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 290 sf.
	 Repair the ornamental metal grille at the front porch and the two metal poles at the rear porch.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation ...

	Chapter 3.02_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0004_Founders Hall_draft4April2017_at_CHECK
	Chapter 3.03_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0007_Ginter House_rev7April2017-at
	 Investigate the moisture infiltration issue at the junction of the main entrance porch and north façade.  Repair as required.
	 Fabricate missing architectural rivets to match the existing rivets. Assume 80 lf.
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 400 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 400 sf.
	 Repair all existing copper porch roofs as required by following the material recommendations. Assume 500 sf.
	 Repair all existing porch downspouts.  Verify that water is directed an adequate distance from the building’s foundations.  Assume 50 lf.
	 The modification to the gutters and downspouts should alleviate the splash back issues occurring at the accessible entrance.  If these issues persist, consider designing a new solution for water removal in this area.  Assume 500 sf.

	Chapter 3.04_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0008_Anderson House_rev7April2017-at
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 178 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 178 sf.

	Chapter 3.05_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0009_Kearney House_rev7April2017-at
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 40 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 40 sf.

	Chapter 3.06_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0010_Scherer Hall_rev4Apr2017-at
	 Assume 840 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.
	 Repair the tile flooring at the front porch as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 80 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 80 sf.
	 Repair metal stair railing at front porch; metal balconies at west elevation; and metal railings at east elevation ramp, stoop, and stairs.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may ...

	Chapter 3.07_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0012_Anderson Gallery_rev7April2017-at
	 Assume 280 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.

	Chapter 3.08_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0014_Ritter-Hickok House_rev7April2017-at
	 Investigate the moisture infiltration issue at foundation along terrace.  Repair as required.  Assume 210 sf.
	 Install drip edge or coping at water table at north end of east elevation.  Assume 15 lf.
	 Repaint the foundation using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 950 sf.
	 Repair marble tile at terrace as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 450 sf.
	 Rake out loose grout at marble tile and re-grout as required.  Assume 450 sf.

	Chapter 3.09_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0017_McAdams House_rev7April2017_at-CHECK
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 47 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 47 sf.
	 Repair the metal stair rail at the front porch.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 4 lf.

	Chapter 3.10_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0022_Shafer Street Playhouse_rev7April2017-at
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	Chapter 3.11_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0023_Lafayette Hall_rev7April2017-at
	 Repair the existing slate roof as required following the slate repair recommendations in the material recommendations. Assume 125 sf.

	Chapter 3.12_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0025_Starke House_rev7April2017-at
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 110 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 110 sf.

	Chapter 3.13_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0027_Crenshaw House_rev9April2017-jwg_CHECK
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 20 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 50 sf.

	Chapter 3.14_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0034_Bowe House_rev7April2017-at
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Removal of all tile, repairing the base layers of the tile, and relaying/grouting the tile may be required.  Assume 45 sf.
	 If replacement of damaged tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 45 sf.
	 Repair the wood porch at the north elevation.  Replace rotted wood in-kind where necessary.  Consider resetting the porch to better drain away from the adjacent walls.  Verify connections and re-nail where needed.  Prime and paint with two coats of ...

	Chapter 3.15_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0036_Thurston House_rev9Apr2017-jwg_CHECK
	 Investigate the moisture infiltration issues at red brick foundation walls.  Repair as required.  Assume 320 sf.
	 Assume 460 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.
	 Repair all delaminating and cracked stone at front porch and steps, and repoint as necessary.  At steps, maintain existing plastic repairs; when existing repairs fail, implement Dutchman repairs.  The repairs at the bottom step should be closely mon...
	 Repair the tile flooring at the front porch as required.  Eroded spots may be repaired with a combination of plastic repairs and the reapplication of glazing as a short-term solution.  As a long-term solution, remove and replace all damaged tile.  A...
	 If replacement of damaged tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 310 ...
	 Assume 415 sf of the same porch elements will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.
	 Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the north CMU porch and metal railing.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s recommendations.

	Chapter 3.16_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0038_Meredith House_7April2017-jwg_CHECK
	 Consider replacing the non-historic porch tiles with a historically compatible tile at the main entrance porch.  Assume 85 sf.
	 If replacement of the tile is not financially feasible at this time, replace broken and missing tile.  Consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prio...

	Chapter 3.17_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0039_Meredith House Carriage House_rev9April2017-jwg
	Chapter 3.18_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0044_Millhiser House_rev7Apr2017-jwg
	 Assume 790 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.
	 Repair the existing slate wall cladding as required following the slate repair recommendations in the material recommendations. Assume 150 sf.

	Chapter 3.19_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0045_Millhiser House Carriage House_KA Draft 7April2017-jwg
	Chapter 3.20_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0046_Sitterding House_rev9April2017-jwg
	 Repair stucco foundation as required. Prime and paint all stucco with two coats of paint. Assume 775 sf.
	 Assume 250 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.
	 As needed, repaint the painted section of the east brick foundation using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 200 sf.
	 Engage an MEP engineer to determine if the penetration for the electrical conduit at the south elevation should be sealed.  Pending this investigation, implement the MEP engineer’s recommendations.
	 Repair the marble tile flooring at front porch as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 70 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 70 sf.
	 As needed, repaint the brick piers at the east porch using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 100 sf.
	 Engage a structural engineer to verify the structural stability of the west wall at front porch where step crack is located.  Pending this investigation, implement the structural engineer’s recommendations.

	Chapter 3.21_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0055_White House_rev9April2017-jwg

	3_VCU Historic Building Repairs_Final_10April2017
	Chapter 3.22_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0058_Stokes House_rev9April2017-jwg
	 Repair the wood porch at the north elevation and the two porches at the west elevation.  Replace rotted wood in-kind where necessary.  Verify connections and re-nail where needed.  Refer to standard wood rehabilitation procedures. Prime and paint wi...

	Chapter 3.23_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0059_918 W Franklin St Rear_rev9April2017-jwg
	Chapter 3.24_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0060_Stagg House_rev9April2017-jwg
	 Repair the tile flooring at the front porch as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 80 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 80 sf.
	 Repair metal stair rail at front porch, iron balcony at east elevation, and fire escape at east elevation.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust re...
	 Repair the metal rail at the steps abutting the sidewalk.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 1 lf.
	 As most of wood fence along east elevation exhibits rot, replace entire fence in kind.  Assume 100 lf.
	 Maintain existing wheelchair lift according to manufacturer’s instructions.

	Chapter 3.25_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0081_Buford House_rev9April2017-jwg_CHECK
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 100 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 100 sf.
	 Repair the pressed metal ceiling at the primary elevation recess.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 30 sf.

	Chapter 3.26_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0096_Franklin Terrace_rev9April2017-jwg_CHECK
	Chapter 3.27_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0102_Hunton House_7April2017_KA+JH Edits-jwg
	Chapter 3.28_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0103_Valentine House_rev9APril2017-jwg
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 145 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 145 sf.
	 Remove the planters from the brick and brownstone boarders adjacent the steps.

	Chapter 3.29_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0113_920 W Franklin St Rear_rev9April2017-jwg
	Chapter 3.30_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0116_Bird House_rev9April2017-jwg
	 If CMU block addition at carriage house is part of Bird House property, it should be demolished due to advanced state of deterioration.  Assume 350 sf.
	 Assume 600 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.

	Chapter 3.31_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0120_Harrison House_rev10April2017-jwg_CHECK
	 Assume 300 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.
	 After the source of any water damage is identified and corrected, repaint south (front) brick foundation using an appropriate color.  Refer to the paint guidelines located in the overview of this report.  Assume 55 sf.
	 Repair the tile flooring at the front porch and terrace as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 150 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 150 sf.

	Chapter 3.32_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0123_Blanton House_rev10April2017-jwg
	 Repair the existing slate roof as required following the slate repair recommendations in the material recommendations. Assume 125 sf.
	 Repair the rusted ceiling tile as required. Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 800 sf.
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 400 sf.
	 Repair the wrought iron railing.  Follow the metal repair recommendations.  Assume 15 lf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 400 sf.
	 Install a guardrail and a handrail at the basement steps.
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	Chapter 3.33_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0124_VCU Meeting Center_rev10April2017_BCGedit-jwg
	Chapter 3.34_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0184_Richard T. Robertson Alumni House_rev10April2017-jwg
	 Assume 440 sf of the same foundation walls will need additional cleaning using a slightly stronger, though acceptable, product.  This will not be evident until the first pass is complete.
	 Repair metal railings, stairs, and other metal components at front porch, rear ramp and porch, and rear fire escape.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal a...
	 Repair stamped concrete flooring at front porch, rear porch deck, and rear ramp as necessary.  Patch with concrete to match as necessary.  Consider replacing the finish with a simpler, more durable concrete finish.  Assume 450 sf.
	 Repair crack at stamped concrete walkway leading to front porch.  Consider replacing the finish with a simpler, more durable concrete finish.  Assume 30 sf.

	Chapter 3.35_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0201_Moseley House_rev10April2017-jwg
	 Repair the existing slate roofs as required following the slate repair recommendations in the material recommendations. Assume 125 sf.

	Chapter 3.36_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0222_Moseley House Garage_rev10April2017-jwg
	Chapter 3.37_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0294_Blair House_rev10APril2017-jwg
	Chapter 3.38_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0563_Zeigler House_rev10April2017-jwg
	Chapter 3.39_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0564_Samuel Putney House_rev10April2017-jwg
	 Inspect the rear wheelchair lift to ensure that no rust or deterioration is being caused by adjacent steam discharge.

	Chapter 3.40_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0565_Stephen Putney House_rev10April2017-jwg
	 A structural engineer should examine the porch repair detail under the east (side) porch to  determine if there is an ongoing issue, whether the repair is sufficient, and if not, to design a more appropriate repair
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	General masonry repairs
	UWood
	Repair by Wood Component Replacement:
	Custom fabricate new wood components to replace missing members or members deteriorated beyond repair.  Either replace the entire wood component or splice a new wood member into an existing member.
	Cut out deteriorated or damaged sections of wood components and replace them by splicing replacement wood components into existing remaining wood members.  New wood species should match original.  Anchor new wood components by nailing and with adhesive.
	Install new replacement wood members with concealed stainless steel fasteners.  Fill nail holes and touch up the finish to match surrounding wood finish. Replacement wood components should be adjusted to prevailing conditions at installation areas bef...

	Repair by Removing Individual Units:
	Repair by Pretreatment and Patching Compound:
	Clean wood surfaces prior to consolidation treatment and patching.  If rotted or soft wood remains, remove down to sound wood according to patching manufacturer's written instructions.
	Apply wood pretreatment to soft wood fibers to remain, complying with manufacturer's written instructions.  Coat surfaces with consolidation treatment by brushing, applying multiple coats until the wood is saturated.  Allow treatment to harden before ...
	Mix only as much patching compound as can be applied at one time according to manufacturer's written instructions.
	Apply patching compound to fill depressions, nicks, cracks, and other voids created by removed or missing wood.  Apply the compound in layers as recommended in writing by the manufacturer until the void is completely filled.  Sand the patching compoun...
	Patch wood members that have been damaged and exhibit depressions, holes, or similar voids, and that have limited rotted or decayed wood.  Remove rotted or decayed wood down to sound wood.
	Treat wood members with wood pretreatment prior to application of patching compound, according to repair and patching material manufacturer's written instructions.  Caulk any open seams, especially where horizontal and vertical wood members meet.


	Wood Patching Materials
	Wood Pretreatment:  There are ready-to-use products designed for hardening and sealing soft fibers of wood materials that have deteriorated due to weathering and exposure and that are designed specifically to enhance the bond of wood patching compound...
	Wood Patching Compound:  A 2-part epoxy-resin wood compound with a 10- to 15-minute cure at 35T70 degrees Fahrenheit35T, in knife grade formulation and recommended by manufacturer for type of wood repair indicated.  The compound shall be designed for ...

	and Quickwood, by Polymeric Systems Inc.
	Recommendations: Protect adjacent materials from damage.  Clean existing wood columns, entablature, soffits, and eaves of mildew, algae, moss, plant material, loose paint, grease, dirt, and other debris.  Use a bristle brush and mildewcide to kill mil...

	Deteriorated Paint
	Severely deteriorated paint, including extensive cracked and loose paint film, is characterized by considerable cracking, checking, blistering, erosion, loss of adhesion, and severe chalking or mildew.

	Removal of Deteriorated Paint
	Recommendations: Remove the old paint film down to bare wood (or plaster) substrate by using hand-tool removal, scraping and sanding, chemical removal, or a combination of all three methods.
	The selection of the surface-preparation tools and methods should be determined by the particular site conditions. Do not use power tools, including sanders, grinders, and power brushing tools.  A heat plate (flameless) may be used.

	Surface Preparation
	General:  Use the gentlest appropriate method necessary to clean the surface in question. Wash surfaces by hand using clean rags, sponges, water, and detergent.
	Hand-Tool Cleaning:  Use wet sanding and wet scraping methods only.  Lightly mist the substrate before sanding or scraping.  Acceptable hand-tools include scrapers, wire brushes, sandpaper, steel wool, nonmetallic pads, and dusters.
	Solvent Cleaning:  Solvent cleaning may be used to remove oil, grease, smoke, tar, and asphalt from painted or unpainted surfaces before preparation work begins.  In addition, if necessary, spot-solvent cleaning may be employed just prior to the comme...

	Paint Removal Methods
	Removal Methods, General:  Where cleaning methods have been attempted and further removal of the paint is required because of incompatible or unsatisfactory surfaces for repainting, use the paint removal methods specified below.  Completely remove pai...
	Chemical Removal:  Chemical removal systems may be employed to remove parts or complete coatings of paint.  Spread the removers over the surface from which coatings are to be removed.  Remove the softened paint with a scraper (broad knife) or similar ...
	Mechanical Removal:  Use and selection of mechanical removal equipment shall be the responsibility of the painting restoration specialist.  Use of power paint removal tools is prohibited.  Acceptable tools for manual paint removal include scrapers, wi...

	Painting:
	General:   Apply paints to produce surface films without cloudiness, spotting, holidays, laps, brush marks, runs, sags, ropiness, or other surface imperfections.  Cut-in sharp lines and color breaks.  Use natural bristle brushes for the primer coat, i...
	The use of an oil-based primer is recommended, together with an oil-based intermediate coat and top coat for best adhesion to the historic wood surfaces.  For exterior trim or exterior woodwork, the top coat is to be gloss or semi-gloss.  Follow manuf...
	Protect adjacent surfaces and materials against damage from paint application.  Correct damage to adjacent materials and surfaces by cleaning, repairing, replacing, and refinishing, as approved by the architect, and leave in an undamaged condition.
	At the completion of the project, touch up and restore any damaged or defaced painted surfaces.

	UWindows
	USealants
	UMetals
	USite
	Landscaping
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	Chapter 3.09_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0017_McAdams House_rev7April2017_at-CHECK.pdf
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 47 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 47 sf.
	 Repair the metal stair rail at the front porch.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 4 lf.

	Chapter 3.16_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0038_Meredith House_7April2017-jwg_CHECK.pdf
	 Consider replacing the non-historic porch tiles with a historically compatible tile at the main entrance porch.  Assume 85 sf.
	 If replacement of the tile is not financially feasible at this time, replace broken and missing tile.  Consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prio...

	Chapter 3.25_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0081_Buford House_rev9April2017-jwg_CHECK.pdf
	 Repair the tile flooring as required.  Remove and replace damaged tile.  Any new tile shall match the existing historic tile.  Assume 100 sf.
	 If replacement of broken tile is not financially feasible at this time, consider applying an appropriate sealer that will help to prevent moisture from further damaging the tile.  (Sealer should be approved by DHR prior to application.) Assume 100 sf.
	 Repair the pressed metal ceiling at the primary elevation recess.  Minor paint failure may be addressed by cleaning, priming and repainting. Areas of severe deterioration may require paint removal and rust remediation prior to recoating.  Assume 30 sf.

	Chapter 3.39_VCU_HistoricBuildingRepairs_0564_Samuel Putney House_rev10April2017-jwg.pdf
	 Inspect the rear wheelchair lift to ensure that no rust or deterioration is being caused by adjacent steam discharge.


